Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Summary:
An important part of the planning process for the Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail is gathering public
input. Staff held the first round of public comment and kick-off meetings in January 2017. These
meetings and outreach efforts focused on overall project goals, concerns and the information the public
wanted to include in the analysis going forward. The second round of public comment included public
meetings on September 6 and 7 of 2017, held in Redstone and Carbondale, respectively. Over 130
members of the community attended the meetings, which included a presentation from the consultants
on the engineering and environmental elements of each of the segments followed by an open house
where consultants and staff were available to answer questions and listen to feedback. In addition to
the open houses, a joint public meeting was held in Carbondale at the Third Street Center with the Town
of Carbondale Trustees, the Board of County Commissioners, and the Open Space and Trails Board.
Approximately 150 members of the public attended the meeting, and 38 community members made
public comments about the trail.
Following the public open houses, the online survey was launched in conjunction with an online
StoryMap to help people understand the different factors that were evaluated for each trail segment. A
total of 674 survey responses were collected from September 8th – November 15th, 2017. In addition,
eight (8) comment letters or emails were received from partnering agencies, HOA and citizen groups,
with another 49 individual letters submitted. Of the 50 letters or emails received, 29 of the individuals
also responded to the online survey. The public comments, in conjunction with the environmental and
engineering studies, form the basis for establishing a preferred alignment for the draft plan.
Link to StoryMap:
http://pitkincounty.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=ba230179031844598caaad298
f3524d3

Response Summary:
•

674 Total Initial Responses
o 526 - Individual Survey Responses
 15 - Individuals completed more than one survey. These were manually
combined into one response
o The following surveys were removed from the analysis:
 131 - Completely blank surveys or surveys that included a name/contact but no
question responses (respondents added to mailing list)
 2 - False/unidentified individuals (Joe Blow and Opinions Carbondale)
o A column was added to the survey responses to identify those who also submitted a
letter or email and/or who spoke at the joint BOCC, OSTB, and Town of Carbondale
meeting.
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Who responded to the survey?
The majority of responses were representative of Pitkin and Garfield County residents. “Other”
responses were a mix of in state areas such as Jefferson, Boulder and Larimer counties, as well as a few
responses from individuals residing out of state. Those who specified that they were a Crystal Valley
resident were moved to the Pitkin County group.
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In addition to the public survey, staff received a number of letters and emails and the BOCC and OSTB
heard from a number of community members at the joint board meeting with the Town of Carbondale.
Many individuals responded in multiple ways as shown in the graphic below.

Overview / Themes
Staff reviewed all of the responses and sorted them into seven categories based on the responses to the
general comments and the overall responses to the segment questions. The seven categories included:
Supportive of a trail, no preferred alignment; Supportive of a Combination of A/B Alignments; Alignment
A preferred; Alignment B preferred; No Trail; No trail, but HWY if none is not an option; and Other.
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Throughout each of the categories and across geographic areas, wildlife and environmental qualities of
the Crystal Valley are important elements to consider in choosing the preferred alignment. Other
considerations that were voiced by a number of survey respondents include cost considerations, safety,
trail experience and impacts on residents. Within the seven sub-categories identified by staff, some
general themes are summarized below.
•

•

•

Supportive of a trail – no preferred alignment. This category captured individuals who generally
felt there was a need for or supported a trail through the Crystal Valley; however, they did not
identify a preferred alignment or segments.
o Comment themes:
 Many simply stated their support for the trail concept in general.
 Many respondents in this category identified the importance of protecting
wildlife and environmental qualities, some specifically identifying the need to
protect Filoha Meadows.
 The value of connecting communities, the destination quality of the valley and
the potential trail, and the economic potential of the trail were all common
themes heard from this group of respondents.
 Safety was identified as both a reason supporting the need for a trail and a value
that should be considered in the preferred route selection.
 Cost considerations was another common theme respondents voiced as a factor
in the selection of a preferred alignment.
Supportive – Combination of A/B. This category captured responses from individuals who were
supportive of the trail and identified a combination of A and B segments as their preferred
route.
o Comment themes:
 Many in this category selected routes or voiced a preference for a route that
balanced the environmental and wildlife needs with recreation needs.
 A common theme of responses in this category was to consider the impacts on
residents, including private property and privacy concerns.
 Trail experience and safety were values people expressed.
 Cost considerations was another common theme respondents voiced as a factor
in the selection of a preferred alignment.
Alignment A Preferred – This category captured those respondents who felt that Alignment A
was the preferred choice.
o Comment themes:
 Wildlife impacts and riparian health were common concerns/considerations
voiced by this group.
 There was a desire among the respondents who selected the A alignment to
have other options considered for a trail alignment, including the potential for
an alignment on the west side of Hwy. 133 as well as the option to widen
shoulders in place of a separated trail alignment.
 Among this group, there was a concern about private property including the
potential impact to current residents by providing more access to non-residents
and impacting their properties.
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A desire to avoid eminent domain or condemnation for trail development was a
theme in this group of responses.
Alignment B Preferred – These respondents identified a preference for Alignment B where
possible or feasible; some exceptions are noted for specific trail segments, including Filoha.
o Comment themes:
 Trail experience including accommodating various users; a focus on creating a
quality user experience away from highway traffic; and a preference to utilize
the varied, scenic and landscape qualities within the Crystal Valley.
 Cost considerations were viewed as an important value with a preference for
the more conservative trail option in terms of cost voiced by many in this
category.
 Separation from the highway is important from a safety perspective.
 There is concern among this group to avoid wildlife impacts, as was seen with
other groups, however, generally this group is supportive of mitigation efforts
including seasonal closures where needed or utilizing Alternative A in specific
places such as Filoha.
 Some of these respondents voiced a preference for singletrack.
No Trail – These respondents were generally against any trail alignment going through the
Crystal Valley.
o Comment Themes:
 Wildlife impacts were one of the top reasons people in this category cited for
not supporting a trail. Many voiced a concern about the effectiveness of
seasonal closures as a mitigation strategy.
 The character and privacy of the valley were cited as some of the primary
reasons individuals in this group were against developing a trail. There was also
a sentiment that more people would negatively affect current residents and/or
environmental qualities.
 Cost considerations as well as the view that a trail is not needed were
referenced as reasons not to build a trail.
 Some in this group felt widened shoulders along Hwy. 133 would be an
adequate option.
No trail, but HWY if none is not an option – These respondents were against any trail alignment
going through the Crystal Valley, though they acknowledged that should a trail be developed, it
should follow Alignment A.
o Comment Themes:
 The comment themes for this group were largely the same as the “No Trail”
group.
Other – These respondents provided comments on the trail that did not fall clearly into one of
the classifications above.
o Comment Themes:
 Many in this category stated a concern for wildlife impacts being a driving factor
in the selection of a preferred alternative alignment.
 Many did not specify whether one alignment or the other would be preferred.


•

•

•

•
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Summary Chart:

Surface Type:
The following is a summary of the written responses to the Survey Question “What trail surface type(s)
do you feel would be most appropriate from Carbondale to Redstone? How would you feel about the
off-highway alternative being only a soft surface?” Similar responses were divided into categories
based on their responses ranging from those who preferred soft surface to those who preferred hardsurface trail types.
Preference for Soft Surface: (161 responses)
- Responses range from those who think soft surface is “fine” to those who really prefer a softsurface trail either because that is the type of experience they are interested in or because they
feel the impacts of soft surface are less than those of a hard surface and/or may be more
feasible.
- Many references to the Rio Grande section between Aspen and Woody Creek as being a
preferred or adequate trail type that is suitable to most users. There was a desire from many
respondents for the surface to be sufficiently hard packed to be able to accommodate a road
bike.
- Some of the reasons people preferred a soft-surface trail included:
o soft surfaces being less disruptive to wildlife and the environment;
o better compatibility with visual quality/landscape of the valley and the desire to
maintain the rural character and natural feel of the trail;
o limiting speeds and users; and
o less expensive and/or more feasible than a paved trail.
- There were some who voiced concern that a soft surface, though it may be preferred by the
individual, does not accomplish the goal of improving safety for road bikers.
- Some who are primarily interested in mountain biking voiced a preference for singletrack or
soft-surface trail.
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-

There were a handful of people who had a preference for a soft-surface trail adjacent to the
highway.

Preference for Hard Surface: (151 responses)
- The primary response in this group expressed the need to accommodate all users with an
emphasis on road bikers who are viewed by respondents as one of the primary potential user
groups. Respondents also cited the preference for pavement and accessible design to
accommodate families (both children and trailers), commuters, and the aging population.
o Respondents emphasized that a soft-surface trail does not accommodate all user groups
and road bikers be excluded from a soft-surface trail (therefore remaining in the
highway right-of-way).
o The Rio Grande Trail was referenced as a desirable example of the type of trail people
would be interested in seeing.
o There is a need to use a paved path on a road bike due to the traffic and safety concerns
of riding along Hwy. 133.
- Some respondents questioned the durability of soft surface and preferred hard surface to limit
maintenance costs over time.
- Some qualified their response by saying that if soft surface was compacted enough to ride a
road bike, it would be acceptable or if soft surface is the only way for the trail to be completed
then respondents were OK with a soft surface trail for Alignment B.
Preference Combination of Hard/Soft Surface: (12 responses)
- Respondents in this group were supportive of a dual-surface trail alignment to accommodate
the greatest diversity of user groups.
Depends on the Route Selected: (17 responses)
- Most of these responses identified a preference for soft surface if on Alignment B and hard
surface for the Alignment A alternative.
- Some of the respondents believed a mix of soft and hard surfaces may be necessary or desirable
depending on the final alignment.
Either Surface – No preference: (28 responses)
- Compacted soft surface would be fine if suitable for the greatest number of users including road
bikes.
- Any trail surface is acceptable.
Prefer Highway Alignment – hard surface: (38 responses)
- This group of responses reflected those who felt the trail should remain in the highway corridor
or follow Alignment A as a hard surface.
- Many in this group expressed their position that no trail should be built on Alignment B
- Some in this group did respond that if an Alignment B is used, they would prefer a soft-surface
trail
- Some in this group would prefer to see only widened shoulders while others would like to see a
full paved path adjacent to the roadway.
No opinion / other: (33 responses)
- Respondents in this group either had no opinion on the surface type of the trail or their opinion
was not clear based on their response.
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No Trail or No Alignment B: (32 responses)
- Respondents in this group emphasized their preference for no trail or opposition to Alignment B
and did not comment on potential surface types.
Comments on the Redstone to McClure Section:
- Some people included a preference for surface type for the Redstone to McClure Section in their
response to this question.
o People are OK with soft surface for this section
- Some respondents would like to see a paved trail all the way to Marble or the top of McClure
Pass.
Examples cited – Sedona, AZ USFS district; Rio Grande Trail, Great Allegheny Passage from Pittsburgh to
Cumberland

Trailheads / Interpretive Opportunities:
The following is a summary of the written responses to the Survey Question, “Do you have comments
on trailhead and interpretation locations?” There were 344 responses to this question.
Themes:
- There were both respondents who believe interpretive opportunities will add to/enhance the
user experience and others who do not see a need or desire to add more parking or interpretive
opportunities.
- Respondents expressed the need to accommodate increased use/demand with adequate
parking areas.
- Some respondents felt that less is more and supported keep signage/interpretive locations to a
minimum.
- Signage should be tasteful, informative, durable, minimal visual impact, and low maintenance.
- Wayfinding signs - some believe that small maps with distances is sufficient.
- Restrooms would be good.
Provide Information on:
- Trail etiquette/rules and regulations regarding protecting wildlife, care and responsibility and
consequences of the users, respect for private property, no trespassing, staying on the trail and
penalties for breaking the rules.
- Nature and environmental themes including: wildlife, bighorn, plants, natural history and
landmarks
- History – Railroad / stage stops, Rock Creek County Road, mining, native culture, Utes, original
settlements
Suggested Locations or Support for Locations Shown:
- Respect habitat / wildlife in selecting parking locations and interpretive sites
- Place parking near what is currently available or where other impacts already exist
- Locations should be well sited (to not create bottlenecks on the trail, impact wildlife sensitive
areas, etc.)
- Do not add parking at subdivision entrances
- Place interpretation at obvious stopping/resting points/easy to access
- Keep interpretation along the highway
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-

Provide interpretation at trailheads
Provide interpretation at bridge crossings
Make trail access convenient and obvious

Specific Locations:
- Carbondale
- Crystal River Country Estates
- Avalanche Creek Road
- Avalanche Ranch
- On highway across from Janeway
- Penny Hot Springs - Bighorn Sheep display near Penny Hot Springs / Filoha Meadows
- Placita
- Coke Ovens
- Both ends of Redstone Blvd.
- Both ends of the singletrack portion (Redstone and Top of McClure)
- At Marble turnoff (with connection to Bogan Flats)
- Thompson Creek
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

PITKIN COUNTY RESPONSES
trail alignment choices today are not adequate and need more options.
there needs to be highway 133 alignment. Not theough wilderness areas
and private property.

2

Thanks for the opportunity to comment. I have thoughts under five general
headings: Opportunity, Sharing the Riparian, Wildlife Protection, Too Hot to
Handle, and A Model. Opportunity: Substantial public concern about the
Crystal Trail proposal presents a great opportunity to clarify and
demonstrate OST's commitment to protecting wildlife and other ecological
values. Sharing the Riparian: Only 1/2% of the whole landscape regionally is
riparian, yet 75% of all native wildlife species depend on that ecosystem for
at least part of their life cycle, and that includes 80% of nesting bird species.
The very limited and highly ecologically productive riparian zone is also
where we tend to concentrate our roads, trails, and homesites. Our goal
should be measurable ecological gains rather than mitigated losses for the
riparian's natural values. Red Flags: From Nettle Creek to Filoha Meadows,
including Red Wind Point, Avalanche Creek, and the Narrows, there are
multiple locations where expert testimony asserts that a trail east of the
Crystal River will diminish ecological values, even with mitigation measures. I
would encourage that protection and enhancement of natural values
should be the standard. Too Hot to Handle: Even the hint of "takings" of
private land through Emminent Domaine or use of RS2477 would be a serious
misstep, undermining the essential element of public trust established by OST
over decades. This would also set a very dangerous precedent in Colorado
and the West generally. Damage would ripple through the Land Trust
community which so often provides indispensable partnerships in land
conservation to OST-like programs. A Model: Pitkin County's North Star
Nature Preserve provides a great model for Filoha Meadows. At North Star,
people and trails are well accommodated between the highway and the
River. This provides remarkable wildlife watching opportunities (from heron to
elk) where the animals are undisturbed yet very visually accessible for
people right on the edge of Town. Back to the opportunity in my initial
point above: I am committed to helping establish a public/private
partnership with OST to initiate a thorough biological inventory of the entire
Roaring Fork watershed to inform and engage public and private leadership
and decision-making for the long haul. Consideration of the proposed
Crystal Trail would fall within the context of that inventory process. Thank
you. Name Removed
all trails must preserve existing natural habitats

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

less is more.
signage on all
levels needs to
be at a bare
minimum. this is
wilderness!

soft surface
should be the
only option off
highway. this is
wilderness
areas.

Habitats must
be respected

soft surfaces,
like the Rio
Grande in
Aspen from
Cemetary Lane
to Woody
Creek work for
hikers and
bikers.
the surface
should be such
that all types of
bikes can use
safely

3

The trail should avoid private property
4
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7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

STAY OUT OF
FILOHA
MEADOWS, this is
absolutely never
to be ruined by
any type of
modern day soft
or hard surface
track. truly would
be a travesty.

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

STAT OUT OF
THE RIPARIAN
OST AREA!
THIS IS MORE
PROTECTED
AREA ALONG
AND NEXT TO
THE CRYSTAL
RIVER. USE THE
ALREADY
MADE ROAD!

Also spoke at joint board meeting

1

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

no

I am aligned same as
with
above
Wilderness
Workshop's
recommend
ations

same as
above

same as
above

same as
above

same as
above

same as
above

same as
above

same as
aove

same as above same as
above

same as above
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Yes

No

I believe the
trail should be a
combination of
hard and soft
surfaces

Bathroom use and trash receptacles...how will this be managed? If one
observes the Penny Hot Springs there is no management of these services!!!

No comment

Our preference
would be a soft
surface trail.

5

6

7

I have specific thoughts on the proposed trail through Pitkin County. I have
lived in Redstone for 32 years; been a home owner on the Blvd. for 28 years...
I DO NOT want this trail to go through Filoha Meadows!! This is a protected
area for a number of reasons and it needs to continue to be. To protect this
wet land, big horn sheep area and then turn around and want to use it for a
bike trail is just WRONG!! I DO NOT want the Redstone Blvd. used for this trail
either. We have enough problems in town w/traffic and all that goes with it;
we do not need any more!! These two things are on my "over my dead
body list"!!!
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7 Oaks

I believe the
home
owners who
will be
impacted by
this segment
of the trail
should have
the most
input.

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

This segment
should be
built with the
least impact
to
environment.

This segment
should be
built with the
least impact
to
environment.

Red Wind
Point

This segment
should be
build with
least impact
to
environment.
The seasonal
closure
preventing
use of the
trail should
be
considered.

Crystal River
Country
Estates

This has a
significant
direct
impact on
my property.
I would like
you to
investigate
using the
Sweet Jessup
Canal to
bypass the
problems
associated
with Crystal
River Country
Estates, and
specifically
my home. I
prefer plan A
for this
section over
plan B. I
have major
concerns the
impact to my
home with
plan B will
disrupt my
lifestyle and
the solitude
that this
property
allows. I
knew there
was an
easement
road, but
having a
family
accessing
their home is
completely
different
from having
a public trail
adjacent to
my
bedroom. I
appreciate
serious
consideratio
n of my
predicament
when
finalizing the
trail location.

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

This segment
should be
built with the
least impact
to
environment.

This segment
should be
built with the
least impact
to
environment.

This segment
should be
built with the
least impact
to
environment.

This segment
should be
built with the
least impact
to
environment.

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

This segment
should be built
with the least
impact to
environment.

This segment
should be
built with the
least impact
to
environment.

I find Filoha
Meadows to be
sacred space. I
would prefer plan
A to keep the
occasional cyclist
who may
disrespect the
meadow from
having access.

This segment
should be
built with the
least impact
to
environment.

This segment
should be
built with the
least impact
to
environment.

This segment
should be
built with the
least impact
to
environment.

This
segment
should be
built with
the least
impact to
environmen
t.

This segment
should be
built with the
least impact
to
environment.

This
segment
should be
built with
the least
impact to
environmen
t.

This segment
should be
built with the
least impact
to
environment
.

This segment
should be
built with the
least impact
to
environment
.

I DO NOT want the
trail to go through
Filoha Medows!!
This is a protected
area for a reason
(s)! Why there is
even an option of
going into a
protected area is
beyond me. NO!!!

I DO NOT
want the trail
on Redstone
Blvd. I live on
the Blvd. I
am a
property
owner on the
Blvd. there is
enough
traffic and
mayhem
there
already. I
DO NOT
want any
more traffic
than we
already
have!!
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

We love our Mt. Biking trails and especially enjoy the new 7 Star and Sky Mt
Park trails. THANK YOU!
8

Yes! As a resident of Carbondale and homeowner in Redstone, I am thrilled
to learn of this project proposal. Seeing more human-powered commuters
and the tourism that could benefit Redstone and other communities along
the bike path is a very positive change for the Crystal Valley. I am an
environmental educator, so I also care about the impact the path may
have, especially along the meadows by Penny Hot Springs. I am confident
the team developing this project will consider the environmental impacts
and design the path for the least impact. Overall, I believe this path is going
to be a significant asset to the region.

9

I feel that refurbishing and connecting pre-existing routes is best, and least
impactful to ecosystem. Also a believer that the trail is consistent with the
cultural landscape and history of the region.

10

A much needed trail for valley residents who walk or bike.

11

12

more consideration for road biking road space up valley from redstone to
the top of Mc Clure pass. currently redstone to the pass appears to only be
presented as a mtn bike option.
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Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

We prefer Mt.
Biking over
Road BIKING
and would
appreciate soft,
single track like
the flow trails in
SKY Mt Park.
Signage will be I would love to
key to ensure
be able to road
protection of
bike safely from
private property Carbondale to
and sensitive
my home in
ecological
Redstone, so I
habitats.
propose a
Interpretive
paved surface
signs/interactive or hard pack
displays along suitable for road
the way could bikes. I
highlight natural understand the
history, native
cost/maintenan
culture, and
ce benefit and
original
reduced water
settlements in
run-off of a soft
the valley.
surface (dirt or
gravel), but if
we are going to
do this, let's
build for
longevity and
multi-use
commuting. Ebikes would also
make the
commute
to/from
Redstone safer
and more
efficient, and I
believe e-bike
commuters/cyc
lists can co-exist
with simple
regulations on
speed and
etiquette.
dirt singletrack is
best for hikers,
mountain bikers
and runners;
least disruptive
to wildlife (in
fact wildlife
seems to thrive
on existing
trails). Road
bikers will still be
subject to
dangers on 133,
unfortunately.
Historic and a
Compacted
very good
soft surface
opportunity for would be fine if
natural
road bikable.
interpretation at
key bio zones so
folks can
understand the
value or this
interesting
areas.
tasteful and
crusher fines
informative and and or asphalt
durable

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

On all of
these route
alignments, I
defer to local
experts

I like option B If cost is a
Don't know
for the
restraint I'm enough.
aesthetic
fine with this
value

I prefer B

If not too
costly A
could work...
but prefer B

Least
Perham B
desirable
aesthetic. I
would like to
see an
objective
NEPA on
this... not a
NIMBY report.

North B

South B

B

B

B if a honest
objective NEPA
supports the
alignment.

B if a honest B
objective
NEPA supports
the
alignment.

A

B

B

A

B & A for
road bikes
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13

14

Other
Responses

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Wildlife cannot speak for themselves so for their sake listen to your wildlife
agencies who are the subject experts. Maintain our environmental values as
if they matter.......Lip service to those values don't cut it. Demonstrate your
integrity, we are watching.

All placements
sensitive to
wildlife.

Yes: Cause the least amount of disturbance to wildlife. Respect/trust the
planning process of OST to make an ethical and balanced decision. I am
generally for the trail IF it can be done with respect/protection for wildlife.
Right now I am far more concerned about the negative Wildlife Impacts
happening NOW with the multiple Wexner gated/fenced properties. Sudden
concern for Crystal Valley wildlife from people and organizations connected
to Wexner is very problematic. Their hostile attitude toward OST feels like an
extension of the Wexner effect in the Valley which is all about "KEEP OUT". I
do not trust that the real concern here is for wildlife. If it were, then where is
the concern for current suffering of animals being blocked from long
established routes and neighborhoods?
Second Response: Respect and protection for wildlife.
Should be a real asset.

No
Second
Response: Not
that I know of.

Also spoke at joint board meeting

#

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Soft surface is
good. It helps
slow down the
arrogant, lycra
lizard, bicycle
hoards.
Soft is good
Second
Response: Not
paved-soft
surface is good.
The more
natural the
better.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Do what
Same.
CP&W
reccomends
for all
segments.

Nettle Creek

Same.

Red Wind
Point

Same.

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Same

Andrews

Same

Perham

Same

Janeway
North

I'm all for the trail, however, it is our duty to be respectful of wildlife habitat
and cooridors so please avoid them.
Bighorn sheep have many threats to their existence .please keep the trail
allotment with that in mind

17

18

19

Trail should avoid Filoha meadows and rail grade on east side of river. Trails
are good for tourist economy. Wildlife is also historically exceptional to
western Colorado economy. trails and off road access should not come at
the expense of wildlife.

I am in favor of the trail as long as the human impact on the wildlife in Filoha
meadows is minimized and this area remains protected. a trail that is routed
along the opposite shore of the river might be best. Day use of the adjacent
hot springs in this area should be similarly regulated to minimize negative
human impact.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

I have no
preference

yes, Bighorn
hard, suitable
sheep
for road bikes.
interpretive
display near
Penny Hot
Springs, please.

Keep them to a
minimum. We
don't need too
much out there.
Recommended
alignments;
Janeway South
A, Avalanche A,
Narrows A,
Filoha A, Wild
Rosa A
be on the
highway where
people see
them

Avalanche

Same

15

16

Janeway
South

From this
segment
through to
Wild Rose I
feel strongly
that the trail
should only
be located
on alignment
A, along the
highway, out
of respect for
the needs of
wildlife. If the
trail were to
be on
alignment B
in these
sections then
it should be
closed
October
through May.

Alignment A,
along highway
to respect the
needs of
wildlife. In
particular the
already
struggling
bighorn sheep.

Alignment A, Alignment A,
along
along highway to
highway to respect the needs
respect the of wildlife. In
needs of
particular the
wildlife. In
already struggling
particular the bighorn sheep.
already
struggling
bighorn
sheep.

fine

this area
already has
large human
impact, good
place for a trail,
a side trail loop
is a good
solution. option
B is BAD!

keep trail off
rail grade
option B is
BAD!

The off highway
soft surface is
the best option.
That is the
correct way to
go. Soft surface!

hard surface
fine
suitable for road
bicycles,
moving bicycles
off highway for
safety. this is not
a single track!
make mountain
bike hubs at
trailheads
A soft surface
would be a
limitation for
road bikerslikely the
majority of
bikers though
this segment
travel via road
bikes.

fine

fine

fine

fine

fine

fine

fine

county road is county road
keep trail off rail
grade and out of a good place is a good
place for a
meadow option B for a trail
trail
is BAD!

county road fine
is a good
place for a
trail

option B is
good here,
wildlife
impacts are
minimal

fine

option B is
fine
good here,
wildlife
impacts are
minimal
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

A soft surface
would be most
appropriate.

I agree with all the concerns Wilderness Workshop presents. Wildlife through
this corridor must be protected.
20

Accessibility for If it helps the
the disabled is watershed I’m
important.
for it.

Minimize cost, maximize human and wildlife safety and prohibit pets.
Would love to see a paved trail up to Redstone...as long as it avoids wildlife
sensitive areas on the east side of Crystal River. My primary concern will be to
respect the opinions of the local Division of Wildlife officials...and have no
trail through areas they think are important wildlife habitat. Wildlife concerns
should prevail over any new trails. Also, do not want to see land
condemnation used unless it is a "friendly" condemnation.

No.

Asphalt.

No

Pavement or
West side of
surface that
river
can readily
accommodate
road bikes.
Second Survey:
IF there is a trail
route that can
be achieved
between
C'Dale and
Redstone
without
adversely
impacting
wildlife, I think it
should be
paved, as it
would make for
nice family
outings.

21

22

23

Regarding all
potential
sites:The least
impact for
the
environment
al disruption,
animals and
costs are my
vote.

Love the idea. Hate the impacts.

Second Survey: Local Colorado Division of Wildlife employees should have
the last word...and the trail should avoid any areas that LOCAL CDOW
employees would be harmful to wildlife. If this cannot be done because it is
too expensive, then there should be no trail at all except perhaps for
widening the shoulders of highway 133,

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Regarding all
potential
sites:The least
impact for
the
environment
al disruption,
animals and
costs are my
vote.

Regarding all
potential
sites:The least
impact for
the
environment
al disruption,
animals and
costs are my
vote.

Regarding all
potential
sites:The least
impact for
the
environment
al disruption,
animals and
costs are my
vote.

Regarding all
potential
sites:The least
impact for
the
environment
al disruption,
animals and
costs are my
vote.

west side of
river

Keep trail on
west side of
river...even if
it is
substantially
more
expensive.
Second
Survey: stay
on west side
og Highway

west side in
wildlife
sensitive
areas
Second
Survey: stay
on west side
of river

west side in
wildlife
sensitive
areas

Regarding all
potential
sites:The least
impact for
the
environment
al disruption,
animals and
costs are my
vote.

Regarding all
potential
sites:The least
impact for
the
environment
al disruption,
animals and
costs are my
vote.

Regarding all
potential
sites: the
least impact
for the
environment
al disruption,
animals and
costs are my
vote.

Regarding all
potential
sites:The least
impact for
the
environment
al disruption,
animals and
costs are my
vote.

Avalanche

This route must
be along
Highway 133
and not
through Big
Horn Sheep
territory.
Regarding all
potential sites:
The least
impact for the
environmental
disruption,
animals and
costs are my
vote.

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Regarding all
sites: The
least impact
for the
environment
al disruption,
animals and
costs are my
vote.

Regarding
all potential
sites: The
least impact
for the
environmen
tal
disruption,
animals and
costs are
my vote.

Regarding all
potential
sites: The
least impact
for the
environment
al disruption,
animals and
costs are my
vote.

Regarding
all potential
sites: The
least
impact for
the
environmen
tal
disruption,
animals
and costs
are my
vote.

Regarding
all potential
sites: The
least impact
for the
environment
al disruption,
animals and
costs are my
vote.

Regarding
all potential
sites: The
least impact
for the
environment
al disruption,
animals and
costs are my
vote.

This route must be
along highway
133 and not
through Filoha
Meadows.

Regarding all
potential
sites:The least
impact for
the
environment
al disruption,
animals and
costs are my
vote.

Regarding all
potential sites:The
least impact for
the environmental
disruption, animals
and costs are my
vote.

keep on west
side
Second
Survey: stay
on west side
of river

do NOT go Filoha
Second Survey:
no trail through
Filoha...period!

Regarding all Regarding all
potential sites: potential
The least
sites: The
impact for the least impact
environmental for the
disruption,
environment
animals and al disruption,
costs are my animals and
vote.
costs are my
vote.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

yes

yes there
should be a
trailhead in
Marble and a
connection to
Bogan Flats
Campground

I hope they can get it done in my lifetime

no

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

multi-use trail
will benefit the
greatest
number of
people a'la Rio
Grande but this
could be soft
surface.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

B is
preferable.
keep the trail
away from
the highway
as much as
possible for
the best
experience
and safety.
allows for
potential
winter use as
well.

B is
preferable.
keep the trail
away from
the highway
as much as
possible for
the best
experience
and safety.
allows for
potential
winter use as
well.

B is
preferable.
keep the trail
away from
the highway
as much as
possible for
the best
experience
and safety.
allows for
potential
winter use as
well.

B is
preferable.
keep the trail
away from
the highway
as much as
possible for
the best
experience
and safety.
allows for
potential
winter use as
well.

B is
preferable.
keep the trail
away from
the highway
as much as
possible for
the best
experience
and safety.
allows for
potential
winter use as
well.

B is
preferable.
keep the trail
away from
the highway
as much as
possible for
the best
experience
and safety.
allows for
potential
winter use as
well.

B is
preferable.
keep the trail
away from
the highway
as much as
possible for
the best
experience
and safety.
allows for
potential
winter use as
well.

B is
preferable.
keep the trail
away from
the highway
as much as
possible for
the best
experience
and safety.
allows for
potential
winter use as
well.

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

Avalanche

Narrows

B is
preferable.
keep the trail
away from
the highway
as much as
possible for
the best
experience
and safety.
allows for
potential
winter use as
well.

B is preferable.
keep the trail
away from the
highway as
much as
possible for the
best
experience and
safety. allows
for potential
winter use as
well.

B is
preferable.
keep the trail
away from
the highway
as much as
possible for
the best
experience
and safety.
allows for
potential
winter use as
well.

b

b

b

24

25

combination
b
hard and soft
Of course, some I actually prefer B
areas more
a soft surface
sensitive than
others for
boilogical and
wildlife
protection.
Crusher fines to
Redstone. Yes
a soft surface is
great.

I support a bike trail coming through the Crystal Valley

27

Yes, my initial thought was that their was a tremendous amount of good
work getting us here. Thank you. Sorry to do this but...I am a little unsure of
this alignment versus a Aspen to Crested Butte route which it seems is mainly
established. Castle Creek to Star Pass or Pearl Pass to Brush Creek down to
Crested Butte. Any thoughts.
trails connect communities and neighborhoods

28

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Also spoke at joint
board meeting

26

should
emphasize care
and
responsibility

to Redstone paved if along
highway route
soft surface, off
highway should
be addressed
as hiking
alternative

B

B

B

B

B

B

A

B

B with seasonal A
mitigation

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

B is preferable.
B is
B is
keep the trail
preferable.
preferable.
away from the
keep the trail keep the trail
highway as much away from
away from
as possible for the the highway the highway
best experience
as much as
as much as
and safety. allows possible for
possible for
for potential winter the best
the best
use as well. This
experience
experience
section seems to and safety.
and safety.
be contentious
allows for
allows for
because of wildlife potential
potential
impacts but a
winter use as winter use as
solution already
well.
well.
exists in other
places to resolve
the conflict: an
elevated
travelway. an
example east of
Aspen is the
bridge through
wetlands in east of
Aspen Trail.
Wetlands are
arguably the most
sensitive of all
ecosystems, yet
this trail traverses
overhead and the
wildlife and
natural flora are
happily living
below. humans
get to pass
through the
natural world but
are kept from
bothering it. in a
similar fashion, a
raised trestle
through sections
of Filoha
Meadows and the
narrows would
maintain
separation
between humans
and fauna. a
trestle could be
built economically
over land and
would not be as
expensive and
b
b
b
disruptive
as
bridges in the
A
B
B
wetlands.
an
extended trestle
would become an
iconic part of the
trail and serve as
another great
example of how
good design can
allow human
interactions with
the landscape
and the natural
inhabitants
without negative
impacts. A trestle
would also relate
to the historic
railroad use
through the
corridor. If we
want to really get
serious about
human impacts on
wildlife, let's talk
about creating
more wildlife
under/overpasses
Carbondale to
along the HWY 133
corridor...very few
animals will be

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

B is
preferable.
keep the trail
away from
the highway
as much as
possible for
the best
experience
and safety.
allows for
potential
winter use as
well.

B is
preferable.
keep the
trail away
from the
highway as
much as
possible for
the best
experience
and safety.
allows for
potential
winter use
as well.

b

b
B

Bear Creek

Here there
should be 2
trails: one to
Marble and
one up
McClure
Pass. The
project is set
to connect
Carbondale
to Crested
Butte which
is fine but
historically
that
connection
by bike has
been made
through
Marble and it
would make
a lot of sense
to connect
all the
communities
in the Crystal
River Valley
as the first
priority for
this scale of
project. The
Kebler Pass
portions of
the project
will only serve
destination
visitors and
not see the
local use a
community
based trail
system does.
there is very
sound logic
to change
the course of
the
connection
from
Carbondale
to CB to run
all the way
up the
Crystal
b
b
through
Marble and
B
over
Scofield
pass to
Crested
Butte...

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

b
B
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Pitkin County has a robust trail system and strong development. Could use
trail or path between ABC and Intercept lot.
Yes, would be an incredible avenue between small communities.

Dirt is fine by
me, if it’s
sustainable.
no opinion

31

happy to see it happen

33

I am very supportive and believe that projects like this are needed to
preserve why we live here.

34

Generally positive

35

I love the idea, would love to do a loop around from Aspen - Carbondale Crested Butte - Aspen.
36

38

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

no

I think the pitkin
county section
would be most
utilized by road
bikers coming
up the Crystal
valley from the
existing paved
trail. I think a
soft-surface trail
would alienate
a lot of users
and keep road
bikes on HWY
133 instead
i am supportive Ideally it would
be paved
similar to how it
is from
Carbondale to
the KOA. I
believe the
aging
population will
find it
uncomfortable
to ride on
gravel and
uneasy.
I ride both road
Well sited, in
and mountaingeneral
type bikes. So I
can adapt to
either. If the
objective is to
get maximum
bike traffic off
Hwy 133 for
safety reasons,
a hard surface
is preferable, as
it can be used
by all bikers. A
soft surface can
only be used by
wide-tire bikes.
I would like for
Whatever is
easiest to find. the trail from
Carbondale to
be a mix of
small pea
pebble like you
find on the Rio
near Aspen and
asphalt.

37

I would prefer it stayed out of environmentally sensitive locations and would
be willing to have a more expensive trail if it avoided the most sensitive
areas.

Wild Rose

whatever has the
least Wildlife
Impacts. also,
there are
concerns about
the penny hot
springs becoming
even more
congested than it
already is...

32

It seems to be well thought out and relatively low-impact from my browsing
through the plans.

Filoha

I strongly would
like to see a
hard surface for
road biking
This should be a
paved path.

I would love a safe way to road bike to Carbondale
29

30

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

none

Soft surface
would be fine.

car traffic
buffer
please

Prefer A

Prefer A

Prefer A

Prefer A

Prefer A

Prefer A

Prefer A

Prefer B

Prefer B

Prefer B

Prefer B

Prefer A

Prefer A

Prefer A

Prefer A

Prefer B

option B

option B

option B

Option A

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option A

Option A

Option A

Option A

Option A

Option B

Option A

Option B

Option B

A...

car traffic
buffer
please

car traffic
buffer
please

Prefer B
Option B
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

I was disappointed to hear that the proposed trail was considering going
through several subdivisions through the Crystal Valley instead of along
highway 133. After reading the analysis, I understand there are significant
costs to building the proposed trail along the highway, but I don't believe
that should be the main basis for a decision. Many of the people in these
subdivisions (including myself) moved there to be away from town and
traffic/people. The users of the trail would have a negative impact on each
subdivision that it goes through.

39

40

7 Oaks B - I live on South Bill Creek Road, and moved to this location about a
year ago from congested downtown Carbondale in the 'Wheel Circle' area.
The privacy of the subdivision is why the people who live in this area live
there. We have unpaved roads maintained by those who live within the
subdivision, and a bridge that is well-cared for by the same. We are a tightnit community and our privacy is utmost important to us. I feel so strongly that
this option be erased. I CANNOT imagine having hundreds of people
coming through our subdivision, which is only supposed to be accessible to
those who own within, daily/weekly/monthly or whatever it may be. The
KOA brings enough tourists to the bridge area. It is quiet, has abundant
wildlife, and most importantly, it is private. Our walking trails within the area
are occupied by neighbors and familiar faces, which even then is few and
far in between. The integrity of this community would be absolutely ruined if
this trail were to ever be approved. We do not need to use our precious
community to benefit strangers and tourists' recreational activities.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

As long as the
trailheads were
to be
constructed
outside of any
subdivisions or
neighborhoods,
I would be ok
with it.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

This is probably
a better
question for a
cyclist, which I
am not. I would
assume it would
be more
difficult for
"road bikes" to
be used on soft
surfaces vs.
asphalt or some
sort of
pavement/hard
surface. I would
assume it would
be preferable
for the hard
surface,
although the
costs would
escalate as
well.

I strongly do not
believe any of
the options
should reside
within a
subdivision that
is alongside
private homes.
It is wrong to
assume that
those options
have the lowest
impact overall
when you're
ruining the area
in which those
people live and
LOVE to live.
Use an old RR
way that is not
occupied by
neighborhoods,
or run alongside
the highway.

7 Oaks

A. As noted
in one of the
previous
questions, I
don't feel
any trail
should go
through any
subdivision or
neighborhoo
d. I think it
would be a
"lose-lose" for
both sides,
the residents
as well as the
cyclists. I
foresee
many issues
using private
roads. The 7
Oaks
segment
should be
Route A.
Although
costs are
more, I feel
this is the
appropriate
route.
This is a
horrible
option.
Private
homes reside
literally right
against this
trail and
would ruin
the integrity
of the
community.

Crystal River
Parcel

A. I also feel
the Crystal
River Parcel
should be
Route A,
along the
highway. I
think having
this route go
through the
open space
is a poor
decision due
to its
negative
impacts on
wildlife in the
area.

Nettle Creek

A. I also feel
Route A is
most
appropriate
for this
section of
the trail. I'm
not so sure
the negative
impacts
noted in the
user section
are as valid
as
presented.
Most routes
of this nature
are along
roadways,
and
therefore I
doubt the
expectation
is set that this
will be a
quiet
peaceful
ride up the
Crystal
Valley.

Red Wind
Point

A again, I
feel the route
should go
along the
highway.

Crystal River
Country
Estates

A. This goes
back to the 7
Oaks route. I
don't feel
any route
should go
through a
subdivision or
neighborhoo
d. I choose
Route A
here.

Andrews

Perham

B. It appears
no
subdivisions
or
neighborhoo
ds are
affected in
Route B, so
with the
optional
bridge in
place after
Crystal River
Country
Estates, I
could see
going across
to take
advantage
of the lower
costs
associated
with this
segment. I
would
choose
Route B.

A. I think this
is a good
opportunity
to get back
to the
highway, as
Route B
appears to
go through
private
property.
With the
moderate
costs, I
believe it
makes sense
to use Route
A in this
segment.

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

B would work
in this
segment
because it
would go
through USFS
land and
therefore
wouldn't
have an
impact on
private
property
owners. It
also would
save
additional
money from
Route A. I
choose
Route B for
this segment.

B. This falls
into the
same
category as
Janeway
North, where
Route B
would run
through USFS
and OST
property. I
would be ok
with Route B
in this
segment as
well.

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

A. This segment
needs to go
back to Route
A, as there are
too many
environmental
impacts to
support a trail
through Route
B. Although the
costs are higher
for Route A, I
believe the
environmental
impacts should
be more
important vs.
the costs.

B. From the
Map, it
doesn't
appear that
Route B
would have
an impact
on private
landowners
(homes/neig
hborhoods)
and
therefore I
would
support
Route B for
this segment.
The only
thing that
would
change my
mind is the
environment
al impact
Route B
could pose.

B. This segment
doesn't appear to
have a significant
impact on the
environment and
goes through OST
property,
therefore I would
be ok with Route B
for this segment.

Wild Rose

Castle

B. This
A. This
segment
segment
appears to
needs to go
have little to back to
no
Route A.
environmental Costs are
impact, with low, and
low costs, and Route B
the recreation would have
easement by an impact
Pitkin County on the
make it an
subdivision/n
easy choice eighborhood
to go with
. Route A is
Route B.
the choice
here.

Hawk Creek

A. This
segment will
also need to
be Route A,
along the
highway.
Although
costs are a
little higher, it
makes sense
to not
impact the
subdivision/n
eighborhood
. I choose
Route A for
this segment.

Hays Falls

A. The only
choice is
Route A
here.

Bear Creek

Placita

B is the
choice here
due to
minimal
environment
al impact, a
better user
experience,
and an
easier design
process for
the
engineers.

A. Route A
is the only
option
here.

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

B is the
A. Route A is
option here. the only
It has a
option here.
lower cost,
and is much
easier to
design. As
long as the
environment
al impacts
are low, I
would
support
Route B.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

I am a resident of Seven Oaks subdivision directly impacted by Alignment B
in this section. I no longer support either trail alignment from the KOA to
Redstone. The lower segments of alignment B (from Perham down) all have
private property concerns and acquisition costs (that have not been
determined) or are short segments of public ownership which would require
multiple bridges to access while avoiding private parcels. I do not support
the use of eminent domain or RS2477 to acquire access. The upper portions
of Alignment B would fragment and increase human use in important wildlife
habitats and I do not think this can be adequately mitigated. Alignment A
on the highway ROW is too expensive and would impact the rural character
of the valley and river bank too much. I do support the trail from Redstone
up to McClure Pass, which I will comment on alignments by section. I am
also open to the possibly an option to have a trail from Redstone down to
the Penny Hot springs area if Filoha meadows can be avoided. I envision a
trail ending at a rest area with parking and rest rooms near, but not right at
Penny hot springs. Current human impacts at Penny hot springs could be
addressed by eliminating parking there and making it a short walk in area
with a restroom at nearby parking. There is a large pullout approximately 0.2
mile north of the springs which could be utilized. My remaining comments by
section are based on assuming the trail will be built.

I think following option B, which looks to me like it follows the old railroad
grade until just before Avalanche Creek. Go to option A, on and follow
Highway 133 past Filoha Meadows until the next bridge and from there,
continue back on the old railroad grade to Redstone. Having a route
through Filoha Meadows will impact wildlife in the shoulder seasons of spring
and fall. There are not many animals up there in the middle of summer but
the elk are returning right now and sheep and elk are there until May-June.
42

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

This is premature
when alignment
or whether or
not to build the
trail has not
been
determined.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

If off highway
alternative is
selected I
would prefer a
soft surface trail
to slow people
down and
maintain as
much of the
rural character
of the valley as
possible.

I think it is fine
for the off
highway
alternative to
be a soft
surface. Does
this mean there
will be a trail on
the side of the
highway and
an off-highway
trail? That
seems great
except through
Filoha
Meadows.

7 Oaks

Do not build
either
alternative.
If built, A is
the better
alternative.
It would
provide a
better user
experience
near the river
rather than
climbing thru
a
neighborhoo
d. Alignment
B has private
property
issues and
would entail
sharing a
narrow
private road
system with
trail traffic. It
also would
involve costs
of two new
bridges - one
across the
Crystal and
one across
Potato Bill
Creek.
See my
previous
comments.
For safety
and
tranquility, I
support the
off-highway
route for
most of the
trail. But, if
there is only
one trail,
making a
hard surface
on the offhighway
route will
make it more
accessible.

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Alignment A
is preferred.
This segment
is short and
sandwiched
between two
segments
with private
property
issues.

Alignment A
is preferred.
Private
property
issues on
alignment B.
I would
anticipate a
long and
costly ROW
acquisition in
this section.

Alignment A
is preferred. I
do think that
wildlife
concerns on
alignment B
could be
adequately
mitigated
with a
seasonal
closure on
this segment
but it is
sandwiched
between two
segments
with private
property
issues.

Alignment A
is preferred.
Alignment B
has private
property
issues and
would
require a
new bridge
at south end
to move
back to
alignment A.

Alignment A
is preferred.
Alignment B sandwiched
between
and includes
segments
with costly or
impossible
acquisition

Alignment A
is only option
here. Option
B - ROW thru
private
property is
not available
per
statements
made by
current
owner. I do
not support
use of
eminent
domain for
acquisition!

See above

See above.

See aboe

See above

See above

See above

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Alignment A
is preferred.
Option B
would
fragment
important
wildlife
habitat and
habitat
connectivity.
Wildlife
impacts can
not be
adequately
mitigated.

Alignment A
is preferred.
Option B
would
fragment
important
wildlife
habitat and
habitat
connectivity.
Wildlife
impacts can
not be
adequately
mitigated.
This section
also includes
important
riparian
habitats
which should
be
protected
from human
use.

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Alignment A is
preferred.
Option B would
fragment
important
wildlife habitat
and habitat
connectivity.
Wildlife impacts
can not be
adequately
mitigated.
Enforcement of
seasonal
closures would
be difficult due
to remoteness
from highway.

Alignment A
is preferred.
Option B
would
fragment
important
wildlife
habitat and
habitat
connectivity.
This segment
links two
critical
wildlife
habitat
areas.
Wildlife
impacts can
not be
adequately
mitigated.

Alignment A is
preferred.
Alignment B would
affect sensitive
plant habitat
adjacent to trail
and wildlife
habitat. Current
seasonal closure
on Filoha should
continue and be
aggressively
enforced. The
seasonal closure
would limit
usability of trail
(short season) of
alignment B.

I support using
at least a
portion of
alignment B in
this segment
to link
Redstone
Blvd. to
Alignment A
in Filoha
segment. Trail
ROW is
already
acquired and
Alignment A
in this
segment is
too costly and
hard to
maintain.

I support the
trail from
here up to
McClure
Pass. Prefer
alignment A.
Start soft
surface
single track
with parking
at Coke
Ovens or Elk
Park.
Alternative B
has private
property
acquisition
issues and
would
require an
additional
new bridge
at south end
to link to
Hawk creek
or Hays Falls
segment.

Prefer
alignment A.
Alternative B
has private
property
acquisition
issues and
would
require an
additional
new bridge
at south end
to link to
Hays Falls
segment.

Soft surface
single track
with
interpretive
signs at
Hays Falls.

Alignment B
is preferred.
This is an
existing route
which is
currently
seeing nearly
daily use.
Wildlife
impacts
stated by
Ron
Thompson
study are
overstated
because
route
already exists
and is in use.
Alternative A
is too
expensive
and user
experience
would be
compromise
d.

Short A
alignment
to connect
existing
trails at
Bear Creek
and
McClure
Pass.

off highway

off highway

see above

see above

Option B

I think the
I think the
I think the highway Back to the
highway route is highway
route is preferred off-highway
preferred for
route is
for animal respect. route
animal respect. preferred for
animal
respect.

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Alignment B Short A
is preferred. alignment to
This is an
connect
existing route McClure
which is
Pass B
currently
alignment to
seeing
the
nearly daily Raggeds
use. Wildlife trail.
impacts
stated by
Ron
Thompson
study are
overstated
because
route
already
exists and is
in use.
Alternative A
is too
expensive
and user
experience
would be
compromise
d.
Alignment A
also would
increase
maintenanc
e costs long
term.
Option B
Option B
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

I have been in the Crystal valley for almost my whole life. I enjoy biking all
over the valley and on other trails. After looking at the plans for the bike
path; I truthfully do not like alternative B. Especially through the Filoha
Meadow. I have seen elk and bighorn sheep in that area every season, and
have noticed them every year I have been in the Crystal Valley. I think that
the environmental impact study that was conducted greatly underestimates
the potential for complete eradication of the wildlife in the area. I can
guarantee that there will be people camping, and disturbing the area since
it is so close to the Penny Hot Springs. The study overlooked many key
aspects of environmental concern. Putting up educational signage will not
prevent people from going off trail and disturbing the meadow and wildlife.
The elk herd and bighorn sheep will be constantly disturbed by human
presence. The only reason these herds have not been too bothered by
people is because getting across the Crystal river is difficult in that area.
Building a bridge there, as the engineers proposed will make it too easy for
people to disturb the pristine Filoha meadow. This is one of the only areas
that the bighorn sheep can graze easily. Also during the winter the sheep
need access to the river for water. Since this herd is already in an unhealthy
situation building this bike path in the meadow will surely impact the herd
more than the consultants have anticipated. Winter closures WILL NOT
prevent people from entering the Fihola meadow and disturbing the wildlife.
An extremely good example of the impact that people will have is how
deteriorated Hanging Lake has become. Fihola meadow should be left
alone because building a path in that area will cause more detriment to the
environment than the consultants have studied. I have been observing that
area all my life. The consultants really did not anticipate the detriment that
will occur.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Educational
signage is not a
solution to
human impacts
that will be
caused. There
are many signs
on Hanging
Lake trail. Many
intelligent
people still
ignore the signs
and impact the
environment.
Also
Conundrum hot
springs is
another good
example of how
irrational people
can be. I
truthfully know
that the
consultant
ignored this
aspect so they
could provide
the cheaper
alternative. The
impact from
humans will be
much more
prevalent with
the off highway
alternative.
Wildlife will be
forced to move
out of the area.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

The off-Highway B
alternative is
cheaper but
has more
environmental
impact than the
consultants
think. This
question
obviously shows
that you have
already made
your decision
and shows me
that elk and
bighorn sheep
wintering areas
and grazing
areas will be
impacted.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

B

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

B

B

Crystal River
Country
Estates

B

Andrews

B

Janeway
North

Perham

A

A

Janeway
South

A

Avalanche

A

Narrows

A

Filoha

A. I know that
b
Route B will
impact wildlife
and the
environment more
than the
consultants have
suggested. People
will start camping
in that area where
the bighorn sheep
and elk graze and
winter; regardless
of any closures.

Wild Rose

Castle

B

Hawk Creek

B

Hays Falls

A

Bear Creek

A

Placita

A

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

B
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Put wildlife #1, and avoid ALL impacts to wildlife. Even though it will be more
costly to build, this is the choice that honors this place, rather than just "using"
this place.

44

The new trail should hug Hwy 133 as much as possible to avoid any intrusion
into pristine wildlife habitat. Too often wildlife is sacrificed to human "needs,"
but it's the wildlife and great outdoors that all draw us to this area. Human
population will increase even in our isolated region, and we need to take
measures now to ensure no further development - residential or recreational
- will impact what pristine habitat is remaining.

45

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

I think all bridge
crossings could
be a place for
more info about
wildlife and
plants that live
in the area that
the users are
crossing,
especially with
info about
critical winter
habitat, and
what that
actually means
(e.g. just
smelling a dog
can stress an
animal and put
it at risk, or when
an elk senses a
human, it runs
away an
average of 1/4
mile before
stopping and
assessing). Make
it real.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Soft is fine, as
long as it could
be paved in the
future if the
biking
community
feels it needs to
be paved.
Kebler Pass is
soft, so this
transition has to
start
somewhere.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

B. Alt. B fine, B. Alt. B best.
easier to
build and
wildlife
already
impacted by
existing
neighborhoo
d

Nettle Creek

B best, as
long as Alt B
has been
used in
previous
segments,
AND you use
the Nettle
Creek bridge
to cross the
river and
proceed
upriver with
Alternative
A.

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

A. Critical
B is fine,
winter
already
habitat.
disturbed
Avoid this
area, as long
side of the
as you can
river, use the avoid
Nettle Creek Janeway
bridge to
area further
cross the river upriver
and do Alt. without
A. If doing Alt having to
B here,
build new
winter
bridges.
closure
violations
must be
strictly
monitored
with stiff fines,
especially to
those with
unleashed
dogs. This
monitoring
will add
significantly
to the longterm costs of
Alt. A
(employee
wages,
admin and
eqpt), and I
don't think
this has been
factored into
costs
anywhere.

We should
7 Oaks B
Crystal River Nettle Creek Red Wind
honor road
sounds great. B is
B is
Point A is
bicyclists and
acceptable. acceptable. preferred.
offer hard
surface trails
since Hwy 133
up to McClure
Pass is even
more
dangerous that
Hwy 82 to
Independence
Pass for
bicyclists.

Since both
alignments
would have
impacts to
elk habitat,
Alignment B
would be
preferred
since other
criteria have
lower costs
and better
experience.

Andrews

Either Alt. is
good,
although
rockfall
hazard on
Alt. A is
present.

Perham

Janeway
North

A is best, in
A is the only
that you can choice to
avoid the
avoid
critical
impacting
wildlife
wildlife. This
habitat in
segment is
Janeway by critical to elk,
crossing the bighorn. I
river at this
often see elk
point. If you grazing in this
can do Alt. B, area. Leave
and also
this
avoid
undisturbed!!
Janeway
habitat, then
Alt. B will
work.

A toss up Perham B is
but probably preferred.
Andrews Trail
A is
preferred.

Janeway
North A
alignment is
best.

Janeway
South

A is the only
choice to
avoid
impacting
wildlife. This
segment is
critical to elk,
bighorn. I
often see elk
grazing in this
area. Leave
this
undisturbed!!

Janeway
South B is
preferred.

Avalanche

Narrows

A is the ONLY
A is the only
choice. Alt. B
choice, so
runs through
that you
completely
avoid Alt. B
undisturbed,
in Avalanche
rich habitat,
and the
that is also
Filoha
critical winter
Meadows
and breeding segments,
habitat for
both of
bighorn. Also, in which are
recent years,
hugely
and in
important to
increasing
wildlife and
amounts,
should
people are
remain
violating the
undisturbed.
Avalanche
Creek winter
closures, and
walking with
unleashed
dogs. Last
winter, I saw
dog prints up
Avalanche
alongside
snowshoe, foot
and ski tracks
ALL WINTER!!
Some even
went all the
way to the
Avalanche Ck
campground (3
miles). Because
USFS has no
personnel to
patrol up there,
these users will
most likely also
ignore any
winter closures
posted where
trail is proposed.
Parking is
private, they will
be well-hidden
from highway,
and can easily
get into the
truly critical
winter habitat
of Filoha
Avalanche
Meadows. The Narrows B is
alignment
A is preferred.
biologist hired
preferred
- no
by Pitkin Co
doubt!!
stated this
particular
segment was
very diverse
and surprisingly
rich in flora and
fauna. This trail
segment would
be an
abomination,
and would
invite
trespassers
galore.

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

A. NEVER ALT. B!!
THIS IS THE CROWN
JEWEL OF THE
CRYSTAL VALLEY. It
contains rare
fauna, and it is
inhabited by elk
and bighorn. This
land belongs to
the wildlife. Leave
the use by humans
as it is, and build
the trail using Alt.
A. All it would take
is ONE winter
violator to drive
the elk and
bighorn off that
land. Let's be
content to gaze in
wonder at those
herds on the other
side of the river.
Let's not be so
greedy that we
have to intrude
into their midst.
Yes, it will cost
more, but we
have very clever
engineers here
that could design
something
amazing. Also
having the bike
trail go right to
Penny Hot Springs
would be a big
bonus for all
users!!!

B is good, as
long as the
bridge
crossing can
avoid Filoha
Meadows,
and that
winter closure
violations can
be both
remotely and
in-person
monitored,
with stiff fines.
This will add to
long-term
costs of Alt. B
(employee,
eqpt and
admin costs),
and I don't
think this has
been
factored in
anywhere.

Filoha alignment A
is preferred. Look
at it this way,
during periods
when the weather
is dry and warm,
users can use the
trail no matter
what season it is.
Wildlife cycles will
unlikely change
leading to
seasonal closures
of habitat to
recreational use.
The weather on
the other hand
may become
more dry and
warm leading to
longer periods of
time congruent to
recreational use.

Wild Rose B is Castle A is
preferred
preferred.
since the
route is
already
disturbed and
both routes
have some
sort of Wildlife
Impacts.

Hawk Creek

B would be B would be
good. An
good.
added boon
of trail going
past the
Redstone
Castle might
help boost
local
economy.

Hawk Creek
B is preferred.

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

only Alt. A is B had
Only Alt. A
shown.
minimal
shown
wildlife
impact, and
it would be
beautiful, so
that is my
choice here.

It would be
interesting to
place a
critter cam in
the buffer
area to see
how much
wildlife
activity
actually
occurs there.

McClure Pass

B would be
lovely.
Impacts to
wildlife were
minor. Alt. A
is fine too,
but makes
little sense.

Top of the
Pass

An
informative
trailhead
sign about
flora, fauna
and human
impacts to
those
please.
Historical
info,
including
indigenous
history,
would be
welcome.

Again, how
many elk do
use this old
wagon road
as a
migration
route?
Would it be
a significant
intrusion
where the
ungulates
will become
highly
stressed?
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Highway
alignment, with
numerous
pullouts would
facilitate
parking and
perhaps sanitary
facilities for trail
access and use,
as well as
interpretation
across from
Janeway, Filoha
and Placita.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

46

Crystal Valley residents should have more of a say then others. It runs right
through our neighborhoods. Not theirs.
I am favor of this trail.

Also spoke at joint board meeting

48

49

I think it would be a great amenity for the valley

50

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

I would prefer a
hard-surface
trail, but only 46', or on existing
shoulder. No
trail in wildlifesensitive areas
listed above,
hard or soft, for
reasons listed in
4 (above).

Highway
corridor
option
preferred. Do
not believe
that would
result in
substantially
increased
impacts to
river since
river already
very
degraded.
Construction
along river
might open
possibilities
for
river/riparian
restoration to
be done
concurrently.
B alignment
OK IF
homeowners
in
agreement.
Do not
support any
type of
takings
(eminent
domain, RS
2477).

Either
alignment
OK, prefer
West side

Either
Keep train on Either
alignment
west side in alternative
OK as both this segment. OK, both
sides
Sensitive
sides
disturbed.
wildlife
disturbed.
West side
habitat on
West side
preferred.
east side
preferred.
Private
although
Private
property on some
property on
east side and disturbance. east side. Do
do not
not support
support any
any takings
sort of
strategy.
takings.

Keep trail on
west side.
Relatively
undisturbed
land on east
side. Also Alt.
B might be
non-existent
where river
has washed
away old
railroad
grade. Also
private
property on
east side,
and property
owner's rights
should be
respected.

Keep trail on
west side.
Private
property on
east side
where Alt. B
is located.
Landowner
has not even
been
contacted
by county.
Bad policy.
Respect
landowner's
private
property
rights.

High quality
riparian
woodland
and sensitive
wildlife
habitat on
east side.
Keep trail on
west side.

Keep trail on
west side.
Believe
opening up
the east side
would
encourage
bandit trails
and
unnecessary
impacts on
wildlife. Do
not believe
seasonal
closures
effective.

Keep trail on
west side. This is
one of the most
sensitive wildlife
areas on east
side. Plenty of
room on west
side for trail in
highway
corridor.

Keep trail on
west side
possibly on
highway
shoulder.
East side is
one of most
important
wildlife
migration
corridors.
Also mineral
licks along
east side of
river on this
segment
add to its
importance
for wildlife.

Leave Filoha to
the wildlife and
keep trail on the
east side. Plenty of
opportunities to
observe wildlife on
Filoha from east
side, and plenty of
space for a trail in
the highway
corridor.

hard surface

b

b

A

B

B

B

B

A

B

A

B

A

Not at this time. Hard surface
A
would be
preferably for
road bikes. Soft
surface okay.

A

B

B

A or B

A or B

A or B

B

B

B would be
nice; depends
on surface

B

I think these
should be at
obvious
stopping/resting
points or where
someone might
miss the site by
continuing on
the trail.

I would like to
see both a hard
and soft surface
if possible.
Would still use a
soft surface.

B. It would
be nice to
be on the B
alinement in
this section.

B. It would
B. Either A or
be nice to
B but would
be on the B prefer B.
alinement in
this section.

B. Old RR
ROW would
be ideal for
the trail

B. If Route B
not
available,
Route A
would be
fine

B. Again, a
nice section
to be off
highway on
Route B but
A is
acceptable

B. Option B
would be
great but A is
acceptable

B. Option B
would be
great but A is
acceptable

B. Prefer
Option B but
A is
acceptable

No opinion as
yet, wildlife
might be an
issue

Again not
sure due to
wildlife buy
maybe not
as critical as
the
Avalanche
segment

no

I think soft
surface would
be best but
want to do
what requires
the least
maintenance
and is cost
effective

While part of see above
me wants to
do A, I think
the less
impactful
way is best

see above

see above

b

b

Also Submitted Letter
Also spoke at joint board meeting

Keep it in highway corridor as much as possible, keep out of wildlife sensitive
areas e.g. Red Wind Point, Janeway North, Janeway South, Avalanche,
Narrows, Filoha, Bear Creek, McClure Pass B segments. I do not believe trail
closures work, and I believe that a developed trail in these segments on the
east side would simply encourage creation of bandit trails. I am also
concerned about night riding with strong lamps that would potentially
terrible wildlife impact. From what I have seen, there is little to no trail
enforcement in our area, and I haven't heard any detailed plan for trail
enforcement in connection with this trail.

47

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

see above

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Difficult
Both sides
section with
relatively
yearly
disturbed so
mudslides on either
both sides.
alternative
Dorais Way
could be OK.
closed twice However,
this summer
private
because of
property on
mudslide.
west side.
Northern
Private
section of
landowner
Dorais Way
rights should
sensitive
be
wildlife
respected
habitat year- and do not
round (north support any
of Mountain takings
Lion Drive).
strategies by
Also mudslide OST.
area at White
Rock Gulch
crossing. Runs
about every
other year.
Probably best
to keep trail
on highway
shoulder in
narrows
section, so
that mudslides
can be
cleared
relatively
efficiently by
DOT front end
loaders.
Heavy
equipment
used on
Dorais Way
might
damage trail.
B
A

Keep trail on
west side,
respect
private
property
rights on east
side.

Only one
route
alternative
here, along
highway on
shoulder.
Looks good
to me.

Keep trail
along
highway.
Disturbance
of sensitive
wildlife
habitat
along Alt.B
completely
unnecessary.

Only one
alternative
here along
highway.
Looks good
to me.

Keep
developed
trail along
the highway.
There is
already an
undevelope
d single
track trail up
the old
wagon road
(Alt. B) that
hikers and
bikers
already use.
Doesn't
need to be
developed
more than it
already is. A
highway
corridor
route will be
an easier
grade for
most bikers
to negotiate.

Only one
alternative
here. Looks
good to me.

A

A

B

A

B

A

A is a preferable
route because of
the wildlife on B.
Also Penny Hot
Springs may be a
problem--people
going down and
not staying on
path.
Probably best to
stay out of Filoha
due to wildlife
concerns

B

A

B

B

A

B

A

A seems to A. As a
be the
maturing
choice.
resident, the
highway,
although
longer,
would be my
choice due
to a gentler
grade

A. Probably
the highway
alinement
makes the
most sense.

a

a

Could be a
bit steep for
some with
possible
wildlife issues.
I have only
seen wildlife
along this old
road in the
winter.
Would be a
beautiful ride
and walk.
a

b

b

A

B. Wild Rose
B. Option B if B. Option B if A looks like
would be a
available
available
the cho8ice
great option,
connecting
all the way to
Redstone

a

a

a

b
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

I am in complete support of the trail and wherever you put it will be
wonderful because you all have studied and done a super some on this
52

I would like to see the trail on the west side. There are too many access
points to the back country that will be opened up by a trail on the east side
of the river. It's not a pandora's box, we KNOW that several areas will see
drastically increased use when access is as easy as walking down the trail to
a good place to take off into the back country.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Also Submitted Letter
Also spoke at joint board meeting

53

54

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

I think a soft
surface is good
and I like the
off-highway
alignment.
I prefer the hard
no
surface
because there
are folks who
roller blade and
ski skate, this is
hard to do on a
soft surface.
I don't know
We need an
how but I feel
asphalt surface
like we need to that road bikers
avoid building will use so they
another penny stay off the
hot springs type vehicle travel
area in the
lanes on the
valley. Multiple highway.
locations with
multiple parking
areas with cars
in them will only
contribute to a
more urban feel
to the valley.

I think it's great. I understand the environmental concerns but the benefit
outweighs the risks in my opinion.

Yes.. you have restricted our use of the trails during the 23 years I have lived
along the Crystal. Now you suddenly want to build a trail on the paths inside
the river. Why are you not now considering the animals and those of us who
live here. I find you very hypocritical Open Space.

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Please do not
put the trail on
the inside of the
river.. put it on
the road. Call it
a trail not a bike
path. More
walkers, roller
bladers and
other devices
use the path
from
Carbondale to
BRB.. the bikers
still use the road.
It is for all of us
not just bikers.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

A

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

A

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

A

A

B

B

A

A

A & B both A & B both
options
options
needed
needed

How do you Do you even Too much
get there?
have a start back country
Stay out of 7 on acquiring access
Oaks but
the property made easy.
cross the river rights? this
Seems like a
to travel 1
segment is all great idea to
mile in an
private. A
use the
area that it's MAJOR point railroad
easy to use of concern is grade but
the west
public
the cost is
side?
access to
too high.
Nettle Creek
and the Red
Wind point
area. Keep it
on the west
side.

Through
another
subdivision?
Any start at
all on
acquiring the
property
rights?
Knowing
there is also
a dead end
at Merideth's
property, just
stay out of
the
subdivision.

It's a dead
end at
Merideth's
property and
there is no
railroad
grade there.
Why even
present the
idea?

Did you even
ask if they
wanted the
trail on their
land?

It's closed
half the year
and opens
up too much
access the
rest of the
year. If
people want
to walk there
it's already
available
when it is
open. Leave
it alone.

It's closed
half the year
and opens
up too much
access the
rest of the
year. If
people want
to walk there
it's already
available
when it is
open. Leave
it alone.

Interesting how
OS&T has
already
acquired the
land for the trail
before any of
the rest of the
process has
taken place.
Once again,
closed part of
the year and
open to hiking
the rest of year
already. Leave
it alone.

Dead end at
Filoha and
have to build
a bridge at
Penny Hot
springs.
Seems like a
bad idea.

If you wanted a
public trail through
this area, why isn't
there one
already? Because
it's a bad idea.

Another
Looks like a more of the
subdivision.
lot of private same.
Do they want property, do
a trail through you have
their
any
neighborhood developmen
? I don't want t rights? Any
it in mine.
hope of
getting
them?

A -- if you go a
through
private land
will you
provide the
insurance for
the
homeowners
liability.. you
know people
will fall off
their bike
and sue the
ho
association..

A across the A
road.. will
you make up
for the loss in
property
values? will
you cover
the liability
insurance?

A

A

A

A

A

I live in 7
Oaks and
DO NOT
want the trail
through our
neighborhoo
d. There are
a lot of easy
points like
people just
not wanting
traffic
through their
front yards
and more
complicated
questions like
how is it
going to be
separated
from our
existing road
(or will it) and
how will
affect
maintenanc
e.
soft surface is
A will you
great . But you police the
have to patrol problems
it. We have
that occur
illegal campers when
now..you put
everyone
the trail in and goes through
the illegal
private land
campers will be
more
prevalent.. I
have put out
many fires left
by illegal
campers... you
must fund the
policing.

a

A

A

A

Maybe
there's a
chance of
some MTB
single track
that can
connect
from here to
the top of
McClure. On
a seasonal
basis. If
there is a
way to
connect
along the
highway to
the town of
Redstone
where the
may be a
chance of
some
trailhead
parking.

A

A

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

B

B

A

What about
road bikers?
They'll
continue to
use the
highway.

A

A
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

I think that if a trail is built it should be limited to a highway alignment,
preferably on the west side of the highway.

I am very
concerned
about the
impact of
trailheads and
signage on the
ecology of the
valley. I
reference the
Crown as an
example of
what can go
wrong.

NO off highway Highway
alternative. NO alignment
paved trails on
the east side of
the river.

Highway only Highway

If a trail is necessary it should be on the Highway 133 right of way - preferably
on the west side of the highway

They should be
kept to minimal.
The signage
necessity
throughout the
trail lends itself
to huge cost
and waste

A soft surface
would be
adequate for
the entire
length

Prefer Option
A - Option B
requires 2
bridges ditch
crossing
safety issue no access to
emergency
help

Also Submitted Letter

55

56

57

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

The trail is too much money. The trail should not go over private property
There should be a third trail option on the West side of the HWY 133 that
would be more cost effective.

I think a soft
surface would
work just fine for
most of the
users. It would
be more earth
friendly.

I love trails! I worry about ecological and community impacts of the
alternative B.

58

If the trail is built, the alignment along the highway is the best option not only
for wildlife, but as an opportunity for river restoration in areas where the river
banks and riparian areas have been compromised by previous road
construction and other development.
59

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Reduce any
unnecessary
infrastructure.
Bikers don't
usually stop to
read signs.

I like the idea of
a soft surface
for
environmental
and esthetic
reasons.
Obviously, it
would limit the
types of bikes
that could use
the trail.

Prefer Trail
Option A Option B
would
require going
through
subdivision.
Would be an
invasion of
property
owners if
even one
objected

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

This is a
beautiful
natural spot
which will be
ruined by a
paved trail.

Andrews

I live in this
Highway
subdivision
and I know
that the
proposed
Route B in
this section
can't be built
for the price
posted--the
road is 16'
wide for two
way traffic
and cannot
accommoda
te a 10' wide
bike path
without
major
widening.
Not shared
roadway as
shown on this
segment.
Prefer Option Prefer Option Prefer Option Prefer Option
A Option B A Option B - a Option B A Option B
invades
wildlife and invades
invades
private
vegetation private
private
property,
impact, rock property
property,
requires
slide area,
steep grade
bridge
bridge
on north end
required

Perham

Highway

Highway

Prefer Option
A Option B is
in a flooding
and rock
slide area,
elk calving
area,
wetland
area, no
access to
emergency
vehicles,
bridge
requirements
option A or option A or option A or option A or option A or option A or Must be
option A or
West side of West side of West side of West side of West side of West side of option A. Do West side of
Hwy
Hwy
Hwy
Hwy
Hwy
Hwy
not put trail Hwy
through
private
property.
A. Along the A. Along the A. Along the A. Along the A. Along the A. Along the A. Along the A. Along the
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway

A: Keep it
out of the
neighborhoo
d.

A- Keep it
out of the
neighborhoo
d.

Prefer Option
A Option B
requires 4
gully
crossings,
leaves RR
right of way,
invades
private
property

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Highway

Highway

Highway

NOTHING through Highway
Filoha. Highway
only.

Prefer Option
A Option B
would
require costly
bridge, in elk
calving area,
rock falls

Prefer Option A
Option B is
diverse animal
habitat, mud
flow area, 2
new bridges,
require rule
enforcement potential use
during closure

Prefer Option
A Option B
requires 2
bridges,
crosses rock
slide

Prefer Option A
Option B is critical
habitat, new
bridge required,
require being
closed for 9
months

Prefer Option
A Option B
would invade
private
property and
subdivision

Prefer Option
A Option B
changes
historical site,
requires
agreement
from private
property, is a
high quality
habitat area

Prefer Option
A Option B
would
invade
private
property, go
thru
subdivision

option A or
West side of
Hwy

option A or
West side of
Hwy

option A or
West side of
Hwy

option A or West
side of Hwy

option A or
West side of
Hwy

option A or
West side of
Hwy

option A or
West side of
Hwy

A. Along the
highway

A. Along the A. Along the A. Along
A. Along the Along the
highway
highway
the
highway
highway.
highway
There is a
segment of
river bank
that would
be really
hard to build
a trail on. It
goes literally
through
peoples
driveways.

A. Along the A. Along the
highway
highway

A. Along the A. Along the
highway
highway

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Prefer
Option A
Option B Too many
switchbacks,
ruin existing
hiking trail

option A or option A or
West side of West side of
Hwy
Hwy

option A or option A or option A or
West side of West side of West side of
Hwy
Hwy
Hwy

A. Along the A. Along the
highway. The highway
ecological
impact of
both the
road and
trail would
really chop
up the area.

A- Keep it on
the highway to
reduce wildlife
impact
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

I am concerned about the process with this survey. The presentation of
information seems to be flawed with errors in the cost analysis, and limited
imput to the choices of only A or B or some combination of those. I am also
concerned about going through private propery and forcing trail sharing in
some residential areas. In addition, i am very concerned about the trail
alignment going through high quality wildlife areas.

Some trailheads I feel the trail
are indicated, should be
but there seems paved and
to be no cost
along the road
and planning for or at least on
facilities such as the west side of
parking, rersting the river or road
areas.
where
appropriate.

This trail will change the landscape forever. I think it should remain along
side the highway. I think recreation is coming before wildlife and private
property owners who have lived here long before this idea came along.

Away from
wildlife habitat,
be conscience
of possible
lottering.

61

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

A should be
the route of
the only
choices
given to
avoid private
property
issues and
expense for
an
unneccesary
bridge.

A is the
preferred
route of the
choices
given to
avoid
another
costly bridge
and intrusion
into a high
quality
wildlife area.

Route A
gives good
separation
from the
highway and
does not go
through
private
property.

Route A

Route A

Hopefully the
Along the
whole trail will
highway.
be along side
the highway. If
it had to go off
only soft, as you
will be
disturbing the
landscape.

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

A trail along
the highway
or on it is the
preferred
route.

The route
should be
along or on
the highway
to avoid
impact to
riparian and
production
areas and a
costly new
bridge.

A has a
great righr of
way for the
trail instead
of going
through
private
property and
building
expensive
bridges!

Route A

Route A

Route A

Red Wind
Point

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

A allows for a
trailto be
aligned with
the highway.

A provides.
Good room
within the
highway. No
way should
the trail go
through
Janeway as
it is one of
the high
quality
habitats.

A route
within the
highway
right of way
would be
preferred to
building a
costly new
bridge and
goinginto a
quality plant
community.

A route avoids
geological
hazzards,
intrusion into a
high quality
diverse
habitats, and
the cost of a
new bridge.

Route A

Route A

Route A

So sensitive....
Route A

Avalanche

Narrows

The route
should be
along the
highway and
funds should
be used to
develop the
penny hot
springs area
so it can be
maintained
properly.

Filoha

A is the only way.
It would be wrong
to develop the
most critical
habitat in the
valley. In addition,
there is a
proposed bridge
that would not
only be costly but
also open up the
area to bandit
trails.
So sensitive... This is the most
Rought A
beautiful area,
and should be
protected no
matter the cost! It
is un thinkable to
even imagine
letting people into
this area! There
will be camping,
there will be off
shoots of trails.
There will be
people accessing
Penny Hot Springs
from both sides!
Presently, it is out
of control off the
Hwy. It's a
nightmare in the
making to put a
trail through here.
Don't do it. It's just
to precious. Pitkin
bought this area
to protect it. Do
the right thing and
keep the promise
you made! I was
there way back
when and heard
the promises of
protection.

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

A is the only
choice to stay
along the
highway.
Anything else
would be too
great an
impact on the
wildlife and
home owners.

Keep the trail
in the
highway
corridor.
Other
choices
would
impact,
wildlife and
private
property
owners.

Route A, Stay
on the Hwy.
You are
invading the
privacy of
land owners.
The private
road is too
narrow. It
cannot be
widened
without
destroying the
property and
a thousand or
more trees.
Not to
mention the
reason
people chose
to live here,
the privacy,
and what it
took a lifetime
to attain. Our
wildlife will be
spooked by
the constant
movement.
It's just not
right. There is
a lot
controversy
over this
private road.

The Castle
Route A
Road, is also
home to
private
property
owners. They
should not
be burdened
with more
people
invading
their space.
Route A

Hays Falls

There is
Keep it in
ample room the right of
to align the way - A.
single track
trail within
the highway
right of way.

Rout

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

The trail
needs to be
on the
highway
because the
other option
would need
to be closed
during the
winter
season.

A IS
PREFERRED
to have
minimal
environmen
tal impact.

Keep it on
the highway
switchbacks
would limit
user types
and impact
wildlife.

The trail
needs to
stay within
the highway
right of way
to minimize
environment
impact

Route A

People
Route A
have used
this area for
a gun
shooting
range for
40 years.
Route A
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Yes, I live in the proposed impact area and I do not want my way of life and
standard of living degraded by the bike path. the Crystal river is an
endangered river I do not want to see the river impacted by more traffic
and a bike path anywhere near it.

62

If we MUST have this trail I have long felt very strongly that PC needs to keep
this trail along the highway 133 corridor on the west side of the Crystal River
where impact already exists.

63

I favor a route along the Hwy 133 right of way. I absolutely am not for any
situation that will take land from property owners. I am also not in favor of
impacting wildlife habitat.
64

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Yes, as I live in 7 no matter what
Oaks. If you are you do there
going to cram a will be bandit
bike path up the trails that will
valley then it
ruin the areas
need to stay on by the bike
the west side of path. the
the river and I
surface should
do not want the be dirt to
entrance to my Redstone and
subdivision
after that a soft
crowded by a 7 surface single
space parking track will be a
area. People
good way to
already trespass transport
into the
noxious weed
subdivision from spore between
the existing bike the 2 counties.
path and the
KOA. With a
parking area at
our turnoff or
down the road
so that residents
have to look out
at their river
view and see
car and hear
people, that
impacts my
reason for living
where I do.
I think they
I am not in favor
could seriously of any off
impact the view highway
plane and
alternative. As
forever change for trail surface
the character of whatever is
this beautiful
deemed to be
valley. Any trail the most
infrastructure
environmentally
that MUST be
sustainable and
constructed
responsible
should be in
material is what
locations where I would feel to
other substantial be most
impacts already appropriate.
exist.

No strong
feelings.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

I live here. If
you are
going to
impact the
river then
keep the
path on the
west side on
the highway
easement.
route A

Bridges cost
money keep
it by the
highway.
route A

the trail
route A
should be by
the highway
all the way.
route A

route A

I repeat that
I am in favor
of NO TRAIL
but since
that is not an
option I
support only
alignment A
for minimal
impact to
the
homeowners
who are
stewards of
their land
and its wild
inhabitants.

A. I can only
support the
A alignment
here in this
relatively
unimpacted
area east of
the Crystal
River.

A. I again
can only try
to support
alignment A.
While there is
developmen
t it is minimal
and certainly
wildlife use
this area
heavily. Plus,
aren't we
looking at
private
property??

A. The
A. Absolutely
subdivision is NO TRAIL
enough of a east of the
detriment to Crystal River!!
wildlife and And no
should not
takings from
be
my fellow
compounde citizens.
d by a trail.
Nor should
these
homeowners
be forced to
accommoda
te this trail.
Only
alignment A
should be
considered.

A. Absolutely
NO TRAIL
east of the
Crystal River
in this fragile
and critical
habitat area.
Only
alignment A
should be
considered.

route A

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

route A

route A

Route A

route A

Route A do
not disturb
the bighorn
sheep

route A, the path route A
should stay away
from the the
meadows.

route A

route A

route A

route A

route A

route A

Route A

A. This is the
Meredith
Ranch. No
one has ever
even spoken
to them
about
coming right
through their
front yard!
Their
property is
also rich with
wildlife. Stay
out of there
and go with
only
alignment A.

A. How can
anyone ever
consider a
trail going
through this
habitat???
From here to
and through
Filoha is so
critical to our
wildlife.
Never go
east of the
Crystal River
through
here.
Alignment A
ONLY!!

A. This area
too is rich
with wildlife
at its
northern
end. As you
move south
you are
entering a
wildlife
corridor. No
developmen
t or public
access to
the north
side of
elephant
mountain
could ever
be
appropriate.
ONLY
alignment A
is
acceptable
here!!

A. I cannot
believe there is
even a B option
here. Alignment
B closes off
wildlife access
not only to the
Crystal River but
a large stretch
of Avalanche
Creek as well.
Alignment A
only.

A. This is the
access to
the rich and
abundant
Filoha
Meadows to
the south.
Alignment B
would be a
travesty.
Never ever
give the
public
access
through the
Narrows.
Alignment A
ONLY!!!!

A. It is extremely
A. Alignment
difficult to even
A only!
look at this and
speak to a trail
through Filoha. Are
there really
individuals who
think this would be
a grand idea??
Sickening!
Alignment A only!

A. Alignment
B would go
through
some
amazing
undevelope
d wetland
access.
There is
enough
impact
through this
area and it
should not
be
magnified by
a trail.
Alignment A
only!

A. Most
people are
unaware of
this rich
habitat east
of the Crystal
River. As well
the B
alignment
goes right
past the front
door of a
private
property. No
one has ever
approached
these people
about
coming
through their
front yard.
Alignment A
ONLY!

A. Is this a
trick
question?
There is only
one route
displayed
here??
Alignment A

A. Bear
Creek
alignment B
is relatively
unimpacted
by the public
and is rich in
wildlife.
Choose
Alignment A
only.

A. Another
trick
question? I
only see
and
support
alignment
A.

A. Alignment A.
B climb the Alignment A
old McClure as shown.
Pass. I have
hiked this
trail and
witnessed
bear and
abundant
elk activity
here. The
trees in here
are unique.
It should
have no
further
developmen
t or impact.
Alignment A
only!

I do not
support a
new trail
through the
Crystal River
valley/canyo
n especially
one that
would
intrude on or
take private
property.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Yes. If by
"trailhead" you
mean access
points, then my
opinion is that
we do not need
any. A highway
alignment
eliminates the
need for access
points because
it is accessible
the whole
length. Signs
ruin the view
plane. I would
not like to see
any interpretive
signs.
Second Survey:
parking is
always a huge
issue with
BOCC.

Yes. I would like a third option on the west side of HWY 133 to be considered.
Also, I feel very strongly that the trail should not even be considered through
critical wildlife habitat along the east side of the river or through private
lands where the owners do not want it.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Paved multi-use
along the
highway. I do
not want an offhighway trail,
but if it is put in, I
would prefer
soft surface.

Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway
alignment - A alignment - A alignment - A alignment - A alignment - A alignment - A alignment - A alignment - A alignment - A alignment - A
Consider
Consider
Consider
Consider
Consider
preferred.
preferred.
preferred.
preferred.
west of
west of
west of
west of
west of
This is my
Consider
Consider
Consider west
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway
home and I west of
west of
of highway
option.
option.
option
option
route.
absolutely
highway
highway
option.
feasibility.
feasibility.
do not want option.
option.
an option B
trail coming
through our
ranch. Also,
a highway
corridor trail
will improve
access to
the Perham
Creek
Trailhead.

Soft surface
along Hwy 133
(alternative A)
would be best
as most road
bikers will use
the highway
anyway.
good for
moving cows to
Coal Basin and
home again as
historically
done.
Third Survey:Not
partial to any
surface. A soft
surface or not
will have no
effect on deer,
bighorn, or elk.

Alternative
Alternative
A. There is a A. I have
problem with wildlife
buy-in of
concerns
property
about
owners in
Alternative B,
Seven Oaks. and prefer
No use of
limited
imminent
bridge
domain or
crossings.
RS-2477.
There should
be limited
river crossings
to decrease
access
points and
problems
with seasonal
closures.

Alternative
A. Concerns
about
wildlife,
private
property.

Alternative
A: Mule deer
and elk are
declining
locally. Keep
the trail on
the west side
rather than
risking further
stress on
Mule deer
populations
by
decreasing
connectivity.
Avoids
bandit trails.

Route A;
avoid
furthering
decline of
Mule deer
and
homeowner
conflicts.

Narrows

Filoha

Highway
Highway
alignment - A alignment - A
preferred.
preferred.
Consider
Consider west of
west of
highway option.
highway
option.

Castle

Highway
alignment A
preferred.
Please
respect the
wishes of
private
landowners
and do not
put the trail
through or
near their
homes, even
with the
existing
easement.

Respect the
wishes of
landowners
and place
the trail
accordingly.

Respect the Highway
wishes of
alignment
landowners A.
and place
the trail
accordingly.

Highway
Highway
alignment A alignment
preferred.
option A.
Consider
options on
both sides of
the highway
as
appropriate.
Do not do
option B and
disturb more
habitat than
necessary.

No
Option A
preference.

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A;
Route A;
Route A;
Route A;
Route A; avoids Route A (or Route A; avoids
Route A; no
avoid further avoid further avoids
avoids
further decline modified
further decline in homeowner
decline of
decline of
further
further
in Mule Deer
version that is Mule deer
conflicts,
mule deer,
Mule deer
decline of
decline in
population,
less
population, wildlife fewer bridge
homeowner population, Mule deer,
Mule Deer
wildlife conflicts, expensive), conflicts, and
crossings.
conflicts, and wildlife
wildlife
population, and bandit
avoids
bandit trails.
bandit trails. conflicts, and conflicts, and wildlife
trails.
further
bandit trails. bandit trails. conflicts, and
decline in
Read John
bandit trails.
Mule deer
Seidel's
population,
comments in
wildlife
The Sopris
conflicts, and
Sun, October
bandit trails.
26, 2017.

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Route A

Bear Creek

Placita

Route A

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Wild Rose

Route A

Also Submitted Letter
Also spoke at joint board meeting

65

October 26, 2017 Dear OST and BOCC, I supported the first trail segment
of the Crystal Trail from Carbondale to KOA Campground, and even
donated a small bit of land to aid the alignment. Although it makes it more
challenging to move cattle along the highway, I supported the trail because
it seemed like an incredible amenity/benefit to the community, allowing
families and individuals a place to bike and walk. However, road bikers
continue to use the highway. I have some concerns about the process and
the proposed Alternative B. 1. In order to achieve community buy-in, the
process needs to be more inclusive. This could be achieved by working
collaboratively with community members and stakeholders, rather than topdown from Pitkin County. 2. Eminent domain or claims of old right-of-ways
(RS-2477) should not be utilized; repercussions could ricochet through the
state and country, creating negative sentiment for similar ventures. It could
also involve lengthy law suits. 3. Consider more alternative routes than A &
B. A is too expensive and B puts wildlife at too much risk. A more modest
version of A could be considered (C), and NO trail could be considered (D).
4. Problems with Alternative B: It will have a negative Wildlife Impacts.
Locally our Mule Deer population is in decline due to myriad factors that
mostly stem from a lack of connectivity. Elk numbers have declined as well.
Bandit trails would lead to a more stressed population due to increased
Disregard for seasonal closures would also cause more
66 human presence.
stress. Numerous points of entry makes seasonal closures more difficult to
enforce. The recommended seasonal closures for Red Wind Point,
Janeway North and South, Avalanche, and the Narrows are not sufficient.
Migration for Mule deer and elk are the same whether they are at Filoha or
other areas on the east side of the river. November 15- May 1 is not sufficient
mitigation. On our property, historically the deer used to leave in May.
Today, they typically stay through June. My theory is that Mule deer used to
head to the mid-elevations in May, but today those areas are heavily used
by recreationalists, and the higher elevations are still too snowy, so they stay
on the valley floor later. There will be increased traffic on Highway 133 and
more parking will be required. Families will drive to Avalanche and bike to
Janeway or Filoha for a picnic, then drive home. Today, very few bikers ride
to the Crown. They drive up Prince Creek, park, and ride. 5. Wildlife is not
some nebulous concept. All over the world, we’re losing diversity. Locally,
Mule deer and elk are decreasing in number. Twenty years ago, on our
ranch, we had “the Serengeti.” We had 100’s (literally) of deer in our
hayfields in October and staying through the winter on our property. Now
(the last five years) we have a few dozen deer wintering. Wildlife is forced
to live with some human contact, but with increasing numbers of people
everywhere, stress levels are higher, affecting birth rate and calving/fawning
success, and they need places without human activity. I urge you to bring
the citizens who live on the Crystal into the process and to bring in some
strong voices for wildlife as well as bike enthusiasts by forming an
independent group to advise the county. Sincerely, Name Removed
Address Removed
Second Survey: Keep as much as possible along highway right-of-way. Limit
number of bridge crossings.
Third Survey: Due to diminishing mule deeer population and changing elk
habitat, wildlife
is a major concern
and should
override increased cost of
Carbondale
to Crested
Butte Survey
Responses
project. Also, what to people in Crested Butte think of this plan?

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:
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November 15, 2017 Dear Pitkin County Open Space and Trails Program, Open Space
Board, and BOCC: The pushback and angst that have emerged during the top-down
Open Space and Trails (OST) drive for a trail up the Crystal Valley (CVT) should without
question be course altering or shall we say ‘trail” altering, and certainly mind altering
for all government employees/elected officials involved. And Governor Hickenlooper,
are you listening? And is this the moment that’s presented itself to start a paradigm
shift? Those who will be impacted the most by a CVT have been many of the brave,
seemingly unwelcome, vocal opponents. OST’s attempt to drown out their voices by
claiming “hundreds of responses on the website trail survey” is to go against every
reasonable interpretation of whom and what matters most. The presentation to the
Crystal Valley residents regarding the trail has been akin to saying “we are putting this
factory in your backyard for the greater good and your voices are a tiny fraction of
the whole and how can you go against the greater good?” But, “we are giving
choices, but just two. You can choose blue or red for the factory paint color.” And any
OST website respondent who claims to love trails from anywhere or here is Joe
Everybody. There is not a single person who would claim not to like Santa Claus (thanks
Marty for this one). In other words pick trail alignment B and user experience above all
else! Me, me, me! Those responses are worth zero as to information on how to proceed
in potentially the biggest landscape development and community impact the Crystal
Valley has ever seen besides HWY 133. The OST website survey, with its false choices, is
just one of the problems with the process that OST has chosen. The CVT’s main issue is
habitat fragmentation and habitat fragmentation (all impacts are ADDITIVE folks who’
ve written letters- the physicist, the retired physician, Genevieve, Hoffman, Newman,
67 trail enthusiasts, RFMBA members). The existential and palpable change in the feel of
the entire Crystal River Valley and impacted habitats “death by a thousand cuts” will
be due to people and more people and then more people on top of out-right habitat
removal. Don’t underestimate the “more people” part with new technologies aiding
ever greater access to more “nature”. And please notice habitat fragmentation
associated with human impacts is missing in the ERO consultant reports! The clear
message I hear is “whoa Pitkin County” and “for the love of God, back down and slow
down!” I think most want you to hit the “reset button” and perhaps seek a little humility
and begin afresh. I think many people will be thankful if you do this. I believe you may
find a sense of relief from figuring out how to get out of this fiasco and find a more
acceptable process, finally! Somehow it seems you all got ahead of yourselves. The
CVT is not an absolute as it has been presented, with silly invocations of Hickenlooper
and misleading narratives about the long-time push for a CVT. This trail was not a
grassroots effort in the least, but one from narrow outside interests that were sold to the
governor’s office by the county. Please, let’s get to some honest narratives. There is
potential to earn back some respect, but not if you dig in even deeper. Just a read on
the current political winds! Could the biggest message from this whole CarbondaleCrested Butte trail push be the need for a new paradigm for how Open Space
Departments look at trails? Pitkin County could be a leader, as it loves to say, and has
been. Its citizens are essentially communicating a need for a new vision with their wellinformed, intelligent feedback on unacceptable trail impacts. This industrialized trail
era needs to end just as the fossil fuel era needs to end. We are so fortunate that we
still have native habitats to lose, ironically. How about putting a moratorium on new,
non-urban trails and do a reassessment of what the trails part of the Open Space
This
trail was
originally
proposed
as an on
safety
I
Program
should
be now and
in the future?
Thehighway
Crystal Valley
trailimprovement.
controversy could
ignite the
opportunity
to seek new directions. Big population pressures and new
agree
with
this approach.
technologies are affecting OST in ways unimagined at its inception, so fast everyone’s
hair is blown back. Why not step back and reassess trails period and strive to think
differently (frankly as should all trail departments across the state and the West). I can
68 see Pitkin County’s program leading the way, if they allow wildlife science and
seasoned CPW opinions the credence they deserve. After all, we are fortunately not
weighing diminishing and destroying habitat because of our very survival like some
parts of the world. But instead we are feeling consternation only because we are
debating upping our “fun factor”, the one about whether to add to the multitudes of
trails through native places. Wow. Can we be honest with ourselves? This to me should
us itallshould
pause.be
I think
constituents
ecstatic
seeing
just howthe
forward
Igive
think
theyour
least
impactfulwould
it canbe
be.
I thinkatjust
widening
thinking OST could become in reigning in the maniacal era of trail building in wild
shoulders of hwy 133 is the best design and the least controversial.
69 spaces. And we could start with the Carbondale to Crested Butte trail. Thank you for
your attention and the opportunity to weigh in on the Crystal Valley Trail debate.
Sincerely, Lisa Tasker Roaring Fork Watershed List of Specific Actions that could be
taken in the Scoping and Planning Process: 1. Consider creating mini-stakeholder
meetings all up and down the trail corridor or at least one stakeholder group of Crystal
Valley residents. Use a neutral party to interact with the stakeholder groups, not OST or
county employees. Maintain contact with these people until the end. 2. Conduct
more open forums, open houses and public meetings where individuals can continue
to verbally dialogue and express themselves outside of a website platform. 3. Ask for
engineering of a minimal shoulder widening of HWY 133 and consider a trail on the
west side of HWY 133 and a hybrid between the east and west sides of the HWY with
traffic calming devices and pedestrian traffic lights as necessary with associated costs.
This assessmentto
is needed
in order
to contrast
the existing, fanciest of all HWY
Carbondale
Crested
Butte
Surveywith
Responses
alignments that has been completed. 4. If the trail has sections on the east side of the
Crystal River, consider having the county following a NEPA like process to assess

Other
Responses

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Way to early to too early to
assume a trail
make these
and get to this decisions
level of detail.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

HWY
HWY
HWY
HWY
HWY
HWY
HWY
HWY
HWY
HWY Alternative HWY
HWY Alternative A HWY
HWY
HWY
HWY
HWY
HWY
maintain
maintain
Alternative A Alternative A Alternative A Alternative A Alternative A Alternative A Alternative A Alternative A Alternative A A or no trail
Alternative A or no trail
Alternative A Alternative A Alternative A Alternative Alternative A Alternative existing trail, existing trail
or no trail
or no trail
or no trail
or no trail
or no trail
or no trail
or no trail
or no trail
or no trail
or no trail
or no trail
or no trail
or no trail
A or no trail or no trail
A or no trail HWY
Alternative A
or no trail

Also Submitted Letter
Also spoke at joint board meeting

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Also Submitted
Letter

#

I don’t think
there will be
enough trail
usage to
warrant these
amenities.

I think widening
the shoulders of
hwy 133 is
preferred.

Keep it on
Keep it on
Keep it on
Keep it on
Keep it on
Keep it on
Keep it on
Keep it on
Keep it on
Keep it on the
the highway. the highway. the highway. the highway. the highway. the highway. the highway. the highway. the highway. highway.

Keep it on the Keep it on
Keep it on
Keep it on
highway.
the highway. the highway. the
highway.

Keep it on
Keep it on
the highway. the
highway.

Keep it on
Keep it on
the highway. the
highway.

Stick to the
hwy
alignment
and avoid
private
property.

Stick to the
hwy
alignment
and avoid
private
property.

Stick to the
hwy
alignment
and avoid
private
property.

Stick to the
hwy
alignment
and avoid
private
property.

Stick to the
hwy
alignment
and avoid
private
property.

Stick to the
hwy
alignment
and avoid
private
property.

Stick to the
hwy
alignment
and avoid
private
property.

Stick to the
hwy
alignment
and avoid
private
property.

Stick to the
hwy
alignment
and avoid
private
property.

Stick to the
hwy
alignment
and avoid
private
property.

Stick to the
hwy
alignment
and avoid
private
property.

Stick to the
hwy
alignment
and avoid
private
property.

Keep it on
Keep it on the
the highway. highway. . . .
especially here.
There are routinely
10 or more
vehicles at the hot
springs. Once
there's easy
access to the
other side of the
river, it too will get
overused and
trashed.
Stick to the hwy Stick to the FOR GOD’s SAKE..
alignment and hwy
Stick to the hwy
avoid private
alignment
alignment and
property.
and avoid
avoid private
private
property.
property.

Stick to the
hwy
alignment
and avoid
private
property.

Stick to the
hwy
alignment
and avoid
private
property.

Stick to the
hwy
alignment
and avoid
private
property.

Stick to the
hwy
alignment
and avoid
private
property.
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and avoid
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property.
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Other
Responses

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

For the
reasons
stated
previously,
keep the
bike path
along the
highway

For the
reasons
stated
previously,
keep the
bike path
along the
highway

For the
reasons
stated
previously,
keep the
bike path
along the
highway.

For the
reasons
stated
previously,
keep the
bike path
along the
highway.

For the
reasons
stated
previously,
keep the
bike path
along the
highway.

For the reasons
stated
previously, keep
the bike path
along the
highway.

Preferred
route would
be
Alternative
A.
Alternative B
is
unacceptabl
e.

Preferred
route would
be
Alternative
A.
Alternative B
is
unacceptabl
e.

Preferred
route would
be
Alternative
A.
Alternative B
is
unacceptabl
e.

Preferred
route would
be
Alternative
A.
Alternative B
is
unacceptabl
e.

Preferred
route would
be
Alternative
A.
Alternative B
is
unacceptabl
e.

Preferred
route would
be
Alternative
A.
Alternative B
is
unacceptabl
e.

A. On
highway
alternative A
- wildlife
impacts are
substantial
and cannot
be
completely
remediated

A. On
A. On
A. On
highway
highway
highway
alternative A alternative A alternative A
- private
property
rights
subsume any
recreational
pursuits.

A. Onhighway
alternative A
- the offhighway trail
alignment
will
negatively
impact
wildlife - as
science
documents,
impacts are
not able to
be
completely
remediated
and wildlife
sustainability
will be
diminished
with
consequenc
es that
include loss
of native
wildlife and
community
sustainability.

A. On
highway
alternative A
- this area
has long
been
identified as
critical
habitat for
elk and
bighorn
sheep.
Opening this
area to a
recreational
trail will
adversely
impact the
sustainability
of this areas
native
wildlife
residents.

70

Serious road bikers will stay on the highway, not the proposed trail, and the
highway is too narrow for much increased ridership. It's not safe now.
Accordingly, widening the highway is the only logical solution for a trail from
Aspen to Crested Butte. Furthermore, the environmental and wildlife impacts
make the highway alignment the prudent alternative for the bike trail.

Please keep the Please keep the For the
bike path along bike path along reasons
the highway.
the highway.
stated
previously,
keep the
bike path
along the
highway.

For the
reasons
stated
previously,
keep the
bike path
along the
highway

For the
reasons
stated
previously,
keep the
bike path
along the
highway

For the
reasons
stated
previously,
keep the
bike path
along the
highway

I'm very much in favor of a bicycle trail of some kind through the Crystal
Valley. I'm very much opposed to a trail on the east side of the Crystal River,
which would inevitably promote destructive human encroachment on
critical wildlife habitat.

Absolutely no
new trailheads
or interpretive
locations on the
east side of the
Crystal.

NO OFFHIGHWAY TRAIL
OF ANY KIND!
The "trail" should
consist of
paved, clean
shoulders along
both sides of
Hwy 133. That
would be better
for bicyclists; it
would be better
for wildlife; it
would help
restrict
development of
one of the last
accessible yet
relatively
unspoiled areas
of Pitkin.

Preferred
route would
be
Alternative
A.
Alternative B
is
unacceptabl
e.

Preferred
route would
be
Alternative
A.
Alternative B
is
unacceptabl
e.

no

I am completely A. On
A. On
A. On
opposed to an highway
highway
highway
off-highway
alternative A alternative A alternative A
alignment there is no type
of surface that
is appropriate
as a trail of any
type will
negatively
impact wildlife
communities
and natural
ecosystems.

Also spoke at joint board meeting

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

71

72

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Also Submitted Letter

The only sustainable alignment for the proposed trail is in the existing
Highway 133 right of way. Any off-highway alignment will negatively impact
wildlife. As indicated by decades of science, mitigation efforts can never
completely remediate impacts.

7 Oaks

Preferred
route would
be
Alternative
A.
Alternative B
is
unacceptabl
e.

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

#

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

For the
reasons
stated
previously,
keep the
bike path
along the
highway.

For the reasons
stated previously,
keep the bike
path along the
highway.

For the
reasons
stated
previously,
keep the bike
path along
the highway.

Preferred route
would be
Alternative A.
Alternative B is
unacceptable.

Preferred
route would
be
Alternative
A.
Alternative B
is
unacceptabl
e.

Preferred route
would be
Alternative A.
Alternative B is
unacceptable.

A. On highway
alternative A refer to CDOW's
published
comments!
wildlife impacts
are dire. and
unnecessary.

A. on
highway
alternative A
- refer to
CDOW's
published
comments!
WIldlife
impacts are
dire and not
necessary.

A. On highway
Alternative A.
GOCO funding for
the purchase of
this parcel by
Pitkin County was
supported by
CDOW with the
understanding
that a developed
trail would NOT be
built across this
property. CDOW
had long opposed
a developed trail
across this
property due to
the inevitable
negative impacts
to wildlife. To even
offer the option to
build a trail across
Filoha dishonors
that
understanding.

Castle

Hays Falls

For the
reasons
stated
previously,
keep the
bike path
along the
highway.
Please do
not ruing
the existing
hiking trail.
Preferred
Preferred
Preferred
Preferred
route would route would route would route would
be Alternative be
be
be
A. Alternative Alternative
Alternative
Alternative
B is
A.
A.
A.
unacceptabl Alternative B Alternative B Alternative
e.
is
is
B is
unacceptabl unacceptabl unaccepta
e.
e.
ble.

A. Onhighway
alternative A.
The
information
on the
website is
inaccurate
and leads
respondents
to an
inaccurate
appraisal of
the
circumstance.
OST does NOT
have an
easement
across the
entirety of this
property.

For the
reasons
stated
previously,
keep the
bike path
along the
highway.

Hawk Creek

A. Onhighway
alternative A.
the
environment
al
consultants
opinion is
inaccurate
and based
on
incomplete
assessment
of the
importance
of the area
to wildlife.

For the
reasons
stated
previously,
keep the
bike path
along the
highway.

A. Onhighway
alternative A.
The
environment
al
consultants'
report is
incomplete.
This area
provides
important
wildlife
habitat that
will be
negatively
impacted by
trail-induced
disturbance.
Mitigation
measures
can never
completely
remediate
these
negative
impacts.

A. Onhighway
alternative
A.
Recreationa
l-induced
disturbance
to wildlife
communitie
s and
natural
ecosystems
will result
from trail
developme
nt.
Disturbance
to wildlife
communitie
s is not an
acceptable
trade-off for
a
recreational
trail.

Bear Creek

For the
reasons
stated
previously,
keep the
bike path
along the
highway.
Please do
not ruing the
existing
hiking trail.
Preferred
route would
be
Alternative
A.
Alternative B
is
unacceptabl
e.

Placita

For the
reasons
stated
previously,
keep the
bike path
along the
highway.
Please do
not ruing
the existing
hiking trail.
In addition
to the
general
points
made
above,
Alternative
B up to
McClure
would be
absurdly
dangerous
for
bicyclists. A
steep, twoway path is
a certain
recipe for
collisions
between
bicyclists
going up
and
bicyclists
going
down, or
between
bicyclists
and
pedestrians
, with poor
access to
emergency
vehicles
should the
inevitable
accidents
occur.
A. OnA. Onhighway
highway
alternative A. alternative
The area
A
provides
important
wildlife that
will be
degraded by
a
recreational
trail.

McClure Pass

For the
reasons
stated
previously,
keep the
bike path
along the
highway.
Please do
not ruing the
existing
hiking trail.
Preferred
route would
be
Alternative
A.
Alternative B
is
unacceptab
le.

Top of the
Pass

For the
reasons
stated
previously,
keep the
bike path
along the
highway.

Seriously?

A. OnOn-high
highway
alternative
alternative A.
A. Wildlife
values on
the old
McClure
pass
switchbacks
will be
irrevocably
degraded
by the
proposed
trail
developmen
t.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Trail should be located as close to HGWY 133 as possible and should NOT be
located in any wildlife area at all.

none

living in nettle creek drainage i have seen a significant reduction in wildlife
over the past nearly 20 years. the trail should follow hwy 133

no

Protect wildlife prefer along highway route

Soft OK, but
Along 133
prefer hard
surface along
highway
Not specifically On or adjacent Segment A
to hwy, paved
surface

73

76

77

Yes. The trail, if developed. should follow the Hwy 133 transportation corridor.
It must not violate sensitive wildlife habitat or infringe on private properties on
the E. side of the Crystal River.
Trail should not go through wildlife areas.Trail should not go through private
property unless owner wants it. I'm not sure we need a trail that is so
expensive !

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

no

Don't care

A

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

no off-highway All routes
locations!
below should
be located
adjacent to
highway 133.
This
comment is
applicable
to all routing
below.
if you want
A adverse
A adverse
road bikers to
wildlife
wildlife
use it then it has impact
impact
to be hard
surface

74

75

Crystal River
Parcel

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

A, the issue
along this
section is not
only the
Wildlife
Impacts, but
Carbondale'
s Nettle
Creek water
plant is there.
people will
illegally enter
the forest if
the trail is
along the
railroad bed.
right now,
almost no
one knows
where the
plant is, that
would
certainly
change with
the railroad
bed
alignment
Along
Along
highway 133 highway 133

A adverse
wildlife
impact

A adverse
wildlife
impact

A adverse
wildlife
impact

A adverse
wildlife
impact

A adverse
wildlife
impact

A adverse
wildlife
impact

A adverse
wildlife impact

Along
highway

Along
highway

Along
highway

Along
highway

Along
highway

Along
highway

Segment A

Segment A

Segment A

Segment A

Segment A

Segment A

Segment A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Narrows

A adverse
wildlife
impact

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

A adverse wildlife A adverse
impact
wildlife
impact

A adverse
wildlife
impact

A adverse
wildlife
impact

A adverse
wildlife
impact

A adverse
wildlife
impact

A adverse
wildlife
impact

A adverse
wildlife
impact

A adverse
wildlife
impact

Along highway Option b E
side of river

Along highway

Along
highway

Along
highway

Along
highway

Along
highway

Along
highway

Along
highway

Along
highway

Along
highway

Segment A

Segment A

Segment A

Segment A

Segment A

Segment A

Segment A

Segment A Segment A

Segment A Segment A

Segment A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Keep the trail on the west side of the Crystal River as to not impact the
Wildlife and protect the rights of private property owners.

Doesn't matter
what you write
on the sigh.
There will no
one to enforce
any rules, such
as disposal of
trash, where
bikes can head
off and make
new trail's, and
where should
they go to the
bathroom

What ever
surface you
prefer as long
as trail is on the
west side of the
Crystal River

I am in favor if the trail, but only if it does not go through sensitive wildlife
habitat and doesn't involve taking private property by eminent domain

Carbondale
and McClure
Pass trailheads.
Interpretation
sign at Filoha
Meadows as
Critical Wildlife
Habitat (Do not
crossover)
Route A
recommended.
No new bridge
necessary.
Enforce speed
law on 133
highway.

Hard surface on A
road alignment.
soft surface off
road

I would
prefer route
A along the
west side of
the Crystal
River and not
intrude on
anyone's
private
property

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Route A Filoha
Meadows is one of
the last places
that tourists and
locals can view
Elk, Deer, and Mt
Sheep, from the
the West side of
the Crystal. This is
Sacred ground,
do not screw it up.
Seasonal closures
don't work If the
trail goes thru
Filoha Meadows
there will be
people in there
harassing the
wildlife all months
of the year,
because of no
enforcement of
the seasonal
closure. There was
a sign at the South
entrance to Filoha
Meadows that
read. No Mt Bikes
beyond this point,
"Pristine Wilderness
Area". Open
Space and Trails
should abide by
what they have
posted and not
ruin the Meadows
A

Route A on
the West side
of the Crystal
River. Wildlife
trying to get
to the river on
the East Side
would be
impacted.
There is
private
property
property on
the East side
of the Crystal
River thru the
Wild Rose
Segment that
should be
avoided.

Route A
along the
West side of
the Crystal
River. Avoid
all private
property

A

A

I would
prefer route
A along the
west side of
the Crustal
River

I would
prefer route
A along the
west side of
the River

Route A
along the
West side of
the Crystal
River,
Protect the
wildlife.

Route A
Along the
West side of
the Crystal
River.
Respect all
private
property
along the
entire length
of proposed
trail

Route A
Along the
West side of
the Crystal
River

Route A
alignment
would best
to save the
habitat for
the Wildlife.

Route A
would be the
best. We
don't need
people
invading the
space where
the Wildlife
call their
home.

Route A
would be the
best. Avoid
all private
property

Route A
We
don't need
people chasing
the wildlife on
their Mt. Bikes.

Route A
Save what is
left of the"
Wild
Colorado"

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

78

79

Trail should be built on already developed highway side on river side
preferably. Absolutely no trail to impact wildlife in Janeway and Filoha
Meadows.
80

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Castle

Hawk Creek

Top of the
Pass

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Route A
along the
West side of
the Crystal
river

Route A
along the
west side of
the Crystal
River

Route A
along the
West side of
the Crystal
River
Respect all
private
property

Route A
along the
West side of
the Crystal
river

Keep the
trail along
Highway
133. As to
not impact
the Wildlife

Keep the
trail along
Highway
133. As to
not impact
the Wildlife

A

A

A

A

A

A

Preferred hard
surface. Four
feed wide
being sufficient
for road bike. 1
lane only. I am
an experienced
biker - road bike
and mountain
bike.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Yes. We don't like the alternative which disturbs wildlife and goes thru
Redstone Ranch Acres. Our dirt roads are very narrow as is our bridge and
potential for accidents w bikes is a worry.

81

Yes, I am an avid bike rider, however, I do not feel that it is appropriate for
the trail to pass through areas that are needed for wildlife. My biggest
concern is the area of Avalanche to Filoha Meadows.

82

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

No

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Our roads in
Next to
Next to
Next to
Next to
Next to
Next to
Next to
Next to
Next to
Next to
Redstone
Highway 133 Highway 133 Highway 133 Highway 133 Highway 133 Highway 133 Highway 133 Highway 133 Highway 133 Highway 133
Ranch Acres
are dirt and
gravel. Often
the roads have
deep ruts and
not bicycle
friendly at all.
Barely room for
cars to pass
each other. We
value the low
traffic and quiet
and often
wildlife: Bears,
deer, foxes, elk,
wild turkeys are
on our roads
and they should
not be
disturbed. We
must drive very
carefully to
watch for
wildlife so the
animals are not
in danger.

Next to
Next to Highway
Highway 133 133. Not thru
Filoha because
that is elk, deer
and bighorn
habitat.

I would like to
I have no
see the trail
objection to
primarily or
the trail here.
totally follow
133 with an
asphalt surface.
Over the years
the Hwy.
department has
ruined the
shoulder that
was available
for riding on
every time they
chip and seal
133. I used to
ride Hwy. 133
with the coal
trucks in the
1980s and there
was a shoulder.
It almost seems
that the Hwy.
dept.
deliberately
ruined the
shoulder on
their last chip &
seal. They
manage to
build Hwy's in
Europe with
great space for
bikers along
Hwy's.

A. On the
highway

The bridges No objection No problem
would be too to trail here with trail
expensive;
no objection
to trailhead

No objection No objection A. On the
to trail here to trail here highway

A. On the
highway

A. On the
highway

A. On the
highway

A. Trail needs to
be on highway

Wild Rose

Next to
highway 133

Castle

Hawk Creek

Next to
Next to
Highway 133 Highway
133....NOT
ON NARROW
DIRT ROADS
IN REDSTONE
RANCH
ACRES
SUBDIVISON.
Also much
wildlife are
on our
subdivision
roads and
would not be
compatible
w lots of
bicycles.
Slow careful
driving is
essential,
roads are
very uneven
and rutted:
Especially in
Spring thaws
and Summer
monsoon
rains. Can
even be icy
in Fall w early
freezes. 4
wheel drive is
essential and
snow tires in
Spring and if
snowfall
comes early
in Fall.
A. Trail needs No objection No objection
to be on
to trail here to trail here
highway

Hays Falls

Next to
Highway
133

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Next to
May be
Stay next to Next to
Highway 133 wildlife
Highway 133 Highway 133
disturbance
s.

A. Trail
A. Trail on
needs to be highway
on highway

No problem No problem No problem
with trail
with trail
with trail
here
here
here
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Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Other
Responses

#

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

I am highly concerned about intrusion on wildlife and flora habitat. I strongly
urge the alignment be located as close to Highway 133 as possible
83

Carbondale
and McClure
pass.
Interpretation
sign at Filoha
Meadows as
critical wildlife
area. No
trespassing.

I'm in favor of the trail but only if it does not go through sensitive wildlife
habitat and doesn't involve taking private property by eminent domain.
84

85

I'm opossed to the trail running through private lands and enviornmental
easements like Filoha Meadows.
I think the
trailhead and
interpretation
signage should
be designed
with minimal
visual impact to
the valley. The
development of
this trail should
try to maintain
the natural
beauty of the
valley and
minimize
disturbance and
visual impact as
much as
possible.
Second Survey:
Try to keep the
signage and
any visual
impacts as
inconspicuous
as possible and
only make it
visibile to trail
users only.

As a resident of the Crystal Valley (a mile south of Redstone) I have great
concern over how this project will ultimately be planned and developed.
My general thought is to keep the trail's impact as close to the road which
already impacts the valley. KEEP THE TRAIL AWAY FROM SENSITIVE WILDLIFE
AREAS AND NEIGHBORHOODS!
Yes. Being a resident of the Crystal River Valley (near Redstone) I am very
concerned about the impacts the trail will have on wildlife areas and on the
residential areas the proposed trail may encroach on.

86

The trail should follow the road on the west side.

87

89

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

no

Also
Submitted
Letter

88

I feel it is extremely important to preserve wildlife habitat whenever given the
choice. Please heed the warnings of CDOW, Wilderness Workshop and
others that a trail built on the east side of the Crystal River will have
substantial impacts on critical wildlife habitat. Please choose Option A!
Generally, I favor the off Hwy 133 route.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

I like the idea of
a permeable,
soft surface to
minimize run off
from the paved
highway
surface.
Hard surface on A
road alignment,
soft surface off
road.

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Anything you
want along the
highway.
If off-highway
KEEP IT
sections MUST
ALONG THE
be built, then
ROAD! Keep
keeping them developmen
as soft surfaces t where
will at least
developmen
maintain some t already
sense of natural exists!
feeling to the
Consider
route. Asphalt is and respect
expensive and the people
would make the and animals
feel of the trail that call the
feel more
valley home
industrial or
and DO NOT
urban. Keep it route the trail
rural feeling if
through
you MUST move contested
the trail away
areas.
from the road.
Second Survey:
I think the trail
should stay
along the road
as much as
possible and
any trail
sections that
absolutely must
be off the road
should remain a
soft surface.
I do not support A
the offhighway
trail. However id
this were to be
the option i
support the
surface that
requires the
least
maintanence.
No paving,
A
please.
Dirt/gravel
preferred.

Along the
highway
only.
KEEP IT
ALONG THE
ROAD! Keep
developmen
t where
developmen
t already
exists!
Consider
and respect
the people
and animals
that call the
valley home
and DO NOT
route the trail
through
contested
areas.

Along the
highway

Along the
highway

Along the
highway!

Along the
highway

Along the
highway.

Along the
highway

Along the
highway

Along the
highway

Along the
highway

Along the
highway.

Along the
highway

Along the
highway

Along the
highway

Along the
highway

Along the
highway

Along the
highway

Along the
highway

Along the
highway

KEEP IT
ALONG THE
ROAD! Keep
developmen
t where
developmen
t already
exists!
Consider
and respect
the people
and animals
that call the
valley home
and DO NOT
route the trail
through
contested
areas.

KEEP IT
ALONG THE
ROAD! Keep
developmen
t where
developmen
t already
exists!
Consider
and respect
the people
and animals
that call the
valley home
and DO NOT
route the trail
through
contested
areas.

KEEP IT
ALONG THE
ROAD! Keep
developmen
t where
developmen
t already
exists!
Consider
and respect
the people
and animals
that call the
valley home
and DO NOT
route the trail
through
contested
areas.

KEEP IT
ALONG THE
ROAD! Keep
developmen
t where
developmen
t already
exists!
Consider
and respect
the people
and animals
that call the
valley home
and DO NOT
route the trail
through
contested
areas.

KEEP IT
ALONG THE
ROAD! Keep
developmen
t where
developmen
t already
exists!
Consider
and respect
the people
and animals
that call the
valley home
and DO NOT
route the trail
through
contested
areas.

KEEP IT
ALONG THE
ROAD! Keep
developmen
t where
developmen
t already
exists!
Consider
and respect
the people
and animals
that call the
valley home
and DO NOT
route the trail
through
contested
areas.

KEEP IT
ALONG THE
ROAD! Keep
developmen
t where
developmen
t already
exists!
Consider
and respect
the people
and animals
that call the
valley home
and DO NOT
route the trail
through
contested
areas.

KEEP IT ALONG
THE ROAD!
Keep
development
where
development
already exists!
Consider and
respect the
people and
animals that
call the valley
home and DO
NOT route the
trail through
contested
areas.

KEEP IT
ALONG THE
ROAD! Keep
developmen
t where
developmen
t already
exists!
Consider
and respect
the people
and animals
that call the
valley home
and DO NOT
route the trail
through
contested
areas.

Definitely keep it
along the road.
Filoha is a sensitive
wildlife area and
should be
avoided.

KEEP IT
This goes
ALONG THE
through
ROAD! Keep private
development property and
where
should
development absolutely
already exists! be off limits
Consider and for a trail.
respect the
I've talked
people and with the
animals that people who's
call the valley property this
home and DO trail would
NOT route the intersect or
trail through pass in front
contested
of and there
areas.
is complete
opposition to
option B.

KEEP IT ON
THE ROAD!!
THIS WOULD
GO RIGHT IN
FRONT OF
MY HOUSE
SO I WILL BE
FIGHTING TO
KEEP THIS
SECTION
ALONG THE
ROAD WITH
EVERY
OUNCE OF
ENERGY I
HAVE!!

KEEP IT
ALONG THE
ROAD!
Keep
developme
nt where
developme
nt already
exists!
Consider
and respect
the people
and animals
that call the
valley home
and DO
NOT route
the trail
through
contested
areas.

KEEP IT
ALONG THE
ROAD! Keep
developmen
t where
developmen
t already
exists!
Consider
and respect
the people
and animals
that call the
valley home
and DO NOT
route the trail
through
contested
areas.

KEEP IT
ALONG THE
ROAD!
Keep
developme
nt where
developme
nt already
exists!
Consider
and
respect the
people and
animals
that call
the valley
home and
DO NOT
route the
trail through
contested
areas.

KEEP IT
KEEP IT
ALONG THE ALONG THE
ROAD! Keep ROAD!
developmen Keep
t where
developme
developmen nt where
t already
developme
exists!
nt already
Consider
exists!
and respect Consider
the people and respect
and animals the people
that call the and animals
valley home that call the
and DO NOT valley home
route the
and DO NOT
trail through route the
contested
trail through
areas.
contested
areas.

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

I would be okay B
with soft surface
if it is friendly to
bike use.

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

A - Keep trail
between the
river and
hwy133 like
OST did in
North Star
Nature
Preserve.

A - Keep trail
between the
river and
hwy133 like
OST did in
North Star
Nature
Preserve.

A - Keep trail
between the
river and
hwy133 like
OST did in
North Star
Nature
Preserve.

A - Keep trail
between the
river and
hwy133 like
OST did in
North Star
Nature
Preserve.

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

I believe less is
better but I do
not see any
data regarding
the user
demographics
so it is hard to
answer this
question.

A - Keep trail
between the
river and
hwy133 like
OST did in
North Star
Nature
Preserve.

A - Keep trail
between the
river and
hwy133 like
OST did in
North Star
Nature
Preserve.

Align within the 133 ROW

o we really
need atrial
head?

Asphalt no offhighway
alternative

A. Stay next
to the
highway. If
you stray the
road bikers
won't use it
and all the $
will be a
waste.

A. Stay next
to the
highway. If
you stray the
road bikers
won't use it
and all the $
will be a
waste.

Yes

Yes

Not good

Keep the bike trail on the hwy easement

Minimize trail
heads for less
Environmental
Impactand
wildlife and on
existing
residential
privacy
No

No off-highway
alternative
should be used.
A dirt trail next
to the highway

A. Needs to
stay by the
highway or
no bike path
at all

A. Needs to
stay by the
highway or
no bike path
at all

A - Keep
trail
between
the river
and
hwy133 like
OST did in
North Star
Nature
Preserve.
A. Stay next A. Stay next A. Stay next A. Stay next A. Stay next A. Stay next A. Stay next A. Stay next to A. Stay next A. Stay away from A. Stay next to A. Stay next A. Stay next A. Too upy A. Stay next A. Stay next
to the
to the
to the
to the
to the
to the
to the
the highway. If to the
Filoha!
the highway. to the
to the
downy off to the
to the
highway. If
highway. If
highway. If
highway. If
highway. If
highway. If
highway. If
you stray the
highway. If
If you stray
highway. If
highway. If
road stay
highway. If
highway. If
you stray the you stray the you stray the you stray the you stray the you stray the you stray the road bikers
you stray the
the road
you stray the you stray the on 133. ill
you stray the you stray
road bikers road bikers road bikers road bikers road bikers road bikers road bikers won't use it and road bikers
bikers won't
road bikers road bikers not be used road bikers the road
won't use it won't use it won't use it won't use it won't use it won't use it won't use it all the $ will be won't use it
use it and all won't use it won't use it by road
won't use it bikers won't
and all the $ and all the $ and all the $ and all the $ and all the $ and all the $ and all the $ a waste.
and all the $
the $ will be a and all the $ and all the $ bikers see
and all the $ use it and
will be a
will be a
will be a
will be a
will be a
will be a
will be a
will be a
waste.
will be a
will be a
what they will be a
all the $ will
waste.
waste.
waste.
waste.
waste.
waste.
waste. Stay
waste.
waste.
waste.
do in
waste.
be a waste.
away from
Carbondale
Filoha!
area.
A. Highway A. Back on
A. We need
A. On
A. On
A. On highway
A. Not through
A. Not
A. On
side - stay off highway, not to have it on
highway
highway
Filoha
through
highway
Nettle Creek through
highway
please
castle
only
and out of
homeowners
Crystal
subdivision
A. Needs to A. Needs to A. Needs to A. Needs to A. Needs to A. Needs to A. Needs to A. Needs to
A. Needs to
A. Needs to A. Needs to A. Needs to A. Needs to A. Needs to
A. Needs to A. Needs to stay
stay by the stay by the stay by the stay by the stay by the stay by the stay by the stay by the
stay by the stay by the stay by the stay by the stay by the
stay by the by the highway or stay by the
highway or highway or highway or highway or highway or highway or highway or highway or no highway or no bike path at all highway or no highway or highway or highway or highway or highway or
no bike path no bike path no bike path no bike path no bike path no bike path no bike path bike path at all no bike path
bike path at no bike path no bike path no bike
no bike path no bike
at all
at all
all
at all
at all
path at all at all
path at all
at all
at all
at all
at all
at all
at all

That would be
fine.

West side

West side

West side

West side

West side

one in Crested
Butte , one in
Carbondale
Yes

widen shoulder A do not
A
of Hwy 133
steal private
property
A
A

A

A

A

A

A do not
A
steal private
property
A
A

A do not
A
steal private
property
A
A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Not
necessary

Tear out the Blind corner. Known traffic Road
mountainsid Not a good issues here.
e.
idea.

90

Also Submitted Letter

Keep trail width,
parking lots,
signage to a
minimum. They
just add to visual
pollution.

The trail plan for Crystal River Valley should follow the same plan as North Star
Nature Preserve. Highway and trail on one side of the river and protecting
ecological communities on the other side of the river.

91

A. I would
like to see
the highway
go on the
highway side

92

93

94

Janeway
North

Perham

I Do. I believe the trail alignment, if there is to be a trail, should absolutely
abut Hwy. 133 on the west side of the right-of-way.
Keep it in the highway right of way or not have a trail

95

Yes

West side

A - Keep trail
between the
river and
hwy133 like
OST did in
North Star
Nature
Preserve.

West side

A - Keep trail
between the
river and
hwy133 like
OST did in
North Star
Nature
Preserve.

West side

A - Keep trail
between the
river and
hwy133 like
OST did in
North Star
Nature
Preserve.

A - Keep trail
between the
river and
hwy133 like OST
did in North Star
Nature
Preserve.

A - Keep trail
between the
river and
hwy133 like
OST did in
North Star
Nature
Preserve.

West side

West side

West side

West side

A

A

A

A STAY OUT OF
FILOHA

A

A

A

97

If the trail is going in it should parallel 133, to cause the minimal impact to
wildlife and residence that live here.
98

Yes-keep it in the right of way or not at all. Road bikers are going to be in our
way anyway. They won't go into the woods with those skinny tires.

99

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Hard surfaces. If A
off ROW 133 soft
surfaces but
only off 133
ROW when
absolutely
neccesary
Dirt or soft
A
No
surface is
preferable, but
the location
should the
highway and
NOT on the
abandoned
train track.
Don't do it. We Go for it.
Why don't
don't need you
we do it in
to tell us what
the road all
we can see.
the way?

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Road

Road

Road

Road. Are you Good luck
kidding? There here.
are bears back
in there.

A - Keep trail
between the
river and
hwy133 like
OST did in
North Star
Nature
Preserve.

West side

A - Keep trail
between the
river and
hwy133 like
OST did in
North Star
Nature
Preserve.

A - Keep
trail
between
the river
and hwy133
like OST did
in North Star
Nature
Preserve.

A - Keep trail
between the
river and
hwy133 like
OST did in
North Star
Nature
Preserve.

A - Keep trail
between the
river and
hwy133 like
OST did in
North Star
Nature
Preserve.

A - Keep trail
between
the river and
hwy133 like
OST did in
North Star
Nature
Preserve.

Stay off the
gun range
too
dangerous

A. Stay next
to the
highway. If
you stray the
road bikers
won't use it
and all the $
will be a
waste.

A. Needs to
stay by the
highway or
no bike path
at all

A. Needs to
stay by the
highway or
no bike path
at all

West side

West side

West side

West side

West side

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A do not steal A
private
property
A: The grazing and A
A
breeding grounds
of herds of Big
Horn Sheep and
Elk are located
near Trail B making
it unacceptable.
A
A
A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Road

Road

Road

What - no
choice?

Love those Share the
switchbacks! road, boys!
No keep
them on the
road
choking
back diesel
fumes
behind the
fracking
trucks.

A

West side

A - Keep trail
between the
river and
hwy133 like
OST did in
North Star
Nature
Preserve.

Top of the
Pass

West side

96

Fantastic opportunity but should only follow Highway 133 alignment and
detour only when absolutely necessary.

A - Keep trail
between the river
and hwy133 like
OST did in North
Star Nature
Preserve.

McClure Pass

A

Road. Leave the A rose by any Road
orchids and sheep other name...
alone.
Road
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I am not opposed to a trail along Highway 133 but I am against any portion
of the trail on the east side of the Crystal River.

100

Other
Responses

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Also Submitted Letter
Also spoke at joint board meeting

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

No

Generally favor along the road.

No.

The trail should follow the highway alignment, to protect wildlife and to
present takings of private property.

no

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

If the trail is
along Highway
133 paving
would be
appropriate. I
don't believe
there should be
ANY INCURSION
of a trail on the
east side of the
Crystal River.
Hard surface

No incursion
of a trail east
of the Crystal
River

No incursion
of a trail east
of the Crystal
River

No incursion
of a trail east
of the Crystal
River

No incursion
of a trail east
of the Crystal
River

No incursion
of a trail east
of the Crystal
River

No incursion
of a trail east
of the Crystal
River

No incursion
of a trail east
of the Crystal
River

No incursion
of a trail east
of the Crystal
River

No incursion No incursion of
of a trail east a trail east of
of the Crystal the Crystal River
River

No incursion No incursion of a
of a trail east trail east of the
of the Crystal Crystal River
River

Favor the A
route since B
route goes
through too
many private
properties.

Favor the A
route since B
route goes
through too
many private
properties.

Favor the A Okay to B
route since B route.
route goes
through too
many private
properties.

Route A.

Route A

definitely
prefer a

Prefer A
route

B route
Route A vastly
acceptable preferable.
until bridge
near Penny
Hot Springs,
crossing over
to A

Soft surface is
preferable:
crushed fines

A - There are No opinion.
private road
or
landowners
on B that
may or may
not want
their property
affected. It
is unclear to
me if the
estimated
cost
comparison
includes
compensatio
n to the
landowners
for the use or
purchase of
their
property,
which may
be
significant.

A route
B route
preferable
acceptable
since it gives
good view of
Janeway
south across
the river,
good
intermediate
parking.
No opinion. A - Vegetation
and wildlife
impacts are
significant with
B. There are
landowners on
B that may or
may not want
their property
affected. It is
unclear to me if
the estimated
cost
comparison
includes
compensation
to the
landowners for
the use or
purchase of
their property,
which may be
significant.

Soft surface

Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A

101

A - There are A - Option B A - There are A - There are A - There are A private road has a
a great
a great
landowners Vegetation
or
potential
number of
number of
on B that
and wildlife
landowners impact on
landowners landowners may or may impacts are
on B that
Cultural
on B that
on B that
not want
significant
may or may Resources.
may or may may or may their property with B.
not want
Signage is
not want
not want
affected. It
their property not a
their property their property is unclear to
affected. It consistently affected. It affected. It me if the
is unclear to effective
is unclear to is unclear to estimated
me if the
method to
me if the
me if the
cost
estimated
protect these estimated
estimated
comparison
cost
resources.
cost
cost
includes
comparison
comparison comparison compensatio
includes
includes
includes
n to the
compensatio
compensatio compensatio landowners
n to the
n to the
n to the
for the use or
landowners
landowners landowners purchase of
for the use or
for the use or for the use or their
purchase of
purchase of purchase of property,
their
their
their
which may
property,
property,
property,
be
which may
which may which may significant.
be
be
be
significant.
significant.
significant.

Janeway
South

Avalanche

102

103

Yes, highly against proposed Alignment B which is routed through my
neighborhood.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

No incursion
of a trail east
of the Crystal
River

No incursion
of a trail east
of the Crystal
River

No incursion
of a trail east
of the Crystal
River

No incursion
of a trail
east of the
Crystal River

No incursion A
of a trail east
of the Crystal
River

Definitely
prefer A
segment
along road.

Route A
highly
preferable.

Stay with
Route A
along road
here.

Route B
acceptable
through Bear
Creek

A - Option B
has a great
risk to the
castle by
opening its
yard to
unsupervised
public.
Trespassing
cannot be
adequately
mitigated.
For the
benefit of
the entire
county, this is
an historical
asset that
needs to be
strictly
protected
from
unsupervised
trespassers
and
potential
damage.
The yard
(where the
trail
alignment is
intended) is
also
protected
from
potential
destruction/
alteration by
an easement
with the
State of
Colorado. It
is unclear to
me if the
estimated
cost
comparison
includes
compensatio
n to the
landowners
for the use or
purchase of
their
Alignment
property, A
which may
be
significant.

A - Option B No opinion. No opinion.
has a
significant
and
unwanted
impact on
landowners
in this
neighborhoo
d. Those
impacts are
unnecessary
considering
the viability
of option of
A, where OST
property
already
exists. It is
unclear to
me if the
estimated
cost
comparison
includes
compensatio
n to the
landowners
for the use or
purchase of
their
property,
which may
be
significant.

Definitely
prefer to stay
out of Wild
Rose
subdivision;
hence route
A is strongly
preferable.
Cross river at
North Bridge
AA - Option B has a No opinion.
Vegetation potential impact
and wildlife on Cultural
impacts are Resources.
significant
Signage is not a
with B. There consistently
are
effective method
landowners to protect these
on B that
resources.
may or may
not want
their property
affected. It
is unclear to
me if the
estimated
cost
comparison
includes
compensatio
n to the
landowners
for the use or
purchase of
their
property,
which may
be
significant.

Alignment A Alignment A

Alignment A

Bear Creek

Placita

Route A is
the only
option in
Placita.

A
A

Prefer route
B along old
McClure
Pass road.

No opinion. No opinion.

Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment
A

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

Route A is
the only
route.

No opinion.

Alignment A Alignment A
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail map at
both ends w
mileage. RR
history/RockCre
ek County road
somewhere
along trail. Floral
Meadows i.e.
hot springs,
animals,mining,
RR history

The B route is preferred. COST: Is 5 X cheaper than A. Off hiwy for more
pleasant experience.

104

I support leaving the highway whenever it is practical and feasible. It will
cost less to construct and will make a better trail experience.

107

I would prefer to see any existing alignment used. as it would be less
expensive and provide for a better user experience. Anything next to the
highway should be kept to a minimum to keep costs down and provide for a
better user experience.
Strongly support the overall vision for this trail. It will be used by both road
cyclists and mountain bikers for both long distance adventures and shorter
rides on focused segments due to the high quality of trail experience that
can be provided

108

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Also spoke at joint board meeting

106

I prefer the B alignments on the old RR grade. I feel it will be cheaper and a
much better experience to ride on away from the highway.

Also Submitted
Letter

105

no comments

I am wondering
if there will be
access points
and parking
access along
highway to
access the trail.
Provide
expanded /
specific parking
areas at both
ends of the
proposed
singletrack
portion of trail at
Redstone and
Top. If possible,
provide
additional
limited parking
at ends of
singletrack
segments that
parallel
Highway 133.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Asphalt to
Redstone. RS to
McClures,
maybe SS.
Switch backs to
top of McClures
asphalt for
safety

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

B route all
the way to
Avalanche.
Then detour
to A
Property
owners will
be the most
difficult to
get
permission to
the B route.
Multiuser trail.

I think that if
B
winter closures
will absolutely
be in effect, this
would be
acceptable, if
the county
budgets for
adequate
maintenance
throughout the
cycling season.
If no winter
closures,
pavement
might be more
accomodating
to potential
nordic track
I prefer a hard B
surface for road
biking and
roller-blading

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Connect
Safety issue: Trying to save
B route all the
Avalanche B to Miss the
Filoha Meadows
way to
Avalanche A. screen slopes by going around it Redstone.
Go around the
Again
Narrows to
property
Filoha Stay on
owners will be
Filoha A,
the most
connecting to
challenging.
Filoha B using
bridge 13
option

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

B route,
away from
hwy has an
appeal

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

B route.
What is the
vertical
gain in
elevation
for this
segment?
Maybe
better for
mountain
bikes.
Deceding
on road
bikes could
be exciting!

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

I thought we took B
alignment B off
the table when
the county
approved the first
management
plan. I don't have
a strong
preference here,
but I think
Alignment A
would be
acceptable here.
on the other hand,
B would eliminate
the need for a
bridge

Too many
same as 20
trails - stick to
one, so I
guess the
multi use
options
would be my
preference
here.

A

A

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

A

B

A

B

A

I would prefer
B
soft surfaces to
asphalt and
concrete where
feasible.

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

A

Pavement
would provide
a great
experience for
road cyclists
while also
limiting
maintenance
costs over time.

B, offhighway
option is
preferred.

B, unless
private
property
easements
cannot be
agreed
upon.

B, offhighway
option is
preferred.

B, unless
private
property
easements
cannot be
agreed
upon.

B, unless
private
property
easements
cannot be
agreed
upon.

B, unless
private
property
easements
cannot be
agreed
upon.

B, offhighway
option is
preferred.

B, offhighway
option is
preferred.

B, unless private
property
easements
cannot be
agreed upon.
Seasonal
closure 11/15 5/1 would be
acceptable.

B: unless
private
property
easements
cannot be
secured by
Pitkin
County.
Seasonal
closure 11/15
- 5/1 would
be
acceptable.

B, off-highway
B, off-highway
option is preferred. option is
Seasonal closure preferred.
11/15 - 5/1 would
be acceptable.

B. The 7
miles of
singletrack
trail
experiences
between
Redstone
and
McClure
Pass will
become
highly
valued by
locals and
visitors.

A, (there is
no B option
for this
segment).
The 7 miles
of
singletrack
trail
experiences
between
Redstone
and
McClure
Pass will
become
highly
valued by
locals and
visitors.

B, unless
private
property
easements
cannot be
agreed
upon.

B, unless
B, unless
A, (there is
private
private
no B option
property
property
for this
easements
easements
segment).
cannot be
cannot be
The 7 miles
agreed
agreed
of
upon. The 7 upon. The 7 singletrack
miles of
miles of
trail
singletrack
singletrack
experiences
trail
trail
between
experiences experiences Redstone
between
between
and
Redstone
Redstone
McClure
and McClure and McClure Pass will
Pass will
Pass will
become
become
become
highly
highly valued highly valued valued by
by locals and by locals and locals and
visitors.
visitors.
visitors.

B

B, offA, (there is
highway
no B option
option is
for this
preferred.
segment).
The 7 miles of The 7 miles
singletrack
of
trail
singletrack
experiences trail
between
experience
Redstone
s between
and McClure Redstone
Pass will
and
become
McClure
highly valued Pass will
by locals and become
visitors.
highly
valued by
locals and
visitors.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trailhead 1
parking is skimpy
-- clarify options
on access:
Carbondale
where more,
Avalanche (3)
size?, Redstone
needs that
parking behind
the Coke Ovens
for access 5B.

Also Submitted Letter

I have a strong preference for off highway pathways, Alt B nearly always.
They will be more attractive for residents and visitors in the small ~15% of the
Valley which is in private lands. We should share our great National Forest
surrounded home.

109

Following the old Midland Railway alignment where possible seems like it
might be the most scenic and practical alignment, but I don't know how
much of the right of way has been deeded out.

110

I definitely want the B alternative because of the quality of the trail
experience and the cost savings. Thank you for your thorough planning!!

111

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

My experience
is that users
enjoy the
interpretation
locations and
will not leave
the trail when
instructed not
to. Winter
closures will
mitigate
environmental
issues.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

I prefer soft
surface,
particularly as
one goes away
from
Carbondale.
South of
someplace
between Nettle
Creek & . . .
hopefully
before
Janeway North.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

General
Same:
Note: in all
Option B.
segments, I Users should
believe good not be
international immediately
and
adjacent to
Colorado
a 55+ mph
data
highway in
indicate that any
highway
segment,
roadkill,
absent good
hunters and barriers or
residential
separation
expansion
as in the first
will
segment
overwhelm from
any negative Carbondale
FX of
to HOA/BRB.
OptionsB on
wildlife and
you have
carefully
analyzed this
here and
elsewhere.
In addition,
user safety is
a primary
consideratio
n of mine
given good
signage and
wildlife
impact
mitigation by
seasonal
closures or
careful route
choices.
Paving would
In virtually all B
get the largest cases I would
number of users. prefer the
I personally
alternative
could make
away from
equal use of a Highway 133.
soft surface but This will
many people
increase the
won't use a soft experience
surface trail if
for riders and
they are going thus increase
the 16 miles
use (and
from
hopefully
Carbondale to decrease
Redstone and car trips). B
back.
B - more
Pea gravel trails B - better
user
scenic +
work well
experience + major cost
major cost
savings
savings

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

A better
option to A
is not
evident as
one walks
this area.

Same:
Option B.
Presuming
Right of Way
available or
can be
purchased.

Option B.
Option B
Need more
wildlife info
and seasonal
closure
consideratio
n.

Option B

Option B

Option B -Option B
This is one of
those areas
where the
bridges may
be
warranted as
well as
seasonal
closure &/or
building A &
B.

Option B -- This
is one of those
areas where
the bridges
may be
warranted as
well as seasonal
closure &/or
building A & B.

Option B -This is one of
those areas
where the
bridges may
be
warranted as
well as
seasonal
closure &/or
building A &
B.

Option B -- This is
one of those areas
where the bridges
may be warranted
as well as seasonal
closure &/or
building A & B.

Option B.
high NIMBY
opposition &
not sure
about the
bridge.

Option B.

Option B -Full dirt road
width may
also provide
emergency
egress for
Castle
events ?

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B - historic,
scenic and
major cost
savings

B - with
winter
closure and
signage to
mitigate
wildlife and
veg issues.
very scenic +
major cost
savings.

B - historic
B
and scenic
route, major
cost savings,

B - with
winter
closure,
scenic and
major cost
savings

B - with
winter
closure,
scenic and
major cost
savings

B - with
winter
closure,
scenic and
cost savings

B w. winter
closure, very
scenic + major
cost savings

B very scenic
and historic
and major
cost savings

B - w. Oct - June30 B - scenic +
closure. I am
major cost
confident that
savings
signage and
fencing will
protect the area
AND it will be a
memorable
experience +
major cost savings

B - scenic
and
memorable
+ major cost
savings

B - scenic
and equal
constuction
costs

Route A
only option great stop
at Hays
Creek Falls

Placita

Option B -- I
love walking
this segment
now, despite
the need to
reconstruct
the table
down to Why
133 at the
North end.

A better
option to A
is not
evident as
one walks
this area.
Reexploration
and
possible
ROW
acquisition
might be
merited.

Option B.
It seemed to
Great views, me that
old road
much of the
appears
old road
readily
South of
restorable,
Hwy 133
tho one
could be
hairpin
accessed &
needs some used -- but I
protection
don't design
for downhill roads!
riders no to
end up in
the ravine. I
think the
problems
with option
A were
nicely
defined in
the 2004
Newland
Report -while much
work on
rockslides
has gone on,
the roadway
remains
narrow with
the potential
for very high
downhill
speeds on a
paved
surface.

B

B, This
B
segment in
particular
could be
really special

B - away
A - only
from road
option
again. Eqaul
construction
costs

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Bear Creek

B - old hwy. A. Only A
more scenic option
+ major cost
savings
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112

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Generally, alternative B seems preferable for trail user experience, reduced
cost, environmental concerns. I support this, except in those tricky cases
where the environmental impact will be severe fragmentation of
undisturbed habitat. In these areas, I think cost and safety of the trail need to
be weighed with environmental impact. Is there potential for seasonal
closures? Where would displaced cyclists then go?

Any trail alignment will not please everyone. Focus should be placed on
logistical feasibility first, environmental impact second, and trail user
experience third. It is easy to find ways to oppose any section of trail, but a
completed trail will have an enormous and positive impact on the area. A
seasonal closure of the trail option B to mitigate impact to wildlife during
critical seasons would be preferable to the timeline and expense the
highway alignment would mean.
113

114

i generally like alt b from the end of the present bike path until Redstone
except for sections 9,11,13. i feel the impact to wildlife and environment is
too great to build the trail through these areas. i would like to see the trail
move back to Alt A in these areas. specifically for section 13, a 6 month
closure due to wildlife so substantially limits use as to make Alt B impractical.
as a road cyclist, once the trail becomes single track i would just ride the
road.

Trail alignments through the PitCo portion should essentially be multi-use as
alignment allows. Preference should be given to a paved path with a joined
crusher-fines trail for equestrian, runners and peds in order to get particularly
cyclists off 133. Ideally this would be continuous along the railroad bed with
strict seasonal closures for wildlife as needed.

115

116

Single track all the way!

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

I would prefer a
soft surface. My
one concern
would be the
long-term
maintenance of
a soft surface.
Would materials
be chosen that
would be
durable and
sustainable over
many years?
Soft-surface
trails are fine.
The unpaved,
but maintained,
section of the
Rio Grande trail
is evidence of
this. The trail is
suitable for
novice cyclists
on cruiser bike
as well as
advanced
cyclists on road
bikes.
Additionally soft
surfaces are
preferable for
most runners.
my preference
interpretation
would be a
locations for
paved path to
wildlife and
Redstone
unique plants
would be nice although as
long as a gravel
as would any
signs relating to path was well
packed so that i
the old RR or
could ride a
stage stops.
road bike on it, i
would be ok.

7 Oaks

Option B

Crystal River
Parcel

Option B

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

B

Alt B
Seasonal
closure
should
protect
wildlife.

Alt B riding B
on sub
division road
should be
low impact
for cars and
for bikes by
residents.

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Option B

Option B

Option B

B

Alt A for
B
wildlife and
vegetation
impact. cost
differential is
reasonable.

Avalanche

Option B

Narrows

Option B

Filoha

Option B

Alt A due to Alt A due to the
significant
environmental
environment concerns and
al impacts. long seasonal
Under Alt B, closure for Alt B
although this
section
would be
open all year
it would be
surrounded
by sections
with seasonal
closures
making it de
facto having
a seasonal
closure.
Innocuous
Paved with
Keep the
Keep the
Keep the
Keep the
Keep the
Keep the
Keep the
Keep the
Keep the
Keep the bike Keep the
Keep the bike
historical signs or adjoining
bike
bike
bike
bike
bike
bike
bike
bike
bike
route/multipurp bike
route/multipurpos
plaques along crusher fines
route/multip route/multip route/multip route/multip route/multip route/multip route/multip route/multip route/multip ose path
route/multip e path continuous
the route would similar to the Rio urpose path urpose path urpose path urpose path urpose path urpose path urpose path urpose path urpose path continuous on urpose path on the railroad
create an
Grande. Ideally continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous the railroad
continuous easement, off 133.
interesting
where
on the
on the
on the
on the
on the
on the
on the
on the
on the
easement, off on the
Strict seasonal
journey through appropriate a railroad
railroad
railroad
railroad
railroad
railroad
railroad
railroad
railroad
133.
railroad
closures will need
the valley.
separate single easement,
easement,
easement,
easement,
easement,
easement,
easement,
easement,
easement,
easement,
to be enforced.
Particular
track would be off 133.
off 133.
off 133.
off 133.
off 133.
off 133.
off 133.
off 133.
off 133.
off 133.
Use Bridge options
attention to the fantastic.
12 and 13 as
Utes'
necessary.
encampments
and the railroad
to Marble would
be great.

Single track all
the way!

Single track all
the way!

Alt B nice to B
get away
from the
hiway. road
should be
rideable with
a road bike.

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

Alt A due to
significant
environmental
impacts. would
require change
to seasonal
closures. i am
not concerned
about
difference in
grade.

B

B

B

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Option B

Hays Falls

Option B

Option B

B

Alt A begins no
single track preference
where i
would like
the option of
connecting
by road to
Hiwy 133.

no
no
preference preference

Keep the bike
route/multipur
pose path
continuous on
the railroad
easement, off
133.

Keep multipurpose
path along
Alignment B.
Keep the
bike
route/multip
urpose path
continuous
on the
railroad
easement,
off 133.

B

B

Obviously
we'll need
to bring the
alignment
into 133 at
Hayes Falls.
If alignment
B is feasible
south of
Hayes Falls
do that.
Keep the
bike
route/multip
urpose path
continuous
as possible
on the
railroad
easement,
off 133.
B

Obviously
we'll need to
bring the
alignment
into 133 at
Hayes Falls.
If alignment
B is feasible
south of
Hayes Falls
do that.
Keep the
bike
route/multip
urpose path
continuous
as possible
on the
railroad
easement,
off 133.
B

Option B

Bear Creek

Option B

Obviously
we'll need to
bring the
alignment
into 133 at
Hayes Falls.
If alignment
B is feasible
south of
Hayes Falls
do that.
Keep the
bike
route/multip
urpose path
continuous
as possible
on the
railroad
easement,
off 133.
B

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

Option B

Option B

Option B

I've never
ridden the
old stage
route. But if
possible to
pave as the
preferred
bike route
that would
be HUGE,
at least for
uphill
traffic.

I've never
ridden the
old stage
route. But if
possible to
pave as the
preferred
bike route
that would
be HUGE, at
least for
uphill traffic.

I've never
ridden the
old stage
route. But if
possible to
pave as the
preferred
bike route
that would
be HUGE, at
least for
uphill traffic.

B

B

B
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

A full single track connection between between crested butte and
carbondale be hugely supportive of the local economy. It won't attract
users if it isn't full singe track though.

117

I can't wait! I prefer to be safe, so alignment B looks preferable.

118

I want it to be safe....for old people, for children.
119

I am very much in favor of the construction of the trail. I live on 133 and ride
my bike on it regularly. It is dangerous.

120

I believe a trail is critical to keep pedestrians, bicycles and other users (other
than cars) off Hwy. 133.
121

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

It would be nice
if it was
available for
road bike and
hiking use as
well. Riding 133
is very
dangerous. Dirt
would be ok
and would
probably be
even better for
mountain bikers
depending on
how it was
made, paved
non-highway
connection
between
carbondale
and redstone
would be best
though.
Prefer paved,
but crushed
rock soft
surface (like on
Rio Grande
train between
W/J and
Cemetery Lane
would be okay.
I prefer hard
surface but
soft...if not too
soft can work
I would not be
I favor trail
construction off in favor of
construction of
the highway.
the trail, if it
were a soft
surface. The
point is to be
able to ride,
skate a fair
distance. The
benefits of a
soft surface trail
would not justify
the disruption to
the surrounding
habitat.

The "discovery"
that all parties
are involved in is
very impressive.
"History" and
"Nature" stops
would be an
important part
of the trail.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configuration
A will cost
someone
their life
sooner or
later.

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configuration
A will cost
someone
their life
sooner or
later.

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configuration
A will cost
someone
their life
sooner or
later.

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configuration
A will cost
someone
their life
sooner or
later.

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configuration
A will cost
someone
their life
sooner or
later.

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configuration
A will cost
someone
their life
sooner or
later.

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configuration
A will cost
someone
their life
sooner or
later.

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configuration
A will cost
someone
their life
sooner or
later.

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Route B

Route B

Route B

Option B,
Option B
provided
homeowners'
concerns are
addressed.
Note that I
own the
property on
the west side
of the
highway and
would be
amenable to
having the
trail run on
my property
near the
highway, if it
were feasible
from an
engineering
standpoint.
It would
allow bypass
of the Crystal
River Country
Estates
homeowners
, but it would
also require
crossing Hwy
133.
Route B
Route B

The "soft"
Route B
surface on the
Rio Grande Trail
below
Slaughterhouse
Bridge works
very well for a
wider variety of
users.

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configuration
A will cost
someone
their life
sooner or
later.

B. Biking on 133
is NOT safe. Trail
configuration A
will cost
someone their
life sooner or
later.

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configuration
A will cost
someone
their life
sooner or
later.

B. Biking on 133 is
NOT safe. Trail
configuration A
will cost someone
their life sooner or
later.

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configuration
A will cost
someone their
life sooner or
later.

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configuration
A will cost
someone
their life
sooner or
later.

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configuration
A will cost
someone
their life
sooner or
later.

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configuratio
n A will cost
someone
their life
sooner or
later.

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configuration
A will cost
someone
their life
sooner or
later.

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configurati
on A will
cost
someone
their life
sooner or
later.

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configuratio
n A will cost
someone
their life
sooner or
later.

B. Biking on
133 is NOT
safe. Trail
configuratio
n A will cost
someone
their life
sooner or
later.

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

b

B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B. This is Option B
very exciting. I
did not realize
that the
proposed route
would turn so
far from the
road.

Option B. This is
Option B
the most exciting
route on the entire
course. It will be
an amazing day if
and when this
segment is
opened to the
public.

Option B

Option B

Option B

OptionB

Option A

Option B

Option A

Route B

Route B

Route B

Route B

Route B

Route B

Route B

Route B

Route B

Route B

Route B

Route B

Route B

Route B
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

I am in support of adding a way for non-motor vehicle users to experience
this incredible byway!

122

I would like for the bighorn sheep to be least affected particularly in sensitive
areas, however the general trail alignment looks great.

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

My opinion is
that trail access
should be
convenient for
all users,
intersecting
from both
neighborhoods
and road
intersections.
Trail access
should be
obvious enough
so that
intersections
don't need to
be over-signed.
My preference is
for a natural
relationship
between a trail
and the
landscape.
The Avalanche
Creek Trail head
could be at risk
of flooding/mud
slides.

123

124

125

Yes. I appreciate the time and energy that has gone into the planning of
this project and public comments. I would be much more concerned about
wildlife impacts if this trail were not using pre-existing travel routes in areas
that have been developed to some degree.

I am in full support of this trail. I think wildlife impacts can be mitigated as has
been proven before. The trail would be a benefit to the region as a whole.
like research, prefer off highway route

126
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no

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

I personally
Option B!
would prefer
the soft surface,
but I think the
road biking
contingent
should really be
considered the shared
car/bike traffic
is so dangerous.
If there could
be an
increased and
dedicated bike
lane on the
shoulder of the
road, that might
suffice to
mitigate traffic
conflicts.

Crystal River
Parcel

Y

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Option B!

Option B!

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Option B!

Andrews

Option B!

Janeway
North

Perham

Option B!

Option B!

Janeway
South

Option B!

Avalanche

Option B!

Option B!

I am in support
of the off
highway trail
being a soft
surface with
maybe a 3-4
foot wide tread.

I don't know
B
what other
studies have
shown about
paved vs. soft
surface trail use
and
maintenance.
i prefer the
packed soft
b
alignment along surface like the
the old rail line rio grande
would be ok
prefer soft
B
surface for off
highway route

Narrows

Filoha

Option B!

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Option B!

Option B!

Option B!

B

B

B

I don't see a B
B here. It
has to be
on the
road?

Placita

Option B!

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

Option B!

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

I prefer this
alt. to the
proposed as
it seems like it
could affect
big horn
sheep less
than the
original by
keeping it
closer to 133.
B
B

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

B, with
B
mitigation as
noted

B

B

B, in general B
prefer lower
cost routs
when
possible

B, review
mitigation
option
carefully,
and if not
adequate,
use A

B,

B with
mitigation as
outlined

B with
B with mitigation
mitigation as as outlined
outlined

B

B

B

A

B

A

B

A

Absolutely B
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

I think the trail would be a wonderful amenity for the Crystal Valley.
I think it would be great to have the trail open at least to Avalanche Creek
year round. I understand that seasonal closures are part of the options and
conversation. Although I general prefer “Route B”, I would be more inclined
to prefer “Route A” to Avalanche Creek Road should it allow the trail, to that
point, to be open year round. This is a somewhat selfish request as we live at
the bottom of Avalanche Creek; however, it also seems the wildlife impacts
increase after Avalanche Creek.

127

Please keep the trail off Highway 133. Close the trail in winter from
Avalanche Ranch to Redstone to protect the elk and sheep.

128

Build the trail on the best alignment that allows it to get done in this decade
129

Love it, away from the Hwy where possible

130

I definitely want the trail. I'd prefer the trail to be off the highway when it can
be.
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Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

I think the
trailhead
locations and
interpretation
locations have
been
thoughtfully
considered.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

I would prefer
at least half the
off-highway trail
be hard
surfaced. I only
say this
because I
formerly lived
on 133 above
Redstone, and
now live off 133
near Avalanche
Creek. With the
number of road
bikers that enjoy
this corridor I
think it would
be great to get
many of them
off the highway
and onto the
trail. It can be
scary for both
drivers and
bikes on this
highway.
However, if this
is a deal
breaker I think a
soft surface
path would be
fine.
Keep the trail off It would be fine
the road. It
if it was a soft
would be too
surface.
dangerous to
use the trail. I
will not use it if it
is on the road.
It is too
expensive to
built near the
river. Use the
already-made
railway path,
which is stable.
need adequate paved, soft only
parking for users if that is the only
way to get trail
built
Either is fine,
No
maybe more
buy in from
road riders if
hard surface.
More usablility.
Mt bikers can
still ride it. If soft
maybe still firm
enough for
road bikes
Off the highway Asphalt would
as much as
be OK, but I like
possible.
hard-packed
dirt. Either one
would be great.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Route B
would be
more scenic,
nicer. Either
would be
great to
have.

Route B
would be
more scenic,
nicer. Either
would be
great to
have.

Route B
would be
more scenic,
nicer. Either
would be
great to
have.

Route B
would be
more scenic,
nicer. Either
would be
great to
have.

Route B
would be
more scenic,
nicer. Either
would be
great to
have.

Route B
would be
more scenic,
nicer. Either
would be
great to
have.

Route B
would be
more scenic,
nicer. Either
would be
great to
have.

Route B
would be
more scenic,
nicer. Either
would be
great to
have.

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B away from B away from B away from B
Hwy
Hwy
Hwy

B

B

B. not on
Highway 133;
use the old
railroad bed,
or hiking trail
along the
river.

B. preferable. B. Definitely
May be
this route.
difficult to
Again, love
get through this section
the
to walk
subdivision. along
already.

B. definitely B. Love this B. No reason
not on the
stretch of old not to use
highway. this railroad ROW this route
is a great
area to walk
and ride.

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Route B
would be
more scenic,
nicer. Either
would be
great to
have.

Route B would
be more
scenic, nicer.
Either would be
great to have.

Route B
would be
more scenic,
nicer. Either
would be
great to
have.

Route B would be
more scenic,
nicer. Either would
be great to have.

Route B would
be more
scenic, nicer.
Either would
be great to
have.

Route B
would be
more scenic,
nicer. Either
would be
great to
have.

Route B
would be
more scenic,
nicer. Either
would be
great to
have.

Route A
would be
great to
have.

With the
Route A
amount of
would be
elevation
great to
gain required have.
for B I think
route A
might be
nicer.

Route B
would be
more scenic,
nicer. Either
would be
great to
have.

Route A
would be
great to
have.

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

Both look
great

Both look
great

B

B

B

B. definitely.
Love the loop
around
Elephant
Mountain

B. Great
B. Could be tricky
area before with seasonal
Filoha
closures due to
big horn sheep
and elk herds

B. Definitely!
This is a great
route from
Filoha into the
town of
Redstone.
DEFINITELY!!

B. Interesting B. preferred
segment.
Could be
done. May
be a little
tough. But
would prefer
it to the
highway

A. Tricky
area. this
might be
the only
place
where
there's no
alternative
but along
133

B. Love this
section and
it's situated
on the west
side of 133.
great area.
have
walked/hike
d it.

B. Love the
Placita
area. So
beautiful.
Great use
of the
original
McClure
pass.
shouldn't
affect any
animal
herds on
this route to
the top of
McClure's

B. Old
McClure
pass PERFECT!

Top of
McClure.
and moving
along Hwy
133 all the
way down
to Paonia
Reservoir to
Kebler Pass.

B. This is an B. Definitely A or B.
awesome
this section.
stretch, that I
would
recommend
a dirt
walking/bikin
g trail. Such
a beautiful
area.

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

Avalanche

McClure Pass
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

I would like for the trail to stay off the highway to the extent possible. But if
the opposition only allows the trail to be next to the highway I would still
appreciate that over no trail.

It would be
great to have
historic
information for
users as they
passed along
the trail.

I think
pavement
would be great.
HWY 133 is very
dangerous with
biker traffic in
the summer, the
road has no
shoulders and
people drive
much to fast.
Anyway to
encourage
more road
bikers to use the
trail would be a
huge benefit to
the HWY133
corridor

B - Ideally for B
me
everywhere
the trail
would be off
the roadway.
It would be
much more
enjoyable.

B - There is an B- Use
B
existing
existing
graded flat railroad/
bench area stage road
that would
grades for
make for
more cost
easier more effective
cost
construction
effective
and more
construction enjoyable for
as well as a users.
more
enjoyable
trail
experience
to uses.

B

With few exceptions, noted below, I think the trail alignment should be
Option B. As far as possible, for safety, scenic, and cost considerations, I
think it is best to keep the trail off the highway alternative and to utilize OST
property.

No

Soft surface for
off-highway
alternative
would be
suitable

Option A to
Bridge
Option 2.
Probably
best not to
go through
the Seven
Oaks
developmen
t.

Option B.
Utilize open
space area.
Every factor
favors this
location.

Option B. It is
wise to use
old wagon
road and
railroad
platforms.

Option B.
Again, using
old grades
where
possible is a
cost-saving
factor that
makes
option B the
best option,
especially
when wildlife
is not
threatened.

B. Prefer
option B
B

B. Prefer
option B
B

B. Prefer
option B
B

B. Prefer
option B
B

132

133

134
135
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paved please

Option B.
From every
stand point.
this is the
logical place
to put the
trail. The
existing rail
grade is
perfect for
the trail. It
seems threat
to wildlife is
not a
debilitating
factor.
Closing the
trail during
critical times
for wildlife is
a mitigating
factor.
B. Prefer
option B
B

Janeway
North

Perham

B

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

B

Placita

Option B.
Option B.
Same
comment as
above.

Option B.

Option B.
This is by far
the best
route.

Option B.
Wildlife
mitigation
(closing trail
during critical
times) would
preclude threat
to wildlife.

Option B.
This seems to
be the most
reasonable
route
through the
narrows.

Option B.
Protecting wildlife
and the ecology
can be
accomplished by
closing the trail
during the off
season.

Option B. All
consideration
s make this
the best and
logical route.
As for most of
the trail,
keeping the
trail away
from the
highway for
user-safety
and cost
consideration
s make sense.

Option A.
Option B.
This is a
difficult
choice for
me; but
because of
the narrow
Castle road
and the
traffic it
probably will
carry during
special
events at the
Redstone
Castle,
Option A
should be
used.

Option A.
Option B. All Option A.
This seems factors favor
like the only this route.
place to
construct
the trail.

Option B.

B. Prefer
option B
B

B. Prefer
option B
B

B. Prefer
option B
B

B. Prefer option B. Prefer
B
option B
B
B

B. Prefer option B

B. Prefer
option B
B

B. Prefer
option B
B

A. Prefer
option A
B

Prefer option A. Prefer
B
option A
B
B

A. Prefer
option A
B

B

Top of the
Pass

B- I think this would B
be the preferred
option if the trail
will be closed to
use during key
wildlife times to
minimize impacts.

B. Prefer
option B
B

B

McClure Pass

B

B. Prefer
option B
BB

B

Bear Creek

B- My wife
B
and I live at
Avalanche
creek and
although
traffic may
increase with
option B for
us I think it
would be a
huge benefit
to have the
trail to bike
to work and
go for a stroll
after work
with our
dogs.

B

B

Hays Falls

B

B. Prefer
option B
B

B

Hawk Creek
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B- I think in
all scenarios
as i
mentioned
before it
would be
ideal to
have the
trail off of
the existing
roadway. It
would be
quieter and
more
peaceful as
a
biker/hiker/
walker. I
understand
there are
many folks
opposed to
this as it
nears
private
property,
goes down
peoples
roadways
etc but as a
whole I think
would
drastically
improve the
HWY 133
corridor
Option A.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Minimize both
and you'll
minimize
impacts on the
valley.
Interpretive
signage at
pinch
points/bridges
or in residential
areas might be
interesting.
Otherwise, the
length of the
trail system will
largely preclude
the casual use
of trail - and
therefore the
use of and need
for signage.

Gut feeling is that the separated trail option would be most desireable for
users. Even motorists would prefer to not have cyclists potentially impeding
their roadway. Once completed, I suspect that the impact that residents of
the valley, human and animal, will feel will be minimal.

136

Also spoke at joint board meeting

I strongly support an off highway trail from the KOA to the top of McClure
Pass. Winter closures do work.

137

Yes. I'm all for it!
138

I would prefer that the trail stay off hwy 133, except were needed to stay
away from floa meadow directly.
139
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Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

I would love to B. I'd really
be able to ride thought that
to the Gunnison Route A
valley on my
options
roadbike
would be less
without feeling expensive to
like a there's a build and
bulls-eye on my maintain but
back.
I guess that
Therefore, hard was
surface for the incompletefull extent would thinking. As
be amazing.
such, Route B
But, since it
is preferred.
looks like
segments will
be single track,
the system will
be geared
more for
mountain bike
or cycle cross
(or hiking and
equestrian?)
and therefore
soft surface
would be fine.
In fact, if that
makes the
system a little
easier for the
opposition to
swallow, I'm all
for compromise.
Trailheads and Soft surface
Alignment B
parking at
throughout
Avalanche
would be less
Creek Road
invasive and
and Placita.
more user
Consider
friendly for
parking and
walkers.
trailhead at
Second
Crystal River
Repsonse: Soft
Country estates surface would
as well.
be less intrusive
Second
and more
Response:
attractive to
Trailheads at
walkers.
Avalanche
creek road and
Placita with
adequate
parking and
perhaps at
Crystal River
Country estates.
soft is only good b
for single tracks.
If it's wide, it
should be
paved or we'll
just use the
road.
I like the idea of I would like an 7 Oaks-B is
the trail going
asphalt surface. my thought.
up around hwy I would like the
133 by
surface from
avalanche and Redstone to
the coming
McClure to be
close to the hwy a soft surface
by floa
meadows

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

B. Route B
B. Route B
preferred.
preferred.
Overall, I
really like the
idea of using
the old
railroad
grade.
Previously
VERY
disturbed by
human
activity so
new impacts
would be less
significant.

B. Cost and
esthetics
easily sway
the decision
to Route B

B. Cost and
esthetics
easily sway
decision to
Route B.

B. Cost and
esthetics
easily sway
decision to
Route B.

B. Esthetics
are the most
significant
factor, cost
helps make
the decision
toward
Route B.

B. Esthetics
are the most
significant
factor, cost
helps make
the decision
toward
Route B.

B. Esthetics
are the most
significant
factor, cost
helps make
the decision
toward
Route B.

B. Route B
would simply be
so much more
interesting, and
not cost as
much.

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B recommend
short winter
closure

alignment B Alignment B
with
possibility of
trailhead
and parking

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B
Alignment B
with trailhead
with winter
and parking on closure
Avalanche
road. Winter
closure

Alignment B with
winter closure

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

Crystal River
Parcel-B is
what I would
like.

Nettle Creek Red Wind
Trail Segment Point Trail -B
-B that is
what I like if
possible.

Janeway
North -B

Janeway
South -B

Avalanche - B

Narrows -

b

I prefer Plan- I prefer Plan- Perham-B
B.
B

Wild Rose

B. Route B
B. Route B would B. Route B
would simply be so much more
be so much interesting.
more
interesting,
and not cost
as much.

Castle

B. Route B!

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

B. How cool
that'd be to
get away
from the
roadway!
Route B.

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

B. Route B!

B. Route B

alignment B
Alignment B
with year
round access

Alignment B

Alignment B Alignment B Alignment B Alignment B
with
trailhead
and
parking

Alignment B
with
trailhead,
parking and
signage
about the
trail.

b

b

b

b

b

b

Filoha- A

Wild Rose - B

Castle I
prefer plan A
because it is
easy access
from my
house but
would not
mind plan B

Hawk plan A, Hays Creek Bear Creek
but would
plan A
plan B
like to keep
the Castle
and Hawk on
the same
plan A or
plan B

b

Well, I guess B. Route B
the road it looks like it
is!
should be
literally the
crown gem
of this side of
the trail.
How about,
make it a
flow trail,
dedicated
to downhill
traffic with
Route A
reserved for
the uproute?
Just kidding,
that'd be like
asking for
cake &
cookies.

b

b

Placita
McClure
looks like
Pass Plan -B
only option
is plan A
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B will
provide
wonderful
views...

Pass
segment?
Not sure
looks like
only one
option.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

I live in the seven oaks subdivision. I would support the trail on our roads if we
got new bridges and continual road maintenance.

N/A

I would prefer
to see hard
surface to the
top of McClure.

It is a recreational trail and for that reason it should be as far as possible from
the highway.

No I don't have
any comments
about the trail
head or
interpretation
locations.

We need as much off highway/trail segments as possible.

No opinion on
trailheads.

I would love to see it happen, as a property owner and resident for 40 years

No

I generally prefer option B over option A because option B is away from the
road which will be better for users. The existing section of trail from
Sustainable Settings to the KOA is right on the roadway and isn't very
relaxing. The one exception to that would be Filoha meadows. I think that
section should go to option A to reduce wildlife impacts. It also doesn't
make sense to have a trail through there and then have it closed for 9
months out of the year. I also think the Avalanche section should be
thoroughly studied for wildlife impact and possibly moved to option A if the
impacts are too great.

no

I believe that
asphalt or
pavement
would be the
most
appropriate trail
cover. This is
because if it
were not made
out of these
materials road
bikers would be
unable to ride
on it.
Off highway
would be safer
so I agree with
soft surface.
Bike path as the
one by C'dale.
I would like to
see a paved
surface. The
impact to the
area is going to
happen in
either case and
a paved
surface is much
better for road
bikes. I think
that if it is a soft
surface, most
road bikers will
stay on hwy
133.

140

141

142

143

144

Would like to utilize the old railroad grade as much as possible.
145

I have no problem with the trail alignment. I prefer the B route for the whole
length of the bike path from Carbondale to the Pass...away from traffic.

146

147

Off road
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No

Prefer a paved
trail with a soft
surface
shoulder
Off - soft
surface. It might
be a problem
with street bikes,
tired are
thinner. I would
like to see that it
is paved like the
existing Rio
Grande Trail.
Safer + wiser. I
understand that
from McClure
on will be for
mountain bikes
(soft surface
single track)
Soft surface
great

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

B. As long as
the bridges
were
replaced
and the
roadways
maintained.
Please note
that your
description
leaves out
the second
bridge
needed:
Potato Bill
Creek
crossing of S.
Bill Creek
road.
B

B. No
B
brainer...
County
owned land.
If 7 Oaks
went with
"A", then I
would prefer
to see the
remaining
sections stick
with the
Highway side
of the river.
Crossing 133
seems
impractical
and
dangerous.
B
B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B being
off highway is
preferable.

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B. Option B
being off
highway is
preferable.
B

B - get the
trail away
from 133

B - get the
trail away
from 133

B - get the
trail away
from 133

B - get the
trail away
from 133

B - get the
trail away
from 133

B - get the
trail away
from 133

B - get the
trail away
from 133

B - get the
trail away
from 133

B - get the
trail away
from 133

B is preferred
but I think
wildlife impacts
should be
thoroughly
studied.

B. Even if a A. I really feel this
bridge
should be option
needed to
A. This is a highly
go in on both sensitive area and
ends of this with the trail
section, I
closure needed
think it would between Oct. 1st
be cheaper and June 30th,
than trying to you are only left
fit a road in with 3 months to
through the use the trail.
narrows.

B would be
great. I don't
think a single
track along
hwy 133
would get
much use.

A. I think
B - It is
option A
+AD85+AE85
would be
OK here as
it is short
and there is
no other
option.

B

B - After the
B - This
meadows, the section
trail should
would be
leave hwy 133 much better
again.
for trail users
and could
be a good
cross country
skiing option.

B. It makes
A - because
sense to
there is no
continue this other option
on option B if
the county
can get buy
in from the
locals.

B

Prefer option prefer option prefer option Prefer option Prefer option Prefer option Prefer option Prefer option Prefer option Prefer option b Prefer option Prefer option b
B.
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
b

Prefer option
b

prefer option prefer option prefer
b
b
option b

prefer option Prefer
b
option b

A - there is
no other
option. It
would be
nice if the
county
could work
with the
forest
service and
keep this
section off
the hwy, but
it is short so it
probably
doesn't
matter
prefer option prefer
b
option b

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

Bb

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B
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34

My number one thought: Can all of this trail somehow be located off the
road?

148

Like it off the road. Not too twisty/curvy please. Something along the lines of
how the Rio Grand was (re)designed between Old Snowmass and Holland
Hills.

149

The Crystal River Valley offers exciting possibilities for a recreational trail that
would significantly benefit residents and visitors.

150

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Also Submitted Letter

#

Nope.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Why not
blacktop the
whole trail?
Most of the
riders coming
up 133 are on
thin tire bikes.
These riders are
probably risking
133 because of
the black top
surface.
Paved. I believe
there would be
significant road
bike usage. It
would be one
of the most
beautiful trails in
the state and
be a
"destination" in
and of itself.
Unpaved single
track would be
great if the trail
lead to more
mountain biking
and singletrack.
Due to physical
characteristics
of the river
corridor, a
combination of
hard and soft
surfaces is a
necessity for
practical
reasons. Soft
surface offhighway is
acceptable.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

As far off the As far off the As far off the As far off the As far off the As far off the As far off the As far off the As far off the As far off the
As far off the As far off the road Away from
road as
road as
road as
road as
road as
road as
road as
road as
road as
road as possible road as
as possible
the road
possible
possible
possible
possible
possible
possible
possible
possible
possible
possible

Castle

Away from
the road

Hawk Creek

Away from
the road

Hays Falls

Away from
the road

Bear Creek

Away from
the road

Placita

Away from Away rom
the road
the road

Filoha B looks like it
would be
beautiful!

Alignment B
is preferable
in every way
if
agreements
can be
reached with
property
owners. Cost
of A is
prohibitive.

Alignment B
is clearly the
best option
from every
viewpoint.

Alignment B
is clearly the
best option if
access
agreements
with property
owners can
be reached.

Alignment B
is clearly
preferable
from all
viewpoints.

Alignment B
is clearly best
if
agreements
can be
reached with
property
owners.

Alignment B
is preferable
if use
agreements
can be
reached with
property
owners.

Alignment B
is preferable
if
agreements
can be
reached with
affected
property
owners.

Preference
for alignment
B if
environment
al impacts
can be
minimized
during
construction.

Strong
preference
for alignment
B from every
viewpoint.

Strong
preference for
alignment B
although some
subsections
may present
challenges to
construction
and
maintenance. I
walked this
section recently
and
appreciated
the outstanding
scenic quality. I
consider
Alignment B to
be the only
practical
alternative for
this section.
Hopefully the
environmental
impact can be
minimized
during
construction.

Alignment B
is preferable
from all
points of
view,
especially
cost!

Alignment B is
preferable in
nearly every
aspect. The
existing seasonal
closure will limit
Wildlife Impacts.

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Away from
the road

McClure B,
for a single
track
unpaved;
much more
fun.

Alignment B is
strongly
preferred,
especially
since an
easement is
already in
place. Cost of
A is
prohibitive.

Preference
for alignment
A if mutually
satisfactory
agreements
with property
owners can
be reached.

Preference
for alignment
B if mutually
satisfactory
access
agreements
can be
reached with
property
owners.

Trail
adjacent to
the highway
seems the
only option.

Strong
preference
for alignment
B. I have
often walked
this trail and
consider it
ideal.

Trail in right
of way on
west side of
highway is
optimal.

This is my
favorite trail in
the valley,
with
outstanding
views of Mt.
Sopris, the
Crystal River
canyon,
Placita, Chair
Mountain and
of the river
valley winding
toward
Marble. I have
hiked it
dozens of
times and only
occasionally
have met a
hiker or
mountain
biker. The
grade is
steady but not
excessively
steep
anywhere. This
segment
would be
entirely on
public land
and much of
the heavy
construction
work has
already been
done. A softsurfaced trail
would suffice
in this
alignment
and relatively
minor
improvements
to what
already exists
would be
required. This
segment is a
treasure of my
neighborhood
that I would
be pleased to
share!
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Few other
practical
options
here.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Yes, I prefer the alignment that uses the old railroad grade and avoids the
highway.

no

I prefer a
asphalt trail but
roadbase like
on the last
unpaved
section of Rio
Grande would
be acceptable.

B I agree
with Paul
Anderson's
recent
column in
the Aspen
Times, Do not
let NIMBY's
force the trail
off the
railroad right
of way onto
the highway.

A trail alignment that utilizes as much of the east side of the Crystal Valley,
the old RR Grade, would be spectacular addition to the valley.

I am familiar
with the
alignment, OST
has done a
fantastic job
providing
information.

Some hard
surface, some
soft surface.

I like the B
alignment,
but expect
push back
from a few
residents.

I'm very excited about this trail and think it will be a huge benefit to the
Western Slope. Overall I would prefer Alternative B in most areas, at a
distance from the main road, with as much single track as possible.

No

I would prefer
Alternative B Alternative B Alternative B Alternative B Alternative B Alternative B Alternative B Alternative B Alternative B Alternative B
hard dirt to
packed gravel.
In this section I
would be ok
with pavement
if need be, but
would still prefer
hard dirt.

I like the trail plan that stays away (as much as possible) from the highway
and follows the old railway grade (the options that are east of the Crystal
River. If the trail follows the highway I don't know what to call it, but I
wouldn't call it a bike trail.

I would
concentrate
trailheads near
currently
available
parking.

I am fine with
the soft surface,
but I am sure it
will push more
users onto the
highway,
despite the trail.
I don't think
road bikes will
like the soft
surface.

151

152

153

154

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

I prefer B as
opposed to
putting the
bikes on the
highway.

B I have seen
some recent
letters from
crystal valley
and one
Marble
resident who
want no trail
at all. To
them I would
say o.k. then
let us
decommissio
n the
highway and
make it the
trail (no cars
bikes only).
Again, B
alignment.

I prefer B as
opposed to
putting the
bikes on the
highway

B I believe
that Homes
and the
traffic
generated
by remote
subdivisions
cause far
more
disruption to
wildlife than
a trail ever
could.

B So called B
wild life
activists with
property
adjacent to
the old
railroad right
of way are
trying to
privatize the
right way for
their own
gain. Their
comments
should be
discounted.

Again, B
alignment.

This is one of B alignment . B alignment. B. alignment. B alignment. B alignment. B alignment.
the more
pristine areas
for the path,
B alignment.

I prefer B as
opposed to
putting the
bikes on the
highway

I prefer B as
opposed to
putting the
bikes on the
highway

I prefer B as
opposed to
putting the
bikes on the
highway

B

I prefer B as
opposed to
putting the
bikes on the
highway

B

I prefer B as
opposed to
putting the
bikes on the
highway

B

I prefer B as
opposed to
putting the
bikes on the
highway

B

I prefer B as
opposed to
putting the
bikes on the
highway

B

I prefer B as
opposed to
putting the
bikes on the
highway. I
really like B
here, it would
put the riders in
some beautiful
country and be
a real
experience.

Narrows

B

Filoha

B I bike commuted
between Woody
Creek and Aspen
for the last 12
years

Here we do
start to get
into wildlife
issues for me.
A alignment.

Wild Rose

B In my many B
wildlife
encounters
with animals
while
commuting
animals either
freeze and
stare or
continue on
their path and
ignore the
cyclist.

I feel strongly that
Filoha Meadows is
a special place
with unique
features and
wildlife. I'd prefer
the A alignment
here.
Alternative B Alternative B

Alternative B

I prefer B as
opposed to
putting the
bikes on the
highway

I prefer B as
opposed to
putting the
bikes on the
highway

I prefer B as
opposed to
putting the bikes
on the highway. I
run the B
alignment and it is
really nice,
following the old
rail grade makes it
a nice gentle
incline going
south.

Castle

Back to B
alignment if a
bridge could
be
constructed.

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

B

Bear Creek

B I have yet B
to see or
hear of, an
cyclist vs
deer
accident,
elk or mtn
goat that
resulted in
the death
of the
animal. I see
dead
animals all
the time
along our
rural
highways.
A alignment. B alignment. B alignment. B alignment.

Alternative B Alternative B As I
understand
it, it looks
like there is
only the
option for a
plan A here,
not an
option for
an
Alternative
B
I prefer B as I prefer B as I prefer B as
opposed to opposed to opposed to
putting the putting the putting the
bikes on the bikes on the bikes on the
highway.
highway
highway.
This is very
This would
creative and
give the
will give the
riders and
riders a nice
good close
overview.
up view of
the valley.

Placita

McClure Pass

A looks like
only
alternative,
the farther
from the
highway
the better.

B I have
looked at
this for years
looks like a
much nicer
route, the
views from
the higher
switchbacks
must be
awesome.

Top of the
Pass

In the woods
and away
from the
road as
much as
possible.

B
B alignment. B alignment.
alignment.

Alternative B As I
In my
understand opinion, this
it, it looks
is the most
like there is crucial of
only the
the route
option for a segment
plan A
options and I
here, not
believe it's
an option imperative
for an
that
Alternative Alternative B
B
is used here.
I prefer B as I prefer B as I prefer B as
opposed to opposed to opposed to
putting the putting the putting the
bikes on the bikes on the bikes on the
highway.
highway.
highway
Really need Really need
to keep the to keep the
bikes off
bikes off the
the
highway in
highway in this section.
this section.
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As I
understand
it, it looks like
there is only
the option
for a plan A
here, not an
option for
an
Alternative B

Understand
that bikes
may need
to be close
to the
highway in
this section.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

I am ambivalent. the CR is a wild and scenic corridor and I would prefer to
see no further impact. I feel PITCO's open space money would be better
spend on preserving wild spaces which seem increasingly threatened. I feel
we have plenty of beautiful road riding bike paths and back roads in the
valley. Ecological preservation trumps recreation in my mind
Second Response: In defense of open space and wildlife, I am in opposition
to the proposed trail up the Crystal River. It is a wild and scenic corridor and
an endangered river. Biological studies have stated this path will impact
wildlife. A bike path will be used by a limited sector of our population; those
who can afford bikes and are not too young or too old to ride long
distances. This is WANT, not a NEED for people.
155

Of course I have thoughts about the trail. I live right along the Crystal River. I
think its crap and our tiny valley will now be overrun with people, dogs, cars,
bikes etc. The quiet that is there now will not be there once the trail comes
in. Will this affect housing prices? Will this affect the bus route? Will this not be
as pristine as it once was?
Second Response: I don't want it to happen. It will ruin our quiet valley.

156

157

I think it benefits only a few and negatively impacts many. People moved
out and purchased land far outside the urban ares to obtain privacy, putting
a bike trail through their property will negatively impact both their property
value as well as life style.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

I think the trail is I don't want a
crap.
trail therefore I
will not
comment on
the type of
surface that I
would want. I
feel that if it was
a soft surface
less people
would come up
on bikes which
would be
AWESOME.
Keep our valley
small and quiet.
Don't bring the
tourists up
valley. Keep
them away
from the quiet
sanctuary many
of us call home.
How in the
None.
world do you
rationalize
running a trail
through a
conservation
easement like
Filoha
Meadows?

I don't want
the trail.
Second
Response:
Ruining the
privacy of
homes in
that area

Crystal River
Parcel

May people
in the Sewell
Tracts
subdivision
have freely
walked their
dogs in this
space for
many years.
If this
neighborhoo
d is to allow
passage
through the
neighborhoo
d it is my
feeling the
use they
have
enjoyed for
many years
should be
preserved-perhaps a
dirt path for
walking
dogs. It
should be a
win win
situation
should we
turn over our
right of way
I don't want
the trail.
Second
Response:
Can you get
the right
easments?
will property
owners really
want all
those extra
people
crossing their
lands

Nettle Creek

I don't want
the trail.
Second
Response:
Ruining the
privacy of
homes in
that area

Red Wind
Point

I don't want
the trail.
Second
Response:
Can you get
the right
easments?
will property
owners really
want all
those extra
people
crossing their
lands

Crystal River
Country
Estates

I don't want
the trail.
Second
Response:
Ruining the
privacy of
any and all
homes in
that area

Andrews

Perham

I don't want
the trail.
Second
Response:
Can you get
the right
easments?
will property
owners really
want all
those extra
people
crossing their
lands

I don't want
the trail.
Second
Response:
Again just
more added
people to
nice quiet
hikes

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

I don't want
the trail.
Second
Response:
Those houses
will not be so
private
anymore

I don't want
the trail.
Second
Response:
AGAIN the
wildlife
corridor runs
right through
this piece. So
much for the
natural
migration
patterns of
elk, deer,
bighorn. This
will ruin that

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

I don't want the
trail.
Second
Response: This
will bring more
people up
Avalanche
which will make
running with my
dogs off leash
up there (one
of the huge
perks)
impossible.

I don't want
the trail.
Second
Response:
That big
house down
by the river....
I am sure
they will love
having all
these extra
people in
their back
yard

I don't want the
trail.
Second Response:
You can't disturb
the wildlife. I think
this is the worst
segment. All the
animals that we
have come to
love watching in
the meadow will
be gone.

I don't want
the trail.
Second
Response:
AGAIN ruining
all the privacy
that any
homes had

I don't want
the trail.
Second
Response: So
much for the
castle being
private or a
quiet area to
visit. Can you
get the right
easments?
will property
owners really
want all
those extra
people
crossing their
lands

I don't want
the trail.
Second
Response:
Can you get
the right
easments?
will property
owners really
want all
those extra
people
crossing their
lands

I don't want
the trail.
Second
Response:
That is a lot
of work to
cross the
river
multiple
times. There
goes our
money

Stay out of Filoha
Meadows.

Good luck
getting rights
to traverse
Dorais Way
which is
owned by the
home owners
who live in this
area.

Bear Creek

Placita

I don't want I don't want
the trail.
the trail.
Second
Second
Response:
Response:
That is a lot AGAIN
of work to
there goes
cross the river the quiet
multiple
hiking in the
times. There area
goes our
money

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

I don't want
the trail.
Second
Response:
McClure isn't
scary on a
bike. This will
make it ten
times harder
to get up.

I don't want
the trail.
Second
Response:
McClure isn't
scary on a
bike. This will
make it ten
times harder
to get up.
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158

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

No trail needed. Incredible ignorance regarding wildlife impacts. Listen to
Wright, someone who knows the area and to those of us who have longevity
in the affected counties and background of natural resources. How many
"minimizing effects" equals a maximum devastation, short and long term.
Look at the RF valley!. Further fragmentation is going to be your legacy? I
knew OST was just giving lip service to claiming wildlife was going to be a
consideration from here on out. Education is not effective with this culture
of entitlement and seasonal closures don't work, only takes a couple
violators to negate them. Stop trying to sell this using multi use jargon, wheels
and feet on the same trails aren't compatible, not a pleasant experience for
either. Look at RG, and all NF trails approaching wilderness! The
environmental study from a group outside the area was pathetic. What
about all the rare and endangered plants not yet listed, ditto for
birds/mammals/insects? What about disruption of hydro cycles due to
additional hard and soft surfaces? Listen to how often they used the terms
"almost no impact, very little, lessen, mitigate". That alone is a red flag. If you
think 100 m and 5 m buffer zones are adequate, then you better be
prepared to prove it. Any trail user who is the least bit observant knows our
very presence has impacts. Since when do living organisms run toward us or
native plants benefit from trampling? I'm disgusted with this whole process.
Have the gumption to say no but of course it's so much easier to let greed
rule isn't it? CO population is going to continue to explode, people have
fowled their own nests, do you really want to sacrifice this state too? I'm a
road cyclist, I ride where I feel safe, my choice, certainly don't need wide
shoulders on every road. Kebler pass and jeep roads are doable on a mtn
bike and there are existing hiking trails off of 133, McClure and Kebler.
Common sense!
Should be on wide shoulders

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Why is it the right Wide highway
of the governor shoulders
to dictate
where in the
state to put a
trail

159

160

161

162

no

Also spoke at joint board meeting

Yes. As a former avid road biker and mountain biker, few road bikers want
to travel off the highway. AS Independence, they will follow and want to
follow the road. AS a mountain biker, most want to rough it. The more
rugged and better as it gives us a feeling of being in the wild, not some
groomed urban setting. THe only road not to Crested Butte is from Gothic.
Build that. Not this side. THe expense would hardly be worth the number of
users.

Have a bike
lane on the
road. One
going up and
the other
coming down.
Expand the
road. No soft
surface
necessary

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Many private Go over to
How many
properties,
the highway bike rides
you have no
have been
right!
killed on this
highway? I
have been
riding for 30
years and
only know of
one on
McClure Pass
who was out
of control
Alternative
Let the
No off road
would
highway
trails are
impact our department necessary,
Big Horn
make the
nor will they
Sheep, and lane for
be utilized to
other wildlife. either side of warrant the
People
the road.
expense and
come to
Open Space desecration
Colorado for and Trails
of the
wild life
should put all environment
viewing. Few their money and calving
bikers follow into a
grounds of
closures
monitoring
wildlife.
when
system on
necessary;
other trails.
we certainly
did not. No
one pays
attention
and most
bikers don't
care

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

highway
shoulders

highway
shoulders

highway
shoulders

highway
shoulders

Keep any
part of a trail
on the 133
highway.

There should
be no off
trails built.
Just lanes
added to
Highway. 133

Stay on the No off trail
highway
should be
#133 to
built
minimize
wildlife
impact.
Listen to the
wildlife
experts;
forest service
and Kevin
Wright.

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

highway
shoulders
spend the
money on
trails that
commuters
can use

No off trail
needs to be
built by
Open Space
and TRails.

Avalanche

Narrows

The mountains highway
are not an
shoulders
amusement
park! The are a
ecosystem that
humans are
destroying bit
by bit. We must
make a choice
to stop it bit by
bit!

NO trail.
Open Space
and trails
should spend
money on
monitoring
other trail
closures
which are
not followed
during
critical times.

Do NOT build
any trail
deviating from
the highway

Filoha

Wild Rose

Come on now ... Not needed!
keep people out. Save the
highway shoulders money for
wildfire
mitigation...
we are going
to need it!

Blast rock for Too much wildlife
two lanes
impact
along
highway,
built by
highway
department

same as
above

Castle

highway
shoulders
Stay on this
side of the
river. Do not
underestimat
e the
damage to
wildlife
humans
cause

NO one
wants a
paved trail

Hawk Creek

highway
shoulders
(saves a lot
of money!)

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

highway.
What the
heck are
you
thinking?
Wildlands
first!

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Damit! What Highway
are you
shoulders.
thinking?
Look at the
world. There
is no space
left man has
not touched
to the
detriment of
wildlife.

widen
highway for
road bikers
all the way
to top of
Mc Clure
Absolutely
do not cut
into our
wilderness
with a
unnecessar
y trail for
bikers.

No
additional
trails on
McClure
Pass. Please

I feel that protection of wildlife habitat is more important that trying to build
a bike trail that infringes both on wildlife and personal property
I would prefer NO trail in order to lessen the effect on wildlife.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

I do not think a bike trail there is necessary. If it does get built, the first
consideration should be for wildlife and I think it would harm them.

I think a NO
TRAIL AT ALL
option should
be considered.

I adamentally oppose the proposed trail. We strive for a healthy balance
between wildlife and recreation, but this trail is wholly inappropriate given its
potential impact on a vital wildlife corridor. The negative impacts far
outweigh the perceived benefits of increase development in the crystal
valley.

There is
excellent
access without
additional trail
infrastructure.

Leave the land for the animals
This trail is not needed! We have encroached upon the wildlife enough as it
is. We continue to build homes deeper and deeper into the wild and take
away habitat. The crystal river is one of three wild rivers left in Colorado
which we hold dear. Stop taking the wild out of the wilderness.

No trailheads

I don’t think we need to extend the trail any further & impact the wildlife any
more than we have already.

Don’t think we Less is more.
need to impact
wildlife any
more than we
have.

163

164

165

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Nothing is
needed at all.
We have a
road!

I do not want to
see an off
highway
alternative. If
there has to be
a trail, why not
just widen
Highway 133 in
the tight
locations rather
than going on
the east side
None. But if we
had to, a soft
surface would
be preferable.
However, A soft
surface defeats
the argument
that this trail is
for the safety of
road bikers (real
long-distance
roadbikers
wouldn’t use a
trail anyway).
No trail
What is the
point then?
Road bikers will
still use HWY
133!

166

167
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7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

NO trail of any
kind In Filoha
Meadows.

None - to be
clear, the
comment
“none”
hitherto
refers to the
option that
no trail route
at all is
preferable.

This is a one
lane road
that cars use.
It’s already
too busy. No
room for
additional
bikes on a
one lane
private road.
This is a
private
neighborhoo
d that was
never
intended to
be used as
trail.
This is a one See above.
lane road
Keep it on
that is
the highway
already busy or nothing!!
with cars.
Having a
public
walking and
biking path
on the only
road to my
house is not
conducive.
Also we have
wild life all
year long in
the
backbthat
use the river
as the only
drinking
source. The
path is
unnecessary
and an
encroachme
nt into the
little amount
of free space
left.

None

See above.
Keep it on
the highway
or nothing!!
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

I'm not convinced of the need for a trail up the Crystal. With the amazing
asset we have in the Rio Grande Trail and many other great trails in the RF
valley and the region, why impact a quiet, narrow valley with the increased
traffic and negative effect to the already struggling wildlife. There would also
be significant impact to properties along the proposed trail corridor, an area
whose residents currently enjoy being remote and off the beaten track,
without cell coverage, with a modest amount or tourist traffic and travelers
to Paonia and beyond. First and foremost this planning process needs to
address the inevitable impact of people parking their cars, trucks and SUV's
to access the trail. This issue has been overlooked and not effectively
addressed thus far. Using existing pullouts along the highway is
unacceptable; these will rapidly be overwhelmed by cars. People should be
required to park at a select few locations, such as at Carbondale, Redstone
and the Pass. Restricting parking will help maintain the scenic byway that we
have and ease the impact on residents.

Keep parking,
A soft surface
trailheads and trail requires
access by car to more
interpretation
maintenance, is
points to a
harder to
minimum.
maintain in
Interpretation
winter, more
points along the likely to erode
trail are nice to or wash out.
give visitors a
Nice for the
look into the
feet, but not
history of the
suitable for the
Valley and
type of traffic
unique natural that would be
features that we attracted to the
have. Most
trail. In addition,
people passing the location of
through would the trail off the
have no sense highway is
of place without problematic on
interpretation.
many fronts, so
location of a
paved trail
along the
highway would
be the only
suitable option.

Segment B
runs through
a densely
settled
neighborhoo
d and if I
were a
resident, it
would be
very
unpleasant
to have a
heavily
trafficked
trail past my
property. Plus
people will
inevitably
park along
the existing
private road,
in driveways
and
anywhere
they can.
The need to
acquire
easements
and to
address
parking
signage will
be a
detriment to
properties
and the
neighborhoo
d. With the
current
highway
right-of-way
along 133, it
make better
sense to
locate a trail
along the
highway.

Areas of
Open Space
should
remain
protected for
the wildlife
and any trail
should be
located in
the already
disturbed
highway
corridor.

The need to
acquire
easements
across large
parcels of
private
property
seems to be
the major
setback to
Segment B.
Segment A is
the logical
route
wherever
Segment B
must cross
private land
holdings.

Areas of
Open Space
should
remain
protected for
the wildlife
and any trail
should be
located in
the already
disturbed
highway
corridor.

None of the above. The question of the existence of a trail needs to be
answered before you ask poll takers about an alignment. The Crystal Valley
should be left alone--any more trail construction will take this valley further
from its natural and wild state. How can a river be "Wild and Scenic" with a
bike path right next to it? This project comes at too much expense--to
property owners, wildlife, the natural state of the valley--and the monetary
cost on top of it. Very few riders will use the entire stretch from CB to CD.

Trail
None of the
construction will above. Don't
lead to large
build it.
maintenance
costs--costs of
installing and
maintaining
toilets that are
subject to
vandalism--costs
of increased
demand for
parking that will
have to be built.

None of the
above

None of the
above

None of the
above

None of the
above

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Also spoke at joint board meeting

168

169

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Segment B
runs through
a densely
settled
neighborhoo
d and if I
were a
resident, it
would be
very
unpleasant
to have a
heavily
trafficked
trail past my
property. Plus
people will
inevitable
park along
the existing
private road,
in driveways
and
anywhere
they can.
The need to
acquire
easements
and to
address
parking
signage will
be a
detriment to
properties
and the
neighborhoo
d. With the
current
highway
right-of-way
along 133, it
make better
sense to
locate a trail
along the
highway,
despite the
added costs
associated
with
construction
here.
None of the
above

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Areas of
Open Space
should
remain
protected for
the wildlife
and any trail
should be
located in
the already
disturbed
highway
corridor.

Anywhere
that big
game and
other wildlife
have
undevelope
d access to
the river
through
sections of
WRNF should
not be
bisected by
a trail.

None of the
above

None of the
above

Andrews

Perham

Areas of
Open Space
should
remain
protected for
the wildlife
and any trail
should be
located in
the already
disturbed
highway
corridor.

None of the
above

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Anywhere
that big
game and
other wildlife
have
undevelope
d access to
the river
through
sections of
WRNF should
not be
bisected by
a trail.

Anywhere that
big game and
other wildlife
have
undeveloped
access to the
river through
sections of
WRNF should
not be bisected
by a trail. The
responsible
location for the
trail is along the
highway
corridor.

Anywhere
that big
game and
other wildlife
have
undevelope
d access to
the river
through
sections of
WRNF should
not be
bisected by
a trail.

The Evaluation
Summary severely
under estimates
the impact to
wildlife by
segment B
through Filoha
Meadows. By all
accounts, this is a
rare and special
natural
environment; and
a last stronghold
of protected
space for the
wildlife
populations
struggling to
survive in the
Crystal Valley. A
trail through this
section B would
do irreparable
damage and
threaten one of
the Valley's
greatest assets.
Regardless of the
location of
segments downand-up-valley of
this segment, and
regardless of the
added cost of
bridges, if the trail
were to reach
Filoha, the only
responsible
location is along
the highway.

Segment B
The need to
runs through a acquire
densely
easements
settled
across large
neighborhood parcels of
and if I were a private
resident, it
property
would be very seems to be
unpleasant to the major
have a
setback to
heavily
Segment B.
trafficked trail Segment A is
past my
the logical
property. Plus route
people will
wherever
inevitable
Segment B
park along
must cross
the existing
private land
private road, holdings.
in driveways
and
anywhere
they can. The
need to
acquire
easements
and to
address
parking
signage will
be a
detriment to
properties
and the
neighborhood
. With the
current
highway rightof-way along
133, it make
better sense
to locate a
trail along the
highway,
despite the
added costs
associated
with
construction
here.

None of the
above

None of the
above

None of the
above

There is a special
place in Hell
reserved for
anyone who tries
to build a path
through Filoha

None of the
above

None of the
above

Hawk Creek

None of the
above

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

None of the None of the
above
above

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

None of the None of the None of the
above
above
above
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

No trail through the Crystal River Valley
171

Yes, There should be no trail!
172

Yes

173

Not in favor a trail
i do not think a trail should be constructed on the crystal river, period

none

keep the Crystal River Valley FREE and WILD

177

Its a waste of money!
Also Submitted
Letter

178

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Proposed
traihead.
Another
accident
waiting to
happen.
There is
already
much
activity here,
certainly
doesn't need
more.

Same as
above, stay
west of
highway on
shoulder.

As above .
Town of
Carbondale
water supply
would likely
be impacted
by
suggested
trail
locations,
west side of
highway
would
eliminate this
possibility.

Trail
recommendt
ion as
above.
Sensitive
wildlife area.

Trail
Trail
recommend alignment as
ations as
above.
above.
Private
property
issues.

Trail
As above.
alignment as
above.
Bandit trails
would be
difficult if not
impossible to
police.

As above.

Trail alignment
as above.
Sensitive wildlife
area, very
difficult to
police activities
suchas bandit
trails.

No trail
through the
Crystal River
Valley
No Trail!

No trail
through the
Crystal River
Valley
No Trail!

No trail
through the
Crystal River
Valley
No Trail!

No trail
through the
Crystal River
Valley
No Trail!

No trail
through the
Crystal River
Valley
No Trail!

No trail
through the
Crystal River
Valley
No Trail!

No trail
through the
Crystal River
Valley
No Trail!

No trail
through the
Crystal River
Valley
No Trail!

I am not in
favor of a
bike trail
going past
BRB.

I am not in
favor of a
bike trail
going past
BRB.

I am not in
favor of a
bike trail
going past
BRB.

I am not in
favor of a
bike trail
going past
BRB.

I am not in
favor of a
bike trail
going past
BRB.

I am not in
favor of a
bike trail
going past
BRB.

I am not in
favor of a
bike trail
going past
BRB.

I am not in
favor of a
bike trail
going past
BRB.

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Trail alignment as
above. Sensitive
seasonal wildlife
area.

Seasonal
Redstone
access only. Blvd. to the
Sensitive
south toward
wildlife area. the castle
Trail alignment already has
of west of
traffic issues
highway as
under
above.
discusion
with the
BOCC re
proposed
castle
activites.
Keep trail to
the west of
the highway
as
suggested.

Trail
alignment as
above.
Private
property
issues.

Trail
As above.
alignment
as above.
No off
highway
trail. Bandit
trails difficult
to police.

As above.
No off
highway
segments.

No off
No off
highway trail highway
segments.
segments.

No trail through No trail
the Crystal River through the
Valley
Crystal River
Valley
No Trail!
No Trail!

No trail through
the Crystal River
Valley

No trail
through the
Crystal River
Valley
No Trail!

No trail
through the
Crystal River
Valley
No Trail!

No trail
through the
Crystal River
Valley
No Trail!

No trail
through the
Crystal River
Valley
No Trail!

No trail
through the
Crystal River
Valley
No Trail!

No trail
through the
Crystal
River Valley
No Trail!

No trail
through the
Crystal River
Valley
No Trail!

No trail
through the
Crystal River
Valley
No Trail!

I am not in
favor of a bike
trail going past
BRB.

I am not in favor of I am not in
a bike trail going favor of a
past BRB.
bike trail
going past
BRB.

I am not in
favor of a
bike trail
going past
BRB.

I am not in
favor of a
bike trail
going past
BRB.

I am not in
favor of a
bike trail
going past
BRB.

I am not in
favor of a
bike trail
going past
BRB.

I am not in
favor of a
bike trail
going past
BRB.

I am not in
favor of a
bike trail
going past
BRB.

I am not in
favor of a
bike trail
going past
BRB.

don't build a don't build a don't build a don't build a don't build a don't build a
trail
trail
trail
trail
trail
trail

There will be No trail
No trail
No trail
No trail
No trail
a lawsuit if
Pitkin county
attempts to
place the
trail thought
the
subdivision.
No trail
Keep it along Keep it along Keep it along Keep it along Keep it along Keep it along Keep it along Keep it along Keep it along Keep it along
HWY133
HWY133
HWY133
HWY133
HWY133
HWY133
HWY133
HWY133
HWY133
HWY133

There should be NO trail further than the BRB

179

Crystal River
Parcel

no trail
don't build a don't build a don't build a don't build a
whatsoever!
trail
trail
trail
trail
keep it wild and keep it
free NO BIKE
wilderness
PATH !!!
No trail
No trail
No trail
There should be There is no need No trail
for a trail
none

176

First choice - No trail; trail way too expensive Second choice - Trail on west
side of Hwy. 133 as far as Redstone

7 Oaks

None of the
above trails
as
suggested.
Use shoulder
on west side
of Hgwy. 133.
No trailhead
at this
location.
Place
trailhead on
OST land at
Thompson
creek as per
original trail
plan, afterall
this section
of the trail
was built per
the original
plan. This
location is
congested
enough
without
making it
more so.
Also private
property
issues exist.
No trail through No trail through No trail
the Crystal River the Crystal River through the
Valley
Valley
Crystal River
Valley
No Trail ! No
No Trail !
No Trail!
trailheads
needed !
The current
I am not in
No
surface is
favor of a
already
bike trail
blacktop to
going past
BRB. From BRB BRB.
to Redstone
should be a soft
surface.

170

175

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Trailheads at
No off-highway
subdivision
trail from
entrances are
Carbondale to
inappropriate. the base of
An accident
McClure Pass at
waiting to
the southern
happen.
Pitkin County
People drive
line. Hard
above speed
surface to the
limit on many
west of Hgwy.
sections of
133 all the way.
Hgwy. 133, and
it is difficult
enough
attempting to
turn on and off
the road without
adding further
obstacles at
these busy intersections.

Re trail alignment through Pitkin County: None of the above. Trails as
suggested by O.S.T. would destroy our beautiful valley, greatly impact the
integrity of the Crystal River, disturb wildlife areas, destroy delicate flora and
fauna, also disrespect private property ownership and likely incur eminent
domain. If there is to be a trail give funding to CDOT to widen the shoulder
on the west side of Hgwy. 133, doing so would remove the need for
excessive bridge building as is now planned, eliminate further river
degradation, eminent domain issues, and reduce construction costs
significantly. Costs estimates as presented by OST appear incomplete at this
time. Abide by all recommendations as approved at the Crystal Valley
Caucus meeting on November 9th, 2017.

174

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

I am not in
favor of a
bike trail
going past
BRB.

No Trail!

don't build a don't build a trail
trail

don't build a
trail

don't build a don't build a don't build
trail
trail
a trail

don't build a don't build don't build a don't build a
trail
a trail
trail
trail

No trail

No trail

No trail

No trail

No trail

Keep it along Keep it along
HWY133
HWY133

No trail

No trail

Keep it along Keep it along Keep it along Keep it
HWY133
HWY133
HWY133
along
HWY133

No trail

Keep it along Keep it
HWY133
along
HWY133

No trail

No trail

Keep it
along
HWY133

Keep it
along
HWY133

Prefer soft
surface on all
trail segments
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Yes - I am against spending money on this trail in general, however, if it is
done it needs to stay along the highway
Second Response: Yes, as a resident of the Crystal Valley I believe there
should be an option #3 and that is NO TRAIL. My second choice would be to
align the trail along the highway
180

181

182

183

Originally thought it a good idea but have changed my mind. Very
expensive. Does not fit in with "wild and scenic" theme. Have slowly come
to same feeling expressed in Johnson LT/editor of 10/23 in INDEPENDENT.
Yes. Fundamentally, I do not think that there should be a trail at all. It would
be a poor use of public money and would ruin the rural nature of this valley.
However if plans go forward with this trail, I would like to see it follow an
alignment with the least negative impact to wildlife and the utmost respect
for the wishes of private landowners. For the most part that means a highway
corridor alignment, with strong consideration given to a west-of-highway
option.

I don't think there should be a trail beyond where it is now....past the KOA.
The valley becomes to narrow, thus the impact to the community of wildlife
and persons residing here would be to strong. Also, it would be dangerous
for bikers as I feel that eventually a car would impact the trail or a biker or
walker would unwittingly get hit and die. If you proceed despite the above, I
strongly feel the trail should stay next to the hwy 133 through Pitkin county
(plan A..all the way).....and not on the old railroad grade or through
residential neighborhoods. I purchased land here with a home on it and do
not feel like its fair to homeowners to suddenly change the neighborhood
into a bike path. We purchased property here to enjoy the serenity and
peace of the neighborhood. There would be excessive noise and impacts
from public use. It is a private road anyway. I think I could speak for the
wildlife here too. The impacts of more people would effect their ability to live
and thrive here. The trail system you are proposing on one of the states last
pristine areas should not be built. It would turn the area into an amusement
park.
We have lived in the crystal valley for 30yrs and in no way do I want a bike
trail going thru our neighborhood on south bill Creek rd. There needs to be
an alternative to this plan. A peaceful neighborhood it should remain as.

184
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Other
Responses

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Also Submitted Letter

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Second
Response:
Again, keep the
trail along the
highway if it is to
be built.

Stick to near
#133 highway.
But, very
opposed to
steel overhangs.
Yes. Existing
access points
(KOA, Perham,
Avalanche,
Penny Hot
Springs,
Redstone Depot
Park) are
adequate.
Don't build new
parking lots and
don't put up
hundreds of
signs that ruin
the view plane.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

no off highway A
at all! and if it is
done keep it
soft.
Second
Response: If the
point of the trail
is to keep bikes
off the highway,
why would you
keep it a soft
surface; then
the hard core
bikers would
certainly still be
riding on Hwy
133
Hard surface is A
more likely to
attract bikers.

dirt

Same as above. No off hwy trail
My favorite part should be
of living in this
considered.
valley is that it
never changes.
A peaceful
neighborhood
should not have
open access for
bikers from all
over.

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

AAA

A

AA

A

A

A

A

A

A

I don't care Highway
Highway
Highway
No opinion
as long as
alignment - alignment - A alignment you comply A
A
with the
wishes of any
landowners
who stand to
be
negatively
impacted.

I don't care
as long as
you comply
with the
wishes of any
landowners
who stand to
be
negatively
impacted.

Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway
Highway
alignment - A alignment - A alignment - A alignment - A alignment - A alignment - A alignment - A alignment - A alignment - A
Consider a
Consider a
Consider a
Consider a
Consider a
Consider a
Consider a
Consider a
Consider a
west-ofwest-ofwest-ofwest-ofwest-ofwest-ofwest-ofwest-ofwest-ofhighway
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway option
option where option where option where option where option where option where option where option where where
appropriate appropriate appropriate appropriate appropriate appropriate appropriate appropriate appropriate

Highway
Highway
alignment - A alignment - A
Consider a
Consider a westwest-ofof-highway option
highway
where
option where appropriate
appropriate

Highway
alignment - A
Consider a
west-ofhighway
option where
appropriate

I don't care
as long as
the wishes of
the private
landowners
who stand to
be impacted
are honored.

Better not to
continue
beyond KOA
but if you do
use the A
option.

Better not to
continue
beyond KOA
but if you do
use the A
option.

Better not to
continue
beyond the
KOA, but if
you do use
the A option.

Better not to
continue
beyond the
KOA, but if
you do use
the A option.

Better not to
continue
beyond the
KOA, but if
you do use
the A option.

Better not to
continue
beyond KOA
but if you do
use the A
option.

Better not to
continue
beyond the
KOA, but if
you do use
the A option.

Better not to
continue
beyond the
KOA, but if
you do use
the A option.

Better not to
continue
beyond the
KOA, but if
you do use
the A option.

Better not to
continue
beyond the
KOA, but if
you do use
the A option.

Better not to
continue
beyond the
KOA, but if
you do use
the A option.

Better not to
continue
beyond the
KOA, but if
you do use
the A option.

Better not to
continue
beyond the
KOA, but if you
do use the A
option.

Better not to
continue beyond
the KOA, but if you
do use the A
option.

no good
option is
offered

too
dangerous
with all the
rock falls.
people will
die.

too
dangerous
with all the
rock falls.
people will
die

Highway
alignment A

too
dangerous
with all the
rock falls.
people will
die

A. It needs to
run the west
side of hwy
and not thru
a
neighborhoo
d. These
neighborhoo
ds are quiet
and low
traffic. Bike
trail would
change the
whole
dynamic of
our
neighborhoo
d.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

There are some places where a trail should not be constructed. The Crystal
Valley is one of those special places. If a trail is constructed it should not go
through a subdivision; it should not impact sensitive wildlife areas; it should
maintain the integrity of the Crystal River's riparian zones; and it should not
cross private property unless the property owner is in agreement. The trail
should, with few or no exceptions, follow the highway (Alternative A). The
fewer the number of bridges across the Crystal River, the better.

185

yes-first- pls define the "intent"as described in the colorado 16 in simpler
wording second- i see no pressing need for this trail--third-better to spend
the money on disaster victims. fourth- if you have to build this thing it's a no
brainer---along the highway alignment

186
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Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

For safety
reasons, a
trailhead should
never be
located
adjacent to the
highway at the
entrance to a
subdivision.
Vehicles exiting
the highway
into a possibly
congested
intersection
could possibly
lead to an
accident. I
know. I know.
There would be
lots of signage,
but kids and
distracted trail
users don't
always follow
the rules. Please
be proactive
about safety
and do not
locate a
trailhead at a
subdivision
entrance. A
trailhead, as
originally
planned, on the
OST property at
Thompson
Creek would be
an ideal
location for a
trailhead.
no

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

The trail should
be hard
surface.

Use 7 Oaks A
(Highway)
People live in
gated
subdivisions
for safety,
privacy, etc
Routing
traffic
through a
subdivision
just seems
like the
wrong way
to go.

leave it be-- no
trail off
highway
alignment will
be a disaster if
you foolishly
move ahead
with this mistake

no route--if
ditto
you foolishly
move ahead
with this
mistake---no
brainer-along the
highway
alignment-there are
plenty of tails
already in
place--you're
loving it to
death---stay
out of the
crystal---let it
be

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

A bike ride or
a walk across
the castle
property
would be a
very
interesting
and
informative
glimpse back
into the past.
If Castle B is
not Selected,
maybe a
deadend
side trail from
the main trail
at Redstone
could be
implemente
d.

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

Bear Creek

Placita

Bear Creek A
- Stay along
the highway.

ditto

ditto

ditto

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

McClure
Pass A Definitely
stay along
the highway.

ditto

ditto
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187

This is a MAJOR development project- the largest development in the Crystal
River Valley since the construction of highway 133. We are talking end-toend. The entire corridor through Pitkin County. And as for the residents of the
Crystal River Valley? Pitkin County and Open Space and Trails have offered
ZERO public discussion of the project. Were it not for the TOWN of
CARBONDALE, by the way in GARFIELD COUNTY, insisting on hearing public
comments, there would have been no public comment at all. Someone
needs to explain to Gary Tennenbaum the difference between a “Public
Meeting” and a “Public Presentation”. Actually, I’m sure that he knows the
difference quite well. We have simply been given the opportunity to “log
on” and select from the pre-ordained OST options in a very antiseptic
presentation. I would expect this from OST, but to have my County
Commissioners stand by quietly as this goes on is simply disgraceful. In my
opinion, we need to put the brakes on OST, and give this entire project the
good long study that it deserves. This impact is forever- let’s do it right. Don't
turn the Crystal River Valley into just another "highway 82" or "Clear Creek
Canyon" type corridor. Protect it's unique rural character and integrity and
leave the urban path development projects on the Eastern Slope where
they belong.
If there is a trail, it should be along the highway right of way. By simply
widening the shoulders, the transportation corridor becomes safer for all
users. The Crystal River Valley is beautiful because it is not urbanized. There
are few businesses except for a few in Redstone who might benefit from a
trail. Families can enjoy the segment between Carbondale and the KOA.
Mountain bikers get the section from the top of McClure down the other
side. Road bikers would love a wider shoulder. Walkers, hikers, and
equestrians have many paths and trails in the national forest. When all these
users are asked to share, it becomes less desirable for everyone. Open
Space does not need to connect the properties it has purchased in our
valley. Their value is in remaining "open space." More recreation is not
needed at the expense of changing the natural areas that are left for
wildlife and vegetation, a trail that is open a fraction of the year, and taking
privacy from land owners.
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Other
Responses

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

don't include
any

this trail should
only be built in
the highway
right-of-way,
and in a much
less "grandiose"
manner than is
being
proposed. This is
totally out of
character for
the Crystal River
Valley. A simply
paved widened
sholder on the
highway is
sufficient.

Widened
shoulder on
the highway
only

Widened
shoulder on
the highway
only

Widened
shoulder on
the highway
only

Widened
shoulder on
the highway
only

Widened
shoulder on
the highway
only

Widened
shoulder on
the highway
only

Widened
shoulder on
the highway
only

Widened
shoulder on
the highway
only

People park at
Roaring Fork
High School
now, or at
various pull outs
along the
highway. There
are many
pullouts along
the river that
cars have been
using for years.
No need for
interpretation.
Road bikers just
want to cruise,
not stop and
read or listen.

Keep it on the
highway with
the same
surface as the
highway. No
east side of the
river. No new
bridges should
be constructed,
nor should bikes
and pedestrians
be encouraged
to use existing
bridges.

Stay on the
highway as
the
established
transportatio
n corridor by
just widening
the shoulder
to create a
safer
situation for
all users.
Private
property in a
residential
area should
never be
considered.

Stay on the
highway as
the
established
transportatio
n corridor by
just widening
the shoulder
to create a
safer
situation for
all users.
Leave
private
property
alone.

Stay on the
highway as
the
established
transportatio
n corridor by
just widening
the shoulder
to create a
safer
situation for
all users.
Leave
private
property
alone.
National
Forest should
be avoided
and the
irrigation
ditch
easement
are here.
Carbondale'
s water
source is
here.

Stay on the
highway as
the
established
transportatio
n corridor by
just widening
the shoulder
to create a
safer
situation for
all users.
Stay away
from Option
B: Critical
wildlife
habitat. No
trail. Leave
private
property and
national
forest alone.
Open Space
parcels are
best left as
open space.
This was the
original
intention for
"open
space," not
recreation.

Stay on the
highway as
the
established
transportatio
n corridor by
just widening
the shoulder
to create a
safer
situation for
all users.
Leave
private
property
alone. As an
owner of this
road, I was
shocked to
see a trail
segment
published as
an
alternative in
this area with
out
consulting
the owners. I
value my
privacy and
the rural
character of
my life style.
A trail in my
neighborhoo
d would
cause safety
concerns for
cars,
unknown
people,
trash,
sanitation.
Don't tell me
it would
increase the
value of my
home. I
have lived
here for 33
years and
have no
intention of
leaving, so
property
value doesn't
matter.
Keep the
urban
concept of a
bike trail in
urban areas.

Stay on the
highway as
the
established
transportatio
n corridor by
just widening
the shoulder
to create a
safer
situation for
all users.
Leave
private
property and
national
forrest alone.
Open Space
parcels are
best left as
open space.
This was the
original
intention for
"open
space," not
recreation.

Stay on the
highway as
the
established
transportatio
n corridor by
just widening
the shoulder
to create a
safer
situation for
all users.
Leave
private
property and
national
forrest alone.
Perham
Creek is on
the other
side of the
highway and
this is where
any trail
should be
located,
west side.
There is
already a
parking lot
here. Stay
away from
private
property and
ranch land.
Seeing
Option B trail
segment
marked
through this
section of
private
property is
very
upsetting.

Stay on the Stay on the
highway as highway as
the
the
established established
transportatio transportatio
n corridor by n corridor by
just widening just widening
the shoulder the shoulder
to create a to create a
safer
safer
situation for situation for
all users. The all users
east side of
the river
should be left
for the
wildlife.

Also Submitted Letter

#

Avalanche

Widened
Widened
shoulder on shoulder on the
the highway highway only
only

Narrows

Filoha

Widened
Widened shoulder
shoulder on on the highway
the highway only
only

Stay on the
Stay on the
highway as the highway as
established
the
transportation established
corridor by just transportatio
widening the
n corridor by
shoulder to
just widening
create a safer the shoulder
situation for all to create a
users. The
safer
campground in situation for
this area was
all users.
closed because
of flooding.
Good area to
stay away from.
There is already
a forrest service
road for bikes to
use here.

Wild Rose

Widened
shoulder on
the highway
only

Stay on the
Stay on the
highway as the
highway as
established
the
transportation
established
corridor by just
transportation
widening the
corridor by
shoulder to create just widening
a safer situation for the shoulder
all users. Open
to create a
Space parcels are safer situation
best left as open for all users.
space. This was
private
the original
property on
intention for "open the east side
space," not
alone. The
recreation. This
people living
critical wild life
along this
area is easily
route deserve
viewed from the
to keep their
highway. It would privacy and
require closures for safety on this
much of the year. narrow road.
What a beautiful
place to view from
a distance! Keep
people out.

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Widened
shoulder on
the highway
only

Widened
shoulder on
the highway
only

Widened
shoulder on
the highway
only

Widened
shoulder on
the highway
only

Widened
shoulder on
the
highway
only

Widened
shoulder on
the highway
only

Widened
shoulder on
the highway
only

Stay on the
highway as
the
established
transportatio
n corridor by
just widening
the shoulder
to create a
safer
situation for
all users.
Leave
private
property
alone.

Stay on the
highway as
the
established
transportatio
n corridor by
just widening
the shoulder
to create a
safer
situation for
all users.
Leave
private
property and
national
forest alone.

Stay on the
highway as
the
established
transportati
on corridor
by just
widening
the shoulder
to create a
safer
situation for
all users.

Stay on the Stay on the
highway as highway as
the
the
established established
transportatio transportati
n corridor by on corridor
just widening by just
the shoulder widening
to create a the
safer
shoulder to
situation for create a
all users.
safer
There is no
situation for
need to build all users.
this for
mountain
bikers. There
are plenty of
other places
to ride, like
from the top
of McClure
to Crested
Butte. This
saves the
cost of Open
Space
having to
patrol it.

Stay on the
highway as
the
established
transportatio
n corridor by
just widening
the shoulder
to create a
safer
situation for
all users.

Stay on the
highway as
the
established
transportatio
n corridor by
just
widening
the shoulder
to create a
safer
situation for
all users.
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189

190

191

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

I feel that residents in the Crystal valley shouldn’t have to pay to acquire or
sell property in order to establish a bike trail. We have lived in Pitkin county
for 23 years and have witnessed a drastic increase in traffic from highway
133 being designated West Elk Loop. Since KOA aqcuired the BRB
campground just below our subdivision we have experienced many visitors
in our neighborhood. Since the bike path that now ends at the entrance of
our subdivision was installed, we have experienced bike traffic and much
less animal traffic along the same route. In a related concern for wildlife, a
landowner has recently erected 4.5feet fences and gates at the south and
north ends of our subdivision. This has greatly lessened the amount of wildlife
sitings.
I feel that we need to protect that which we hold dear: our wild lands and
the wildlife that lives there. We have already encroached upon their habitat
so significantly in the valley for the sake of our recreation. When do their
needs get to come first? We have developed Sky Mountain Park, Deer Hill,
Burnt Mountain and now Elk Camp with both day and night time activities.
For once do the right thing and give the animals and the land a voice and
peace. I do not believe that a trail of this magnitude and development is
needed. It is singularly the driving force for a few people...namely
Hickenlooper, and OST which both are seemingly on the side of human
recreation and NOT ON PRESERVING OPEN SPACE! We as residents were not
asked if we even wanted this trail.

The trail should remain close to the highway for wildlife concerns and
neighborhood privacy & security. I live in the neighborhood across from the
koa.
Second Response: I have already done the survey but have additional
comments. Regarding recent comments on trails low impact to wildlife I
prefer to trust experts that I have known and have been locally active in
wildlife management, Kevin Wright and John Seidel. I fully agree with their
positions that human activity greatly impacts wildlife. And that bandit trails
will crop up as well as violations of closures and the county does not have
adequate resources to patrol or manage such. IF there must be a trail it
should follow the existing highway, preferably on the west side. My
preference is for no trail, option "C". Thank you for your consideration.

Yes! 1. As a resident of the Crystal River Valley we will be substantially
impacted by the trail and greater weight should be given to the Valley
residents than other Pitkin County residents, and certainly more the residents
of other counties. 2. No trail should go through any sensitive wildlife habitat
areas! 3. The government should respect private property rights and not use
eminent domain or RS 2477 to force land owners to defend their property
rights. 4. While I’m in favor of the trail, if the trail goes through sensitive wildlife
areas or eminent domain is used, then I am opposed to any trail at all.
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Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

No. I don’t want No bike trail.
them.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

A. I don’t
want a bike
in 7Oaks
subdivision.

A. I don’t
want a trail
on the east
side of river.

A. I don’t
want a trail
on the east
side of river.

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

A. I don’t
want a trail
on the east
side of river.

A. I don’t
want a trail
on the east
side of river.

Andrews

A. I don’t
want a trail
on the east
side of river.

Janeway
North

Perham

A. I don’t
want a trail
on the east
side of river.

I strongly
believe that
there should be
no off highway
trail. We have
the ability to
widen the
shoulder for that
section and
leave the
landscape as it
is to the
animals. Having
a paved trail
thru such
pristine areas is
a tragedy.
No
I don't feel the Route A,
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
Second
trail should be follow the
Response: A Response: A Response: A Response: A Response: A Response: A
Response:
off highway. But highway. Trail
Trailheads
if it must then it should
should have
should be a soft absolutely
bold signage
trail. At least
not go thru a
regarding rules minimize the
private
and penalties. disruption that neighborhoo
Including phone placing and
d.
numbers to
maintaining
Second
report bad
pavement
Response:
behavior. The
would cause.
Alignment A.
valley is not a
Second
Absolutely
museum or
Response: Hard no trails thru
amusement
surface close to private
park.
the road. NO off property.
highway trail
Speaking as
please.
a 23 year
resident of 7
Oaks Road.
Trailheads
Hard surface on A
A
A
A
A
A
A
should be in
the highway
Carbondale
right of way or
and at the
Alternative A.
parking lot at
Only soft,
the top of
natural surfaces
McClure’s pass off the A
only. An
alignment.
interpretation
sign should be
posted at Penny
Hot Springs
talking about
the importance
of Filoha
Meadows and
give a warning
that any
crossing of the
river or
trespassing will
be heavily fined.
Same for other
sensitive wildlife
areas or rouge
trail excursions.

A. I don’t
want a trail
on the east
side of river.

Janeway
South

A. I don’t
want a trail
on the east
side of river.

Avalanche

Narrows

A. I don’t want
a trail on the
east side of
river.

A. I don’t
want a trail
on the east
side of river.

Filoha

A. I don’t want a
trail on the east
side of river.

Wild Rose

A. I don’t
want a trail on
the east side
of river.

Castle

A. I don’t
want a trail
on the east
side of river.

Hawk Creek

A. I don’t
want a trail
on the east
side of river.

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

I don’t want I don’t want I don’t
I don’t want I don’t want
a bike path. a bike path. want a bike a bike path. a bike path.
path.

This magical place
should not be
developed with a
trail at all.

Route B. If
residents
approveSec
ond
Response: A

A

Route B if
Second
residents
Response: A
approveSec
ond
Response: A

Second
A
Second
Response: A Second Response: Response: A
Route A.
Absolutely not thru
the meadow!

Second
Response: A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Second
Route B
Second
Response: A Second
Response:
Response: A A

Route B
Route A
Second
Second
Response: B Response: B
this is the
only
segment
where it
makes sense
to be off
highway for
safety
reasons only.
Still a bad
idea for
wildlife.

A

A

A

A
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

193

Yes! I am not in favor of this trail but if it must be developed I support only an
alignment that stays within the highway corridor.

194

Also Submitted Letter

Yes. I think that you have not been forthcoming with all the expenses. I think
you are presenting a biased picture of expenses to get what you want.

196

I think you
should protect
wildlife. They
are important to
our environment
and your
preferred path is
destructive to
wildlife. Again
you are not
presenting all
sides in your
presentations.

If it is absolutely necessary to have this trail, the alignment should stay within
the Highway 133 Right of way and off of all open space and/or private
property.

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

same as
abovewiden both
shoulders of
Hwy 133

Definitely
Option A or
widen
shoulders of
Hwy 133sensitive
wildlife
habitat.

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Widen
shoulders of
Hwy 133 first
choice, Option
A second
choice.
Absolutely no
Option B in this
segment,
primarily due to
Wildlife
Impacts.

Widen
shoulders of
Hwy 133 first
choice,
Option A
second
choice.
Absolutely
no Option B
in this
segment,
primarily due
to Wildlife
Impacts.

Widen shoulders of
Hwy 133 first
choice, Option A
second choice.
Absolutely no
Option B in this
segment, due to
Wildlife Impacts.

Widen
shoulders of
Hwy 133 first
choice,
Option A
second
choice.
Option B not
preferred in
this segment
because of
impact on
residents of
subdivision
and necessity
of bridge and
long
connector
between Hwy
and existing
subdivision
road after
Hwy
alignment of
Filoha
Meadow
segment

Prefer
Prefer
Widen
shoulder
shoulder
shoulders of
widening (1st widening (1st Hwy 133
choice) or
choice) or
Option A
Option A
(second
(second
choice),
choice),
because of because of
expense and expense and
impact on
impact on
residents, but residents, but
of all of the of all of the
trail
trail
alignment B alignment B
options this options this
and Hawk
and
creek are the Redstone
least
Castle are
objectionabl the least
e.
objectionabl
e.

Widen
Widen
Widen
Widen
shoulders of shoulders of shoulders of shoulders of
Hwy 133 (1st Hwy 133.
Hwy 133.
Hwy 133.
choice) or
Option B, soft
surface, not
paved (2nd
choice).

No trail!
Absolutely
Alignment A no trail off
if there must highway row.
be a trail.

I prefer no
trail but if
there is no
choice I think
the trail
should stay
within the
highway row.

I prefer no
trail
developmen
t but if I must
make a
choice I
choose only
alignment A
throughout
the valley.

No trail!! And
never go
through
Janeway.
Alignment A
only!

Stay out of
No trail or
Janeway.
alignment A.
Alignment A
only!!

This is a
wildlife
corridor.
Alignment A
only but
prefer no trail
at all.

No public access
to Filoha ever.
Alignment A
ONLY!

Alignment A
only!

Alignment A Stay on
only!
highway!

Stay on
highway if
you must
build trail.

Stay along
No trail...or within
the highway alignment highway row
only!
A
- alignment
A

within
highway row
where
impact
already
exists.

A

A

A

a

a

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

I do not want I do not want a
a trail but if trail but if we have
we have to to have one A.
have one A.

I do not want
a trail but if
we have to
have one A.

I do not want
a trail but if
we have to
have one A.

I do not want
a trail but if
we have to
have one A.

I do not
want a trail
but if we
have to
have one A.

I do not want
a trail but if
we have to
have one A.

I do not
want a trail
but if we
have to
have one
A.

I do not
want a trail
but if we
have to
have one b.

I do not
want a trail
but if we
have to
have one A.

Its hard to read
the map here.
Suggest a link to
the story map
instead

Its hard to
read the map
here. Suggest
a link to the
story map
instead

Its hard to
read the
map here.
Suggest a
link to the
story map
instead
Public land
only

Its hard to
read the
map here.
Suggest a
link to the
story map
instead
Public land
only

Its hard to
read the
map here.
Suggest a
link to the
story map
instead

Its hard to
read the
map here.
Suggest a
link to the
story map
instead

Don't touch

Its hard to
read the
map here.
Suggest a
link to the
story map
instead
Public land
only

Its hard to
read the
map here.
Suggest a
link to the
story map
instead

Don't toutch

Its hard to
read the
map here.
Suggest a
link to the
story map
instead
Don't touch

I do not want
a trail but if
we have to
have one A.

I do not want
a trail but if
we have to
have one A.

I do not want
a trail but if
we have to
have one A.

I do not want
a trail but if
we have to
have one A.

I do not want
a trail but if
we have to
have one A.

I do not want
a trail but if
we have to
have one A.

I do not want
a trail but if
we have to
have one A.

I do not want
a trail but if
we have to
have one A.

I do not want
a trail but if
we have to
have one A.

I do not want a
trail but if we
have to have
one A.

Its hard to
read the
map here.
Suggest a
link to the
story map
instead
Public land
only

Its hard to
read the
map here.
Suggest a
link to the
story map
instead
Public land
only

Its hard to
read the
map here.
Suggest a
link to the
story map
instead
Public land
only

Its hard to
read the
map here.
Suggest a
link to the
story map
instead
Public land
only!!!!

Its hard to
read the
map here.
Suggest a
link to the
story map
instead
Public land
only!!!

Its hard to
read the
map here.
Suggest a
link to the
story map
instead
Public land
only

Its hard to
read the
map here.
Suggest a
link to the
story map
instead
Public land

Its hard to
read the
map here.
Suggest a
link to the
story map
instead
Public land

Its hard to read
the map here.
Suggest a link
to the story
map instead

No

McClure Pass

Widen
shoulders of
Hwy 133 first
choice,
Option A
second
choice.
Absolutely
no Option B
in this
segment,
primarily due
to Wildlife
Impacts.

I am not an
proponent this
trail let alone, of
any off-highway
trial.

Please don't go through homeowners private property

Placita

Widen
shoulders of
Hwy 133 first
choice,
Option A
second
choice.
Absolutely
no Option B
in this
segment,
primarily due
to Wildlife
Impacts.

A

Its hard to
read the
map here.
Suggest a
link to the
story map
instead
Soft is preferred Public land
only

Bear Creek

Widen
shoulders of
Hwy 133 first
choice,
Option A
second
choice.
Absolutely
no Option B
in this
segment,
primarily due
to Wildlife
Impacts.

A

Dirt. Good

Hays Falls

Shoulder
widening
preferred,
2nd choice
Option A

A

Yes

Hawk Creek

No objection
to option B
other than
that it is short
and Option
A or
widened
shoulders of
Hwy 133
preferred on
both sides of
this segmentnot worth
constructing
two bridges,
over and
back, so
shoulder
widening is
preferred
here as well,
or, 2nd
choice,
Option A

a

I don't see any other alternatives but the two that are suggested.
Nope

Castle

Top of the
Pass

Avalanche

a you are
a
taking
private
property and
you have no
dollars for
taking it!

That would be a
good
alternative to
me.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Crystal River
Parcel

I ;think if you are
going to do this,
do it correctly.
Do a hard
surface.

Some

199

200

7 Oaks

I prefer no
trail...but
especially
not through
private
property and
intact
habitat. If
you must
develop trail
it needs to
stay in the
highway row
where
impact
already
exists.
A

Yes
197

198

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

I do not think
Preferred
same as
that there
alignment
aboveshould be an
widened
widen both
off-highway
shoulders
shoulders of
alternative, at along both Hwy 133
least for most of sides of Hwy
the trail, but if
133. Mainly
the alignment is because 1) it
to be primarily doesn't seem
on a widened fair to
road shoulder
neighbors to
(preferred),
put this trail in
then any
their back
segments offyards, and 2)
highway (NOT in wildlife
any of the most concerns
wildlife habitat aren't as
sensitive areas) great here as
should be
farther south,
consistent and but I don't
paved. Again, know that it's
the very large
worth
majority of the constructing
trail should be a two bridges,
widened
over and
highway
back across
shoulder.
the river for
this short a
stretch.
I think they will I do not support No trail!
No trail!
ruin the view
an off highway Alignment A Alignment A
plane and do
alignment at all if there must if there must
not want to see and refuse to
be a trail
be a trail.
them but if they speak to a
must be built
surface where
they need to
there should
stay along the never be
highway
development.
corridor only.

I think that the best option would be to widen the shoulders of Hwy 133,
obviating the need for seasonal closures, providing year round plowed
access for bicycles, and offering the best protection of wildlife habitat.

195

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Its hard to
read the
map here.
Suggest a
link to the
story map
instead
Public land only Public land
only
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Other
Responses

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Current plans would bisect my property and result in significant diminution of
my properties value. This would likely trigger a lawsuit.

201

203

I have read all available materials and I believe the cost analysis is lacking. I
would like to find a solution via a highway/west side alignment if it meets
stringent criteria. In addition, I'd like a master plan process to be
commenced that allows for thoughtful planning in this corridor. I do not
favor any project or alignment that further stresses wildlife or risks the unique
rustic character of the Crystal River Valley.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Also Submitted Letter

202

If the animals could speak up, I think they would say that they don't want anymore
human crap built by the river.
Second Survey Response: Dear Pitkin County Commissioners. The Crystal River
Country Estates Property Owners Association (“CRCE Association”) is writing to
share the concerns of the undersigned members regarding the Carbondale to
Crested Butte Trail Planning. The CRCE Association consists of 32 members who
own lots within the Crystal River County Estates subdivision, which is located
approximately nine miles south of Carbondale. Collectively, the undersigned
members of the CRCE Association have the following concerns: 1. Public Safety.
The only entrance and exit to Crystal River County Estates from Highway 133 is
located in the middle of a blind corner. When traveling south from Carbondale,
drivers must cross the opposing lane of traffic. This sometimes requires a driver to
slow substantially, and occasionally even stop, on Highway 133, creating a
dangerous situation. Visibility is poor in both directions. We are concerned that the
current planning does not adequately address safety at this intersection with
respect to either of the proposed locations for the trail. No traffic or safety studies
of this intersection have been performed. 2. Cost. The current planning for the
trail does not adequately account for costs with respect to Crystal River Country
Estates. For example, Option B shows the trail going through Crystal River Country
Estates on Crystal Lane. The plan does not account for the fact that the proposed
route is along a narrow dirt road only wide enough for a single car. The only way to
widen the proposed trail would be to literally build over the Crystal River or
condemn property of owners within Crystal River Country Estates. Additionally, the
current planning does not address maintenance costs for the trail, which we
expect will be significant within our subdivision due to safety and traffic concerns,
and the lack of space along Crystal Lane. 3. Eminent domain. We are
concerned about the private property of owners within Crystal River County Estates
being condemned to accommodate the proposed trail. As currently proposed,
Option B will likely require the County to condemn private property across multiple
lots within our subdivision. 4. Wildlife. We are generally concerned that the
impact of the proposed trail on wildlife has not been adequately addressed within
the area of Crystal River County Estates. We appreciate your attention to these
concerns. Some of the CRCE association members may submit additional
comments separately. Sincerely, Bauer, Deborah & Kurt 0208 Crystal Circle
Langer, Joan 0377 Crystal Lane Orf, Jason 0310 Crystal Circle Morris, Andrew
0490 Crystal Circle Knuth, Connie & Clay, Larry 0358 Crystal Lane Dear, Joyce
0504 Crystal Circle McBrayer, Thomas 0074 Crystal Circle Hollowell, Roger Lee &
Ruth 0394 Crystal Circle Hamlin, James 0548 Crystal Circle Merriam, Lynn & Todd
0066 Crystal Lane Nichols, Kelcey & James, Jason 0285 Crystal Circle McLain, Mark
& Loughry, Angela 0515 Crystal Circle
Also submitted via U.S. Mail and
Electronic Mail

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

incomplete
information
given, no trail
or alignment
A option
only.

incomplete
information
given, no trail
or alignment
A option
only.

incomplete
information
given, no trail
or alignment
A option
only.

incomplete
information
given, no trail
or alignment
A option
only.

incomplete
information
given, no trail
or alignment
A option
only.

incomplete
information
given, no trail
or alignment
A option
only.

incomplete
information
given, no trail
or alignment
A option
only.

incomplete
information
given, no trail
or alignment
A option
only.

incomplete
information
given, no trail
or alignment
A option
only.

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

incomplete
information given,
no trail or
alignment A
option only.

incomplete
information
given, no trail
or alignment
A option only.

incomplete
information
given, no trail
or alignment
A option
only.

incomplete
information
given, no trail
or alignment
A option
only.

incomplete
information
given, no
trail or
alignment A
option only.

incomplete
information
given, no trail
or alignment
A option
only.

incomplete
information
given, no
trail or
alignment
A option
only.

incomplete
information
given, no
trail or
alignment A
option only.

incomplete
information
given, no
trail or
alignment A
option only.

Current plans
na
would bisect my
property and
result in
significant
diminution of my
properties
value. This
would likely
trigger a lawsuit.
Keep it simple.
The trail from
Carbondale to
BRB is just too
much. Too
many signs,
bridges,
retaining walls &
guardrails.

I think that this
I do not support
type of planning an off-highway
is premature.
alternative. If a
trail is built I
support the
least impactful
approach.

Also spoke at joint
board meeting

#

You have got to incomplete
be kidding
information
me...
given, no trail
incomplete
or alignment
information
A option
given, no trail or only.
alignment A
option only.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

204

206

I feel strongly that the trail should avoid sensitive wildlife areas. Given the
numerous access points a trail on the railroad side of the river would allow,
seasonal closures would be ineffective.
Choice o
Live in Pitkin County on 133 just past BRB . I am concerned as to how this trail
will get by my property.

There will be lots
of bicycles on
this trail. A soft
road bed might
cause a lot of
riders to stay on
the highway. I
say hard road
bed if your
going to do this.

207

EAGLE COUNTY RESPONSES
Do it!
208

I think this trail will be a great addition to this valley.

209

210

This trail would be a destination to the state, region, national, and
international mountain biker. It would without a doubt drive economic
vitality to both Pitkin and Gunnison Counties.
yes

211

212

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

I am a
horseback rider
and I don't
enjoy trail rides
as much as I
used to...since
mtn. bike riders
have taken
over all the
trails, going very
fast with no
consideration of
horses, who are
frightened of
them silently
appearing
suddenly in
front of or...
worse...behind
our horses.
Whatever the
surface, Mtn.
Bikers have
have ruined the
quiet use of
trails for horse
riders and
hikers....and
wildlife...a pity.

I am concerned about wildlife impacts.

205

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

A only . Stay
on 133
through this
section B is
not an
option
through our
privit road .
That bridge is
not big
enough for
the extra use
it will cause.

I'm all for any
surface
proposed.
I think asphalt
would be best
for this portion
of trail. The use
it would see I
think it would
be less
maintenance in
the long run.
They look great Soft Surface!

no

soft surface is
preferable to
me. I'm a
runner.
Asphalt would
be ideal to
Redstone, but
soft surface is
okay
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

I want a bike trail that has few sharp curves and will last. Additionally, I want
it finished quickly before the special interests can kill it.
213

214
215

216

217

Keep it simple
Yes, I think everything possible should be done to avoid any impact on the
Bighorn Sheep. In this case Inthink the trail should cross the creek and
continue on the side away from the BH winter habitat. I live in Eagle County
and Vail Resorts is going to build employee housing on Bighorn Sheep winter
habitat. So I can sympathize with those in Pitkin County who want to see the
sheep habitat protected. About all we can do here in Vail is put restrictions
on the size, placement, and timing of the project. No development plan has
been submitted yet.
I think this is a great project of Pitco Open Space & Trails. I like the idea of
a trail along the Crystal River Valley corridor however the details are tricky
due to land ownership, wildlife, road, creek and wildlife. And of course cost.
Determining the users and trail types are also important. I think that it would
be great to create bicycle lanes/shoulders on either side of the road if space
allows. I don't care for the highly engineered solutions with retaining walls
and guardrails. Those are out of character with the rural area. I would like
to see a crusher fines/soft surface pedestrian and "slowbiking" trail on the old
railroad grade. The intent would be to serve families, provide exercise and
educate about nature. A trail closure period might be implemented to help
with wildlife habitat conservation if appropriate. I'm undecided on the
Filoha Meadows section as there are unusual plants and important wildlife
habitat there. I hope you can do further studies to determine the best
solution. I think the Rio Grande trail in the mid-valley is a good model in
terms of multi-users, width and closure periods. It would be great to have xcountry skiing on segments that can stay open in winter. It's critical to prohibit
bikers from creating rogue trails into the natural areas. I support using the
old switchbacks up McClure Pass for trails.
The trail alignment should impact the winter range of bighorn sheep as little
as possible.

218

Choose least invasive route, i.e. along the existing right of way

219

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Make the trail as I want cement
solid as possible. or asphalt. Soft
trails can
accompany
the sides but
the trial itself
needs a hard
surface.
I like it
Soft surface
I like the idea of
the off highway
alternative
being a soft
surface. And,
construction of
the path should
occur at the
most opportune
time for the
sheep.
at the next
support offstage of design highway being
soft surface,
bike lanes
along highway

Bighorn sheep no preference
and other
wildlife should
be given
prominent focus
on any
information sites.
No, but mileage
markers are
always nice

See general
comments
previously
included

Route A -stick to least
invasive
option, along
the existing
right of way

Route A -stick to least
invasive
option, along
the existing
right of way

Route A -stick to least
invasive
option, along
the existing
right of way

Route A -stick to least
invasive
option, along
the existing
right of way

Route A -stick to least
invasive
option, along
the existing
right of way

Route A -stick to least
invasive
option, along
the existing
right of way

Route A -stick to least
invasive
option, along
the existing
right of way

Route A -stick to least
invasive
option, along
the existing
right of way

A - to
prevent
negative
impacts to
bighorn
sheep

A - to prevent
negative
impacts to
bighorn sheep

A - to
prevent
negative
impacts to
bighorn
sheep

A - to prevent
A - to prevent
negative impacts negative
to bighorn sheep impacts to
bighorn sheep

Route A -stick to least
invasive
option, along
the existing
right of way

Route A -- stick
to least invasive
option, along
the existing right
of way

Route A -stick to least
invasive
option, along
the existing
right of way

ABSOLUTELY Route
A -- stick to least
invasive option,
along the existing
right of way

Route A -stick to least
invasive
option, along
the existing
right of way

Route A -stick to least
invasive
option, along
the existing
right of way

Route A -stick to least
invasive
option, along
the existing
right of way

Route A -stick to least
invasive
option,
along the
existing right
of way

Route A -stick to least
invasive
option, along
the existing
right of way

Route A -stick to
least
invasive
option,
along the
existing
right of way

Route A -stick to least
invasive
option,
along the
existing right
of way
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Route A -stick to least
invasive
option,
along the
existing right
of way
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220

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Being an avid bicyclist and also an avid hunter, I was initially torn on trail
alignment. I originally looked longingly at the old narrow gauge railroad
grade as a fabulous alignment for bicycles. In 2005 I moved to Redstone,
living there for 5 years. During that time, I witnessed the annual winter
migration of elk, bighorn, and even a few deer that settled at Filoha
Meadows, enjoying tender shoots that survive because of the hot springs
throughout the meadow. At about the same time, I witnessed the elk herd in
my usual hunting area on the back side of Basalt Mountain just fade away to
nothing. The reason? Vastly increased mountain bike usage (even during
hunting season!) that has shoved the big game to other areas (read: private
property). The Avalanche herd of bighorns and elk would be shoved from
that incredible area where they can peacefully feed, rest, and survive the
winter. Seasonal trail closures are a demonstrated failure. We always get
someone or ones who believe their little foray isn't going to hurt anything.
Stress a pregnant cow elk enough times when conditions are marginal and
they'll miscarry. Stress them enough after the calf is born and they'll abandon
the calf to the coyotes. These are hard, cold, unfortunate facts. For the sake
of the animals, I prefer the alignment stay wholly on the west side of the
Crystal River and close to the road. I'll be a happy bicyclist AND hunter with
that arrangement.
More access to forests and rivers is most definitely needed.

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

I'd prefer paved
all the way,
being mostly a
road biker.

Basic is best.
A firm gravel
Elaborate is not would be fine,
necessary
paved would
be best.

221

I much prefer the trail that meanders away from the highway.

222

no.

224

225

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Keep on 131.
Way too
much private
property.
Much as I'd
love to have
it on the east
side, I
respect all
the private
property
owners
there...

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Keep on the Ditto above
west side.
Again, way
too many
private
property
issues on the
east.

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Too good of
wildlife
habitat to risk
on the east
side.

WAYY too
DITTO above
much private
property...
what a
mess...

Private
See above
property
issues on
both sides... I
personally
have never
witnessed
any big
game in
Janeway,
but a friend
who lives at
Swiss Village
sees the
sheep there
regularly.

See above

Kind of
circuitous on
the east, plus
that would feed
right into Filoha
Meadows,
which I
adamantly
oppose.

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Stay on the STAY ON THE WEST Private
west!
SIDE!!!
property
Bighorns use
issues again...
what you are
showing as
the
alignment
through the
Narrows very
regularly.
Way too
much
intrusion on
their territory.

Castle

Fine on the
east side if
you can
clear it with
private
property
owners...

Hawk Creek

Same as
above...

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

In this case, I See above
prefer
alignment B.
I've hunted
Bear Creek
Meadows,
and I've
never seen
game or
sign down
where the B
alignment
is... usually a
mile or more
west up the
hill.

Again, I'm See above
fine with
the old
McClure
Pass road.
While some
experts
consider it
critical
habitat, I've
witnessed it
being used
pretty
heavily for
dog
walking,
snow
showing
and a
variety of
other
recreationa
l activities.

See above

Following the Same as
old railroad above.
grade is a
superb
experience,
I’ve done it
many times
on different
stretches of
the valley.

Same as
above

Same as
above

Ive found
Railroad
these people grade
to be very
unfriendly in
the past and
it might be
best to
bypass their
energy.

Railroad
grade

Railroad
grade

Railroad
grade

Railroad grade Railroad
grade

It might be best to Railroad
leave the
grade
meadow as
untraveled as
possible. Along the
highway

Castle b.
Through
Anything
redstone
that sends
the trail
through the
town of
redstone will
be
economicall
y beneficial
to the area.

Looks good. Best cr b is
best

Old pass rd Same as
route is best above

Old road

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

a

b

a

a

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

I like Plan B.
Plan A is
expensive,
dangerous
and not a
great
experience.

Go Plan B

Go Plan B

Go Plan B

Go Plan B

Plan B please Plan B

Plan B will be
great.

Plan B

Plan B, but let's
really restore the
vegetation and
restrict users from
stopping or
dawdling in this
section.

Plan B will be
a fun and
scenic trail
especially
heading
towards
Carbondale.

Plan B
because this
will be many
people's
favorite
memory.

Plan B. I
Plan B
have never
been up this
trail, but it
looks like a
cool
experience.

Plan B. My
family hiked
this last week
and it is very
calming.

Plan B for
Plan B.
sure. I have
hike this
section and
it has great
views up to
Whitehouse
Mtn.

Logically the
entire path
should be an
asphalt surface
to
accommodate
road bikers. For
hikers and
mountain bikers
a soft surface
the entire way
or for those
parts well away
from the
highway a soft
surface would
result in a better
experience, but
I don't think the
tis logical as the
idea behind the
path is to get
bikers off the
highway.

223

I occasionally ride up to marble and it's scary to be on that road with no
shoulder and cars flying by at 60+ mph. I strongly believe the whole trail
should be well off that road.
Wow I am excited at the possibility to ride my bike to Redstone and Marble.
My husband and son will likely ride to CB.

7 Oaks

paved for all
bikes

I suspect
Paved trail to
trailheads will be Redstone would
very popular. I be great. A
hope the
nice buff trail
interpretation is off-highway
biased toward should be crosshistory and
bike rideable.
includes some
relics from our
Ute Indians and
mining history. I
like what is
proposed.

Plan B. Sorry Plan B
about wildlife
impact, but
the small
window of
impact
makes me
favor Plan B.
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Whatever
route is
safer.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

nope

yes, it should follow the rail easement whenever possible.

226

227

228

229

Keep the trail off the road
Please do not let property owners stop the building of this trail. I am 72 and
will probably never use it myself but I am hopeful it does get built for my two
granddaughters to use.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

paved or some
softer
alternative to
allow for
drainage but
which would still
work for road
bikes
From BRB to
"B". Keep the
McClure, the
trails off Hw
same paved
133 as much
surface that
as possible,
exists from
utilizing the
Carbondale to former
BRB. The
railbed.
remainder
utilizing finely
crushed gravel,
a surface that
works fine for
wear on the
winding Highline
Canal bike path
in Denver.
Paved
b

Signs should ask I believe that a 7 Oaks B
that folks
soft surface
respect private would work.
property.
I like B, the
less time
spent next to
the highway
the better

yes, would like the experience to be beautiful and natural, not a highway
experience (as much as possible)

231

I want a trail that is separated from the Hwy as much as possible. Alternative
B uses the RR grade and old County Rd and would not be an entirely new
impact. This is a non-motorized trail, not a new Hwy. I think a lot of the
negative comments are NIMBYism similar to what happened with planning
the RGT where some people oppose any trail. Most of this route is on public
land. Alt B is safer and provides a nicer experience for trail users.
Second Response: I use the current trail from Carbondale to the
campground. I like having a safe trail separate from the highway. I prefer the
trail on the east side of the river along the railroad grade where possible.
232

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Also spoke at joint board meeting

230

My first request is "Just Do It" get it done. I have ridden my bike many times
from Basalt to Marble and it is very dangerous. I really like the Plan B options,
especially those that go thru Bear Creek, Hawk Creek and stay off the
highway.

7 Oaks

I favor many
historic and
educational
locations such
as Janeway,
Placita, etc.

I think soft
surface crusher
stone would be
acceptable offhighway.

No.

I definitely want Alt. B.
a paved trail on
this section. I do
not support a
soft surface trail
for Alternative
B. I am a road
biker and I want
a safer route
away from the
Hwy.
Second
Response: I
want a paved
trail suitable for
road bikes
similar to the
existing trail. I
don't think that
a soft surface
trail is sufficient
since a lot of
users including
me want to ride
our road bikes
safely along the
Crystal.

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

"B". Follow
"B"
the former
railbed as
much as
possible,
hugging the
Crystal River.

"B"

"B"

"B"

b

b

b

b

"B"

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

"B"

"B"

"B"

"A". Keep it "A"
a paved
multi-use
segment,
useable by
all, not a
mountain
bike trail.

"A"

"A". Give
From the top
people the of McClure
option to
to Crested
ride to
Butte the
Marble,
trail should
keeping the be mostly a
grade up
single track
and over
mountain
McClure to a bike trail.
minimum.
Mixed use
should be
maintained.

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

Janeway
South B

Avalanche B

Narrows B

Fihola B

Wild Rose B

Castle B

I like B, the
less time
spent next to
the highway
the better

Alt. B.

I like B, the
less time
spent next to
the highway
the better

Plan B is
favored

Plan B

Plan B

Plan B

Plan B is so
much more
pleasing and
the ability to
have historic
education is
great.

Alt. B.

Alt. B.

Alt. B.

Alt. B.

Alt. B.

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

"B"

Janeway
North B

I like B, the
less time
spent next to
the highway
the better

Placita

"B"

b

I like B, the
less time
spent next to
the highway
the better

Bear Creek

"B"

Perham B

I like B, the
less time
spent next to
the highway
the better

Hays Falls

"B"

Crystal River Andrews B
Country
Estates B

I like B, the
less time
spent next to
the highway
the better

Hawk Creek

"B"

Crystal River Nettle Creek Red Wind
B
B
Point B

I favor Plan B. Plan B is
The
favored.
experience
off-highway
and cost
benefit are
compelling.

b

Janeway
North

Perham

Hawk Creek Seems like
B
you have to
go Hays
Falls A then
go to B
I like B, the less I like B, the
I like B, the
I like B, the
I like B, the
I like B, the
I like B, the less I like B, the
I like B, the less
less time
less time
less time
less time
less time
time spent next less time
time spent next to time spent
next to the
spent next to spent next to spent next
spent next to spent next to to the highway spent next to the highway the
highway the the highway the highway to the
the highway the highway the better
the highway better
better
the better
the better
highway the
the better
the better
the better
better
Plan B
Plan B
Plan B looks
Plan B again Plan B with
Plan B, again Plan B is so
Plan B is
Plan A is the
amazing. My
due to cost seasonal closures this will be
much more favored
only option
experience in
and user
is my vote despite such a great desireable
again and
shown.
the proposed
consistently.
experience. my wishes to avoid experience. with the
route is
Filoha Meadows. I
Castle views. This trail
favorable with
would like to see a
section will
tall pine trees
better
be a special
and a neat
compromise but
experience.
experience
the cost of Plan A
near
is cost-prohibitive
Avalanche
and has swayed
Creek.
me to Plan B.
Alt. B.
Alt. B.
Alt. B.
Alt. B.
Alt. B. This seems to Alt. B.
Alt. B.
Alt. B.
Alt. B.
be the most
controversial
section, but I
support keeping
the trail on the
east side of the
river. Cyclists and
hikers have a lot
less impact than
cars, trucks, trains,
subdivisions, etc.

b

Bear Creek B Seems like McClure B
you have to
go Placita
A to get to
McClure B
I like B, the
I like B, the I like B, the
less time
less time
less time
spent next to spent next spent next to
the highway to the
the highway
the better
highway
the better
the better
Plan B. This is Plan B. I
Not much
a super
ride this on choice.
section. I
my mtn
Make the
hiked this last bike now
trail as wide
Sunday and I and it is
as possible
cannot wait enjoyable. on the
to ride it.
highway.

Alt. B.

Alt. B.

b
Looks like
only Top of
McClure A is
all that is
available
I like B, the
less time
spent next
to the
highway the
better
Not much
choice.
Make the
trail as wide
as possible
on the
highway.

Alt. B.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Soft seems like it
would be hard
to maintain and
isnt acceptable
for Option A,
but it could be
used for Option
B
The surface
needs to be
paved or
concrete - just
as it is from
Carbondale to
BRB. Most bike
users from
Carbondale to
BRB are on road
or cross bikes.

Option B is preferred, It shows there is minimal impact and the only area of
true concern for option B would be Avalanche Creek
233

Keep the path separated from the busy highway. Trail users want that
nature experience, not just a ride next to a highway.

234

I think it'd be preferable to have the trail away from roads, where feasible.

235

236

I love the idea of having a trail and the alignment on the opposite side of
the river from the road.You have done a thorough assessment. The same
people who are very against this trail because they live in the area currently,
are most likely the same people who make biking on the roadway
dangerous. That being said, I hope a solution that works for the majority
continues and isn't derailed by the vocal minority like many great projects in
this area. Avalanche B area is going to cause you some trouble publicly
with that impact to the meadows. I like the idea, but I would stay closer to
the roadway in that section if possible. Without going section by section,
Option B is perfect even if it will be difficult with some of the people who live
there who don't want it due to the "wildlife." Keeping the bikers/cars
separate through this corridor is important because it's currently not a safe
situation to bike.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Put the signs in
locations that
make sense and
provide
effective
wayfinding
along the trail.

A paved
surface is better
for making the
trail usable by a
broader range
of user groups
but has greater
potential
impacts on the
Crystal River as
a result of storm
water runoff. So
if the trail was
paved it would
be nice to see
some
consideration
given to storm
water quality.
Personally I
have no
objections to a
soft surface trail
but it may limit
the types of
users that are
able to use the
trail, which
would be
unfortunate.
I would
Concrete unless
recommend not there is a high
using wood or
degree of
anything that
maintenance.
would require a The off high
high degree of way alternative
maintenance. being
gravel/dirt
surface would
be acceptable
if that is the
choose to get
Option B
approved. It will
reduce the use.

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

B - keep the
trail away
from the
highway.

B - keep the
trail away
from the
highway.

B - keep the
trail away
from the
highway.

B - keep the
trail away
from the
highway.

B - keep the
trail away
from the
highway.

B - keep the
trail away
from the
highway.

B - keep the B - keep the trail
trail away
away from the
from the
highway.
highway.

B - keep the B - keep the trail
trail away
away from the
from the
highway.
highway.

My
preference
would be the
alignment of
option B for
all segments.

My
preference
would be the
alignment of
option B for
all segments.

My
preference
would be the
alignment of
option B for
all segments.

My
preference
would be the
alignment of
option B for
all segments.

My
preference
would be the
alignment of
option B for
all segments.

My
preference
would be the
alignment of
option B for
all segments.

My
preference
would be the
alignment of
option B for
all segments.

My preference
would be the
alignment of
option B for all
segments.

My
preference
would be the
alignment of
option B for
all segments.

This will have
locals going
crazy. I prefer B
because of the
user experience
and I think if
you had to give
up a segment
on B, this would
be one.

Option B
Option B
without a
doubt, but
area locals
will fight this.

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

B - keep the
trail away
from the
highway.
Users want a
more natural
experience.

B - keep the
trail away
from the
highway.

My
preference
would be the
alignment of
option B for
all segments.

My
preference
would be the
alignment of
option B for
all segments.

7 Oaks

Option B is
Option B is
Option B is
Seems like a Option B
the obvious the obvious the obvious lot of
choice. It
choice. It
choice. It
grading is
states minor states minor states minor required for
impact to
impact to
impact to
Option B in
wildlife.
wildlife.
wildlife.
this area with
People will
People will
People will
wetlands.
fight that
fight that
fight that
This might be
analysis, but analysis, but analysis, but a segment
hopefully you hopefully you hopefully you better used
can stay the can stay the can stay the for the A.
course on
course on
course on
that option. that option. that option.

Andrews

Option B

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

My preference
would be the
alignment of
option B for all
segments.

Wild Rose

B - keep the
trail away
from the
highway.

Castle

B - keep the
trail away
from the
highway.

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

B - keep the
trail away
from the
highway.

B - keep the
trail away
from the
highway.

A. The trail
should be
paved/con
crete for
road bikers.

McClure Pass

A - the B
alternative
looks too
steep. A trail
next to the
road would
be
acceptable
here. The
trail should
be
paved/conc
rete and
separate
from the
road.
My
My
My
I guess the My
My
My
preference
preference preference preferred
preference preference preference
would be the would be the would be the alignment is would be the would be
would be
alignment of alignment of alignment of option A?
alignment of the
the
option B for all option B for option B for There
option B for alignment alignment of
segments.
all segments. all segments. doesn't
all segments. of option B option B for
seem to be
for all
all segments.
any other
segments.
option.
Option A
seems to be
fine altough
I would
suggest that
there be a
separated
grade
crossing at
Hwy 133.

Option B

B - keep the
trail away
from the
highway.

Hawk Creek

Top of the
Pass

A.

Again, the
only option
appears to
be A, which
seems to
work fine.

B is
preferable,
but A is
acceptable
in this area.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

I would like the trail to be constructed as far away from the highway as
practical so alternative B would be my preferred route. I would support
seasonal closures to mitigate wildlife concerns.

Not really

As a strong environmentalist, I find myself surprised to be at odds with the
Wilderness Workshop's recommendations. I believe their study was flawed,
and OST and the commissioners should use the best data available (perhaps
the Rio Grand Trail?) for wildlife.

So far so good.

I would like to Support Option B wherever Possible.

No

I am in favor of the trail and trust the planners have devised the best
solutions/trails within the constraints upon them.

No thank you

Once developed, the route will see an increase of both experienced and
tourist riders. That being said, HWY 133 is currenly a dangerous road to ride
on as a seasoned rider. Putting inexperienced riders on the paved HWY is a
mistake. My vote will be paved, off the HWY as much as possible.

I feel that
interpretive
signage along
the way would
be a great
immenidy to the
corridor
explaining the
history of this
wonderful valley
and beyond.
No
Soft

237

Paved to
Redstone would
be nice. But I
guess I would
rather have a
soft surface off
the highway
than a paved
on the highway.
While paved is
nice, a sturdy
"soft" surface is
fine, especially
away from the
highway.

238

239

240

241

242

Prefer that the Crystal Valley be left as is.n

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Soft surface
single-track is
preferable.
I am in favor of
soft surface as I
personally only
mountain bike,
not road bike
As a road bike
enthusiast. I
prefer paved,
thank you very
much.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

For all of
these, unless
there is a
large Wildlife
Impacts (not
just what the
WW claims
from a study
in true
wilderness), I
would like to
see the trail
away from
the road.

For all of
these, unless
there is a
large Wildlife
Impacts (not
just what the
WW claims
from a study
in true
wilderness), I
would like to
see the trail
away from
the road.

For all of
these, unless
there is a
large Wildlife
Impacts (not
just what the
WW claims
from a study
in true
wilderness), I
would like to
see the trail
away from
the road.

For all of
these, unless
there is a
large Wildlife
Impacts (not
just what the
WW claims
from a study
in true
wilderness), I
would like to
see the trail
away from
the road.

For all of
these, unless
there is a
large Wildlife
Impacts (not
just what the
WW claims
from a study
in true
wilderness), I
would like to
see the trail
away from
the road.

For all of
these, unless
there is a
large Wildlife
Impacts (not
just what the
WW claims
from a study
in true
wilderness), I
would like to
see the trail
away from
the road.

For all of
these, unless
there is a
large Wildlife
Impacts (not
just what the
WW claims
from a study
in true
wilderness), I
would like to
see the trail
away from
the road.

For all of
these, unless
there is a
large Wildlife
Impacts (not
just what the
WW claims
from a study
in true
wilderness), I
would like to
see the trail
away from
the road.

Option B, soft
surface
single-track
B

Option B, soft
surface
single-track
B

Option B, soft
surface
single-track
B

Option B, soft
surface
single-track
B

Option B, soft
surface
single-track
B

Option B, soft
surface
single-track
B

Option B, soft
surface
single-track
B

Option B, soft
surface
single-track
B

Option B

Option B

Option B

B

B

B

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

For all of
these, unless
there is a
large Wildlife
Impacts (not
just what the
WW claims
from a study
in true
wilderness), I
would like to
see the trail
away from
the road.

For all of these,
unless there is a
large Wildlife
Impacts (not
just what the
WW claims from
a study in true
wilderness), I
would like to
see the trail
away from the
road.

For all of
these, unless
there is a
large Wildlife
Impacts (not
just what the
WW claims
from a study
in true
wilderness), I
would like to
see the trail
away from
the road.

For all of these,
unless there is a
large Wildlife
Impacts (not just
what the WW
claims from a
study in true
wilderness), I
would like to see
the trail away from
the road.

For all of
these, unless
there is a
large Wildlife
Impacts (not
just what the
WW claims
from a study
in true
wilderness), I
would like to
see the trail
away from
the road.

For all of
these, unless
there is a
large Wildlife
Impacts (not
just what the
WW claims
from a study
in true
wilderness), I
would like to
see the trail
away from
the road.

For all of
these, unless
there is a
large Wildlife
Impacts (not
just what the
WW claims
from a study
in true
wilderness), I
would like to
see the trail
away from
the road.

Option B, soft
surface
single-track
B

Option B, soft
surface singletrack
B

Option B, soft
surface
single-track
B

Option B, soft
surface singletrack
B

Hays Falls

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

For all of
these,
unless there
is a large
Wildlife
Impacts
(not just
what the
WW claims
from a
study in true
wilderness),
I would like
to see the
trail away
from the
road.
A

For all of
these, unless
there is a
large Wildlife
Impacts (not
just what the
WW claims
from a study
in true
wilderness), I
would like to
see the trail
away from
the road.

For all of
these, unless
there is a
large Wildlife
Impacts (not
just what the
WW claims
from a study
in true
wilderness), I
would like to
see the trail
away from
the road.

Option B,
soft surface
single-track
B

A

Bear Creek

For all of
For all of
these, unless these, unless
there is a
there is a
large
large Wildlife
Wildlife
Impacts (not
Impacts
just what the
(not just
WW claims
what the
from a study
WW claims in true
from a study wilderness), I
in true
would like to
wilderness), I see the trail
would like
away from
to see the
the road.
trail away
from the
road.
Option B, soft Option B, soft Option B, soft A
Option B, soft
surface single- surface
surface
surface
track
single-track single-track
single-track
B
B
B
B
B

B
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243

244

The paved bike trail will disrupt the wildlife, their habitat, and the bordering
neighbors peace and security. Basically I this a soft track is untenable also.
Any trail, paved or soft track, which is placed on the opposite side of
Highway 133 along the river would be a travesty for the corridor. We can all
hike or ride horses on wilderness trails, in order to get to Crested Butte. When
will the destruction caused by the bike frenzy end? Mountain bikes have
taken over every original hiking and equestrian trail in the valley. This has
caused wildlife habitat fragmentation, and anxiety for hikers and horsemen,
by fast moving bikers, who only care about their physical work out. Sky
Mountain Park, The Crown, and now slowly but surely, Basalt Mtn. trails are
the new amusement park our our beautiful pristine open space lands.
2nd Survey:
Yes, don't build this trail. To All “The Deciders”, I was heartened by the
public turnout and comment period initiated by the Town of Carbondale
Mayor and Trustees, the Pitkin BOCC, and the Pitkin OST Staff and Board.
Thank you for allowing us to speak, and hopefully you realize that the
majority of the voices were against building the trail, because of expense,
further degradation to the Crystal River, and creating another damaging
destruction to wildlife habitat. The now, present bike path leading from
Carbondale to the BRB -KOA camp ground is appreciated and used by the
local families, and neighbors. Any construction of a new paved
thoroughfare would not only change the character of this special valley, it
would destroy wildlife habitat beyond repair. The reason people visit
Redstone, Marble and the little town of Crystal, is because it is like "stepping
back in time". The residents, who choose to live in these little enclaves, like it
that way. They moved there for peace, solitude, and to get away from the
hustle - bustle of cities and towns. The Colorado population explosion is
corrupting areas like the Crystal Valley. The millennial mentality of
entitlement, and not knowing the true state of our lands before they were
born, has led to an immediate gratification, addiction and abuse, of our
mountain trails by mountain bikes. Faster, farther, and new adventures on
bandit trails are now the norm. The Golden Triangle - Maroon Bells
wilderness area, including Conundrum is being trashed by visitors every year.
The sad thing is that none of these visitors know what it used to be. We need
to protect these precious areas. Governor Hickenlooper has pushed for
the Crystal Valley Trail. From his far away digs, he has no idea the damage
being done to our beloved Wilderness and Public Open Space Lands. I
am asking the Pitkin BOCC, Pitkin OST, and the Town of Carbondale to
protect the Crystal Valley. Do not build this trail. Remember: Courtesy of
Jeannie Mitchell DON'T IT ALWAYS SEEM TO GO, YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT
YOU GOT, TILL IT'S GONE! DON'T TAKE PARADISE AND PUT A PAVED BIKE
PATH! Most Sincerely, Name Removed, Pitkin County Resident for over 47
There should be NO trail because of sensitive habitat backed by scientific
years, Now residing in Carbondale, CO
surveys.
GARFIELD COUNTY RESPONSES
I think it's fabulous!

245

If the trail can be located away from critical wildlife habitat areas, that
would be my only concern.

246

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

If you must put
in a trail, put it
and all access
points, on the
Western
highway side of
133. Soft track
would be
preferable for
the hikers and
horsemen, who
are constantly
harried by the
fast moving
thoughtless
bikers.
2nd Survey: Do
not build this
trail.

Also Submitted Letter
Also spoke at joint board meeting

#

I trust the
majority.

No

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Yes, soft track
First of all, this For every
off - highway,
survey was
segment of a
and bikers go
too hard to trail, which I
on the 133
use. You
believe
motorized
should be
should not
section. They go able to click happen,
as fast as cars, the image
must be put
so let them
above, and on the
have at it.
it should
Western side
2nd Surve:y Soft show up in a of Highway
surface for all
large
133.
trails. The bikes readable
have plenty of form, so that
places to ride, people can
paved as well make a
as BLM
judgment
mountain bike and
trails. The bandit comment.
trails, and illegal When you go
winter access
to the maps
by fat tire riders on the www.
to BLM and
pitkonOSTpro
(Forest Service jects web
areas in
site, again
Snowmass
the maps are
Village) is
unreadable
damaging
and then
wildlife habitat. you must
STOP! respect
come back
our wildlife and to the survey
open space
to comment.
lands.
Very
disappointin
g! You have
made it very
difficult not
only to find
the
comment
section on
the web site,
but when
you sent out
the notice for
extending
the public
comment
period, why
wouldn't you
have a link to
take you
directly to
the public
comment
section? You
guys need
tech help.
Second
I am a
Survey: All
mountain biker trails should
and prefer soft be on the
surface/dirt.
Hay 133 side
I would be
away from
happy to see
the river.
the the trail
paved to
Marble, then
dirt afterwards.
If it's going to be
on Ragged trail
it will not be
paved.

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

West side.
Not at all,
trail should
not be built.
Second
Survey: All
trails should
be on the
Hay 133 side
away from
the river.

West side.
Not at all,
trail should
not be built.
Second
Survey: All
trails should
be on the
Hay 133 side
away from
the river.

West side.
Not at all,
trail should
not be built.
Second
Survey: All
trails should
be on the
Hay 133 side
away from
the river.

West side.
Not at all,
trail should
not be built.
Second
Survey: All
trails should
be on the
Hay 133 side
away from
the river.

West side.
Not at all,
trail should
not be built.
Second
Survey: All
trails should
be on the
Hay 133 side
away from
the river.

West side.
Not at all,
trail should;d
not be built.
Second
Survey: All
trails should
be on the
Hay 133 side
away from
the river.

West side.
Not art all,
trail should
not be built.
Second
Survey: All
trails should
be on the
Hay 133 side
away from
the river.

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

West side. not
art all, trail
should not be
built.
Second Survey:
All trails should
be on the Hay
133 side away
from the river.

West side.
Not at all,
trail should
not be built.
Second
Survey: All
trails should
be on the
Hay 133 side
away from
the river.

West side. Not at
all, trail should not
be built.
Second Survey: No
Trial. It would be
criminal to destroy
this pristine
protected area.

West side. Not
at all, trail
should not be
built.
Second
Survey: All
trails should
be on the Hay
133 side away
from the river.

West side.
Not art all,
trail should
not be built.
Second
Survey: All
trails should
be on the
Hay 133 side
away from
the river.

West side.
Not at all,
trail should
not be built.
Second
Survey: All
trails should
be on the
Hay 133 side
away from
the river.

West side.
Not at all,
trail should
not be built.
Second
Survey: All
trails should
be on the
Hay 133 side
away from
the river.

West side.
Not at all,
trail should
not be built.
Second
Survey: All
trails should
be on the
Hay 133 side
away from
the river.

Could not
read this.
Second
Survey: Do
not build
this trail.

Not at all.
Trail should
not be built.
Second
Survey: Do
not build this
trail.

Not at all.
Trail should
not be built.
Second
Survey: Do
not build this
trail.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

With good planning, I am confident an appropriate alignment can be found
for this vital trail

247

It's going to be awesome!
248

249

This trail has the potential to connect communities in the Crystal River valley.
On a larger scale, it has the potential to connect communities in the high
rockies that are otherwise separated by terrain that is not necessarily bike
safe. I believe that this trail holds positive potential for all of the community
members- from neighborhood travel, commuter travel and local trail users to
tourism and out of county trail users. I support this project and am hopeful
that in the near future, I will be able to enjoy the Crystal River valley, safely,
from outside of a vehicle.

250

Great
251

Really stoked about the possibility of this trail!

252

253

Yes. I would like to see an alignment to the trail that protects wildlife.
I am in support of extending the paved trail from the KOA to Redstone and
then single track beyond that point. It's a great opportunity to connect
communities and ensure safe biking.

254

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

I would prefer a
hard surface
alternative with
a soft surface
on the side.
Road cycling to
Redstone will be
much safer and
practical with a
hard surface.
Adequate
As long as there
parking with
is a trail I'm
restroom
good with any
surface.
Asphalt surface
will allow more
users.
I support a trail
surface that is
well travelled by
bike, foot, and
wheelchair- a
hard, durable
surface, similar
to the current
section of trail
from
Carbondale.
Would love to
see bike path
extended for
road bikes
No, did not think Hard surface
Will accept
much about it increases use
group
yet
by 60%
decision....
just get it
done!
Soft surface is
fine. I ride my
road bike all of
the time down
133 to McClure
pass with no
issue. Id use this
trail for
mountain biking
to crested
butte.
Soft surface
would be fine.

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Connect to the
existing trail
extending from
Carbondale

Will accept
group
decision....
just get it
done!

Will accept
group
decision....
just get it
done!

Will accept
group
decision....
just get it
done!

Will accept
group
decision....
just get it
done!

Will accept
group
decision....
just get it
done!

Will accept
group
decision....
just get it
done!

Will accept
group
decision....
just get it
done!

Will accept
group
decision....
just get it
done!

Will accept
group
decision....just
get it done!

Will accept
group
decision....
just get it
done!

Will accept group Will accept
decision....just get group
it done!
decision....just
get it done!

Will accept
group
decision....
just get it
done!

Will accept
group
decision....
just get it
done!

Will accept
group
decision....
just get it
done!

Will accept
group
decision....
just get it
done!

Will accept
group
decision....
just get it
done!

Will accept
group
decision....
just get it
done!

Will accept
group
decision....
just get it
done!

I would
prefer this
trail to be as
far from the
road as
possible. This
would
eliminate the
possibility of
a bike/car
collision/acci
dent and
prevent
sound and
air pollution
exposure to
bikers.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

255

257

258

259

260

do not think it is a good idea to connect all the way through to Crested
Butte

No

Very supportive & optimistic
My biggest concern is that the trail be built. I am hoping for a trail so I can
ride my bike down the Crystal Valley without fear of getting creamed by a
car. People are obviously not going to slow down and the state will not give
the CSP enough money to patrol out here in the rural areas. The portion of
trail that has been built already is great, and I ride it a lot, to the end of the
pavement, then turn around. My thought on the wildlife are mixed, I hate to
keep in crouching on wildlife habitat, it is great that we have the wildlife
here, so keeping it close the the highway would be good, but there are
going to be a lot more people and we will all need a place to live and to
enjoy recreation.
I would love to see this project happen.

No

Love it, been waiting for it for a number of years.

no, they seem
fine.

It would be nice
to have the trail
away from any
major roads or
highways

263

I think it is a fabulous idea. Carbondale and Cb need to be linked together!!

no

happy
No

No

264

266

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Soft surface is
ok
am Ok with
hard surface to
Redstone
OK

I would love to I would like to
see some toilets see a paved
along the way. trail to
Marble/bottom
of McClure pass
at least. There is
much less traffic
by the time you
get there, and
bike riding on
the highway is
safer.

I support the Crystal River trail

265

Red Wind
Point

Soft is perfect!!!

Looks great!
It is necessary

261

262

Nettle Creek

WOW. the
avalanche
section would
be so beautiful
in there.I didn't
know the "B"
line was one of
the options.
Wonderful to
allow the bikers
and hikers to
access a
rugged and
remote section.
Wildlife
interaction
would concern
me. I lived in
Swiss village
and would
spend many
weekends
walking around
in the old camp
ground and
near the creek.
stunning!

love the idea. seems like it is going to be very challenging to maintain
especially given the run off and mud slide activity associated with the crystal
valley.

256

Crystal River
Parcel

paved would
be nice, I think
more people
would use it
then. This
investment
would pay for
itself many
times over with
the visitors that
it would attract.
soft is fine.
I would prefer
an off-highway
soft surface to a
expanded
shoulder or
more bike path.
I would prefer
looks perfect
black top, but if
not possible,
any surface
would be good
i like paved
Would like bike
path too
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268

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Find the balance between wildlife protection and recreation, please. It can
be done.

I think that this is a great opportunity to expand the valley's reputation as
being a great place to bike. I know of many people from the front range
who come up to take advantage of the current trail system. This would be
an opportunity to expand that group. It would be a nice shot in the arm of
our local economy in a way that does not pollute.

My opinion as an avid mountain biker and Carbondale resident is that a trail
alignment geared toward road riders is the most appropriate trail for this
valley. Following the existing rail grade as much as possible seems to be the
least impactful on the valley.

269

A trail would be an amazing amenity and resource.
270

271

It sounds great.
I think a trail is an excellent idea!

272

I think it would be neat to be able to ride further than the KOA site.

273

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

A packed soft
surface is fine
by me.

I believe that it
should be
paved. This
would increase
the number of
cyclists that
could take
advantage of
the system.
A paved
A
surface to the
top of McClure
following the
old pas road
with a branch
that accesses
the turn off to
Marble seems
ideal. A soft
surface trail,
even if it is
graded well for
road bikes will
see much less
traffic than a
paved trail. It
seems as
though this trail
should have the
same finish and
personality as
the Rio Grande
trail. For the
amount of $
that will be
invested in this
trail it should be
as accessible as
possible to the
most people.
They seem well Soft surface
thought out and would be fine.
reasonable.
Having any
route off of the
pavement
would be useful.
I would prefer
Nope
soft surface trail.
I think a soft
surface is the
most affordable
and feasable
option
no.
From C'dale to
Redstone I think
a hardscape is
most
appropriate, as
it could better
accommodate
a wide variety
of wheeled
conveyances,
including
wheelchairs.

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

I'd like to see
minimum impact
to this area. Keep
the trail on the
road alignment.

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

B

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

B
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

It is a great idea, hope it comes to fruition

Prince creek is
an obvious
choice, but a
smaller next to
the road trail
head in
Carbondale
makes sense,
too

Pick a trail alternative that respects wildlife and does not adversely impact
habitat.
This trail is needed, and is an important regional connection and will
contribute greatly to the health and wellness of our local communities while
providing an economic impact to a region that is increasingly dependent on
recreation tourism.

Yes,call me for
details

274

275

Other
Responses

#

a well-signed
trail is a safe
trail.

276

I think it needs to stay away from sensitive habitat, including Filoha
Meadows. This is extremely important, and the trail should be on the highway
side in those areas. I'm fine with it following the railroad right of way in
sections that are in subdivisions, but it needs to cross over to the highway
side where there is significant habitat and/or undeveloped lands, public or
private.

277

In general, I am in favor of trail alignments that have the least environmental
impact. Where environmental impact is minor, OR where seasonal trail
closures can be implemented, then I am in favor of alignments that also
make sense in terms of cost and user experience. Super excited about this!!
Thanks for creating such a great website / survey for feedback.
278

279

We need this trail. Too dangerous to ride Hwy 133 anymore.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

No.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

I feel it would
be fine to have
a soft surface,
including
something like
the trail
between
Cemetery Lane
and Woody
Creek on the
Rio Grande
Soft is good

I think the trail
should be a
hard surfaced
trail between
Carbondale
and Redstone
to allow for
road biking use
for a longer
period of time
during the year.
A hard surface
would serve
more bikers,
especially on
road bikes.

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

stay out of wildlife
habitat

Either
highway or
RR ROW is
fine.

This should
be along the
highway.
There is
plenty of
room.

This should
be along the
highway,
there are
sensitive
lands in this
area, and
the road up
Nettle Creek
will invite
undue
activity by
mountain
bikers that
will conflict
with both
private
property and
important
public assets
such as
Carbondale'
s water
supply.
I think that the Alternative B Alternative B Alternative B
Carbondale to is the clear
please
Redstone
winner.
Segment should
be paved to
allow for road
bikes. Hwy 133
up to Redstone
is a dangerous,
but tempting
ride for many,
and paving that
would help to
increase
recreation/touri
sm for both
communities.
Packed
A
B
B
surface/

The Highway The RR ROW
alignment is is the better
the better
option.
option.

Please return Either.
to the
highway for
this segment.

Highway.

Highway.

Highway. Very Either.
much so. This is
Bighorn sheep
habitat.

Highway, highway Either.
highway!

Highway.

Highway.

Either.

Highway,
Highway.
simply
because I
see
mountain
bikers doing
a lot of
damage to
surrounding
terrain.

Highway. I
either.
see
mountain
bikers doing
a lot of
damage to
surrounding
terrain.

Alternative B Alt B

Alt B

Alt B

Alt A

Alt B

Alt A

Alt B

Alt A

Alt B

Alt B

Alt B

Alt A

Alt B

Alt B

Alt B

B

A

A

A

B

A

A

A

A

B

B

A

B

A

B

B
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

I trust PCOST's judgment to weigh all of the factors and choose the most
appropriate alignment that will be based on environmental impacts, user
experience, and cost, etc. I think a mix of both on highway and off highway
would make a great user experience. I enjoy the existing section, even
though it is next to SH 133. As long as the trail is separated by some kind of
buffer from the actual highway, it'll do.

Design the trail Well it
and ammenities depends...what
to guide the
type of user
user experience experience are
and limit
you going for?
impacts as
10' wide multimuch as
use asphalt trail
possible. If there or single track?
is an
I would say that
environmentally Carbondale to
sensitive area,
Redstone and
don't build a
back will be the
trailhead or an most popular
interpretive
trip, so perhaps
area. People
a slightly wider
tend to hang
trail is
out at trailheads necessary. I
and such...
really enjoy soft
which will
surface trails
impact wildlife and would be
and neighbors more than
more. Focus
happy if the
activity where it entire trail was
makes sense. In soft surface. I
other words,
think soft
don't put a
surface would
trailhead or
limit the number
picnic bench or of people who
interpretive area use it, which
right in the
could be good
middle of FiIoha. or bad! I'd be
happy with
single track too.

Looking at
Looks like
the
Alignment B
Evaluation
again.
Summary...it
seems to
make more
cents (pun
intended) to
go with
Alignment B.
I'm sure you
will get some
pushback
from the
neighborhoo
d, so
enhancing
their
infrastructure
during
construction
might be a
good
gesture.

Alignment B. Alignment B

Alignment B. Alignment B Alignment B
Perhaps
again seems
infrastructure to make
improvement more sense.
Albeit,
s to
neighborhoo working with
d, while
private
building the property
trail, would
owners is still
help ease
necessary.
their minds?

no

no

I think south of Redstone, or mainly beyond McClure Pass, the personality of
the trail changes. Initially, it seems like a road bike touring route, and a way
to connect Carbondale to Redstone safely. Beyond that point, it seems like it
transforms to a MTB trail with an entirely different user experience. There
would still be the option to road tour via the paved highway down past
Paonia Res and up towards Kebler Pass via that classic gravel road loop. I
think it would be weird to pave a trail through the Raggeds Trail area and
prefer singletrack. From Redstone to Crested Butte, it seems like the trail
would take on a new identity, potentially with a key hub (parking) necessary
there. I think it would be wonderful to road bike through a path in Filhona
Meadows, but if it would only be allowable between July 1 and Sept 30, this
seems like a lot of investment for three months of a year for open use. I favor
preserving those wildlife habitat seasonal protections for critical/sensitive
species utilizing this space and would rather see a safe route utilizing the 133
ROW, or more closely in proximity to it. The downside is this 133 trail would
require frequent sweeping maintenance to deal with a winter of snow plow
cast-off debris, and the construction difficulties of cramming in a path where
there is very little width to work with is challenging and expensive.

Coordinating
Paved. Offpoints as dual- highway south
gateways to
of Redstone, or
perpendicular mainly McClure
regional trails,
Pass, I am more
such as what
open to soft
RFMBA has
surface or
been discussing singletrack trail.
would be
convenient, and
help to create a
greater
accessibly to a
network of off
road loops
adjacent to the
133 corridor.
Access to
food/drink/restr
ooms a plus.

should be
section Bthe old rail
grade.
"A" seems like
a simpler
extension of
the existing
bike trail
along the
highway. "B"
in 7 Oaks
would be in
more
people's
backyards
and more
invasive to
privacy.

should be
section Bthe old rail
grade.
I like "B".

should be
section Bthe old rail
grade.
"B"

280

281

282

Other
Responses

#

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

soft surface
would be fine

should be
section Bthe old rail
grade.
The Bridge
Option 2
over to "B"
seems like a
nice way to
transition
over to the
other side,
offering a
more
secluded,
safer from
high vehicle
speed and
late
winter/early
spring debris.

should be
section Bthe old rail
grade.
"B"

should be
section Bthe old rail
grade.
"B"

Route B

"B"

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Alignment B

Alignment B

looks like
only one
choice....
Alignment
A.

Alignment B

Alignment
A

Route B

Route A

Route B

Route A

Alignment A, Alignment B Alignment A.
so not to
with seasonal Keep the
impact
closures
impacts closer
wetlands,
to the road
etc.
However, if B
is chosen...
perhaps it is
appropriate
to fence
people out
of the critical
habitat areas
and keep
them on the
trail/in the
corridor.
Design the
trail to keep
people
where you
want them or
out of where
you don't
want them.
Seasonal
Closures as
appropriate
will keep
people out
during
critical
wildlife time
periods.
Route B
Route B
Route A in this
section.

Alignment B. Alignment A to
Alignment B
limit impacts to
environment/ecos
ystem. If B,
seasonal closures
for sure.

Route B

Route A in this part Route B
because of wildlife

Route B
would be
awesome

"B"

"B"

Bridge Opt 12,
"B"
back to "A" to
avoid the 9
months of year
seasonal closure.
This also allows for
easy access of
users to Penny Hot
Springs, but
introduces
potential conflict
of fitting parking,
trail, and road into
the same
footprint.

"B". This also "B"
increases the
recreational
opportunity
to Redstone
residents and
visitors.

"B"

"B"

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Alignment B Alignment A

Route B
would be
great
singletrack!
Crossing the "B". I could
"A" seems "B". This has
highway in see merits of like the way many
a curves
it is, and
similarities to
a soft
section
surface,
offers
Teton Pass
seems
wider trail in overlook/int west of
unwise.
this section, erpretive
Wilson, WY
but my
opportuniti (west of
preference es.
Jackson,
would
WY). The old
remain
route is open
paved.
and paved
for cyclists
and a nice
alternative
to the
highway.
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Route A

"A". Not
many
alternative
options here
besides
along the
road.

59

283

284

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

With passable
connections/sig
nage to
Avalanche
Creek,
Avalanche
Ranch, Penny
Hot Springs,
Sustainable
Settings, Coke
Ovens,
Redstone, etc.
the touristic
potential of the
trail is
exceptional.

I think a trail at least to Redstone is a good idea. It may have to cross the
river in a few places, but the rail bed should be taken advantage of for its
cost and pleasantness. I'm mostly filling in this survey to try to balance out
some of the NIMBY positions that have probably flooded this site. I would be
inclined to not thane the trail pass through filoha meadows as that seems to
be he most impactful on wildlife and endangered species. Connecting to
Penny Hot Sprrings could help reduce car traffic to and parking issues at that
attraction.

Also Submitted Letter
Also spoke at joint board meeting

285

Make it Mtn bike single track

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

I think paved
would be
better, but I'd
be willing to
compromise.

7 Oaks

Thoughtful
trailhead
placement
needs to
consider access
to bridges and
seasonal
closures.
Interpretive
locations should
be used to
educate about
sensitive natural
and wildlife
issues as well as
management
strategies and
consequences.

Seems like a
soft-surface trail
on east side of
river, and soft
surface or
paved on west
side.

No

Dirt is fine!

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

May be
Bridge option Route B.
worth staying 2
on the
highway side
here to
bridge
option 2 as
the 7 oaks
subdivision
looks
circuitous
and
confusing
and may
cause road
bikers to shun
the trail for
the highway.

Paved for road B
bikers - please!!

I would like to see a paved trail at least to Redstone and preferably to the
bottom of McClure Pass. It would s only a matter of time before we see
fatalities on 133. People drive way to fast and pass on no passing areas and
there is no or little shoulder.
Excited and supportive! I beleive trail can be built and managed in a
manner to protect natural resources and wildlife and still provide for a
fantastic trail experiecne.

286

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

This depends
on filoha.
Winding back
and forth will
seriously
reduce road
bike usage on
the trail as
bikers stick to
the highway.
Maintaining a
sense of
directness
would help
the use of this
as a
commuter
option and a
reasonable
tourist day
trip.
B

B.

Compromise B.
with
homeowners
might be
necessary
with a
crossover
back to the
highway
using both
bridge
options 5
and 6
returning to
Andrews B.

B.

B.

B. Looks like
very
pleasant
biking.

Would be nice
to avoid that
awkward jag if
we could find a
way (maybe in
future
refinements) to
cross to the A
side more
gracefully. The
wildlife/nature
impacts at
Avalanche B
are concerning.

Don't know if
two bridges
at 11 or 12
would be
cheaper or
the A
alignment.
This would be
worth finding
out.

It perplexes me
that filoha has a
strict no
trespassing rule
currently to
protect wildlife,
but then OST
adopts a cavalier
"moderate" wildlife
impact for a hightraffic trail. What
am I missing? I
think A is probably
better unless
someone can
convince me the
nature impacts
really aren't great
on the filoha side.

B

B

B

B

B

A

A

B

B - if a
mutually
beneficial
agreement
can be
made with
private land
owners,
otherwise A

B - if a
mutually
beneficial
agreement
can be
made with
private land
owners,
otherwise A

Aundisturbed
habitat on
east side of
river should
be left alone
and
protected.

B - entirely on
USFS land
and on old
RR grade

B - will require
enforcement of
seasonal
closures

B - Will
require
physical
gates/
structures for
seasonal
closures to
discourage
Penny Hot
Springs
visitors from
accessing
east side of
river and
Filoha
Meadows.

B

B

B

B - on east
B
side of river
through
neighborhoo
d, mostly to
provide for
seamless
connection
to Crystal
Crystal River
Parcel B
segment

B

Maybe B.
B
Seems like
potential
wildlife
impact
could
suggest this is
a segment
that is
sensitive to
impact?

Castle

Hawk Creek

Bear Creek

Placita

I'd focus on
getting to
Redstone
first. Baby
steps.

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

B. Marble
might be
worth
thinking
about down
the road as
a likely
destination
as well.

A

A

A - it pains me to B.
not advocate for
access to ride
through that
beautiful
meadow, and I
think it could be
done and
managed
successfully, but it
is a flash point for
so many people
that perhaps it's
best to leave it be.

B - simplicity
of building
singletrack
trail dimishes
trail impacts

B - using
existing
roadways a
plus

B

A

A

B

Hays Falls

Closest to
the
highwayhard to
decipher
map
A - only
option
offerred

A

B - looks
awesome

B

A

B - no
A
question,
using the old
pass
alignment
makes
sense. Need
to anticipate
and mitigate
those who
would use
cars to
shuttle MTB
to top of this
section and
ride high
speed down
the trail.
Could be
mitigated
with trail
design and
educational
efforts?
B
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

287

288

i am torn on the alignment of the paved trail next to the crystal river. it will
have significant effects on the habitat but also the river corridor it self. I am
sure the local neighbor hoods and river runners don't want to see folks along
the entire section of river. a smaller dirt single track could have a lot less
impact and might limit some of the use by certain user groups. I just don't
want to see this canyon lose the feel it has now. it is a special place.

I think this will be a great asset and can't wait to ride it on my bicycle!

289
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Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Informational
signs would only
add to the user
experience and
help to cultivate
reverence for
our resource

I believe a
B
diversity of
surfaces
honoring the
existing uses is
best, whether
that be
permeable, as
is, or asphalt.
This should be
looked at
closely. The
hardcore bikers
will still use Hwy
133 to avoid
having to slow
down and
interrupt their
flow state, so I
think this should
be planned to
meet the larger
need

B

B

na

soft surface is
great

same as #7,
if the trail
can be
opposite the
river I think
that is a
better
alternative A

same as #8, A
if the trail
can be
opposite the
river I think
that is a
better
alternative A

Also Submitted Letter

I love knowing this beautiful corridor, with it's history and natural/geologic
diversity, could figure into my child's development, growing up immersed in
it!

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

if the trail
can be on
the north
side of the
river then it
would a
much
different
impact
compared to
being on the
south side. A
soft-surface
Alignment A
would be ok,
seems better
but it would be - a little more
nice to have a direct path
crushed stone through that
surface,
section.
something that
you would not
need a
mountain bike
to ride.

B

Alignment B - Alignment B - Alignment B still direct, off direct,
cheaper and
133.
cheaper, off off 133
133

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

B, and offer to B
maintain Rd so
residents don't
grow to resent
users; their
conversations
about this
seem
amenable to
this. Place
signage to
create a
willing culture
of respect. For
examply,
Carbondale's
Red Hill, the
dog walkers
and hikers,
and runners
can be a
thoughtless.
The residents
that have to
slam brakes on
every day? I'd
get quite
frustrated,
resentful. The
wingnut
cyclists, three
wide, on
Woody Creek
back roads
inspire the ire
of drivers. We
don't want to
piss off the
neighborhood
here. We need
to be
respectful in a
positiveattitude way.

B

Bride to A just B
before Jane
Meredith's
place and
stay on A to
by pass
habitat, and
then bridge
back over to
Btorwards
Janeway S

B

B

Bridge over to A,
B, through the B, support
bypass Filoha open forest
Redstone
space, and bridge
from A back over to
B, through the
aspens and houses
that currently
encompass the
ROW public access
into Redstone
already. I HIGHLY
ENCOURAGE Pitkin
County Open Space
to use the element
of preserving Filoha
as an opportunity to
buy back the hot
springs ranch as a
learning center. It
would provide an
incredible
opportunity for
children and
organizations to to
learn about this
precious, unique
part of the valleywildlife- elk, sheep,
etc. and our pride
and joy, the thermal
springs ecosystem. It
could be the Hallam
Lake of Carbondale
and Redstone. The
ranch, in
conjunction with an
entity such as ACES,
could demonstrate
the harnessing of
passive
geothermal/solar to
further their mission
and the valley spiritof agriculture,
science, nature,
wildlife viewing,
habitat, etc- and
become a world
renowned
education facility, in
partnership with
ACES---furthering the
reverence for wildlife
so many are
hammering PCOS
about over this trail.

B, support
the future of
the castle;
finesse it with
the secondhomer who
isn't full time;
the roads are
already
public

Has to be A,
but make it
SAFE, guard
rail or
different
grade, for
user safety
and
experience;
consider
lowering
speed limit
here, with
warning
signs for
cars. The
Hayes Falls
pull out is
already
hazardous.

B, the views
are stunning
of the river
from this
vantage;
wildlife tend
to hang out
midway
between
peaks and
roads,
funneling
towards
saddles, and
the trail
doesn't
touch that

A, with
B :)
positivevibe safety
signage

A, with
positive-vibe
safety
signage

A

A

A

A

B

B

B

Alignment B cheaper and
off the
highway
even if it is a
little less
direct of a
route

Alignment B - Alignment A, Alignment A, Alignment A, Alignment A,
more direct, more direct more direct more direct more direct
off the
highway,
and cheaper

A

Alignment B, Alignment B,
more direct mostly due to
and cheaper lower costs, but it
would be neat to
have the trail go
near the hot
springs or have a
offshoot trail to
Penny Hot Springs
from either
alignment.

B

A or B

A or B

A

B

B

A

A or B

Alignment B
due to costs,
routing near
Redstone
Campground
is convenient
for bike
tour/bikepack
ing travelers.

Alignment B pleasant ride
w/ view of
castle?

Alignment A
to avoid
hawk creek
neighborhoo
d

It would be
good to find
a way to
allow winter
use.

Alignment B
for scenery
and winter
use, get off
highway
route

Find route
that would
make
winter use
possible

alignment B
to avoid
highway
and allow
winter use

Find route
that would
make winter
use possible
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

The overall plan to make multi-use trail to Redstone and single-track trail the
remainder of the way to CB is great. Even better would be to take multi-use
trail all the way to the Marble turn-off which is approximately the county line
as I recall. I believe this trail would be heavily used by regional locals and
visitors for cycling, walking, and possibly fishing access. It would be an
improvement to visitor draw to the area.

Marble Turn Off,
both ends of
Redstone Blvd,
and Avalanche
Creek would be
good.

Ability to
7 Oaks A to
provide a safe Bridge
road-cycling
Option 2
route from
Carbondale to
Redstone is
important, so it
should be a
hard surface
path.

I hope we can move forward with this trail in the most environmentally
sensitive (keeping wildlife corridors in mind) way possible.

Not at this time. I think I paved Route B
surface is best
(especially to
get the road
bikes with skinny
tires off of the
highway/blind
corners), but if it
lessens the
environmental
impact a soft
surface trail
would suffice.

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Bridge
Nettle Creek B
Option 2 to B
Crystal River
B

Crystal River
Country
Estates

B

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

B

B

B

Route B.

Route B

B.

Option B more scenic
and more
cost
effective!

Janeway
South

B

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

B

B

B

B

A

A

A

Route B if
Route B
there is a
way to lessen
Wildlife
Impacts seasonal trail
closure? If
not, then
preferred is
A.

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route B

Route B

Route B

B.

B.

B.

B.

B.

B.

A.

A.

A.

Option B more scenic
and more
cost
effective!

Option A - I Option B think it's
more scenic
important to and more
preserve the cost
wildlife
effective!
habitat areas
where
possible.

Option A - I
think it's
important to
preserve the
wildlife habitat
areas where
possible.

Option A - I Option B - would
think it's
love the scenic
important to opportunity
preserve the
wildlife
habitat areas
where
possible.

Option B more scenic
and more
cost effective!

Option B more scenic
and more
cost
effective!

Option B more scenic
and more
cost
effective!

I think you
will just have
to make the
most of the
limitations
within this
narrow
alignment.

Bear Creek

A

Placita

291

Current system is great; more is better.
292

I think this will be a great recreation draw for the valley.

293

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

They seem
consistent and
thoughtfully
placed. Nice
job!

Asphalt; soft
surface would
be acceptable.
The completion
of Trail to
Redstone is
primary.
I think soft
surface would
make it feel
more like a
nature trail than
a multi modal
trail, which I
think would be
a nice contrast
to the existing
crystal river trail.

Route B.

B.

B.

B.

Option B would be a
great
opportunity
to get the
trail off the
highway and
seems more
advantageo
us.

Option B more scenic
and more
cost
effective!

Option B more scenic
and more
cost
effective!

Route B (it
Route B.
says Point A
on this map
but I think
that is a
typo) if there
is a way to
lessen
Wildlife
Impacts seasonal trail
closure? If
not, then
preferred is
A.
B.
B.

Option A - I Option B think it's
more scenic
important to and more
preserve the cost
wildlife
effective!
habitat areas
where
possible.

B.

Top of the
Pass

A only
option

Option B to A only
the summit option
of the pass.
Potentially
okay with
me if it was
soft surface
and/or
single-track.
(road bikes
serious
enough to
take on the
pass grade
can take the
road
shoulder,
which would
ideally be
widened
slightly,
maybe a
foot outside
the white
line to
improve it
without
need of a
full bike lane.
Need to
include a
spur multiuse hard
surface
connector to
the Marble
Road turnoff,
B

A.

A.

A.

Option B more scenic
and more
cost
effective!

Move
ahead as is
possible in
this narrow
alignment.

Option B more scenic
and more
cost
effective!

290

Route B.

McClure Pass

Route B
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

I strongly believe we need to keep the alignment out of the most wildlife
sensitive habitat, especially Fihola Meadows (but not exclusively). Sprawl,
fencing, and general human population pressures are slowly but surely
causing negative impacts to wildlife. I support managing the Crystal Valley
to keep the impacts low. No net loss of prime, relatively pristine habitat. The
Crown should be the last place we have trail and recreation expansion. It's
time we manage our public lands for wildlife before it's too late. I am for the
trail, just not at the expense of what little valley floor habitat that is left.
This is a trail for people. We know it will have impacts, but if we are going to
build a trail for people, the primary focus should be on creating an amazing
user experience. There are many cultural, historic, and natural assets along
the corridor. The trail should engage these assets as often and in as many
ways as possible. I see that off-highway alignment as rich in cultural and
natural heritage... a great place to feed the soul. The on-highway alternative
is utilitarian... not a great pretense for building a trail people will love. That
said, the wildlife considerations are important. There are several segments of
the trail where I think the county should mitigate wildlife impacts by building
BOTH alignments (Red Wind Point, Janeway, Filoha Meadows and possibly
Bear Creek & McClure Pass). It would be costly to build BOTH alignments but
doing so would have numerous benefits. First, it would allow for trail
managers to seasonally close the B segments through wildlife sensitive areas
while simultaneously keeping the A segments open for year round use.
Second, the direct nature of the alternative A segments would send higher
speed trail traffic past these sensitive zones while allowing for the creation of
"experientially paced" alternative Bs thru the most beautiful and storied
properties along the corridor. Third, this strategy would effectively create
seasonal A/B segment "loops" that would provide a benefit to local residents
along the trail and create opportunities for a diversity of short round-trip trail
experiences within the larger corridor.

no

Seems like if you
are going to do
this it needs to
be hard surface
all the way.

B is ok. Stay
away from
highway
where
appropriate.

B is OK. Still
close to
residential
areas

See 8

A .. Get back
to highway if
there will be
wildlife
impact.

Residential
area. East
side Ok by
me

RR grade
seems
approriate

B is ok. Stay
away from
highway
where
appropriate.

Avoid East
side and
high quality
wildlife
habitat

no comment Back to
highway for
sure

still on
highway
route

Crux of wildlife
habitat. Needs to
be preserved as a
de facto refuge,
with river as a
barrier/border.

Back to RR
grade to
connect to
Redstone
road.
Homeowners
will adjust.

B is ok. Stay
away from
highway
where
appropriate.

B is ok. Stay na
away from
highway
where
appropriate.

no comment

Interpretive
elements should be
located to take
advantage of the
cultural and natural
heritage along the
corridor. There
should be several
trailheads... One
should be
integrated into the
Carbondale
community such
that it serves as
cultural/historic trail
gateway and
jumping off point for
the whole
experience. A
smaller trailhead
should be located
at the Crystal River
Parcel to serve as a
winter trailhead for
nordic use of the
trail through the
canyon. Elk Park
can serve at
Redstone's trailhead.
There should be a
large trailhead
wherever the trail
transitions from
multiuse to
singletrack with no
more paved option.
I suggest that
transition and
trailhead be at the
top of McClure Pass,
not Redstone.
Roadies want a safe
route to the top of
the pass. Tour
groups will want to
drop off at the top
of pass and ride
down the valley.

Primarily
pavement with
soft surface
shoulder where
possible. Don't
stop the
pavement at
Redstone. There
should be a
paved trail
option all the
way to the top
of McClure
Pass. Soft
surface
(primary) is ok
on Alternative B
on segments
where a paved
Alternative A is
also
constructed.

Alternative A
with bridge
2. Ensure
North and
South access
to the trail
from 7 Oaks
subdivision.
Paved with
soft surface
shoulder
where
possible.

Alternative B
with bridge 3
for
neighborhoo
d access.
Paved with
soft surface
shoulder
where
possible.

Alternative B.
Paved with
soft surface
shoulder
where
possible.

Build both
Alternative A
and B. Pave
alternative A
and keep it
open year
round. Soft
Surface
Alternative B
and enforce
seasonal
wildlife
closure at
Red Wind
Point on B.
Utilize existing
bridge 4 and
5 if possible.

Alternative B.
Paved with
soft surface
shoulder
where
possible.

Alternative B.
Paved with
soft surface
shoulder
where
possible.

Build both
Alternative A
and B. Pave
alternative A
and keep it
open year
round. Soft
surface
Alternative B
and enforce
seasonal
wildlife
closure at
Janeway on
B. Build
bridge
option 7 and
10, not 8 or 9.

Build both
Alternative A
and B. Pave
alternative A
and keep it
open year
round. Soft
surface
Alternative B
and enforce
seasonal
wildlife
closure at
Janeway on
B. Build
bridge
option 7 and
10, not 8 or 9.

Build both
Alternative A
and B. Pave
alternative A
and keep it
open year
round. Soft
surface
Alternative B
and enforce
seasonal
wildlife
closure at
Janeway on
B. Build
bridge
option 7 and
10, not 8 or 9.

Alternative B.
Paved with
soft surface
shoulder
where
possible.

Build both
Alternative A and
B. Pave alternative
A and keep it
open year round.
Soft surface
Alternative B and
enforce seasonal
wildlife closure at
Filoha on B. Build
bridge options 12
and 13. Penny Hot
Springs needs
fixed.

Alternative B.
Paved with
soft surface
shoulder
where
possible.

Alternative B.
Paved with
soft surface
shoulder
where
possible.

Alternative B.
Paved with
soft surface
shoulder
where
possible.

Alternative B.
Paved with
soft surface
shoulder
where
possible
(there should
be a paved
trail option all
the way to
the top of
McClure
Pass). If
pavement
on
Alternative B
is not
feasible,
build
Alternative A
too.

I would like to have a mix of east and west side of the river trail alignment. I
would prefer that the trail would be along the highway around Filoha
meadows and anywhere else that is deemed critical wildlife habitat. As to
the specific segments, I would feel comfortable with Pitkin County Open
Space and Trails ability to come up with a balanced plan.

No

Soft surface is
fine

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Alternative B.
Paved with soft
surface
shoulder where
possible.

Alternative
A. Paved
with soft
surface
shoulder
where
possible.

Placita

McClure Pass

Alternative
A. Paved
with soft
surface
shoulder
where
possible.

Build both
Alternative A
and B. Pave
alternative A
and keep it
open year
round. Soft
surface
Alternative B
with
seasonal
wildlife
closure if
warranted.
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Top of the
Pass

Alternative
A. Paved
with soft
surface
shoulder
where
possible.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:
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Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

It is my
understanding
that this area is
already
substantially
developed by
a subdivision
and intact
habitat is use
by residents
through
unauthorized
foo access to
the 40 acre
Parcel B. I
support
running the
trail on
alignment B,
as there are
pre-existing
routes and I
do not foresee
much
environmental
impact. I do
anticipate
that private
property
owners in the
area will make
acquiring
easements for
the trail
difficult.

As stated
above, I
support
putting the
trail through
Parcel B, as
this area is
already used
regularly by
neighboring
residents. It
would be
appropriate to
take action to
make access
to this open
space more
inclusive (for
the general
public).
Improved,
formalized
access to the
property
would allow
greater
enforcement
of open space
regulations
meant to
protect
habitat (i.e.
dog leash law,
hunting ban,
etc.).

Nettle Creek

If the County is
able to secure
passage
through the
extensive
private land in
the segment, I
support
alignment B.
Most of this
segment will
follow a preexisting road.

Red Wind
Point
I support
developing
dual
alignments for
this section one along the
highway for
use during
seasonal
closures, and
another
connecting to
Red Wind
Point. This area
is already
heavily used
by neighbors
in the Crystal
River Country
Estates. These
residents
seldom leash
their dogs,
and they are
already
impacting the
habitat.
Construction
of a bridge
and
development
of an
alternate
seasonal route
along the
highway and
wide-pull out
on the river's
edge of
HWY133 would
provide
residents and
visitors with a
more
environmentall
y sensitive
option during
winter months.
A bridge
would also
allow OST staff
easier access
to the
property for
patrol and
enforcement.
Like Parcel B,
this area
experiences
local,
exclusive use,
and I support
opening it up
to the public
(seasonally),
since it is
already being
impacted. I
also support
"hardening" of
the existing
closure with
installation of
gates that
would
effectively,
physically
block off the
old railroad
during the
seasonal
closure. The
corridor is
narrow and
steep - gates
will help
discourage
trespass.
Fencing and
other
landscaping
could be used
to keep trail
users from
climbing up
into higher

Crystal River
Country
Estates
I support
developing
segment B
through the
Crystal River
Country
Estates HOA.
There is a
mere 20' of
private land
between the
existing Red
Wind Pt. trailgrade and the
HOA road. It
would be the
least costly
and safest
option to
develop the
trail along the
existing
neighborhood
roadway. This
route would
benefit the
local residents
- who already
heavily use
Red Wind Pt. and provide
access to the
general
public.

Andrews

Perham

I support
segment B, as
it would be
less costly and
follow preexisting,
already
disturbed
roadway or
RR-grade
through
private land
that is likely
already
impacted due
to domestic
activity. I
would only
support this
segment if a
mutually
beneficial
agreement
could be
founded
between the
landowner(s)
and the
County.

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

As with the
Narrows, I
would suggest
OST
investigate
options for inroadway
travel to avoid
high costs and
environmental
impacts in
Janeway.

As with the
Narrows, I
would suggest
OST
investigate
options for inroadway
travel to avoid
high costs and
environmental
impacts in
Janeway.

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Second only to
the Narrows, the
Avalanche
segment is
obviously a
difficult obstacle
for the trail.
However, due to
the sensitivity of
the surrounding
habitat and the
extensive
restrictions on use
that would come
with a seasonal
closure
(matching Filoha
Meadows), I
support segment
A. This would, at
least, prevent the
need for a few
bridges, if
matched with
segment A on the
Narrows.

The Narrows
would be the
crux of the
proposed trail
due to the
extreme
engineering
and costs
involved;
however, due
to the
sensitivity of
adjacent
Filoha
Meadows, I
support
segment B or
even a gap in
the trail
network that
could be
bridged by
biking directly
on the
roadway or
hopping via
shuttle to the
next trail head.
If this area
could be
passed with
innovative
engineering, it
would be an
impressive
showcase in
trail
construction.

I do not support
development of
segment B through
Filoha Meadows OS
due to serious
environmental
impact concerns
and existing
(successful)
management
practices that would
severely limit utility of
a hardened trail (i.e.
no bikes, no dogs,
long seasonal
closure). It is best to
keep the trail along
the highway corridor
in this area, where it
can hopefully
facilitate access to
Penny Hot Springs
and seasonal
environmental ed.
programming sites
used by Roaring Fork
Conservancy. It will
be expensive, but
segment A is the
wisest choice.

I support use of
Segment B in
this area, as it like the 7 Oaks
and Crystal
River Country
Estates sections
- would follow a
pre-existing,
already
developed
roadway and
pose minimal
habitat
disturbance or
relative cost.
This road is
already used
daily by dozens
of homeowners
for hiking, dogwalking, and
driving. It makes
sense to use the
existing road
(and County
easement) for
the trail and
expand public
access to the
recreational
ROW. It would
also provide
direct access to
the town of
Redstone and
other local OST
properties.

Due to the
high
anticipated
costs of
segment B
due to private
ownership,
and the
relatively
pleasant
setting (great
views of entry
to Coal Basin
and
surrounding
cliffs from
HWY133) and
width of the
highway
corridor in this
area, I support
developing
alignment A.
This would be
an affordable
and safe
option. If land
were to be
donated or
otherwise
opened to the
public in area
of the
Redstone
Castle, I would
be supportive
of improving
public access
to segment B.
OST could
simply refrain
from plowing
or grooming
this route to
help limit rec.
impact on
winter range.

To fit with
segment A of
the Castle
Segment
(likely too
expensive and
encumbered
to be a great
option) and
prevent the
need for
another
bridge, I
support
segment A. If
land were to
be donated or
otherwise
opened to the
public in area
of the
Redstone
Castle, I would
be supportive
of improving
public access
to segment B.
OST could
simply refrain
from plowing
or grooming
this route to
help limit rec.
impact on
winter range.

Due to the
steep
topography
of the
corridor, it
seems
segment A
would be the
only feasible
option. I
anticipate
the vast
majority of
trail users
continuing
beyond
Redstone
would be
cyclists used
to riding the
roadway,
and I feel
keeping to
the highway
alignment
would be
appropriate. I
anticipate
environment
al impact (i.e.
impact on
winter elk
and lynx
habitat)
would be
negligible, as
the trail be
unusable in
winter due to
plow-spoils.

Based on my
previous logic
(i.e. road
bikers will be
the
predominant
user group
continuing
beyond
Redstone) and
my personal
knowledge of
elk
migration/mov
ement
pathways in
the area
(backed up
by available
CPW data), I
support
alignment A
all the way to
the top of
McClure Pass.
As with the
Hays Falls
segment, I
anticipate
that plow
spoils would
prevent winter
use and
mitigate winter
range
impacts.

Due to the
steep
topography
of the
corridor, it
seems
segment A
would be the
only feasible
option. I
anticipate
the vast
majority of
trail users
continuing
beyond
Redstone
would be
cyclists used
to riding the
roadway,
and I feel
keeping to
the highway
alignment
would be
appropriate.
I anticipate
environment
al impact (i.
e. impact on
winter elk
and lynx
habitat)
would be
negligible, as
the trail be
unusable in
winter due to
plow-spoils.

Based on my
previous logic
(i.e. road
bikers will be
the
predominant
user group
continuing
beyond
Redstone)
and my
personal
knowledge of
elk
migration/mo
vement
pathways in
the area
(backed up
by available
CPW data), I
support
alignment A
all the way to
the top of
McClure Pass.

Based on my
previous logic
(i.e. road
bikers will be
the
predominant
user group
continuing
beyond
Redstone)
and my
personal
knowledge of
elk
migration/mo
vement
pathways in
the area
(backed up
by available
CPW data), I
support
alignment A
all the way to
the top of
McClure Pass.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

see above

see above. if
B still ok, but
grade gets too not opposed
steep w/B, then to road
that will be issue
for the masses

Highway

Highway

Plan A- There is Pan A
no tradeoff of
cost to
Enviroment
through these
areas
Avalanche
through wild
rose
Option A
Option A

minimal

while i think
more people
would use a
paved path like
Rio Grande, i
think about the
unpaved
section close to
Aspen and
doesn't seem to
stop anyone
and smooth
enough for
almost all road
bikes. ok w/soft
surface

in general B if
least
impactful
and most
likely to win
support

Balance need for enhanced non motorized traveler safety with security for
critical wildlife habitat.

Dispersed
interpretation
and facilities
(like the RGT)
with trailhead
parking sited to
reduce impacts
to wildlife.

Multisurface,
like the RGT in
parts of Pitkin
County. If you
must go with
soft surface, get
CDOT to widen
and pave
shoulders
(please...)
soft

Off 133 ROW Off highway
(it's the
at least to
engineering) suggested
bridge
location
back to
highway

?? I suggest
we defer to
the wildlife
friendly
option

Highway

Highway

for all these see above
sections i
think B seem
nicer but
can't recall
what
access/trail is
existing
there. in
general thru
Janeway
south i get
worried
about
amount of
extra
expense and
maintenanc
e with
building all
these access
points
essentially
that are not
needed
when path is
adjacent to
road.
Off highway Highway
Highway

Plan B

Plan B

Plan B

Plan B

Plan B

Plan B

Plan B

Plan B

Plan B

Either

Either

Option A

Either

Option A

Option A

Option A

Option A

299

B - not sure
residents
would be too
pleased
here, but
seems like
tight stretch
so probably
justified

Andrews

use existing routes/trails/ROWs as possible. unlike most, i am actually OK with
route being parallel to road way (or maybe slightly seperated) but essentially
next to HWY133 in certain areas to avoid wildlife habitat etc

298

same as
same
B
above,
essentially as
although it is above 2
nice being
closer to river

Crystal River
Country
Estates

B in general,
but seems
like A
wouldn't be
as hard as
designated
on map

300

I feel as though the trail alignment with the least amount of environmental
impacts and disturbance to wildlife should be the obvious choice.

301

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

No

If the trail is
Either
intended to
increase safety
for trail users
and motorists
then a hard
surface would
be best for
cyclists with
road bikes.

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

while it seems nice
to ride thru, seems
overall probably
best to keep
masses out of that
area and really
preserve

be nice to be
closer to river
like in A, but
seems private
property goes
down to river,
so B fine.

B most likely same as
jus to try and above
limit hwy
crossings

A ok

Off highway

Off highway off highway

on highway off highway

Plan A

Plan A

Plan B

Option A

Option A

Either

Off Highway Definately on
(yes,
highway
impactful to
wildlife but
the hot
springs is an
issue...)

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

B ok

Placita

Option A

Option A

Top of the
Pass

i'd be fine
either one
here

B, i would
only see one
like feel here choice -A
of being on here
old grade
and away
from
vehichles
accelerating
or braking
for climb
and it feels
natural for
trail to start
to feel more
"backcountr
y" and users
should be
more selfreliant past
Redstone.

highway

use the
depends on
wagon road the
engineering

Plan b

Either

McClure Pass

Plan A- This is Plan B
a nice hike
and we
need to
keep some
hiking only
trails as well.

Option A

Option A
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

To
accommodate
road-bike users
who currently
feel unsafe
riding on the
highway, it
seems that this
trail should be
paved. I feel
that the trail
should not be
constructed offhighway
regardless of
the surface
decided upon.

Generally, it absolutely makes the most since to construct this trail along the
highway to avoid ecological impacts, but provide a safe recreational
experience and travel corridor.

7 Oaks

Not
significant
concerns on
either route.

Crystal River
Parcel

Not concerns Alternative A
on either
should be
route (due to chosen to
existing
reduce
residential
impacts on
developmen wintering big
t on the east game,
side).
including
historic use
by bighorn
sheep.

302

I think it needs to be a mix of along the road, where feasible and cost
effective, and along existing off road grades/trails, where feasible from an
environmental consideration.

No.

I see all the proposed options in a positive light. The single track portions are
particularly exciting to me. Also, the highway adjacent option could be a
good compromise to balance recreation with environmental impacts
(although it is my personal thought the environmental impacts are
overstated and redstone NIMBYs are hiding behind that)

no

yes, a combination path, preserving wildlife habitat in appropriate areas. The
path using the east and west side of the valley.
The trail should align with the road to minimize the impact of Wildlife and the
impact of our narrow beautiful Valley

no

303

304

305

306

308

Plan A is the best plan. The environmental impact on section 13, despite
what the consultants say, is too high. I have lived here for 20 years and know
that meadow is critical habitat.
Not through Filoha!!! Follow the highway.

309

Stay next to the road

307
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I'd prefer an
B because it
asphalt surface is removed
similar to what from 133 and
already exists
the factors
up to the BRB. (green &
Not crazy about yellow)
a soft surface
because I
question it's
surface
durability.
Not sure what
the most
appropriate
surface would
be, probably a
hard surface so
road bikers
don't have to
use the
highway. Also a
soft surface
would be nice if
the path
doesn't follow
the highway
soft surface is
fine

B - off
highway and
the limiting
green factors

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Alternative A
should be
chosen to
minimize big
game
impacts
during winter
and lambing
seasons for
bighorn
sheep. At a
minimum, a
winter and
spring
seasonal
closure must
be in place
for
Alternative B.

B - limiting
B
factor
impacts less
than route A

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Existing
developmen
t is in place
along
Alternative B;
however, to
reduce
impacts from
multiple river
crossings,
Alternative A
should be
maintained
through this
section.

Alternative A
to reduce
impacts to
wildlife.

Some
existing
developmen
t exists along
Alternative B,
but wildlife
still use this
area.
Seasonal
closures for
winter would
be needed
for
Alternative B.

Some
existing
developmen
t exists along
Alternative B,
but wildlife
still use this
area.
Seasonal
closures for
winter would
be needed
for
Alternative B.

B

B

B - off
highway

B - off
highway

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

The
departure
from the
highway and
over the
ridge into
Avalanche
Creek could
have
detrimental
impacts on
elk and
bighorn
sheep use in
this area. The
FS currently
maintains
seasonal use
restrictions
(gated
below where
this trail
would cross
Avalanche
Creek).
Avoidance
of this area
would be
best.
Therefore,
Alternative A
should be
chosen for
this section.

Wildlife use of
this area during
winter and
spring
(production
periods) is high
and increasing
recreational
pressure in this
area should be
avoided. I
strongly feel
that Alternative
A should be
chosen in this
segment to
minimize
impacts to
wildlife habitats.

Avoid Alternative
B at all costs to
protect this rare
and important
ecosystem. The
County
recognized the
importance of this
property when
they purchased it
and constructing
a trail would go
against the intent
of that purchase.

Fewer wildlife
impacts
through this
section.
Although,
users may
illegally
access the
Filoha
property if
human use is
increased
near the east
end of the
property.

Some elk
winter use on
east side of
the winter
with
production
(calving)
occurring at
Sawmill.

No strong
opinions on
alignment
through this
segment.

No
comments
on the
single
alignment
here.

B - cost
effective

Worry about
environmental
impact but if
seasonal
closures, go
with B

Bighorn
sheep
regularly
travel the old
railroad
grade
through this
section as
they travel
between
Filoha
Meadows
and
Avalanche
creek during
the winter
and spring.
Additionally,
the cliffs
above the
railroad
grade
provide
security
cover and
sheep can
be frequently
seen in this
area during
the winter
months. I
strongly feel
that
Alternative A
should be
selected for
this segment.
B

B - cost effective
compared to A.
Initially concerned
about impact to
the meadows but
analysis says less
impact than I
thought.

B - again off
highway and
cost effective
and less
overall
impact
compared to
A

All comes
down to
property
easements. Is
it worth the
battle?
Prefer off the
highway.

Again, worry
about
property
easements
for local
landowners
and
respecting
their access.
Prefer off the
highway

Is their much B - cost
of a choice effective
here as the and scenic
valley
constricts?

A

B

A

The trail should
be a hard
surface so that
road bikers can
navigate safely

Few and
discrete.

No off highway A
alternative.
Next to the
Gravel
road

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Elk calving
No
occurs in the comment.
aspens
through
Alternative B
even though
it's not
mapped by
CPW as
production
habitat.
There is
existing use
on this
alignment
currently,
however, not
to the level
that might
occur when
the trail is
constructed.

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

Already
No
heavily used. comment.
Also, used by
big game
hunters in
the fall. May
be user
conflicts
during this
time.

This area is
sensitive and
should not be
encroached

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A A A A A A

A

A

A

A A A A

A A A

B

Next to the
road

Next to the
road

Next to the
road

Next to the
road

Next to the
road

Next to the
road

Next to the
road

Next to the
road

Next to the
road

Next to the
road

Next to the road

Next to the
road

Next to the
road

Next to the
road

Next to the
road

Next to the
road

Next to the Next to the
road
road
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A
Next to the
road

66
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Trail should be located on the west side of the river and within the Hwy 133
ROW to avoid impacts to sensitive wildlife habitat and follow CPW
recommendations. Any impacts to riparian/wetland habitats should be
mitigated by restoring sections of the Crystal and tributaries to a better
condition then currently exists. I think a no option and/or a simple option (i.e.
expanded shoulders) should also be explored.
I prefer if the trail does not tamper with historical sites and hugs 133 I fear
river pollution and wish bikers to stay away from Pristine areas

311

I think the trail is a great idea, but the alignment should be close to existing
roads (Hwy. 133) and trails to minimize impacts to wildlife.

312

313

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

314

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

It would be
I prefer
great if the trail alignment B
were paved to
Redstone, but
I'd be fine with
soft-surface trail.

I prefer
alignment B

I prefer
alignment B

I prefer
I prefer
alignment A alignment B
(the dark
blue one, not
the light blue
one)

I prefer
alignment B

I prefer
alignment B

I prefer
I prefer
alignment A alignment B

I prefer
I strongly prefer
alignment A alignment A

I strongly
prefer
alignment B

I prefer
alignment B

I prefer
alignment B

I prefer
I prefer
alignment A alignment B

I prefer
alignment
A

I prefer
I prefer
alignment B alignment A

A looks like
it's less
obtrusive/har
mful to
wildlife and
follows
highway
I am for
The route
widening the
should be on
shoulder of 133 133, with a
with pavement, wider
shoulder and
I am against
adding any
guard rail
pavement in
between car
other places
lanes and
the bike
lane. If this is
too
expensive,
then nothing
should be
built.

A looks like
it's less
obtrusive/har
mful to
wildlife and
follows
highway
The route
should be on
133, with a
wider
shoulder and
guard rail
between car
lanes and
the bike
lane. If this is
too
expensive,
then nothing
should be
built.

A looks like
it's less
obtrusive/har
mful to
wildlife and
follows
highway
The route
should be on
133, with a
wider
shoulder and
guard rail
between car
lanes and
the bike
lane. If this is
too
expensive,
then nothing
should be
built.

A looks like
it's less
obtrusive/har
mful to
wildlife and
follows
highway
The route
should be on
133, with a
wider
shoulder and
guard rail
between car
lanes and
the bike
lane. If this is
too
expensive,
then nothing
should be
built.

A looks like
it's less
obtrusive/har
mful to
wildlife and
follows
highway
The route
should be on
133, with a
wider
shoulder and
guard rail
between car
lanes and
the bike
lane. If this is
too
expensive,
then nothing
should be
built.

A looks like
it's less
obtrusive/har
mful to
wildlife and
follows
highway
The route
should be on
133, with a
wider
shoulder and
guard rail
between car
lanes and
the bike
lane. If this is
too
expensive,
then nothing
should be
built.

A looks like
it's less
obtrusive/har
mful to
wildlife and
follows
highway
The route
should be on
133, with a
wider
shoulder and
guard rail
between car
lanes and
the bike
lane. If this is
too
expensive,
then nothing
should be
built.

A looks like
it's less
obtrusive/har
mful to
wildlife and
follows
highway
The route
should be on
133, with a
wider
shoulder and
guard rail
between car
lanes and
the bike
lane. If this is
too
expensive,
then nothing
should be
built.

A looks like it's less
obtrusive/harmful
to wildlife and
follows highway

A looks like it's
less
obtrusive/har
mful to wildlife
and follows
highway

The route should
be on 133, with a
wider shoulder
and guard rail
between car lanes
and the bike lane.
If this is too
expensive, then
nothing should be
built.

The route
should be on
133, with a
wider
shoulder and
guard rail
between car
lanes and the
bike lane. If
this is too
expensive,
then nothing
should be
built.

A looks like
it's less
obtrusive/har
mful to
wildlife and
follows
highway
The route
should be on
133, with a
wider
shoulder and
guard rail
between car
lanes and
the bike
lane. If this is
too
expensive,
then nothing
should be
built.

A looks like
it's less
obtrusive/har
mful to
wildlife and
follows
highway
The route
should be on
133, with a
wider
shoulder and
guard rail
between car
lanes and
the bike
lane. If this is
too
expensive,
then nothing
should be
built.

A looks like A looks like
it's less
it's less
obtrusive/h obtrusive/har
armful to
mful to
wildlife and wildlife and
follows
follows
highway
highway
The route
The route
should be
should be on
on 133, with 133, with a
a wider
wider
shoulder
shoulder and
and guard guard rail
rail between between car
car lanes
lanes and
and the
the bike
bike lane. If lane. If this is
this is too
too
expensive, expensive,
then
then nothing
nothing
should be
should be
built.
built.

A looks like
it's less
obtrusive/h
armful to
wildlife and
follows
highway
The route
should be
on 133, with
a wider
shoulder
and guard
rail
between
car lanes
and the
bike lane. If
this is too
expensive,
then
nothing
should be
built.

A looks like
it's less
obtrusive/ha
rmful to
wildlife and
follows
highway
The route
should be on
133, with a
wider
shoulder and
guard rail
between car
lanes and
the bike
lane. If this is
too
expensive,
then nothing
should be
built.

7 Oaks

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Road bike
friendly.

Historical
content is
crucial so that
bikers respect
the land
Trailhead maps
and information
about
environmental
preservation are
also key
TH and
interpretation
locations should
also be situated
to minimize
impacts to
wildlife and
previously
unimpacted
areas.

OST can and should find an alignment that provides a great new trail and
avoids harm to wildlife. Please make sure the trail stays out of sensitive wildlife
habitat and generally follows the hi-way corridor.

It should definitely NOT go through filoha meadows or any other bighorn
sheep habitat, they have lost enough habitat already.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

i do not think
these are
necessary

Paved I am
older and prefer
a road bike as
opposed to a
mountain bike

A looks like
it's less
obtrusive/har
mful to
wildlife and
follows
highway
The route
should be on
133, with a
wider
shoulder and
guard rail
between car
lanes and
the bike
lane. If this is
too
expensive,
then nothing
should be
built.

I strongly prefer
alignment A; it
would be
detrimental to
the
environment
and counterproductive to
the stated
intent of the
project to
pursue
alignment B.
A looks like
A looks like it's
it's less
less
obtrusive/har obtrusive/harmf
mful to
ul to wildlife
wildlife and and follows
follows
highway
highway
The route
The route
should be on should be on
133, with a
133, with a
wider shoulder
wider
shoulder and and guard rail
guard rail
between car
between car lanes and the
lanes and
bike lane. If this
is too
the bike
lane. If this is expensive, then
nothing should
too
be built.
expensive,
then nothing
should be
built.
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A looks like
it's less
obtrusive/ha
rmful to
wildlife and
follows
highway
The route
should be
on 133, with
a wider
shoulder
and guard
rail between
car lanes
and the bike
lane. If this is
too
expensive,
then nothing
should be
built.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

The Bear Creek B alternative goes through currently undisturbed all season
elk, deer, and bear habitat that is not noted on the Environmental Wildlife
analysis. The proximity of Bear Creek B to large meadow habitats that are
important food resources would push the animals away from the trail. Since
this area is a significant food source, pushing animals away would minimize
the food resources available to them, thus reducing the amount of animals
the region can support. I am in support of wildlife habitat growth, not
reduction. In my experience, it appears wildlife don't live comfortably within
a 1/4 mile of trails and roads frequented by humans (1/2 mile wide swath).
On behalf of our local wildlife, their habitat, and the enjoyment their
presence provides, I urge the use of alternative A in this location. Thank you.

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

No

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

I'd prefer that
off highway
alternatives be
soft surface to
better blend
with the
environment

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

I Prefer Route Route A
A
minimizes
wildlife
impact.
Route B goes
through
significant
elk, deer,
and bighorn
habitat.
Reducing this
habitat
would
negatively
reduce the
number of
wildlife in the
region. On
behalf of
wildlife, I
prefer route
A

Route A
minimizes
wildlife
impact.
Route B goes
through
significant
elk, deer,
and bighorn
habitat.
Reducing this
habitat
would
negatively
reduce the
number of
wildlife in the
region. On
behalf of
wildlife, I
prefer route
A

Rout A

Route A

315

I think the trail should be on an expanded shoulder of Hyw 133
316

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

A paved
surface.
Strongly
advocate for
no off hwy
alternative

Rout A

Route B

Route Aj

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Route A minimizes I prefer route I prefer Route A
wildlife impact.
A
Route B goes
through
significant
untouched elk,
deer, and
bighorn habitat.
Reducing this
habitat would
negatively
reduce the
number of wildlife
in the region.
Some areas just
need to be kept
wild. Many
people have
fought hard for
many years to
protect the
wildlife and
habitat at
alternative B.
Adding a trail
now would be
negative
progress, in my
opinion. This
Carbondale to
Crested Butte trail
would not be
worth the impact
to wildlife, in my
opinion, if it went
on alignment B in
this section. The
recreational
opportunities
presented
through
alignment B are
not great enough
to warrant the
reduction/killing
of wildlife through
habitat
decimation that
would occur
through use of
alignment B. I
know alternative
A is expensive. I
think it may be
beneficial to step
back for a
second and ask
ourselves if a trail
would really be
worth the
Route
A to
Route A
Route A
expense
wildlife and tax
dollars in this
location. Is it
really necessary?
What are we
losing and missing
out on without a
trail here? It
seems like our
funds could be
spent in much
more beneficial
ways throughout
the county.
Perhaps we
could provide
better housing or
food for our low
income families.
Perhaps we
could provide
free recreation
center access to
our low income
families? Anyway,
sorry about the
tangent, but I
greatly prefer
alternative A, if a
trail is truly
necessary.

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

I prefer route
A

I prefer route I prefer route I prefer
A
A
route A

RRoute B

Route A

RouteA

Rout A

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

The Bear
Prefer route No
Creek B
A
preference
alternative
goes through
currently
undisturbed
all season
elk, deer,
and bear
habitat that
is not noted
on the
Environment
al Wildlife
analysis. The
proximity of
Bear Creek B
to large
meadow
habitats that
are
important
food
resources
would push
the animals
away from
the trail.
Since this
area is a
significant
food source,
pushing
animals
away would
minimize the
food
resources
available to
them, thus
reducing the
amount of
animals the
region can
support. I am
in support of
wildlife
habitat
growth, not
reduction. In
my
experience,
it appears
wildlife don't
Route
A
Route A
Route A
live

Top of the
Pass

Route A

comfortably
within a 1/4
mile of trails
and roads
frequented
by humans
(1/2 mile
wide swath).
On behalf of
our local
wildlife, their
habitat, and
the
enjoyment
their
presence
provides, I
urge the use
of alternative
A in this
location.
Thank you.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

317

Yes very strong feelings that no trail be placed on the east side of the Crystal
due to concerns mainly with effect on wildlife. Before my back surgery I
regularly rode to Redstone on the Highway as is.
318

Wildlife rights and private property rights and river preservation should have
precedence over any recreation. The trail, if it is determined it is even
needed should follow the highway alignment on the west side of the
highway with a widened shoulder.

319

it would be most advantageous to be adjacent to Hwy 133. Adding one foot
of space of shoulder would suffice. Possibly having a sheriff enforce the
speed limit.
320

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

I am in favor of B
a trail extension
along the W
side of 133. I
understand that
would be more
expensive than
following the
railroad grade
on the E side,
but, if you want
to save $, why
does the trail
have to be
paved. We're
talking about a
primitive area &
a dirt trail should
suffice.
Washouts & ruts
would be a
problem, but
could be
repaired & the
trail could be
closed during
the wet season.
Not really
Off highway is a All
alignments
non starter for
should follow
me.
133 and if we
cannot
afford it then
so be it. The
money could
be put to
much better
uses.
Hard surface on Prefer the
yes, the
trailhead should the west
west side
be kept to a
shoulder of
shoulder of
Highway 133
minimum and
Highway 133.
there shouldn't The goal should which locals
are calling
be parking lots be a
throughout the neighborhood Alternative C
Crystal River
trail, not a
Valley, parking destination trail.
I disagree with
should be in
Carbondale
an off highway
and Redstone. alternative of
If you have
any kind
trailhead
locations in
other areas you
will create
bandit trails and
nuisance to
private
property, rivers,
and wildlife.
Having the bike The off-highway Hwy 133
“path” along
route is
Hwy 133, utilizing unnecessary.
the shoulder
Controlling the
would be
speed of traffic
optimal. I’ve
is #1. Although
toured
more difficult,
extensively in
teaching driver
the US and
respect for
Europe.
cyclists.

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

A

A

B

B

Prefer the
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133
which locals
are calling
Alternative C

Prefer the
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133
which locals
are calling
Alternative C

Prefer the
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133
which locals
are calling
Alternative C

Prefer the
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133
which locals
are calling
Alternative C

Prefer the
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133
which locals
are calling
Alternative C

Prefer the
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133
which locals
are calling
Alternative C

Prefer the
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133
which locals
are calling
Alternative C

Prefer the
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133
which locals
are calling
Alternative C

Prefer the west
side shoulder of
Highway 133
which locals
are calling
Alternative C

Prefer the
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133
which locals
are calling
Alternative C

Prefer the west
side shoulder of
Highway 133
which locals are
calling Alternative
C

Prefer the
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133
which locals
are calling
Alternative C

Prefer the
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133
which locals
are calling
Alternative C

Prefer the
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133
which locals
are calling
Alternative C

Prefer the
west side
shoulder of
Highway
133 which
locals are
calling
Alternative
C

Prefer the
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133
which locals
are calling
Alternative C

Prefer the
west side
shoulder of
Highway
133 which
locals are
calling
Alternative
C

Prefer the
Prefer the
west side
west side
shoulder of shoulder of
Highway 133 Highway 133
which locals which locals
are calling
are calling
Alternative C Alternative
C

Hwy 133

Hwy 133

Hwy 133
please

Stay on Hwy Hwy 133 is
133
best

Come on.
Hwy 133.
Control the
traffic.

Hwy 133.

Hwy 133

Stay along Hwy
133

Hwy 133,
come on.

Hwy 133.

Hwy 133.

Hwy 133.

Stay along
Hwy 133.

Stay on
Hwy 133.

Hwy 133 is
wonderful.

Easier to use I’ve ridden
Hwy 133
on Hwy 133.
It’s good.
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B

We want
Hwy 133

69

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

I love this idea, but am concerned that trail alignment avoids harming
wildlife. It seems that a trail near the highway would be the least detrimental
to wildlife, avoiding intrusion into sensitive areas away from the highway.

321

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Not specifically
but I would
want the trail to
include
seasonal
closures as
necessary for
protecting
wildlife (things
like migration
patterns) and
trailhead
location may
need to
account for this.

Please just put the trail on the shoulder of 133 all the way to the bottom of
the Paonia dam and then stay on Kebler pass all the way to CB

IF its on the
Highway go
hard surface

Use the
existing
highway

use the
bike trails
existing road destroy
habitat

see above

use the road keep to the separated
road Got it?? by jersey
barriers on
the road

133 all the
way

133 all the
way

no more
habitat loss

I will lay down in
front of a bull
dover if you do
this.

don't be
on the road
fucking stupid

see above

absolutely stay on the
stay on the road
road

along 133

along 133

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

I've ridden
the Ragged
trail cant
imagine the
amount of
habitat
destruction
this would
cause
A

The trail from Cdale to
Redstone
should be hard
surface - either
asphalt or
recycled
asphalt.
Alternatively the off-highway
segment should
also be hard
surface to
accommodate
all types of
bicycles.
I believe that
cyclist need a
paved rideable
surface. I
personally
would ride a
soft surface, I
believe that
means a
gravel/road
base surface.

A.

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Option A
along side
133

Option A
along 133

Option A
alongside
133

Option A
alongside
133

Option A
alongside
133

Option A
alongside
133

Option A
alongside
133

Option A
alongside
133

Option A
alongside
133

Option A
alongside 133

Option A
alongside
133

Option A
alongside 133

Option A
Option A
alongside 133 alongside
133

Option A
alongside
133

Option A
alongside
133

Either route Option A
would be
alongside
fine to me.
133
Would want
to review the
wildlife
studies to see
what impact
it would
have if it
deviated
from 133

Option A
alongside
133

Option A
alongside
133

Paved

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option choose the
alignment
that is along
the Highway
133 right-ofway choose
Alternative A
.
A

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option choose the
alignment
that is along
the Highway
133 right-ofway choose
Alternative A
.
A

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option choose the
alignment
that is along
the Highway
133 right-ofway choose
Alternative A
.
A

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option choose the
alignment
that is along
the Highway
133 right-ofway choose
Alternative A
.
A

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option choose the
alignment
that is along
the Highway
133 right-ofway choose
Alternative A
.
A

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option choose the
alignment
that is along
the Highway
133 right-ofway choose
Alternative A
.
A

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option choose the
alignment
that is along
the Highway
133 right-ofway choose
Alternative A
.
A

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option

Choose the
Sustainable,
Wildlife-Friendly
option

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option

Choose the
Sustainable,
Wildlife-Friendly
option - choose
the alignment that
is along the
Highway 133 rightof-way - choose
Alternative A .

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

322

The trail alignment through PitCo should follow the HWY 133 corridor where
ever possible.

No

323

324

325

If a trail were to be built it should be along highway 133. We, humans
already incrowch on wildlifes habitat and the Crystal river is easily accessible
drinking source. There are also many homes and people's sacred space
that would be disturbed and opened up to everyone and anybody.
Building a trail through someone's back yard is not the right thing to do. Here
in the valley we are extremely blessed to have the abundant amount of trails
and playground to play on, is it appropriate to impact the wildlife and
homeowners in this manner just for one more trail. My opinion is no. If we
can not accommodate the trail along 133 then we should go without for the
sake of the animals. However 133 could use some improvements, so this
might be an opportunity to make upgrades to the highway as well as add in
a trail. Less disterbances in undisturbed land and mindful upgrades and
additions in an already disturbed stretch of land. Thank you for your time to
here my voice. Name removed
Support the recommendations of Colorado Division of Wildlife biologists as
well as Wilderness Workshop's consulting wildlife biologist to NOT develop a
recreational trail through sensitive wildlife habitat. Develop the trail in the
existing and already disturbed Highway 133 ROW. Tell them
Choose the
Sustainable, Wildlife-Friendly option - choose the alignment that is along the
Highway 133 ROW - choose Alternative A

Please build it
326
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Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

See above

Soft surface is
okay, but
asphalt would
be my first
choice

A

Choose the
Sustainable,
WildlifeFriendly
option choose the
alignment
that is along
the Highway
133 right-ofway choose
Alternative A
.
A
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

You can't just take people's land! Put as much as you can along the
highway. Nobody will lose their land this way.

327

Minimize impacts to wildlife
328

I think it best to avoid building a trail apart from the existing highway.
329

Minimize Impact by aligning with the highway

330

I'm excited by it but want very minimal impact to the environment and
wildlife
331

Needs to stay of private property and not affect wildlife.
332

333

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Don't put them
on peoples'
private land!

There should
not be offhighway parts
that would plow
through
people's lands.
It would be
easier to
maintain. Easier
to get to in
case of an
emergency. I
don't care what
type of surface
there is.
Make trail soft
surface so
everyone can
use it
I think it would
I think any type
be disruptive
of trail should
and force
follow the
eminent domain existing
on property
highway as
owners in the
close as
area.
possible.
Soft surface as
in a crushed
rock that
compacts well
would be fine,
Asphalt that is
maintained is
also fine
I ride both
mountain and
road bikes and
would like a
hard surface so
that it's safer
with my road
bike
Don't care
either way

Stay along the road way
Second Response: I would stay close to the road ways when possible. Need
to leave wild areas alone.
It needs to stay on public land preferably along the highway and not cut
through open spaces and private property.

334

My initial thought is to have majority of alignment within 133 ROW

335

336

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Specific
locations, no.
Really depends
on where trail is
located. If it is
more suited as
single-track and
Mountain Bike
oriented, there
will have to be
trailhead
locations which
include plenty
of parking. If
more a trail for
safety along 133
parking may not
be much of an
issue.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

Highway
route A

Highway
route A

Highway
route A

Highway
route A

Highway
route A

Highway
route A

Highway
route A

Highway
route A

Highway
route A

Highway route
A

Highway
route A

Highway route A

Highway
route A

Highway
route A

Highway
route A

Highway
route A

Highway
route A

Highway
route A

Highway
route A

Highway
route A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alt A

Alignment A
- Stay on the
highway
right of way

Alignment A
- Stay on the
highway
right of way

Alignment A
- Stay on the
highway
right of way

Alignment A
- Stay on the
highway
right of way

Alignment A
- Stay on the
highway
right of way

Alignment A
- Stay on the
highway
right of way

Alignment A
- Stay on the
highway
right of way

Alignment A
- Stay on the
highway
right of way

Alignment A
- Stay on the
highway
right of way

Alignment A Stay on the
highway right of
way

Alignment A Alignment A - Stay
- Stay on the on the highway
highway
right of way
right of way

Alignment A Stay on the
highway right
of way

Alignment A
- Stay on the
highway
right of way

Alignment A
- Stay on the
highway
right of way

Alignment A
- Stay on
the highway
right of way

Alignment A
- Stay on the
highway
right of way

Alignment
A - Stay on
the
highway
right of way

Alignment A
- Stay on the
highway
right of way

Alignment A
- Stay on the
highway
right of way

Route B

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route B

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route B

Route A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

B

B

B

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

A- Big horn sheep A
and elk are here
and would be
affected.
a!!!
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

It should be
option A

It should be
option A

It should be
option A

It should be
option A

It should be
option A

It should be
option A

It should be
option A

It should be
option A

It should be
option A

It should be
option A

It must be option It should be
A it would ruin this option A
piece of property
to build a trail
through it.

It should be
option A

It should be
option A

It should be It should be
option A
option A

It should be It should be
option A
option A

It should be
option A

133 ROW

133 ROW

133 ROW

133 ROW

133 ROW

133 ROW

133 ROW

133 ROW

133 ROW

Could be off- 133 ROW
road

133 ROW

133 ROW

133 ROW

133 ROW

133 ROW

If there is going It should be
to ba a trail I
option A
think it needs to
be a hard
surface.
Compliant to
road bikes
If primarily for
133 ROW
safety in 133
ROW, should be
a hard surface.
Off-highway
could be soft
surface, but
there should still
be a hard
surface portion
to
accommodate
road bikes.

133 ROW

133 ROW

133 ROW

133 transportation corridor
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

It should avoid going through sensitive wildlife habitat, and should be kept to
the same side of the river as the highway where possible - to avoid having
pavement on both sides of the river wherever possible.
337

338

Yes. I think that it is a wonderful idea to make a bike path from Carbondale
to Crested Butte, but I think that we have to be very mindful of the impact
this could have on some of the fragile microclimates in the area. While I
enjoyed the presentation, and it did not seem like there would be too much
Wildlife Impacts or vegetation what was not accounted for is sheer human
disregard for nature. I think that it will be very important for this path to follow
along the highway in order to protect this area. Yes, it is beautiful and that is
why everyone would like a bike path through it, but let's make sure that it
remains so. I must bring up again that in general there is a lack of
consideration on the part of mankind. Last year an outdoor company swam
in Hanging Lake for a photo shoot. There was absolute disregard for the
ecosystem despite signage. Should the trail go off the road into some of
these area I fear that they will suffer the same fate as so many of the once
beautiful places in Colorado. Let us give people a window in which to look
at these areas, but lets not create a door for them to walk through and
destroy these areas.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Be sensitive to
user experience
in developed vs
undeveloped
areas. Educate
users about
wildlife and
staying on the
trail.
As long as it
remains along
the road I think it
will be fine.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Soft surface
works, but may
make it difficult
for skinny tires
on road bikes?

I do not see
Route A,
how it would be along the
to have a soft
highway.
surface and
follow along
side the road,
so a hard
surface would
most likely be
best.

Route A,
along the
highway.

Route A,
along the
highway.

Route A,
along the
highway.

Route A,
along the
highway.

Route A,
along the
highway.

Route A,
along the
highway.

Route A,
along the
highway.

Route A,
along the
highway.

Route A, along Route A,
the highway.
along the
highway.

PLEASE do not let
people in Filoha
meadows, Route
A, along the
highway.

Route A,
along the
highway.

Route A,
along the
highway.

Route A,
along the
highway.

Route A,
along the
highway.

Route A,
along the
highway.

Route A.

Route A
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

All the way from Carbondale to Crested Butte the trail should run close to, if
not next to the highway. It should be paved the whole way, so road bikers
use it instead of the highway. I am not a road biker, I just don't want to kill
one or have someone else kill them in an accident on the highway.

Pave it and
put it next to put it next to put it next to put it next to put it next to put it next to put it next to put it next to put it next to put it next to
keep it next to the road
the road
the road
the road
the road
the road
the road
the road
the road
the road
the highway.
Do not put it on
the opposite
side of the river.
If you don't
pave it, road
bikers will
continue to use
the road,
defeating the
purpose of the
trail. Face it...
mountain bikers
and horseback
riders aren't
going to seek
out this section
of trail, road
bikers will. Build
it for them.

put it next to put it next to the
the road
road

put it next to
the road

put it next to put it next to put it next to put it next to
the road
the road
the road
the road

Put it next to
the highway.
Do not run it
up the old
McClure pass
road. That old
road is finally
filling in with
trees,
becoming a
pleasant single
track, the old
road cut scar
becoming less
and less
evident. The
last thing it
needs is to be
"improved"
into a single
track fit for the
general
public. The
mountain
biking
community
does not need
another flow
trail with not a
rock in sight.
Most of the
trails that
make up this
statewide
network that
Hickenlooper is
pushing for are
not single
track. Face it..
the vast
majority of
users on the
system will be
road bikers...
that's who uses
the trails that
are finished to
date. Those
people will
end up back
on the
highway in a
very
dangerous
section when
they
encounter this
single track
section.
Forget
Hickenlooper's
push to get it
done and do it
sensibly, not
the quickest
way possible.

see above.
put it next to
the road.
pave it

see above.
put it next to
the road.
pave it

I am caretaker for a ranch near Spring Valley. Recently we met with the
Colorado Department of Parks and Wildlife ranger for that district to discuss
the elk herd that winters in the area. The herd has declined dramatically in
the last 5 years, primarily due to an "explosion" of recreation activity in its
summer range. It was an extensive, three hour conversation that is too
comprehensive to repeat here but the ranger made two points that I think
are germane to the Crystal Valley trail. First, the quality of the summer
graze determines winter survival. Winter graze has little nutrition value and
the animals are in survival mode, "controlled starvation" is how the ranger put
it. Any stress put on the animals during the summer translates to lower survival
rates through the winter. The second point the ranger made is that of the
recreation activities that impact the herds; ATVs, snowmobiles, hiking and
biking, mountain bikes induce the most stress during the summer. This is
because they are relatively quiet and fast-moving, and completely startle
the animals with no warning (unlike ATVs or snowmobiles which they can
hear). Apparently this has been documented by DPW using heart monitors
on the animals during studies. The resulting stress not only impacts feeding
habits but also calving. Based on that information I believe that any trail
location away from Hwy 133 will have a detrimental impact on the animal
herds in the valley and should not be considered. Thank you.

I don't think trail
surface is the
critical criteria,
location is.

Keep the
entire trail in
the Crystal
valley
adjacent to
Hwy 133.

Keep the
entire trail in
the Crystal
valley
adjacent to
Hwy 133.

Keep the
entire trail in
the Crystal
valley
adjacent to
Hwy 133.

Keep the
Keep the
entire trail in entire trail in
the Crystal the Crystal
valley
valley
adjacent to adjacent to
Hwy 133.
Hwy 133.

Keep the
entire trail in
the Crystal
valley
adjacent to
Hwy 133.

339

340

Placita

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Keep the
entire trail in
the Crystal
valley
adjacent to
Hwy 133.

Keep the
entire trail in
the Crystal
valley
adjacent to
Hwy 133.

Keep the
entire trail in
the Crystal
valley
adjacent to
Hwy 133.

Keep the
entire trail in
the Crystal
valley
adjacent to
Hwy 133.

Keep the
entire trail in
the Crystal
valley
adjacent to
Hwy 133.

Keep the
entire trail in
the Crystal
valley
adjacent to
Hwy 133.

Keep the
entire trail in
the Crystal
valley
adjacent to
Hwy 133.

Keep the
entire trail in
the Crystal
valley
adjacent to
Hwy 133.

Keep the
entire trail in
the Crystal
valley
adjacent to
Hwy 133.

Keep the entire
trail in the
Crystal valley
adjacent to
Hwy 133.

Keep the entire
trail in the Crystal
valley adjacent to
Hwy 133.

Keep the
entire trail in
the Crystal
valley
adjacent to
Hwy 133.

Keep the
entire trail in
the Crystal
valley
adjacent to
Hwy 133.

Keep the
entire trail in
the Crystal
valley
adjacent to
Hwy 133.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Do not hinder wildlife in any form
341

It should be closest to Hwy 133 and not go too far off the road. I am a hiker
and a bicycler, but know I can't and should not go everywhere!
342

343

While I am generally not in favor of a bike trail due to increased use,
increased traffic, and increased wildlife/environmental impacts, I understand
that the trail construction is almost inevitable and simply wish to express my
hopes that it will follow the road as closely as possible so that wildlife impacts
can be limited. Thank you.
I believe the trail alignment should follow the current transportation corridor
along Hwy 133.

344

345

346

Please do not design trail that encroaches on wildlife habitat or safety. Stop
any efforts to do so. There are plenty of wilder places to visit than a trail that
could reach the same destination Hwy 133 does with out making more
problems.

yes
I just want to voice my strong opposition to any alignment, I do not support a
trail up the Crystal River. I have lived here since 1986 and I witness daily
incredible encroachment on habitat for mammals of all kinds, insects, birds.
Witnessing first hand what the Prince Crk project is doing is appalling. STOP In
wildness is the preservation of the earth.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

As near to the
road as possible
with no
detrimental
effect to
riparian and
watershed
Make them
If it's near the
clear making
highway then
sure hikers and blacktop is fine.
bicyclers do not I ride the Crystal
interfere with
River Trail often
one another.
to the KOA and
really enjoy that
alternative.
No
I am in favor of
it.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

I am not very
familiar with
all segments.
Please do
not go too
far off the
road on any
segment.
A
A

Paved. Make it
easy for
children, elderly
and
inexperienced
bike riders,
those pulling
trailers (very
difficult on soft
surface) and
wheelchairs.
Build them near Very much in
Route A
Hwy 133.
favor of soft
surface. Less
expense for
both
construction
and
maintenance.
no
soft surface
A
excellent idea

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

Stay away and be
closest to the
road.

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

√

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

On the
Highway

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

Route A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Yes, I would love
to see some
historical
interpretive
signs, especially
regarding the
Ute Trail.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Strongly prefer Alternative A (highway alignment) where possible. I
understand that this may require a couple of sections (see the Narrows)
where it needs to go uphill or across the river. In general, Alignment B is
undesirable due to the need for seasonal trail closures for up to 8 months per
year, and the greatly increased Wildlife Impacts and the scenic character of
the Crystal Valley (which is part of a Scenic Byway!). Since this trail may be
the equivalent of adding another road through the Crystal Valley that will
have impacts regardless of its location, I would urge you to take the most
sustainable route along the highway, and minimize the width of the trail. If
the cost of installing the trail along the highway is a serious consideration as
to why it would not be considered, I would carefully evaluate other options
and whether this trail is really necessary and worth the public expenditure.
The user experience is important, but the Crystal Valley and natural qualities
that make it so unusual and outstanding are far more important. Let's do this
right!

347

348

Keep it as close to Highway 133 as possible and out of the riparian zone and
sensitive wildlife habitat and private property. I stand firmly against using
eminent domain to create a trail in this valley, especially with the narrowness
of the valley floor. Don't put the trail through Filoha Meadows, PLEASE! Also,
putting the trail through the Perham B alignment involves taking private land
and really ruining the isolated feel of the properties in this area, many of
which have been in these families for decades. Go with Perham A
alignment.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

I would
Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A
advocate for a - don't
wide shoulder object to B
(3-6 feet wide) here, but
on the highway, looks
which could be disruptive to
paved since this property
trail will most
owners in the
likely be used
subdivision
by road bikers. I and requires
do not think we 2 bridges to
need a trail the cross over
size of the Rio
and back to
Grande - this is the highway.
unlikely to be a
commuter
route. If the
trail is to be offhighway, I
would support
only a soft
surface, narrow
trail -- but that
does beg the
question how
that works in
conjunction
with the rest of
the trail, and
whether you
are catering to
mountain bikers
or road bikers.
The off-highway
alternative
doesn't add up
for me, even as
a soft surface
trail, because of
the long
seasonal
closures that
would
necessitate
some type of
bypass route (I
assume),
additional
bridges over the
Crystal, and
would limit utility
to road bikers
the rest of the
year.
Trailheads
As a road biker, Although B
naturally should Hwy 133 is flat
provides a
be in population out dangerous nicer
centers
to ride. A
experience (Redstone for
paved trail
I believe
example) or
close to the
taking lands
where there is
highway would for trail
ample existing be my preferred acquisition is
public land for alternative.
a poor
trailhead
Doing a soft trail choice. Keep
parking.
that is closed for the trail in
wildlife for much the public
of the season
right-of-way
seems like a
waste of
money.

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Alignment A Either, but
Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Absolutely
again Alignment A
crossing the
river requires
bridges, so
prefer A.

If you can
get the trail
to go
through the
already
public Red
Wind Point
with not
addition
private land
acquisition, I
think this
would be a
suitable
place for
alternative B

Perham B
involves
taking
private land literally
bisecting an
isolated
family parcel
by a public
trail. Option
A!

Again if you
can keep
the trail on
existing
public lands
for alt B
through this
section,
great!

Like the idea of
the trail on
public lands.

Narrows

Filoha

This is a tricky Absolutely
segment Alignment A
can
understand if
it needs to
go to
Alignment B,
but A is still
preferable

Please don't build
the trail through
Filoha. Such a
gorgeous area
and critical to
wildlife, especially
calving for elk.
Allow people to
enjoy Filoha
through current
interpretive
programs and
along the
currently
established
access points.

Wild Rose

Either Alignment B
looks
preferable
but requires
bridges

Castle

Hawk Creek

Alignment A Alignment A A

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Either

Placita

A

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Alignment B A

This is an
area to
move the
trail off the
highway,
especially
with rock
mitigation
issues. Either
alternative
works for me
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

B

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

B

B

Crystal River
Country
Estates

B

Andrews

B

Janeway
North

Perham

B

B

Janeway
South

B

Avalanche

Off-highway for safety. This trail will be a huge boon to local cyclists as well as
a boost to tourism.

Not particularly
but small
wayfinding map
signs would
probably be
good.

Soft is ok if it's
B
maintained,
something like
compacted
roadbase. If it's
too soft it will
push road
cyclists back to
133, which is a
pretty
treacherous
road. The Rio
Grande trail is
perfect and is
an ideal model
though.

B

I am supportive of the proposed trail alignment. Frankly if it accomplishes
the end goal of getting from Carbondale to Crested Butte I would be
satisfied.

I think the
proposed
trailhead
locations seem
logical and
make sense to
me.

I would support I think clearly I think clearly I think clearly I think clearly I think clearly I think clearly I think clearly I think clearly I think clearly I think clearly
a hard surface option B is
option B is
option B is
option B is
option B is
option B is
option B is
option B is
option B is
option B is
trail to
preferred
preferred
preferred
preferred
preferred
preferred
preferred
preferred
preferred
preferred
Redstone.
provided
provided
provided
provided
provided
provided
provided
provided
provided
provided there
However, from there is a
there is a
there is a
there is a
there is a
there is a
there is a
there is a
there is a
is a realistic
Redstone and realistic
realistic
realistic
realistic
realistic
realistic
realistic
realistic
realistic
expectation on
further I would expectation expectation expectation expectation expectation expectation expectation expectation expectation the required
support a
on the
on the
on the
on the
on the
on the
on the
on the
on the
ROW
singletrack trail. required
required
required
required
required
required
required
required
required
easements to
The reason
ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW
make it a
being I think the easements
easements
easements
easements
easements
easements
easements
easements
easements
reality. If option
type of road
to make it a to make it a to make it a to make it a to make it a to make it a to make it a to make it a to make it a B is going to be
cyclist who
reality. If
reality. If
reality. If
reality. If
reality. If
reality. If
reality. If
reality. If
reality. If
hung up in
would be going option B is
option B is
option B is
option B is
option B is
option B is
option B is
option B is
option B is
ROW
beyond
going to be going to be going to be going to be going to be going to be going to be going to be going to be negotiations
Redstone is the hung up in
hung up in
hung up in
hung up in
hung up in
hung up in
hung up in
hung up in
hung up in
and it becomes
type of rider
ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW
ROW
cost prohibitive
who would likely negotiations negotiations negotiations negotiations negotiations negotiations negotiations negotiations negotiations I think A would
prefer staying
and it
and it
and it
and it
and it
and it
and it
and it
and it
make more
on the highway, becomes
becomes
becomes
becomes
becomes
becomes
becomes
becomes
becomes
sense.
over a paved
cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
trail. While the prohibitive I prohibitive I prohibitive I prohibitive I prohibitive I prohibitive I prohibitive I prohibitive I prohibitive I
typical user of a think A would think A would think A would think A would think A would think A would think A would think A would think A would
paved trail
make more make more make more make more make more make more make more make more make more
would likely not sense.
sense.
sense.
sense.
sense.
sense.
sense.
sense.
sense.
want an
experience
beyond
Redstone.
Providing a
singletrack trail
beyond
Redstone
should limit
environmental
and cost
impacts of
construction.

Narrows

B

Filoha

B

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

B

Hays Falls

B

B

B

I think clearly
option B is
preferred
provided
there is a
realistic
expectation
on the
required ROW
easements to
make it a
reality. If
option B is
going to be
hung up in
ROW
negotiations
and it
becomes cost
prohibitive I
think A would
make more
sense.

I think clearly I think clearly I think
option B is
option B is
clearly
preferred
preferred
option B is
provided
provided
preferred
there is a
there is a
provided
realistic
realistic
there is a
expectation expectation realistic
on the
on the
expectation
required
required
on the
ROW
ROW
required
easements
easements
ROW
to make it a to make it a easements
reality. If
reality. If
to make it a
option B is
option B is
reality. If
going to be going to be option B is
hung up in
hung up in
going to be
ROW
ROW
hung up in
negotiations negotiations ROW
and it
and it
negotiations
becomes
becomes
and it
cost
cost
becomes
prohibitive I prohibitive I cost
think A would think A would prohibitive I
make more make more think A
sense.
sense.
would make
more sense.

Bear Creek

B

Placita

B

McClure Pass

B

349

350
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I think clearly I think clearly
option B is
option B is
preferred
preferred
provided
provided there is a
there is a
realistic
realistic
expectation on
expectation the required ROW
on the
easements to
required
make it a reality. If
ROW
option B is going
easements
to be hung up in
to make it a ROW negotiations
reality. If
and it becomes
option B is
cost prohibitive I
going to be think A would
hung up in
make more sense.
ROW
negotiations
and it
becomes
cost
prohibitive I
think A would
make more
sense.

I think clearly I think
option B is
clearly
preferred
option B is
provided
preferred
there is a
provided
realistic
there is a
expectation realistic
on the
expectatio
required
n on the
ROW
required
easements
ROW
to make it a easements
reality. If
to make it a
option B is
reality. If
going to be option B is
hung up in
going to be
ROW
hung up in
negotiations ROW
and it
negotiation
becomes
s and it
cost
becomes
prohibitive I cost
think A would prohibitive I
make more think A
sense.
would
make more
sense.

I think clearly
option B is
preferred
provided
there is a
realistic
expectation
on the
required
ROW
easements
to make it a
reality. If
option B is
going to be
hung up in
ROW
negotiations
and it
becomes
cost
prohibitive I
think A
would make
more sense.
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Top of the
Pass

B Let's sum
up here. I
know lots of
people will
put on their
NIMBY hat,
just as with
the Rio
Grande Trail.
However,
that model
has been a
success in
managing
traffic,
wildlife
closures, has
given the
valley a vital
corridor for
off-highway
travel, and
has boosted
tourism. This
trail presents
huge
opportunity
for the
region in
expanding
our trail
inventory
and
broadening
recreation
opportunitie
s.
I think
clearly
option B is
preferred
provided
there is a
realistic
expectation
on the
required
ROW
easements
to make it a
reality. If
option B is
going to be
hung up in
ROW
negotiations
and it
becomes
cost
prohibitive I
think A
would make
more sense.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

B

B

B is best

B

B

B

B

B

B

I believe the existing abandoned rail corridor is the best alignment. Utilizing
the existing disturbed corridor makes sense for environmental and cost
reasons.

No

I prefer
alignment B.
It utilizes
existing
platforms
and has the
best user
experience.

I prefer
alignment B.
It utilizes
existing
platforms
and has the
best user
experience.

I prefer
alignment B.
It utilizes
existing
platforms
and has the
best user
experience.

I prefer
alignment B.
It utilizes
existing
platforms
and has the
best user
experience.

I prefer
alignment B.
It utilizes
existing
platforms
and has the
best user
experience.

I prefer
alignment B.
It utilizes
existing
platforms
and has the
best user
experience.

I prefer
alignment B.
It utilizes
existing
platforms
and has the
best user
experience.

I prefer
alignment B.
It utilizes
existing
platforms
and has the
best user
experience.

I prefer option A I prefer
I prefer alignment I prefer
to minimize the alignment B. B.
alignment B.
environmental It has the
impact.
best user
experience.

B alignment,
since there's
already a
road base
there and it
will have no
negative
Wildlife
Impacts, and
is much less
expensive
and will lead
to a better
trail user
experience
than being
by the
highway

B alignment,
since there's
already a
road base
there and it
will have no
negative
Wildlife
Impacts, and
is much less
expensive
and will lead
to a better
trail user
experience
than being
by the
highway.
Work with
the Town of
Carbondale
to reinforce
the water
supply line as
necessary to
avoid any
potential
impacts to
the Town
water supply.

B alignment; B alignment,
this is a more since there's
difficult call already a
than the first road base
3 segments, there, the
since this has area is
undisturbed identified as
wildlife
'highly
habitat
impacted' in
identified in your surveys,
your survey, and it will
but since it's have no
winter/spring negative
habitat and Wildlife
the old RR
Impacts, and
grade goes is much less
around the expensive
foot of the
and will lead
point, not
to a better
over the top trail user
where the
experience
habitat is, I
than being
think a strong by the
winter
highway
closure could
eliminate
any potential
impacts here
and lead to
a better user
experience
and a more
affordable
and lessengineered
trail than if
you put it by
the highway.

B alignment,
since there's
already a
road base
there and it
will have no
negative
Wildlife
Impacts, and
is much less
expensive
and will lead
to a better
trail user
experience
than being
by the
highway

B alignment,
since there's
already a
road base
there and it
will have no
negative
Wildlife
Impacts, and
is much less
expensive
and will lead
to a better
trail user
experience
than being
by the
highway

A alignment B alignment;
to avoid
this is a
undisturbed beautiful
wildlife
piece of
habitat and public land
wetlands, or that should
consider B if be
the wetlands accessible to
can be
the public
avoided and during the
a winter
late springclosure could early fall
avoid all
seasons
impacts on when wildlife
wildlife.
is in the high
country and
does not use
it. It is a
highly
impacted
area that
used to be a
town and a
railyard.
Access to
the river is
great and
people have
a right to use
this resource
in spring,
summer, and
fall when it is
not used by
wildlife. A
winter
closure will
be required.

I strongly support the building of this trail. I think the wildlife concerns have
been overstated by residents of the Crystal River Valley who have major
impacts on the wildlife by choosing to live there. I think this trail, if closed in
winter wildlife habitat areas during winter, will live little or no negative Wildlife
Impacts. Therefore, I think Pitkin County should build the trail on the most
logical alignment options, segment by segment. On some segments it makes
sense to keep it by Hwy 133, while on others it makes sense to use old RR
grades and go through subdivisions.

353
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I think you have
to go with A
here because
of the
undisturbed
habitat and
pristine
meadow
identified on
your survey. I
looks to me like
there's another
option of
following an old
grade along
the west side
foot of Elephant
Mountain,
which would
avoid the
undisturbed
areas. But if
that's not an
option, I think
you'll have to
stick to the
highway.

B alignment
because of
dramatically
lower cost
and simpler
engineering,
and the fact
that there
are two nice
existing
grades on
the lower
slopes of the
scree field
there. With a
winter
closure in
place this
would have
no Wildlife
Impacts.
Alignment A
would have
major visual
impacts on
this beautiful
stretch of
river and
would be a
huge feat of
engineering,
while
Alignment B
would go
unnoticed by
following
existing
grades
through a
scree field.

B

Wild Rose

They look good I would prefer a
paved path,
like the Rio
Grande Trail.

352

B

Filoha

I am completely supportive of this trail being built!
351

I like option
B because it
keeps away
from Hwy
133.
I think it makes I prefer
sense for
alignment B.
Carbondale to It utilizes
REdstone to be existing
a hard surface platforms
trail and
and has the
Redstone to
best user
McClure Pass to experience.
be a soft
surface trail.
I think it should B alignment,
be asphalt from since there's
Carbondale to already a
Redstone in
road base
order to be a
there and it
viable
will have no
alternative for negative
road bikers.
Wildlife
Impacts, and
is much less
expensive
and will lead
to a better
trail user
experience
than being
by the
highway

Crystal River
Parcel

Must stick with
Alignment A here
because the
existing closure
makes the trail
unusable for 4 key
months (April,
May, October,
November) when
the trail should be
open. This is also
the most
significant wildlife
habitat along the
whole route and is
the most symbolic
parcel in people's
minds. Avoid it
even at the high
cost of sticking to
the highway.

B

Castle

B

Alignment B is the
clear choice
here, since an
existing
pedestrian
easement is
already in place,
an existing road
bed is available,
and the area
already has a
high level of
human
disturbance
being a
residential area.
There will be no
Wildlife Impacts
here, and the
user experience
will be excellent
by going next to
the Meatgrinder
section of the
Crystal River and
getting off the
highway. Some of
the residents of
this segment
seem to think that
no one should
use the public
easement
through their
subdivision, and
they seem to
think that trail
users will harass
them if the trail
goes through
here. But that's
like me wanting
to close the street
in front of my
house; it's a
public right of
way, and the
public use of a
public right of
way does not
increase my risk
of being a victim
of crime or
anything else. This
is not a gated
community.

Hawk Creek

B

Hays Falls

B

Bear Creek

B

Placita

B

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

Wow, B

B

I prefer
I prefer
NO choice I prefer
NO choice
alignment B. alignment B. here, option alignment B. here,
A is fine.
option A is
fine.

I prefer
NO choice
alignment B. here, option
It utilizes
A is fine.
existing
platforms
and has the
best user
experience.

B alignment:
the singletrack trail
needs to get
away from
the highway
in order to
be an
attractive
option for
mountain
bikers,
equestrians,
and hikers.
The impacts
of the A/B
options on
this segment
look pretty
similar, so I
don't see a
reason to
keep it by
the highway.

Definitely go
with B here;
what a great
place to put
a trail that
get people
away from
the highway
and allows
them to
climb
McClure
pass and
enjoy the
scenery and
surroundings
without cars
nearby.
Impacts on
wildlife
would be
inconsequen
tial, as this is
a historic
travel route
with existing
road grade
and human
impacts,
and since it
already
functions as
a social trail
and dog
walking
area. Could
also be a
great winter
recreation
area.

B alignment:
the singletrack trail
needs to get
away from
the highway
in order to
be an
attractive
option for
mountain
bikers,
equestrians,
and hikers.
Much lower
cost of B is
another
reason to go
with B here.

Just one
option so no
comment
on
alignment.
Would be a
great
addition to
have a trail
to help
people get
to the falls
from the
parking
areas along
the
highway.
This would
likely evolve
into a
defacto
trailhead so
plan for that
potential.

B alignment:
Rock Creek
County Road
is a great
historic travel
route that
currently
functions as
a social trail
with lots of
local traffic
and dog
walkers using
it. Additional
impacts will
be minimal.
May need a
spring
closure if this
is elk calving
grounds. B
will be much
more
attractive to
mountain
bikers,
equestrians,
and hikers
than a
highway
alignment.
This is an
excellent
and
beautiful
stretch of
potential trail
that will
make it a
great
mountain
biking trail
experience.

No
alternative
so no
comment
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No option so
no
comment:
just get the
trail there so
we can start
using it
asap!

77

I strongly support the "B" alignment. It is potentially can provide an
outstanding walking/riding experience and could be a huge credit to your
program. I think that the "A" alignment would be a huge compromise in
terms of user experience. Please consider that many of those preferring "A"
are nimbys from the east side of the Crystal who are using the guise of
protecting wildlife on "B" to further their special interests.

354

Option B looks the best to me, keep the trail away from the highway and
take it through some interesting landscapes.

355

The complexity due to ownership, environmental, and construction concerns
in individual sections makes it difficult to express a general preference,
except away from highway ROW whenever possible.

Other
Responses

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Also spoke at joint board meeting

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

I think that the
"B" alignment
would easily
allow signage
on historic
points,
education on
wildlife, etc.
Janeway,
Avalanche
Creek, Filoha
Meadows,
Nettle Creek are
among notable
places. I am
enthusiastic
about
development of
a Park at the
base of
Thompson
Creek.
no

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

358

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

B.

B. Beautiful,
historic place

B. Stay off
the road.
Old railroad
grade?

B. Beautiful
meadow.
Seasonal closure.
No dogs. Good
signage. Keep
users close to trail.

B. Off 133 is
good. Easy
trail access
should
increase
home values.

B. Historic,
B.
great views.
Always good
to decouple
trail use from
133.

B as much
as possible

B. Great
B as much B. crusher
A.
views; great as possible. fine; great
riding/walkin
walking
g
great views.
HIstoric path.

paved seems
the best,
making it
accessible to
road bikers who
right now have
to risk life and
limb to ride Hwy
133. If Option B
can only be a
soft surface,
that would be
OK too.
That's fine. Still
ridable on
many types of
bikes.

Option B,
Option B
keep it off
the highway

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

B - away
from
highway.
Inexpensive,
less
construction,
limited
environment
al impacts,
better user
experience.

B - away
from
highway.
Inexpensive,
less
construction,
limited
environment
al impacts,
better user
experience.

B - away
from
highway.
Inexpensive,
less
construction,
better user
experience.
limited
environment
al impacts
could be
mitigated.

B - away
from
highway.
Inexpensive,
less
construction,
limited
environment
al impacts,
better user
experience.

B - away
from
highway.
Inexpensive,
less
construction,
limited
environment
al impacts,
better user
experience.

B - away
from
highway.
Inexpensive,
less
construction,
limited
environment
al impacts,
better user
experience.

B - away
from
highway.
Inexpensive,
less
construction,
better user
experience.
environment
al impacts a
concern but
limited and
could be
mitigated.

B - away
from
highway.
Inexpensive,
less
construction,
better user
experience.
limited
environment
al impacts
could be
mitigated.

Tough one. B,
with seasonal
closure and
other
environmental
mitigation. But
this may be one
of sections
where
paralleling
highway is
worth
diminished user
experience.
B route would
be far more
aesthetic,
better natural
experience.

B - away
from
highway.
Inexpensive,
less
construction,
better user
experience.
limited
environment
al impacts
could be
mitigated.

B - away from
highway.
Inexpensive, less
construction,
better user
experience.
limited
environmental
impacts could be
mitigated with
seasonal closure.

B - away from B - away
highway.
from
Inexpensive, highway.
less
Inexpensive,
construction, less
limited
construction,
environmental limited
impacts,
environment
better user
al impacts,
experience. better user
experience.

This is a much needed trail through the Crystal Valley. Any alternative to
highway travel would be fantastic.

Soft surface
would be my
preferred
option
We favor a
paved trail to
Redstone and
beyond - at
least to the
Marble road.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Top of the
Pass

B. separate B. No
from 133. no driveway
driveway
crossings
crossings

Paved surface
to get road
bikes off the
roadway.

I feel that trails are a very important amenity. Trails improve health and
wellness to community members and can even improve the economy by
bringing tourism dollars to the area.

McClure Pass

B. Forest
B. Good use A. Connect B. trail
Service land of old
to B as
connection
avoids 133. railroad bed shown
for hikers?

Option B

B - away
from
highway.
Inexpensive,
less
construction,
limited
environment
al impacts,
better user
experience.

B route,
opportunity
for new
singltrack is
far more
compelling
Option B

Option B

I like quiet offSoft surface is
highway parking fine.
lots with very
few signs.

Option B

Option B

B - away
A is the only
from
option.
highway.
Inexpensive,
less
construction,
limited
environment
al impacts,
better user
experience.

B makes
A makes
much more sense.
sense. still
allows for lots
of different
uses. Way
cheaper,
uses existing
road. scenic
and all
season.

B route,
opportunity
for new
singltrack is
far more
compelling
Option B

B route,
opportunity
for new
singltrack is
far more
compelling
Option B

B route,
opportunity
for new
singltrack is
far more
compelling

B route,
opportunity
for new
singltrack is
far more
compelling
Option B!!

B route,
opportunity
for new
singletrack is
far more
compelling

Option B if
paved (I’m
unsure how
much
impact it
would
actually
have on
wildlife); if
notvpaved,
then option
A along 133
if separated
enough to
be safe and
paved.
B. This would
be great
singletrack!

Option A,
but
separated
from 133.

B route,
opportunity
for new
singltrack is
far more
compelling
Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B Option B
away from
the highway
and through
countryside.

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B but Option B but Option A
Option B
paved.
paved.
seems the
only choice.

Option A
seems the
only option;
as far away
from the
highway
and cars is
preferred.

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B. This would B. This would A. This
B. This would
be great
be great
would be
be great
singletrack! singletrack! great
singletrack!
singletrack!

A. This
would be
great
singletrack!

B

Option B

B - away
A. cuz it's
from
the only
highway.
option
Inexpensive,
less
construction,
limited
environment
al impacts,
better user
experience.

359

360

Placita

B. Easy
B. Avoids
access from 133 .
houses there
adds to their
value.

Prefer off-highway route wherever possible.

My wife and I ride our tandem on all the paved trails and quiet roads in the
Valley. Heading south, we can on,y go safely as far as the KOA because
highway 133 has little or no shoulders and is dangerous. We’re very much in
favor of extending the trail, paved as much as possible, and paved at least
to the turn off to Marble. We’d love to be able to ride to Marble and back to
our home in Carbindale!

Crystal River
Parcel

I strongly prefer
a continuation
of the present
asphalt surface.
As a
compromise on
"B" perhaps OK
with some
crusher fine at
special
locations.

356

357

7 Oaks
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A. This
would be
great
singletrack!

78

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

I prefer the old train alignment over the roadway alignment.
361

Yes. Prefer use old r.o.w. as much as possible including Filoha Meadows

No

362

Lots of fun single track please
363

Amazing concept. Would be a tremendous asset.
364

I appreciate all the research and planning that is going into the project.
365

Single track would be preferred
366

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Existing and Existing and
formal r.o.w. historical r.o.
w.
B away from B again.
the highway Keep the
looks nice
highway
contact to a
minimum
B - the trail
B
Soft surface
works best,
works. In
general prefer be safest
the off-highway and will be
used most if it
alternative.
is not along
the highway.
Probably
B
B
asphalt and yes
to second
question.
Bridge option B
Paved would
1 route B
be nice for
Redstone. I
personally
would prefer
dirt.
Whatever
b
b
surface that will
accommodate
the most users.
Some hard
Alignment B Alignment B
surface for nonmotorized
wheeled
devices w/o offroad tires and
soft surface for
other sections
where it is
applicable.

Not at this time.

The trail should provide a quality user experience on an alignment away
from the traffic on HWY 133 as much as possible.

Trail-head and
waysides should
offer information
about the route,
area history,
interpretive
information
about the
natural
environment in
the Crystal
Valley. These
kiosks should be
located at all
major access
points, key
places on the
trail and places
of
environmental/
cultural interest.

This trail should highlight the beauty of the valley and be as scenic as
possible.

I think that a
paved surface
would be best
for this section
and provide a
nice bike
alternative to
133 for as many
riders as
possible.
Clear signage is Hard surface for
road bikes
valuable.
would better
give a
separation from
speeding motor
vehicles.
no, but I rather paved for road
spend less on
bikes
interpretation
signs and more
on the quality of
the trail

368

369

Yes. I think it is needed to separate cyclists from motorists.
370

This is a great idea and I hope it becomes a reality
371
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Crystal River
Parcel

I think it makes
sense for this
section to be
paved.
Asphalt. Don't
like idea of soft
surface
Soft is great for
me.

My biggest question is how will this be paid for?
367

7 Oaks

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Same

Same

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

SameSame

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

Same

B away from B
the highway

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

A

B

A

b

b

b

b

b

b

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B Alignment B

Alignment B Alignment B Alignment B

Option B
looks like a
much better
option for
the user and
budget.

Option B
provides a
unique
cycling
experience
that shows
the best of
the river.

Option B is
the better
option here
as well.

Option B
provides
great
separation
from the
road here

Option B is
better here
too.

Option B is
preffered.

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B looks more B
peaceful

B

B

A

B

b

b

b

b

b

b - will this require b
gates to be
opened and
closed? if so, go to
A

b

b

b

b

b

b

b
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

It looks great! Off the highway a little when possible would be best.
372

373

I love the idea of the trail, and I think it should be aligned away from the
highway wherever possible. I think this trail would be a gift to future
generations, and that potential impacts on wildlife would be mitigated by a
decrease in automobile traffic on 133, as I am sure that automobiles
certainly have the greatest Wildlife Impacts in the area, and we should jump
at any opportunity to reduce auto traffic in the area.
Mitigate effects on wildlife without taking away of bi-modal trail beauty and
safety. Old railroad alignment seems the most logical.

No

Off highway is best where public right of ways already exist
Second Response: Staying off the 133 ROW would be best where public land
is available. I'd be reluctant to force the trail through people's private
property.

No

Would need
sufficient
parking for
potential
increased users.

374

375

I prefer the off-highway (Option B) throughout up to McClure Pass. The only
area that I see would be troublesome is the Filoha area which states that trail
would be closed Oct-Jun. That defeats the purpose of accessibility if it is
closed 9 months a year. Could that portion of the trail be routed along the
highway to stay open for a longer time frame.

376
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Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Would love to
be able to road
bike this section,
pavement
would be great.
I am open to
I like option B I like option B I like option B I like option B I like option B I like option B I like option B I like option B I like option B I like option B
any option as
far as road
surface is
concerned.

Carbondale to
Redstone
should be
paved o get
road bikers off
of 133. Off
highway soft
surface trail
would be ok if
maintained
properly.
Hard surface.
The
Carbondale to
Redstone
section should
be all hard
surface
Second
Response: Hard
surface
considering the
number of road
bikers. I don't
think soft
surface would
be appropriate
for this section.
Soft surface
would be fine
as long as it was
maintained. It
makes sense
from a feasibility
and financial
standpoint, and
still provides
access to a
wide variety of
transportation.
The question
that I keep
coming back to
is who is the
intended user?
Is it a road biker,
or is it a bikepacker/hiker. I
think once that
question is
answered, the
answer
becomes clear.

Stay on
highway side
until bridge
option 2

B alignment
after taking
bridge
option 2

B option
paved

B option
paved

B option
paved

B option
paved

b option
paved

B option
paved

b option
paved

Narrows

Filoha

I like option B I like option B

a option paved A option
using bridge
paved
option 20

A option

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

I like option B I like option B I like option B I like option I like option B I like option I like option B I like option
B
B
B

A option
paved

B option dirt

b optiion

b to a

Option b dirt Option b
dirt

option b
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

I think the trail alignment looks good, although the Filoha Meadows area is
going to be contentious given the sensitive nature of the ecosystem there. It
may be worth looking at crossing the river at the Penny Hot Springs parking
lot and going along Highway 133 through that section. That would involve a
parking lot for the hot springs further down the highway, where guests would
walk back to the springs on the bike path.
377

I strongly support the effort to build the Carbondale to Crested Butte trail.I
believe the old railroad bed is the best option.
378

I favor the most scenic route
379

380

Old railroad bed preferable.

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

I think most
users that are
interested in
linking CB to
Carbondale
would be road
bikers and there
are already a
lot of road
bikers that go
Carbondale to
Redstone for
the day. I think
paved surface
is much better
for the type of
use the trail
would see.
Paved from
Carbondale to
at least
Redstone if not
all the way to
McClure pass.
This gives road
bikers a better
surface.
They should be I favor hard
coordinated by surface trail
a panel of
natural sciences
experts

No.

excited about the possibility of having a trail from C2dale to Crested Butte

Yes.

Not yet.

It's a fantastic concept.

Parking at
trailheads needs
to be
accommodate
d. Signage can
be important at
each trailhead
location so
visitors know
where they're
going. Locals
will know, but
tourists won't.

382

384

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

No.

381

383

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Paved, ideally,
for road bikes.
support soft
surface, offhighway
alternative
Soft surfaces
are perfectly
acceptable.
10' wide,
asphalt. Soft
Surface could
work as a lower
cost solution for
the project.

Soft surface is
fine.

B east of river B east side
through
on old
subdivision
railroad
grade

B east side
on old rock
creek road

B old rock
creek road

B east side of B old railroad B old railroad B old railroad B old railroad B veer off into
river
grade
grade
grade
grade
Avalanche
creek then
back to Rock
Creek road

B Railroad
grade

B

B

B

B

B

B quieter for B quieter
trail users
and
enhances
property
values for
residents

B quieter

B

B

B

B

B

B

Bb

B

B

B

A access to
the castle
should be
facilitated

A

B much
more
natural
beauty for
users

B more
interesting
and
beautiful
segments

B if grade is B if grade is B if grade is
more
more gentle more gentle
gentle

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

a

a

b

b

a

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

The only
option.

Option B

Option A

Option B

Option A

B - off
highway is
always
better.

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B -It would B
be nice to
create an
overlook at
the falls
however
they are
really close
to the
highway so
that may
not work.

Both A and Both A and B B
B as
as options.
options.

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B single track

B
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385

This was one of the best surveys I have ever seen. Overall, the options B
make the most sense. I think we will be glad to secure the legal ROW's for
generations to come. Look at how nice the Rio Grande trail is! It adds to the
quality of live in this and the CR Valleys. Overall: The wildlife concerns in
many of these areas is bogus. It will NOT stress these animals out to the point
they all die. They are diseased for other reasons, and have already adjusted
to human presence in the area.
Second Response: The best alignment would be on the east side of the
Crystal River, where the old Midland Railroad once was. The wildlife issues
with sheep are biased. I walk my dogs along I70 past the vapor caves on a
regular basis, and I've had sheep within 50' of me and they could care less.
They can adjust to the human use on a narrow trail. Studies on other forests
have indicated considerably less issues with wildlife on established trails.
Likely, there will need to be a combination between having the trail on the
east and west sides of the river. Human safety needs to be considered. the
west side has a cliff on one side, a dangerous highway in the middle, and
the river on the other.

In general I would like for the trail to give the user an experience that
provides a lot of variation in regards to location, grade, views. I would also
like to see the trail not to be in immediate close proximity to CR 133 for long
stretches.

Other
Responses

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Also Submitted Letter

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

B: Best to
stay on east
side of river
and highway
whenever
possible, less
expensive

B: Using
historic
alignments
makes the
most sense.
the highway
is too
dangerous.
NOTE: dialog
regarding
the City's
water source
being
affected on
Nettle Creek
is
unwarranted
: ALL of the
intakes are
way to the
east and
uphill.
Crossing a
buried
pipeline is
not a showstopper.

B: Safer,
easier to
engineer
uses existing
open
spaces,
which is one
of the
reasons we
have open
spaces in the
first place.

B: options A
is too narrow,
not as safe,
and too
expensive.

B: Safer,
easier than A
from an
engineering
standpoint,
uses existing
open space

B: it makes
sense to use
the old
railroad
alignment
whenever
possible.
Option A is
very narrow
and would
have safety
issues.

Light Blue

Light Blue

Light Blue

Light Blue

Light Blue

prefer b

prefer b

prefer b

prefer b

Option B.

Option B.

Option B.

Option B.

They all look
good.

My preference Light Blue
would be for it
to be paved in
center and soft
on a side or
both sides. That
would provide
the best
experience for
multi use of
runners, hikers,
horses, mtn
bikers and road
bike users.
Love my
prefer b
mountain bike
but I really think
a lot of people
would prefer a
paved trail to
ride the rode
bike up to
Redstone.
I feel paved is Option B.
best, for
maximum
accessibility for
all user groups.

387
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B: Best
experience,
minor costs,
may be
difficult to
negotiate
rights of ways

There are some
surfaces that are
compacted soils
that would maintain
the scenic integrity
and still be suitable
for road bikes. The
USFS district in
Sedona, Arizona
may be a good
place to ask about
these. It would be
nice to maintain the
natural landscape
colors whenever
possible, however I
don't have a hard
time with soft
surfaces, however
the older
population and the
AWD considerations
need to be
addressed. The long
distances involved
would favor road
bike uses rather
than mountain
bikes, however this
is minor in the big
picture. FLOHA is
one area whereby
not seeing a paved
surface from the
highway would be
desirable.
Second Response:
There are surfaces
that are hardened
clay-type materials,
that match the
scenery. It would be
better looking than
asphalt along Floha
Meadows.

This would be amazing!

388

Crystal River
Parcel

No.

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

7 Oaks

These will
depend on
which options
are selected
from each
section. They will
require small
parking areas.
Low
maintenance
signs are a must.
I would avoid
outhouses and
overdevelopme
nt unless the
future need
arises

386

Yes, I prefer Option B, on the east side of the Crystal River, away from the
highway.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

B: Keep this
on the
railroad
grade.

B: Easiest,
cheapest,
and safest.
Note: I
question the
need for the
wildlife
closures in
this area.

B: Best to keep
trail on existing
public lands
wherever
possible. This is
safer and
cheaper than
having it along
the highway.

B: the west
side of the
river is too
dangerous.
the wildlfe
concerns on
the east side
are
exaggerated
.

B: Better utilizing
Filoha mades the
most sense of
anything in this
entire project!
What part about
"this used to be on
an old railroad
grade" do people
not understand.
This is a classic
example of faulty
and biased wildlife
biologists not
looking at the big
picture and overexaggerating their
issues. DOW has
held this valley
hostage long
enough!

B: Safer than
A, way
cheaper,
recreation
easement
already exists.
A no-brainer.

B: This follows
an existing
route, more
or less.

B: Much
better than A
in this
section. A is
too close to
the highway
and should
be avoided

A: This is the
only real
option in this
area.

B: Best option
in this area.
Cheaper
and further
away from
the highway.

A: this is the B: It makes
A: the only
only option. sense to use option.
NOTE: do
the old
NOTE: the
not assume highway
Gunnison
that CDOT alignment to National
has the
separate the Forest
ROW for this trail from the boundary is
section of highway. The actually to
highway, as highway
the west of
of May
section is a FS Road 898.
2017 they rock-fall
The location
had still not nightmare. A the bottom
received
feeble
right corner
an
attempt to of the
easement revegetate McClure
from the
this old
Pass map is
forest
section by
slightly off.
service
the USFS in
from Placita the 1990's
to McClure should not
Pass.
create any
issues.

Light Blue

Light Blue

Light Blue

Light Blue

Light Blue

Light Blue

Light Blue

Light Blue

Light Blue

Light Blue

Light Blue

Light Blue

prefer b

prefer b

prefer b

prefer b

prefer b

prefer b

prefer b

prefer b

prefer b

prefer b

Option B.

Option B.

Option B.

Option B.

Option B.

Option B.

Option B.

Option B.

Option B.

Option B.

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Placita

prefer b

Option B.

Option B.

McClure Pass

Light Blue

Top of the
Pass

Light Blue

prefer b

Option B.

Option B.
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Option B.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Also Submitted Letter
Also spoke at joint board meeting

Generally the most cost effective trail option should be used. While wildlife
mitigation is important, impact of the trail has simply been overstated as
there has been human traffic along these routes for centuries.

389

I am so excited about this project! I am hoping for as much off-highway trail
as possible.
390

391

Using as much of the historic wagon road with respect to property owners
and wildlife concerns would be the best alignment. Aesthetically, historically
& user safety

I prefer off-highway alignments throughout, barring major wildlife conflicts,
which seem to be minimal considering the development already in
existence. That provides the best user experience and least amount of cost.

392

I think this trail would be an asset to Pitkin County and the Crystal Valley
393

Just get on with it already!
394

395

A trail in the CDOT ROW is prohibitively expensive as represented. The end
product will not be safe and aesthetic to warrant the expense. Irregardless of
this decision, CDOT needs to create wider paved shoulders along the
entirety of SH 133. The expense of a trail in the ROW should should not be
borne by OST. A bed/bike trail on the east side of the Crystal River is a
viable alternative but a trail through Filoha NP is not a good idea. I fear the
inevitable litigation from private property owners (who have greater
resources than Pitkin County) will drag the permitting process through an
extremely expensive and polarizing legal process that will take a toll on OST
funds, time and moral and has potential to be a public relations nightmare.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trailheads
should generally
have car
parking
available when
possible.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

The surface
should be either
blacktop or
crushed granite
preferably
asphalt. It must
be suitable for
road bikes, not
just mountain
bikes.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Prefer B for
Prefer B for
Prefer B for
Prefer B for
Prefer B for
Prefer B for
Prefer B for
Prefer B for
Prefer B for
Prefer B for it's
it's lower cost it's lower cost it's lower cost it's lower cost it's lower cost it's lower cost it's lower cost it's lower cost it's lower cost lower cost and
and off road and off road and off road and off road and off road and off road and off road and off road and off road off road
experience. experience. experience. experience. experience. experience. experience. experience. experience. experience.
However it
However it
However it
However it
However it
However it
However it
However it
However it
However it does
does need to does need to does need to does need to does need to does need to does need to does need to does need to need to have
have an
have an
have an
have an
have an
have an
have an
have an
have an
an asphalt
asphalt
asphalt
asphalt
asphalt
asphalt
asphalt
asphalt
asphalt
asphalt
surface.
surface.
surface.
surface.
surface.
surface.
surface.
surface.
surface.
surface.

I'm okay with
any trail
surface--paved,
soft, etc is fine. I
will be happy
with whatever
trail surface
keeps is off the
highway.
Historic
A mix of soft,
B
significance
paved &
points & info
crushed
would enhance materials where
the experience appropriate if
feasible

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B. Historic
B. From
evidence of Janeway to
the 1800's
Filoha is a
road abound spectacular &
through to
rarely enjoyed
Filoha
(by humans)
portion of the
valley
Not really. The
Paved would
B- better user B- better user B- better user B- better user B- better user B- better user B- better user B- better user B- better user B- better user
planners can
best suit tourists experience experience experience experience experience experience experience experience experience experience and
better cost. Will
and better
and better
and better
and better
and better
and better
and better
and better
and better
best figure that getting to
need to work
out.
Redstone, but a cost.
cost.
cost.
cost.
cost.
cost.
cost.
cost.
cost.
through the
soft surface trail
wildlife and
can be almost
closure issues,
as good as
but not
many rails to
insurmountable.
trail prove
(Great
Allegheny
Passage from
Pittsburgh to
Cumberland).
All seem
Option B
Option B
Option B
Option B
Option B
Option B
Option B
Option B
Option B
Option B seems
feasible
seems more seems more seems more seems more seems more seems more seems more seems more seems more more feasible
feasible and feasible and feasible and feasible and feasible and feasible and feasible and feasible and feasible and and cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
cost
effective
effective
effective
effective
effective
effective
effective
effective
effective
effective
Get it off 133
No gravel. Pave Stay away
See above B B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
before someone it.
from hwy
dies.
133. B
For all the
Old RR ROW RR ROW
RR ROW
RR ROW
RR ROW
RR ROW
RR ROW
RR ROW
RR ROW
RR ROW
energy and
expense that it
will cost the trail
should be
paved.

Narrows

Filoha

Prefer B for
Prefer B for it's
it's lower cost lower cost and off
and off road road experience.
experience. However it does
However it
need to have an
does need to asphalt surface.
have an
asphalt
surface.

B. Ditto

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Prefer B for it's
lower cost
and off road
experience.
However it
does need to
have an
asphalt
surface.

Prefer B for
it's lower cost
and off road
experience.
As my most
significant
concern is
making the
trail to
Redstone
road bike
friendly, the
trail after this
can be less
road bike
friendly. But
it should at
the very least
be crushed
granite.

Prefer B for
it's lower cost
and off road
experience.
Surface
should at
least be
crushed
granite.

Prefer B for
it's lower
cost and off
road
experience.
Surface
should at
least be
crushed
granite.

Prefer B for
it's lower cost
and off road
experience.
Surface
should at
least be
crushed
granite.

B. One of the most B
beautiful sections
of the valley

B- better user B- better user
experience experience and
and better
better cost.
cost.

B. The Castle B

Placita

Prefer B for Prefer B for
it's lower
it's lower cost
cost and off and off road
road
experience.
experience. Surface
Surface
should at
should at
least be
least be
crushed
crushed
granite.
granite.

B.
A
Magnificent
views of the
Raggeds,
back to
Sopris &
aerial view of
the Crystal
B- better user B- better user B- better user A- since
B- better user A it is!
experience
experience experience that is the
experience
and better
and worth
and worth
only option! and better
cost.
the extra
the extra
cost.
cost.
cost.

Option B
seems more
feasible and
cost
effective
B

Option B seems
Option B
more feasible and seems more
cost effective
feasible and
cost effective
B

B

RR ROW

SH 133 ROW

RR ROW,
DORAIS WAY

A

Option B
seems more
feasible and
cost
effective
B

Option B
seems more
feasible and
cost
effective
B

Option B
seems more
feasible and
cost
effective
B

Option B
seems more
feasible and
cost
effective
B

RR ROW

RR ROW

SH 133 ROW BUNKER HILL
RD

B. Views &
safety

Prefer B for
it's lower
cost and off
road
experience.
Surface
should at
least be
crushed
granite.

A

B- better user A it is!
experience
and better
cost.

Option B
Option B
seems more seems more
feasible
feasible and
and cost
cost
effective
effective
B
B

RR ROW

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

Option B
seems more
feasible and
cost
effective
B

OLD MC
NO
CLURE PASS PREFERENCE
ROAD
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Also spoke at joint board meeting

The trail should provide the best wilderness like experience that it can. option
B will best do this.
Second Response: I want the trail to be built. I want it to be the best
experience that it can be for people. I want as little development as
possible, so putting the trail on the rr grade is far and away the best choice
because the $100 million for alignment A is insulting and a horrible choice for
a humane experience. The trail will have a much more beneficial effect on
wild life that the hunts that CPW have periodically or the subdivisions built in
critical habitat along B. It may even have a healing effect for those violent
incursions.

396

I believe the alignment should follow the the most cost-conscious and scenic
route.
397

398

Yes, for sure. We support an unpaved, single-track trail primarily along
Alignment B, utilizing Alignment A to bypass the most sensitive wildlife, fauna,
and water areas. We have faith in Pitkin County Open Space and Trails to
manage wildlife and seasonal closures effectively and think the trail can be
built without costing tens of millions of dollars. We also strongly favor treating
the trail as we would an wilderness-designated area, with vigilance and
deference.

I like the idea of following existing trail along the river
399

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Interpretation
should be
provided at all
trail heads &
access points
instructing
people how to
respect wildlife
and plants.
Historic areas
like Red Wine
Creek, Jane
Way, Filoha
Meadows, Bear
Creek, Placeta,
McClure Pass
Second
Response: Every
Trail head and
access point
should be an
interpretive site
to educate
about wildlife
and teach trail
protocol. There
are only a few
areas where
there is enough
space to park a
few cars. We
should use them
as much as we
can between
existing bridges
to increase
access. OST has
done an
excellent job of
mapping it out.
Several
interpretation
sites should be
included, such
as Janeway,
Penny, Filoha,
and others.
We are in favor
of wood signs,
similar to what
one would see
in wilderness
designated
areas. To avoid
overuse of the
area, build
occasional, but
in character,
bathroom
facilities.
no

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Paved Surfaces
are the ideal.
Next best is
mag chloride
mixed crusher
fines. Single
track trails can
be native
surface with
pullouts and a
bicycle ready
surface.
Second
Response: I
want a paved
trail to Red
stone to get the
bikes off the
highway and to
create the best
multi modal
transportation
alternative our
burgeoning
population will
need. A dirt trail
to The top of
McClure Pass is
appropriate.

option B if
possible
Second
Response: As
much as
PitCo can
secure
friendly
easements
between
KOA and
Nettle Creek
I go with B. I
know that
the residents
along that
section love
that walk.

option B if
possible
Second
Response: As
much as
PitCo can
secure
friendly
easements
along that
section I go
with B. I know
that the
residents
along that
section love
that walk.

option B if
possible
Second
Response: As
much as
PitCo can
secure
friendly
easements
and USFS
NEPA
determinatio
n permits
between
Nettle Creek
Through
Crystal River
Estates and
the end of
this section I
prefer B. I
know that
the residents
along that
section love
that walk.

option B if
possible
Second
Response:
Having
walked the
Red Wine
section
along a
sheep trail
higher on
Sopris I know
that the
sheep have
plenty water
higher and
the only
reason they
would come
down to the
trail is to be
in proximity
with people.

option B if
possible
Seond
Response:
The Crystal
River Estate
residents
enjoy access
to large
sweeps of
public land.
A pleasant
trail along
the river
would be a
huge asset
for them and
the public at
large. I prefer
B.

option B if
possible
Seond
Response:
Perham to
Janeway is a
fantastic trail
segment that
can give
many
people a
taste of
solitude and
nature
without
negative
impact to
wildlife
outside the
closure
periods.

option B if
option B if
option B if
option B if
possible
possible
possible
possible
Seond
Seond
Seond
Seond
Response:
Response:
Response:
Response:
Perham
Janeway N Janeway S
Avalanche
belongs on B. belongs on B. belongs on B. belongs on B.
for its
for its
for its
for its
exceptional exceptional exceptional exceptional
access to
access to
access to
access to
peace and peace and peace and peace and
solitude and solitude and solitude and solitude and a
a feel for the a feel for the a feel for the feel for the
country 100 country 100 country 100 country 100
years ago.
years ago.
years ago.
years ago.

option B if
option B if possible
possible
Seond Response:
Seond
Filoha belongs on
Response:
B. for its
the Narrows exceptional
belongs on B. access to peace
for its
and solitude and
exceptional a feel for the
access to
country 100 years
peace and ago.There is likely
solitude and enough room for
a feel for the the A but B is the
country 100 best experience
years ago.
by far.
and
especially
because of
the
outrageous
cost of A for
this section.

option B if
possible
Seond
Response:
Wild Rose
would give
the residents
of this
beautiful
segment a
better
connection
up and down
the valley.
This is some of
the most
critical
habitat that
has been built
in. The trail
may mitigate
some of the
effects of the
hostile
residents for
the wildlife if
people
contain their
dogs better.

option B if
possible
Seond
Response:
The Castle
segment B
offers a rich
historical
connection
to the
traveler and
would
enhance the
Castles
ability to
earn it's
keep. The A
section
could be
done on the
river side of
the road to
cross at the
Bear Creek
entrance.

option B if
possible
Seond
Response:
Hawk Creek
also adds a
rich historical
glimpse to
travelers on
the B
alignment. A
would be
acceptable
because it
sets the trail
up to cross at
Hays creek
for the Bear
Mesa climb.

option B if
option B if
possible
possible
Seond
Seond
Response: Response:
The trail
The Bear
should cross Mesa
at Hays
segment is a
creek where beautiful
the line of
area that
sight is
could offer a
longest for camping
both
opportunity.
direction.
It will be seen
The Roar
as a favorite
could be
for travelers.
offset to the
river for the
short section
to the Mesa
climb.

option B if
possible
Seond
Response:
We will be
stuck with
the road
side trail
again for a
short pace
to the base
of the
wagon
road up to
McClure
Pass.

option B if
possible
Seond
Response:
The wagon
road will be
another
area where
one will feel
the weight
of history. It is
an excellent
asset for the
trail.

The old road
then a forest
trail on the
North side.
Second
Response:
Keeping the
trail on the N
side will
allow it to
merge with
the wagon
road to the
Bottom of
the Pass at
the Colbran
turnoff.

The trail should
absolutely be
paved from
Carbondale to
Redstone,
regardless of
alignment.
Non-paved,
hard-packed.
We want to see
only a soft
surface.
Mechanized
equipment and
tar would
create a
disruption to
wildlife and
diminish the
nature
experience.
I am fine with
only soft
surface. Kebler
pass is soft
surface too,
makes sense.

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment A,
Alignment B
avoid this area,
design any bridge
with structural
integrity but
minimalist
tendencies.

Alignment B

Alignment B

Alignment B Alignment B Alignment B Alignment B Alignment B

Preference is Alignment B
alignment B for this
locations
segment.
with the
exception of
the most
sensitive
wildlife,
fauna, and
water source
areas. This
includes the
7 Oaks Trail
segment.

If water
Alignment B
sources are
compromise
d,
preference is
Alignment A.

Alignment B Alignment B
with
sensitivity to
homeowner
sentiments.

B
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

B is better than A.

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

No

400

401

I think the trail should follow the railroad grade and old road up McClure's
Pass. Seasonal closures to protect wildlife where needed.
Yes. Although a trail that is completely off the highway such as proposed on
the other side of the river is ideal and idyllically I think is too problematic to
achieve the goal in my lifetime. I support an off highway bike/ped trail as a
great recreational amenity. Riding the highway is too dangerous but the
required wildlife closures deter from the overall recreational goal and
lengthy, expensive battles (as there will be) with private property owners will
delay implementation.

no

Would be a great addition.
Second Response: great!

No
Second
Response:
great!

402

403

404

I think the trail is a great idea, and I'm not worried at all about the impacts it
will have on habitat. I think that claim by some is a red herring.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

I think the most B
appropriate is
an asphalt
surface in this
section. A soft
surface would
be OK. I am not
in favor of
paving the
entire trail. For
example the
trail section
through the
Raggeds should
not be paved.
As long as we
B
get bicycles off
the highway.
Soft surface
my
does not
comments in
support road
previous
bikes. As more question
older residents about
and tourists shift preferred
away from mt route do not
bikes, road
change
riding is a great segment by
alternative and segment. I
it is too unsafe would only
to rider Highway add that IF
133 without a
there are no
separate
wildlife trail
bike/ped path. closures or
Just look at your private
great example property to
of the 5 miles to contend with
BRB. that path THEN by all
is used
means look
constantly by all to the other
ages.
side of the
river on the
old railroad
grade BUT if
bridge
crossings,
private
property and
necessary
seasonal
closures are
required
then stick to
the route of
least
resistance
which should
get us a trail
much
sooner....in
our
lifetimes!!!!!
hard surface
A
Second
Response: B
off 133 for a
more
pleasant
experience
My wife, kids,
I prefer off
and my wife's
highway
parents can
route. I
ride any
believe this is
surface.
option B.

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

B

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

BB

a

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

I prefer off
highway
route. I
believe this is
option B.

I prefer off
highway
route. I
believe this is
option B.

I prefer off
highway
route. I
believe this is
option B.

I prefer off
highway
route. I
believe this
is option B.

I prefer off
highway
route. I
believe this is
option B.

I prefer off
highway
route. I
believe this
is option B.

I prefer off
highway
route. I
believe this is
option B.

I prefer off
highway
route. I
believe this
is option B.

B

Requires seasonal
closure!!!

A if this is the
option that the
trail would be
open all the time
and not closed for
wildlife most of the
summer.
I prefer off
I prefer off
I prefer off
I prefer off
I prefer off
I prefer off
I prefer off
I prefer off
I prefer off
I prefer off
I prefer off
highway route. I highway
highway route. I
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway
believe this is
route. I
believe this is
route. I
route. I
route. I
route. I
route. I
route. I
route. I
route. I
believe this is option B.
believe this is believe this is believe this is believe this is believe this is believe this is believe this is believe this is option B.
option B.
option B.
option B.
option B.
option B.
option B.
option B.
option B.
option B.
b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

I feel that this is already an impacted corridor, and that this is exactly where
recreation should be planned and implemented. I am in favor of alignments
on the old rail corridor in general, and support/understand that several
segments might need to deviate from this alignment. I support this trail as a
summer single-track or soft surface trail. In winter, I support limited openings
for groomed or ungroomed cross country skiing emanating from Redstone.

406

For 17 of the segments, I support Option B, the off-highway alternative. For
Hays Creek, Placita, and Top of McClure option A is best due to topography
restraints. Ultimately compromise will make this a reality.

In general, both for safety and esthetics, I prefer an off hwy alignment where
feasible. I can accept the fact that in certain areas either cost or wildlife
issues could dictate an on hwy choice.

407

408

409

Yes. I think it should make use of the existing historic rights of way. I think that
the opposition's cries of "wildlife impacts" are disingenuous , and that if they
really cared for the wildlife, they would give up their homes in the Crystal
Valley for the betterment of the habitat.
Yes
I would support off-highway trail in general. i would also support seasonal
closures as similar to the rock-bottom ranch area on the Rio Grande Trail to
protect wildlife.

410

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Also spoke at joint
board meeting

405

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

I do not have a
general opinion
on trailheads,
though I feel
that the
communities of
Redstone and
Carbondale
should be the
primary access
points.
Interpretation
locations can
be spread
throughout the
trail, and these
should be
spaced no
denser than one
per half mile. I
have found
interesting
interpretive
examples on a
similar trail in the
Telluride area Galloping
Goose Trail
No comments
on this.

I support the off
highway trail
being soft
surface,
including
natural surface
purpose-built
singletrack.

I don't think it Alternative B Option B Option B is worth trying - rail corridor. Rail corridor. Rail corridor.
to go
through this
neighborhoo
d. I would
like to see
the trail
follow 133
alignment
south until
the first
bridge
option, then
following
option B on
the Crystal
River Parcel.

I have no strong
feelings on this
issue. I would
suggest that
interpretive
signage be
present in all
town sites just
because of the
increased
exposure to the
public. Sensitive
segments of the
trail should be
signed as such.

To maximize the
myriad
opportunities for
public use I feel
strongly that the
surface should
be paved. Soft
surface
segments are
fine as long as
there is a
contiguous
paved surface.

Strongly
prefer B in all
cases except
where cost
or
environment
al sensitivity
dictate
otherwise.

I think
pavement is
important to
get road biker
off of 133.

B

B

B

Yes

Yes soft surface B

B

B

no

As most people
i know are on
road bicycles i
would prefer a
paved surface
but i would also
support a hardpacked soft
surface as
similar to the Rio
Grande from
Woody Creek
to Aspen.

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

Riding
Option B Option B Option B Option B through
Rail corridor. Rail corridor. Rail corridor. Rail corridor.
neighborhoo
ds is not a
desirable
user
experience.
Do options
exist to
access or
connect to
Sweet Jessup
canal
alignments?

Option B is
Rail
preferred if
alignment.
designing a
natural surface
singletrack trail.
Much of this
alignment is in
areas with
existing
bicycle/pedestr
ian/vehicle
traffic. If going
for a hard
surface trail,
and wildlife
concerns are
prioritized, an
alignment
along highway
is acceptable.
Should also
consider the
reality of
existing mine in
Avalanche
valley, and it's
impact to
wildlife.

Option A.

B - although
riding on
double
track/dirt
road is not a
desirable
experience.
Do options
exist to go
east on to
USFS property
with
singletrack
trail?

Might as well A.
cross the
highway in
Redstone,
and
continue the
remainder of
the trail on
133 or west
of 133 from
this point.
Also could
help with
parking
access by
designating
Elk Park as a
trailhead.

N/A

B

N/A

B - Natural
N/A
connection
to remainder
of
southbound
trail
aesthetic.

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

A

B

A

Singletrack
when possible. .
. lower costs,
less work, less
maintenance.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Opt for off highway, enhanced user experience everywhere possible.

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Provide
adequate
parking at
trailheads (and
potential
organic
trailheads) and
discourage
parking in
dangerous
locations.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Pavement
would be best
but a wide
shoulder of soft
would be good.
I'm ok with it
being entirely
soft if necessary.

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Option B.
Prefer to
make the
path be
somewhat
separate
from the dirt
road (wide
shoulder at
least)

Option B.
Prefer to
make the
path be
somewhat
separate
from the dirt
road (wide
shoulder at
least)

Option B.
Option B
Prefer to
make the
path be
somewhat
separate
from the dirt
road (wide
shoulder at
least)

Option B.
Option B
Prefer to
make the
path be
somewhat
separate
from the dirt
road (wide
shoulder at
least)

Option B. A
spur with a
bridge to
access the
Perham
creek trail
would be
really cool
though.

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

"B" by far !!!

B by far !!!

B by far !!!

B

B

B

B

B

I prefer the
trails be not
on the
highway so
riders can
have less
noise and
enjoy safer
routes

off the
off highway
highway
preferred for
being more
scenic and
less traffic
noise

Nettle Creek

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

412

413

I prefer the off road options due to cost and safety. I think it is best to have
people off the road due to the narrow space there would be between the
rod and the trail. Off road would make t more family friendly. Seasonal
closures for animal migration is a good option.
I like the idea of riding up/down the river. As close to rivers edge as possible

414

Yes ! I want a paved bike trail following the railroad bed as soon as possible
!!!

415

416

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

I would hope for
some of the
history of the
route.

Not really at
least not at this
time... But I
would like to see
them put well
off the mail trail
so there isn't a
bottle-neck or
people standing
in the trail
reading or trying
to view
something.

I ride my road
bike up 133 to
McLure, it
would be much
better on a
hard surface
path.
PAVEMENT !!! If
you put in a soft
surface you will
lose a whole lot
of riders,
especially road
riders on road
bikes with thin
rubber tires and
stability issues...
It is also noisy. A
dirt surface has
a far less
"quality of riding
experience"... I
am an avid
rider with lots of
road riding
friends and
family that feel
similarly. If a
paved trail is a
"10" in ride
quality then a
dirt surface is a
"4" at best.
I feel good
about soft
surface trails

always prefer
off highway

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Option B
preferred. I
have the
same
thoughts as
above.

Option B
preferred. I have
the same thoughts
as above.

Option B.
Prefer to
make the
path be
somewhat
separate from
the dirt road
(wide
shoulder at
least)

Option B!
Make a
singletrack
as separate
from all
roads
(paved/dirt)
as possible.

Option B!
Make a
singletrack
as separate
from all
roads
(paved/dirt)
as possible.

I would
prefer to
see an off
highway
option.
Please
make it as
separate
and
protected
from the
highway as
possible.

Option B for
sure. Ties into
Hays Creek
trail,
improving
access.

I would
prefer to
see an off
highway
option.
Please
make it as
separate
and
protected
from the
highway as
possible.

Option B.
However, I
would like to
see a spur
trail to the
Marble road
turnoff.

I would
prefer to see
an off
highway
option.
Please make
it as
separate
and
protected
from the
highway as
possible.

Option B

I prefer Option
B but am
concerned
about
mudflows and
maintenance/k
eeping the trail
open. Also, if
deemed a
significant
Wildlife Impacts
that can't be
mitigated, I'd
be ok with
option A.
However,
considering a
train used to go
through here, I
have a hard
time seeing
seasonal bike
use being a
problem.
Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option B

Option A

Option B

Option A

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

No choices B
so I guess I'll
say "As far
off the
highway as
possible".

B. However,
I think
would
should do
both. Road
riders may
not be able
to
negotiate
the
switchback
s.

B. However, I Same as 25.
think both
should be
done...
Road- riders
may not
want to try
and
negotiate
the switchbacks

411

Mixed surface Option B
would be nice,
but soft surface
is primary
choice.
I would prefer
hard surface for
road biking and
pulling children
in a bike Trailer

Avalanche

Off highway
here would be
really scenic
and make use
of an existing
dirt road. This
route is
preferred
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

417

I would much prefer to see the old railroad bed utilized as much as possible,
even if it costs more. Far more scenic and enjoyable.

418

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Currently I ride B.
my road bike
on HWY 133 to
McClure Pass
and feel
threatened by
the trucks. I’d
like to get off
the road and
therefore want
the bath to be
paved.

B

Ideally, a
paved surface
as much as
possible to
allow for skinny
tire road bikes
to use it safely.
Mountain bikes
already have a
way to get to
Crested Butte
from Aspen
over the passes.
A soft surface
would be
acceptable if
there are no
other
alternatives.
Trail should be
soft surface for
the remainder
of the trail, with
the current
paved trail
being the only
paved
component.
Soft surface
only!

Prefer route
B, even if it
costs more.
Paved
surface. Soft
surface only
acceptable
as last resort.
Soft surface
on route B
preferable to
any surface
on route A.

B

Should be off highway along historic rail and wagon grades as much as
possible, as long as e-bikes are prohibited. If e-bike permitted, then trail
should be on-highway.

A Trailhead
parking location
in Carbondale is
mandatory.

Do whatever is necessary to get this done!

No just consider
Option b
accessibility with
a 2wd vehicle
as a priority
nope
any type is fine I prefer B, as I
feel that
with me
there is a
safety issue
with the trail
being
placed right
next to a
busy narrow
highway.
No comments. Ideally it would Option B
be paved but a
"soft surface" if
well
maintained,
could
accommodate
all users
including road
bikes.

419

420

I strongly support the trail and hope that it's placed through the Crystal
Valley and not along Hwy 133

421

I believe it should follow the old railroad alignment when at all possible. For
the best user experience, it should be away from the highway.

422

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

This segment B
on the road
is actually
one of the
most fun
parts of the
current ride.
The switch
backs
propose
would
eliminate the
high speed
descent so I’
d probably
go up the
path, but
descend on
the road.

Prefer route
B, even if it
costs more.
Paved
surface. Soft
surface only
acceptable
as last resort.
Soft surface
on route B
preferable to
any surface
on route A.

B. Unless I’m
not
understandin
g these
options, A
keeps you on
or very near
HWY 133 and
B takes you
away. And
it seemed,
paradoxicall
y, that A is
almost
always more
expensive.
Therefore, I’ll
almost
always go
with B.
Prefer route
B, even if it
costs more.
Paved
surface. Soft
surface only
acceptable
as last resort.
Soft surface
on route B
preferable to
any surface
on route A.

Prefer route
B, even if it
costs more.
Paved
surface. Soft
surface only
acceptable
as last resort.
Soft surface
on route B
preferable to
any surface
on route A.

Prefer route
B, even if it
costs more.
Paved
surface. Soft
surface only
acceptable
as last resort.
Soft surface
on route B
preferable to
any surface
on route A.

Prefer route
B, even if it
costs more.
Paved
surface. Soft
surface only
acceptable
as last resort.
Soft surface
on route B
preferable to
any surface
on route A.

Prefer route
B, even if it
costs more.
Paved
surface. Soft
surface only
acceptable
as last resort.
Soft surface
on route B
preferable to
any surface
on route A.

Prefer route
B, even if it
costs more.
Paved
surface. Soft
surface only
acceptable
as last resort.
Soft surface
on route B
preferable to
any surface
on route A.

Prefer route
B, even if it
costs more.
Paved
surface. Soft
surface only
acceptable
as last resort.
Soft surface
on route B
preferable to
any surface
on route A.

Prefer route B,
even if it costs
more. Paved
surface. Soft
surface only
acceptable as
last resort. Soft
surface on
route B
preferable to
any surface on
route A.

Prefer route
B, even if it
costs more.
Paved
surface. Soft
surface only
acceptable
as last resort.
Soft surface
on route B
preferable to
any surface
on route A.

Prefer route B,
even if it costs
more. Paved
surface. Soft
surface only
acceptable as last
resort. Soft surface
on route B
preferable to any
surface on route
A.

Prefer route B,
even if it costs
more. Paved
surface. Soft
surface only
acceptable
as last resort.
Soft surface
on route B
preferable to
any surface
on route A.

Prefer route
B, even if it
costs more.
Paved
surface. Soft
surface only
acceptable
as last resort.
Soft surface
on route B
preferable to
any surface
on route A.

Prefer route
B, even if it
costs more.
Paved
surface. Soft
surface only
acceptable
as last resort.
Soft surface
on route B
preferable to
any surface
on route A.

Prefer route
B, even if it
costs more.
Paved
surface.
Soft surface
only
acceptable
as last
resort. Soft
surface on
route B
preferable
to any
surface on
route A.

Prefer route
B, even if it
costs more.
Paved
surface. Soft
surface only
acceptable
as last resort.
Soft surface
on route B
preferable to
any surface
on route A.

Prefer route
B, even if it
costs more.
Paved
surface.
Soft surface
only
acceptabl
e as last
resort. Soft
surface on
route B
preferable
to any
surface on
route A.

Prefer route Prefer route
B, even if it B, even if it
costs more. costs more.
Paved
Paved
surface. Soft surface. Soft
surface only surface only
acceptable acceptable
as last resort. as last resort.
Soft surface Soft surface
on route B
on route B
preferable to preferable
any surface to any
on route A. surface on
route A.

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

A

B

A

B - the trail is A
already
there and
rideable
uphill and
down in its
present
state.

Option b

Option b

Option b

Option b

Option b

Option b

Option b

Option b

Option b

Option b

Option b

Option b

Option b

B

B

B

B

B

B

same as
above

same as
above

same as
above

same as
above

same as
above

same as
above

same as
above

same as
above

same as above same as
above

same as above

same as
above

same as
above

same as
above

same as
above

same as
above

same as
above

same as
above

same as
above

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

A

B

B
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

I am excited about it!

423

After reviewing all the segments I prefer Alternative B. The user experience is
better (along with being safer), less design constraints, more facilities would
be available during the winter (with the exception of wildlife closing) and less
costly.

424

425

yes - away from the road as much as possible
Generally, I think the east side would provide a far better experience, be
more cost-effective, and prevent water pollution that the west side would
cause. Securable bridges at pinch points would be needed to protect North
Janeway and Filoha.

426

I think it would be great.
427

I am a road biker, not dirt rider. I’d like to see better shoulders on Pitkin
County roads to accommodate road cyclists.

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

429

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

I think that
I think gravel is
planners need great!
to recognize
that this will be
very popular
and that
parking lots will
be busy, full,
crowded, and
will require
safety measures.
They appear to I prefer soft
be in
surface.
appropriate
locations. Would
like to see some
TH with
bathroom
facilities (a few
showers would
be fantastic for
those of us that
wish to bike
pack the route).

Prefer B better winter
use and
experience
away from
traffic

Prefer B.
Prefer B. It is Prefer B - It is
Better away a better user better to be
from cars
experience off the road
and traffic

Prefer B. It is
nice to be
away from
the road

Prefer B. It
Prefer B.
would be
Better user
great to be experience
off the road.

Prefer B better user
experience
off the road

Prefer
Alternative
Route B
throughout.
Better user
experience,
cheaper,
safer.

Prefer
Alternative B.
Better user
experience,
cheaper,
safer.

Prefer
Alternative B.
Better user
experience,
cheaper,
safer.

Prefer
Alternative B.
Better user
experience,
cheaper,
safer.

Prefer
Alternative B.
Better user
experience,
cheaper,
safer.

Prefer
Alternative B.
Better user
experience,
cheaper,
safer.

Prefer
Alternative B.
Better user
experience,
cheaper,
safer. Can
be used year
round.

Prefer
Prefer
Alternative B. Alternative B.
Better user
Better user
experience, experience,
cheaper,
much
safer.
cheaper,
Alternative A safer.
may limit user
types.

paved to
redstone!
Not specific
Soft surface
locations, but
would greatly
Ute history, RR
diminish the
history, early
number of
settlement,
people to use
coal, and
the trail...there
unusual
will be lots of
environmental road bikes. Silly
spots should be to build it and
highlighted.
not let them
come. Colored
or stained
concrete to
improve visuals?
Yes, that care It seems soft
and
surface would
consideration to be best in these
sensitive areas off highway
be included in sections that
locations.
deviate away.
No
Hard surface. A
soft surface off
highway
alternative
would not meet
my needs.

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

Seasonal
B
closure when
appropriate
for all
sections. B

B

B

B

B

B

If hard
surface: Don’
t know your
criteria for
assessing
impacts, but
based on
your
presentation,
option B
looks best.

If hard
surface: Don’
t know your
criteria for
assessing
impacts, but
based on
your
presentation,
option B
looks best.

Hard surface:
Don’t know
your criteria
for assessing
impacts, but
based on
your
presentation,
option B
looks best.

Hard surface:
Don’t know
your criteria
for assessing
impacts, but
based on
your
presentation,
option B
looks best.

Hard surface:
Don’t know
your criteria
for assessing
impacts, but
based on
your
presentation,
option B
looks best.

Hard surface:
on’t know
your criteria
for assessing
impacts, but
based on
your
presentation,
option B
looks best.
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Looking at the over all plan, Alternative B looks great if you can get
cooperation from the land owners.

7 Oaks

No

Prefer B - it's
nice to be
away from
the road.

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Prefer B

Prefer B

I prefer B.

I prefer B

Prefer Castle
B. Like winter
recreation
option.

Prefer B.
Winter use
and away
from the
highway are
better.

seems like
this is only
one option,
so no
comment
needed.

Prefer
Alternative B.
Better user
experience,
cheaper,
safer.

Prefer Alternative
B. Better user
experience, far
cheaper, safer.

Prefer
Alternative B.
Better user
experience,
cheaper,
safer.

Prefer
Alternative B.
Better user
experience,
cheaper,
safer and
can be open
year round.

Prefer
Alternative B.
Better user
experience,
cheaper,
safer. Alt B
open year
round

No
alternative
offered,
therefore
I'm good
with the
proposed
alignment.

b

Prefer
Alternative B.
Better user
experience,
cheaper, safer.
While, this
alternative has
the potential for
wildlife and
vegetation
impacts, I think
they can be
mitigated, and
are offset by
the very high
costs and
engineering
difficulties
associated with
Alt A.
b

b

b

b

b

b

B

B

B

B

B. Soft surface with B
seasonal closure.

B

Hard surface:
Don’t know
your criteria
for assessing
impacts, but
based on
your
presentation,
option B
looks best.

Hard surface:
Don’t know
your criteria
for assessing
impacts, but
based on
your
presentation,
option B
looks best.

If hard surface:
Don’t know
your criteria for
assessing
impacts, but
based on your
presentation,
option B looks
best. Would
prefer option A
if B is soft
surface.

If hard
surface: Don’
t know your
criteria for
assessing
impacts, but
based on
your
presentation,
option B
looks best.
Would prefer
option A if B
is soft surface

Very surprised at
the assessed
impacts. would
prefer to stay out
of Filoha. Option A
preferred.

hard surface:
Don’t know
your criteria
for assessing
impacts, but
based on
your
presentation,
option B
looks best.
Would prefer
option A if B
is soft surface

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

Prefer B.
No choice,
Seems like a so it is what
better user
it is.
experience.

Prefer B. I
think it would
be cool to
be away
from the
highway
where there
are so many
fast and
dangerous
vehicles.
Prefer
No
Prefer
Alternative B. alternative, Alternative
Better user
would
B. Better user
experience, prefer an
experience,
cheaper,
alignment cheaper,
safer. And
that doesn't safer.
can be open have to be
year round. closed for
the winter.

No choice,
so it's good.

a

b

a

b

a

B

B

B

B

B

B

hard surface:
Don’t know
your criteria
for assessing
impacts, but
based on
your
presentation,
option B
looks best.
Would prefer
option A if B
is soft surface

hard
hard surface:
surface:
Don’t know
Don’t know your criteria
your criteria for assessing
for assessing impacts, but
impacts, but based on
based on
your
your
presentation,
presentatio option B
n, option B looks best.
looks best. Would prefer
Would
option A if B
prefer
is soft surface
option A if B
is soft
surface

hard
surface:
Don’t know
your criteria
for
assessing
impacts,
but based
on your
presentatio
n, option B
looks best.
Would
prefer
option A if B
is soft
surface

hard
hard
surface:
surface:
Don’t know Don’t know
your criteria your criteria
for assessing for assessing
impacts, but impacts, but
based on
based on
your
your
presentation, presentation
option B
, option B
looks best.
looks best.
Would prefer Would
option A if B prefer
is soft
option A if B
surface
is soft
surface

No
alternative,
would prefer
an
alignment
that doesn't
have to be
closed for
the winter.

I will not
answer these
as I prefer a
hybrid...
primarily B,
but with
crossings
where
necessary.

If hard
surface: Don’
t know your
criteria for
assessing
impacts, but
based on
your
presentation,
option B
looks best.

hard surface:
Don’t know
your criteria
for assessing
impacts, but
based on
your
presentation,
option B looks
best. Would
prefer option
A if B is soft
surface

That section is a
great road bike
route so a
paved trail
would be best.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

In favor of
Alternative B.
Not much
wildlife
impact and
by far the
safest route.
Provides best
user
experience
and diversity
of
experience.

I am in favor of the trail and would say that my preference would be to build
it so that it offers diverse recreational opportunities and not just for bikers. As
such I am not in favor of building it right along the highway. I am also
concerned with safety if build along the highway.

I like the
different
trailhead
locations and in
favor of
seasonal
closures to
avoid some
Wildlife Impacts.

I would be in
favor of a soft
surface, multiuse trail.

In favor of
Alternative B.
Not much
wildlife
impact and
by far the
safest route.
Provides best
user
experience
and diversity
of
experience.

In favor of
Alternative B.
Not much
wildlife
impact and
by far the
safest route.
Provides best
user
experience
and diversity
of
experience.

In favor of
Alternative B.
Not much
wildlife
impact and
by far the
safest route.
Provides best
user
experience
and diversity
of
experience.

In favor of
Alternative B.
Not much
wildlife
impact and
by far the
safest route.
Provides best
user
experience
and diversity
of
experience.

In favor of
Alternative B.
Not much
wildlife
impact and
by far the
safest route.
Provides best
user
experience
and diversity
of
experience.

In favor of
Alternative B.
Not much
wildlife
impact and
by far the
safest route.
Provides best
user
experience
and diversity
of
experience.

In favor of
Alternative B.
Not much
wildlife
impact and
by far the
safest route.
Provides best
user
experience
and diversity
of
experience.

In favor of
Alternative B
if wildlife
impact can
be
mitigated. It
is by far the
safest route.
Provides best
user
experience
and diversity
of
experience.

In favor of
Alternative B.
Not much
wildlife
impact and
by far the
safest route.
Provides best
user
experience
and diversity
of
experience.

In favor of
Alternative B if
wildlife impact
can be
mitigated with
seasonal
closures. It is by
far the safest
route. Provides
best user
experience and
diversity of
experience.

In favor of
Alternative B
if wildlife
impact can
be
mitigated. It
is by far the
safest route.
Provides best
user
experience
and diversity
of
experience.

In favor of
Alternative B if
wildlife impact
can be mitigated.
Seasonal closures.
It is by far the
safest route.
Provides best user
experience and
diversity of
experience.

In favor of
Alternative B.
Not much
wildlife
impact and
by far the
safest route.
Provides best
user
experience
and diversity
of
experience.

Very happy this is moving forward and will hopefully become a reality. I quit
cycling Highway 133 almost 20 years ago as I had a motor vehicle
intentionally try to run me off the road. The road has only become more
dangerous since then. Thank you for helping keep us safe.

none

Feel it's best to
utilize a paved
trail between
Carbondale
and Redstone
as this section
will be a
continuation of
the existing
paved path
and is best
suited for road
bikes. A soft
surface trail will
not be used as
frequently.

For all
segments
Plan B is the
preferred
route for user
experience
and better
cost
objectives.
The only
exception is
for those
areas where
the wildlife
seasonal
closures will
be beyond
the normal
November
15 - May 1
dates, then it
makes sense
to use
Alternative
A.

For all
segments
Plan B is the
preferred
route for user
experience
and better
cost
objectives.
The only
exception is
for those
areas where
the wildlife
seasonal
closures will
be beyond
the normal
November
15 - May 1
dates, then it
makes sense
to use
Alternative
A.

For all
segments
Plan B is the
preferred
route for user
experience
and better
cost
objectives.
The only
exception is
for those
areas where
the wildlife
seasonal
closures will
be beyond
the normal
November
15 - May 1
dates, then it
makes sense
to use
Alternative
A.

For all
segments
Plan B is the
preferred
route for user
experience
and better
cost
objectives.
The only
exception is
for those
areas where
the wildlife
seasonal
closures will
be beyond
the normal
November
15 - May 1
dates, then it
makes sense
to use
Alternative
A.

For all
segments
Plan B is the
preferred
route for user
experience
and better
cost
objectives.
The only
exception is
for those
areas where
the wildlife
seasonal
closures will
be beyond
the normal
November
15 - May 1
dates, then it
makes sense
to use
Alternative
A.

For all
segments
Plan B is the
preferred
route for user
experience
and better
cost
objectives.
The only
exception is
for those
areas where
the wildlife
seasonal
closures will
be beyond
the normal
November
15 - May 1
dates, then it
makes sense
to use
Alternative
A.

For all
segments
Plan B is the
preferred
route for user
experience
and better
cost
objectives.
The only
exception is
for those
areas where
the wildlife
seasonal
closures will
be beyond
the normal
November
15 - May 1
dates, then it
makes sense
to use
Alternative
A.

For all
segments
Plan B is the
preferred
route for user
experience
and better
cost
objectives.
The only
exception is
for those
areas where
the wildlife
seasonal
closures will
be beyond
the normal
November
15 - May 1
dates, then it
makes sense
to use
Alternative
A.

For all
segments
Plan B is the
preferred
route for user
experience
and better
cost
objectives.
The only
exception is
for those
areas where
the wildlife
seasonal
closures will
be beyond
the normal
November
15 - May 1
dates, then it
makes sense
to use
Alternative
A.

For all segments
Plan B is the
preferred route
for user
experience and
better cost
objectives. The
only exception
is for those
areas where
the wildlife
seasonal
closures will be
beyond the
normal
November 15 May 1 dates,
then it makes
sense to use
Alternative A.

For all
segments
Plan B is the
preferred
route for user
experience
and better
cost
objectives.
The only
exception is
for those
areas where
the wildlife
seasonal
closures will
be beyond
the normal
November
15 - May 1
dates, then it
makes sense
to use
Alternative
A.

For all segments
Plan B is the
preferred route for
user experience
and better cost
objectives. The
only exception is
for those areas
where the wildlife
seasonal closures
will be beyond the
normal November
15 - May 1 dates,
then it makes
sense to use
Alternative A.

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

Also spoke at joint board meeting

430

431

I think it is a great idea. Recreation and tourism drive our Economy. With
global warming cutting winter short continuing to develop summer
recreational opportunities is key.

432

Away from road
433

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

In the busier
areas

Soft surface is
B
B
great if it’s
single track, if it
decomposed
granite as wide
as a bike path it
should be
paved. A soft
surface bike
path won’t get
used nearly as
much as a
paved bike
path or single
track.
I love it being
Soft surface
away from
road for a bit

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

In favor of
In favor of
Alternative B. this route.
Not much
wildlife
impact and
by far the
safest route.
Provides best
user
experience
and diversity
of
experience.

In favor of
In favor of
Alternative B. this route.
Not much
wildlife
impact and
by far the
safest route.
Provides best
user
experience
and diversity
of
experience.

For all
For all
segments Plan segments
B is the
Plan B is the
preferred
preferred
route for user route for user
experience
experience
and better
and better
cost
cost
objectives.
objectives.
The only
The only
exception is exception is
for those
for those
areas where areas where
the wildlife
the wildlife
seasonal
seasonal
closures will
closures will
be beyond
be beyond
the normal
the normal
November 15 November
- May 1 dates, 15 - May 1
then it makes dates, then it
sense to use makes sense
Alternative A. to use
Alternative
A.

For all
segments
Plan B is the
preferred
route for user
experience
and better
cost
objectives.
The only
exception is
for those
areas where
the wildlife
seasonal
closures will
be beyond
the normal
November
15 - May 1
dates, then it
makes sense
to use
Alternative
A.

For all
segments
Plan B is the
preferred
route for
user
experience
and better
cost
objectives.
The only
exception is
for those
areas where
the wildlife
seasonal
closures will
be beyond
the normal
November
15 - May 1
dates, then
it makes
sense to use
Alternative
A.

For all
segments
Plan B is the
preferred
route for user
experience
and better
cost
objectives.
The only
exception is
for those
areas where
the wildlife
seasonal
closures will
be beyond
the normal
November
15 - May 1
dates, then it
makes sense
to use
Alternative
A.

B

B

A

B

B

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

In Favor of
creating two
separate
trails a
nonbike
route up
alternative b
and a bike
route up
route A. I
think this will
afford bikers
a safe
passage to
get to
Marble and
perhaps
provide for a
future multiuse trial to
marble.
For all
segments
Plan B is the
preferred
route for user
experience
and better
cost
objectives.
The only
exception is
for those
areas where
the wildlife
seasonal
closures will
be beyond
the normal
November
15 - May 1
dates, then it
makes sense
to use
Alternative
A.

For all
segments
Plan B is the
preferred
route for
user
experience
and better
cost
objectives.
The only
exception is
for those
areas
where the
wildlife
seasonal
closures will
be beyond
the normal
November
15 - May 1
dates, then
it makes
sense to
use
Alternative
A.
A
B
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I am in favor
of this
proposed
route.

For all
segments
Plan B is the
preferred
route for
user
experience
and better
cost
objectives.
The only
exception is
for those
areas where
the wildlife
seasonal
closures will
be beyond
the normal
November
15 - May 1
dates, then
it makes
sense to use
Alternative
A.

B
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

The alignment should follow the rail grade as much as possible to limit cost
and potential conflict between motor vehicles and trail users.

434

Away from road where ever is feasible in all aspects.
435

no

436

Its a bad idea
437

I think the idea of the trail is a waste of taxpayer dollars

440

441

I don't think more people in this area is a good idea. After seeing the Penny
Hot Springs over run I think less is more.
Unnecessary.

442

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

pavement with
stable gravel
edge to be
used by trail
runners and
horses.

B alignment!
reduced
conflicts with
motor
vehicles and
less Cost

B alignment!
reduced
conflicts with
motor
vehicles and
less Cost

B alignment!
reduced
conflicts with
motor
vehicles and
less Cost

B alignment!
reduced
conflicts with
motor
vehicles and
less Cost

B alignment!
reduced
conflicts with
motor
vehicles and
less Cost

B alignment!
reduced
conflicts with
motor
vehicles and
less Cost

B alignment!
reduced
conflicts with
motor
vehicles and
less Cost

B alignment!
reduced
conflicts with
motor
vehicles and
less Cost

B alignment!
reduced
conflicts with
motor
vehicles and
less Cost.
Bridge
Option 10 is
a great
option to
provide Swiss
Village users
access.

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

B alignment!
reduced
conflicts with
motor vehicles
and less Cost.
Should be
closed
seasonally
(winter) for
wildlife. No
Dogs from
Avalanche to
Filoha year
round. I love
taking my dogs
but this is a
sensitive area
and no reason
they need to
be pooping or
chasing squirrels
here.
Easy to access, Soft Surface if
Away from
Away from
Away from
Away from
Away from
Away from
Away from
Away from
Away from
Away from
love interpretive it's gets us off
road where road where road where road where road where road where road where road where road where road where
signs!
the highway.
ever is
ever is
ever is
ever is
ever is
ever is
ever is
ever is
ever is
ever is feasible
feasible in all feasible in all feasible in all feasible in all feasible in all feasible in all feasible in all feasible in all feasible in all in all aspects.
aspects.
aspects.
aspects.
aspects.
aspects.
aspects.
aspects.
aspects.
aspects.
no
That section
prefer B,
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
would receive away from
the most traffic the highway
in my opinion,
and a paved or
crushed rock
surface would
be preferable.
Way to much
Leave as it is
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
BAD
destruction
keep the crystal
beautiful
There are
already
numerous routes
to Crested Butte
that are under
utilized

B alignment!
reduced
conflicts with
motor
vehicles and
less Cost. Yes
on Bridge 11
trail access.
No on Bridge
12 option.

B alignment!
reduced conflicts
with motor
vehicles and less
Cost. Should be
closed seasonally
(winter) for wildlife.
No Dogs from
Avalanche to
Filoha year round.
I love taking my
dogs but this is a
sensitive area and
no reason they
need to be
pooping or
chasing squirrels
here.

B alignment!
reduced
conflicts with
motor
vehicles and
less Cost.

A alignment!
less Cost with
majority of
section
being a
straight path.
Seems like a
natural
transition
from
Redstone to
a brief
section
along 133. B
Alignment is
also fine if
cost is
comparable.

A alignment!
less Cost
Seems like a
natural
continuation
of a brief
section
along 133. B
Alignment is
also fine if
cost is
comparable.

Away from
road where
ever is
feasible in all
aspects.
B

Away from road
where ever is
feasible in all
aspects.
B

Away from
road where
ever is
feasible in all
aspects.
B

Away from
road where
ever is
feasible in all
aspects.
B

BAD

BAD

BAD

no trailheads or no trail
no trail
interpretive
surface/no trail
locations

no trail

no trail

no trail

?
Also Submitted Letter

439

Also Submitted Letter
Also spoke at joint board meeting

438

I'm an avid mountain biker who loves the wealth of trails available to us in
Pitkin Cty, but I have concerns about Redstone to McClure because there is
already enormous pressure on wildlife along the Crystal and at what point to
do we say enough is enough? After consideration, I have to weigh in on
opposition to this trail.
I am opposed to building the trail through the Crystal River Valley as
proposed due to its impact on fragile ecosystems and wildlife... and its very
high costs. It seems like an irresponsible folly from an organization that has
too much money and power.

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Other
Responses

#

Widen the
highway. I
have ridden it
many times. It is
perfectly safe.
How many
accidents with
bicyclists and
vehicles have
there been?

no trail

no trail

no trail

no trail

no trail

no trail

no trail

no trail

Avalanche

no trail

Hays Falls

Top of the
Pass

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

A
alignment!
Not many
options
here.

B alignment!
reduced
conflicts with
motor
vehicles and
less Cost.
Should be
closed
seasonally
(winter) for
wildlife.

A
alignment.
Not many
options
here.

B alignment!
reduced
conflicts with
motor
vehicles and
less Cost and
keeps out of
the way of
ROCK FALL!
this section is
scary with
traffic and
rocks.

A alignment.
Not many
options
here. Needs
flashing light
signage to
alert
motorists of
trail / road
sharing
ahead.
People haul
ass over the
top of this
pass.

Away from
road where
ever is
feasible in all
aspects.
B

Away from
road where
ever is
feasible in
all aspects.
A

Away from
road where
ever is
feasible in all
aspects.
B

Away from
road where
ever is
feasible in
all aspects.
A

Separation
of trail from
highway.

B

Away from
road where
ever is
feasible in all
aspects.
B

BAD

BAD

NO GOOD

HORRIBLE

BAD

NO GOOD

BAD

no trail

no trail

no trail!!

no trail

no trail

retain
existing trail

no trail

Revise trail to
Crystal. Take
the existing
317 route to
Crested
Butte over
Schofield
Pass.
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

443

I am generally opposed to this project at all. Don't get me wrong, a trail to
Crested Butte would be cool, but not cool enough to warrant the expense
and wildlife impacts (particularly through Filoha Meadows). There are plenty
of other trails in the area, and we really don't need one of this scale.

445

446

447

448

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

The fewer humans moving through that valley, the better.
I am opposed to a trail through the Crystal River valley, especially one that is
off-highway. Any trail will destroy vegetation, disrupt wildlife, and create
traffic due to construction. A trail on the east side of the river, especially,
would be hugely disruptive to wildlife and would disturb some of the most
pristine places in the entire valley, such as Filoha Meadows.

A soft surface
seems most
appropriate,
although I am
opposed to any
trail on the east
side of the river.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Top of the
Pass

Placita

McClure Pass

Plan A-- the
route follows
the highway
and stays on
the west side
of the river.

Plan A-- the
route follows
the highway
and stays on
the west side
of the river.

Plan A-- the
route follows
the highway
and stays on
the west side
of the river.

Plan A-- the
route follows
the highway
and stays on
the west side
of the river.

Plan A-- the
route follows
the highway
and stays on
the west side
of the river.

Plan A-- the
route follows
the highway
and stays on
the west side
of the river.

Plan A-- the
route follows
the highway
and stays on
the west side
of the river.

Plan A-- the
route follows
the highway
and stays on
the west side
of the river.

Plan A-- the
route follows
the highway
and stays on
the west side
of the river.

Plan A-- the
route follows
the highway
and stays on
the west side of
the river.

Plan A-- the
route follows
the highway
and stays on
the west side
of the river.

Plan A-- the route
follows the
highway and stays
on the west side of
the river. No trail
should be allowed
through Filoha.

Plan A-- the
route follows
the highway
and stays on
the west side
of the river.

Plan A-- the
route follows
the highway
and stays on
the west side
of the river.

Plan A-- the
route follows
the highway
and stays on
the west side
of the river.

If any trail,
option C
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133.

If any trail,
option C
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133.

If any trail,
option C
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133.

If any trail,
option C
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133.

If any trail,
option C
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133.

If any trail,
option C
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133.

If any trail,
option C
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133.

If any trail,
option C
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133.

If any trail,
option C
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133.

If any trail,
option C west
side shoulder of
Highway 133.

If any trail,
option C
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133.

If any trail, option
C west side
shoulder of
Highway 133.

If any trail,
option C west
side shoulder
of Highway
133.

If any trail,
option C
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133.

If any trail,
option C
west side
shoulder of
Highway 133.

Plan A-- the Plan A-- the
route follows route follows
the highway the highway
and stays
and stays on
on the west the west side
side of the of the river.
river.

Plan A-- the
route
follows the
highway
and stays
on the west
side of the
river.

Plan A-- the
route follows
the highway
and stays on
the west side
of the river.

Plan A-- the
route follows
the highway
and stays on
the west
side of the
river.

If any trail,
option C
west side
shoulder of
Highway
133.

If any trail,
option C
west side
shoulder of
Highway
133.

If any trail,
option C
west side
shoulder of
Highway
133.

No

Yes. I am opposed to the current trail I would rather see the shoulder
widened on the road, lowering the speed limits, and enforcing the speed
limit. I don’t believe that this trail would be supported as there are very few
facilities up the Crystal and down the other side to Paonia and over Kebbler
pass.
Please either do not make the trail or have it align with the road so that it
does not disturb the wild life.
I have very specific thoughts about the trail alignment through the Crystal
River Valley. I'm not in favor of a trail at all. I'm disappointed that the survey
doesn't ask if there should be a trail. If there is any alignment it should be on
the west shoulder of Highway 133. Recreation in this valley and trails along
every major drainage is detrimental to the health and beauty of the Crystal
River Valley. Tax payers and private property owners should not be forced
to have a trail through their properties. People move to the Crystal River
Valley to have a quiet, rural, mountain lifestyle. If they wanted what you
have done to the Roaring Fork Valley they would have moved to the
Roaring Fork Valley. Wildlife is being totally discounted by OST consultants.
I've spent my life in the Crystal River Valley and have seen animals displaced
from 1/2 mile to 1 mile away from human activity, just one human or one
dog. Take a serious look at what true conservation with managed
recreation really is. The Galapagos Islands does a great job at true
conservation in concert with recreation. The French Alps is a great example
of a sterilized recreational experience, there is no wildlife. I spent a winter
living there and recreating and never saw an animal track. People that live
here are really lucky to have a combination of wildlife and recreation. The
insertion of a trail up this narrow valley will be the death of wildlife in the
Crystal River Valley. With the advancement of bikes and mechanized
recreational vehicles of the future it's hard to create an adequate plan and
a management plan without knowing the volume and the mode of
transportation that will occur in the next 20 years. I've seen the Crown go
from an area with great wildlife habitat where residents could obtain their
winter's source of protein to having no wildlife at all due to excessive
recreation with no management or enforcement. Wildlife already have
everything against them why increase the pressure for another recreational
trail when there are already thousands of options in this valley. The premise
of OST trails hiding behind the Governor's trail initiative is really wrong. There
are 600 residents in the Crystal River Valley and they all have multiple options
for a trail within minutes of their homes. Spending millions, with the least
expensive option being 20 million for the 600 residents of the Crystal River
Valley is 33,000 per person. Wouldn't the money be better spent in and
around Aspen? Please don't ruin the Crystal River Valley.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

How can this trail
segment possible
not disturb this
critical elk and
bighorn sheep
habitat? We've
already disrupted
enough of their
habitat - let them
be.

Also Submitted Letter

444

Other
Responses

#

I do not think
the off highway
alternative is a
good idea.
The proposed
As previously
trailhead,
stated, no trail is
parking and
preferred and if
interpretation
there is a trail
locations are
hard surface on
excessive. Every the west side
parking,
shoulder of
trailhead
Highway 133. I
location will
don't agree at
have people
all with the off
sleeping in their highway
vehicles, trash, alternative.
people going to
the bathroom
on the side of
the road,
pollution from
vehicles, runoff
from another
hard surface. If
the trail is for
residents they
don't need
parking.
Carbondale
and Redstone
should be the
only parking.
From Joni's
Mitchell's Big
Yellow Taxi,
"they paved
paradise and
put up a
parking lot"
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449

450

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Keep the alignment entirely along the highway to minimize impacts on
wildlife and habitat. Seasonal closures are not a reliable form of mitigation
because, as we have seen elsewhere in the Roaring Fork, enforcement of
the closures is difficult to impossible once a trail is in place. Rather than trying
to mitigate negative impacts to wildlife and the landscape, we should
instead focus on avoiding these impacts in the first place. Set a progressive
example of using modern engineering practices to build a trail that is
minimally destructive to current landscape conditions - keep it along the
highway!
Text Entry from 2nd Survey: I had filled out the survey earlier, but there was
not a "no-trail" alternative given in OST's presentation, so my earlier responses
only reflected my opinions on Alternative A vs. B. However, since then, I saw
in the recent FAQ that we could select "no trail" as a recommendation.
Therefore, I would like to change my survey responses for all segments to "notrail" as a first choice, or otherwise "Alternative A" as a 2nd choice. The
money would be far better spent on the Lower Valley trail through South
Canyon, which could be used by commuters. As we have seen from the
Grand Ave. bridge closure, this area severely needs more options for bicycle
commuting to alleviate vehicle traffic. The community would be better
served with a bike path that could be used for both commuting and
recreation by many people and on a daily basis, rather than a recreation
trail for a smaller segment of the population primarily on weekends. I realize
that a commuter trail in Garfield County might not be a top priority for Pitkin
County, especially when considering how to spend Pitkin County dollars, but
I think that funds that come from the state/GOCO could be far better used
on the LoVa trail or elsewhere.

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

453

No

Sure

I think a trail off
133 is ok

paved to
redstone. A soft
surface does
not benefit all
riders

Nettle Creek

Alternative A
- keep it on
the highway.
The area
from Nettle
Creek to Red
Wind Point is
used by
bighorn
sheep in the
winter and
spring.

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Alternative A Alternative A Alternative A Alternative A Alternative A Alternative A
- keep it on - keep it on - keep it on - keep it on - keep it on - keep it on
the highway. the highway. the highway. the highway. the highway. the highway.
The area
from Nettle
Creek to Red
Wind Point is
used by
bighorn
sheep in the
winter and
spring. In the
analysis of
environment
al effects of
Alternative B,
it is
misleading to
suggest that
"mitigating"
impacts by
monitoring
lambing to
determine
when a
seasonal
closure can
be lifted
could move
the impacts
from
"moderate"
(yellow) to
"least"
(green). The
least impact
would be to
go with
Alternative A
and not
introduce
any
additional
human
presence
onto the east
side of the
river.

Avalanche

Narrows

Alternative A - Alternative A
keep it on the - keep it on
highway.
the highway.
Alternative B is
too close to
important
bighorn sheep
habitat and
cuts through elk
winter range.
Seasonal
closures are not
an effective
strategy
because they
are difficult to
enforce,
especially in
spring and fall
when the
animals are at
low elevations
but the weather
is still nice
enough that
people want to
be out biking. It
would be far
better to avoid,
rather than
mitigate,
impacts to
wildlife and
habitat.

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Alternative A Alternative A - Alternative A Alternative A There is only No
keep it on the
keep it on the - keep it on - keep it on 1 alternative preference.
highway.
highway.
the highway. the highway. (A).
Alternative B
would severely
fragment an area
that is critical
winter range
habitat with
relatively good
solitude for
bighorns and elk. I
would not rate the
impact as
"moderate"
(yellow) but rather
"most" (red).
Seasonal closures
are not an
effective strategy
because they are
difficult to
enforce,
especially in spring
and fall when the
animals are at low
elevations but the
weather is still nice
enough that
people want to be
out biking. It would
be far better to
avoid, rather than
mitigate, impacts
to wildlife and
habitat.

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

There is only No
No
1
preference. preference.
alternative
(A).

Wildlife and ecology first. Period.
soft surface

No
I think it would Interupt a prestine wildlife habitat.
I feel there are enough trails thru wilderness now. no need to build more.
They are costly and the benefit is for a limited number of people.

No

Great idea!

No

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

these maps
are too
difficult to
see. how
can one
coment?

don' build
here

don't build
here

Ok

Yes
GUNNISON COUNTY RESPONSES
I think this trail is a great idea!

456

457

Crystal River
Parcel

Paved. I do not Alternative A Alternative A
support any of - keep it on - keep it on
the off-highway the highway. the highway.
alternatives.

454

455

7 Oaks

Do not expand
parking at
Avalanche,
Narrows, or
Penny. These
are critical
areas for
bighorn sheep
that do not
need any
additional
human use.

451
452

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Personally, I
prefer single
track, however,
I want everyone
to enjoy parts of
the trail. I would
say, from
carbondale,
pavement for
10ish miles, then
hard gravel for
a distance for
all the cross
bikes, then dirt
for mountain
bikes.
That would be
fine!

single-track
please, and
away from
the highway
as much as
possible! :)
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458

459

460

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Yes, it should be the best possible trail, providing the best possible user
experiences, with safety, quality, and sustainability at the helm.
I live in Marble and am very excited about this bike trail. I bike to Carbondale
often and would love to be able to do that off the increasingly busy
highway. However, I do not want this bikeway to impact wildlife any more
than necessary. For this reason, I strongly support keeping the
Be cost effective

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Ni

462

464

General thought is from a witnessing perspective: I have lived in upper CRV
the past 20 yrs, year-round. There is NO QUESTION, NO DOUBT that people will
go off-trail, even as others around them tell them it is illegal. I've witnessed.
DOESN'T MATTER to them! 20 yrs ago, it was a big deal when some started
taking motorbikes, then ATVs, up Daniels Hill instead of walking up...
especially in the mud. 15-20 yrs later, steadily, always more - never less, there
are trailer loads of monster Mad Max type UTVs coming up in swarms in the
summer/fall up Lead King Basin and around Crystal. The road around Crystal
and Lizard Lake is collapsing from persistent, incessant human pounding of
the lands, trails, paths ... From what has been centuries, four and twoleggeds quietly walking this heavenly valley, to now, monstersized, gaspowered machines, and the trailers to haul them, come up "for fun.". It's their
"right." It starts with the idea that humans have "right" to do whatever pleases
and pleasures themselves FIRST. I don't think we as humans, have proven
that we have the self-discipline to not abuse the railroad trail proposed
through Filoha Meadows. There's proof all around. :(
we are mostly concerned about the trail from Pitkin Co border through our
property along Highway 133 to the top of McClure and from redstone to
Gunnison co border along 133

Wherever the
turnouts will be
along the
highway plan,
whomever
designed the
Redstone
parking lot on
133, that
signage is well
done and
informative.

Use already established road incursions - avoid bridges - damages to Crystal
flee flowing river

Keep animal
"corridors"
connected
beyond
counties and
states /
undisturbed - no
"urban"
developments
or incursions

465

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

Yes - make
Gravel/Road
them prominent base - soft is fine
and easy to
understand.

461

463

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Prefer paved
but soft is ok
The surface
should be
paved.
Hard surface
B
Redstone To
Carbondale,
Redstone to CB
soft surface.
Wouldn't mind
a semi hard
surface
Redstone to
Carbondale
without it being
paved.
No off-highway along
alaternative.
highway
See #1 above.
Keep the
surface same as
below.

As much has
A
possible highway - no
bridges corridor for all
wildlife totally
separate and
unused by
humans all year
around special;
showings of
"animal"
corridor one
time per least
sensitive time.
The corridor
near Avalanche
bridge needs
not to be used protect for
continued
corridor to
Snowmass/Mar
ble protected

B

B

B

B

B

A

B - although B
somewhat
concerned
about
Wildlife
Impacts.
Hopefully trail
can be
made with
consideratio
n for
environment.

along
highway

along
highway

along
highway

along
highway

along
highwat

along
highway

along
highway

A

A

A

A

A

A! No more
bridges!

A

A - Would think
the long seasonal
closure for B would
be an issue. If
they created a
bridge to get
back to the road,
perhaps not bad
for closure months,
but some concern
about disturbance
of wildlife in this
area.
ohdeargodin ohdeargodinhe ohdeargodin ohdeargodinheav
heaven,
aven, please,
heaven,
en, please, along
please,
along highway please,
highway!!!!!!!!!
along
along
highway
highway

A! No further A! Keep it as A! These bike
urbanization wild as
trails are not
possible
critical!

B

A! The
Absolutely follow
highway can highway
still be used
as in Europe

B

B

B

ohdeargodin
heaven,
please, along
highway

ohdeargodin
heaven,
please,
along
highway

ohdeargodin along
heaven,
highway
please,
along
highway

Cost vs users
need to be
presented

A - should
not urbanize
- major elk
area pushing
up

A
Horses/walke
rs/bikers/elec
tric bikes

A

B

A

B - would
prefer this
stay single
track

A

along
highway

along
highway

along
highway

along
highway

Do
singletracks
A 1 up, 1
down

Follow
highway hang the
bike trails
above
highway below

A Don't mix A
well! Wildlife
need
corridors!

use 133
highway
right of
way, not
old road
bed
The already
developed
Hwy A CB
is loaded
with wildlife
passage to
water
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

I live just barely in Gunnison County, but spend most of my time in Pitkin. I
think the trail will be awesome and really add to the quality of life!

466

Keep the trail from cutting through people's private property, even though
an easement may exist.

467

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Make smart
Would prefer
financial
hard surface
choices - no
need to spend
more money just
to align the trail
in a different
spot. Pick the
spot that makes
the most
financial sense
and is safe.
No.
Soft surfaces
would not
accommodate
the cross
country riders.
They would still
be on the road,
negating the
purpose of a
bike path.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

prefer along prefer along
highway -- A highway -- A

Put the trail
right along
side the
highway. I
prefer A.

I prefer A.

I prefer A.

A

A

A

A. This area
gets a lot of
bicycle
traffic and
would need
to be hard
surface to
keep cyclists
off 133 similar
to the
existing trail

A. This area
gets a lot of
bicycle
traffic and
would need
to be hard
surface to
keep cyclists
off 133 similar
to the
existing trail

A. This area
gets a lot of
bicycle
traffic and
would need
to be hard
surface to
keep cyclists
off 133 similar
to the
existing trail

B. with
bridge
option and
paved

I think the
surface type
should be
based on the
least cost
alternative that
still allow safe
foot and bike
traffic with
minimal
maintenance
requirements - a
hard packed
dirt surface may
be very
adequate, at
least initially.
I think this
B
should be hard
surface so it
can be used to
commute and
also for safety
road biking.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Top of the
Pass

prefer along prefer along prefer along prefer along prefer
highway
highway
highway
highway
along
highway

I am a very active bird watcher as well as big game hunter, and I have
assisted the CPW with numerous wildlife projects. So although, CPW
biologists as well as the Roaring Fork Valley Audubon both advicate that a
trail alignment would have significant impacts on wildlife, I respectively
disagree. I believe a trail on east side of river would be much safer (and
human safety should be a big factor in the selection) than trail alignment
along Highway 133. I think putting the trail on east side of river makes a lot of
sense for many reasons.

470

McClure Pass

prefer along
highway

Soft surface

no

Placita

prefer along prefer along
highway
highway

Less impacts to 133 the better. Use as much old RR alignment as possible

I want the trail

Bear Creek

prefer along prefer along prefer along prefer along prefer along prefer along prefer along prefer along prefer along prefer along
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway
highway

A

B

B

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A. bridge
B. with
option back bridge
to 133. Large option
shoulder are continuing to
and keeps
be paved to
out of the
keep cyclists
residential
off 133
area. Keep it
paved

B. with
bridge
option
continuing to
be paved to
keep cyclists
off 133

B. with
bridge
option
continuing to
be paved to
keep cyclists
off 133

B. with
bridge
option
continuing to
be paved to
keep cyclists
off 133

A. with bridge
option keeping
paved to keep
cyclists of 133

A.keeping
paved to
keep cyclists
of 133

B. Bridge option
keeping paved to
keep cyclists of
133

B. keeping
paved to
keep cyclists
of 133

B. From this
point on,
make the
trail soft
surface

B. Soft
surface

B. Must use
the existing
soft surface
and properly
sign and
ENFORCE
the area to
stop locals
from using it
as a
shooting
range.

Route B.

Route B.

Route B.

Route B.

Route B.

Route B.

Route A.

Route B.

Route B

Route A

Route A

Route A

no
B. soft
no
comment - surface
comment
only 1
alignment
works.
Having road
crossing at
the falls is
important to
engineer
with
advanced
warning
correctly
due to high
speeds in
that area.
Bandit
crossing
currently is
uncontrolle
d and
loosely
organized
making the
area
dangerous.
Route A.
Route B. This Route A
is not a
correct
name for this
segment - it
should be
"Bears
Gulch", not
"Bear Creek".

Route B.

Route A.

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

unsure

B

A

A If the
reason for
this bike
path is to
get the bike
traffic off
the
highway,
there is no
other
choice but
A. Otherwise
the road
bikes will still
be using the
road.
no
comment

A

468

469

Hays Falls

B
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

471

concerned about wildlife distubance
472

I like the reasonable and affordable option along the existing rr grade. Even
to the point of condeming land if easements are not available.

473

476

477

Yes. Both proposed options seem inappropriate. No trail is probably the best
option for the Crystal River Valley from KOA to Crystal to the top of McClure
Pass.
I feel that the trail is not necessary but if it must be built it needs to respect
the wildlife and natural aesthetic of the valley. Do not go through filoha
meadows or any other ecologically important areaa

478

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Keep the
billboards to a
minimum. I
personally don't
like the giant 3
panel billboards
with nothing
helpfull onthem.
Small maps with
distances are
good enough.
Don't do it
anywhere!

If it is a fine finish B
that would be
ok, similar to the
surface through
the Rio Grande
gorge, fine
enough for
road bike tires.

Not sure about
this but I would
like to see as
little impact as
possible.

I see no reason Roadway.
to duplicate the
road up the
valley. I prefer
to see soft
surface or single
track. Do not
pave a the trail.
The Crested
Butte side is
single track.

Crystal River
Parcel

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Route b with Route b
bridge
option 3

Route b

Route b

Route b

Route b

Route b

Route b

Route b

Route bRoute b
road is too
sketchy here
for even
considering
path
alongside...

Route b

Route b

Route b

Route a
Route b seems to be
the only
option

route b

route b

route a to
limit wildlife
impact

route b

route b

route b

route a to
limit wildlife
impact

route b

route a to
limit wildlife
impact

ROUTE A TO LIMIT
WILDLIFE IMPACT

ROUTE B

ROUTE B

ROUTE B

?

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

MOST
IMPORTANT.
route a to limit
wildlife impact
B

B

B please!

The B section Off highway
is preferable. please,
much safer
and
aesthetic. B

Off highway The same??
please,
much safer
and
aesthetic. B

ROUTE B

Placita

Top of the
Pass

Route b - the Stay on
old pass
route b off
road
the road
provides
great views!

?

Off highway They look
please,
the same??
much safer
and
aesthetic. B

Stay out! To
many people
already are
destroying our
wilderness
areas with less
help every year
from the forest
service.

McClure Pass

ROUTE B

Definitely like They look
the off
the same.
highway
nature of B
over being
next to the
highway.

No, leave No, leave
alone!
alone!
More traffic
, more
problems!

Leave
alone! Don't
do!!

Roadway

Roadway

Also spoke at joint
board meeting

475

I am completely against this whole project . I live here for the simple beauty
and wilderness areas being left alone. Man made involvements to access
easier will not only bring in unwanted tourist but hurt the wildlife routes. Plus
so many more problems that come with managing and protecting our
lands.

Yes, I'm opposed to the trail. I am an avid biker and hiker and have ridden
my bike from Glenwood over McClure Pass numerous times. I've hiked the
area for over 40 years. I am deeply committed to preserving and protecting
this unique landscape. I think the proposed trail will be disruptive to the
habitat and frankly the amount of people wanting to bike through the area
doesn't seem to support such an expensive endeavor. However, if it's
inevitable,
yes, I am totally against it.

7 Oaks

Mixed surface. Route b
Trail should be
paved where
appropriate
and soft where
appropriate. To
me, the only
negative side of
sort surface is
the limitation it
creates for
some road
bikes.
Asthetically I
think soft fits the
landscape
better.
I like it if it would route b
save money

I think it should follow the old railroad grade as much as possible, even if that
means seasonal closures.

474

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Roadway.

Roadway

Roadway

Roadway

Roadway

Roadway

This is
Stay out
another area leave to the
that should animals.
be left to the
animals.

Roadway

Stay out of filoha.
It is too special to
jeopardize with
human traffic.

Roadway

Roadway

Roadway

Roadway

Roadway

Roadway
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Also Submitted Letter

Yes.

479

no I am most concerned with the section that is proposed in gunnision
county. In particular a section of Raggeds Trail 820

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Yes. Highway
133 does not
need more pull
offs and parking
and signs.

I would not like
the new trail to
use the existing
Raggeds Trail
820

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

The Crystal River
Valley is too
pristine to be
urbanized by
the type of
infrastructure
proposed
especially for
Plan A. Plan B is
not a viable
option as it
disturbs wildlife
habitat.
no preference

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

This is prime wildlife
habitat and
should not be
damaged or
invaded by multiuse trail.

Again I
would prefer
the trail use
an alternate
route than
Ragged Trail
820.

480

481

482

DELTA/MESA COUNTY RESPONSES
positive
I favor a modest version of Alternative A in order to limit environmental
impacts and the colossal costs that Alt. B would entail. Also, if the trail
conjoins the highway, bicyclists interested in efficient travel will have no
need or desire to ride on the highway. Otherwise, the hazards to car
occupants and highway cyclists will increase over time. I do, however,
believe that certain trail segments should be developed for pedestrian use
only.
No.

useful

484

ok.

No.

No comment.

I do not have a No
preference so preference.
long as the
surface is
sustainable.
No comment. Route A
preferred.
Alternative
mitigate
wildlife
impact with
seasonal
closure on
route B.
No
preference

485

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

If Ragged
trail 820
ends up
being part
of this I
request a
reroute on a
section of
this trail that
cuts a
corner of my
property
line. I would
be happy to
talk to any
one at all
about this
(970)XXXXXX - Name
Removed

Not at this time. Off highway trail
segments
should have a
soft surface
only.

483

My general thoughts and feelings are that this trail can be built, but the
impact to wildlife should be minimized. I would prefer that the trail avoid
areas like Filoha meadows. Even though the trail users and use by animals
like big horn sheep may not temporally overlap, effects of human use may
degrade the habitat of an already struggling animal population.
Additionally a trail through areas like Filoha degrades the experience for
motorists because an area without humans on the landscape will be lost.

Top of the
Pass

No
preference

No
preference.

No
preference.

No
preference.

No
preference.

No
preference.

No
preference.

No
preference.

Route A
preferred.
Alternative
mitigate
wildlife
impact with
seasonal
closure on
route B.

Route A
preferred.
Alternative
mitigate
wildlife
impact with
seasonal
closure on
route B.

Route B
impacts
wildlife
habitat too
much.

Route A
preferred.
Alternative
mitigate
wildlife
impact with
seasonal
closure on
route B.

Route A
preferred.
Alternative
mitigate
wildlife
impact with
seasonal
closure on
route B.

Route A
preferred.
Alternative
mitigate
wildlife
impact with
seasonal
closure on
route B.

Route A
preferred.
Alternative
mitigate
wildlife
impact with
seasonal
closure on
route B.

No
preference

No
preference

No
preference

No
preference

No
preference

No
preference

No
preference

I feel strongly
about not having
the trail go
through Filoha
Meadows, I would
be okay with the
trial cutting to the
east side of the
Crystal River at
Bridge option 13.
Alignment A Alignment A to Alignment A Alignment A to
Alignment A
to avoid
avoid impacts to avoid
avoid impacts to to avoid
impacts to
to bighorn
impacts to
bighorn sheep.
impacts to
bighorn
sheep.
bighorn
bighorn
sheep.
sheep.
sheep.
Route A
preferred.
Alternative
mitigate
wildlife
impact with
seasonal
closure on
route B.

No preference. No
preference.

Prefer route A
from here to
Redstone due
to negative
impacts to
wildlife and
undisturbed
landscape.

No preference.

No
preference.

No
preference.

No
preference.

Prefer route
A from here
to Redstone
due to
negative
impacts to
wildlife and
undisturbed
landscape.

No
preference

No
preference

No
No
preference. preference.

No
No
No
preference. preference. preference.

Probably
okay going
Route B.

Probably
okay going
route B.

No
No
preference preference

No
No
preference preference
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Very concerned about the impacts to wildlife, specifically their migration
corridors and winter ranges. I echo the Colorado Parks and Wildlife
concerns that the trail will/might impact bighorn sheep winter range. I would
like to see trail Alignment A chosen as the path.

No.

This trail needs to have theLEAST possible IMPACT to WILDLIFE or it should not
be built at all, in my opinion.

They should be
as close to the
highway as
possible to
avoid further
encroachment
on critical
wildlife habitat.
Along the
highway not
invading
riverfront
properties.

488

Yes, having lived in the. Crystal Valley for 25 years, a bike trail is a good thing
but not at the expense of personal property along the river.

OTHER COUNTY RESPONSES
For protection of the winter range that the Bigjorn sheep use in this area, it is
highly recommended to use the alignment as follows: Janeway South Alignment A Avalanche - Alignment A Narrows - Alignment A Filoha Alignment A Wild Rose - Alignment A

4

494

495

I think it would be a great trail system to have since there aren't any trails
that connect in that area.
a bikcycle freindly route from carbondale to marble and mclure pass are
needed
My family and I visit Redstone ~6 times a year and are huge fans of all
neighboring bike trails. We would be THRILLED to hear that trail alignment
took place/advanced and make our visits that much more memorable.

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

Closest to highway Closest to
A..... super critical highway A
wildlife habitat.
Why would
anyone even think
of messing with
this?

Closest to
highway A

Closest to
highway A

Closest to
highway A

Closest to
highway A

Closest to Closest to
highway A highway A

Closest to
highway A

Signing that
educates the
public on the
critical habitat
for the bighorn
sheep and to
avoid any
contact,
feeding, or
harassment of
the wild sheep
population.

No Comment

no

paved, either
on or off road

Closest to
highway A

Alignment A Alignment A
- follow
existing
route.

As noted
above.

As noted
above

As noted
above

As noted
above

As noted
above

As noted
above

As noted
above

As noted
above

As noted
above

As noted above As noted
above

As noted above

As noted
above

As noted
above

As noted
above

As noted
above

As noted
above

As noted
above

As noted
above

As noted
above

Option B is
best to
provide an
inexpensive
and natural
experience.
B

Option B is
best to
provide an
inexpensive
and natural
experience.
B

Option B is
best to
provide an
inexpensive
and natural
experience.
B

As much as
possible
option b is
always
preferred for
me.
B

Option B is
best to
provide an
inexpensive
and natural
experience.
B

Option B is
best to
provide an
inexpensive
and natural
experience.
B

Option B is
best to
provide an
inexpensive
and natural
experience.
B

As much as
possible
option b is
always
preferred for
me.
B

As much as
possible
option b is
always
preferred for
me.
B

As much as
possible option
b is always
preferred for
me.

As much as
possible option b is
always preferred
for me.

B

As much as
possible
option b is
always
preferred for
me.
B

B

As much as
possible
option b is
always
preferred for
me.
B

As much as
possible
option b is
always
preferred for
me.
B

As much as
possible
option b is
always
preferred for
me.
B

As much as
possible
option b is
always
preferred
for me.
A

As much as
possible
option b is
always
preferred for
me.
B

As much as
possible
option b is
always
preferred
for me.
A

As much as
possible
option b is
always
preferred for
me.
A

As much as
possible
option b is
always
preferred for
me.
A

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

A

Whatever is
most
environmentally
friendly.

As much single track as possible

I would prefer
the surface
reflect the
natural dirt and
rock in the area
I prefer soft
surface
because the
highway seems
fine for road
biking. It just isn't
that busy.
Soft surface is
B
fine, more single
track is
preferred.

497

I like Option B. I think the wildlife issues can be addressed. Maybe we should
use this as a test case to see how humans on foot or on a bike impact
wildlife. It seems that elk, moose, fox are learning to live closer to us and
realize we are not a threat. But we need science to back this up.

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Andrews

Closest to
highway A

I prefer soft
surface for a
more natural
experience.

This would be best done with as much single track as possible.

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment
A

Singletrack trails offer inexpensive and superior solitude

499

Red Wind
Point

Nettle Creek

Alignment A - B
Alignment A
goes way too far
off direction and
will impact animal
winter range.

496

498

Crystal River
Parcel

Alignment A - B Alignment A
will have
negative
wildlife winter
range impacts.

Also Submitted
Letter

489

7 Oaks

In order to keep Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A
it "natural" and
minimize the
development of
natural spaces, I
would like the
trail to be a soft
surface only.
Hard surfaces
are more costly,
require more
maintenance,
make a trail
unusable when
there is trail
break down,
and will require
more
equipment to
install.
Absolutely yes! Closest to
Closest to
Closest to
Closest to
Closest to
Closest to
Closest to
Closest to
Closest to
No concrete.
highway A
highway A
highway A
highway A
highway A
highway A
highway A
highway A
highway A

486

487

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Good here
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Obvioulsy off highway would be safer and more pleasant, whenever and
wherever possible.

500

501

Pitkin County has a tremendous opportunity to continue its legacy of
providing recreation opportunities and open space protection and use of it
for education and recreation with this proposed trail. Hats off to staff for
continuing to drive this process. Generally, keep this multi-use trail off of 131
however possible so that it may be safe for users of all kinds. Try to minimize
durations of any seasonal wildlife closures.
502

I think that the trail trail should be as much single track as possible especially
beyond Redstone in keeping with a backcountry route which it will be
through the Raggeds and Marcelina mtn areas
503

504

505

I am concerned that the trail will have negative impacts on the Bighorn
Sheep population in the trail area. To the extent possible, I would like to see
the "A" routes adopted and careful consideration be given to the sheep that
use the area as a wintering area.

I'm worried that it will impact the winter range of the big horn sheep in the
area

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Local history
and landmarks
should very
much be
interpreted, as
well as should
be natural
resources such
as the Crystal
River. This is part
of the charm of
experiencing
any such are
that is to be
visited

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

I would
choose
option B.
7 Oaks B

I would
choose
option B.
Crystal River
Parcel B

I would
choose
option B.
Nettle Creek
B

I would
choose
option B.
Red Wind
Point A

I would
choose
option B.
Crystal River
Country
Estates B

I would
choose
option B.
Andrews B

I would
choose
option B.
Perham B

I would
choose
option B.
Janeway
North B

I would
I would choose
choose
option B.
option B.
Janeway S B Avalanche B

I would
choose
option B.
Narrows B

I would choose
option B.

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

7 Oaks

Andrews

Janeway
North

Perham

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

Top of the
Pass

McClure Pass

Soft surface but
with a hard
enough surface
for road bikes
would be good
for the off
highway
sections. Hard
surface for any
section forced
along the
roadway.

Soft surface
only would be
fine.
Initial thoughts I'm a fan of any
are that the
surface possible
locations are
being used
good and
especially if
plentiful. The
there needs to
opportunity for be a phased
historic and
approach. Soft
wildlife and
surface is fine
conservation
and many
messaging at
people hike,
these trailheads run, ride
seems endless. mountain bikes
Keep it simple
and even road
and inexpensive bikes on soft
if needed to
surface trails.
start. Stay
focused on the
trail itself and
safe parking.
NA
I think that the
route should be
single track as
much as
possible - so I
feel good
about soft
surface trails.
However I
support the trail
in whatever
form it ends up.
Yes, A seems
As natural as
the best.
possible, the
soft surface
would be most
compatible
with the
environment
and the sheep.
Impact of sheep Soft natural
habitat
surfaces would
be best

A seems the A seems the A seems the A seems the A seems the A seems the
best
best
best
best
best
best
placement placement placement

A

A

A

A

A

A

B

Filoha B

I would
choose
option B.
Wild Rose B

I would
choose
option B.
Castle B

I would
choose
option B.
Hawk Creek Hays Falls A
B

B

B

B

B

A seems the A seems the A seems the
best
best
best and most
direct

a seems the A seems the best
best and
and least
most direct impactful on the
wildlife

A seems the
best

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

I would
choose
option B.
Bear Creek B Placita A

soft surface B
if possible

A

A

I would
choose
option B.
McClure
Pass B
Seems like
you can
easily open
this up in the
short term,
road riders
can stick to
the road but
the hiking
and trail
running and
mountain
biking
opportunity
here in the
short term is
desirable
To the west B - The A
of A, single route would
track if
be too
possible
dangerous
given the
frequent
rock fall in
the area

A

A
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Top of
McClure A
This seems
like a low
priority as
nearly all
users could
stick to the
road given
the short
distance
including
hikers and
runners

To the south
of A for
better more
direct tie- in
with trail 746
and onto
trail 820

A
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

The trail would likely have significant detrimental effects on wildlife if
developed in areas of high-quality habitat such as Filoha Meadows,
Avalanche Creek, Janeway, Red Wind Point, and other areas.

506

507

It is important to consider how the trail will affect wildlife. My personal
emphasis and bias is to Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep.
I love this idea, but I'm really concerned about the impact on current wildlife.

508

509

Trail alignments should be done keeping in mind disturbance/displacement
of bighorn sheep on crucial winter ranges...
Multi-use, wide trails should only be by the highway. Only use single track in
the forest areas.

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Colorado Parks
and Wildlife has
consistently
advocated for
any trail to stay
out of sensitive
wildlife habitat
and generally
follow the hiway corridor. All
scientific studies
have shown a
near hi-way
alignment
would be better
for wildlife.

511
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7 Oaks

OST and the
the trail
County should which stays
reach
closest to the
community
hi-way or
consensus
main road
before
submitting this
project to the
Forest Service
for NEPA
analysis. The
County
shouldn’t punt a
controversial
project to the
feds before
resolving all
significant
issues. OST
should analyze
a no trail option
and/or a trail on
an expanded
shoulder option
I have no issue Alignment A
with a soft
surface.
Again, I'm
I have no
I would like
concerned
preference as the route
about the
to type. I only
that is closest
impact on
have
to the
current wildlife. I preference as highway or
am a
to location.
road.
photographer
and have
gotten some
AMAZING
photos here.
No
Soft surface is
fine

510

Trail alignment must not put any more stress on wildlife or do further damage
to sensitive areas (wetlands, breeding areas, winter range, sensitive
meadows) as determined by the Colorado Division of Wildlife experts. The
increase in human population is causing enough stress to animals and plants.
If humans don't protect the small areas they have left, who will? People in
Pitkin County, or other areas of Colorado, can have wilderness experiences
without creating another one along the Crystal River that will disturb wildlife.
It is beautiful just hiking on the completed segment along the Highway ROW.

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

No.

Paved or soft
surface by the
highway, only
dirt for the
areas in the
forest. Yes, use
a soft surface
for Off-Highway
areas.
A trail surface
that allowed a
full age range
of people to
hike along the
path--smooth
enough that
young children
or older adults
would be able
to enjoy the
hike.

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

the trail
which stays
closest to the
hi-way or
main road

the trail
which stays
closest to the
hi-way or
main road

the trail
which stays
closest to the
hi-way or
main road

the trail
which stays
closest to the
hi-way or
main road

the trail
which stays
closest to the
hi-way or
main road

the trail
which stays
closest to the
hi-way or
main road

the trail
which stays
closest to the
hi-way or
main road

the trail
which stays
closest to the
hi-way or
main road

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

the trail which
stays closest to
the hi-way or
main road

the trail
which stays
closest to the
hi-way or
main road

the trail which
stays closest to the
hi-way or main
road

the trail which
stays closest
to the hi-way
or main road

the trail
which stays
closest to the
hi-way or
main road

the trail
which stays
closest to the
hi-way or
main road

Hays Falls

the trail
which stays
closest to
the hi-way
or main
road

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

the trail
which stays
closest to the
hi-way or
main road

the trail
which stays
closest to
the hi-way
or main
road

the trail
which stays
closest to
the hi-way or
main road

Top of the
Pass

the trail
which stays
closest to
the hi-way
or main
road

Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A

Alignment A Alignment A

Alignment A

Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment A Alignment
A

Alignment A Alignment A

I would like
the route
that is closest
to the
highway or
road.

I would like
the route
that most
closely
follows the
highway or
road.

I would like
the route that
most closely
follows the
highway or
road.

I would like
the route
that most
closely
follows the
highway or
road.

I would like
the route
that most
closely
follows the
highway or
road.

I would like
the route
that most
closely
follows the
highway or
road.

I would like
the route
that most
closely
follows the
highway or
road.

I would like
the route
that most
closely
follows the
highway or
road.

Segment A

Segment A

Segment A Segment A

Segment A Segment A

Segment A

Segment A-- Segment A
Wildlife
Friendly
Option--Use
ROW--Leave
no trace in
least
disturbed
areas and
keep a
buffer
(Crystal
River)
between
humans and
relatively
undisturbed,
environment
ally sensitive
areas.

I would like
the route
that most
closely
follows the
highway or
road.

Segment A

I would like
the route
that most
closely
follows the
highway or
road.

Segment A

I would like
the route
that most
closely
follows the
highway or
road.

Segment A

I would like
the route
that most
closely
follows the
highway or
road.

Segment A

I would like
the route
that most
closely
follows the
highway or
road.

Segment A

I would like
the route
that most
closely
follows the
highway or
road.

Segment A

I would like
the route
that most
closely
follows the
highway or
road.

I would like the
route that most
closely follows
the highway or
road.

I would like the
route that most
closely follows the
highway or road.

Alignment A Alignment A

Alignment A Alignment A

Alignment A

Alignment A
to reduce
the impact
on the
Bighorn
Sheep herd.

Alignment A to
reduce the
impact on the
Bighorn Sheep
herd.

Alignment A
to reduce
the impact
on the
Bighorn
Sheep herd.

Alignment A to
reduce the
impact on the
Bighorn Sheep
herd.

Alignment A
to reduce the
impact on the
Bighorn Sheep
herd.

Segment A

Segment A

Segment A

Segment A

Segment A

I would like
the route
that most
closely
follows the
highway or
road.

I would like
the route
that most
closely
follows the
highway or
road.
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512

513

514

Please must pick an alignment that avoids critical wildlife habitat. The trail
would likely have significant detrimental effects on wildlife if developed in
areas of high-quality habitat such as Filoha Meadows, Avalanche Creek,
Janeway, Red Wind Point, and other areas. All scientific studies have shown
a near hi-way alignment would be better for wildlife.

Keep it on the 133 route.
A trail in any riparian area is detrimental to the wildlife that depends on it,
especially in those few biological hot spots such as Red Wind Point,
Avalanche Creek, Filoha, and Placita. Their importance is greatly magnified
in a system such as the Crystal that is dominated by constraint and has a
major existing road along most of its length. Incredibly disappointed in the
quality of the consultants work and their obvious bias. The big things the
consultants missed were: habitat connectivity (including the essential link
between uplands and riparian areas as well as longitudinally) and
disturbance to birds and small mammal (especially during nesting and
breeding). For vegetation they focused on potential disturbance at more of
a species level rather than looking at the overall value of connected and
healthy riparian habitat in a narrow valley. And a 5 meter buffer of
disturbance assumes no one will get off the trail and go to the river. In
looking over the their assessments it is obvious that the consultants were
biased in favor of a the trail alignment along the old railroad right of way
because that is what OS&T has always wanted. How can they remain
unbiased when they are paid by OS&T and their ability to obtain future work
would most likely hinge on them saying what OS&T wanted them to say?
OS&T made a grave mistake when they did not follow the public process
that was successfully used in designing the plans for the open space
properties near Redstone. The excuse that the trail planning was too
complicated to include the public is demeaning and demonstrates that
OS&T is going to do what they have long planned and this public process is
for show. Using separate icons for engineering and costs rather than
combining them into one group elevates their importance while minimizing
the importance of environmental concerns. It is interesting to note that the
user experience does not consider the impact to residents. This seems to be
a huge oversight.

Yes, alignment along hwy 133
515

516

yes it would be best if it was located as a highway shoulder or directly
adjacent to the highway

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Other
Responses

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

A. When
considering
environment
al impacts,
the
argument
that the
proposed
trail would
follow the RR
grade so
using it for
the trail
would not
cause any
addition
impacts has
a serious
flaw. The
impacts to
wildlife
(including
birds) would
be from trail
users which
the
construction
of the trail
would
introduce to
the area.

A. There is
absolutely no
reason the
trail should
disconnect
the uplands
from the
wetlands
complex.
This area
would be a
top
contender
for
restoration
not further
degradation.
Wildlife
needs
access to
the riparian
areas and
the river and
putting a trail
between
uplands and
the river
corridor cuts
off this
essential
connection.
The trail
should never
come
between the
uplands and
the river.

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

A. The Nature
Conservancy
identified the
Avalanche
Creek area
including the
confluence
with the Crystal
River as a
Potential
Conservation
Area with High
Biological
Significance.
As correctly
identified by
the consultants
a trail would
have high
environmental
impact to elk
and bighorn
sheep.

A. A trail on
the east side
of the river
would have
major
impacts to
bighorn
sheep.

A. The 2008
Roaring Fork State
of the Watershed
Report identified
this area as a
Conservation Area
of Concern
providing critical
winter range for
bighorn sheep
and elk and noted
that several rare
plant species
occur there.
There is absolutely
no reason the trail
should disconnect
the uplands from
the wetlands
complex. This
area would be a
top contender for
restoration not
further
degradation.
Wildlife needs
access to the
riparian areas and
the river and
putting a trail
between uplands
and the river
corridor cuts off
this essential
connection. The
trail should never
come between
the uplands and
the river.

A. It is
unreasonable
to assume
that there is
no impact to
the
subdivision
residents and
that there
would not be
conflicts/acci
dents
between cars
and trail users.

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

All scientific
studies have
shown a near hiway alignment
would be better
for wildlife. Find
an alignment
that provides a
great new trail
and avoids
harm to wildlife.
none
fine
A. The 2008
Roaring Fork
State of the
Watershed
Report
identified
Janeway as
a
Conservation
Area of
Concern.
Saying this
was “One of
the few
wide, flat
areas along
the river
corridor.
Currently the
areas is
severely
degraded
but with
hydrologic
and riparian
restoration
could
provide
good quality
wildlife
habitat.
Lewis’s
woodpecker
s (Audubon
watch list)
were
breeding in
remnant
cottonwood
stands.”
There is
absolutely no
reason the
trail should
disconnect
the uplands
from the
wetlands
complex.
This area
would be a
top
contender
for
No
Should be
Adjacent to Adjacent to Adjacent to Adjacent to Along hwy
Along hwy
Along hwy
Not
thru
restoration
along roadway hwy corridor hwy 133
hwy 133
hwy 133
133,
corridor
133 corridor Janeway
not further
for year round
unstable
degradation.
access
area,
also
Wildlife
wildlife
needs area,
a
Long to
hwy
access
corridor
the riparian
best if located soft surface
keep it
keep it
keep it
adjacent to adjacent to adjacent to adjacent to areas
adjacent
andto
adjacent to the would be ok
adjacent to adjacent to adjacent to the highway the highway the highway the highway the river
highway
and
highway to
the highway the highway the highway
putting a trail
benefit non-trail
between
users also
uplands and
Interpretation
and trailheads
should be
located in
already
developed
areas such as
Carbondale,
near the KOA
campground,
and Redstone
to minimize
disturbance to
the
environment.
They should
complement
the existing
interpretation
panels located
in Redstone.

Also
Submitted
Letter

#

If there has to
be a trail, using
option A seems
to have the
least Wildlife
Impacts and
since it follows
the Hwy a hard
surface would
have minimal
additional
impact. If
however OS&T
prevails in
pushing the trail
through in spots
on the old RR
right of way a
soft surface
would have the
least amount of
impact to
natural
drainage and
could have a
limiting effect
on the amount
of use which
would be a
positive for
wildlife and
residents.

A. It is
unreasonabl
e to assume
that there is
no impact to
the
subdivision
residents and
that there
would be no
conflicts/acc
idents
between
cars and trail
users.

A. Given the
importance
of riparian
habitat to
most species
and the
significant
existing
impacts
along the
river corridor
(developme
nts and hwy),
any impact
to riparian
habitat is too
much. This
does not
warrant a
"green tree
icon" and
indicates a
bias on the
part of the
consultants.
OS&T should
consider the
potential for
restoration
and not
assume that
because
vegetation is
disturbed
means that it
is okay to
continue this
disturbance.

A. OS&T
should
consider the
potential for
restoration
and not
assume that
because
vegetation is
disturbed
means that it
is okay to
continue this
disturbance.

A. There is
absolutely no
reason the
trail should
disconnect
the uplands
from the
wetlands
complex.
This area
would be a
top
contender
for
restoration
not further
degradation.
The 2008
Roaring Fork
State of the
Watershed
Report
identified this
area as a
Conservation
Area of
Concern
and
specifically
calls out the
right bank
looking
downstream
(east) as
providing
good quality
breeding
bird habitat
and access
to upland
habitat.

A. It is
unreasonabl
e to assume
that there is
no impact to
the
subdivision
residents and
that there
would be no
conflicts/acc
idents with
cars and trail
users.

A. The 2008
Roaring Fork
State of the
Watershed
Report
identified
Janeway as
a
Conservation
Area of
Concern.
Saying this
was “One of
the few
wide, flat
areas along
the river
corridor.
Currently the
areas is
severely
degraded
but with
hydrologic
and riparian
restoration
could
provide
good quality
wildlife
habitat.
Lewis’s
woodpecker
s (Audubon
watch list)
were
breeding in
remnant
cottonwood
stands.”
There is
absolutely no
reason the
trail should
disconnect
the uplands
from the
wetlands
complex.
This area
would be a
top
contender
for
Along
restoration
highway
and
not further
on that side
degradation.
of river
Wildlife

Along highway Along
corridor
highway
corridor

NOT through
Filoha, along
highway right of
way, longer
season for biking,
needs
out of wildlife
access to
areas
the riparian
adjacent
areas
andto adjacent to the adjacent to adjacent to the
highway
the highway highway
the river
and highway
putting a trail
between
uplands and
the river
the river
corridor cuts corridor cuts
off this
off this
essential
essential
connection. connection.
The trail
The trail
should never should never
come
come

A. There is
absolutely no
reason the
trail should
disconnect
the uplands
from the
riparian/wetl
ands
complex.
This area
would
benefit from
restoration
not further
degradation.
Wildlife
needs
access to
the riparian
areas and
the river and
putting a trail
between
uplands and
the river
corridor cuts
off this
essential
connection.
The trail
should never
come
between the
uplands and
the river. It is
also
unreasonabl
e to assume
that there is
no impact to
the residents
and that
there would
be not be
conflicts/acc
idents
between
cars and trail
users. It is
also
erroneous to
assume that
because
Bike trail
Highway
there
is an
should remain existing
right of way
right
on highway
of way that
right of way, the
proposed
trail would
not increase
adjacent to disturbance
adjacent to
the highway to
thewildlife.
highway

A. There is
absolutely no
reason the
trail should
disconnect
the uplands
from the
riparian/wetl
ands
complex.
Wildlife
needs
access to
the riparian
areas and
the river and
putting a trail
between
uplands and
the river
corridor cuts
off this
essential
connection.
The trail
should never
come
between the
uplands and
the river. It is
also
unreasonabl
e to assume
that there is
no impact to
the residents,
(especially
the one
house the
trail would
come very
close to) and
that there
would be not
be
conflicts/acc
idents
between
cars and trail
users. It is
also
erroneous to
assume that
because
Trail
thereshould
is an
remain
existing along
right
highway
of way that
the
proposed
trail would
not increase
adjacent to
disturbance
thewildlife.
highway
to

A.

A. Keep the
trail in Hwy
133 ROW
and out of
wildlife
habitat.

A.

A.

A.

Bike trail
should
remain on
highway

Highway

Highway

Highway is
easier for
bikes
ascending
pass

Along
highway

adjacent to adjacent to adjacent to adjacent to adjacent to
the highway the highway the
the highway the highway
highway
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General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

yes why do we need more acess and at what point is enough enough.
Without wild places you don't have wildlife. We can't keep encroaching on
wild spaces without people/wildlife conflicts and the wildlife always looses.
How many people get injured every year from inappropriate interaction with
wildlife. And those animals always end up getting destroyed.
517

518

519

Please ensure that all trail build-up in the Crystal must avoid important wildlife
habitat.
i agree with trails not burdening game trails

520

521

522
523

The trail alignment (if any) should absolutely minimize conflicts with wildlife. I
think inclusion of a "no trail" analysis would be helpful. The alignment of
wildlife impact zone should be at least 150 yards (both sides) beyond the trail
itself. The studies already done show that a near highway alignment has the
least negative wildlife impact, which conforms to the historical position of
CDOW. All areas of high-quality habitat such as Filoha Meadows, Avalanche
Creek, Janeway, Red Wind Point,areas of high-quality habitat such as Filoha
Meadows, Avalanche Creek, Janeway, Red Wind Point should be avoided.
The alignment must not degrade any water habitat - period. I'm not
generally a proponent of expanded shoulder options because I consider
them to increase risks to users.
OST and the County shouldn’t punt a
controversial project to the Forest Service for NEPA analysis because they
have a spotty record and may be less than objective and scientific under
new management. I am typically skeptical of claimed mitigation measures
as they often do not carry legal enforcement, and enforcement efforts are
subject to too many future uncertainties (budget cuts, manpower shortages,
lax commitment of authorities).
Please seek an alignment that most minimizes wildlife impacts.
Avoid critical wildlife habitat
yes

524

525

Yes
Please take a moment to let OST know that any trail built up the Crystal must
avoid important wildlife habitat.

526

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

7 Oaks

Yes why do you Having seen the no
need more trails damage done
do you not have in other parts of
enough, and
Colorado due
how many
to off highway
people will
use and the
utilize them, very effects on
few.
animals, when is
enough is
enough. More
trash more
pollution less
wildlife, that
what you will
end up with.

Crystal River
Parcel

no

Nettle Creek

no

Red Wind
Point

no

Crystal River
Country
Estates

no

Andrews

no

Perham

no

Janeway
North

no

Janeway
South

no

Avalanche

no

Not too much of natural soft
either
surface
Hard Packed
No opinion
Gravel /
Crushed Rock
so would be
good for
walking, biking
and jogging should be less
expensive than
asphalt - I've
seen this
surface used in
Minnesota
successfully
No.
I think soft
no comment no comment no comment no comment no comment no comment no comment no comment no comment no comment
surface is
always
preferable
where it will not
lead to high
and frequent
trail
maintenance,
which is both
expensive over
the longer term
and also
disruptive to the
environment.

Not at this time

Narrows

no

Filoha

no

Wild Rose

no

Castle

no

Hawk Creek

no

Hays Falls

no

Bear Creek

no

Placita

no

McClure Pass

no

Top of the
Pass

no

no comment no comment

no comment no comment no comment no
comment

no comment no
comment

no comment no
comment

Not at this time

I think the trail
soft surface is
should be
fine
designed as per
RMBS and CPW
recommendatio
ns to avoid
disturbing sheep
winter range
Yes
Soft

follow Rec's same
CPW and
RMBS to
avoid
negative
impact on
sheep winter
range

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

Please take a
moment to let
OST know that
any trail built up
the Crystal must
avoid important
wildlife habitat.

Please take
a moment to
let OST know
that any trail
built up the
Crystal must
avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.

Please take
a moment to
let OST know
that any trail
built up the
Crystal must
avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.

Please take
a moment to
let OST know
that any trail
built up the
Crystal must
avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.

Please take
a moment to
let OST know
that any trail
built up the
Crystal must
avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.

Please take
a moment to
let OST know
that any trail
built up the
Crystal must
avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.

Please take
a moment to
let OST know
that any trail
built up the
Crystal must
avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.

Please take
a moment to
let OST know
that any trail
built up the
Crystal must
avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.

Please take
a moment to
let OST know
that any trail
built up the
Crystal must
avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.

Please take a
moment to let
OST know that
any trail built up
the Crystal must
avoid important
wildlife habitat.

Please take
a moment to
let OST know
that any trail
built up the
Crystal must
avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.

Please take a
moment to let OST
know that any trail
built up the Crystal
must avoid
important wildlife
habitat.

Please take a
moment to let
OST know that
any trail built
up the Crystal
must avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.

Please take
a moment to
let OST know
that any trail
built up the
Crystal must
avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.

Please take
a moment to
let OST know
that any trail
built up the
Crystal must
avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.

Please take
a moment
to let OST
know that
any trail
built up the
Crystal must
avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.

Please take
a moment to
let OST know
that any trail
built up the
Crystal must
avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.

Please take
a moment
to let OST
know that
any trail
built up the
Crystal must
avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.

Please take
a moment to
let OST know
that any trail
built up the
Crystal must
avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.

Please take
a moment
to let OST
know that
any trail built
up the
Crystal must
avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.

Please take a
moment to let
OST know that
any trail built up
the Crystal must
avoid important
wildlife habitat.

Please take
a moment to
let OST know
that any trail
built up the
Crystal must
avoid
important
wildlife
habitat.
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527

General thoughts or feelings about the trail alignment through Pitkin County:

Minimize impacts to sheep winter range
Please avoid critical wildlife areas!

528

Why are you going the long way around?? Why not through
Marble/Scofield?

529

Carbondale to Crested Butte Survey Responses

Other
Responses

#

Comments on
trailhead and
interpretation
locations:

Trail surface type
from Carbondale
to Redstone:

Soft surface
would be fine
Again, align the The trail surface
trail to avoid
should be as
wildlife areas,
natural as
this includes
possible and
trailhead and
not encourage
interpretive
erosion.
locations.
If the trail is soft I travel to
surface, then
Glenwood,
you need LOTS Carbondale
of access points. area
Most Mtn riders specifically to
will ride approx ride a road bike
20 mile. Any
on these paths.
longer and
I would
large sections of continue to risk
trail will see little riding to
use. Crested
Redstone and
Butte has a
Marble on the
large, and
highway. If I
growing trail
want dirt, I'll find
system. They
a real single
aren't interested track trail, FYI
in a connecting that trailhead at
trail. Only a
the BRB will
small segment need to be
of riders, will
larger. Riding
ride/camp this your Mtn bike
route. I think a
on the path is
shorter, paved boring.
route connects
Crested Butte
and Marble to
the existing
paved network
through
Glenwood,
Aspen, Eagle,
etc. Longer
distances are
easily covers on
a road bike and
it connects
pipkin and
gunnison using a
different bicycle
tourism.

7 Oaks

Crystal River
Parcel

Nettle Creek

Red Wind
Point

Crystal River
Country
Estates

Andrews

Perham

Janeway
North

Janeway
South

Avalanche

Narrows

Filoha

Wild Rose

Castle

Hawk Creek

Hays Falls

Bear Creek

Placita

McClure Pass

Top of the
Pass

Pave it or
add bike
lane
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CVEPA Crystal Trail Response to OST

September 26, 2017

Summary of 9/19/17 meeting to consider response to Pitkin County OST request for comment on
trail proposal Carbondale-Crested Butte. The following board members were in attendance,
constituting a quorum.
Bill Spence, Chuck Downey, Dorothea Farris, Bill Jochems, and John Hoffmann.
The Board decided to send its comments, based on our Mission Statement, to OST and to
encourage individual members of the Board to respond to OST with individual survey response
and comment.
The mission statement for CVEPA is as follows.
The purpose of the Crystal Valley Environmental Protection Association is the protection,
preservation, and restoration of the natural environment and its scenic resources within
and around the Crystal River watershed; promotion of greater knowledge of the natural,
cultural and historic resources of the valley; and encouragement of human conduct,
including responsible enjoyment, which will sustain these resources. Although its primary
area of interest is defined by the watershed of the Crystal River, where appropriate,
CVEPA needs to engage in environmental issues that arise beyond these boundaries.
CVEPA comment: Recognizing the dynamic of increased population in Colorado and the
Crystal River Valley and increased development and recreational use, we must accommodate
growth wisely. Which of these alternatives is least damaging to the environment while educating
people about the joys of the environment and inducing a desire to protect it? The environment
and wildlife are our paramount concerns, and we believe that allwildlife should be
considered. Which plan is least damaging to the environment – land, air, and riparian?
The introduction to the OST survey contains the following goals:
The Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail will be approximately 83 miles long, linking two of
Colorado’s most unique communities through some of the state’s most beautiful landscapes, a
Scenic Byway corridor, a historic district and two national forests.
The goal is to:
Design and construct a multi-use recreation and transportation trail from Carbondale to Crested
Butte along the West Elk Scenic and Historic Byway.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Enhance safety for both trail users and Hwy. 133 and Kebler Pass motorists;
Promote and coordinate access and management of non-motorized, multi-modal transportation;
Enhance recreational opportunities;
And expand opportunities for education, interpretation, and appreciation of the unique natural,
cultural, and historical resources along the corridor.

CVEPA submits the following recommendations for consideration in the Open Space & Trails’
evaluation of the various designs, routes and options for the Crystal Trail:
1. Sensitive areas (Janeway, Red Wind (or Red Wine) Point, and Filoha Meadows) must
be given special consideration. These are ‘hot spots’, and we might have to ‘go
around’ these areas. We are an environmental organization, but the cost of avoiding
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environmental impacts is astronomical. Bridges are costly and the A route could cost
as much as $10 million a mile in parts of the corridor.
2. Use the ‘best available science’ in making recommendations. (Thank you to OST for its
selection of a top quality team of consultants.)
3. Seasonal closures should be used where appropriate. Research shows they are effective if
enforced.
4. Big Horn sheep issues: Avalanche Ranch may need a plan for closure by White River National
Forest for big horn sheep use
5. Determine the best route for environmental reasons, then work to acquire easements.
6. What is impact on aquatic environment in each proposal.
7. Determine impact on wildlife from hunting schedules, allotment, and activity in Crystal River
Valley
8. User safety must be considered.
9. Emphasize habitat protection and restoration.
10. Look at cost. Don’t build a new structure where we have a trail structure
In addition to the Mission Statement, the following comments are submitted as guiding principles
supported by CVEPA:
1. There should be a focus on education of the natural history, how to respect wild
animals, and the human historic information relative to each area.:

2. Include Outdoor Education opportunities (similar to Marble Outward Bound programs
3. Provide opportunity for on the ground educational opportunities to study history and

development of our culture and heritage
4. Use environment to learn about wildlife needs and need for protection of environment for
wildlife survival
5. Use as study format for learning about water in the West – needs, diversions, protection of wild
character
6. Use as opportunity to teach users how to behave in the outdoor environment: “leave no trace”.

7. Unfortunately, users must be monitored, fined, if necessary, for violation, and limited in number
if needed.

8. There must be respect for private lands AND for the public lands we all enjoy.
9. There should be no motorized use of trails.
10. Consider a fee for use (a Crested Butte to Carbondale Trail Pass that will help to pay for Trail

Rangers.
11. Signage should be appropriate (no brands, logos or art work!) and should be limited
12. Dog closure area rule must be enforced. CPW needs a Big Horn recovery plan for the sheep
herd. We need torecognize that Big Horns are being impacted even without a trail.
13. Manage human use to benefit wildlife.
14. Acknowledge increase in property value for those sites with access to trail
15. Price differentials must be considered.
16. We wish to recognize the value of top quality consultants and OST staff. We recognize that, if
done properly and if regulated appropriately, people, activity, and animals can work and live
together.
17. We believe the agencies (the West Elk Byway, the White River National Forest, OST.) will
work together to design, build, and maintain the integrity of the trail system and our sensitive
and beautiful environment.

Dorothea Farris

Dorothea Farris, Chair, CVEPA
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Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners

November 15th, 2017

Dear Commissioners,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide recommendations regarding development of the Carbondale
to Crested Butte trail. At the Annual Meeting of the Crystal River Caucus on Thursday, November 9th,
2017, we had one of the larger attendances in the past ten years with 70 Caucus members present.
Three themes characterize Caucus opinion regarding the development of the Carbondale to Crested
Butte trail. First, the inequity of the current process, second, the unsustainability of a trail alignment
that would intrude into sensitive wildlife habitat and third, the injustice of an alignment that would
encroach into the private property of owners unwilling to cede their property to trail development.
Dissatisfaction with the current trail development process was expressed through two motions that
were passed with overwhelming support. As stated by the Caucus member who made the first motion,
“this has not been government by the people, and for the people of this valley. But rather, that this has
been government from the top down, attempting to cram down, trail alternatives complying with their
designed rubric, their two choices Route A, or Route B. The questionnaire does not invite other ideas,
other responses. As eloquent people have said, it feels like Manifest Destiny, it feels Pre-ordained.”
The first motion seeks to initiate a discussion that would shift the current top-down, dictatorial process
to a collaborative, community-based approach. This motion passed with 65 ayes, 2 nays, 1 abstention
and reads as follows: The Caucus shall request that the Board of County Commissioners have a meeting
here in Redstone, for the purpose of discussing the trail proposal, and that this meeting occur before
the BOCC takes any further action, or makes any additional decisions concerning the trail proposal.
The second process-focused motion passed with 56 ayes, 6 nays, 3 abstentions and reads as follows:
The Crystal River Caucus recommends to the Pitkin County Board of Commissioners to scrap the public
input gathered by Pitkin County Open Space and Trails up to now since there has been no option for
the public to indicate if they are in favor of no further trail development, and that the public opinion
process be started over with a determination first to be made whether or not the public believes any
further trail should be built and is worth the cost of doing so.
This process-focused motion recognized the inadequacy and misinformation in the OST survey;
inadequate because there is no opportunity for respondents to choose “none of the above”, rather only
the pre-selected, pre-determined choices offered up by OST; and further, the survey is rife with
misinformation with regard to private property issues and trail costs. Survey respondents may likely
have answered differently had they been provided accurate information regarding these issues.
For instance, with regard to private property and cost, the OST online survey leads the reader to the
erroneous conclusion that the private property on the Perham Creek section is available and that trail
construction through this section is the “easiest” category of construction. Nothing could be further
from the truth. As revealed at the Caucus meeting, one landowner has never been contacted by OST,
the engineers have never set foot on the property to evaluate the feasibility of building the trail through
this property and, most importantly, the landowner is unwilling to relinquish their property to trail
development. Had the engineers actually visited the property they would have discovered that the old
railroad grade, which is the proposed “B” alignment for the trail, is non-existent, and indeed had been
washed out by the river in 1959 when Hwy 133 was constructed and the river was then moved to the
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east. Regarding construction cost, instead of the one bridge to cross a gully that cost estimates are
based on, three to four bridges are actually needed in this segment – but the engineer wouldn’t know
this because he’s never been there. Neither do survey respondents know this – they are basing their
responses on the misinformation provided in OST’s survey.
Three motions were made and passed that focused on the trail alignment and management if the trail
should the development go forward. The first focuses on the value of wildlife, the second on a
commitment to honor private property rights and the third on the necessity for a long-term,
economically sustainable management plan.
The first of these motions focuses on protecting wildlife habitat. Citing support of CDOW’s professional
judgement, a motion was made and passed to avoid trail development in sensitive wildlife habitat. This
motion passed with 55 ayes, 8 nays, 4 abstentions and reads as follows: Pitkin County should not
develop any trails through sensitive wildlife habitat areas as identified by Pat Tucker and the DOW,
Rick Thompson, and/or ERO including but not limited to McClure Pass, Bear Creek, Filoha Meadows,
the Narrows, Avalanche, South and North Janeway and Red Wind Point.
Protecting the last remaining essential wildlife habitat in the valley is important to the Caucus and has
long been identified as an imperative in our Management Plan. Riparian habitat comprises less than two
percent of Colorado’s landscape but is essential to the survivability of at least 80 percent of Colorado’s
wildlife. As the human population has grown, associated development has greatly diminished the
amount of riparian habitat available to wildlife so that protecting remaining intact habitat is essential.
Referencing the opinion of the CDOW, the Caucus felt that, as stated in 2003 by Pat Tucker, then CDOW
area manager, in a letter to OST “...it remains our professional judgement that a developed trail on the
railroad right of way would be detrimental to wildlife and... we would strongly urge that it not be built
there.” CDOW continues to hold that opinion. A synopsis of the Caucus discussion on this issue can be
found from Kevin Wright, who was the area's District Wildlife manager for 31 years, who in 2017 wrote
"wildlife use of the (Crystal River) drainage is significant" and ... placement of a trail along the old
railroad grade, up and into Avalanche Creek to the Narrows and Filoha Meadows will have significant
negative impacts to wildlife ". He concludes that a trail along the alignment of Highway 133 will have the
least environmental impact and "if the trail is placed here, there will be minimal impact to the
environment and wildlife, allow unrestricted use of the trail year long, and meet the Governor's goal.
Placement of the trail along the old railroad grade on the east side of the river will have significant
negative impacts to wildlife and the environment. It should not be placed along the east side of the river
on the railroad grade".
OST’s survey, and the opinion of their consultants, claims that there will only be minor to moderate
wildlife impacts from trail development through these wildlife-critical habitats, and that these impacts
can be mitigated by seasonal closures. CDOW provides a very different opinion – in short, that
developed trails have negative impacts on wildlife and that seasonal closures do not work. Had survey
respondents been provided defensible, peer-reviewed science regarding the impacts of trails on wildlife,
instead of OST’s unsupported, indefensible opinion, they might have answered the survey quite
differently.
The second of the alignment-focused motions considers private property. Honoring and upholding
private property rights is fundamental to our Democracy and to the Crystal River Caucus. A motion was
made and passed to honor private property rights and oppose any takings with 62 ayes, 0 nays and 2
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abstentions and reads as follows: The Caucus shall oppose any takings of private property through the
use of Eminent Domain or RS 2477, or any other takings strategy, to establish a trail easement
through private property.
The third alignment-focused motions considers economic sustainability, both in the near-term, by
analyzing all costs associated with trail development, and in the long-term by analyzing all costs
associated with maintaining the trail and associated impacts. Considering the future costs of
maintenance, including the elimination of the inevitable bandit social trails, is vital to the sustainability
of the Caucus area and the County. A motion regarding economic sustainability was made and passed
unanimously (53 ayes, 0 nays, 0 abstentions) and reads as follows: The Caucus requests further
analyses of actual costs of acquisition, construction, management and operation of the trail, as well as
further analysis of specifications of trail build-out. The Caucus also requests that the BOCC analyze
bandit trail construction, trespass mitigation, decommissioning of bandit trails and management
practices.
In summary, five of five motions, regarding the development of the Carbondale to Crested Butte trail,
passed with overwhelming support. The five motions recommend the following actions to the BOCC:
1. That the BOCC take no further action or make any further decisions regarding trail development until
after they have had a face-to-face meeting with the community of the Crystal River Caucus.
2. That, because the current survey provides inadequate choices and is rife with misinformation it is
invalid and should be thrown out and started over, but only after a determinations is made by the public
as to whether the cost of a trail justifies its building.
3. That under no circumstances should a trail alignment intrude through sensitive wildlife habitat as
identified by, but not limited to, those public lands identified by CDOW as critical and essential to
wildlife.
4. That under no circumstances and by no means should private property rights be usurped by OST or
the County for the development of the Trail.
5. That economic and ecological viability be analyzed for both near-term and long-term sustainability.
The Caucus recognizes that our recommendations are advisory only. We ask that the BOCC recognize
the validity of our recommendations as founded in the principles of cultural equitability, best science,
and economic sustainability. We ask that the Pitkin County BOCC accept and even embrace Caucus’
recommendations in determining the best, most sustainable, way forward in the development of any
trail in our Crystal River Valley.
Respectfully submitted,

Delia G. Malone
Chair, Crystal River Valley Caucus
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CRYSTAL RIVER COUNTRY ESTATES PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION
P.O. BOX 262
Carbondale, CO 81623

November 10, 2017
Pitkin County Commissioners
123 Emma Road
Suite 106
Basalt, CO 81621
charlotte.anderson@pitkincounty.com
Via U.S. Mail and Electronic Mail
Re:

Crystal River Country Estates Property Owner Association
Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail Planning

Dear Pitkin County Commissioners.
The Crystal River Country Estates Property Owners Association (“CRCE Association”) is
writing to share the concerns of the undersigned members regarding the Carbondale to Crested
Butte Trail Planning. The CRCE Association consists of 32 members who own lots within the
Crystal River County Estates subdivision, which is located approximately nine miles south of
Carbondale.
Collectively, the undersigned members of the CRCE Association have the following
concerns:
1. Public Safety. The only entrance and exit to Crystal River County Estates from Highway
133 is located in the middle of a blind corner. When traveling south from Carbondale,
drivers must cross the opposing lane of traffic. This sometimes requires a driver to slow
substantially, and occasionally even stop, on Highway 133, creating a dangerous
situation. Visibility is poor in both directions. We are concerned that the current
planning does not adequately address safety at this intersection with respect to either
of the proposed locations for the trail. No traffic or safety studies of this intersection
have been performed.
2. Cost. The current planning for the trail does not adequately account for costs with
respect to Crystal River Country Estates. For example, Option B shows the trail going
through Crystal River Country Estates on Crystal Lane. The plan does not account for the
fact that the proposed route is along a narrow dirt road only wide enough for a single
car. The only way to widen the proposed trail would be to literally build over the Crystal
River or condemn property of owners within Crystal River Country Estates. Additionally,
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the current planning does not address maintenance costs for the trail, which we expect
will be significant within our subdivision due to safety and traffic concerns, and the lack
of space along Crystal Lane.
3. Eminent domain. We are concerned about the private property of owners within
Crystal River County Estates being condemned to accommodate the proposed trail. As
currently proposed, Option B will likely require the County to condemn private property
across multiple lots within our subdivision.
4. Wildlife. We are generally concerned that the impact of the proposed trail on wildlife
has not been adequately addressed within the area of Crystal River County Estates.
We appreciate your attention to these concerns. Some of the CRCE association members
may submit additional comments separately.

Sincerely,

Bauer, Deborah & Kurt

0208 Crystal Circle

Langer, Joan

0377 Crystal Lane

Orf, Jason

0310 Crystal Circle

Morris, Andrew

0490 Crystal Circle

Knuth, Connie & Clay, Larry

0358 Crystal Lane

Dear, Joyce

0504 Crystal Circle

McBrayer, Thomas

0074 Crystal Circle

Hollowell, Roger Lee & Ruth

0394 Crystal Circle

Hamlin, James

0548 Crystal Circle

Merriam, Lynn & Todd

0066 Crystal Lane

Nichols, Kelcey & James, Jason

0285 Crystal Circle

McLain, Mark & Loughry, Angela

0515 Crystal Circle
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WEST ELK LOOP SCENIC AND HISTORIC BYWAY
STEERING COMMITTEE
The Steering Committee works to preserve, protect, interpret,
and enhance the Intrinsic Qualities of the West Elk Loop Scenic and Historic Byway
for the enjoyment of the public.

West Elk Byway position on the Crystal Trail alignment

November 10, 2017

For thousands of years Nuche walked a path up the Crystal River and over McClure Pass. Today, it's not possible to do so past the
KOA.

A trail along the byway corridor was originally proposed by the West Elk Loop Scenic and Historic Byway Corridor Management Plan
(CMP) completed in 2000, per guidelines recommended by the national byway program. This document was approved by the Byway
Steering Committee after public meetings and review by the counties, communities, and agencies along the Byway and through their
representation on the Byway Steering Committee. One goal of the CMP is to coordinate design and construction of a non-motorized
recreation and transportation trail to accompany the Byway.
In 2004, the West Elk Loop Scenic and Historic Byway Steering Committee sponsored by Gunnison County were funded with $52,000
by a CDOT Enhancement Grant. Newland Project Resources completed a trail feasibility study to find possible alignments from
Carbondale to Crested Butte to be built on public property. Several government entities looked favorably on the recommendations,
and in fact some of the trail has already been built, including the entire segment in Garfield County and Carbondale, and significant
segments in Pitkin and Gunnison Counties. The Gunnison Country Trails Commission with support from the BOCC and the Town of
Crested Butte has completed the route up to and past Anthracite Creek near Kebler Pass. The U.S. Forest Service installed a $100k
bridge across Anthracite Creek as a part of that project.
Pitkin County Open Space and Trails is now involved in a major planning project to finalize an alignment to extend the trail from
Crystal River KOA through Redstone and over McClure Pass. There is strong public support shown during this planning process for
completing this trail.
One trail alignment, identified as Alignment "A", has a shockingly high cost estimate of over $100 million. This alignment is not
reasonable because of the high cost, which would likely prevent construction.
Alignment "B" is an off-road alternative that would provide an exceptional experience ensuring that users will connect with the
natural world, and want to protect it, while also being much safer moving users away from high speed auto traffic. Such a trail is
likely to become popular over time, and provide an economic stimulus as bikers and hikers are drawn to our beautiful canyon.
Though still expensive, it requires little development on the old road grade and is much more doable in segmented costs.
IWe are amongst the many residents who share a deep, common concern for wildlife. Pitkin County Open Space and Trails
understands this and does impeccable studies of the flora and fauna of its open spaces. It implements trail closures and restrictions
for the purpose of protecting bighorn sheep, deer, elk and flora at the most sensitive times when they need solitude in order to
thrive.
Pitkin County Open Space and Trails uses a common sense land strategy to purchase parcels that are important to wildlife, creating
studied open space for both wildlife and human users. This strategy aligns well with the focus of Gunnison County and Crested Butte
who share a common goal in completing this important regional project. I support moving forward using Alignment "B" as a starting
point Paved to Redstone, 8’ gravel fines to the top of McClure Pass.
We encourage all interested entities in Garfield County, Carbondale, Redstone, USFS, Gunnison County, Crested Butte and the
People living between to advocate for the route that can be built, that offers the best experience and the chance to commune with
the wild world harmlessly.
Best regards,
Dorothea Farris 970-948-9470, John Hoffmann 970-963-1689
West Elk Loop Scenic and Historic Byway Steering Committee Co-Chairs
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Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail - Wildlife Habitats & Seasonal Restrictions Matrix
TRAIL SEGMENTS

BH Sheep Lambing

BH Sheep Winter

Elk Production

Elk Winter Habitats

(Alignment B)

(April 15 to June 30)

( Dec. 1 to May 1)

(April 15 to June 30)

(Dec. 1 to May 1)

7 Oaks
Crystal River OS
Nettle Creek
Red Wind Point
CRCE
Andrews






Perham
Janeway North
Janeway South
Avalanche
Narrows
Filoha
Wild Rose
Castle
Hawk Creek
Hays Falls
Bear Creek
Placita
McClure Pass



*










*
*


*
*
*






Mule Deer
Townsend's Big- Peregrine Falcon 0.5
Winter Range
eared Bat
Mile Nest Buffer









Recommend
No Dogs

CPW Preferred
Alignment
Either




A
A
A
Either

A









A
A
A
A
A
A
Either





*








Either
Either
Either

A
Either
Either
Either

Top of McClure

* Habitats present, but seasonal restrictions not warranted
1/4 mile buffer applied to severe winter range, winter conc. areas and production areas for BH sheep and elk (per Pitkin County Land Use Code).
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Riparian Buffers and Corridors
Riparian systems are defined as geographically delineable areas with distinct resource values and with
characteristics which are comprised of both aquatic and terrestrial components (DeBano and Schmidt,
1089a). Mountain riparian –stream ecosystems in the western United States are valued for fisheries and
wildlife habitat, livestock grazing, wood fiber and forage production, transportation routes and
recreation (Clary and Webster 1990). Because of the lack of information relating riparian zone
characteristics to other specific functions, management prescriptions (e.g., width recommendations) are
frequently based upon either water quality considerations or anecdotal information. There is little
regard for the full range of effects these decisions may be having on habitat, flood conveyance and
storage, recreation, aesthetics and other riparian functions listed above. Improper management of
riparian areas, particularly in the mountainous regions, often affects riparian –stream habitats by
reducing or eliminating riparian vegetation, causing channel aggradation or degradation, causing
widening or incisement of stream channels, changing streambank morphology, and in some cases
lowering the surrounding water table (Platts, 1986). Riparian communities play important roles in
aquatic ecosystems by 1) regulating the exchange of nutrients and organic material between upland
forests and streams (Cummins 1974); 2) contributing large woody debris to streams and thereby shaping
stream habitats and influencing sediment routing (Zimmerman and others 1967, Cummins 1974, Mosley
1981, Swanson and others 1982a); 3) contributing root strength that maintains streambank integrity
(Broderson 1973, Gregory and Ashkenas 1990); and 4) moderating stream temperatures and light levels
and thereby influencing habitat suitability for fish and other aquatic organisms (Gregory and others
1991).
The climatic, vegetative and hydrologic processes operating in the environment of the southwestern
United States are unique. Most streamflow at lower elevations is intermittent and riparian vegetation
frequently occupies channels that are dry at least part of the year. As a result, water table fluctuations in
relation to streamflow and their subsequent effects on the establishment and maintenance of healthy
riparian vegetation are key processes. At higher elevations, streamflow from showmelt and rainfall is
sufficient to sustain perennial streamflow and thereby provides a more consistent source of water for
riparian vegetation. At all elevations, precipitation fluctuates widely, with many high-intensity, localized,
convection storms occurring during the summer. As a result of this highly variable precipitation-runoff
regime, erosion in the southwestern United States is an unsteady or discontinuous process that
transports sediment from source areas through a channel system with intermittent periods of storage.
This episodic transport process is characteristic of drylands in the southwestern United States where big
storms are the prime movers of sediment.
Riparian zones occur as transitional areas between aquatic and upland terrestrial habitats. Although not
always well defined (Fischer et al., 2000), they generally can be described as long strips of vegetation
adjacent to streams, rivers, lakes, reservoirs, and other inland aquatic systems that affect or are affected
by the presence of water. Riparian zones typically comprise a small percentage of the landscape, often
less than one percent, yet they frequently harbor a disproportionately high number of wildlife species
and perform a disparate number of ecological functions when compared to most upland habitats.
Riparian zones have been widely recognized as functionally unique and dynamic ecosystems only within
the past 25 years. Even more recently, these areas have become a major focus in the restoration and
management of landscapes (Knopf et al., 1988; Naiman et al., 1993). Unfortunately, many riparian zones
in North America do not function properly (e.g., they are degraded to the point that they do not protect
water quality or provide the resources needed to make them suitable as wildlife habitat or as movement
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corridors) (Ohmart 1984, Welsch 1991). This degradation also negatively affects many of the other
important functions and values these landscape features provide.
There is considerable confusion in the literature regarding both wetlands and riparian zones (Fischer et
al., 2000). At the heart of this confusion is the proper distinction between vegetated buffer strips and
corridors. Riparian zones are often referred to by names that relate to their principal intended or
recognized purpose, such as riparian buffer strips (for protection of water quality) or riparian corridors
(for wildlife habitat and movement corridors). Understanding the similarities and differences between
buffer strips and corridors, and having a clear idea of one's objectives, can have major implications for
how one might attempt to manage a riparian ecosystem. These terms are defined as follows:
Riparian Buffer Strip: A linear band of permanent vegetation adjacent to an aquatic system primarily
intended to maintain or improve water quality by trapping and removing various non-point source
pollutants (e.g., contaminants from herbicides and pesticides; nutrients from fertilizers; and sediment
from upland soils) from both overland and shallow subsurface flow. Buffer strips occur in a variety of
forms, including herbaceous or grassy buffers, grassed waterways, or forested riparian buffer strips. A
buffer strip may provide a variety of other functions (see below), including habitat for plants and
animals if enough land-area is retained to meet the life-history needs of a particular species, and
movement corridors if they provide suitable connections between larger blocks of habitat.
Riparian Corridor: A strip of vegetation adjacent to an aquatic system that connects two or more larger
patches of vegetation (i.e., habitat) and through which an organism will likely move over time. These
landscape features are often referred to as conservation corridors, wildlife corridors, and dispersal
corridors. Some scientists have suggested that corridors are a critical tool for reconnecting fragmented
habitat "islands."
The spatial placement of buffer strips within a watershed can have profound effects on water quality.
Although buffer strips are important along all river and stream reaches, those in headwater streams
(i.e., those adjacent to first, second, and third order systems) often have much greater influences on
overall water quality within a watershed than those buffers occurring in downstream reaches.
Downstream buffer strips have proportionally less impact on polluted water already in the stream. Even
the best buffer strips along larger rivers and streams cannot significantly improve water that has been
degraded by improper buffer practices higher in the watershed. However, buffer strips along larger
systems tend to be longer and wider than those along smaller systems, thus potentially providing better
wildlife habitat and movement corridors (Lock and Naiman 1998).
There is solid evidence that providing riparian buffers of sufficient width protects and improves water
quality by intercepting non-point source pollutants in surface and shallow subsurface water flow (e.g.,
Lowrance et al., 1984; Castelle et al., 1994). In the absence of proper buffer strips, there can be a
greater requirement for water treatment plants and other expensive restoration techniques. Healthy
riparian buffer strips are also widely recognized for their ability to perform a variety of functions other
than water quality. These functions include stabilizing stream channels; providing erosion control by
regulating sediment storage, transport, and distribution; providing organic matter (e.g., leaves and large
woody debris) that is critical for aquatic organisms; serving as nutrient sinks for the surrounding
watershed; providing water temperature control through shading; reducing flood peaks; and serving as
key recharge points for renewing groundwater supplies (DeBano and Schmidt 1989; O'Laughlin and Belt
1995). Buffer strips also provide habitat for a large variety of plant and animal species, and have become
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a popular tool in efforts to mitigate fragmentation by increasing connectivity of isolated habitat patches
and conserving biodiversity (Rosenberg et al., 1997).
Most of the focus on buffer design is the needed width, but the vegetation assemblage, layout, slope of
adjacent lands, and length are also key design parameters. Buffer width is measured beginning at the
top of the bank or level of bankfull discharge. Buffer strip width recommendations typically are either of
fixed-width or a variable width nature. Fixed width buffer strip recommendations tend to be made
based on a single parameter or function. They are easier to enforce and administer by regulatory
agencies but often fail to provide for many ecological functions (Castelle et al., 1994). Variable width
buffer strips are generally based on a variety of functions and usually account for site-specific conditions
by having widths adjusted along the length of the strip depending on adjacent land use, stream and site
conditions (e.g., vegetation, topography, hydrology), and fish and wildlife considerations (Castelle et al.,
1994). Protection of water quality is often the most common consideration during buffer strip design
recommendations. The scientific literature contains many recommendations for maintaining or
improving water quality in a variety of different settings (e.g., various soil types and different slopes).
Most buffer strip width recommendations for improving or protecting water quality tend to be between
10 and 30m (Table 1).
Wildlife habitat and movement corridors in riparian zones are also an important consideration when
determining widths. Appropriate designs for species conservation depends on several factors, including
type of stream and taxon of concern (Spackman and Hughes 1995). Recommended widths for ecological
concerns in buffer strips typically are much wider than those recommended for water quality concerns
(Fischer 1999; Fischer et al., 1999), often exceeding 100m in width (Table 1). These recommendations
usually apply to either side of the channel in larger river systems and to total width along smaller
streams where the canopy is continuous across the channel. Management for long, continuous buffer
strips rather than fragments of greater width should also be an important consideration. Continuous
buffers are more effective at moderating stream temperatures, reducing gaps in protection from nonpoint source pollution, and providing better habitat and movement corridors for wildlife.
TABLE 1. Summary of recommended widths of vegetated buffer strips for various functions
(from Fischer et al. 2000).
Function
Improve or protect water quality

Reptile/Amphibian habitat

Bird habitat

Recommended Width
>15m
>25m
>30m
>9m
>18m
>10m
>4m
>19m
100-1000m
>30m
>165m
>135m
>60m
>100m
>100m
>100m
>150m

Authors
Woodard and Rock (1995)
Young et al. (1980)
Lynch et al. (1985)
Dillaha et al. (1989)
Nichols et al. (1998)
Corley et al. (1999)
Doyle et al. (1977)
Shisler et al. (1987)
Burbrink et al. (1998)
Rudolph and Dickson (1990)
Semlitsch (1998)
Buhlmann (1998)
Darveau et al. (1995)
Hodges and Krementz (1996)
Mitchell (1996)
Triquet et al. (1990)
Spackman and Hughes (1995)
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Mammal habitat
Maintain plant diversity
Maintain an unaltered
microclimatic gradient

>500m
>100m
>150m
>40m
50-1600m
>50m
>50m
>30m
>45m

Kilgo et al. (1998)
Keller et al. (1993)
Vander Haegen and deGraaf (1996)
Hagar (1999)
Richardson and Miller (1997)
Whitaker and Montevecchi (1999)
Dickson (1989)
Spackman and Hughes (1995)
Brosofske et al. (1997)

In their review of the existing peer-reviewed scientific literature containing data on riparian buffers and
nitrogen concentration in streams and groundwater of riparian zones, Mayer et al., 2006, surveyed to
identify causation and trends in the relationship between buffer width and nitrogen removal capacity.
They also examined Federal and State regulations regarding riparian buffer widths to determine if such
legislation reflects the current scientific understanding of buffer effectiveness. Although there was a
wide variance of width recommendations, they generally were consistent with the peer-reviewed
literature on effective buffer width and recommended or mandated buffers from 7 to 100 meters wide.
They noted an emphasis on protecting buffers against soil compaction, loss of vegetation, and stream
incision, and stated that stream headwater buffers would likely be most effective at maintaining overall
watershed water quality while restoring degraded riparian zones.
Riparian buffers are noted in at least 14 parts within the USC. Under the auspices of the 1972 Federal
Water Pollution Control Act or Clean Water Act (33USC1251 et seq. as amended through P.L. 107–303,
November 27, 2002), the U.S. EPA publishes lists of impaired waters for which Total Maximum Daily
Loads (TMDL) are established that limit the amount of a pollutant, including nitrogen, that a water body
can receive and remain compliant with State water quality standards (33USC1251.319). States are
required to implement BMP’s, such as riparian buffers or vegetated filter strips, to achieve compliance.
U.S. EPA provides generalized recommendations and funding for riparian buffers and filter strips as part
of Comprehensive Nutrient Management Plans (U.S. EPA 2001, 2003). However, site-specific BMP
approaches and implementation are the jurisdiction of the States.
No comprehensive Federal statutory laws exist directly dealing with riparian buffer width even though
buffers are mentioned in the USC. In some cases, site-specific legislation has been enacted that
mandates protection of riparian buffers. The United States Congress has passed laws requiring
vegetation to be left undisturbed on the sides of stream and river banks during specific activities. For
example, in 16 USC 539(d), the National Forest Timber Utilization Program (a.k.a. the 1990 Tongass
Timber Reform Act):
“In order to assure protection of riparian habitat, the Secretary shall maintain a buffer zone of
no less than one hundred feet in width on each side of all Class I streams in the Tongass National
Forest, and on those Class II streams which flow directly into a Class I stream, within which
commercial timber harvesting shall be prohibited…”
Timber harvesting from the National Forest System has also been regulated, in general, through the
National Forest System Land and Resource Management Plan, which states, without providing strict
guidelines, that harvesting plans must,
“insure that timber will be harvested from National Forest System lands only where soil, slope,
or other watershed conditions will not be irreversibly damaged” and where “protection is
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provided for streams, streambanks, shorelines, lakes, wetlands, and other bodies of water from
detrimental changes in water temperatures, blockages of water courses, and deposits of
sediment, where harvests are likely to seriously and adversely affect water conditions or fish
habitat” (16 USC 1604).
Riparian conservation has been cited within the USC as one of the purposes for the establishment of
National Parks and as directives to the Secretary of the Interior (e.g. 16 USC Sec. 460). As all national
parks must follow the dual policy of both multiple and sustained yield, several subsections within this
section of USC address riparian zones of other national parks likewise, to “contribute to public
enjoyment,” “protect important resource values,” etc. In all cases, the statutes are site-specific, and the
riparian zones discussed are between 100 and 300 ft.
Riparian buffers are noted in at least 47 parts within the CFR. The CFR places blanket statutory
restrictions on certain industrial practices in riparian areas. For instance, 30 CFR 816.57 and 30 CFR
817.57 prohibit surface and underground mining activities within 100 ft of perennial or intermittent
streams, and 36 CFR 228.108 prohibits mining operations within the National Forest System “in areas
subject to mass soil movement, riparian areas, and wetlands.”
Voluntary participation programs such as the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) and the Conservation
Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP) provide landowners financial incentives to protect land and
waterbodies through maintenance of buffers, wetlands, and by planting cover crops (7CFR1410). The
CRP is administered through the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Farm Service Agency (USDA-FSA)
(7CFR, Chap. VII) with technical assistance provided by the National Resources Conservation Service
(USDA-NRCS) (7CFR, Chap. VI).
The USDA-FSA makes a distinction between filter strips and riparian buffers (7CFR1410.2). Filter strip is a
“a strip or area of vegetation adjacent to a body of water the purpose of which is to remove nutrients,
sediment, organic matter, pesticides, and other pollutants from surface runoff and subsurface flow by
deposition, absorption, plant uptake, and other processes, thereby reducing pollution and protecting
surface water and subsurface water quality and of a width determined appropriate for the purpose by
the Deputy Administrator.” No minimum widths are specified for construction of filter strips (NRCS
2003; practice Code 393).
Riparian buffer (NRCS 2003; practice Code 391) is “a strip or area of vegetation adjacent to a river or
stream of sufficient width as determined by the Deputy Administrator to remove nutrients, sediment,
organic matter, pesticides, and other pollutants from surface runoff and subsurface flow by deposition,
absorption, plant uptake, and other processes, thereby reducing pollution and protecting surface water
and subsurface water quality, which are also intended to provide shade to reduce water temperature
for improved habitat for aquatic organisms and supply large woody debris for aquatic organisms and
habitat for wildlife.”
The importance of the distinction between filter strip and riparian buffer is in their implementation. For
example, according to the CRP, riparian buffers should consist of three zones. Zone 1 starts at the top of
the stream bank, is devoted to trees, and has a minimum width of 15 ft measured as perpendicular from
the bank. Zone 2 is predominately composed of riparian trees and shrubs suitable to the site and has a
minimum width of 20 ft. Zone 3 is only required for concentrated flow conditions and is devoted to
native grasses and forbs (NRCS 2003). CRP limits enrollment of buffers constructed for water quality to
those with less than a “maximum average width of 180 feet” and an absolute maximum width of 350 ft.
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In general, Lee et al. (2004) found that State-level “blanket” regulations addressing nitrogen attenuation
and riparian buffer zone widths were non-existent. Many states have no mandatory buffer regulations
and almost none regulate agriculture where buffers may have greatest potential for attenuating
nitrogen fertilizer or livestock. However, many states have documented standards related to sections
303(d) and 319 of the CWA that result in site-specific maintenance of riparian zones for watershed
protection, including nutrient attenuation. Wenger and Fowler (2000) indicated that establishing and
enforcing regulations for variable-width buffers contingent upon local land use, slope, soil type, etc. are
most difficult and suggest, rather, a model, fixed-width buffer ordinance intended to be clear and
enforceable.
For maximum and long-term effectiveness, buffer integrity should be protected against a) soil
compaction from vehicles, livestock, and impervious surfaces (e.g., pavement) that might inhibit
infiltration or disrupt water flow patterns (Dillaha et al. 1989; NRC 2002), b) excessive leaf litter removal
or alteration of the natural plant community (e.g., raking, tree thinning, introduction of invasive species)
that might reduce carbon-rich organic matter from reaching the stream, and c) urbanization and other
practices that might disconnect the stream channel from the flood plain (i.e., channelization, bank
erosion, stream incision, and drain tiles) and thereby reduce the spatial and temporal extent of soil
saturation (Paul and Meyer 2001, Groffman et al. 2003, Groffman et al. 2005). Buffer width may
indirectly affect factors promoting denitrification. For example, narrow buffers that produce little
vegetative biomass may not provide sufficient stocks of organic material for microbial denitrifiers.
Substantial evidence exists to emphasize the importance of maintaining riparian zones in upstream
headwaters or backwaters regions, which can be areas of high nitrogen removal (Perry et al. 1999,
Morrice et al. 2000, Peterson et al. 2001, Seitzinger et al. 2002, Richardson et al. 2004, Bernhardt et al.
2005a). For a 10th order stream, up to 90% of the cumulative stream length consists of ephemeral, first,
and second order streams (NRC 2002). Thus, the largest proportion of annual stream nutrient load
enters watersheds from the headwaters where the capacity to remove nitrogen is great, while less
additional nitrogen processing occurs in the main channels of higher order streams (Richardson et al.
2004, Bernot and Dodds 2005).
The ability of a riparian zone to provide various functions depends on such factors as width; length;
degree of fragmentation; and type, density, and structure of vegetation present. Objectives may also be
constrained by land ownership, existing or potential riparian vegetation, soils, slope, or past land-uses
both within the riparian zone and in uplands throughout the watershed. At a minimum, buffer strip
widths of 15m or wider should be promoted for providing a range of multiple objectives including water
quality. However, much greater widths (i.e., >100m) usually are needed to ensure values related to
wildlife habitat and use as migration corridors. If only a narrow buffer strip is possible, it should at least
be wide enough to sustain a forest or shrub community that will adequately stabilize the streambank
from erosion. Recommended widths in this report are intended to provide a starting point for land
managers to make decisions regarding design of buffer strips in their own area. Proper widths for
various objectives may vary significantly by region and depend on a variety of ecological and physical
factors.
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1298 Species Assessment Table
The original HB 1298 species impact assessment table separately addressed buffer zones for each of
these aquatic and obligate riparian species:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rio Grande Cutthroat Trout—federally warranted but precluded, state species of concern
Greenback Cutthroat Trout—federally threatened, state threatened
Colorado River Cutthroat Trout—federally not warranted, state species of concern
Least Tern Production Areas—federally endangered, state endangered
Least Tern Foraging Areas—federally endangered, state endangered
Northern Leopard Frog—state species of concern, petitioned for federal listing
Piping Plover Production Areas—federally threatened, state threatened
Piping Plover Foraging Areas—federally threatened, state threatened
Preble’s Meadow Jumping Mouse Occupied Range—federally threatened, state threatened
River Otter Concentration Areas—state threatened
SW Willow Flycatcher Habitat—federally endangered, state endangered
Three Species (bluehead sucker, flannelmouth sucker, roundtail chub)—state species of concern
or unprotected
Big River Endangered Fishes (Colorado pikeminnow, humpback chub, razorback sucker, bonytail
chub)—federally endangered, state endangered or threatened
Eastern Plains Little Fishes (suite of species)—state endangered, state threatened, state species
of concern.

Aquatic habitat was buffered according to water management code with buffer width increasing with
stream order. As the consultation map was developed it became clear that this system was overly
complex and difficult to represent at the mapping scale required for consultation purposes, and further
modifications were proposed. We debated the width of the buffer required to protect streams and
riparian zones, and researched scientific literature for peer-reviewed solutions. Several considerations
came to light:
1. Riparian strips and riparian corridors are two very different concepts, as is explained in the
introductory material.
2. Protection of water quality via riparian strips does not automatically provide essential riparian
corridor width for birds and terrestrial wildlife.
3. Federal critical habitat has been established for several species in Colorado and could serve as a
framework for state-wide buffer width guidance.
a. Preble’s jumping mouse habitat is based on floodplain width and approximated by
stream order plus a weighted distance. Streams of order 1 and 2 have buffer widths of
110 meters outward from each edge of the stream. Order 3 and 4 streams have buffer
widths of 120 meters outward from each edge of the stream, and order 5 and above
are buffered at 140 meters outward from the stream edge.
b. Federally listed critical habitat for the western slope big river fish extends to the edge of
the 100-year floodplain
c. The White River Forest Plan specifies “No Surface Occupancy” within 350 feet of either
side of Colorado River cutthroat trout streams (list of waters specified).
d. USFS - Northern leopard frog habitat is buffered to 200 meters.
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e. The suggested terrestrial buffer zone for species associated with wetlands is 159 to 290
meters for amphibians and 127 to 289 meters for reptiles. Semlitsch.
f. Suggested guidance from FWS for SW Willow Flycatcher buffer is 200 m from the edge
of riparian areas, or ¼ acre of riparian shrub at least 5 feet tall with over 60% canopy
cover.
g. We had asked for NSO within Designated Cutthroat Habitat.
h. The Hatcher Pass Management Plan (Alaska Department of Fish and Game 1986)
specifies 200’ buffer areas on either side of the high water mark of Group 1 streams and
includes all streamside riparian vegetation zones. Group 2 streams are buffered to 100’
on either side of the high water mark. Lakes < 5 acres are buffered at 200’ landward of
the lake’s high water mark. Lakes >5, < 100 acres are buffered at 300’ landward of the
lake’s high water mark. Lakes over 100 acres are buffered at 400’ landward of the lake’s
high water mark.
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November 15, 2017
Pitkin County Open Space and Trails
ATTN: Gary Tennenbaum, Director
806 West Hallam St
Aspen, CO 81611

Dear Gary,
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Pat McMahon
President
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Vice President
Jeff Conklin
Secretary
Jennifer Sauer
Treasurer
Ted Borchelt
Stephen Ellsperman
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Executive Director
Rick Neiley
Don Schuster
Larry Yaw

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail. We
realize that this is an ambitious effort and extensive planning process and applaud your
efforts to be both thorough and inclusive throughout. As the local watershed organization,
Roaring Fork Conservancy has a vested interest in stream health and riparian habitat
throughout the Crystal River Basin. We are also in the process of implementing the 2016
Crystal River Management Plan, a robust stakeholder and data-driven assessment and
simulation of the complex interactions between the physical components driving watershed
structure; the biological components of riverine ecosystems; the social context of competing
perspectives, needs, and values; and the existing legal and administrative frameworks
governing water use, establishing a platform to identify and evaluate management and
structural alternatives that honor local agricultural production, preserve existing water uses,
and enhance the ecological integrity of the river.
As with any project of this scale, we realize there will be significant compromise and
tradeoffs throughout the planning and implementation process. RFC requests the OST
board and staff consider the following:
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Rick Lofaro
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In the Crystal Valley, like the Roaring Fork Watershed, there are relatively few
undisturbed wetland and riparian areas. We request that the trail alignment avoid
these areas whenever possible.
Alignment of the trail should work to minimize both Environmental and
Hydrological impacts to the Crystal River system. The Crystal River Management
Plan identifies both high quality/functioning and impaired hydrologic and
environmental conditions in and along the river. The Plan can be used as a
reference through planning and design. Modeling and raw data are available upon
request.
Trail alignment should minimize impact to Filoha Meadows and the sensitive
conservation area that Pitkin County and Roaring Fork Conservancy have worked
hard to preserve.

RFC staff will continue to work with OST as planning progresses. Please contact us with any
questions or for additional information.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Rick Lofaro
Executive Director
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TOWN OF CARBONDALE
511 COLORADO AVENUE
CARBONDALE, CO 81623

November 15, 2017
The Town of Carbondale Board of Trustees would like to respectfully offer the following
feedback and suggestions regarding the Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail.
A majority of the Carbondale Board of Trustees, supports the construction of a non-motorized
trail to connect Carbondale to Crested Butte. We believe that this trail will have significant
benefits for the Town of Carbondale and its residents, including safety for cyclists, enhanced
recreation opportunities, economic benefits from increased tourism, and non-motorized
connectivity to nearby communities.
Wildlife Protection:
We believe this trail must be planned, designed and constructed very carefully to avoid
impacting wildlife habitat. To best protect wildlife and minimize the risk that the Crystal Valley
Trail will negatively impact already reduced wildlife populations, we respectfully request that
the trail built up the Crystal River avoid entirely wildlife habitat in the areas of Red Wind Point,
Janeway, south of Avalanche Creek, and Filoha Meadows. If the trail is built on old railroad/road
grades in areas identified as winter wildlife habitat we ask that appropriate seasonable closures to
be put in place, and that their existence, rigorous enforcement by Open Space Rangers, and
funding can be legally guaranteed in perpetuity.
We also ask that you carefully consider the recommendations of local wildlife managers at
Colorado Parks and Wildlife who are the most knowledgeable on-the-ground experts.
Cost Analysis:
We ask that Pitkin County continue to update its cost analysis presentation to the public (likely
via its website) to reflect updated costs for any and all alignment alternatives as new information
becomes available.
River Restoration:
If a trail is built, Pitkin County Open Space and Trails (OST) should use the opportunity to
include river restoration along the Crystal River to improve the river as a thriving fishery. This
might include improving river bank/riparian sections. In addition to river restoration, there is
weed management and opportunities to improve the flora biodiversity in old grazing meadows,
including Filoha Meadows.
Education and history:
If a trail is built, OST should work closely with local historical groups and environmental
organizations to identify opportunities for education and learning along the trail. This might
include signage and interpretative experiences these organizations could provide using the trail.
Regional Sustainable Economic Diversification:
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While building a trail is development, adding trails is an important aspect of creating regional
diverse economic development that supports the environment and the clean energy and healthy
living economy. The Town of Carbondale has marketed itself as a basecamp for regional outdoor
activities, a trail from Carbondale to Redstone would benefit many existing business and be
another reason that companies consider moving or starting in Carbondale, providing more local
jobs.
Town Infrastructure:
The Town’s principal source of drinking water from Nettle Creek is delivered to Town through a
water main that runs parallel to the Crystal River. Some of the Crystal River trail alternatives
that are presently under consideration would likely impact the Town’s water facilities in this
vicinity. While the Town is not opposed to the ongoing consideration of alternatives that could
potentially impact the Town’s facilities, prior to the Town’s approval of any alternative that
would impact the Town’s water system, the Town would expect any such impacts to be
permanently mitigated in a manner acceptable to the Town. By way of example, prior to
placement of a new trail above the Town’s buried water main, appropriate mitigation might
include the installation of a new underground water main with appropriate bedding, the
movement or replacement of pressure reducing valves and flushing infrastructure (to reduce
maintenance conflicts), and the potential fencing of above-ground appurtenances. Likewise,
future maintenance responsibilities and any other liabilities associated with any co-located
facilities would need to be addressed by agreements acceptable to the Town.
Public Process:
Pitkin County (County) has done a tremendous job on two fronts as it relates to the Crystal
Valley. First, the County has demonstrated tremendous perseverance in its on-going effort to
invest in open space throughout the Crystal Valley. This has included various acquisition of
critical open space lands (thus preventing its development by other means), development of the
beautiful new park in Redstone, and in pursuing the right solution to the trail itself. This includes
the implementation of the Carbondale to BRB trail portion which nearly all can agree has been a
tremendous success from a multi-use trail perspective.
At this point, it appears there are three glaring issues as we move forward, pace, scope, and
analysis. In the next steps of this project it would seem to behoove the County to slow down the
process and consider breaking the trail down into smaller segments. In doing this, additional
items such as transparency and inclusivity can be addressed more robustly. Additionally, the
sheer amount of information that a trail this long in a valley this significant is daunting and
taking more time to allow the public to weigh in and digest the information. More analysis
should also be conducted as it relates to the valley in its entirety as opposed to simply analyzing
a multi-use trail.
Specifically, we would like to recommend the following steps be considered as part of the public
process moving forward:
1. Continue the use of the website to disseminate information.
2. Break the trail into smaller segments (TBD by the County) and embark on a public
process for each section somewhat distinctly.
3. Consider creating mini-stakeholder groups for each section of the trail so that those
impacted most significantly at each section can have an open dialog.
4. Conduct more open forums, both open houses and public meetings before County boards
and others where individuals can continue to voice their opinions. Consider conducting
these forums on each section of the trail so that the conversation can be VERY specific to
each piece and segment of the trail.
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5. Conduct open houses within each neighborhood impacted by trail segments.
6. Consider approaching the trail plan as a multi-resource master plan instead – this should
include analysis, design, implementation, and management of the following resources for
each segment of the trail: riparian and fisheries, wildlife, recreational (trail, wildlife
viewing, general open space access), scenic byway, historical/ cultural.
7. A study and additional analysis regarding the economic impact of these resources in their
current form and what economic development would be created under various design
strategies should be included in the next phases of the process.
8. Include an analysis of a ‘no-trail’ option related to economic development, safety factors,
open space management issues, etc.
Marty Silverstein’s Comments:
Thank you for giving the Carbondale trustees and the Carbondale and crystal valley residents a
chance to comment on your proposed trail options.
I realize that ultimately this is Pitkin County’s decision.
I would advocate that a trail is not necessary and as part of your mandate that this be kept as
open space. If, however you proceed with the trail you bear in mind minimizing the impact on
wildlife and the natural beauty of the crystal valley.
Once you build the trail it will not be undone. The other thing is to minimize the use of eminent
domain to acquire lands and easements as people will most likely go to court tying you up in
litigation which while you might ultimately prevail will cost you financially and in the court of
public opinion.
Thank you for permitting me to have my input.
Frosty Merriott’s Comments:
First, I would also like to thank the Pitkin County Commissioners for cohosting the joint meeting
a couple of weeks ago at Carbondale’s Third Street Center and taking public comment. It was
very beneficial to the process.
That being said my takeaway from the meeting was that a 3rd option should be a part of this
discussion, that being the No Trail Option.
That would actually offer an opportunity for additional compromise by taking Eminent Domain
off the table for a recreational trail. Some sections would/could just result in a widening of the
shoulders of the existing highway and no new trail thus leaving valued wildlife habitat
undisturbed and as open space.
This could also result in a savings of $$$ which could then be retasked to the acquisition of
additional open space to defray development in sensitive areas and the hiring of year-round
rangers to enforce winter closures and the construction of bandit trails. The decommissioning of
existing bandit trails at the Crown should also be in the mix. I would be remiss if I did not ask
that you also undertake projects that would specifically benefit wildlife. An example would be
Wildlife Crossings which would mitigate damage to migration routes that have been in play
since before the Utes were here.
Thank you for this opportunity to give input.
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PUBLIC COMMENT ON THE CRYSTAL TRAIL
November 15, 2017
To:

Pitkin County OST, 806 Hallam St.,

Aspen, CO 81611

From:

Crystal Trail Conservancy Redstone, CO 81623
Trustees: Terry Knapp, Tom McBrayer, Phil Youngman, William Hanks
https://www.crystaltrailconservancy.org/

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the impending Crystal River Trail. The trail represents the single
largest development since the construction of State Hwy. 133 in the early 1960's. It is imperative that the trail be
appropriate, sustainable, and compatible with preserving and protecting the Crystal River ecosystem and private
property. The Crystal River Caucus and Crystal Trail Conservancy join in the concerns.

Guiding Concepts
1.

Avoid directly accessing the high quality habitat areas identified by ERO and Thompson (2017). These
include at least eight distinct biological communities within the study areas that possess quality habitat value.
The locations are relatively intact areas that intersect and grant unfettered access to the Crystal River from
forest wilderness. The identified areas are based on species composition, cover, disturbance, and the plant
structure favored by rare and tracked species. These areas are also transitional and wildlife movement
corridors. They include:

2.

The Crystal River Open Space B segment with its riparian habitat and orchid species; The Janeway North B
segment and the diverse understory, high quality wetlands, and minimal human use; The Avalanche South B
segment, an undisturbed valley with diverse plant communities and wildlife corridor; The Filoha Natue
Preserve B segment and large undisturbed wetlands with diverse species adjacent to the Crystal River; The
Red Wind Point B segment, bighorn sheep and elk wintering and production activity; The Redstone North B
segment with its broad flood plain, islands, and unique wetland elk calving ; The Placita and McClure pass
segments with riparian, beaver, and undisturbed aspen forest habitat for birds and Penstemon. Direct access
by bridge connection to these quality areas should be avoided or only as a last resort at most.

3.

Fully explore and study the engineering options for an affordable and safe trail within the state highway
right-of-way (Alternative A), and might include:

a. Utiliziing a TS-10 highway re-alignment option to create

room for less expensive TS-0 and TS-1& 2 sections within the ROW and minimize riparian impact. b. Study the
feasibility of coming out of the 7 Oaks segment on the west side of the 133 similar to the plan to do the same
with Alternative A along the highway above Redstone. c. To make the trail more cost effective, study the
possibility of moving back and forth within the ROW utilizing warning lights at highway grade to avoid choke
points and avoid using bridge connections into critical habitat. d. Because this is the governors priority, fully
engage him and the Colorado Department of Transportation cooperation in expediting the trail within this very
constrained and scenic valley. e. Fully study the expansion of the highway shoulder areas in sharing the
highway. Utilize traffic engineering, signage, and barriers to keep the trail within the established disturbance
corridor and minimize the trails zone of influence. f. Do a cost/benefit analysis. Who benefits?
4. With respect to the Crystal River Valley and its rural character, every effort should be made to avoid creating
a theme park culture along the trail. Historical plaques currently exist at the Janeway, Redstone, and Placita
segments in the customary way and need not be tied directly to alternate B on the east side. Urbanization to
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any degree sacrifices Crystal River Valley core values. It is well documented, by the division of wildlife and
(Thompson 2017), that a viable alternative A trail option exists at the Filoha Meadows Nature Preserve and
remote trails and out-of-direct eyesight segments, as exemplified by the Avalanche B segment, present a
whole new range of concerns:

1)

Appropriateness of alignment is lost by the direct threat of summer monsoon mud flow geotechnical hazards
which closed the Janeway Campground and currently threaten two residences and the Avalanche Creek Road
at the recently created trail head by the Tarr property. The OST preferred alignment would expose the general
public to that hazard.

2)

It is additionally inappropriate to violate the high quality habitat identified by your recent ERO study with the
clearing of trees and vegetation needed for the new trail and:

3)

The required trailway bridge (140' TS-7A) span across Avalanche Creek and the 625' of raised trail (TS-7A
board walk) across the flood prone plain contribute to the inappropriateness.

Sustainability: The remoteness of the Avalanche and Janeway North B segments make them more unsustainable
with the loss of direct monitoring for security, maintenance, sanitation, wildfire, and vehicular emergency response.
NEPA review study: Janeway North B, Avalanche B, and Narrows B: These segments are White River National
Forest lands requiring NEPA Review for trail impact. To insure an independent and objective study of the trail impacts
to forest lands the USFS must do the selecting of scientists to do the review regardless of who funds it. LORIS should
not also be retained for this study. It is the Trail Conservancy and Crystal Caucus opinion that these segments
should not be apart of the preferred alignment for the obvious reasons and vigorously oppose it.
The Filoha Meadows Nature Preserve B: Wildlife manger correspondence of 2003, 2008, 2015-17 all specifically
recommend against any penetration of high impact recreation through this segment. They have pointed out that a
viable alternative exists with in the highway disturbance corridor. OST's own studies, the Wilderness Workshop
Analysis, (Thompson 2017) and the USFS comments to the FM management plan express the danger in accessing this
segment. The OST Biodiversity Policy and the BOCC Ecological Bill of Rights should argue against threatening this
established nature preserve.
The Narrows B: This segment is identified by ERO and Thompson 2017 as critical high quality habitat. Any use of this
segment for the preferred alignment should be as a last resort be subjected to the strictest of mitigation.
Red Wind B: This segment has been identified with high quality winter range and a wildlife production area. A riparan
flood plain of high value river birch, thin leaf alder and mixed conifer forest reside here. This trail alignment will be
faced with high geologic rock fall hazard will require new bridges and fill walls. This alignment should only be pursued
as a last resort.
Janeway B: The Janeway B segment should not be accessed by the extended .2 of a mile spur trail down to a new
bridge 8 option from the highway. The WRNF should regard this as inappropriate intrusion into a well defined ERO
high value riparian and mixed conifer and cottonwood stands of the highest biological value. Calving and lambing area.
End of Comment
https://www.crystaltrailconservancy.org/
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PO BOX 1442, CARBONDALE, CO 81623
www.wildernessworkshop.org
TEL 970.963.3977
FAX 970.963.8447

November 15, 2017
Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners
Pitkin County Open Space and Trails (OST) and Board of Trustees
806 West Hallam St
Aspen, CO 81611
Submitted Electronically
Re: Wildlife Impacts of Proposed Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail

Dear Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners and Open Space and Trails Staff and Board,
This public comment is submitted by Wilderness Workshop in response to Open Space and
Trails (OST)’s proposal for the Crystal Valley portion of the Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail.
Wilderness Workshop (WW) is a 501(c)(3) dedicated to preservation and conservation of the
wilderness and natural resources of the White River National Forest and adjacent public lands.
WW engages in research, education, legal advocacy and grassroots organizing to protect the
ecological integrity of local landscapes and public lands. WW focuses on the monitoring and
conservation of air and water quality, wildlife species and habitat, natural communities and
lands of wilderness quality. WW is the oldest environmental nonprofit in the Roaring Fork
Valley, dating back to 1967 with a membership base of over 800. Many of our members live,
work, recreate and otherwise use and enjoy lands managed by Pitkin County and the U.S.
Forest Service including the Crystal River Valley.
Introduction
While the mission of Wilderness Workshop is to protect public lands and wildlife, we also
recognize and support the benefits that trails provide to our community - both the direct
benefits to trail users and the indirect benefit to conservation by connecting people with wild
places. The Crystal Valley portion of the larger Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail represents one
of the largest development projects in the Valley in decades and likely the largest on public
lands since Highway 133 was improved roughly 50 years ago. The trail has the potentially to
significantly impact wildlife and the quality of their habitat if not done correctly. We are
especially concerned with any trail alignments that would introduce new or increased levels of
human use into existing isolated and undisturbed habitat. While there are specific species and
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areas (described in more detail below) that are especially vulnerable to trail development and
use, any trail constructed through habitat that now sees relatively little human use will
negatively impact the quality of wildlife habitat and the frequency and benefit of use of the
area by wildlife.
As a general rule then we strongly urge OST to select Alternative A. The proposed trail would
have significant detrimental effects on wildlife if developed on Route “B” east of the Crystal
River, particularly in high-quality habitat areas such as Red Wind Point, Janeway, the Narrows,
Avalanche Creek, Filoha Meadows and the lands below McClure Pass. The trail would have a
minimal effect on wildlife, however, if developed on Route “A” west of the river, along the
Highway 133 right of way.
All ecological studies of the trail have found and district wildlife managers at Colorado Parks
and Wildlife have confirmed that a trail built with a near highway alignment would be far better
for wildlife (most notably elk and bighorn sheep) than a trail constructed through the many
blocks of unfragmented habitat on the east side of the River north of Redstone. Additionally,
several sections of the alternative B alignment would conflict with Pitkin County policies
enacted to “preserve, protect, and expand” the full range of biodiversity present in the County,
would undermine the County’s past efforts to preserve these habitats and would not represent
the County’s commitment to the “best available science”.
For these reasons and others, detailed below, the most common-sense, wildlife-friendly, and
community-unifying solution is to largely utilize the Alternative Route “A,” near to the existing
highway right of way.
I.

Impacts to Wildlife Habitat From a Crystal Valley Trail

The Crystal River Valley is a unique and scenic valley stretching approximately 25 miles from
Carbondale to McClure Pass. In the 18-mile section of the valley between the end of the
existing bike trail and the top of McClure Pass several areas provide unique, high-quality wildlife
habitat areas. These include (1) Red Wind Point, (2) Janeway, (3) Avalanche Creek, (4) the
Narrows, (5) Filoha and (6) the area below McClure Pass above Placita. Our comments
summarize some of the impacts that OST must consider when choosing an alignment, but we
note a far more detailed analysis is present in a report prepared by biologist Rick Thompson
(the Thompson Report). This report, commissioned by Wilderness Workshop, comprehensively
evaluates the several potential alignments in terms of habitat impacts and not only describes
which alignments would have the least impact to wildlife but also proposes strategies to
minimize, avoid or mitigate those impacts. The report pays particular attention to critical
wildlife habitat such as calving grounds, winter range, habitat for threatened, endangered or
locally significant species and large areas of currently un-fragmented intact habitat. The report
also examines relevant past studies and reports, and provides a general summary of
recreational impacts to wildlife. We highly recommend reading the full report, which has been
attached to these comments.
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A.
Characteristics of Habitat at Risk from a Crystal Valley Trail.
The six areas in the Crystal River Valley noted above have unique characteristics that make
them highly valuable as wildlife habitat, and also render them vulnerable to the human impacts
that would inevitably result from a multi-use trail. These special characteristics include:
•

Isolation of Habitats East of the River: With the exception of an approximately one
mile section just south of Hayes Creek, Highway 133 occurs entirely on the west side of
the Crystal River. Habitats east of the river therefore provide greater value because the
river creates an effective buffer to human impacts. While several subdivisions, private
parcels and Forest Service Campgrounds do introduce disturbance, much of the
landscape north of Redstone and east of the Crystal River sees little human impact. A
trail through this important wildlife habitat would introduce significant human impacts
into relatively undisturbed areas.

•

Wildlife Access to the Crystal River: Due to a lack of significant development, the lands
east of the Crystal River provide important year-round wildlife access to the river and
associated riparian areas. Not only are the lands important habitat in and of themselves
but they have significant value by connecting the river to the large, protected Maroon
Bells-Snowmass Wilderness Area. Red Wind Point and Filoha Meadows are two of the
few places where critical bighorn sheep and elk habitats extend down to the Crystal
River itself. A trail east of the river would create an obstacle between wildlife and the
river decreasing the value of the habitat bisected but also impacting wildlife use of
lands further to the east.

•

Crystal River Riparian Corridor: The Crystal River supports a botanically diverse,
structurally varied, and locally broad riparian corridor. This habitat type and its
associated wetlands generally support the highest wildlife diversity and abundance of
any habitat in Colorado. Alignment B would bisect significant amounts of riparian
habitat. Similarly, any bridges that would have to be constructed to link segments
alternating between Alignment B and Alignment A would impact riparian habitat. While
there is riparian habitat on both sides of the river, Highway 133 already significantly
impacts this habitat type on the west side, reducing any additional impacts from a trail.
Keeping the trail entirely or largely on the west side of the river would ensure minimal
impact to riparian areas.

•

Important Habitat Types: All of the areas listed above provide a combination of
important habitat types for several species but most notably bighorn sheep and elk.
Alignment B would bisect or come within ¼ mile of significant amounts of critical
habitat. These habitat types include winter range, winter concentration areas, severe
winter range, production areas, and migration zones for bighorn sheep and elk as well
as fall concentration areas for black bear. Please see the Thompson report for detailed
information on the overlap of wildlife habitat and different trail alignments.

B.

Current Wildlife Populations Are Below Historical Averages
3
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Existing human development and activities have already caused significant impacts to regional
wildlife populations. While the Crystal Valley Trail may not represent the most significant
impact to regional wildlife populations, a trail built through critical habitat will increase the
stress and impacts to wildlife populations already in decline. The decision of which alignment to
choose must be taken in context of recent declines in wildlife populations including:
•

Over the last 20 years, the local bighorn sheep population has declined by
approximately 80%.

•

The local deer population has declined by approximately 46% from the historical
objective in the 1980s and 1990s and is now close to its lowest level in 40 years.

•

The elk population is stressed and below its herd objective with a declining calf / cow
ratio that will continue the declining population trend.1

While certain other factors likely have greater impacts to wildlife populations than a new trail
(e.g. spread of diseases from domestic sheep to wild populations), construction and use of a
trail will further impact populations and will due so indefinitely. Adding yet another stressor to
local wildlife constitutes irresponsible management at a time with so many existing impacts.
Regardless of its relative impacts, a trail constructed through currently unfragmented habitat
will only increase the challenges faced by local wildlife populations.
C.
Vulnerable to Disturbance from the Trail’s “Zone of Influence.”
While there are direct impacts from construction and the physical presence of a trail, by far the
greatest impact of any trail comes from its use by humans and the corresponding change in
behavior by animals. Use of a trail causes wildlife to change their behavior in or outright
abandon the areas on either side of it. Each time a human passes by, animals’ stress levels can
increase and they are less likely to spend time eating, caring for young or sheltering. For many
species, survival is strictly a mathematic equation. Individuals feed as much as they can during
the summer and fall, building up caloric reserves. During the winter, they are slowly starving.
Human caused disturbance leads to less time eating and more time either fleeing, abandoning
food and being exposed to the elements. All of this causes a decreased caloric balance and
results in a reduction in survival, breeding, calving and rearing of young.2
The two proposed alignments for the Crystal Trail would cause significantly different impacts
largely due to the fact that the A alignment is located almost entirely within highway 133’s
existing zone of influence. The impacts to wildlife from Highway 133 have already significantly
affected the landscape and the addition of a trail would have minimal to no new impacts on
wildlife use of important habitat surrounding the highway. Conversely, a trail built along
1

Thompson Report at 55, n. 40.

2

See Thompson Report at 37 - 48.
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alignment B would establish a new zone of influence that would compromise hundreds of acres
of wildlife habitat. The zone of influence created by alignment B would be profound in areas
east of the river and north of Redstone that have been, up to this point, protected from
significant human disturbance. While seasonal closures may reduce the impacts from trail use
they only do so for part of the year. Many animals use the area year round through which
alignment B would run. While the greatest impacts are likely to be reduced by seasonal
closures, building a major trail through currently isolated, buffered, effective and unfragmented
habitat will have an undeniable and negative impact on wildlife using the Crystal Valley.
II.

All Studies and Wildlife Professionals Agree That a Near Highway Alignment Would Be
Significantly Better for Wildlife.

The impacts to wildlife from a potential trail up the Crystal River have been examined
numerous times over the past decade. The Crystal River Caucus, Colorado Parks and Wildlife,
the Wilderness Workshop and Pitkin County have all examined wildlife impacts from a Crystal
Trail. Without exception, all these sources document the importance of wildlife habitat along
the east side of the Crystal River north of Redstone and acknowledge that a trail alignment
largely following the old railroad grade would have greater impacts than one following a near
highway alignment.
A.
Crystal River Caucus 2007
In 2007, the Caucus commissioned an inventory and assessment of wildlife habitat in the
Crystal River valley for consideration in determining appropriate management, development,
and recreational trail plans for the valley3. The primary purpose of the study was to identify and
evaluate areas that qualified as “critical habitat” (as defined by the Pitkin County Land Use
Code) in the Crystal River valley. The analysis focused on the relatively unfragmented, intact
County Open Space and Forest Service lands buffered from human activities by the Crystal River
since approximately 1942 (65 years), now supporting bighorn sheep, elk, and a wide variety of
other wildlife.
The Caucus’s biological analysis divided the 18-mile analysis area into six, three-mile study or
heritage areas (Placita, Redstone, Filoha Meadows, Avalanche Creek, Red Wind Point, and
Thompson Creek). The report quantified the relative value of each area based on four criteria:
•

Plant habitat and vegetation

•

Rare and imperiled (threatened) species and communities

•

Wildlife activity use areas

•

Stream and riparian (streamside) habitat health

As a result of their analysis, the Crystal River Caucus (2007) provided a summary of
recommendations, some of which are particularly pertinent to OST’s current decision on where
3

Crystal River Caucus. 2007. Crystal River Caucus wildlife and habitat report, 2007, an inventory and assessment of
wildlife habitat, Crystal River Valley. Crystal River Caucus. July 16, 2016. 14 pp.
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to locate a trail in the Crystal Valley:
•

“That accessing designated critical Open Space and Forest Service lands with high
impact bicycle thoroughfare trails is not appropriate.

•

That appropriate public access of critical habitat, Open Space, and U.S. Forest lands
include minimal impact recreation and educational activities compatible with wildlife
use patterns.

•

That seasonal closures are not sustainable in protecting the winter range of elk and
bighorn sheep and cannot be used to mitigate the impact of a bike-pedestrian trail.

•

That the best long term use of the dedicated property tax is to include the proposed
trail on a safe and expanded shoulder of Highway 133 and avoiding [critical] wildlife
[habitats].”

The Crystal River Caucus endorsed the Crystal River Trail, as long as it would be located within
the Highway 133 corridor.
The Crystal River Caucus (2007) also made the following recommendation to OST:
“The Task Force recommends that no provision be made for including a trail alignment
through Pitkin County Open Space within the Crystal River Valley. There should be no plans
for a bicycle / pedestrian trail in the management plans for the Red Wind Point, Filoha
Meadows Heritage Areas or other county open spaces. It is recommended that only
minimal impact activities, compatible with existing wildlife patterns, be included. This will
provide access into Open Space for the taxpayer and allow the recreation and educational
return they deserve, while protecting wildlife and habitat.”
B.
Rick Thompson’s Analysis
In March 2017 Wilderness Workshop retained Western Ecosystems, Inc. to conduct an
independent review of the more significant wildlife issues associated with potential effects of
the Crystal River multi-use recreation trail in Pitkin County using the most current data and the
best available science. Mr. Thompson was asked to (1) educate the public about the more
significant wildlife-related issues and impacts arising from any new trail construction and (2)
provide facts to Pitkin County and the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) for the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) process.
Since wildlife concerns have been one of the most important resource issues associated with
the proposed trail since its conception in the early 1990’s, Mr. Thompson was asked to not only
conduct his own analysis but to summarize past ecological work as well. The record
documenting critical, high value, and diverse wildlife habitats in the valley was consistent and
extensive. In particular, former analyses of wildlife and habitat use in the Crystal River valley
highlighted the importance of the largely intact, isolated, unfragmented, and high value wildlife
habitats on the east side of the Crystal River north of the town of Redstone.
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The evaluation of current wildlife use of the Crystal River valley was based largely on the large
wildlife and ecological databases, particularly Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) mapping.
Federally-listed and proposed animal species, USFS Region 2 sensitive animal species, eight
CPW-mapped wildlife species, habitat conditions, other wildlife groups, and other noteworthy
resource issues were considered. Bighorn sheep and elk were highlighted by the report as
wildlife species of particular concern.
Additionally, Mr. Thompson summarized the general effects of recreational use on wildlife and
case studies documenting wildlife responses to different user groups pertinent to the particular
species and potential trail issues in the Crystal River analysis area. His scientific literature
review showed how all types of recreational activities can have negative effects on wildlife.
Mr. Thompson’s analysis concluded that:
• The Crystal River trail would have the least negative effects on wildlife habitats and
ecological communities if it was located within existing disturbance corridors (i.e., along
Highway 133 and Redstone Boulevard).
• A trail following a near highway alignment would cross through some important wildlife
habitats and result in direct and indirect habitat losses. However, all of the affected
habitat would be within the highway’s and Redstone Boulevard’s existing zones of
influence, where habitat effectiveness has been reduced for most species, including
those species of greatest concern (sheep and elk).
• A near highway trail alignment would be far better for the wildlife community than
introducing new trail use into currently buffered, isolated, highly effective, and large
unfragmented blocks of critical and important wildlife habitat. These conclusion’s are
consistent with ecological recommendations: (1) in the scientific literature, (2) from
CPW, (3) in the 2007 Crystal River Caucus Wildlife and Habitat Report, and (4) in the
2008 Filoha Meadows Management Plan.
• Depending on the trail segments selected, the Crystal River trail could either have
relatively minor effects on wildlife and ecological communities, or have the largest,
single, negative effect to wildlife habitats in the valley since Highway 133 was upgraded
in the late 1960’s.
C.
Pitkin County’s Analysis
As part of its trail planning process Pitkin County hired several environmental consultants to
analyze different trail alignments’ impact to wildlife and vegetation. Like the other studies,
Pitkin County’s assessment also highlighted impacts to wildlife and vegetation in places like Red
Wind Point, Janeway, Avalanche Creek, the Narrows and Filoha Meadows. In comparing
alignments, the county’s study found significant impacts to wildlife from a trail built through
undisturbed landscapes and minimal impacts from near highway alignments.
Pitkin County’s Study, while generally thorough, does fail to disclose certain habitat impacts.
Most notably, because the study assumes that existing seasonal closures will remain in place,
there is minimal discussion of how a trail would impact important seasonal wildlife habitats if
seasonal closures are not 100% effective. OST should undertake a thorough study of how
7
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effective seasonal wildlife closure have to be to ensure no impacts to wildlife populations and
how much it costs to enforce seasonal closures to ensure no impacts to wildlife.
Secondly the County’s study is inconsistent in how it describes impacts to elk habitat for
segments: Castle, Bear Creek, and McClure Pass. In the text of the full report impacts to elk
winter range are described for both trail alternatives. However, in the evaluation summary
where impacts are ranked and compared between alternatives, the impact to elk winter range
are either not mentioned at all or only mentioned with regards to the near highway alignment.
This results in the County’s analysis concluding there is no difference in environmental impacts
between the two alternatives for these three segments when in fact significant ones exists.
Lastly, the County’s report assumes that impacts to wildlife would be minor in several areas
where alignment B would be built near or over existing illegal or social trails. While it does
make sense to acknowledge this existing use, without quantifying the difference in current use
compared to the amount of new use that would occur with a new trail it is disingenuous to
describe the impacts as minor.
D.
CPW/DOW history of comments
In addition to the studies listed above, Colorado Parks and Wildlife (formerly Colorado Division
of Wildlife) has consistently raised concerns about the trail. Their district wildlife managers
have voiced similar concerns about negative impacts to wildlife and on several occasions have
requested that any trail avoid the important wildlife habitat in the Valley, most notably on the
east side of the river north of Redstone. District wildlife managers know the land and wildlife
best and have listed their main concerns as:
• The challenge of enforcing seasonal closures;
• The increased stress a trail would bring to an already diminished bighorn sheep
population;
• Damage to critical habitat in places like Avalanche Creek, the Narrows and Filoha
Meadows;
• Maintaining current habitat in its undisturbed state, given the loss of so much important
valley bottom habitat across the region.
Please see Mr. Thompson’s report for a comprehensive summary of communication and
concerns from CDOW/CPW staff regarding location of a trail in the Crystal Valley.4
III.

Specific Wildlife Habitat to Avoid

A.
Filoha
Proposed Alternative Route “Filoha B” would bisect the middle of Filoha Meadows, along the
abandoned railroad grade. This potential route would have a significant negative impact on
some of the most scenic and sensitive wildlife habitat in the Crystal River Valley. As noted in the
Thompson Report, a trail’s “zone of influence” would be particularly damaging to habitat in
4

See Thompson Report at 18.
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Filoha because it provides critical winter range and production grounds for bighorn sheep and
elk. This is due in part to the area’s unique geothermal qualities, which create snow-free range
during winter. Filoha also provides summer range and important seasonal forage for these
species. The 2007 study by the Crystal River Caucus ranked Filoha 10 out of 10 for wildlife
activity.5 The area has special geological features, including a mineral lick at Penny Hot Springs
used heavily by bighorn sheep in early summer (sheep would have to cross the trail at Filoha to
access the lick). Filoha, because of its singular ecological character and wildlife-friendly
attributes, should not be considered as a location for trail development.
i.
Wildlife Officials Have Long Recommended Against a Trail Through Filoha.
The likely negative impact of a trail along the railroad grade has been specifically commented
upon by wildlife officials for many years. The Colorado Division of Parks and Wildlife (formerly
Division of Wildlife, and collectively “CPW / CDOW”) has consistently and publicly stated since
at least 2003 that a trail should not be built along this route.
In 2002, when Pitkin County applied for a grant from the Great Outdoors of Colorado (GOCO)
trust fund to acquire the 50-acre Filoha Meadows parcel from private landowners, CPW /
CDOW supported the application because of the “excellent opportunity to preserve significant
wildlife habitat,” including “important elk and bighorn sheep winter range.”6 Subsequently, Pat
Tucker, then area director of CPW / CDOW, clarified that his Division’s support of the
acquisition was “based entirely on protecting this critical area for wildlife.”7 In a December
2003 letter to Dale Will of OST, Mr. Tucker explained in detail the negative impacts on wintering
elk and bighorn sheep populations, also noting the existence of a “viable alternative” route on
the west side of the river that would have little impact. Mr. Tucker concluded that “[i]t remains
our professional judgment that a developed trail on the railroad right of way would be
detrimental to wildlife . . . and we would strongly urge that it not be built there.”
As far as Wilderness Workshop is aware, CPW / CDOW’s professional judgment remains
essentially unchanged today. Conditions in Filoha have not changed since CPW / CDOW issued
its prior recommendations strongly urging the County not to build there. If anything, conditions
for wildlife in the Crystal River Valley have deteriorated since the early 2000s.
Indeed, former CPW / CDOW area manager Kevin Wright (now retired after 30 years) has
penned two letters to Pitkin County in recent years emphasizing his expert opinion that
“[p]lacement of the trail along the old railroad grade east of the river will have significant
negative impacts to wildlife and the environment. It should not be placed along the east side
of the river.” (emphasis in original).8 Mr. Wright identified a number of threats posed by an
east-side trail, including “loss of and alteration of habitat due to construction of the trail and
5

See description of the 2007 Crystal River Caucus study above.
Letter from Pat Tucker to GOCO, Feb. 25, 2002.
7
Letter from Pat Tucker to Dale Will, Director of OST, Dec. 19, 2003.
8
Letter from Kevin Wright to Pitkin County OST and BOCC, March 23, 2017; see also Letter from Kevin Wright to
Pitkin County OST and BOCC, Nov. 15, 2015.
6
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disturbance by users, fragmentation of the habitat, displacement to less preferred habitats, and
increased stress which can lead to lower reproductive success.”
Over the years, several other CPW / CDOW wildlife managers, including John Groves, Perry Will,
and John Seidel, have communicated similar concerns about Filoha and east-side trail
development.9
Wilderness Workshop strongly urges Pitkin County and OST to heed the well-founded advice of
CPW / CDOW wildlife managers, who have the appropriate training, on-the-ground experience,
and legal responsibility for protecting wildlife. Publically funded experts’ repeated warnings
about the risks to wildlife should not be disregarded.
ii.
A Multi-use Bike and Pedestrian Trail Through Filoha Would Be Inconsistent
with Pitkin County’s History of Protecting Filoha.
To develop a paved multi-use trail through Filoha would undermine Pitkin County’s
longstanding efforts to protect the area’s unique and sensitive ecological character:
•

In 1992, before the County had acquired the 50-acre Filoha Meadows parcel, the County
rejected a proposed real estate development in the area. The County zoning board took
the position that it “would recommended that no trail be placed through the property
because of potential wildlife and visual impacts.”10

•

In 2002 Pitkin County acquired the 50-acres Filoha Meadows parcel from private
landowners. The transaction was completed with the support of a GOCO grant, on the
condition that a conservation easement for the property was granted to The Roaring
Fork Conservancy. The Deed of Conservation Easement states that its purpose is to
protect the property’s “critical wildlife habitat, bighorn sheep and elk winter range,
excellent quality aquatic habitat and wetland and riparian areas” noting the “50 acres
which remains in a substantially undisturbed and natural state.”11 The easement gives
the Roaring Fork Conservancy the power to ensure that recreational uses like bicycling
take place “in accordance with standards intended to assure non-interference with the
critical wildlife, riparian, wetland and river habitat . . .” and to ensure that “the location
of any trail will not substantially diminish or impair Conservation Values of the Property .
. . .”12

9

Letter from Perry Will to PCOST, March 31, 2008; Letter from John Groves to Crystal River Wildlife Task Force,
Dec. 26, 2006; Letter from John Seidel to Crystal River Wildlife Task Force, Dec. 19, 2006.
10
Letter from Mary Lackner, Pitkin County Planner, to Pitkin County Planning and Zoning Board, Dec. 8, 1992.
11
Deed of Conservation Easement, January 2003, at 1.
12
Id. at 4, section 5(F). See also Pitkin County Code, Title 12: Open Space and Trails, Section 12-04-090 (“The terms
and conditions of Conservation or Trail Easements or other approved agreements between the County and private
property owners are incorporated into these regulations by reference.”)
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•

In 2003, Pitkin County’s own Wildlife Biologist penned a memo to Dale Will, OST
Director, emphasizing the need to protect Filoha from a trail: “It is incumbent upon the
County to actively pursue a bicycle trail alignment that will completely avoid the east
side of the Crystal Rivers at Filoha Meadows Open Space.”13

•

In 2008, after five years of study, OST prepared a management plan for Filoha
Meadows. This plan is inconsistent with a paved, high-impact, multi-use trail. The
Management Plan currently allows only limited access for “low impact environmental
education” and “[t]o study, protect, and enhance the ecological communities with
particular emphasis on those that are unique and rare, while affirming a commitment to
“enhance the outstanding wildlife habitat areas.”

•

The Management Plan thoroughly and eloquently confirms the County’s commitment to
preserving the unique ecological characteristics of Filoha: “The property contains unique
ecological communities due to the hot springs and geothermal activity underlying the
property. The geothermal activity results in snow-free meadows, providing critical
winter range for bighorn sheep and elk. Elk calve near the Crystal River, beavers create
wetlands, and predators like coyotes and foxes use the meadows for their hunting
grounds. Filoha exemplifies the PCOST’s mission of protecting areas with outstanding
scenic, natural, and wildlife habitat values. The management of Filoha will protect and
enhance the meadows and riparian habitat that are so important to wildlife. It will also
provide soft surface nature trails and the opportunity for environmental education
highlighting the extensive wetland and riparian habitat that exists on Filoha.”

Given the County’s laudable past efforts to preserve the ecological character of Filoha (as well
as CPW / CDOW’s repeated warnings about the negative effect of a trail) it is puzzling that
OST’s current proposal says that the “Filoha B” route would have only a “moderate” impact on
wildlife habitat.14 OST’s current position that the impact of this route would be no more than
“moderate” seems likely to be based on the notion that existing or expanded seasonal closures
would satisfactorily mitigate the route’s harm.15 On the contrary, as explained further below in
Section IV of this letter, seasonal closures are unlikely to be a reliable mitigation tool in
sensitive habitat areas east of the river. Additionally, even without considering seasonally
sensitive wildlife habitat, the unique and sensitive ecosystem and habitat types with Filoha and
it’s location as an unobstructed corridor to the Crystal River from protected wildlife habitat to
the East are clear indications that any additional trail construction and increased use of the are
would be significantly detrimental to wildlife.
B.

Red Wind Point, Janeway, The Narrows, and Avalanche:

13

See Dec. 14, 2003 OST Memo.
See Slide 13 in the “Explore Trail Alternatives” page of OST’s proposal, at
http://pitkincounty.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=ba230179031844598caaad298f3524d3.

14

15

The methodology by which the County concluded that the impact would be “moderate” is unclear.
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While Filoha is likely the highest profile area that would be negatively affected by a trail built
along alignment B, Red Wind Point, Janeway, the Narrows, and Avalanche Creek would all be
similarly impacted by a trail. This conclusion is borne out not only in outside reports but by the
analysis commissioned by Pitkin County and completed by ERO.
The combined effects of a trail built through some or all of these areas could have a cumulative
negative impact on wildlife in the Crystal Valley, which in total could exceed the projected
impacts for any individual segment. Without repeating the comments made above, additional
specific factors relating to each distinct area are discussed below.
i.
Red Wind Point
The 65-acre Red Wind Point Open Space hosts a high degree of wildlife activity. It is a winter
concentration and production area for bighorn sheep and elk, on par with Avalanche Creek and
Filoha Meadows in importance for those species’ winter range.16 It also provides summer
range for bighorn sheep. CPW / CDOW identified this property as early as 1992 as extremely
important to preserve due to the critical winter range of the upland dry meadow and upper
slopes for bighorn sheep. From December through April bighorn sheep forage on the upper
sections of the property. Many other wildlife species use Red Wind Point for forage and
breeding sites.
The 2007 study by the Crystal River Caucus rated Red Wind Point an 8 out of 10 for wildlife
activity.17
A Management Plan for Red Wind Point was adopted in 2005. According to the plan, “to
protect bighorn sheep habitat, the upper slopes and dry meadow will be closed year-round to
public use and a seasonal closure of the entire property will be implemented from December 1
– April 30. This closure is necessary because the wildlife characteristics of the upper portions of
the property necessitate limited public access to the trail along the former Crystal River
Railroad Grade and allowing sheep access to the river during the winter.”
The Management Plan creates two overall goals that are relevant here: (1) “Protect and
enhance the bighorn sheep habitat,” and (2) “Provide a multi-use trail along the former Crystal
River Railroad grade.”
Unfortunately, these two goals are in conflict. As demonstrated in the Thompson Report, a
paved multi-use trail will bring a significant new source of human recreational activity into this
area and is likely to have a detrimental effect on wildlife.18 This is particularly true of sensitive
winter range for bighorn sheep, which are already under severe duress, where even a small
number of closure violations can negatively affect lamb / sheep ratios.

16

See Thompson Report Tables 5.1-5.3 at 11-12.
See Thompson Report Table 5.3 at 12.
18
See Thompson Report at 37-48.
17
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Having already declined by 80% in recent decades, the Crystal Valley’s sheep population is
simply too fragile to allow a major new disturbance in their winter range. The trail, therefore,
should not be developed on Alternative Route “B” through Red Wind Point, but should instead
take the “A” route where impacts are low.
ii.
Janeway
The proposed Alternative Route “Janeway North B” intersects high-quality riparian habitat,
leading to the possible removal of trees and native species during construction and permanent
loss of some riparian vegetation where the trail would be sited. Route “B” through Janeway
also would intersect high-quality undisturbed habitat of elk and bighorn sheep. These
disturbances are unwarranted because of the viable low-impact alternative west of the river
along the “Janeway North A” and “Janeway South A” routes.
iii.
Avalanche Creek
Avalanche Creek is a winter concentration and production area for bighorn sheep and elk, on
par with Red Wind Point and Filoha Meadows in importance for those species’ winter range.19
It also provides summer range for bighorn sheep and elk.
Avalanche Creek contains seasonal closures that already are not strictly enforced. Additional
closures are likely to fare no better given the increased use and awareness a trail would bring to
this area.
The 2007 study by the Crystal River Caucus rated Avalanche Creek a 9 out of 10 for wildlife
activity.20 Additionally, the proposed route “B” south of Avalanche Creek would intersect a
previously undisturbed diverse native-plant community.
For all of the above reasons, a trail should not be developed east of the river on the “B” route
through Avalanche Creek, or through any other critical habitat east of the Crystal River, but
should instead be developed along the low-impact “A” route west of the river. The potential
impacts on individual segments of habitat, and cumulatively on the entire east side of the trail,
are significant and cannot be reliably mitigated.
iv.
The Narrows
A bighorn sheep migration corridor occurs in the Narrows on the west side of Elephant
Mountain. Much of the sheep movements through this corridor follow the historic railroad
grade and a closely parallel grade. Overall sheep use of this local corridor occurs from
November 15 to May 1. CPW / CDOW officials have documented bighorn sheep traveling along
this railroad corridor between Penny Hot Springs and Lower Avalanche Creek from as early as
August to as late as June. CPW / CDOW considers this area crucial for bighorns due to the
adequate escape cover provided by the rockslide and cliffs to the east, the mineral rich grounds

19
20

See Thompson Report Tables 5.1-5.3 at 11-12.
See Thompson Report Table 5.3 at 12.
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provided by the natural hot springs, and the effective buffer of the Crystal River from vehicle
and other human-caused disturbances.21
Alternative Route “Narrows B” would occupy one of the two parallel railroad grades that are
the centerlines of this sheep migration corridor. As pointed out in more detail below in Section
V, the Pitkin County Land Use Code generally protects “corridors of movement” for wildlife.
A trail, therefore, should not be developed through this important wildlife corridor along Route
“B” through the Narrows, particularly given the availability of the west-side alternative “A”
which would not affect the corridor.
v.
McClure Pass
The old McClure Pass Road switchbacks are currently used to some extent year-round. Their
use is limited by parking availability, winter snowpack on the trail, and the site’s relative
remoteness from recreationist starting points. There are important wildlife habitats that are
bisected by the switchbacks that could be negatively affected by increased trail use, including
breeding birds and elk, bald eagle, black bear, and moose habitats.
Because a recreation trail could be located along the highway from Hayes Creek Canyon all of
the way up to the McClure Pass summit, impacts to wildlife would be minimized if the trail was
associated with the highway. Such a trail would occur largely within habitats whose
effectiveness is already compromised by highway effects. Improving and increasing use of the
old McClure Pass Road switchbacks through largely effective habitat would negatively affect a
moderate number of important wildlife species.
IV.

Seasonal Closures Are Not Sufficient to Protect Wildlife from Impacts

Seasonal closures are contemplated for several sections of Alignment B, including Red Wind
point, Janeway, Avalanche Creek and Filoha Meadows. The County’s report also seems to
indicate that additional closures might be put in place south of Redstone but the language in
the report is not definitive. The County should clarify their intent with precise dates and
locations. Please see Mr. Thompson’s report for detailed recommendations on both use and
construction closures for any off-highway trail alignment.
The County’s report also comments on the efficacy of seasonal closures and notes that
depending on location and level of enforcement seasonal closures have varying degree of
success. What is not included in the County’s report and must be before any trail alignment is
selected that would utilizes a seasonal closure, is an analysis of how effective a seasonal closure
has to be to eliminate or minimize to an acceptable level impacts to wildlife. While this
information may be difficult to quantify, the burden of proof is on the County to demonstrate
that enforcement will result in few enough violations to make the closure worthwhile. Mr.
Thompson’s report raised this issue citing scientific studies that highlight the limited
21

See Thompson Report at 26.
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effectiveness of seasonal closures. In summary: “It takes a relatively small percentage of
closure violations and few people to alter wildlife behavior and habitat use,” and even “minor,
seemingly harmless human disturbances” can “lead to habitat avoidance, lowered body weight,
increased starvation probabilities, increased susceptibility to predators, and small pre-winter
body mass of offspring leaving them less fit for overwinter survival.”22 The County must
determine what that maximum number of closure violations each trail segment can sustain and
commit to enforcement to keep the number below that level.
A.

CPW/CDOW Managers Have Reported the Limited Effectiveness of Seasonal
Closures.
CPW / CDOW wildlife managers have repeatedly informed the County that seasonal closures in
the Crystal Valley are of limited effectiveness due to routine violations, difficulty in enforcing
remote closures, and the damage done to wildlife by just a few violations:
•

Pat Tucker explained the position of CPW / CDOW in his 2003 letter to OST: “[T]he
Division has serious reservations about the effectiveness of such [closures]. Past
experience with agreeing to trail closures has shown them to be ineffective and
unenforced. Even if only a ‘few’ people choose to violate a closure, impacts to wintering
wildlife occur and over time will force these animals to move out their preferred area,
which could ultimately affect their recruitment and/or survival. Enforcement in this
area is complicated by the remoteness of the location and the lack of enforcement
personnel dedicated to it. There are several local examples where, in the beginning of
the project, a seasonal closure was committed to for wildlife protection but later
became compromised due to a lack of compliance from users and a lack of enforcement
actions to the violators.”23

•

Wildlife managers Perry Will, John Groves, and John Seidel, and USFS wildlife biologists
Phil Nyland and Mark Lacy, have all written to the County expressing similar views,
based on personal experience, about the limited effectiveness of seasonal closures due
to widespread violations.24

•

Former wildlife manager Kevin Wright expressed his view in letters to the County: “One
of the more common mitigation measures for wildlife is seasonal closures. However,
seasonal closures are only as effective as they are enforced. The public just doesn’t
always comply with these closures. A prime example of this are the constant closure
violations of the government trail in the Burnt Mountain / East Village area. People
walk around physical gates with signage, they lift their bikes over the gates, and they

22

Thompson Report at 55; see also id. at 37-48.
See supra n. 4.
24
See supra notes 3-6.
23
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have even built a bandit trail in the closure area. My faith in seasonal closures is not
great anymore due to the constant violations.”25
B.

Current East-Side Closures Are Easier to Enforce Due to Limited Access, but
There Are Still Widespread Violations.
It is worth noting that existing seasonal closures east of the Crystal River (including those at
Filoha, Avalanche Creek, and elsewhere) are currently violated by the public even though
access east of the river is limited. The proposed Alternative Route “B” would introduce far
greater human access to the east side of the river, dramatically increasing the number of
visitors and access point and therefore the number of potential closure violations.
C.
The Rio Grande Closures Are Not Analogous.
Wilderness Workshop is aware of the argument that seasonal closures on Alternative Route “B”
should be viewed as reliable mitigation tools because the County has had success with closures
on the Rio Grande Trail.26 This is a misguided comparison. The Rio Grande Trail seasonal
closures are not analogous for at least two reasons: (1) the Rio Grande closures are on the edge
of critical winter range, whereas the Crystal Valley is the heart of critical winter habitat for elk
and bighorn sheep and deer, any violations in the Crystal Valley will have a much greater
impacts than those on the Rio Grand Trail; and (2) the closures at Rock Bottom Ranch and
Catherine’s Store are much more easily monitored given their easy-to-access locations, in
contrast with the numerous remote closures in the Crystal Valley which would be difficult to
monitor.
D.
Any Use of Seasonal Closures Must be Guaranteed in Perpetuity
Seasonal closures are only as good as the commitment and resources to enforce them. There is
no guarantee that these resources will always be available. The United States Forest Service
does not have the money or resources to fund closure enforcement. OST depends on periodic
re-authorization by voters. This creates the risk that at some point in the future there may not
be enough money, resources, or political support to enforce the closures. As Mr. Thompson’s
report notes, citing several studies, “[w]hen trail siting and management don’t work, the trail
and associated wildlife impacts generally remain. It is rare for trails, once built, to be
decommissioned, even when negative effects are known and documented.”27
Seasonal closures should only be used as a last resort. There are certain places where the risk
to wildlife from even a few violations means that a trail should simply never be built there.
Where they are used as a mitigation measure they must include conditions that:
25

See supra n. 5.

26

See Guest Opinion: The Path Is Clear for Crystal Valley Trail, by Bill Spence, The Post Independent, published May
27, 2017, available at http://www.postindependent.com/opinion/guest-opinion-the-path-is-clear-for-crystalvalley-trail/; see also Rio Grande Trail, 2013 Wildlife Monitoring Update, available at https://www.rfta.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/09/2013_rgt_wildlife_monitoring_report.pdf.
27

See Thompson Report at 38.
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•
•
•
•

Legally guarantee their existence perpetuity
Fund their enforcement in perpetuity
Ensure enforcement will be frequent enough to result in fewer than five
violations per season
Require complete closure of the trail or portions of the trail if violations surpass
a certain threshold

In the past five years the White River National Forest approved two new motorized trail
systems: the Tenderfoot and Basalt to Gypsum. Both of these approvals came with a proactive
and adaptive management plan that laid out clear thresholds for violations of seasonal closures
and construction of illegal trails that would result in management actions up to and including
closure of the trail system. If Pitkin County is committed to protection of wildlife it should
include a similar management plan as part of any new trail that employs seasonal closures.
V.

Many Pitkin County Policies Require the Protection of Biodiversity.

When making its alignment recommendations, OST should carefully consider
Pitkin County’s existing policies regarding wildlife protection. Numerous policies mandate the
preservation of biodiversity.
Of particular note, as explained further below in subsection B, Pitkin County’s general land use
standards contain strong protections for wildlife. If the trail development were undertaken by
any entity other than the County itself, an east-side alignment would directly violate several
provisions of the Land Use Code. Were OST to recommend an alignment that violated its own
general land use standards, this would send the wrong message to the community and would
undermine the County’s role as a leader in biodiversity protection.
A.

Under the “Location and Extent Review,” An East-Side Alignment Would Be
Inappropriate.
In 2006, Pitkin County exempted itself from the Land Use Code for trail construction on public
lands, thereby revising the standards concerning wildlife habitat protection to make them more
lenient for the County than for other types of developers. To satisfy the Code in this instance,
the County must perform a “Location and Extent” review and conform trail development to any
applicable Master Plan. Even under this lenient standard, the proposed east-side alignment
would be inappropriate.
Pursuant to “Location and Extent” review provisions, Section 2-30-30, the primary criterion is
conformance of the proposed trail development with any applicable Master Plan. Here, the
Crystal River Valley Master Plan of 2016 is relevant.
The Crystal River Valley Master Plan contemplates both the development of a trail and the
protection of wildlife. Importantly, the Plan repeatedly states that wildlife protection is of
paramount concern and that any impact on wildlife should be minimized:
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•

“The Caucus supports development of a Pedestrian and Bicycle Path as part of the West
Elk Loop path within the existing highway right-of-way and / or on a separate grade
where appropriate. The safety of users and wildlife protection should be paramount in
planning such a path.”28

•

“Maintain lands within the Crystal River Valley Planning Area in a manner that protects
the natural environment and maintains the rural character of the valley.”29

•

“A bicycle and pedestrian trail as part of the West Elk Loop should be developed. Trails
should be designed to protect human safety and utility while minimizing impact upon
wildlife, habitat, and stream health and integrity. The Caucus supports expanding nonmotorized recreational activities, to maintain the integrity of the Valley’s ecosystems . . .
.”30

•

“Future development must:
o “Protect wildlife and wildlife habitat, and air and water quality and quantity.”
o “Preserve, protect and improve water resources and riparian and wetland
habitat throughout the Crystal River vally.”
o “Protect wildlife and wildlife habitat, and air and water quality and quantity.”
o “Support ecologically sustainable development setbacks from streams.”31

The only way for the County to fully conform to the above wildlife-protection principles and
goals articulated in the Crystal River Valley Master Plan is to avoid an off-highway alignment,
particularly through segments east of the Crystal River containing critical and sensitive habitat
such as Red Wind Point, Janeway, Avalanche Creek, The Narrows, Filoha Meadow and lands
below McClure Pass.
B.

The County’s General Land Use Standards Would, If Applicable, Prohibit an
East-Side Alignment in Several Segments.
The sections of the Land Use Code noted below would apply to the trail in question if the
development were undertaken by any entity other than the County. These code provisions
illustrate the County’s general policy of protecting biodiversity and wildlife habitat. OST should
take these standards into account when making its alignment recommendations, and should
not simply disregard them because the County is technically exempt from compliance.

28

Crystal River Valley Master Plan at 2.
Crystal River Valley Master Plan at 3.
30
Crystal River Valley Master Plan at 3.
31
Crystal River Valley Master Plan at 5 – 7.
29
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1.

Section 7-20-70(b) of the Pitkin County Land Use Code: Wildlife Habitat
Areas.

Section 7-20-70 of the Land Use Code “establishes land use standards for wildlife habitat to
preserve, protect, and expand the full range of biodiversity present in Pitkin County. Wildlife
habitat shall be addressed broadly to include locations that are ecologically significant and
where activities . . . would interfere with important wildlife functions and activities.”
(emphasis added).
This section of the Land Use Code lists five “principles” designed to protect wildlife habitat
(defined as “Constrained Areas”):
•

7-20-70(b)(1): “Maintain large, intact areas of native vegetation and habitat area by
preventing fragmentation of those patches by development.” (emphasis added).
o Comment: Alignment “B” would fragment several habitat areas east of the
Crystal River including Red Wind Point, Janeway, Avalanche Creek, The Narrows,
Filoha Meadow and lands below McClure Pass.

•

7-20-70(b)(3) “Maintain connections among wildlife habitats by identifying and
protecting corridors for movement.” (emphasis added).
o Comment: Alignment “B” would affect at least one wildlife corridor of
movement. The Narrows is a well-established corridor for bighorn sheep
movement.

•

7-20-70(b)(5) “Minimize the combined and cumulative impacts of activities and
development on wildlife species, wildlife habitat, wildlife movement, and unique
landscape elements.” (emphasis added).
o Comment: The combined and cumulative effects on wildlife can be minimized
only by developing the trail on Alignment “A” with a near highway alignment.
2.

•

Section 7-20-70(f) of the Land Use Code: Additional Species-Specific Standards

Section 70-20-70(f)(1). “Development is prohibited within deer, elk, and bighorn sheep
winter concentration areas and severe winter range areas.” (emphasis added).
o Comment: This section prohibits “development” in winter range. The term
“development” usually includes trails. See section 70-10-20 (“The construction
of new trails and the relocation of existing trails are subject to the standards in
this Chapter 7.”)

•

Section 70-20-70(f)(2)(a) “High impact recreational uses are prohibited.”
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o Comment: This section prohibits “high impact” recreation in deer, elk, and
bighorn sheep winter range. Route Alternative “B” potentially brings “high
impact” recreation to winter range east of the river.
•

Section 70-20-20(f)(4) “Development is prohibited within deer and elk production
areas.”
o Comment: This section prohibits development in deer and elk production areas,
and would apply to several areas east of the river including Filoha Meadows,
Avalanche Creek, and Red Wind Point.

3. Section 70-20-80: River and Stream Corridors and Wetlands Exceptions.
•

Section 70-20-80(c)(1): “Bridges, roads, paved and gravel trails . . . may be permitted in
riparian and wetland buffer areas upon a finding that there is no feasible alternative
location and that any adverse impacts will be adequately mitigated as required by
subsection (d) below.
o Comment: This provision would prohibit bridge and trail development in any
riparian and wetland buffer areas found in Filoha Meadows, Janeway North, and
Avalanche Creek, because there is a feasible alternative location for the trail
west of the river.

4. Section 7-10-60: Priorities in Locating Activity or Development.
•

Section 7-10-60(a) Avoidance: “The activity or development shall be located on a
portion of the site that is free from Constrained Areas . . .”
o Comment: This section establishes a principle of “avoidance,” meaning that
development should be directed to portions of property free of wildlife habitat.
This principle weighs in favor of locating the trail on Alignment “A” along the
Highway 133 right of way where there is little to no constrained habitat.

C.
Pitkin County’s Biodiversity Policy Weighs in Favor of Near-Highway Alignment.
In 2016, Pitkin County Open Space and Trails passed a Biodiversity Policy to guide OST’s
approach to habitat preservation as balanced against recreational use and development.
The Policy contains strong wording mandating the protection of biodiversity, which in this
case would weigh in favor of a near-highway alignment that protects habitat east of the
Crystal River:
•

“[I]t is incumbent on the Open Space program to manage human uses in a manner that
preserves and protects native biodiversity . . . .”
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•

“[O]ur management actions should optimize the habitat health across a greater
landscape . . .”

•

“Caution dictates that we seek to protect and preserve as many natural habitat areas as
possible . . .”

D.

Pitkin County’s Ecological Bill of Rights Weighs in Favor of a Near-Highway
Alignment.
Pitkin County’s Ecological Bill of Rights (Land Use Code Section 1-60-180) creates several
citizen “rights” favoring a near-highway alignment that would preserve habitat east of the
Crystal River:
•

“The right to the preservation of natural riparian areas and wetlands.”

•

“The right to the preservation and restoration of native wildlife and plant diversity by
preservation of sufficient habitat.”

•

“The right to protection of designated wilderness through management of adjoining
land in a way that preserves the integrity of the wilderness areas.”

•

“The right to dedicated open space protected from urbanization and development.”

E.
OST’s Charter Was Recently Amended to Emphasize Protection of Biodiversity.
In 2016, Section 13.5.1(2) of OST’s charter was amended to declare that a “purpose” of the
board’s activities shall be “[p]rotecting natural biodiversity, including but not limited to
incorporating or protecting significant wildlife habitat connectivity and corridors.” Further,
the purpose of “providing recreational opportunities” in section 13.5.1(8) must not be
“inconsistent with the foregoing purposes,” meaning that recreation is subordinate to
protection of natural biodiversity. Much of the discussion from OST staff and board
members leading up to the reauthorization centered on the renewed emphasis of
protecting natural biodiversity. Voters were encouraged to support reauthorization due to
OST’s commitment to preserving biodiversity. As a result it’s not unreasonable to infer that
voter intent behind amending OST’s charter in this manner was to add emphasis to the
aspect of OST’s mission relating to biodiversity preservation. OST should honor this
renewed commitment as it chooses an alignment. Only a near-highway alignment would be
consistent with this aspect of OST’s mission.
VI.

Further Analysis on Critical Issues is Needed

There are several factors, which OST did not analyze in its series of reports that should be fully
examined before OST staff and board make a decision on a preferred alignment. Several of
these factors could significantly increase the impacts to wildlife and/or offer solutions that
would reduce impacts. Full analysis of the issues described below is likely to change the calculus
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for which alignment is most appropriate for any given segment and could impact the project as
a whole.
A.
Private Landowner Disputes.
Several private owners have expressed objections to the development of a trail running
through their properties, and have publicly vowed to fight any attempts by the County to
secure the necessary rights-of-way. Wilderness Workshop remains agnostic on whether the
County has the moral right to pursue aggressive land or right-of-way acquisition strategies.
However, there are several potential consequences of private landowner disputes that could
have direct impacts to the ecology and habitat along the trail corridor and might set dangerous
environmental precedents.
Specifically, the County has not explained how disputes with private landowners over rights-ofway could affect the route. Disputes with landowners, specifically, may require additional
bridges to be constructed across the Crystal River to provide access back and forth, around
private parcels. The construction of numerous bridges over the Crystal River has the potential
to dramatically increase the impact on riparian habitat, and on the scenic qualities of the river.
OST’s current proposal contemplates a large number of “potential” bridge sites, but the
increased risk posed by extensive bridge-building and associated changes in trail alignment due
to holdout landowners has not been fully disclosed. Nor has the County disclosed what legal
tools it plans to use in disputes with landowners (including eminent domain or RS-2477). These
are costly, time-consuming, and controversial measures that could set dangerous
environmental precedents.
i.
Bridges
OST’s proposal contemplates at least fourteen potential bridge sites. These bridges would
grant access back and forth, over the Crystal River, in a number of “B” trail segments. As OST’s
own environmental report indicates, the construction of numerous bridges would impact
stream and riparian habitat in and around the Crystal River. Bridge construction could require
clearing away high-quality riparian vegetation, further constrict and dissect the floodplain,
constrict stream morphology, and result in increased channelization.32 This much is known.
Without more specific information about bridge design and location, however, it is impossible
to determine the full range of impacts that would result from bridges. OST’s environmental
report expressly concludes that the effect of each of these potential bridges is unmeasurable at
this time, using the term “impacts undefined” to describe every proposed bridge.33 While it is
clear that the individual impact of each bridge remains currently “undefined,” it is also clear
that the aggregate environmental and visual impact of so many new bridges spanning the
Crystal River has not been thoroughly evaluated. OST has not fully apprised the public of the
effect that numerous bridges would have on the river’s scenic character and its ecological
qualities.
32
33

See ERO Report at 20 – 25.
See ERO Report at 22.
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Disputes with landowners to the east of the Crystal River, moreover, could require additional
bridges to be constructed to provide access back and forth, around private parcels, if a “B”
alignment is pursued. OST’s proposal does not consider the enhanced risk posed by potential
bridge-building due to holdout landowners.
Until OST provides more information about the specific design and location of bridges, and their
individual and aggregate effects on the Crystal River and its surrounding habitat, neither OST
nor Pitkin County nor the public has a sound basis for making decisions about potential trail
alignments that could include bridges.
ii.
R.S. 2477
OST’S current proposal does not explain how disputes with private landowners over rights of
way could affect the trail alignment. Nor has OST disclosed what legal tools it plans to use in
the inevitable disputes that would arise with landowners, particularly if an off-highway
alignment is recommended. Two tools potentially at the County’s disposal are eminent domain
and Revised Statute 2477 (RS 2477). If the County were to deploy either of these measures the
result would be costly and time-consuming legal controversies.
In particular, if OST were to use (or even publicly consider using) RS 2477, this would set a
dangerous precedent for Pitkin County that would be extremely divisive in the community.
RS2477 is essentially a loophole that is left over from a 150-year-old mining law that originally
allowed the construction of “highways” across public land. The law was repealed in 1976, but
still allows certain public rights of way to be “grandfathered” for routes that had been in use
prior to repeal.
Perhaps the greatest problem with R2477 is that it has been widely abused in notorious anticonservation efforts by state and local governments to enable development on otherwise
protected or pristine public lands such as Wilderness Study Areas and Roadless Areas. In 2012,
for instance, Utah filed numerous lawsuits against the federal government attempting to gain
rights of way to approximately 14,000 supposed “highways” totaling 35,965 miles. These
claims crisscrossed BLM lands, National Parks, U.S. Forest Service lands, National Monuments,
proposed Wilderness areas, and other federal public lands.34 Similarly claims have also been
made against private landowners whose property was once public.35 In reality, most of these
purported “highways” are nothing but old wagon routes, cow paths, or creek bottoms with
faint tracks. Determining whether and to what extent the route was in prior public use often
requires an intensive factual inquiry and adversarial legal proceedings.

34

See generally “Hoax Highways (RS 2477), published by Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance, available at
https://suwa.org/issues/phantom-roads-r-s-2477/.
35
See generally “How Does RS 2477 Affect Private Property?” published by Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance,
available at https://suwa.org/issues/phantom-roads-r-s-2477/how-does-rs-2477-affect-private-property/.
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Were OST to use (or publicly consider using) RS2477 to claim rights-of-way for a trail alignment,
such a move would align Pitkin County with state and local governments that have a very
outspoken record of being anti-public lands and anti-conservation. This would be entirely
inconsistent with Pitkin County’s leadership in the areas of public land preservation and
biodiversity protection. Furthermore it would likely embolden anti-public land groups and
governments by providing them with an example of an ecologically minded local government
using RS2477; thereby justifying its use in other damaging instances.
B.
The Federal NEPA Process.
The federal approval process that the trail proposal must undergo pursuant to the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) is a long, complex legal process. OST and Pitkin County should
reach community consensus before submitting this project to the Forest Service for NEPA
analysis. The County should not punt serious issues and a controversial project to the federal
government without first resolving all significant issues at a local level first.
C.
Social Trails.
The proliferation of illegal “social” or “bandit trails” (informal trails created by users) stemming
from major trails in this region creates a pronounced risk of additional impacts on sensitive
wildlife habitat. As described in section IV D above any trail that gives access and opportunity
for illegal trail construction must be accompanied by a management plan that allows for closure
of the trail if illegal trail development associated with the Crystal Valley Trail occurs.
D.
OST Should Analyze Additional Trail Alternatives
Pitkin County has presented a significant amount of information concerning the ecology,
engineering, financial costs and user experience of the potential Crystal Valley Trail. This work is
to be commended. However, nowhere in the report prepared by ERO is the decision of why
alignment A and B are the only options discussed. The report does not indicate whether
additional alignments might have been considered and discarded or analyze where additional
alignments might be located. It does not analyze or even mention a “no trail” alternative, which
will be required by the federal NEPA process. A number of private citizens, it should be noted,
have expressed their desire to be presented with a “no trail” option.
Open Space and Trails should analyze a more comprehensive set of alternatives before making
a decision on a preferred alignment. Specifically, we urge OST to analyze a “no trail” alternative,
an alternative for each segment that involves widening the shoulder of highway 133 with a
barrier between the trail and traffic, and any additional alignments for segments where there is
more room in the valley. It is unclear whether Alternative A would exist entirely on one side of
the highway or whether the trail planning process contemplates the flexibility to have the trail
cross the highway. We urge OST to analyze a greater variety of trail alignments as it seems
improbable that for the entire 18 mile length of the trail there exist only two alignments in
which to place a trail. Examining more options might provide alignments that are better for
wildlife, reduce cost, and enhance the visitor experience.
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VII.

The Existence of a Viable Low-Impact Alternative Route Should Be the Determining
Factor.

Fortunately, most of the impacts on wildlife and the legal complexities cited above can be
minimized, if not avoided altogether, by building the trail along Alternative Route “A” on the
west side of the Crystal River. Highway 133 has already created a “zone of influence” affecting
wildlife to the west of the river, and the addition of a trail within the right of way on that side of
the river will not have a significant additional effect. Every study commissioned on this issue
has concluded that a near-highway route would have a much lower impact on wildlife. The
existence of a low-impact alternative, therefore, should be the determinative factor when the
final route decision is made.
In addition to reduced impact on wildlife, a near-highway route has other advantages:
•

It is a community-unifying option. While the trail contemplated along alignment B can
be a divisive prospect pitting “pro-recreation” groups against “pro-wildlife” groups, a
west-side trail would be an asset for the community that virtually everyone could
support.

•

Building on or near the highway right of way avoids expensive, protracted, and
controversial private-property disputes, which are sure to arise on any trail north of
Redstone on the east side of the Crystal River.

•

A trail with a near highway alignment could be used year round. Portions of a trail built
on the east side of the river north of Redstone would be closed except for four months
per year due to the necessary (but insufficient) seasonal closures. The community
would be more likely to support a significant expenditure of County funds to construct
the trail if the route can be used for more than four months of the year.

VIII.

Conclusion

There are numerous factors that OST will have to consider when choosing a preferred
alignment. Fortunately, the science, ecological record and past input from wildlife managers lay
out a very clear path with regards to making an ecologically minded decision. OST can and
should choose a preferred alignment in line with Pitkin County’s record and reputation as not
just a steward but also an advocate of the lands, water and wildlife within the County. OST’s
and the County’s relevant policies on the subjects of land-use, wildlife and the preservation of
natural biodiversity provide clear guidance to choose an alignment that does minimal to no
harm to wildlife even if that means a diminished recreational experience. The OST charter is
very clear that recreational goals are subordinate to protecting wildlife and preserving
biodiversity.
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There is a long and consistent record documenting the impacts that would come with many of
the proposed trail segments that do not follow a near highway alignment. The experts who
know the landscape and wildlife the best, staff with Colorado Parks and Wildlife, have been
clear about the significant consequences of a trail through important wildlife habitat largely
located on the east side of the river north of the town of Redstone. While there are likely a
number of measures that could be taken to mitigate or reduce impacts were a trail to be built
through any or all of the important wildlife habitat in the trail corridor, no amount of mitigation
can prevent the habitat fragmentation and transformation of currently isolated, undisturbed
habitat into lands impacted by human use. While it is likely that OST would put in place
measures to blunt the most significant impacts, there is very little high quality valley bottom
habitat left in Pitkin County. Building a trail through the middle of this greatly diminished
ecological zone runs counter to the values and priorities of Pitkin County and its residents.

Prepared and drafted by:

Will Roush
Conservation Director
Wilderness Workshop
PO Box 1442 Carbondale, CO 81623
will@wildernessworkshop.org
970.963.3977

W. Aaron Vandiver
Vandiver Law LLC
417 Main Street Unit A
Carbondale, CO 81623
970.309.4379
aaron@vandiverlawfirm.com
Advisor for Wilderness Workshop

ATTACHED CRYSTAL RIVER TRAIL PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS, WILDERNESS WORKSHOP, STARTS ON PAGE 203
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY
Dear Dale,
I am a downvalley Pitkin County Crystal Valley resident. I am sorry but I am so angry at how biased you are in
running your project for the Crested Butte Carbondale Bike Trail. After hearing your history presentation, it is
obvious what solution you want and how your strong views are designing the surveys and process to ensure
you get what you want.
Your history presentation did not explain what Pitkin County received from developers and home owners when
they permitted the building of homes. Pitkin County was the one responsible for dividing the ranches and
permitting home owners to build along the river. You made it sound like they had no involvement in the
housing decisions and how all this public land should be returned. We have remodeled our home under Pitkin
County expenses. At one point I calculated that it cost us over 15% more just being in Pitkin County than it
would have been if we lived in Garfield County. It also took us longer while we waited for the building
department to come to do the permits. You made us the bad guys and did not reflect Pitkin role is the changing
process. Suddenly this land belongs to everyone... and we should take it back.
You did not talk about the history of the times downvalley Pitkin County asked for help from Pitkin and were
turned down. You did not talk about how we pay about 15% more in taxes and yet we get less services than
Garfield. At least Eagle County has county services in their remote locations, they built building in El Jebel for
their services. Pitkin County Health and Human services provides 4 hours a year on Thursday from 10-2 in
Redstone. Too bad if you work.
You did not talk about how Open Space closed meadows and paths along the inside of the river to protect the
animals. Now that you want a legacy of the Bike Path, you are willing to build the path and disturb the wildlife.
You did not talk about how the illegal campers that currently use the inside path and leave fires burning are
going to increase. You have no additional plans to enforce the no camping rule. I won’t tell you the number of
times I have had to put out fires from illegal campers in the Red Windy Point area. There is no enforcement
now and as the population increases, it will get worse. There is no where to turn to get help. We have so few
choices for fire insurance now, when your illegal campers start a major forest fire in the area, where will we get
support? You did not talk about how the residents are going to be impacted by fire and liability insurance price
increases and we pay more than anyone in the valley does now.
You do not talk about how our property values on our homes will decrease. Will Open Space reimburse us?
You have a survey going that can only be done online. You have biased the population by permitting anyone,
anywhere voting. So you have outnumbered those of us who live here. Since those voting don’t understand
the wild life issues, you will get your cheaper bike path. I point out that only online is not fair. Many locals can’t
afford the expense of internet access at home. It is more expensive here than Aspen. Many use the Garfield
County libraries public access computers. You start the online just as Garfield County libraries have to cut their
hours. While Pitkin is plush in tax money, Garfield is not. Is the reason you won’t permit paper ballots is
because we might get all the neighbors to fill it out and you know how difficult it is for us to fill it out online. You
are ensuring your desired results and again are not sensitive to the residents in the area.
Dale, I am so disappointed that you are not representing the residents of Pitkin County. We paid your salary
and we are not getting fair representation.
Connie Knuth
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

October 31, 2017
Wayne Ives, District 5
Open Space Board of Trustees
0298 Bill Creek Road
Carbondale CO 81623
Dear Mr. Ives:
I wish to express my concerns with the process the Open Space Organization has used in trying to implement
the Crested Butte to Carbondale Trail. As my representative to the Board, I hope you will represent the
concerns of the individuals who live in your district.
I have experience doing governmental data collection and have concerns about the survey that appears to be
the driver for the decisions for the future of the trail. Normally as you design the survey, you determine the
criteria you will use to evaluate the results. In answer to the question of how will the Board use the data or
how will the decision be made, we get a vague answer that the BOCC will decide. It gives the impression that
your Board’s decision is subjective and residents’ input is not important. Pitkin County residents impacted by
the trail input should be given careful consideration.
The survey does not fairly represent the costs of the trail along the inside of the river. It does not include the
costs of purchasing the private property the trail will cross. Open Space is in the process of closing a deal on a
Crystal River Country Estates property for access, which proves that they know they have to buy land. These
costs estimates should be known to those who are choosing an alternative. Also, Wildlife Mitigation costs
money and should have been included. People should have all the facts when they make a decision. The east
side choice is more expensive than presented in your material. Are you trying to bias the answers?
These omissions have led many people to conclude that you have already made your decision. Is the survey
just a device to use for funding purposes?
The requirement that any concerns be made in writing limits the type of feedback you will receive. Many are
not comfortable writing. Many have attended meetings to express their concerns and they should be heard
and considered in your decisions. While many live in the social media world, personal interaction is still
important and should be respected.
In my government work I had a wonderful mentor who taught me, “The role of government employees is to
implement the will of the people. Their job is not to force their will on the populace.” I do hope that you will
direct the Open Space staff to keep this in mind as they move forward. I hope you will respect our concerns.
It these decisive times at the national level, I hope we can work together at the local level.
Sincerely,
Connie Knuth and Larry Clay
358 Crystal Lane
Carbondale CO 81623
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

Sept. 13, 2017
Dear Janet,
My name is Chuck Ogilby. Our family owns Hell Roaring Ranch and Avalanche Ranch.
I would like to see the use of the old RR grade as much as possible. I believe that it will be
cheaper and create a much, much better user experience. I think wildlife concerns can be met
with closures similar to the Rio Grande Trail.
Keep up the good work!
Chuck Ogilby
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

Dear Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners,

10/6/2017

The Caucus is disappointed that the BOCC did not agree to the formation of a Steering Committee to guide
development of the Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail, but we appreciate the consideration. In the BOCC’s
response to our request for a Steering Committee, Mr. Tennenbaum states that the BOCC encourages the
Caucus, as an official advisory committee to the Board of County Commissioners, to work with all community
members in a transparent and inclusive manner to discuss the project and provide a recommendation to the
County”. Accordingly, so that the Caucus can provide recommendations to the County, we respectfully request
that the deadline for comments be extended until after the next Caucus meeting on November, 9th, 2017.
Although, as Mr. Tennenbaum states in the response letter, “Since January, Pitkin County has held four public
meetings and attended Caucus meetings to provide the public with information about the process and how to
participate, as well as presented at numerous meetings around the Crystal River”, it was only at the last Caucus
meeting on September 14th, 2017, that there could be any discussion about the impacts of the proposed
alignments because the proposed specific trail alignments had only just been released. Prior to that time, all of
these meetings focused only on the planning process. When the details of the proposed alignments were made
known through two presentations in the Valley, there was no opportunity for a community discussion or open
exchange of ideas and opinion.
Again, Mr. Tennenbaum is correct in stating that “The Caucus has already created a trails committee that has
been working to obtain comments from Caucus members earlier this year.” What isn’t stated is that although a
survey was conducted to gauge Caucus opinion regarding the best location for the trail, that survey was
conducted prior to knowing the specifics of where exactly the proposed trail alignments would be located. In
other words, the opinion survey was conducted in a vacuum of knowledge. Now that our membership knows
the specifics of the proposed alignments they are in a position to make an informed decision.
The Caucus provides the venue for an open exchange of ideas. We have only had one opportunity at one Caucus
meeting in September of 2017 to have that open exchange of opinion regarding the best alignment for the Trail.
The Pitkin County portion of the Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail is undoubtedly the single largest
development in our Valley since the realignment of Hwy 133. Enabling a thorough discussion of the ramifications
is essential to a sustainable outcome. We, as yet, have not had sufficient opportunity for that discussion.
Importantly, our updated and approved Master Plan reads "The Caucus requests that all County Departments
consult with the Caucus early in the process of developing any significant new initiatives affecting the Crystal
River Valley”. The development of this trail through our Valley is a development that will significantly impact all
of the residents of the Valley. Accordingly, we ask that you postpone the comment deadline until after the
upcoming Caucus meeting on November 9th, 2017, to provide the Caucus with the opportunity to provide
recommendations regarding the trail alignment.
Respectfully submitted

Delia G. Malone
Crystal River Caucus, Chair
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

cdefÿhijfklÿfmkÿnloefdpÿqdppkoÿndrsreÿtulvkwÿdÿndlxujwdpkÿfuÿnlkefkwÿyrffkÿzldipÿnuvviffkk{ÿÿ}ilef~ÿifÿwkfklvijkwÿvkvxkleÿikhe
ujÿfmkÿluuekwÿfldip~ÿreijÿdÿrkefiujjdilk{ÿÿzmkÿrkefiujjdilkÿhdeÿfklvijdfkwÿpdefÿ}kxlrdloÿhifmÿ ÿlkeujeke~ÿÿtluvÿfmk
nloefdpÿqdppkoÿÿÿvulkÿtluvÿfmkÿudlijÿ}ulÿqdppko{ÿÿrxlurÿdjdpoeieÿwiwÿjufÿerkefÿvrsmÿwittklkjskÿxkfhkkjÿukldpp
lkeujekeÿdjwÿfmuekÿxoÿfmkÿfhuÿvdulÿlkeiwkjfÿlurije{ÿÿtÿfmkÿeksitisÿrkefiuje
zmkÿiwkdÿutÿdÿzldipÿhdeÿeflujpoÿerulfkw~
fmkÿmimhdoÿemurpwkleÿhklkÿjufÿwkkvkwÿedtk~ÿdjw
djÿuttÿmimhdoÿulÿhkppÿekdldfkwÿfldipÿhurpwÿijslkdekÿrekÿxoÿtdvipike~ÿsmipwlkj~ÿhdpkleÿdjwÿmulekxdsÿliwkle{ÿ
zmkÿndrsreÿwiexdjwkwÿfmkÿnuvviffkkÿdtfklÿekkldpÿvkvxkleÿutÿurlÿsuvviffkkÿhklkÿsmuekjÿfuÿlkikhÿfmkÿlkeujekeÿfuÿfmkÿ}ÿtul
kjilujvkjfdpÿdjwÿkjijkklijÿsujerpfdjfe{ÿÿtfklÿlkikh~ÿfmkekÿlklkekjfdfikeÿdlkkwÿhifmÿfmkÿekpksfiujÿutÿÿkeurlskeÿdjw
culieÿjijkklij{
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mimhdoÿsmuiske{ÿÿzuÿklvifÿwkfdipkwÿkdprdfiuj~ÿÿfldipÿekvkjfeÿhklkÿdjdpokw~ÿhifmÿkjilujvkjfdpÿtdsfuleÿhipwpitk~ÿkkfdfiuj
djwÿsrpfrldpÿlkeurlskeÿreklÿkklikjskÿdjwÿedtkfo~ÿkjijkklijÿjkkweÿdjwÿsuefe{ÿÿtfklÿfhuÿsuvvrjifoÿlkekjfdfiuje~ÿd
hujwkltrppoÿwdfdÿtippkwÿdjwÿredxpkÿhkxeifkÿhdeÿvdwkÿrxpis{ÿÿzmkÿhkdpfmÿutÿijtulvdfiujÿlkrilkeÿekkldpÿmurleÿutÿefrwoÿfuÿtrppo
wikef{ÿÿÿerlkoÿkjsurldkeÿnurjfoÿlkeiwkjfeÿdjwÿufmkleÿfuÿekpksfÿlktkllkwÿlurfkeÿdjwÿfuÿluiwkÿuijiujeÿujÿkdsmÿfldipÿekvkjf
dpfkljdfik{
fÿurlÿpdefÿndrsreÿvkkfijÿifÿhdeÿspkdlÿfmdfÿfmklkÿdlkÿvdulÿwiieiujeÿutÿuijiujÿujÿfmkÿxkefÿdpijvkjf{ÿÿfÿhippÿxkÿwittisrpfÿfuÿtulvÿd
suvviffkkÿhmismÿtdilpoÿlklkekjfeÿfmkekÿwiklekÿikhuijfe{ÿÿÿvufiujÿdeekwÿlkrkefijÿfmkÿynnÿdjwÿzÿyudlwÿtulvÿdjufmkl
suvviffkkÿdjwÿivpikwÿjuÿsuvvrjifoÿsuppdxuldfiujÿfuÿwdfk{ÿuhkkl~ÿfmkÿndrsreÿzldipÿnuvviffkkÿtulvkwÿpdefÿhijfklÿdjwÿfmk
wksieiujÿfuÿfklvijdfkÿifeÿhulÿvdwkÿxoÿfmkÿndrsreÿhdeÿjufÿwiesreekw{ÿÿ
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

Re: Proposed Trail in the Crystal River Valley
Dear Director Will,
I’m deeply concerned about the Open Space and Trails proposed trail through the Crystal River Valley. It has been
my home for thirty years and I still thrill at its beauty as I drive Highway 133. I, as do many, love to hike and bike and
find no shortage of these opportunities now. I have studied the plans, both A and B. I find no good reason to embark
upon a decades-long costly project that will produce endless traffic delays, introduce signs, guard rails, pullouts, and
even bridges required by Plan A or B. Either plan will destroy the natural vegetation, alter critical wildlife areas, and
cross private property. Further, either plan will ultimately result in bringing an urban project into a most un-urban
place.
Less invasive options include widening the highway shoulders by a few feet where feasible only, and beginning the
trail at the top of McClure Pass bypassing the costly and invasive construction within the valley. No trail should also
be an option.
Like Robert Moses the builder of bridges and highways found, if you build it they will come.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Dearborn
Marble, Colorado
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Date: Wed, Nov 8, 2017 at 4:50 PM
Subject: Proposed trail through the Crystal River Valley: I'll take the high road.

Dear Director Will,
Let OS & T’s abandon its “trail” proposal in the Crystal River Valley and concentrate on improving
and maintaining the vast trail system it already has in the National Forest and Maroon Bells
Wilderness area. Let us consider instead a program to improve and enhance Highway 133
to provide a safe and scenic experience for cars and bicycles.
Widened shoulders where feasible will help to make the highway safer for riders. Simultaneously,
sensors with cameras could be installed to enforce speed limits, and there could be on the ground
enforcement and signage thus a win win situation for all.
The degradation of one of the most scenic treasures in Western Colorado would be far less
impactive than either of the proposed alignment A (between highway and river) and B (through
private property and wildlife).
The Crystal River Valley is so beautiful. Why not slow down and enjoy it?
Jacqueline Dearborn
Marble, CO
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Hello Commissioners;
I know that all of you are intimately involved in the details and issues concerning this
proposed multi-use trail from Carbondale to Crested Butte but more specifically the
proposed paths of the trail, one running adjacent to Highway 133, and the other
substantially on the east side of the Crystal River as it runs through the Crystal River
Valley.
I am not a scientist, engineer, biologist, botanist, or ecologist so I will not speak to any
of these specialties. There are and have been more than enough studies in all of these
disciplines over the years as they relate to the Crystal River Valley. The animals,
plants, habitats, and overall ecology of the Crystal River Valley are well represented and
the voice of their collective welfare is loud, clear, unified, and well represented.
I will speak to the people of the Crystal River Valley and while we are a small contingent
of Pitkin County's population we are its citizens as well and our welfare on many levels
rests in your hands. Your decisions as they relate to the Crystal River Valley have a
very powerful impact upon the people who call this valley home. The stroke of your pen
has and can impact and permanently alter the lives of many in this valley.
I do not oppose a trail through the Crystal River Valley. What I oppose is one of
the proposed locations, that location being on the east side of the Crystal River. My
opposition is for all of the right reasons. Powerful political and I believe personal
agendas are influencing the discourse and decisions on the issues concerning the trail's
path.
I can't speak to political agendas because I don't have a political bone in my body. What
I do have is an extremely strong sense for what is right or wrong, good or bad, decent or
indecent, proper or improper, ethical and unethical, moral or immoral, and lawful or
unlawful.
I am a 27 and 1/2 veteran of the Miami-Dade Police Department and a 12 year resident
of Redstone. Over the course of my career I have seen more influence pedaling, power
brokering, political corruption, illegal kickbacks, heavy handed government, and self
serving political agendas than any one person should be subjected to. I have also
investigated many of these crimes. To be clear I am not alleging any impropriety on the
part of the county commission, but I believe there to be a high possibility that some of
these issues exist within entities of Pitkin County government.
I have quietly watched with great interest over the last 12 years the manner in which the
Pitkin County Open Space and Trails (OST) has conducted business. When I see a
government project that will cost its citizens tens of tens of million dollars of tax payers
monies which when completed will benefit only a small fraction of the county's citizens
and taxpayers I wonder, what are the influences behind such a project. To my
knowledge there has not been a single study addressing the issue of trail usage. I am
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not going to address my concerns on this matter in this document, I will do that in
another forum.
When I see governmental agencies or its representatives engage in heavy handed
tactics against its citizens, in order to pursue its agenda, I wonder. When these tactics
rise to threats and/or coercion that literally destroy lives I wonder, what is really the
objective and whose objective is it. I make this statement with great conviction as I have
talked to involved parties and I have seen a significant amount of historical documents
to support my statement.There is a lot of anxiety and worry in this valley. There is a lot
of angst among people in this valley that they could be next. I know because I see it
and I hear it. Fearing your government is no way to live.
In the 12 years I have lived here I have listened to both sides of the argument as to
where this proposed trail should go. There is a very small contingent of people who
would like to see the proposed trail on the east side of the Crystal River wherever
possible and that includes the OST. However, the overwhelming majority of people in
this valley historically and now, who by the way have no objection to a trail, believe the
only reasonable placement for a trail is on the west side of Highway 133.
I know that publically OST and members of the BOCC have stated that no decision has
been made as to the exact path of the trail, but I strongly disagree. The BOCC made its
decision as far back as 1983 and OST and past members of the BOCC have been
significantly involved in acquiring properties and easements east of the Crystal River
since the early 2000's. Historical documents support these statements.
The five of you hold the future of the Crystal River Valley in your hands and the decision
you make will have an extraordinary impact on this valley well beyond all of our
lifetimes. DO the right thing, DO the good thing, DO the decent thing, DO the proper
thing, DO the ethical thing, DO the moral thing. Whether it flies, crawls, slithers, walks
on all fours or stands upright. There is available a win, win situation for
everyone. Those who want a trail will have a world class trail through this valley. Those
who want the preservation of the valley to remain intact will have their wish come
true. Place the trail on the west side of Highway 133 and minimize the impacts for all of
us.. You five can make this project come to fruition knowing that you did the very best
for every living thing in this valley.
One last thing, life, all life is so very precious to me. My calling in life was to preserve
life and to save life no matter the personal cost. I believed in that the day I put a badge
on my chest and I believe in it now. I hope the right things matter for all of you.
Philip Russell Gaylord
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

To All “The Deciders”,
I was heartened by the public turnout and comment period initiated by the Town of Carbondale Mayor and
Trustees, the Pitkin BOCC, and the Pitkin OST Staff and Board. Thank you for allowing us to speak, and
hopefully you realize that the majority of the voices were against building the trail, because of expense, further
degradation to the Crystal River, and creating another damaging destruction to wildlife habitat.
The now, present bike path leading from Carbondale to the BRB -KOA camp ground is appreciated and used
by the local families, and neighbors.
Any construction of a new paved thoroughfare would not only change the character of this special valley, it
would destroy wildlife habitat beyond repair.
The reason people visit Redstone, Marble and the little town of Crystal, is because it is like "stepping back in
time". The residents, who choose to live in these little enclaves, like it that way. They moved there for peace,
solitude, and to get away from the hustle - bustle of cities and towns.
The Colorado population explosion is corrupting areas like the Crystal Valley. The millennial mentality of
entitlement, and not knowing the true state of our lands before they were born, has led to an immediate
gratification, addiction and abuse, of our mountain trails by mountain bikes.
Faster, farther, and new adventures on bandit trails are now the norm.
The Golden Triangle - Maroon Bells wilderness area, including Conundrum is being trashed by visitors every
year. The sad thing is that none of these visitors know what it used to be. We need to protect these precious
areas.
Governor Hickenlooper has pushed for the Crystal Valley Trail. From his far away digs, he has no idea the
damage being done to our beloved Wilderness and Public Open Space Lands.
I am asking the Pitkin BOCC, Pitkin OST, and the Town of Carbondale to protect the Crystal Valley. Do not
build this trail.
Remember: Courtesy of Jeannie Mitchell
DON'T IT ALWAYS SEEM TO GO, YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU GOT, TILL IT'S GONE!
DON'T TAKE PARADISE AND PUT A PAVED BIKE PATH!
Most Sincerely,
Holly McLain,
Pitkin County Resident for over 47 years,
Now residing in Carbondale, CO
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Date: 10/17/18
To: Pitkin County OST Board, Pitkin County BOCC, and Carbondale Trustees
Re: Public Comment on Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail 10/17/17
From: Darryl Fuller
One of my favorite things to do is to ride a bicycle through beautiful places. I enjoy the fitness benefits
and challenge of riding. I love the intimacy of riding through landscapes at a pace that allows one to
experience the path and land, its sights and smells, the trees and animals and always come away
from these experiences with a renewed appreciation for how geography connects landscapes.
The Carbondale to Crested Butte trail, or at least the Crystal River Valley portion of this project has
the potential to provide an amazing trail resource for those currently living along the corridor as well as
in adjacent communities. Recreationalists, property owners, commuters, and tourists can all be served
by such a trail.
I firmly believe that the trail can be built and managed with a deference to nature, wildlife, and the
unique vegetation found in the valley. I reject the argument that the construction and existence of such
a trail will spell the end for local wildlife populations. For sure there will be an impact, but one that I
believe can and must be carefully managed.
Impacts on wildlife and natural resources will certainly be far less than what is already imposed by
subdivisions and the associated activity of people living in and along the corridor. One way we might
be able to minimize some of the impact we humans are having on the habitat of the Crystal River
Valley would be to consider the overall scale of various human impacts and work to limit further
residential construction and strive to get out of our cars and ride our bikes or walk more often,
something that would be much easier, safer, and enjoyable along a carefully constructed and
managed multi-use trail.
Additionally I would call Carbondale’s Trustees to “Carbondale’s Park, Recreation, and Trails Master
Plan” adopted in 2015. “Chapter 4: Improve the Bicycle and Pedestrian network” The last bullet on
page 68 details the importance of providing “connections to mountain recreation opportunities that
provide recreation and tourism activity” and details the importance of supporting efforts to connect to
trails throughout the region. The Carbondale to Crested Butte trail does exactly this.
I encourage support for a trail alignment wherever possible and prudent that takes advantage of the
historic railway and county roadbeds. Not only will this make the trail economically feasible, but also
provides for a far superior user experience. With careful design and management I believe we can
minimize negative impacts on wildlife. We can all be beneficiaries of an outstanding regional trail, one
that not only connects communities and provides for unique recreational opportunities, but also makes
commuting by bicycle and the benefits of doing so possible. It’s worth noting that we have the
opportunity to set a new standard and show what’s possible through a firm commitment to education
efforts and interpretive resources that help preserve the rich history of the valley as well as address
larger environmental threats to the region and mountain valleys across the west that face similar
dynamics.
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Oct. 22, 2017

Lindsey –
I had already commented on the website about the Crystal River before recent public comment session
in Carbondale and heard about the concerns for wildlife. I can’t help but feel these concerns are
overstated, particularly since there are already a historic and a current road through this corridor. The
evidence of wildlife impact seems to be anecdotal. I would like to see studies of documented impact,
particularly where there is already an existing road through the corridor.
The upshot of this is that I would like to still see an offroad trail to at least Redstone while minimizing
the wildlife impact (if any).
Jerome Dayton
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I was present at the meeting last week at the Third St. Ctr. Certainly a drift toward the No Trail at All
Camp it seemed. Being a Psychologist I think it is safe to say that NO to anything seems to rally more
emotions that YES or OK by ME sentiments. I am personally FOR the trail and if I heard Kenny Frost
accurately, he emphasized that animals' patterns are in the DNA and that they will adapt-fly the same
flight paths and migrate the same routes regardless of small incursions. If some human activity were to
actually do permanent damage to wildlife's needs, The Crystal River And San Juan Railroad across
Filoha Meadows would have prevented the Elk and Big Horn use we see there even today--which it has
not. Planned and managed human use--YES. Giving-in to those who really just want to keep the valley
only for themselves?--NO So I and others are FOR a trail with seasonal closures if really needed.
Dr. Vince Savage, Owner
Beaver Lake Retreat Center
105 East Marble Street
Marble, CO 81623
www.MarbleLodge.com
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October 26, 2017
Dear OST and BOCC,
I supported the first trail segment of the Crystal Trail from Carbondale to KOA Campground, and even
donated a small bit of land to aid the alignment.
Although it makes it more challenging to move cattle along the highway, I supported the trail because it
seemed like an incredible amenity/benefit to the community, allowing families and individuals a place to
bike and walk.
However, road bikers continue to use the highway.
I have some concerns about the process and the proposed Alternative B.
1. In order to achieve community buy-in, the process needs to be more inclusive. This could be achieved
by working collaboratively with community members and stakeholders, rather than top-down from
Pitkin County.
2. Eminent domain or claims of old right-of-ways (RS-2477) should not be utilized; repercussions could
ricochet through the state and country, creating negative sentiment for similar ventures. It could also
involve lengthy law suits.
3. Consider more alternative routes than A & B. A is too expensive and B puts wildlife at too much risk. A
more modest version of A could be considered (C), and NO trail could be considered (D).
4. Problems with Alternative B:
It will have a negative impact on wildlife. Locally our Mule Deer population is in decline due to myriad
factors that mostly stem from a lack of connectivity. Elk numbers have declined as well.
Bandit trails would lead to a more stressed population due to increased human presence.
Disregard for seasonal closures would also cause more stress.
Numerous points of entry makes seasonal closures more difficult to enforce.
The recommended seasonal closures for Red Wind Point, Janeway North and South, Avalanche, and the
Narrows are not sufficient. Migration for Mule deer and elk are the same whether they are at Filoha or
other areas on the east side of the river. November 15- May 1 is not sufficient mitigation.
On our property, historically the deer used to leave in May. Today, they typically stay through June. My
theory is that Mule deer used to head to the mid-elevations in May, but today those areas are heavily
used by recreationalists, and the higher elevations are still too snowy, so they stay on the valley floor
later.
There will be increased traffic on Highway 133 and more parking will be required. Families will drive to
Avalanche and bike to Janeway or Filoha for a picnic, then drive home. Today, very few bikers ride to the
Crown. They drive up Prince Creek, park, and ride.
5. Wildlife is not some nebulous concept. All over the world, we’re losing diversity. Locally, Mule deer
and elk are decreasing in number. Twenty years ago, on our ranch, we had “the Serengeti.” We had
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100’s (literally) of deer in our hayfields in October and staying through the winter on our property. Now
(the last five years) we have a few dozen deer wintering.
Wildlife is forced to live with some human contact, but with increasing numbers of people everywhere,
stress levels are higher, affecting birth rate and calving/fawning success, and they need places without
human activity.
I urge you to bring the citizens who live on the Crystal into the process and to bring in some strong
voices for wildlife as well as bike enthusiasts by forming an independent group to advise the county.
Sincerely,
Marj Perry
4239 Hwy 133
Carbondale, CO
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Crystal Trail
Comments to PCOST
10-29-2017
1. The State of Colorado, the Crystal River Valley (CRV), the Towns of Carbondale and Crested
Butte have done very well up to now without a trail parallel to Highway 133 and Keebler Pass.
Therefore, no actual NEED to create a new trail now exists.
2. A governor’s idea to create 16 new trails statewide is notable. The intent is partly to increase
tourism in the state by advertising appealing trails. There is also a goal of encouraging more
outdoor activity of citizens. However, Colorado, and especially our own area, already have
extensive trails and networks. The state claims that state trails are now accessed 227 million
times a year. Another trail, in this case the proposed Crystal River Trail, is simply unnecessary.
The next governor may have a different approach. Therefore, we need to assess our own local
needs. Many popular areas now complain of “over tourism”.
3. Carbondale and Crested Butte have very few things in common. Traffic between the two towns
is minimal. Connectivity was one of the stated goals of the 16 trails initiative. Connecting
Carbondale to Basalt, Aspen and Glenwood by trail makes sense; but Carbondale to CB does
not.
4. The proposed trail lies in the western corner of Pitkin County (PC). The business of PC is in the
Roaring Fork River Valley (RFRV) and the upper adjacent valleys. The CRV is of little
consequence to the main population of PC. While it is not clear how the proposed trail will be
funded, or what it may cost; there is little or no direct benefit to PC taxpayers.
5. People have been bicycling Highway 133 for decades. Hwy 133 is a very appealing highway bike
ride. Highway biking is a long-held tradition in Colorado across the state Apparently, the
vehicle-bicycle accidents are rare.
6. The traditional bike route to Crested Butte is over Schofield Pass. In earlier years, ordinary car
travel was possible to the town of Crystal. With some road grading, this travel could be
restored. The Schofield Route is some 20 miles shorter. The trip is quite beautiful and not
difficult.
7. The main problem of extending a trail through the CRV is found, ironically, in the very purpose
of the trail. The purpose is to make it possible for more people to traverse the valley on their
bicycles or on foot. Our problem is that TOO MANY people are using the valley RIGHT NOW.
While the scenery is beautiful, and the home sites are desirable, the ecosystem is shattered.
The natural conditions were heavily damaged during the mining era and have never recovered.
The error we continually make is: because the natural world is beautiful to behold, we humans
want to insert ourselves. We want to “enjoy” the beauty. Therefore, we tend to think that the
natural world should exist, not for intrinsic reasons, but because it entertains us. Thus, we
place our desire for recreation ahead of the needs of the very thing that has sustained and
nourished us for 200,000 years.
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8. The enemy of the biosphere is simply us; the human race. The biosphere is now heading
towards collapse. Climate change is accelerating. Significant impacts are already occurring in
our local environments. Given this decline, the increase in the amount of recreation in the
natural areas is simply unacceptable. We should make do with the existing systems.
9. Putting a desire for increased recreation ahead of our problem with climate and natural
ecosystems is short sighted, narcissistic, selfish and conceited. The existing degree of climate
change we are experiencing is based on the carbon excesses of some 30 years ago. There is a 3
to 4 decades long lag. In 30 years the climate will be far worse as a result of today’s carbon
emissions; even if we stopped all emissions today.
10. We must change our priorities. The Roaring Fork Valley has long suffered from an unhealthy
sense of exceptionalism. We also have a cult-like obsession with our own entertainment. We
ought to take heed from the Bible and “put away childish things”. (I Corinthians 13:11) The
warnings from climate experts are growing more insistent and urgent. We need to get much
more serious about resilience.
11. Instead of yet more trails, given that tax dollars may be available, money should be spent to
deal with our greater issues. Fossil fuel emissions should be eliminated in Pitkin County. No
easy task. Continued growth is the enemy of today’s environment and tomorrow’s generations
and needs to stop. Carbon must be sequestered. Fortunately, there is new technology, some is
in use on a nearby coal mine, that can capture greenhouse gases. Among other needs, ways
should be found to produce more food locally.
12. Competition is an important ethos in the Roaring Fork Valley. When it comes to the future for
us and our descendants, we are “losing the game” badly. The CO2 in our atmosphere is at
405ppm and rising. We need to be at 350. Building any sort of trail is only going to increase the
405ppm. We have been looking at the world through the wrong set of lenses.
13. Highway 133 receives heavy use. Better to work to with CDOT to provide wider shoulders for
car and rider safety, and more pull-outs to stop and enjoy the views. With the advent of
electric assisted bicycles, it is likely that more people may try biking Highway 133.
Please consider the many good reasons to put this trail concept aside. There are much better
programs to undertake.
Patrick Hunter
Carbondale
379-0274
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James “Jim-jim” Kirschvink
269 Crystal Road
Carbondale, CO 81623

Honorable Carbondale Town Council
Trustees@carbondaleco.net
October 28, 2017
RE: Crystal River Trail comments
Dear Honorable Mayer and Town Council:
I am in very much in support of the proposed Carbondale to Crested Butte trail. The “B” Options
seem to be the best alternatives overall in making this happen. My specific comments have been
submitted into the very well-done survey run by Pitkin County Open Space. Some additional
comments:
 After reviewing a number of wildlife studies regarding the effects of trails on wildlife, the
main conclusion is that animals run away from humans. They do, however get used to
the distractions, and are effected less once they get acclimatized to the disturbances.
There are even open- pit active mines that have herds of sheep in them.
 There is little or no differences in disturbances between mountain bikers and hikers.
Motorized vehicles tend to disturb the animals less than both of those, surprisingly
enough. Helicopters are the worse. The studies done by DOW that involve chasing the
sheep with nets, and even having them jump off cliffs while trying to net them, shows the
stress is through the ceiling. The obvious stress these animals have while being studied or
especially during hunting season far outweighs the stress of a bicyclist or hiker confined
to a 5’ wide trail. The stress to the animals from off-trail hikers, however is much greater
than that of trail hikers or bikers. Education and enforcement will be critical to making
this trail work. Not selecting option B because of an occasional infraction is like saying we
shouldn’t have highways because of an occasional speeder.
 It is obvious the wildlife concerns regarding the bighorn sheep have been exaggerated by
wildlife enthusiasts. The wildlife report contracted by Wilderness Workshop only briefly
touched upon the primary cause of the poor health of the bighorns, which is fungus
infections resulting from contact with domestic sheep in the Marble Area. The old railroad
alignment through Filoha Meadows is mostly in the center of the meadow. Most of the
sheep hang out closer to the cliffs. While giving birth, they will be hiding in the trees.
 I see animals all of the time while hiking with my dogs whereby the animal scurries off,
and then keeps grazing. They get used to the human disturbance. I quite frequently hike
east of the vapor caves in Glenwood Springs, and have had bighorns within 100’of me and
my dogs without giving us a second look.
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 Regarding human safety: this is one of the MOST IMPORTANT points: I have a good friend
who was riding his bicycle across the US and was hit by a car. He spent around 4 months
in a body cast. The Crystal River corridor is narrow in spots, and has a river on one side
and cliffs on another. It is also a nightmare scene with rock falls. The only truly safe option
is to have as much as possible on the east side of the river.
 The development of this trail could compliment the effort to make the Crystal River Wild
and Scenic. If this rises to the occasion for an Environmental Assessment or EIS, it would
be good to ensure that much of the work could be used for the EA for the Crystal River.
Killing two birds with one stone is always desirable.
 Regarding Nettle Creek: This trail will have no impact what-so-ever on the water quality
we have in our town. Both of the water intakes are far to the east of the trail, and I don’t
see an issue with a trail crossing a 12’ buried pipe. There is a legal ROW through much of
this area, as demonstrated by Hawk Greenway a few years ago. (In my past life, I was the
USFS Permit Administrator for this treatment facility.)
 This trail should have no negative impacts on either the Maroon Bells-Snowmass
Wilderness just to the east, or the Raggeds to the south. The presence of these
wildernesses in close proximity to the trail is complementary in nature, since it is difficult
to access these wilderness areas. The sheep herds spend a great deal of time in the
wilderness regardless, and Filoha Meadows is not the only area they hang out in the first
place.
In the long term, 100-300+ years into the future, the residents of this valley will appreciate the
hard work that was done in this decade to ensure the public’s right to access these areas. Imagine
what it would be like today if the Rio Grande trail had never been built? Many details need to be
worked out, the end result being something we can all enjoy and be proud of for many years,
with a very minimal environmental impact. The benefits far outweigh the risks. I URGE all of you
to support this proposal, especially the “B” options.
Sincerely,
/S/ James A. Kirschvink
James Kirschvink
PS: these opinions and conclusions are my own, and not those of the US Forest Service, from
which I have recently retired as their “Lands & Realty Specialist.”
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October 30, 2017

Mr. Gary Tennenbaum
Director
Pitkin County Open Space and Trails
By Email

Dear Gary,

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed trail alignment
options for the Carbondale to Crested Butte. I think the informational materials on line are
very thorough and reflect a great deal of work by Open Space and Trails (OST). My
comments are as follows:

1.)
Overall, I am not convinced of the need for this trail from a recreational or
transportation perspective. I appreciate that Governor Hickenlooper and others are
committed to developing trails around the state where none currently exist and that this
trail was identified in that process. I am partial to having rural parts of this state, and
county, that are not penetrated by trails but remain a bit more obscure and more of a
surprise for those who venture there. I would also posit that a survey of the many miles of
trail already existing in this county would reveal very light levels of use, raising the
question whether there is in fact a convincing demand for more trail recreation. That said,
Pitkin County OST is clearly committed to assessing, planning and building the trail, if
possible. My comments take that preference as a forgone conclusion.
2.)
I do believe that a trial will enhance the safety current and future bikers and hikers
and motorists in the valley and over mountain passes.

3.)
I applaud the recent revisions to the OST charter as they provide a mandate for the
County to elevate protection habitat connectivity and biodiversity values associated with
lands and projects under the County’s jurisdiction. As the population of this state doubles
with associated land development for homes, roads and commercial activity, and climate
change increasingly forces wildlife to seek new habitat to meet their needs, the
preservation of undisturbed and intact habitat is critical – perhaps in river corridors more
than other ecosystems. I urge OST to employ this explicit commitment to biodiversity
preservation as the guiding framework in evaluating existing studies, commissioning any
new studies, and evaluating the options and priorities for the trail.

4.)
As I review the map of trail segments and alternatives for each, there are several
segments where impacts to habitat and riparian resources are noted. Considering the OST
mandate to protect biodiversity and habitat, the rarity of riparian habitat, the vast network
of trails already available in this valley, and the availability of alternatives, I urge you to
prioritize the segment alternatives that minimize or avoid environmental impacts. Overall,
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I believe that such a focus will result in a route that coincides with the existing highway
corridor. That is the most appropriate, and probably most cost effective, outcome.

5)
Representations by OST staff and materials have underscored the opportunities for
users to interact with wild nature on a trail that travels separately from highway and the
value of these experiences in building an appreciation for the environment. In Pitkin and
Garfield and Gunnison counties we are very lucky to have uncountable opportunities for
users to experience wild nature. Public lands, wilderness, state resources, and land and
water protected by OST allow non-motorized travellers plenty of chances to discover
nature. I do not believe that this goal is compelling prioritization of segments that diverge
from the highway corridor and impact habitat.

6.)
There is a distinct culture in the Crystal River valley, informed by generations of
ranching activity, low density development, enduring mining history, and reflected recently
in the broad public support to protect the unroaded landscape and natural values of the
Thompson Divide from threats of oil and gas development. In extending outreach and the
comment period for the trail alternatives, OST should strive to provide generous time for
stakeholder input. As importantly, OST should strive to be open –minded to this input. The
best alternative will be revealed through genuine dialogue and receptivity to all opinions. A
project of this scale has to earn public support, and cannot be “forced” by proponents.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments.
Sincerely yours,

Chelsea Brundige

1755 Snowmass Creek Road
Snowmass, CO 81654
(970) 319-6395
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Dear Commissioners,
I've meant to attend one of the many meetings on this, but somehow, I couldn't make them. I have been
a full time resident of PItkin County and the Crystal Valley since June 1962. All my life here has revolved
around the wildlife. In addition to being a hunter, my wife and I were outfitters in this valley for 23 years,
we know how the wildlife uses this valley. It just floors me that you would even consider putting the trail
on the east side of the river, given all the ridiculous regulations for supposed wildlife welfare in addition to
all the good regulations in this county. I've heard it said you will close the trail during critical times, which
is fine and dandy, but if you do it right, it will be for close to 7 months of the year. I've heard the excuse
that it would be far less expensive on the east side along the old railroad grade, but even if it is double the
cost on the west side, wouldn't that be actually more cost effective for a trail we can use all year long,
which we could if it ran close to the Hwy. 133 right of way? You have no trouble doubling the cost of a
new home for the sake of wildlife.
The number 1 issue should be human safety. Any excuse to stay on the highway by the cracker ass,
florescent spandex, baby Lance Amstrongs, crowd should be eliminated and a trail that lollygags over the
river and through the woods past Grandma's house will not get them off the highway. WE NEED BIKERS
OFF THE HIGHWAY! The trail needs to be directly accessible for every residence in the valley so they
can get on the path without riding, walking, or driving along Hwy. 133 to a bridge to gain access to the
bike path. A trail roughly along the highway right of way is the only way this can be attained. And, we
need a hefty fine for those that still persist on using the highway when a perfectly good bike path is off the
side only a few yards away. We live along Hwy. 133 and the bike trail would most likely run through our
driveway, while I would not like that, it would be much, much, better than across the river through mostly
undeveloped wildlife habitat.
Then there is the issue of the sections that are developed, you're going to run it right through many folks
yards, invading their privacy? What a crock! I can not believe, on second thought, I do believe you would
do it. After seeing Pitkin County shove a bunch of crap down my folks, friends, and neighbor's throats, I
shouldn't be surprised.
Mike Schilling
11382 Hwy. 133
Carbondale, CO
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Geneviève Joëlle Villamizar
landscape designer
portfolio
creative nonfiction writer
portfolio

"Peace of mind is rooted in affection & compassion."
—Some holy guy :)

Date: Mon, Oct 30, 2017 at 11:57 AM
Subject: A Plea for Accessible Nature; the Crystal River Trail
To: Trustees@carbondaleco.net, Will <will@soprissun.com>

I've been conflicted about the Crystal River Trail for many
reasons. I'm only speaking up now because I don't hear voices
like mine in the ferocity surrounding the Crystal River Trail.
There's a resounding silence from people like me who dread
conflict and public scrutiny, There's a quiet row in the peanut
gallery, from people who aren't homeowners, bike commuters or
recreationists. So I'd like to speak quietly about Nature, to you.
Before the Rio Grand Trail ran beyond the Catherine Store
Bridge, I used to explore those tracks with my dog. It had a
magic aura to it: generations ago, this area was altered by a manmade path, a railroad. Eventually abandoned, Nature resumed
her course, slowly setting seed dispersed by wind and beast,
rains and dew causing germination. Silver buffaloberry, golden
currant, shadblow, sage and rabbitbrush had recolonized in the
gravel beds laced with sunlit twin tracks of steel. It was like
stepping back in time. It was a carefree secret land just for me n
my dog.
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As Zoe and I wandered on and off and along these tracks akin to
the wildlife already living there--- two or three steps at a time,
stopping constantly to gaze and gaze in wonder--- I was hit
anew, every time, by the expansiveness of Time, the infinite
power and intricate webs of Nature. Each visit was renewal for
me, priming me to re-enter my life "out there" in the "real
world."
With a river to my left, Father Time eroding the cliffsides to my
right, and the sun or moon filling space all around us, those
railroad tracks were our private sanctuary. The solitude was
incredible and I railed against the thought of invasion: hords of
spandex racers, commuters and day trippers invading my space,
my time.
At ten to twenty miles per hour, how could they ever possibly
appreciate it the way I did? How could they wonder
over 6 honey bees on the same globe of milkweed? Or
experience the relief of dwindling monarch caterpillars feasting
upon it? Or be bowled over by a soft breeze lifting its delicate
umbrella seeds into the setting sun like a wafting firefly, lit up
by the descending orb of our Lifegiver: the Sun.
All those impressions and reverence inspired by a plant
considered a weed by some. Extrapolate that to every other
species present.WOW.
Oh, I railed against Change.Who were these numbnuts to ban
my dog, he who had only sniffed and jounced alongside me,
chasing nothing, harming nothing? A highly trained animal that
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helped put food on our table, that with years of my calls,
answered to every directive, immediately. A creature now forced
by law to be in collar and leash every moment he left our home;
who could here, move freely, with obedience, all over these
secret lands, run through with?
I sat along those ribbons of steel and ribs of wood, enjoying
the stillness of the golden hours for years---the river feeding me
flow and flexibility; the whisper and sway of pines and grass
showing me presence and resilience. The stones from cliff top to
river bottom teaching me that the elements my alter our
appearances and our location, but never our true nature.
I came to accept the coming of the Rio Grande Trail.
All those lessons are still there, if I open to them.
I can still feel abundance in the fruiting of serviceberry or wild
plum, knowing the bears will be fat that year. I can feel
expansiveness as a silver seam of water chases the setting sun
and the ancient trout slurp green drakes in their timeless flight
upriver. I can still step off a man made trail and slip into a
thicket, immersing myself and my 7-year old child in the
mysteries of raw Nature.
Metal and fiber are now asphalt and tar. Change. I choose to be
grateful instead of bitter over my perceived loss. Running with a
friend at dawn, I can still experience the primordial awe of the
landscape before commuters ring their bells of ambitious haste.
In fact, I can ride my own bike and fish sections of river I could
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not have accessed within my time frame before the "road" rolled
through.
As a hunter, it fills my heart to see elk fill the scrub oak skirting
Filoha. Their presence takes me to many moments in life when
their musk in my nostrils connected me to the animal within
myself, the predator with hunger in my belly and a need to
prepare for winter months. I once held my 3-year old, standing
in a suburban backyard under moonlight, smelling them then
too, as they filed past, within feet of us, blowing steam. I
witnessed my own reverence in my child's open jaw. Or let's go
back to the days before the Rio Grande Trail, when I lived on
Missouri Heights, and the bulls would gather at the hay pile,
joustling and playing 'uncle' under a million scattered stars,
waking me. I revere the elk. I don't worry for the elk at Filoha.
Dare a hunter lay claim to deeper reverence? The elk co-exist
with us. I don't accept that argument against the trail.
Just as I adapted to the Rio Grande, wildlife has adapted to
Country Squire Estates, to Sunfire Ranch, to Red Dog Road, to
the homes on Avalanche Creek. The bears eat apples off our
trees and a few of the chickens in our coop. The sheep in
Glenwood walk our sidewalks and graze, totally chill, along the
interstate. Co-existence. Time. The realities of change.
I've struggled over my stance on the Crystal River Trail because
I wonder about the fireflies in Filoha Meadows more than I do
about the elk and sheep. The trail would be closed when the elk
come down and the word in closed wildlife circles is that local
sheep herds---in Glenwood and our Crystal River---are on the
outs; poor health due to inbreeding.
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I mull over fireflies more than I do imperiled homeowners.
Intelligent humans purchased land alongside public right of
ways and are pissed off their day might have come. Imagine
how the Utes felt?
And to the homeowner that feels they have a right to be there,
but not a family out for the day, passing along the wonder and
reverence for bio-luminescence their children need to feel, to
embody, to be a part of this world? To be invested in advocating
for and supporting that nature? And the non-homeowners--nature lovers in-the-know---who feel access for them is okay,
but why make it easier for others who don't appreciate it "in the
ways they do?" Like I used to feel? I blush at my superior
hypocrisy these days.
Does a homeowner in full awareness of the R.O.W. have more
say over public lands than any other? Are we not taught to be
grateful for what has been, and gracious in the face of change?
Are we not taught non-attachment to material things? Any
homeowner has the choice to move to another piece of land that
isn't touched by public lands. Our memories and stories are held
in our hearts, not the physical components that make a house. As
for the land that hold their memories? We all must flow with the
inevitability of change.
Take my rail road tracks for example. Were I to refuse to flow, I
would be filled with bitterness, not joy in the change. Those
fuming against the path based on their presumed property rights
could use this moment in time to examine the roots of their
outrage. It's far more than land and home.
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Could it possibly be the human angst of presumed powerless?
The inevitability of change?
Find where you do have power and get on with life. How can
you move forward with empowerment and integrity?
Many of the players with powerful voices in this stand-off know
intimately these public lands. Currently, the Crystal River
corridor is a perforation of public and private land that mostly
residents knew of and treated as their own private wild lands. Of
course they would like to keep it that way. I wanted my own
private Shangri La, too.
Again...it's the fireflies that I keep coming back too.
I am a landscape designer. And a writer. I discovered my
humanity, my true self, my human being-ness, in ecology,
plants, the interwoven livelihoods of systems: from micorrhizae,
to the birds and the bees, to the water cycle- the enormity of
which makes life possible and blows my freaking mind.
That is the lens through which I place myself on the planet.
Easily accessibility to nature, to wild nature, made this possible
for me. As a child of the 70s, having lived all over the country, I
am blessed with exposure children do not have these days. We
all know the issues of children today. I don't need to list them
out.
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I had ten foot deep snowdrifts in North Dakota to excavate snow
caves and find wonder in unbearable conditions. Southern
California's oceans, pine forested mountains gifted me the spirit
of giddiness. Humans must all feel the loose, crazy happiness of
that state of being! Arizona gave me sharp eyes to find details in
stark deserts. The forested hills, farm fields and creeks of Iowa
and Illinois gave me resourcefulness in the sourcing and
building of forts, stashing supplies, jumping BMXs, skinny
dipping, hide and seek... catching fireflies in the meadows, those
floating spots of inexplicable magic.
What I learned from those experiences in nature and its wilds
was that I was not separate from nature. I AM!, I learned. I felt
to my deepest bones and depths of my heart that I was a part of
it. When a child sits beneath the boughs of a dense lilac on cool,
flat packed earth, hiding for hours; or the hunter naps in the
roots of a sunbaked tree trunk; or dreamer disappears in the
stillness of a meadow---such that a butterfly land on their
hand!...you Become. And without Becoming, there will be no
protection in the future. To Become, you must have EASY
ACCESS.
Easy access is the Gateway. Easy access relieves the pressure on
truly wild places impacted by those that frankly, Yes, don't care
like you do, don't treat it like you would, don't revere it and
protect it like you do. Easy access is WHERE and how we prime
people for deep nature. We simply don't have enough easy
access.
My first year in the concrete jungles and sprawl of the
Washington D.C. metropolitan area, I slept outside on our 2nd
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floor apartment patio for a year. At fifteen years old, I had lost
my access. I was starved for Nature. This starvation led to an
absorption in studying, growing, cultivating and collecting
plants, indoors first, and then breaking ground on common space
outside our townhouse property lines.
I, too, took that risk of appropriating public land---to make a
garden to suit my needs, feed my soul. And when I was ordered
by the HOA to revert to lawn, I had no choice. I limited my
garden to what we owned, and found other ways to feed my
heart.
I maintained a connection to Nature and it drives my place in the
world every day---as a landscape designer, I create these natural
spaces for every client. I chose a life that solves problems.
Almost every moment, I honor nature before my own needs, in
the daily decisions I make. Some people say I live in a bubble,
but frankly, that's what environmental consciousness will do to
each of us---limit us. But it will make our inner lives expansive.
We recognize the connectedness of all of it. We recognize our
place in that. YES, it will definitely limit our outer lives:
property lines, fewer possessions, a simpler life.
Which is what the world needs of developed nations.
And that brings me to the firefly.
Modern children and adults need those magical moments in
nature to become reverent. Nature needs us to slow down and
allow these moments, seek these moments. Magic pockets must
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be accessible to current and future generations if we ever expect
them to revere and therefore care and advocate for Nature.
WHY am I sharing my personal experiences?
I'm not using them to establish grounds to run a bike path
through Filoha.
What I am sharing are my own motivations in my advocacy for
Nature.
And everyone's motivations must be examined in this debate.
We must listen to the Bigger Picture, much larger than
Carbondale, Pitkin County, and Hickenloopers drive for 16 trails
to boost eco/enviro/recretional tourism. We must not let the
loudest voices---self interest---drive this ride. Some of the
stridency, the accusations, the righteousness driving this debate
need to be examined before any lasting decisions should be
made.
As necessarily neutral Pitkin County Open Space works to put
all the information out there- where the R.O.W. is; where the
public lands are; what impacts are---homeowners are being
forced to come to terms with the terms of real estate investments
they made years ago. Wildlife advocates are understandably
getting emotionally triggered in their areas of passion. Many
citizens are experiencing their worst fears as Pitkin County
Open Space opens the Pandora's Box of human fear and the
Crystal River Trail.
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The overall human regression I've witnessed in the newspapers
is a sad, embarrassing testament to the weaknesses of our
community.
The issue isn't just about Yes or No on the trail, or even
Alignment A or B, gravel vs. paved or a mix of all of the above.
It's about fear.
If we focus on the fear, we aren't focussing on what a best case
scenario could be. We aren't focussing on the relationship
between us and access to Nature. KIDS MUST HAVE
ACCESS. I was 25 before I had a car and could explore
resources like those we have around us. FAMILIES MUST
HAVE ACCESS. Not everyone is a recreationist. Some are
simply observers, appreciators. Quiet people, enjoying simple
things.
I still don't have a stand, I need to do more research, but I do see
the Crystal River Valley as a diverse wonderland rich in nature,
lacking most of the offensive aspects the upper Roaring Fork
has. The Crystal is a simple, humble, agricultural, wild and
wonderful neck of the woods. The times I drive up and down
that valley, golly, I wish I could get out of the box of my car,
stop and explore. Or nap. Or picnic.
If we don't connect our children to easily accessible, diverse
nature, we'll have a lot more to fear than a river trail.
I would love the Crystal River Trail. I just don't yet know in
which form, or what alignment.
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Does it need to be a race track for cyclists trying to beat their
"last time?" No. Could it be a well managed resource for
generations to come that a parent would feel safe releasing their
spawn upon? Absolutely. Should that be limited by private
landowners and irrational fears? No. Should those homeowners
have significant input? Hell yes. But let's find our humanity
and integrity in this bid to connect people with our primordial
roots.
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William E.L. Fales

Cold Mountain Ranch
4239 Highway 133
Carbondale, Colorado 81623
November 4, 2017
To the Open Space and Trails Board and Staff,
Please accept my comments on the proposed trail in the Crystal River Valley in this letter
as opposed to completing your online survey.
Although, I generally believe that trails are a great asset to any community, I do not think
that trails should be built everywhere. In fighting to protect the Thompson Divide, I testified that
while I believed that I did a good and careful job managing my cow’s grazing I do not graze
everywhere. There are some place where grazing is inappropriate, some places where drilling for
oil and gas is inappropriate, and some places where trails would be inappropriate. I trust that you
are not simply choosing where the best alignment for a trail would be but also analyzing if it
makes sense to build this trail at all.
Early on in my tenure as an OST trustee, about 1994, the program considered
constructing a trail from Carbondale to Redstone. The study which was done was not nearly as
extensive as the study currently being undertaken, but it concluded that there were too many
obstacles, both physical and political for us to proceed to construction. Most of those obstacles
remain today.
I have several concerns which I hope will be seriously considered:
Wildlife.
I hope that you take seriously the comments from John Siedel and Kevin Wright, two
former wildlife conservation officers possessing unparalleled knowledge of this valley and who
can speak freely and honestly since they have retired. Recreation is one of many factors having a
major impact on all wildlife in this valley. Much of this wildlife is teetering on the edge of
sustainability and may not be able to withstand any more pressure.
Political Consequences.
If eminent domain is ever used to seize private property for a recreational trail, I fear that
irreparable damage will be done to both Pitkin County’s open space program and to open space
movements throughout the west. Talk to residents of the Frying Pan valley whose land was taken
by the federal government over fifty years ago. They all still harbor immense resentment over
that taking. Eminent domain will not only buy the program land for trail construction it will also
be purchasing sworn and passionate enemies.
Financial.
The trail up the Crystal would be one of the most, if the not the most, expensive project
ever done by the Open Space program. It might completely drain the trail portion of the budget
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for the remainder of the current reauthorization. Not a single additional trail could be built. If it
exceeded the authorized trail portion of the revenue, what other projects would have to be left
undone?
Undertaking a large study and concluding that the best option is no action is not an
admission of failure. Rather, it illustrates that careful consideration, without any predetermined
outcome, was done and that the exercise showed the best way forward was a no action
alternative. Please consider this in your deliberations.
Sincerely,

Bill Fales
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November 5, 2017
To: Pitkin County Open Space and Trails Board
From: Chuck Downey, Redstone
Subject: Alignment for Crystal Trail
Summary. Of the two options offered for trail alignments up the Crystal River valley, Option B
is my clear choice. However, no one alignment is free of downsides, and there is a plethora of
tradeoffs and concessions that still must be addressed to select the best mix of alignments for
Options A and B.
The downsides to Option A are overwhelming and are summarized in Table I. Wildlife
protection is the sole benefit of this option. However, adequate protection of wildlife will be
achieved with Option B by employing bypassing to Option A alignment to avoid the two key
wildlife areas as follows:
1) Bypass the Filoha Meadows Natural Area by crossing over to the highway ROW at a
new bridge #12 (north of Filoha) and then returning back to the Option B route on existing
bridge#13 (south of Filoha), and
2) Bypass the Avalanche wildlife area by crossing over to the highway ROW at a new
bridge#11 and then returning back to Option B on existing bridge# 10.
These two bypasses will add about $12.2 million to the basic $20 million cost of Option B. The
financial cost of any excursion to the Option A alignment can be crippling to our Open Space
program. The OST program cannot afford a Cadillac trail in narrow parts of either Alignment A
or B. Cost cutting tradeoffs must be made at all levels, starting by reducing the baseline IO-foot
trail width in constrained areas.
Analysis approach. My approach to analyzing Option B was to first identify what I call the hot
spots along the route. These are places where considerations such as design, cost, access,
wildlife issues and private property conflicts require tradeoffs to determine if an alternate
alignment would provide a more appropriate route. I have identified eight hot spots along the
Option B alignment, four relating to wildlife issues and the rest going through each of the four
residential subdivisions.
Table 2 defines the eight hot spots, identifies the major problem(s) encountered with each, and
provides recommended solutions and/or workarounds The high financial cost of avoiding a
problem area by bypassing it with a detour to highway Option A alignment, dramatically
escalates cost in addition to opening the trail to the many downsides of Option A that are
summarized summarized in Table 1. Hence, crossing the river to bypass a problem area in
Option B should only be considered as a last resort.
Wildlife. There are four wildlife/environmental hot spots in Option B: Red Wind point, Janeway
north, Avalanche and Filoha Meadows.
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

Nov. 7, 2017

Hi,
My family of 4 currently resides in Santa Barbara, CA, and we visit our Colorado family and friends in
Redstone & Carbondale -6 times a year. Our kids (and my wife and I) LOVE the neighboring bike trails
and we are thrilled to have a place where our children can enjoy the beautiful scenery and ride safely.
Having additional connected trails and alignment would make our many visits that much more
memorable.
We are also strong environmental proponents, the more vehicles we can replace with bicycles (and
good exercise!) the better.
Thanks for listening!
Nathan Ziv
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Nov. 7, 2017

Hello.
I grew up in the Crystal River Valley and now live in Santa Barbara with my husband and two young boys.
We come home to Colorado for holidays around the year and have recently heard about the potential
bike trail up the Crystal. What an amazing opportunity for more safe fun for our family! It would be fun
to ride all the way to Crested Butte someday too.
The highway is so busy that there is no way we would let our kids right there for YEARS to come but a
trail would allow us another way to explore and play outside. Our oldest just started riding his bike last
weekend and watching him ride in those beautiful mountains would be a memory he’ll never forget.
My sister and father are still in the valley and while my sister’s kids are a little older, we were able to
actually go riding with them on the trail around the KOA Campground. So perfect to ride with the whole
family!
I do hope you consider approving this trail. A way to enjoy the beautiful outdoors is a YES in my book!
Thanks,
Abbey (Ziv)
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I am believer in keeping it simple. Draw a straight line from Carbondale/ Avalanche Creek to Crested Butte and
modify that line to make use of the topography. Stop using the term "resource" for rock walls etc.
Respectfully, Joe Kolbe
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

Thu, Nov 9, 2017

Hi Gary,
I'm not sure who these comments need to be addressed to, but I'm assuming you are a good start and
will (hopefully) forward them along to the appropriate people.
I am a 20 year resident of the Crystal River Valley. My husband and I own a small cabin on the river
between mile markers 58 and 57. I am very concerned about the proposed trail through our lovely and
quiet valley. We live along a stretch of the river where very few have access to the land on the east
side. We see deer, elk, bighorn sheep, bears and mountain lions throughout the seasons. I have great
concerns about seeing a trail built through that area along our beautiful river. I hate to be a NIMBY, but
yes, I am. People bring noise, trash and disruption to the wildlife.
I don't believe that as some might say "the trail is preordained." I wish that there was a 3rd option
presented, that the trail not be built at all. Surely, in this time of budget shortfalls, there are many places
that the money earmarked for this trail could go. Mmmmm. Let's name a few: education, homelessness,
senior housing, affordable housing for residents, mental health facilities. The list could go on and on.
What is truly appropriate in this day and age?
If the trail must be built, I opt for along the highway. One of the survey question is whether if the trail is
done off the highway, should it be soft surface? Well, if we really want bikes off of 133, that wouldn't really
work now, would it? And how many of the bicycle enthusiasts will travel on the highway anyway, like they
do along the lower section of the already existing bike path? There are already tons of bike and hiking
trails in and around Carbondale and beyond. Please honor our quiet places. Please honor the people that
live along this corridor and the wildlife that has been here long before many of us took residence in this
area.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Chrissy Leonard
11456 Hwy 133
Carbondale, CO 81623
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

Date: Mon, Nov 13, 2017 at 6:31 AM
Subject: Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail

November 10, 2017
To the Pitkin County Commissioners:
I am writing to express my dismay about the current proposals to build a trail up the Crystal River Valley as part of the Carbondale to
Crested Butte Trail. My concerns about the trail include its potentially catastrophic impact on sensitive habitat and species that currently
exist in the Crystal River Valley. I am concerned about the unjustifiably high cost of building any trail (either alignment A or B) through
the complicated terrain of the Crystal. And finally I am concerned with the lopsided process that has favored the intentions of the Open
Space and Trails (OST) agenda over the citizens of the Crystal River Valley and the numerous other species that make their homes in the
precious habitat of the valley.
If a private citizen or company approached the BOCC with a similar plan I can only imagine the hurdles they would be required to leap
to bring such a plan forward… and most likely they would not get very far. OST seems to get a free pass and it looks like the fox is
guarding the hen house to me.
There are already numerous trails that lead from Pitkin County to Crested Butte. One can reach Crested Butte via West Maroon Pass,
East Maroon Pass, Triangle Pass, Pearl Pass, Schofield Pass and Taylor Pass to mention a few. If someone analyzed trail mileage per
capita in Pitkin County - it would be a mind boggling and impressive ratio… leading to the question do we need another trail?
It seems to me human beings are the only species whose population is growing exponentially, most every other species is suffering
because of our success and our impact on the earth. I used to be proud to live in this valley because most people seemed to understand
that we should be good stewards of the land and try to live in harmony with other living creatures. But today I have to pose the question,
“Does our desire for more recreation TRUMP the health and well being of other living creatures?”
We point fingers at the climate deniers but are we not doing just the same thing here insisting our recreation is not impacting the
wellbeing of the species that live in the land where we want to recreate? It looks like drilling in ANWR to me. Those of us who live in
this extraordinarily beautiful and somewhat wild part of western Colorado are very fortunate. Shouldn’t we be more protective of the
little pockets of sensitive habitat that still remain.
Thank you for your consideration of these concerns.
Jennifer Craig
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To Pitkin County Open Space and Trails, November 14, 2017
Re: Bicycle trail in Crystal River Valley
From William D. Jochems
You earned great goodwill here in the Crystal Valley, with your extensive property
acquisitions. You gave us relief from concerns about development, and you provided hope for
preservation of the valley’s cherished rural character. You earned our appreciation.
Now, that goodwill is tarnished. Now my neighbors are united in a way I have not seen
in the 46 years I have lived here, united in opposition to the present trail proposals.
You turned people who favored a modest trail along the highway and some who favored
a trail on the railroad grade into staunch opponents, with your elaborate and disruptive
proposal.
You propose to transform this beautiful rural river into something industrial, and better
suited to the South Platte River in downtown Denver, with concrete slabs cantilevered over the
river, with five or more bridges, crisscrossing over the Crystal River.
You insult us, when you say the trail issue is too big and too important to meet with a
caucus steering committee.
You ignore the advice of those who know our wildlife best, our trusted longtime wildlife
officers John Seidel and Kevin Wright.
You engender distrust, when you proposed putting a bike trail right through Filoha
meadows, which you previously told us was a NATURE PRESERVE.
You engender fear among my neighbors, when you publicly display a map, showing a
trail right through their property, without first consulting them. You tell us you haven’t used
eminent domain, but you don’t say never.
We know that Highway 133’s narrow shoulders are a dangerous route to ride, and we
know that more and more people are riding. We fear a tragedy. If you were to meet with us,
listen to our concerns, and then develop a more modest proposal within the highway right-ofway, it will make sense to many of us and you will get support and regain much of our goodwill.
Thank you for reading this.
Bill Jochems
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11/14/2017

Pitkin County Mail - Crystal River Bike Path

Janet Urquhart <janet.urquhart@pitkincounty

.com>

Crystal River Bike Path
Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 2:39 PM

To Whom it May Concern:
First, I'd like to express gratitude that I have an opportunity to vote in favor of the future bike path that will
connect Carbondale to Redstone and beyond.
I used to say, there are two places I could live in the world, Bavaria, Germany and the Crystal River Valley.
Bavaria, because somehow they have managed to preserve the magic and enjoyment of the land through
conscious development, bike paths and waste management. Living in Bavaria it was easy to choose a
bike over a car and recycling was as easy as eating a good german cake. In a new culture the ability to ride
my bike naturally made me happier as I was able to take in the life around me (many studies support the
idea that exercise increases one's sense of well-being).
The Crystal River Valley is where I chose to come into this world. I was conceived in the valley, I grew up
playing amongst the waters of the Crystal, I'm raising my children to appreciate her life giving force and I
imagine someday my ashes will be scattered along her banks. Those that visit this Valley are forever
impacted by her beauty.
I am looking forward to the induction of the Crystal River Bike Trail. How lovely that people will have the
option to take in our beautiful valley the way our ancestors did, slowly, mindfully and without the need for
gas. I am often in wonder that the trail doesn't already exist. In the past, part of, me admittedly, has resisted
a bike path only because I'm afraid once people know her they will never want to leave. The ride along the
Crystal is sure to draw the most avid cyclists from around the world.
In years past, I have enjoyed the Scenic bike ride, which seems to becoming increasingly more dangerous
as people find out about our Sacred Valley. Currently they enjoy a Sunday drive, sometimes racing faster
than they could possibly take in the beauty. Having a bike path would nourish many active cyclists and
enthusiastic bikers, perhaps even inspire non-bikers, who are curious to explore our valley from a healthier
perspective, While simultaneously lessening the environmental impact of air pollution. Currently, people
drive to visit Redstone, Marble and McClure pass, given the option many may choose to enjoy the
challenging bike ride.
It's not if we have a bike path its when does it arrive. It makes sense for us to make this step, how incredible
will it be for the young girl or boy who finally rides their bike from Carbondale to Redstone for the first time
taking in the valley at a turtle pace. Redstone and Marble become a destination boosting their local
economy and asking them to step up their offerings to nourish the healthy visitors arriving daily. Bikers tend
to be affluent and will share their inspired abundance with Redstone and Marble, having a positive effect on
the community culture and sense of success, while maintaining a healthy carbon footprint.
Change is part of our future, lets make an effort to create healthy change and be part of the decisions that
will influence the character and quality of life for our future generations. By saying YES to the bike path we
are saying yes to a healthier future.
With Respect & GratitudeOriana (Rebecca Bier) Moebius
Wild & Scenic
Transforming fear
into Trust
with the
Power
of
Love Wisdom Joy and Service.
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Pitkin County Open Space and Trails
806 West Hallam Street
Aspen, CO 81611

November 15, 2017

Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners
123 Emma Road
Suite 106
Basalt, CO 81621
Re: Comment on the Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail Proposals
Dear Open Space Staff and Board of Trustees and Pitkin County Commissioners:
As a resident of both Pitkin County and the Crystal River Valley, I am submitting my personal comments
on the Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail Proposals that have been presented to the public by the staff
of Pitkin County Open Space and Trails to date, by the November 15, 2017 deadline set by the Pitkin
County Board of County Commissioners.
Thank you for affording the public, and in particular, the residents of Pitkin County and the Crystal River
Valley the important opportunity to weigh in on this project at an early stage, when consideration of
public comment can have an impact on what project is actually put forward for BOCC review. The
opportunity to give this input is particularly important to citizens Pitkin County, as taxpayers whose
money is being spent on it, and to the citizens of the Crystal River Valley who will likely be most
impacted by the construction of the trail, as well as subsequent use of the trail.
Comment on Public Input
Because of the heightened interest and potential impact on those two particular groups of stakeholders,
I would strongly recommend that their comments and input be considered separately from the general
public who submit comments and/or fill out OST’s on line survey. In addition, for that reason, I would
urge the BOCC to come to the Crystal River Valley and meet with residents to consider their particular
input before making any decisions on what may be recommended by OST staff after the close of the
period that has been allowed for public comment generally on November 15, 2017. Being able to listen
to and evaluate the input and comments of this key group of stakeholders will be extremely important
to a review and evaluation process for this proposed project that is viewed and accepted as fair.
Without that perception of fairness, this project is very likely to face a long, unpopular, and potentially
unsuccessful road.
Comments on the Trial Proposal Review Process
The one aspect of the Trail proposal project that seems to have caused the most confusion and
unhappiness, and threatens to undermine public support for the project, is confusion about who is in
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charge of the process, who is the project proponent, who is responsible for gathering the information
necessary to inform a decision on the proposed project, what role does the public have in the process
and when, and who is/ are the ultimate decision-makers. Clarification of these roles would go a long
way to off-setting growing public resistance to the project.
It would appear that the OST staff (and Board of Trustees?) are the project proponent, and the members
of the BOCC are the ultimate decision makers on what has been proposed. Less clear is who is
responsible for gathering all of the information that the BOCC would need to have it front of it to make
the decisions that are its responsibility to make, and what the public’s role is in this process.
In addition, there is much confusion about where we are in the process of considering this Trail
proposal, what decisions have already been made or are about to be made and by whom? And how
should/ will the BOCC go about making the final decision on the Trail Proposal that has been put forward
by OST staff?
Where are we in the Trail proposal review process?
OST staff have put forward a Carbondale to McClure Pass Trail proposal. Their proposal at this point
includes two or more possible alignment alternatives. In addition, the surface of the trail has not been
determined, although a hardened surface appears to have been proposed by staff.
OST staff have invited public input on the alternatives that it has put forward at this point. Any member
of the public, no matter where they live, are able to submit comments. This approach has the potential
to dilute the voice of the stakeholders who are likely to be most impacted by trail construction and
operation, residents of Pitkin County and residents of the Crystal River Valley. OST proposes to close its
public comments period on November 15, 2017 and subsequently make a recommendation of a
“preferred” alternative Trail project to the BOCC.
Many in the public view this as the OST staff (and Board?) “deciding” what the Trail project will be. It
is extremely important that the members of the BOCC make it clear that the OST staff and Board will
be make no decisions, but rather will merely be making recommendations, and that the BOCC, the
ultimate decision maker, is committed to evaluating the entire record it will have it front of it and
making its own independent decisions on whether to move forward with this project and if so, which
project alternative, from a range of alternatives (not just the alternative that the OST staff will
recommend) will be the one moved forward.
Who is responsible for gathering all of the information that the BOCC would need to have it front of it to
make the decisions that are its responsibility to make, and what the public’s role is in this process.
As the project proponent, it would be primarily the responsibility of the OST staff to gather all of the
information that the BOCC will need to evaluate the Proposed Trail project and make decisions with
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respect to it. In order to be sure that the BOCC has all of the information it needs to make an informed
decision, it is essential that they be provided with:
A full evaluation of all potentially significant adverse impacts associated with the proposed
project (not just a few selected impacts that the OST staff asked its third party contractors to
investigate and document). Included in this full evaluation of potential adverse environmental
impacts must be a full examination of river impacts, including in river water impacts to quantity,
quality and flow regimes, potential bed and bank impacts and potential impacts to associated
riparian habitat and floodplain areas.
2. An initial identification of possible mitigation measures to address the full range of identified,
potential adverse impacts of the proposed project.
3. In addition, OST staff must present to the BOCC, with its recommendation of its Preferred Trail
project alternative, a reasonable range of other alternatives for the BOCC to compare with the
OST staff preferred alternative.
1.

It is strongly recommended that the alternatives presented to the BOCC for their
consideration and evaluation include, at a minimum, the following:
a. The No Action (No new trail) alternative.
b. A no new surface hardening alternative.
c. A hybrid trail alignment that minimizes, to the maximum extent possible, all identified
potential environmental impacts, including impacts to the river and impacts to wildlife
habitat.
d. An alternative that does not require any use of eminent domain to acquire easements to
property without a property owner’s express permission.
For each of these alternatives, OST staff, as the project proponent, must supply the BOCC, as
the ultimate decision makers with a full evaluation of the potential impacts, and possible
mitigation, associated with each alternative so that the BOCC has the information necessary
to make a true comparison and an informed decision on which alternative the BOCC
determines to be the best.
How should/ will the BOCC go about making the final decision on the Trail Proposal.
The ultimate decision on whether to proceed with a Carbondale to McClure Pas trail project is the
responsibility of the BOCC. It would be helpful to clearly reinforce that fact for the public and
stakeholders.
The BOCC must have in front of them, as the basis for their decision-making, information regarding all
of the relevant environmental impacts associated with a range of project alternatives, in addition to
OST staff’s recommended preferred alternative. Potential environmental impacts considered for all
alternatives should include short (e.g., construction) and long term impacts, indirect impacts (e.g.,
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increased road run-off from expanded, hardened trail surface) and cumulative impacts. Evaluation of
the no action alternative should include evaluation of beneficial or adverse site changes likely to occur in
the reasonably foreseeable future in the absence of the proposed action. Finally, the BOCC’s evaluation
of alternatives and their impacts should identify all potential impacts that cannot be avoided or
adequately mitigated.
Based on an evaluation of that information, the BOCC must determine which alternative (including the
no action alternative) is the one that avoids or minimizes environmental impacts to the maximum extent
practicable. In addition, if the BOCC decides to proceed with an alternative other than the no action
alternative, it should identify all possible mitigation measures necessary to avoid or minimize to the
maximum extent practicable the adverse environmental impacts associated with that alternative and
require those measures be implemented as conditions of the BOCC’s decision.
I strongly encourage the OST staff and Board and the BOCC to make clear to the public the process it
intends to use as the basis for reaching a decision on which Project alternative to ultimately select, and
respectfully urge that they use the process described above. This process, if clearly described to the
public generally and impacted stakeholders in particular, will reassure all that the BOCC’s ultimate
decision on a Carbondale to McClure pass trail project has been comprehensively and responsibly
evaluated, with full consideration of both public and impacted stakeholder input and a complete
understanding of the potential impacts associated with a range of alternatives, not limited to the OST
staff recommended, Preferred alternative (once identified).
Thank you for the opportunity to submit my comments on this consequential project and the process
that will be used to fully evaluate it.
Sincerely,

Kate Hudson
266 Cherokee Lane
Carbondale, CO 81623
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

Dear Commissioners and Open Space and Trails Board:
I am a concerned citizen who lives in the Crystal River Valley near Redstone, as well as an
ecologist and stream biologist. I would like to address two broad issues regarding the Crystal
Valley trail planning process. The first regards the process itself and the second relates to the
health of the Crystal River.
I attended the joint work session with the Board of Commissioners, the Carbondale Trustees,
and the Open Space and Trails board held a few weeks ago, as well as the Carbondale Trustees
meeting a week later, and the Crystal Caucus meeting held last week. If there is a common
thread among those three meetings, it is that so many attendees from the public expressed
dissatisfaction with the way the trail planning process was being conducted. Reasons varied,
including objections to a trail alternative through sensitive wildlife habitat, concern for private
property rights, and lack of a “no action” or “just broaden the highway shoulder” alternatives. I
was especially surprised at the turnout for the Crystal River Caucus meeting last Thursday. It
was the best attended during the eleven years that I have been participating in the meetings. A
key agenda item was to gather a response from the Caucus to the trail planning options. With
such a large group, I expected a balanced split between advocates for an east-side trail and
those for a trail on the west side of the valley. Not so. There was overwhelming support for
keeping the trail out of sensitive wildlife habitat, and overwhelming support for private
property rights.
However, the most telling response, embodied in some of the motions that were passed, was a
wide-spread frustration with not only the Open Space and Trails planning process, but also the
perceived dismissive attitude of the County Commissioners toward the Caucus. The latter
frustration was reinforced by the fact that none of the commissioners were present at this or
the last Caucus meeting, not even George Newman, who represents our district. I do want to
recognize that Wayne Ives of the Open Space and Trails Board was present, and the
membership seemed to appreciate his attendance and comments at the meeting. My thanks to
Wayne. No OST staff were present.
The trail will be the largest single development in our valley since the construction of Highway
133, yet until the issue was forced by the Carbondale Trustees, there had been no face-to-face
discussion between the residents of this valley and the Commissioners, nor are there any such
opportunities scheduled for the future. We have been told that the route for the trail has yet to
be decided. Yet there remains the elephant in the room of the “string-of-pearl” OST properties
on the east side of the Crystal Valley that most residents believe were acquired for trail
easements. Moreover, OST’s trail planning maps show many segments of “Alternative B”
passing through neighborhoods or private property, but at least some of those neighborhoods
or private property owners have never been contacted by any OST representative. Is there any
question why so many residents feel frustration if not rage at the process? Is the “Greater
Public Good” served better by, as some have put it, “jamming a trail down our throats” along
the east side when perfectly good alternatives without the private property and wildlife issues
exist on the west side of the river? This is a beautiful, scenic valley. Even if the trail were to be
located along the highway, the user experience will be terrific.
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I believe the county needs to reset the process with a more collaborative and transparent
approach that addresses the concerns of those of us that live here. I do not believe, as
Commissioner Newman apparently has said, that we are too far along in the planning process.
The county has hired some excellent consultants that have produced an impressive body of
information, though I think some of that information needs to be refined, and some errors
need to be corrected. The fact is that the bulk of the information is factual and it won’t “spoil”
over the next few years. I don’t see the need to rush through this process at the expense of
losing the public trust and support, and which pits neighbors against neighbors. Regardless of
whether one lives on a proposed trail segment or not, almost all the Crystal Valley residents will
be affected by the trail in some way and most that I have spoken with feel that they have a
stake in the outcome of this planning process. Most seem to be very supportive of a trail. I
certainly am. But I have seen some of the trail support erode as more of our residents view the
Commissioner’s treatment of our community as an illegitimate stepchild. A collaborative
process certainly would take more time, but I think it is time for the Commissioners to consider
our community and Caucus as a partner with legitimate concerns, rather than an adversary. I
think it is time to start planning a trail in which we all have ownership, and in which we all can
be proud.
The other issue I want to address are comments by some on the OST staff that building a trail in
the highway corridor would adversely impact the health of the Crystal River or riparian ecology.
In 2005, as part of the Stream Health Initiative that Dee Malone and I conducted, we assessed
the health of the instream and riparian ecosystems of the Crystal River. That study was funded
in part by Pitkin County. This was before we moved to the valley and apparently became
NIMBYs. What we found was a river system that was highly degraded and channelized because
of the highway on one side coupled with the railroad grade in many places on the other,
agricultural and housing developments, and dewatering from diversions. Little has changed
since 2005, and in 2016, the Crystal River Management Plan published by the Roaring Fork
Conservancy stated that the Crystal River does not support a sustainable fishery below
Redstone.
Because of the river’s degraded state, I don’t believe that a trail in the highway corridor would
significantly decrease the present state of health of the river system in the long run. For
example, building a trail next to the highway where the river bank has been rip-rapped with
boulders and is devoid of riparian vegetation isn’t going to damage riparian habitat that is nonexistent. However, the foregoing conclusion about the river’s condition begs the question of
what could or should be done to improve river health. Perhaps the county should consider
constructing the trail in the highway corridor coordinated with instream and riparian
restoration. Thus, the trail would be built in a corridor that has little wildlife value, but
simultaneous improvements to the river channel or riparian system on the opposite bank could
result in net improvement of stream health and perhaps creation of a sustainable fishery.
River restoration is a complicated, costly, and often long-term process, but the benefits of a
healthy river to the valley’s economy and ecological integrity should not be under-estimated.
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Trail construction adjacent to the river will probably result in some short-term disruption of
river processes, but so too would in-stream and riparian restoration (such as bank stabilization
and replanting, and building drop structures to create pools). I’m not suggesting that trail
planning should be stopped until the river is restored, but that to the extent coordination is
possible, that should take place.
I think that it is time that a concerted effort be started to determine the best options for river
and riparian restoration of the Crystal. I have already had conversations with the Roaring Fork
Conservancy, the Aspen Valley Land Trust (already involved in a river restoration project in
Carbondale), and the Pitkin County Healthy River and Streams Board. Certainly, the County
should be a major partner in this effort, given the creation and funding of the Healthy Rivers
and Stream Board, as well as the County’s leadership against the West Divide Water
Conservancy to keep more water in the Crystal River. Of course, Open Space and Trails should
be involved as well, but with all the activity regarding the Crystal Valley Trail, I haven’t
attempted to have that conversation yet. There are many more potential partners that need to
be brought into the conversation. People have taken the river for granted for a hundred years,
and now we have a very sick river. I hope the commissioners and OST Board can enthusiastically
support efforts to reverse this trend.
In closing, I want to thank you all for your service, and for your consideration of these ideas.
Sincerely,
John Emerick
111 Mountain Lion Way
Redstone, CO 81623
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

November 15, 2017
Dear Pitkin County Open Space and Trails Program, Volunteer Board, and BOCC:
The pushback and angst that have emerged during the top‐down Open Space and Trails (OST) drive for a
trail up the Crystal Valley (CVT) should without question be course altering or shall we say ‘trail” altering,
and certainly mind altering for all government employees/elected officials involved. And Governor
Hickenlooper, are you listening? And is this the moment that’s presented itself to start a paradigm shift?
Those who will be impacted the most by a CVT have been many of the brave, seemingly unwelcome,
vocal opponents. OST’s attempt to drown out their voices by claiming “hundreds of responses on the
website trail survey” is to go against every reasonable interpretation of whom and what matters most.
The presentation to the Crystal Valley residents regarding the trail has been akin to saying “we are
putting this factory in your backyard for the greater good and your voices are a tiny fraction of the
whole and how can you go against the greater good?” But, “we are giving choices, but just two. You can
choose blue or red for the factory paint color.”
And any OST website respondent who claims to love trails from anywhere or here is Joe Everybody.
There is not a single person who would claim not to like Santa Claus (thanks Marty for this one). In other
words pick trail alignment B and user experience above all else! Me, me, me! Those responses are worth
zero as to information on how to proceed in potentially the biggest landscape development and
community impact the Crystal Valley has ever seen besides HWY 133. The OST website survey, with its
false choices, is just one of the problems with the process that OST has chosen.
The CVT’s main issue is habitat fragmentation and habitat fragmentation (all impacts are ADDITIVE folks
who’ve written letters‐ the physicist, the retired physician, Genevieve, Hoffman, Newman, trail
enthusiasts, RFMBA members). The existential and palpable change in the feel of the entire Crystal River
Valley and impacted habitats “death by a thousand cuts” will be due to people and more people and
then more people on top of out‐right habitat removal. Don’t underestimate the “more people” part with
new technologies aiding ever greater access to more “nature”. And please notice habitat fragmentation
associated with human impacts is missing in the ERO consultant reports!
The clear message I hear is “whoa Pitkin County” and “for the love of God, back down and slow down!” I
think most want you to hit the “reset button” and perhaps seek a little humility and begin afresh. I think
many people will be thankful if you do this. I believe you may find a sense of relief from figuring out how
to get out of this fiasco and find a more acceptable process, finally!
Somehow it seems you all got ahead of yourselves. The CVT is not an absolute as it has been presented,
with silly invocations of Hickenlooper and misleading narratives about the long‐time push for a CVT. This
trail was not a grassroots effort in the least, but one from narrow outside interests that were sold to the
governor’s office by the county. Please, let’s get to some honest narratives. There is potential to earn
back some respect, but not if you dig in even deeper. Just a read on the current political winds!
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Could the biggest message from this whole Carbondale‐Crested Butte trail push be the need for a new
paradigm for how Open Space Departments look at trails? Pitkin County could be a leader, as it loves to
say, and has been. Its citizens are essentially communicating a need for a new vision with their well‐
informed, intelligent feedback on unacceptable trail impacts. This industrialized trail era needs to end
just as the fossil fuel era needs to end. We are so fortunate that we still have native habitats to lose,
ironically. How about putting a moratorium on new, non‐urban trails and do a reassessment of what the
trails part of the Open Space Program should be now and in the future?
The Crystal Valley trail controversy could ignite the opportunity to seek new directions. Big population
pressures and new technologies are affecting OST in ways unimagined at its inception, so fast
everyone’s hair is blown back. Why not step back and reassess trails period and strive to think
differently (frankly as should all trail departments across the state and the West).
I can see Pitkin County’s program leading the way, if they allow wildlife science and seasoned CPW
opinions the credence they deserve. After all, we are fortunately not weighing diminishing and
destroying habitat because of our very survival like some parts of the world. But instead we are feeling
consternation only because we are debating upping our “fun factor”, the one about whether to add to
the multitudes of trails through native places. Wow. Can we be honest with ourselves? This to me
should give us all pause. I think your constituents would be ecstatic at seeing just how forward thinking
OST could become in reigning in the maniacal era of trail building in wild spaces.
And we could start with the Carbondale to Crested Butte trail.
Thank you for your attention and the opportunity to weigh in on the Crystal Valley Trail debate.
Sincerely,
Lisa Tasker
Roaring Fork Watershed
List of Specific Actions that could be taken in the Scoping and Planning Process:
1. Consider creating mini‐stakeholder meetings all up and down the trail corridor or at least one
stakeholder group of Crystal Valley residents. Use a neutral party to interact with the stakeholder
groups, not OST or county employees. Maintain contact with these people until the end.
2. Conduct more open forums, open houses and public meetings where individuals can continue to
verbally dialogue and express themselves outside of a website platform.
3. Ask for engineering of a minimal shoulder widening of HWY 133 and consider a trail on the west side
of HWY 133 and a hybrid between the east and west sides of the HWY with traffic calming devices and
pedestrian traffic lights as necessary with associated costs. This assessment is needed in order to
contrast with the existing, fanciest of all HWY alignments that has been completed.
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4. If the trail has sections on the east side of the Crystal River, consider having the county following a
NEPA like process to assess impacts on all properties as the USFS would have to do on public lands.
5. If a trail is built, consider creating a multi‐resource master plan where opportunities to improve the
river resources (riparian areas, fisheries, in‐stream habitats, etc) and other resources are evaluated.
6. Demonstrate that you have the funds and the manpower to police and maintain the existing county
trail system and then a Crystal Valley trail as proposed.
7. Redo the entire website survey after extensive public input. Insert an option for “no trail”. Offer a trail
alignment that would not impact wildlife or fragment habitat.
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November 15, 2017

Transmitted via email

Pitkin County Open Space and Trails Trustees
Pitkin County BOCC
RE: Crystal Valley Trail

Dear Elected officials, Open space Trustee Members and County Staff

Thank you for all your work in the Crystal Valley Trail process. It is a very complicated and demanding
effort that is fraught with many difficulties on many levels. The information provided was professionally
assembled and the website very useful. I attended one open house, attended a wildlife presentation at
the Third Street Center, attended one of the presentations on historical trail use in the Valley and have
read most of the provided materials – though not as closely as I had wished. Many people will be
commenting on the layouts and positive or negative aspects of Option A and Option B and will probably
go into excruciating detail; so I will try to look at the larger picture.
In terms of background, I am a land use planner and have lived in the Valley starting in 1983 - always
being based in the Carbondale area. I worked in the public sector for the Towns of Carbondale and
Basalt from September 1983 through 2004 and as a private consultant since that time. I have been here
long enough to have seen/been aware of some of the original discussions and concept for a Crystal
Valley Trail beginning in the early to mid-1990s and additional analyses and studies over the years since
that time. As an occasional biker, I always thought that some sort of trail parallel to and perhaps on the
SH 133 right-of-way would be an enhancement for safety, especially after a CDOT resurfacing project in
the mid-1990s did not include the entire shoulder of the highway and compromised cycling. I often
thought that a more readily available path or trail on the Eastern side of the Crystal River would be a
great asset for area residents. I would still welcome a trail but explosive growth and change in the
nature of outdoor recreation, proliferation of bandit trails, disregard of public property and winter
closures and other management techniques have given me considerable reason for concern and to
rethink some of my original thoughts from those bygone years. For some time now, I’ve thought that
perhaps the best location would be a trail along the SH 133 right-of-way, even knowing some of the
technical and cost constraints.
Many of my concerns revolve around wildlife considerations. This feeling was enhanced after reading
the thoughtful letters of long time Division of Wildlife Officers Kevin Wright and John Seidel. These
letters were excellent, and their comments should be given careful evaluation. Wildlife concerns were
not a primary focus in many of the past land-use debates in Carbondale in which I was involved because
prime wildlife habitat was usually at a considerable length from the Town’s boundaries. But Kevin’s and
John’s comments on specific projects I was involved in or knew about in the general area were always
very well thought out, based on long time experience and scientific criteria. Both of these gentlemen
were always highly professional. I take their comments seriously and feel they have no “skin in the
game” at this time. I also attended the presentation by Rick Thompson on potential impacts wildlife
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Crystal Valley Trail. His presentation confirmed to me the concerns that have been brought forward by
Kevin and John.
But my concerns are more than just about impact to wildlife. Much of this relates to the state of the
recreation industry itself – its size and often times disregard of signage, closures, etc. Many recreation
users abuse their privileges in my opinion and many places have become very overused. Let me briefly
focus on to such management issues in the Carbondale area. The use of the Crown is considered a joke
by many people. There are bandit trails everywhere and winter closure signs totally ignored (maybe
there isn’t formal winter closure anymore – that Forest Service/BLM Road was signed for years and it
and it is heavily used now in mid-winter). Some of the paths made in the winter by the “extra wide fat
tires” are firmer paths than those of the snowmobile trail up Marion Gulch. From my brief readings,
wildlife habitat in certain areas of the Crystal Valley are much more high quality than in the immediate
Carbondale vicinity and I would hate to see them overused and abused. Another example of
noncompliance with recreation use guidelines is the Red Hill Area just north of SH 82/ SH 133
intersection. Signs are quite apparent in directing people and users of the Red Hill Recreation Area to
walk/bike/whatever in single file on the shoulders of Garfield County 107 Rd. Yet, there is wholesale
disregard of following even this simple guideline. Many users walk in the middle of the road even while
carrying toddler’s and infants. This is become a significant safety issue in the area. We can talk about
signage, we can talk about winter closures etc., but active management of this and related activities is
problematic by nature. I don’t have the answer, but in many places these guidelines and rules aren’t
working. I would hate to invite similar problems or worsen any that exist in the Crystal Valley.
I would also like to say a few words about the background studies provided. I believe the zones of
influence – 25 feet from trail alignments for vegetation analysis and habitat within one half-mile of trail
alternatives is too small at least on the east side of the river. This gets back to my comments on people
getting off trail, making bandit trails, disregard of signage etc. I am not sure what the magic number is
on the west side of the river but maybe the distances specified were appropriate. When the next study
commences, I know maintenance will have to be addressed very carefully. I have seen lack of
maintenance in programs under other jurisdictions in the Valley and the needs will have to the fairly
well specified. All in all, this is an area where OST usually shines but I am afraid that the resources may
be stretched unless it is a high priority – and there are many high priorities in this area. And depending
on the type of trail, parking will have to be provided in a number of areas if much of the trail is on the
east side of the river. That brings its own headaches. I am not sure what would be needed if the majority
of the trail stays along the highway corridor.
I know some feathers of many participants in the Crystal Valley have been ruffled, and I often only get
one side of the story. But the next stage of any process should feature numerous and extensive small
groups or even individual contact and discussion. It is my understanding that the Crystal River Caucus
feels a bit slighted during the process and I hope their role is enhanced as you move on. Vigorous
feedback with CPW should be sought and their expertise listened to. I am not sure it has been in this
particular case. I would also feel better if one of the ex- officio wildlife officers could participate but that
may not be possible or appropriate. I always try to listen to that group carefully.
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Thank you for giving me and other citizens of the Valley a chance to participate and comment on the
process thus far. And thank you for the time you all have spent on this particular project.

Sincerely,

Mark Chain
811 Garfield Ave.
Carbondale, CO 81623
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I wanted to comment on the Carbondale to Crested Butte trail that is being proposed.
I have concerns primarily with opening up more space for recreational use as our open spaces
with serene attributes become clogged with human activity. Much of which is to the detriment
of our lifestyle and visual enjoyment of seeing quite spaces with settings that are as close to
natural as possible, even though there is human impact, these impacts remain minimal. This
trail, like many others throughout the state have been found to exasperate and deteriorate the
existing condition of the open spaces that have brought so many people into this State. The
corridors have become choked with human activity.
I can reflect on some of the areas that were once pristine and are now are beyond enjoyable
due to the concept of “if you build it and they will come”. Specific examples Hanging Lake,
many of the 14ers, the Rio Grande Trail, Basalt Mountain, Red Hill, the Marble area spur roads…
the list goes on and on. The impacts for me and many long time residences are fewer places to
escape to areas that were once serene and quiet. Having been in this state my entire life, I am
witness to this time and time again. Nothing seems to be left alone. Every inch turns into a mile
of degradation.
I hope to believe that there is good intend on the developments of these trails and recreation
systems but I have yet to see where any of them are constructed with serenity and quiet
solitude in mind, they become another mile stone for people to place on their prideful list of
“yeh I’ve done that”. The degradation caused by the construction never fully
recovers. Adjacent land owners never really have the same life they once had due to the
change of use to accommodate the “yeh I’ve done that” crowd. I find many of them
disrespectful, self-centered, and don’t behave well in nature. They are unsanitary with their
waste, drop their belongings and leave them intentionally or not.
Regardless of the route selected as the best scenario, I don’t believe that there will be enough
resources to maintain the system with strong integrity and sound practices. I have walked
theabandoned railroad from the BRB to just below Red Stone, I have also researched the rail
line and it’s abandonment. I am disturbed that it is being spun into a trail system using the rail
to trail scenario, or, that because the Ute’s used it we can too. The Highway is built for
transportation, roads exist that connect this highway to Crested Butte, there is foundation
already laid out for your goal, don’t waste the tax payers money on this trail.
If you need to spend money spend it on improvements to the protect the Watershed and the
Crystal River Management Plan! It’s time we do something for the environment instead of
destructing it.
Thank you,
Mark O’Meara
Glenwood Springs, CO
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November 15, 2017
Janet Urquhart
Stewardship Outreach Coordinator
Pitkin County Open Space and Trails
806 West Hallam Street
Aspen, CO 81611
Dear Ms. Urquhart:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide input on the Crystal Valley Route Alternatives for the
proposed Crested Butte to Carbondale Trail (hereafter “Trail”). The Rocky Mountain Bighorn
Society (RMBS) is a non-profit bighorn sheep conservation organization based in Colorado for
the last 42 years, with a mission to promote the science-based management of bighorn sheep,
educate the public about their life and habitat, and assure the sportsman’s rights in proper
opportunities. Please accept this comment letter on behalf of our 800 members.
The primary interest of RMBS in the proposed Trail is to ensure protection of critical bighorn
sheep habitat along the Crystal River corridor. This area is inhabited by the Avalanche Creek
bighorn sheep herd, a Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) priority herd on the White River
National Forest (WRNF). This herd once numbered approximately 200 in the 1980s, but has
dwindled to the most recent estimate of 45 animals in December 2016. While respiratory disease
has been a primary factor in this decline, CPW and Forest Service biologists have expressed
concern over potential development within and adjacent to critical winter range located along the
Crystal River. Development and disturbance in this area may reduce the effectiveness of winter
range and affect overwinter survival of bighorn sheep.
Due to the recognized importance of this winter range to the survival of the Avalanche Creek
bighorn sheep herd, the WRNF designated the majority of the Forest Service land on the east
side of the Crystal River Valley as a Bighorn Sheep Habitat emphasis area in the 2002 Forest
Plan Revision. Guidelines for recreation management in areas with this habitat designation state,
“Recreation activities that disturb bighorn sheep should be restricted.” Based on this designation
and associated guidelines, the RMBS does not believe that approval of trail construction would
be consistent with the Forest Plan.
Based on the above factors, the RMBS requests that the following alignments be selected for the
trail segments that have the greatest potential for negatively impacting the Avalanche Creek
bighorn sheep herd:
•

Janeway South - Alignment A
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•
•
•
•

Avalanche - Alignment A
Narrows - Alignment A
Filoha - Alignment A
Wild Rose - Alignment A

We believe that selection of the above alignments provides a compromise that reduces the
impacts to critical bighorn sheep habitat in the valley, does not violate the WRNF Forest Plan,
and satisfies the visions of Pitkin County and Governor Hickenlooper to provide better access to
trails and open space for generations to come.
Please keep RMBS apprised future opportunities to provide input on this project, or any other
proposed project that may affect Colorado bighorn sheep populations.
Sincerely,

Terry E. Meyers
Executive Director
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Nov. 15, 2017

Gary/Lindsey,
As OST evaluates the Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail, we request that future design extend
broadband services into rural areas of the County.
Best,
Kara (Silbernagel)
Pitkin County Administration
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

November 15, 2017
Via Email:
Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners
Pitkin County Open Space and Trails Trustees
Re: Crystal River Trail, aka Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail

Esteemed Elected Officials, Appointed OST Volunteers, and County Staff,
After participating in your most recent process by attending public meetings, open houses,
reviewing studies online, and participating in your survey, I feel compelled to offer additional comments
on this complex proposed project.
I would like to offer a bit of background to help you better understand my perspective and my
involvement in this process. As many of you know I am a fifth-generation Carbondale native, and
currently the sixth generation of my family is being raised here as well. Part of my family tree
immigrated from Italy to work the mines of Aspen, and they too moved all throughout the Roaring Fork
and Crystal River Valleys to ranch and work the land for generations in various fields. My father was a
coal miner for Mid Continent Resources here in Dutch Creek Mine #1 outside of Redstone. I’m a proud
coal miner’s daughter that also happened to fight tirelessly to preserve Thompson Divide.
My siblings and I enjoyed growing up in this area and we spent countless hours working and
recreating in the backcountry. I know the 20 mile radius around Carbondale like the back of my hand. I
still enjoy working, living, and recreating in this same 20 mile radius. As an adult, my husband and I
decided to continue to make this area our home, and about 18 months ago decided to permanently
move up the Crystal from the town of Carbondale. I’ve held mineral rights in Pitkin County since the late
1980’s when my maternal grandfather passed them to his heirs upon his death.
I have had the pleasure of serving on various volunteer advisory committees, nonprofit boards,
and held elected office in Carbondale for 12 years. I’ve been a youth coach, public school volunteer, and
all the while held a fulltime job outside the home. I was chair of the Carbondale Parks and Recreation
Commission when Tom Newland was commissioned by your entity to conduct a feasibility study on a
trail up the Crystal River Valley. I have followed this process closely for the past 16 years, and I’ve had
the pleasure of working alongside many of you on other important issues for our region, the Crystal
Valley, and even on the first segment of this trail.
I understand the pressures of competing issues, opinions, and the difficulty of deciding what the
best outcome is for the greater good. I know all too well the difficulty of obtaining adequate analysis,
the struggle for defensible data, and the finite resource of time and public money. I have enjoyed
working in the public sector and laboring to find workable solutions and strategies that enhance our
quality of life. I also know that the lack of a real public, transparent, and inclusive process can
undermine the goodwill of the public and negate a positive legacy of a public project. I know what it’s
like to spend countless hours on a mission and hold strong feelings on a project. I also understand what
it’s like to juggle many balls and have competing constituencies sparring over the “right” outcome.
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I share all of this because the process you’re currently undertaking with the Crystal River Trail is
fraught with issues, and negative public sentiment is growing. This sentiment did not start recently, it
started many years ago when your former OST Director, Dale Will, stated in public meetings that he had
a vision for this trail, that his concept of a “string of pearls” would be a lasting legacy and an overall
improvement to the Crystal Valley. I recall the meetings years ago at Carbondale Park and Recreation
and how sure of the outcome and public buy-in Dale was. That evening as well as many after, left me
wondering if the public would get a fair, transparent, inclusive process to decide the best outcome for
the growth and development up the Crystal. I recall reaching out to former commissioner Jack Hatfield
on Pitkin County’s stance on this proposed trail, and Jack assured me that Pitkin County had no formal
stance and that a public process would ensue. Dale’s approach however was much different than the
one Jack thought would be implemented, and the current process has left many members of the public
suspect that an outcome is predetermined. It’s easy to wonder if we are working collectively towards a
beneficial public legacy, or a preordained endgame.
Fast forward to current day, and select open houses, carefully worded reports, synchronized
public meetings, and a harnessed web based survey is what the public has had to interact on this
proposed project, all the while properties and easements up and down the Crystal are acquired by Pitkin
County for the public good most of the time spent under the cover of executive session protections.
There are so many issues I could point to from those big picture ones to the minutia. At the “first” open
house over a year ago, the story board presented by the County staff had Highway 82 markings instead
of Highway 133, they tried to black them out and write over them, just a simple mistake staff told me.
For the record my property is on the west side of the river and abuts CDOT right of way, and I
am advocating for a trail alignment right alongside my property. Maybe I didn’t get the memo at the
NIMBY meeting that I must only advocate for my own self-interest.
Levity aside, more disturbing is how dismissive our elected officials, OST Trustees, and county
staff have been to the Crystal River Caucus. I won’t belabor the letter from 2012 informing the Caucus
that their role as advisory to the County would be honored as a stakeholder, or the other examples that
come quick to mind. I do find it curious that the Carbondale Board of Trustees was granted higher
standing than Pitkin County’s own Crystal River Caucus. (Funny to think that if I waited to move, as
Mayor of Carbondale, I would have potentially yielded more influence than just being a Pitkin County
resident.) I would like to remind you of the purpose of the Crystal River Caucus as outlined in several
county documents including Article IV, Section 4.6 of Pitkin County’s Home Rule Charter. I appreciate
you extending the comment period to allow the Caucus to hold a meeting and send in recommendations
and to be involved in the process. However, without staff support or any official county support present
last week, I think more frustration from all interests were expressed rather than reaching consensus.
I personally have held off in my comments to allow for more public dialogue, consultation, and
my attendance at public meetings. I wanted to hear from my fellow caucus members, neighbors and
friends what they thought. I’ve combed through every page posted to the OST website. I’m a proponent
of process, sound, transparent, inclusive process. I value data, peer reviewed opinions, and analysis by
experts, such as current and former DOW wildlife experts that are unanimous in their comments
reflecting over 30 years of service in Crystal River Watershed. I know from firsthand experience how
process can lead to extraordinary outcomes that leaves opponents satisfied that they could participate,
contribute, and shape the final outcome- even if the outcome wasn’t in line with their position. This
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process, even though OST has repeatedly said this is “one step”, continues down a path of flawed
process, controlled sideboards, and risks further consternation on a public amenity and corridor that
should be celebrated for its unique qualities instead of leaving the public frustrated, and
disenfranchised.
There are serious questions and specific issues for a trail alignment regarding impacts to the
environment, wildlife, sense of place, management practices, lack of value engineering, proposed
segment completion, inflated costs, property acquisition, and cherry picking history to enhance a
particular alignment. I implore you all to take a breath, reevaluate, and analyze the best next steps for
achieving the best outcome. I want a successful public project in the Crystal River Valley, but most of all
I want the future generations of my family, newcomers and visitors alike to be able to experience the
Crystal Valley preserved and its beauty and special feeling maintained. I have seen the evolution of this
area over my lifetime. I have seen the reemergence of life after coal mining, and I have seen how
“loving” a place to death can leave it a shell of its former self. If you want a close example, just look at
the Crown, we should all be ashamed of how that area has transformed. I know OST’s track record of
management, some good some bad. I want surety that the management practices, funding, policies,
and intent are true at completion of this project to 50 years down the line.
After all of this, and today having the public comment period on this stage come to completion I
am left with more questions than answers. I would imagine others do as well, and what I ask of you as
my elected officials, appointed volunteer stewards, and staff working for the public good, is to take a
long hard look at this current narrative, and determine if the process you have embarked upon leaves
you energized for the next step, ready to move forward, and with the public properly engaged. I refrain
from writing letters to the editor, I like engaging in the process as laid out by professionals, and I really
respect when an entity can look to their chosen process and confidently state that we’re on the right
path. I will continue to engage in this and future processes. Let’s all work collaboratively on a sound
process that is inclusive, transparent, and data driven. Please show me and your constituency that all
voices matter and that as representatives of our county you value our shared legacy and that the
selection process will not be directed by the money already spent on property to accommodate a trail
alignment in the railroad grade.
Thank you for your consideration and time,

Stacey Bernot
92 Crystal Park Drive
Redstone, CO 81623
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

To the Pitkin BOCC:
A few brief comments regarding the Crystal River Trail proposalThis is a MAJOR development project- the largest development in the Crystal River Valley since the
construction of highway 133. We are talking end-to-end. The entire corridor through Pitkin County. Every living
thing in the valley will be touched by this project in one form or another. And as for the residents of the Crystal
River Valley? Pitkin County and Open Space and Trails have offered ZERO public discussion of the project.
Were it not for the TOWN of CARBONDALE (by the way in GARFIELD COUNTY) insisting on hearing public
comments, there would have been no public comment at all. Someone needs to explain to Gary Tennenbaum
the difference between a “Public Meeting” and a “Public Presentation”. Actually, I’m sure that he knows the
difference quite well. We have simply been given the opportunity to “log on” and select from the pre-ordained
OST options in a very antiseptic presentation. I would expect this flawed process from OST, but to have my
County Commissioners stand by quietly as this goes on is simply disgraceful, and in no way representing the
residents of Pitkin County and especially the Crystal River Valley. In my opinion, we need to put the brakes on
OST, and give this entire project the good long study that it deserves. This impact is forever- let’s do it right.
Don’t turn the Crystal River Valley into just another “highway 82” or “Clear Creek Canyon” corridor. Protect it’s
unique rural integrity and leave the urban path development projects to the Eastern Slope.
Thank you for your time
Tom Bleskan
10101 hwy 133, 81623
45 yrs in Crystal River Valley
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

Dear Pitkin County Open Space Staff;
Thank you for the accepting and considering these comments on the proposed addition to
the Crystal River Trail.
I am familiar with the area, having ridden a bike and driven on Highway 133. I have also
walked along sections of the old railroad grade on the east side of the river. I have also tent
camped on USFS land east of the river.
I have ridden a bicycle on Highway 133 a number of times, going both up and downhill,
between Carbondale and Marble, and over McClure Pass to Crested Butte. I have ridden a
bicycle on this road for both transportation and recreation, including riding a bicycle fully
loaded with camping/touring gear.
Riding a bike on this segment of highway resulted in positive experiences every time. The
scenery is spectacular and the highway road surface is in good condition. At no time did I feel
unsafe riding on this road. If a person is comfortable as a cyclist, follow regulations, and behave
like a motor vehicle when appropriate, other road users respect you and your space on the
road.
Consideration must be given to what is required to travel via a bicycle to this location. To
complete a longer road bicycle ride in this area requires traveling on other highways where one
must share the road with motorists. This might include riding Highway 82 over Independence
Pass, riding Highway 135 up to Crested Butte, and/or riding Highways 133 and 92 from
Hotchkiss. A bicyclist cannot expect to ride very far in Colorado without having to share a road
with motorized vehicles.
The existing segment of bike trail that exists from Carbondale south provides nearly the
same experience as riding on the road. It is only a few feet from the road, so that the proximity
of traffic makes it feel like you are on the road.
If one is interested in a more fluid, continuous ride, the highway is actually a better option
than the existing trail. There is no need to slow, yield to, weave around or stop for pedestrians,
dogs or other route users when riding on the highway.
The existing highway is open to bicyclists, walkers and other forms of travel. I believe
extending the shoulders slightly on the existing road, and/or adding a separate route next to
the highway when appropriate, is the best option to improve non-motorized transportation
along the Highway 133 corridor.
A wider shoulder offers advantages such as a regularly plowed riding surface during snow
season, guaranteed year-round access, a quicker more fluid ride, and rapid route repair and
clearing when events such as rock fall might block the road.
I have used wider shoulders on many highways much busier than Highway 133
including Highway 285, 50, 82, and others. This analysis must consider a wider shoulder option.
As this trail has been designated a ’16 in 16’ trail by the State, I have concerns that that
designation may improperly influence decisions made for this route and improperly suggest
that the route must be completed while ignoring other factors to consider.
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This trail is one of many of the 16 in 16 that was labeled as such before full analysis was
completed on the route. This trail, like many of the other 16, is not ready for construction.
This trail is one of most of the 16 in 16 trails that will likely follow a highway corridor. Many
of the other 16 trails also follow a highway next to a river.
Similar trails to the proposed 16 in 16 trails include the Fremont Pass Trail, segments of the
Stage & rail trail, the Rocky Mtn Greenway, Paths to Mesa Verde, Peak to Plains, Alpine Loop
connection to Lake City, etc. The proposed Crystal River Trail may set a precedent for these
other routes, and there is an opportunity here to get the planning and decision correct the first
time for others to follow.
The primary concern with locating the trail as a separate route on the opposite side of the
river from the highway is the negative impacts this will have on wildlife. Recent polls such as
those conducted by Colorado Parks and Wildlife, The CO State Trails Strategic Plan, Colorado's
Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan, all overwhelmingly support balance
between trails and wildlife. Where significant wildlife habitat exists, and there are other
options, new trails should be planned to avoid that habitat.
Every one of the scientific studies conducted for this trail, including the voice of Colorado
Parks and Wildlife, indicate that an alignment along the highway will be the best option for
wildlife. I believe such an alignment would still provide a very positive user experience.
Some say that seasonal closures would mitigate some of the concerns for wildlife. This is
questionable, as some wildlife depend upon access to the river year-round as their only source
of water and thus the trail will interfere with that access year round (as no one is proposing a
year-round seasonal closure.
Seasonal trail closures are difficult to achieve compliance with and enforce, as it is difficult to
impossible to legally prohibit all human access and use, on or off the trail. It is too easy to
climb over or through fences, gates or other to gain access to the trail. It would be difficult to
monitor access to the trail from private land.
Seasonal closures do not consider the presence of a trail. Studies have shown that some
species of wildlife avoid routes even if they are not being used. Any route will fragment
relatively undisturbed habitat in some areas. A route on the ground will alter species
composition and result in negative edge effects in the habitat along its course. A 6-foot wide
improved surface trail will be an insurmountable barrier to movement for some species of
wildlife.
The nearby Gunnison National Forest and BLM stated in the Gunnison Basin Federal Lands
Travel Management Plan FEIS in 2010 (pg 3-112):
“Basically all activities related to roads and trails will have an effect on wildlife species. The
widespread, detrimental impacts of human disturbance on wildlife are well documented in the
literature. No positive benefits to wildlife have been identified from increases in travel
management access.”
Only a few violations of a seasonal closure will result in significant negative effects for some
wildlife.
How will the county ensure 100% compliance with seasonal closure restrictions? If there is not
100% compliance with closures, a decision must state that the trail will be considered for year
round closure. Who will monitor the trail, including during the weekend and at night? I
recommend regular patrols and hidden cameras. Will the penalties for violations be stiff
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enough to ensure compliance with any closures? Penalties for non-compliance must be stiff
enough, and violations and the violators must be publicized in local media, to ensure their
effectiveness.
I am aware of and have monitored 5 seasonal closures in Chaffee County for over 10
years. Every one of them has been violated on a regular basis at one time or another.
Essentially, I believe seasonal closures do not work. If a new trail is constructed, it will
receive use year round and this will have negative impacts on wildlife.
The impacts of a trail extend far beyond the immediate trail tread. Trail users are visible and
the noise they create is detectable to wildlife well off the trail. Trail users leave a scent trail
which wildlife can detect far from the trail. Page 124 of the previously mentioned Gunnison
Basin Federal Lands Travel Management Plan FEIS considers the zone of influence and
disturbance from a bicycle trail to be one mile wide, as it states “Keeping motorized and
mechanized travel to designated routes would benefit wildlife as this would limit the travel
related disturbance to the ½ mile zone on either side of the existing routes.”
This zone of influence from a bicycle trail is only one-mile ride if all trail users remain on the
trail. Experience has shown that trail users and their dogs never always remain on the trail, so
the zone of influence is often much wider.
Trails act as vectors for the spread of noxious weeds, which can also negatively impact
wildlife and habitats off the trail.
Long-term comprehensive management costs of a trail adjacent to or part of the highway
are likely to be lower than those that will occur with a separate trail. Monitoring, maintenance,
enforcement, etc. will all be easier and less expensive if the trail was adjacent to the highway.
If this is a recreational trail it is non-essential and the needs of wildlife must take
precedence. If it is a trail for transportation (which is unlikely given the current number of
people that would consider using it to travel from Marble or other points beyond to Carbondale
on a regular basis) it would be most appropriate to associate this trail with the existing
transportation route that is the highway.
I believe the best option is to approve this trail adjacent to the highway.
Thank you for considering these comments.
Tom Sobal
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

Dear Pitkin County Commissioners and Open Space and Trail Board:

I would like to request that you thoughtfully consider the following comments and reflections on
the proposed Crystal River Trail. First, I want to acknowledge that I voted against the original
proposition establishing the OST office years ago and have voted against its extension or
renewal at each opportunity. Please do not ignore the fact that a healthy minority of other
residents have done the same. Now it seems we are faced with the inevitability of a trail that
many don’t want at all for either financial, societal or environmental reasons. Societal because
we, that is, Pitkin County, claim to love wilderness and our rural nature, yet we continually
encourage more and more people to move to what was our wonderful county. Consequently,
we now endure things like massive overuse of areas such as Conundrum Hot Springs,
Disneyland-like crowds at Maroon Bells, and impossible parking deficiencies in Aspen, all the
while endorsing county statutes that force working people to commute from out of county. As for
financial reasons, I was flabbergasted at the estimated cost of such a trail — 20 to 100 million
dollars. How can we in good conscience spend such amounts when, in the big picture, there
are literally dozens of more important and essential needs not being funded whether Federal,
State or Local. For example, locally, at a Crystal River caucus meeting a U.S. Forest Service
representative said they may have to consider closing Avalanche Campground, which is near
the proposed Crystal River Trail, for lack of money. Meanwhile, nationally the Forest Service
has been forced to spend $3 billion on forest fires this year. Highways and other infrastructure
are in need of repairs and modernization. This country has a national debt of how many billions
or trillions of dollars. Colorado State government has millions of unfunded liabilities. We, as
citizens seem to be analogous to a welfare family enjoying iPhones and Hi-definition TVs, while
not being able to pay our own rent. Additionally, we have the bogus claim that the trail will lower
the commuter car traffic. That number would be so insignificant that it is laughable. On a
number of beautiful autumn days recently, while driving beside the existing five or six mile long
trail I have counted the number of trail users. The number is more often than not 3 to 5 walkers
and 2 or 3 bicyclists. On Sunday 10/29/17 it was 65 degrees out at 2:30PM - 1 walker and 1
bicyclist. Tues 11/1/17 it was 46 degrees out at 10:20 AM - zero walkers and zero bikers. Pretty
expensive per capita entertainment!
I have several questions and points that seem to have been ignored or glossed over. For
example: 1. the cost of bridges accessing the former railroad grade; has this amount been
added to the Highway 133 option making it seem so much more expensive making the old
railroad grade more inviting? To illustrate, I am thinking of the Andrews segment which has
option A at 9.4 million dollars versus option B only 744,000 dollars. 2. Why has there been no
discussion or study of the trail being put on the west side of Highway 133 rather than between
the Highway and the river? The tremendous cost proposed for the latter must be largely due to
the “Complex Structural Options “ referred to in the OST projects information. A trail on the west
side of the highway would eliminate the need for most of these expensive structures such as
retaining walls and elevated pathways, at least as far as Redstone. With proper signage the
problem of trail users crossing the highway to access Redstone Blvd. would be minimal. 3.
Pitkin County claims to be environmentally friendly. I recall a few years back a county
commissioner claiming in their bid for reelection that if they had to make a choice between filling
a pothole and protecting the environment that they would pick the environment every time.
So now we want to put a 20 -100 million dollar trail through the valley and degrade it even more
while claiming that we love the rural nature of that same valley.
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If a trail is inevitable, and I hope it isn’t, I would like to have a third option examined. I believe a
trail on the west side of Highway 133 is feasible between the 7 Oaks Subdivision and the North
bridge at Redstone is feasible and would be less expensive than option A. I have driven and
analyzed this distance and believe that with the exception of 7 or 8 rock areas which would
need to be blasted, and two rockslides in the narrows needing protective structures, the rest of
the project involves only removal of fill soil at intermittent spots to have a nice trail. I am certain
this would be less expensive than building the “Complex Structures” described in the plans for
Option A between the highway and the river. Traffic would be impacted by construction and
would require traffic control and stoppage. But the same could be said for bridge construction.
Amazingly the potential for 13 trail bridges exists along this portion of the trail.
My final diatribe against this trail planning process relates to the deceptive and surreptitious
methods used for the past many years by the county. When first initiated the people most
affected by the potential trail were the Crystal Valley Caucus, one of five Caucuses begun by the
county supposedly to express the public’s desire concerning county projects. I say supposedly
because in those early caucus meetings and surveys we pointedly informed the officials that
any bike trail should only be in the Highway !33 corridor. That preference has been ignored in all
the years since. In the meantime OST was buying “open space” parcels of land which they
described in a local newspaper as “pearls on a string” obviously with the intention of connecting
them all with a trail.
It seems to be a no-brainer to any reasonable person that the analysis of wildlife/environmental
impact determined by Rick Thompson, certified wildlife biologist- Western Eco Systems, Inc.
Boulder, Colorado for the Crystal River Conservancy is inarguably correct. Namely, that a trail in
a highway corridor will not introduce any new negative impacts to the adjacent land, while a trail
on the railroad grade has exactly the opposite effect. One hundred percent of the impacts are
new on anything utilizing that area. There is an uncomfortable irony in this debate. Governor
Hickenlooper is openly defying the opinions of the last three wildlife officers by his endorsement
of this trail. Politics at work! I implore those who will make the final decision on this trail to use
commonsense in finding the best alternative to this issue…Option A, Option B, Option C (west
side of highway), or Option D ( no trail).
Finally, to again to give full disclosure, I have a dog in this fight. My family has owned a small
ranch for almost 70 years that sits right in the middle of this proposed trail Option B. Now in our
4th generation here we continue to treasure and nurture our property. We keep a few cattle,
milk goats, occasionally raise some pigs, small bands of sheep at times, chickens, and turkeys.
There are elk in the fields in the winter, deer, although not as common as they once were.
Every April we saw Bighorns in the field until the lung worm decimated them, wild turkeys, bear
give us fits in the apple trees, beaver and muskrats on a pond on the property, mountain lions
pass through commonly, bobcats, (even in the chicken house), herons, ospreys, ducks and
geese, migrating birds, even rednecked phalaropes. This trail if on the railroad grade will impact
all of these wild creatures and many others not just on our 1/2 mile property but on the
undisturbed lands adjoining ours on both the North and South, the Andrews property on the
North and Janeway on the South.
The county seems to be either ignorant of or is ignoring a study by the Trails and Wildlife
Taskforce under Colorado State Parks. In that study 33 different habitat types were analyzed to
determine how many different species use the varying habitats found in Colorado. These varied
from Riparian Lowland (below 6000 feet), with 302 species -to Tundra with only 35 species.
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Low and behold, Number 2 was Riparian (6000 feet to 9000 feet ) with 222 species. Number 3
was Pinyon/Juniper Forest with 179, Number 4 Scrub Oak with 153. All exactly what we have
along the proposed Option B. Furthermore, 7 out of the top 10 are found in or adjacent to
Option B.
On a more personal note I would like to quote from the “Land Ownership” section of this State
of Colorado trail planning guide: “As early in the trail planning process as feasible, contact the
owners of private lands in the general area of your proposed trail. Out of respect for private
property, it is good to communicate with these community members from the beginning of the
project.” No one from Pitkin County has ever approached our family about this trail in any way,
shape or form even though this trail on their survey maps and photos crosses our land for 1/2
mile and cuts right through our front yard. When I approached the director of OST after a
meeting in Redstone, I asked him directly if the county would invoke eminent domain. He didn’t
say “no”. His only answer was “we never have”. We are very concerned to say the least and
very disappointed with the county leadership.

Respectfully,

Paige Meredith
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Carbondale to Crested Butte Planning Comments on GMUG:
There is a semi-official group of bikers in Paonia that is working hard on improving the bike trail
network in the North Fork. One of their top priorities is getting the Raggeds Trail rerouted so
that it is more rideable. I am sure they would want to be consulted on anything that happens to
the Raggeds Trail.
From Hilary at the Town of Crested Butte:
I have talked with Luke Tembrock (101020tembrock@gmail.com/(720)941-8292) over in the
North Fork about mountain biking trails. He is working closely with the coalition of folks that
are proposing new mountain bike trails and reroutes near Paonia and Crawford. I think Luke or
some of the other folks working on trails have been in touch with Albert. Pulling in the North
Fork bikers could help the Gunnison County Commissioners see the overall value of the trail -they are usually very responsive to Delta County’s desire to establish a recreation economy.
Geographically and culturally the area near McClure Pass (where the Raggeds Trail is) aligns
more with Delta County than Gunnison County.
The other is that the Gunnison Public Lands Initiative is proposing Wilderness in the area, but
wants to make sure that it won’t interfere with the future Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail.
Outreach to North Fork Valley residents and outdoor user groups. Specifically
COPMOBA Chapter Delta Area Mountain Bikers, and in Paonia, North Fork Trail
Advocacy Group and Western Slope Conservation Center.
Pitkin OST does a good job with this! Explain what Gunnison FS section is about and how
that is being developed (could do on website).
If it can encompass a true backcountry experience, i.e. singletrack options. I am part of
Colorado Plateau Mountain Bike Trails Association (COPMOBA), Delta Area Mountain Bikers
(DAMB), and Roaring Fork Mountain Bike Association (RFMBA). Some peers and I from the
North Fork Valley would like to be part of the conversation relating to how this trail would cross
through the Raggeds Mountain Area, specifically trail 820 and 746. We also have ideas of how
to integrate a trail from Carbondale‐Crested Butte trail to the town of Paonia. I understand this
may be out of scope for this portion of the project, but I thought you may be interested in
hearing more. Thank you.
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

Date: Fri, Nov 17, 2017 at 1:22 PM
Subject: Crystal Trail

Dear Commissioner Child,
I am a 28 year resident of the Crystal River Valley. Specifically, I live in Crystal River Country
Estates, which is not nearly as elegant as the name suggests. Like most folks that live up here, I
mostly mind my own business and am very thankful that I don’t live in the increasingly
urbanized landscape of the mid valley.
When OST unveiled their design options for the proposed Crystal Trail, I saw that one option
included a road in our subdivision, Crystal Lane, as part of the trail. This is a one lane road and is
quite narrow. The residents that rely on this road to access their property, (as well as get UPS
and propane deliveries, etc.), were wondering how this road could be part of a dedicated hiking
and bike path while still accommodating motor vehicle traffic.
We held a meeting and Dale Will and Lindsey Utter generously agreed to attend to answer our
questions and explain how this design is intended to work. I recorded the meeting on my iPad
and I posted an edited version on YouTube showing Dale and Lindsey addressing our questions
and concerns. I think it shines a light on some serious issues in the engineering and design
aspects of the trail, and helps explain why many people feel that there needs to be a more
thorough examination of the whole trail approval process. Here is a link to that video:
https://youtu.be/Ce67_iDNzUE
The views expressed are my own, and I don’t represent any group or association.
I appreciate your time to read this and thank you in advance for watching the short video,
“Q&A with Dale Will”. It’s my first attempt at video editing so I apologize for the amateurish
nature. The whole unedited video is available if desired.
Respectfully,
Your constituent,
Lee Hollowell
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Sue Turner
37 Chair Mountain Drive
Redstone, Colorado 81623
(970) 930-5110

Dear Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners

November 21, 2017
I am a homeowner in the Crystal River Valley and have lived here for nearly 12 years. I
moved here because of the beauty of the mountains and because I wanted to live and
experience the out of doors. I am a downhill skier, a cross country skier, a snowshoer, a
hiker, and a bike rider. When I moved here, I was excited about hiking and biking in the
spring, summer and fall. I like to ride everywhere I can on my bike.

I was thrilled when they finished the Rio Grande Bike Trail so that I could ride to Glenwood
Springs and Aspen from Carbondale. It seemed to enhance the quality of life for the whole
Roaring Fork Valley. Friends and family members have come to visit and are amazed that
they can ride their bikes on a bike path that goes 40 miles along some of the most beautiful
scenery in Colorado. Every time I ride my bike on the Rio Grand Trail, I am amazed at how
many older people, younger people, and entire families are out and about on those bike
trails. I don’t understand why anyone would be opposed to a bike trail that is completed
from the HOA Campground on Highway 133 to Crested Butte.
I have riden on the bike path from Carbondale to the HOA Campground, about 4 -5 miles
several times and have looked forward to it being expanded to my home in Redstone for a
very long time. The several times I rode my bike from Redstone to Carbondale and from
Carbondale to Redstone, I nearly lost my life with crazy big trucks flying by me and not
moving over as well as falling off the edge of the road where there is little if any room for a
bike. I am very much in support of the multi-use trail development off Hwy.133 with
safeguards for wildlife. This bike path would enhance the property value for all of us as
well as enhance the quality of life. It would also help our economy bringing more people
into our town for the day to eat, shop, even sleep here.

I have attended a few of the Crystal Valley Caucus meetings and don’t understand the
homeowners who show up crazy upset and against the bike trail? There are many more of
us that are in favor of the bike path but the few that live on the east side of the river just
south of Redstone are the loudest and most opposed to this bike path. It doesn’t seem fair
that those few are going to stop us from having a wonderful bike path for many to enjoy.
The benefits to having the bike path continued from the campground into Redstone are
numerous which I can’t imagine you don’t know. Please consider what’s best for all than
what a small few are against.
Sincerely,

Susan B. Turner
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

Date: Sat, Nov 25, 2017 at 3:30 PM
Subject: Reply to Letter from Caucus Nov. 17

Dear Pitkin County Commissioners,
I don’t agree with the letter from the Crystal River Caucus. Here’s why. (Thanks for indulging me in
some sarcasm.) Clearly, from the pervading darkness of tone and enthusiasm of the nay-sayers in that
meeting, the ‘reign of terror’ being inflicted by the BOCC in this trail matter represents an existential
threat to our democracy, our personal property, if not our very way of life. The BOCC has tried to
highjack the politics, the science, and especially the true feelings of all those individuals in the Caucus
cohort who share the belief that if protecting the wildlife doesn’t shore up their argument against the
trail then surely private property rights should do the trick. Oh yes, then there’s the accusation of big
government trying to shove still another liberal benefit down our collective conservative
throats. Ouch!
Additionally, one must take away from the letter resulting from that meeting of Nov. 17th two
important conclusions: one, a trail like this has never successfully protected or honored the wild life in
the area and, two, humans on bicycles or in hiking shoes are a clear and present danger to this valley the
way an invasive specie would be. Let’s not ask how the trail from Aspen to Glenwood happened. And
humans on bicycles or in hiking shoes would obviously be dangerous to whatever extent they came from
someplace outside this valley. We’re the only ones who matter here and, therefore, the BOCC couldn’t
possibly be including our best interests in their thinking about the trail, because the BOCC seems to
. . . . want this trail! (I know, the logic seems a little clumsy, but I’ve lived just up Hwy 133 from the
town of Redstone for 9 years, so I know the thinking of some of these good folks.)
Look, there are many more of us who really support the trail — yes, of course, Plan B — than the 65
attendees at that Caucus meeting who clearly don’t want it at all. But we generally believe that the
BOCC is going about the process pretty well. God forbid that I say it: We kinda trust you guys! So we
tend to speak in calm voices between ourselves than go to public meetings for the purpose of finding
fault, complaining about the possibility of a terrific idea becoming a reality, or protecting our real
property rights at all cost.
I’m not pretending to speak for all the supporters of the trail. But I tell you with some confidence that
most of us who want the trail tend to view the opponents as anything from ‘plain selfish’, to
‘unimaginative’, to ‘hypocritical’, and, somewhat gently if not humorously, to more like Alabama or
Indiana in their thinking than to western Colorado. Thanks for all your efforts so far. Supporters of the
trial are counting on the fact that your group has plenty of experience (education?) when it comes to
trying to do anything involving change in Pitkin County.
Ray Meyer
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ALSO COMPLETED SURVEY

November 15, 2017

To: Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners
From: Cathy Montgomery, home owner in Crystal River Valley
I recently attended the Crystal Valley Caucus meeting on November 9th. The most
contentious issue discussed was the development of the multi use Crystal Valley
Trail.

I was taken aback at the level of anger, mistrust, negativity and selfishness of many
in attendance. Many motions were passed that seek to place restrictions on how the
trail development process proceeds. I did not agree with most of them including the
majority’s insistence that the entire BOCC meet in Redstone to hear their
complaints.
I want to register my support for the multiuse trail development primarily off
highway with safeguards (such as closures) for wildlife needs and protections. I
have lived in a number of large metropolitan areas (Cleveland, New York City, and
Minneapolis) and have found that bike trails, parks, and access to natural areas
make those places more habitable. Of course, those of us who live in the Crystal
River Valley have some of those things accessible to us on a daily basis, but traveling
by foot or bicycle up and down the valley is hazardous at best.
Every place I have lived, bike trails have enhanced the quality of life and improved
property values. I firmly believe that a usable and safe multiuse trail will bring
tourists to Redstone that will fit with our amenities and environment. I think it will
improve the economy in Redstone as well.

I commend OST for their inclusive process and outreach. I know and have worked
with a number of staff from OST and find them to be good listeners and responsive
to community concerns. Unfortunately, the people who tend to come out for caucus
meetings have strong opinions, seem anti-government in general, and are opposed
to development in our valley. Many of these people live on the east side of the river
and say “Not In My Back Yard!” I am having a hard time listening to and respecting
those selfish and frankly paranoid sorts of perspectives. I, for one, would like to
share this beautiful place with respectful trail users.
Thank you for considering my thoughts and ideas.
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November 14, 2017
TWO SHOES RANCH

Via Hand Delivery to Individual Commissioners
Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners
123 Emma Road, Suite 106, Basalt Colorado 81621
Via Email
Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners
c/o George Newman via email at george.newman@pitkincounty.com
c/o Greg Poschman via email at greg.poschman@pitkincounty.com
c/o Patti Clapper via email at patti.clapper@pitkincounty.com
c/o Rachel Richards via email at rachel.richards@pitkincounty.com
c/o Steve Child via email at steve.child@pitkincounty.com
Via Hand Delivery to Fran Soroka
Pitkin County Open Space & Trails - Trustees
c/o Graeme Means
c/o Howie Mallory
c/o Hawk Greenway
c/o Tim McFlynn
c/o Wayne Ives
Via Email to Trustee Email Contact at web_open_space@pitkincounty.com
Pitkin County Open Space & Trails - Trustees
Via Email
Pitkin County Open Space & Trails – Director
c/o Gary Tennenbaum via email at gary.tennenbaum@pitkincounty.com
CC: Via Email
Pitkin County Manager
c/o Jon Peacock via email at Jon.Peacock@pitkincounty.com

Dear Board of County Commissioners George, Greg, Patti, Rachel, and Steve, Open Space &
Trails Members Graeme, Howie, Hawk, Tim, and Wayne, and Gary Tennenbaum, OST Director:
Given the complexity and seriousness of the issues surrounding an expansion of the trail up the
Crystal River Valley, a survey response did not provide an adequate way to effectively address
the many issues and concerns raised by potential trail alignments. In addition some Open Space
consultants’ findings needed to be addressed so you can make a truly informed decision. We
1
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therefore chose to provide comments and some professional reports to give you the benefit of
important analysis and information.
First, the Ranch Manager Ian Carney and one of the authors of these comments wanted to share
some personal and family history to help put the ranch’s comments in context. First as an
individual who was born and raised in the Crystal River Valley:
“I have hunted, fished, hiked, biked, kayaked and ranched extensively in the Crystal River
Valley. I have a degree in wildlife biology from CSU and understand the history of the valley as
well as its wildlife. I worked for the Colorado DOW for two seasons studying big horn sheep in
the Maroon Bells Wilderness, 4 winter seasons studying Lynx and Wolverines which included the
Crystal River Valley, and have been a hunting and fishing guide in the Roaring Fork and Crystal
River Valleys. My family was the last lessee of the Filoha meadows which we ran as an
agricultural property. As the Ranch Manager of Two Shoes Ranch, I have been working on the
property for over fifteen years which has provided me an extensive knowledge of ranching and
wildlife up the Crystal. In addition to my current experience, my perspective goes back many
years through my friendship with the Perry/Turnbull Family and being involved in ranching and
cattle permits throughout the Crystal River Valley property since I was a young boy. I have also
been following the trail process since 1998 when I owned property on Highway 133 adjacent to
the potential trail. I recall when the Crystal River Caucus supported only a trail alignment
along Highway 133.”
The following comments are a collaborative effort of the Two Shoes Ranch Manager, Legal
Counsel, and Local Experts. Our comments are organized by topics below.
Public Process: Last week almost 70 people attended the Crystal Caucus meeting, and the
overwhelming majority of them felt strongly that the selection of a trail alignment has not been
an open, transparent, or inclusive process but rather one with a pre-determined conclusion. We
share a frustration with these many members of the Crystal Caucus with the way the Crystal trail
process has gone forward. From our experience it has not effectively included input of residents
concerned about the trail location. This sentiment has been echoed by Carbondale Trustees in
their Public Comments about the trail. For years the Caucus was assured that they would be a
part of the process, and included in the decision-making process. In fact, in 2012 Open Space
Staff assured the Crystal River Caucus that they would be an essential part of the process of
selecting a trail alignment and there would be a Crystal River Caucus steering committee to
guide the study, this has not been done. Over the years, Open Space Staff have met with the
Crystal Caucus and told them that their input in the process at that time was premature, while at
the same time Open Space Staff had been meeting with CDOT, Forest Service, and continuing to
actively acquire property to enable the trail alignment in the former railroad alignment. Even
though assurances have been given that an alignment for the trail has not been selected, OST is
continuing to acquire property and continues to pursue a predetermined trail alignment in the
former railroad alignment. As these comments are being written we understand OST is pursuing
purchasing private residential lots in the 7 Oaks and Crystal River Estates in furtherance of its
preferred trail location. This has not been a successful public involvement process; that is, one
which brings the community to the table from the very beginning. In a successful process the
community shapes the project by providing the vision, goals and criteria that insures the project
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fits within the context of the valley. The community is the primary stakeholder in the project, and
is consulted during every step of the process, from inception to ribbon cutting. The County’s
process so far has been limited to some open houses and a comment form, which has allowed
only limited participation, but no real involvement.
Impacts on Wildlife: Our Ranch Manager has firsthand knowledge gained from almost 50 years
of observing wildlife in the Crystal Valley as well as having a Wildlife Biology Degree. We read
with interest, Rick Thompson’s report on wildlife commissioned by Wilderness Workshop. His
findings coincide with our observations and knowledge of the Crystal. We find it interesting that
more than 30 years of experience of division of wildlife officers in the Crystal are unanimous in
their opinion that the trail should not be built in the former railroad alignment. Every Division of
Wildlife Officer who has served in the Crystal has stated that the trail should not be built in the
former railroad alignment and in fact there are years of documentation to the County confirming
this position. Randy Cote, Kevin Wright, John Seidel and John Groves all had echoed Rick
Thompson’s wildlife observations. Jonathan Lowsky, the former County Biologist, has
elaborated on the negative effects of recreation on wildlife in the management plan for Filoha
Meadows and in letters and memos as part of the Sutey Land Exchange.
Open Space Staff statements that trail closures can offset negative wildlife impacts of a trail
alignment in the old railroad grade are not supported by the evidence or the experts. CPW
Officers have continually disputed this assumption. The seasonal closures of the Rio Grande
Trail often used as an example of successful trail closures are not analogous to the situation of
the Crystal where the trail would pass through 55 private properties and in close proximity to
subdivisions as well as through critical wildlife habitat acknowledged by Pitkin County.
We have observed what has happened on the Crown over the last 40 years from when it was a
pristine area providing excellent habitat for wildlife and quality rangeland for cattle, to today,
where it has been overrun by bandit trails to the detriment of both wildlife and ranchers. Now the
BLM has acquiesced to its conversion as a recreational area even though many of the trails on
the Crown were built illegally. There is little doubt that illegal trails will be built off of the
Crystal trail if it is located in the former railroad alignment, and that each of the tributaries of the
Crystal River (Potato Bill Creek, Nettle Creek, Hawk Creek, Big Kline Creek) that have no trails
threatening their ecological integrity will be compromised. There are no enforcement funds for
public lands and bandit trails connecting to Hay Park and Thompson Creek, an area critical to
bighorn sheep reproduction, one of the last remaining pristine areas in the County, are only a
matter of time. These bandit trails will impact cattle grazing and the wildlife benefits of
thousands of acres of existing and soon to be implemented conservation easements on Two
Shoes Ranch. They will undermine as well the extensive wildlife enhancement implemented by
the Ranch Manager, which include reseeding, seeding, decommissioning roads, adding watering
areas, rehabilitating springs, and sagebrush restoration, all which have been done in a manner
which effectively co-exists with the agricultural operation.
The old railroad grade paralleling the Crystal River passes through critical wildlife habitat that is
important to many species of wildlife including bighorn sheep, elk, mule deer, and songbirds.
These habitat areas are rarely, if ever, visited by people because there are very few trails or roads
from which people can access them. Many of the areas just east of the railroad grade are more or
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less as they were 100 years ago, and animals can live there without the fear of people disturbing
them. If the Crystal Trail is built on the east side of the river, it will only be a matter of time
before people (and their dogs) begin venturing into these areas creating social trails. Those social
trails will then be developed by others into a network of illegal trails that will reduce the quality
of the habitat. Experience has shown us once those trails are built; the Forest Service and BLM
will acquiesce and make them legal. That is what’s happened on The Crown, as well as on
Smuggler Mountain and the Hunter Creek Valley. The Crown, once an area that was mostly
wildlife habitat and rangeland for cattle, is now teaming with mountain bikers. Two Shoe’s
permit on the Crown which is for 6 weeks of grazing has decreased over the last five years down
to two weeks because of the pressure from recreational users with dogs and bikes pushing the
cattle down onto riparian areas and not letting them get into the basins to graze. Elk have been
observed having calves in hay fields adjacent to the Crystal River where we have never seen elk
calving take place before.
Over the years Two Shoes employees have had the opportunity to work with and discuss with
CPW officers the wildlife of the Crystal Valley. We have also reviewed a number of reports,
documents, and CPW information that have evaluated or commented on the potential effects of a
trail alignment on the east side of the Crystal River on and adjacent to the old railroad grade. We
have highlighted some important points from some of the following reports below:
 Crystal River Caucus Wildlife and Habitat Report (and CDOW correspondence contained
therein), 2007
 Red Wind Point Management Plan, 2005, Pitkin County Open Space and Trails (OST)
 Filoha Meadows Nature Preserve Management Plan, 2008, Pitkin OST
 Bighorn Sheep Telemetry Study, CDOW
 Two Shoes Ranch/BLM Land Exchange Compromise Proposal Wildlife Assessment,
2010, Colorado Wildlife Science, LLC
 Colorado Bighorn Sheep Management Plan 2009−2019, 2009, CDOW
 D - 13 (Maroon Bells Deer) Data Analysis Unit Plan, 2011, CDOW
 Colorado Species Distribution Maps - Mule Deer, 2011. Natural Diversity Information
Source, CDOW
 Emails & Letters from CDOW/CPW Officers
 Crystal River Trail Preliminary Wildlife Analysis, Pitkin County, Colorado, Western
Ecosystems, Inc.
Wildlife – General
Email from John Seidel, Retired CDOW Area Wildlife Manager, to Crystal Caucus,
Crystal River Caucus Wildlife and Habitat Report, 2007 (p. 37)
 “…the most valuable wildlife habitats that remain in the valley are the Forest Service
and County Open Space lands in the river bottom and uplands. Public lands (held in trust
by the people of Pitkin County) are continuing to be put under increasing pressure to be
developed for multiple uses by our ever-increasing human population. This report will
show that County Open Space and Forest Service lands on the east side of the Crystal
River are of extremely high wildlife value and also have high attraction for public use
and recreational expansion. Filoha Meadows and Avalanche Creek heritage areas
represent the last two large intact parcels of public lands that extend all the way to the
riparian and river zone.
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Development and increase in human use of these lands beyond compatible limits would be
detrimental to the wildlife populations currently using those areas and should therefore be
excluded from high impact recreational development.”
Bighorn Sheep
Colorado Bighorn Sheep Management Plan 2009−2019, 2009, CDOW
 Bighorn sheep populations in Colorado have decreased from approximately 20,000 to
30,000 in the 1870s to approximately 7,400 in 2009.
 The Crystal Valley population has plummeted from approximately 200 in the early 1990s
to less than 65 today.
Two Shoes Ranch/BLM Land Exchange Compromise Proposal Wildlife Assessment, 2010,
Colorado Wildlife Science, LLC
 Disease is the primary reason for this decline but overcrowding, poor nutrition, human
disturbance, and loss of habitat all contribute by increasing stress levels which ultimately
leads to large-scale die offs.
 The railroad grade passes through critical winter range, winter concentration areas, and
lies adjacent to production areas that are vital in years with deep snow packs.
Bighorn Sheep Telemetry Study, 2005-2009, CDOW (From John Groves)
 Bighorn sheep use the railroad grade to move up and down the Valley as well as the cliffs
immediately above.
 Important and actively used areas along the railroad grade include the Lion’s Mane at
Potato Bill Creek, the cliffs north and south of Nettle Creek, Red Wind Point, and the
section between Avalanche Creek and Filoha Meadows.
Filoha Meadows Nature Preserve Management Plan, 2008, Pitkin OST
 Many authors have found that human disturbance can alter habitat use and activity
patterns of bighorn sheep
 Population declines, shifts in habitat use, and interruption of seasonal migration routes
have been linked to human disturbance.
 Timing and location of recreation in bighorn habitat, the distance between sheep and
humans, and the presence of domestic dogs has a role in the impact of human activities
on bighorn sheep.
 Bighorn sheep are much more susceptible to stress caused by disturbances than most
other ungulates. Elevated stress levels in sheep have been linked to depressed immune
response, loss of condition, reduced lamb survival, and elevated mortality rates
(MacArthur et al. 1982).
 Bighorn sheep exhibited elevated heart rates in response to the presence of people,
especially when people were approaching with a dog or from over a ridge.
 Bighorn sheep had a greater flight response to hikers than to mountain bikers or cars.
 Human recreation is likely a contributing factor in the decline of bighorn sheep in three
southwest populations.
Letter from Pat Tucker, CDOW Area Wildlife Manager to Dale Will, December 19, 2003
 Bighorn sheep traveling along the railroad corridor between Penny Hot Springs and
lower Avalanche Creek from as early as August to as late as June. This area is crucial
for bighorn due to the adequate escape cover provided by the rock slide and cliffs to the
east, the mineral rich grounds provided by the natural hot springs and the effective buffer
of the Crystal River from vehicle and other human caused disturbances. Bighorn sheep
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are very susceptible to stress related illness and the combination of these attributes in
this area makes it an ideal winter use area for the sheep. These sheep also use the area
just across the river from the hot springs as a breeding and rutting area, which typically
occurs between late November and late December.
Over the past few years, there has been a noticeable decline in bighorn sheep lambing for the
Avalanche Creek/Penny Hot Springs herd. Last year, Justin Martens documented one lamb out
of 28 sheep in the Avalanche Creek drainage and one lamb out of out of 26 sheep in the Penny
Hot Springs. This winter to date, one lamb has been seen in Avalanche Creek and two lambs
have been documented in Penny Hot Springs. While the cause for this decline is undetermined,
careful consideration must be taken to avoid further detrimental impacts to the bighorn herd in
this area.”
Email from Kevin Wright, CDOW District Wildlife Manager, to Crystal Caucus, Crystal
River Caucus Wildlife and Habitat Report, 2007 (p. 37)
 The area of Avalanche Creek through Penny Hot Springs is critical and cannot receive
disturbance during the winter months. I have tried seasonal closures at various locations
such as Avalanche Creek, River Valley Ranch, Rio Grande trail (seasonal and dog
restrictions), and in areas of various subdivisions adjacent to winter ranges. In every
case, the success has been compromised or enforcement basically nonexistent. I use to
have people go up to the Avalanche Creek closure and leave their pop and beer cans
right in the middle of the bait site, for lung worm medication, just to let me know they
were there. People were always taking their dogs in after I left in the morning from
working with the sheep. Constant violations on dog restrictions. People don't pay much
attention to signs or gates.”
Email from John Groves, CDOW District Wildlife Manager, to Crystal Caucus, Crystal
River Caucus Wildlife and Habitat Report, 2007 (p. 38)
 Trail closures and road closures are seldom enforced. Without enforcement they’re
mostly ignored. In my limited time in the area I have seen many problems with the
current closures in the Crystal River Valley and the lack of enforcement. Last winter I
contacted a couple and their dog hiking into the closure area above the bighorn bait site.
Needless to say, they ran off the 12 sheep I was watching that morning. After contacting
them I discovered one was from Swiss Village. Today I hiked onto Red Wind Point to look
for sheep and found a major trail packed into the snow from people and dogs, leading
from Crystal River Country Estates. My point is that it is often the residents of the area
that are violating the existing closures. The proposed trail would bring in more people
and problems, but the residents need to be the first ones to abide by the existing closures.
It makes my job much easier when there in an informed group within the community
speaking together rather than a single voice.”
Rocky Mountain Elk
Filoha Meadows Nature Preserve Management Plan, 2008, Pitkin OST
 Primary threat to elk in the Crystal River watershed is the loss or deterioration of winter
range. The disruption of migration routes, loss of seasonal habitat, and the reduction in
habitat security on summer and fall range from residential development, roads, and
recreation are all serious problems for this elk herd.
 Areas such as Filoha Meadows, Janeway and Avalanche Creek provide vital winter
resources for elk.
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 As many as 100 elk have been seen at Filoha in the height of winter. Elk move

back and forth from the slopes with southerly and westerly exposures above and
northeast of the property to the nutritious winter forage and shallow snow
resulting from the geothermal energy of the hot springs on the property.
 Some elk use the Crystal River cottonwood riparian woodlands for calving and rearing.
Letter from Pat Tucker, CDOW Area Wildlife Manager to Dale Will, December 19, 2003
 The Filoha Meadows to Avalanche Creek area “…has traditionally been used by
wintering elk throughout the late winter and into the spring. Jonathan Lowsky, Pitkin
County Wildlife Biologist, documented three elk calves in the wetland areas west of
Filoha Meadows this past spring. While elk are more adaptable than bighorn sheep to
disturbance, elk calving is a very sensitive time for both cow elk and their calves. Calving
usually occurs between May 15 and June 15, depending on the location and altitude.
During this period, exhausted cow elk and fragile calves are susceptible to predation and
higher levels of stress. It is critical that cow elk and calves are not disturbed during this
period.”
Mule Deer
Two Shoes Ranch/BLM Land Exchange Compromise Proposal Wildlife Assessment, 2010,
Colorado Wildlife Science, LLC
 Mule deer populations in the Crystal Valley have significantly declined over the past 30
years.
D - 13 (Maroon Bells Deer) Data Analysis Unit Plan, 2011, CDOW
 Deer in the management unit (D-13) have declined from approximately 14,000 in 1983 to
approximately 6,400 in 2011.
 The decline is primarily the result of significant loss and degradation of mule deer habitat
“…including a boom in housing development in deer wintering habitat…combined with
an increase in the human population and increased year-round recreational use of public
lands.”
Colorado Species Distribution Maps - Mule Deer, 2011. Natural Diversity Information
Source, CDOW
 The area east of the river from Potato Bill Creek south to Red Wind Point provides
valuable mule deer winter range.
Birds
Filoha Meadows Nature Preserve Management Plan, 2008, Pitkin OST
 At least 93 bird species are known or likely to breed along the Crystal River in the area
from Redstone to Potato Bill Creek.
 These include at least 6 species of concern: American peregrine falcon, bald eagle,
flammulated owl, Lewis’s woodpecker, Virginia’s warbler, and white-throated swift.
 Birds respond to human recreational activity by altering their behavior, spatial
distribution and use of habitats.
 Recreation effects on breeding birds during incubation included nest desertion and
temporary nest abandonment, which resulted in exposure of the eggs to temperature
extremes and predators.
 Disturbance during brood rearing can result in trampling of eggs or nestlings, premature
fledging, and separation of young from parents.
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Human disturbance during winter may cause changes in foraging habits and decreased
foraging efficiency.

Plants
Filoha Meadows Nature Preserve Management Plan, 2008, Pitkin OST
 The habitats traversed by the old railroad grade support rare and imperiled plants that
may be affected by human disturbance.
 These include canyon bog orchid, helleborine orchid, hooded ladies’ tresses
orchid, green bog orchid, and beaked spikerush.
 Threats by recreationists to these rare plants include trampling by excessive foot and bike
traffic, illegal collection, and non-native plant invasion.
Pitkin County Documents Conflicting with Development of a Paved Trail on the East Side of
the River
Filoha Meadows Nature Preserve Management Plan
 p. 4-5 Management Goals
 “To study, protect, and enhance the ecological communities with
particular emphasis on those that are unique and rare.”
 “Enhance the outstanding wildlife habitat values.”
 “Offer sustainable recreation that will not adversely impact the property’s
conservation values.”
 p. 7 – “The rare and unique plant communities and the wildlife that depend upon
them are unparalleled in the Crystal River Valley.”
 p. 14 – “The entire property on the east side of the Crystal River including both
travel management corridors has a seasonal closure to protect critical bighorn
sheep and Rocky Mountain elk habitat from October 1 – June 30.”
 p. 14 – “The rail bed will be maintained at no more than its current width of
approximately 6-8 feet as a soft surface trail with no imported materials such as
crusher-fines or gravel.”
 p. 15 – “To minimize potential recreation management problems as the public is
introduced to this area; neither equestrians nor bicycles will be allowed.”
 p. 20 – “A seasonal closure will be placed on the entire east side of Filoha and on
the public access easement along Dorais Way from Mountain Lion Drive to
Filoha from October 1 through June 30. This will limit human disturbance during
the critical fall, winter, and spring when bighorn sheep and elk are on Filoha and
the surrounding undeveloped property.
 p. 21 – “Both travel management corridors have been selected to provide as little
to no disturbance on vegetation and wildlife resources.”
 Appendix B, p. 23 – “Preserve migration routes to and from the property.”
 Appendix B, p. 24 – Researchers recommend “…a minimum buffer of 650 m
between cross country skiers and non-habituated elk on winter range.”
 Appendix B, p. 24-25 – “Human disturbance caused elk with young calves to
move to secondary forage areas away from the central parts of their home
ranges.”
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 Appendix B, p. 25 – “Repeated displacement resulting from hiker disturbance

during the calving season resulted in major declines in survival of elk calves.”

Red Wind Point Management Plan
 p. 6 – “One of the main reasons for the purchase of RWP is to protect wildlife
habitat.”
 p. 7. – “Some local residents have observed bighorn sheep on the lower portions
(of Red Wind Point) when sheep are on their winter range”
Recommendations Against Building the Trail on the East Side of the River
Letter from Pat Tucker, CDOW Area Wildlife Manager to Dale Will, December 19, 2003
 The Filoha Meadows to Avalanche Creek “Our (CDOW) first and foremost
recommendation to Pitkin County is not to build a trail in this location due to wildlife
impacts, foreseen problems and the existence of an alternate route. However, we
recognize that the final decision rests with Pitkin County and, in the event the County
elects to develop a trail here, the DOW strives to come up with effective mitigation
measures to protect wildlife. It remains our professional judgment that developed trail on
the railroad right of way would be detrimental to wildlife and, for all the reasons above
we strongly urge that it not be built here.
We (CDOW) believe that a viable alternative exists which would allow for the trail connection
across Filoha Meadows but would have much less of an impact on wildlife. This alignment
would be along Highway 133 on the west side of the Crystal River through this area. This route
would allow hikers and bikers to enjoy the scenic qualities and wildlife diversity of this area all
year round with a minimal disturbance to wildlife using this area. This trail could also be open
year-round instead of the very limited time frame that a railroad right of way trail would allow
for.”
Filoha Meadows Nature Preserve Management Plan, 2008, Pitkin OST
 Appendix B, p. 23 – “Maintain the integrity FMNP as a safe refuge for bighorn sheep.”
 Appendix B, p. 24 – “Preserve the integrity of the movement corridor along the old
railroad right-of-way between FMNP and Avalanche Creek.”
 Appendix B, p. 24 – “Prohibit recreation on the east side of the Crystal River within 100
meters of bighorn winter range from October 1st through May 15th.”
 Appendix B, p. 25 – “Seasonal recreation restrictions should be implemented on the east
side of the Crystal River to provide minimum elk habitat effectiveness (e.g., November
1st through June 30th).
Crystal River Trail Preliminary Wildlife Analysis, Pitkin County, Colorado, Western
Ecosystems, Inc.
 The Crystal River trail would have the least negative effects on wildlife habitats and
ecological communities if it was located within existing disturbance corridors (i.e., along
Highway 133 and Redstone Boulevard) and along the Hayes Creek bypass.
 Except for the Hayes Creek bypass, habitat affected by with the alignment on the west
side of the river would be within areas that are already disturbed.
o This alignment “…would be far better for the wildlife community than
introducing new trail use into currently buffered, isolated, highly effective, and
large unfragmented blocks of critical and important wildlife habitat.”
9
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We attended one of the presentations by Rick Thompson about this report. Our
knowledge regarding Crystal Valley wildlife and the impacts of recreation that we have
seen agree with the information he presented.

Based on the information from CPW, other wildlife experts, our observations, and Pitkin
County’s own management plans, it’s clear that the trail should be built on the west side of the
river. Elk, bighorn sheep and many other species use the old railroad grade and the large,
undisturbed, recreation-free areas on public land east of the river. We have observed mountain
bikers just outside the Two Shoes Ranch fences scouting routes between the Crystal and Dinkle
Lake road. We know that as soon as the County builds a trail on the east side of the river, there
will be new trails built through undisturbed areas. The upper Potato Bill Creek, Nettle Creek,
Bulldog Creek, and Hawk Creek drainages are all very important for wildlife, especially sheep.
If the trail is built on the east side of the river, these areas will be invaded by people and their
dogs. Also, since the Janeway meadows are on the east side of the river, people almost never go
there. Because of that, Janeway has become a very important area where elk can graze in spring,
summer and fall without being bothered by people. We don’t understand why Pitkin County
would be interested in spending so much money on a trail when their own management plans and
CPW recommend seasonal closures up to 9 months of the year to protect wildlife. Wouldn’t it
make more sense to build it on the west side where it could be open all year? Seasonal closures
for a trail in the old railroad grade won’t work since the trail would pass through people’s back
yards in 7 Oaks, BRB, Meredith Ranch, Nettle Creek Ranch, and Hanging Valley Ranch.
River Impacts: Environmental impacts of a paved trail on the old railroad grade and associated
bridges on health of the Crystal River have not been addressed. To help you better understand
these serious impacts, we are including a report from Mark Beardsley, a stream and riparian
scientist, principal of Ecometrics, and an industry leader in developing stream and river health
assessments. His report, attached hereto as Exhibit “A”, analyzes the potential environmental
impacts of a proposed new trail and bridges to the Crystal River. He concludes that an alignment
along the highway would be less impactful to the river than a trail on the railroad grade, and that
a trail crossing the river with bridges would be especially impactful. He also states that the river
health impacts that would result from a trail alignment in the railroad grade will be difficult if not
impossible to reverse in the future. The social benefits of a trail should be weighed against all
environmental factors, and impacts to the health of the Crystal River and riparian area are
especially important.
Construction Costs: The construction cost analysis by the Open Space Consultant’s appear to
have been skewed to accommodate the trail going in the former railroad alignment. There has
been an obvious attempt to significantly increase the cost for a trail in the highway right of way
and decrease the cost for a trail in the former railroad alignment. Because of this, we have
included an independent analysis for you that highlights inaccuracies and exaggerations in the
cost analysis, attached hereto as Exhibit “B”. The analysis shows that the costs shown for
Alignment A can be cut in half through careful evaluation and alteration of the alignment and by
adjusting the units cost so they more accurately reflect local conditions. The analysis confirms
our belief that that costs are too preliminary at this point and only deserve minor consideration in
the decision-making process. Let’s choose an alternative or alternatives first, then look at how
we pay for it.
10
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Impacts on Private Land: There have been comments made by Open Space Staff that in order
for a trail alignment to be placed in the former railroad alignment the County will consider
utilizing an RS 2477 approach in the event that private property owners do not grant easements.
In furtherance of this approach, the Open Space Staff has undertaken research to try to establish
RS 2477 rights in the former railroad alignment. We have also done extensive research on the
applicability of RS 2477 in the former railroad alignment. Our research has revealed that a strong
defense exists to an RS 2477 claim by the County. We hope that this issue will not have to be
litigated and that the County will not take this extraordinary and unprecedented action of
claiming and litigating RS 2477 rights over numerous private properties.
We believe this action would be inappropriate for many reasons. First, a trail in the former
railroad alignment could impact as many as 55 private property owners, including many longtime Crystal Valley residents, and would result in significant negative private property impacts,
impacts that should not be ignored. None of the private property owners that we talked to have
received any communication from Pitkin County that this potential alignment was going to be
proposed through their property despite being told that OST Staff had contacted all affected
private property owners. The County’s assertion of an RS 2477 claim against these private
properties is little different than condemnation, only the private property owners would not
receive just compensation for the taking.
Second, should the County prevail in litigation over the applicability of RS 2477 this could
establish new precedent for ways to use RS 2477 that would be available to groups and entities
with philosophies and intentions much different than those of Pitkin County.
For over the last 20 to 30 years, RS 2477 has been used extensively by groups and entities to
thwart designation of wilderness areas and open otherwise roadless areas to oil and gas drilling,
mineral extraction, timbering and livestock grazing. Much of this activity has taken place in
several counties in Southern Utah. They have been engaged in litigation with the federal
government for many years in support of extractive industries and to allow motorized travel
throughout their counties. The counties realized that if they can show that public roads exist
within an area, the area may not qualify for wilderness designation even though the federal
government (owner of most of the land in question) may want to assert that kind of designation.
The State of Utah and most of its 29 counties have sued the federal government in separate
lawsuits claiming at least 12,000 RS 2477 rights of way. (Garfield County, Kane County and
State of Utah v. United States of America and Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance, 2017 UT 41, ¶
4.) This tactic has also been used in Colorado. A few years ago, Moffat County asserted RS 2477
claims over many miles of roads, including some in Dinosaur National Monument.
Pursuing a RS 2477 claim in this case puts Pitkin County in bed with these anti-environmental
counties. These are the same Southern Utah counties that have convinced the Trump
Administration to decrease the size of Grand Staircase – Escalante and Bears Ears National
Monuments. The motivation for the size reduction is the same: to allow expanded oil and gas
drilling, mineral extraction, timbering and livestock grazing. It is not much of a stretch to see
recreational groups and mining interests in Pitkin County follow in the county’s footsteps and
begin to assert RS 2477 claims for their own purposes.
11
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In Colorado, private parties can assert RS 2477 claims against other private property owners
which could lead to RS 2477 claims made against property covered by conservation easements.
Because these RS 2477 claims typically go back to the late 19th Century, they would have legal
priority over conservation easements established in the 20th or 21st Centuries. This would be the
case even if the conservation easement prohibited roads or trails. Biking, ATV, jeep and
motorcycle groups as well as mining interests could use this technique to open areas currently
closed to such uses. The County and other conservation groups in the Roaring Fork Valley have
spent millions of dollars securing conservation easements, which include restricted access. The
County’s pursuit of RS 2477, which could ultimately result in undoing those protections, is
clearly wrong. You used to be able to drive to Willow Lake. Now it is Wilderness. Would you
like to see RS 2477 trump wilderness designation in this location or others like it?
Besides the unfortunate optics of joining the counties in Southern Utah, whose values Pitkin
County clearly does not share, an RS 2477 claim runs the risk that Pitkin County could lose
control over the bike path. Once a public road or trail is established under RS 2477, other parties
could claim a piece of it. For instance, the former railroad alignment crosses federal property.
The federal government has been known to take the position that it has an interest in public roads
independent of the local county. This could lead to disputes over the planned seasonal closure of
the bike trail. In other words, the federal government could assert that it could open the trail year
around if it wanted to over the objections of the county. Because the trail crosses dozens of
private parcels, these owners, too, could make a claim to the trail and insist that they should be
able to use it year-round for reasons not consistent with Pitkin County’s values. This could
jeopardize wildlife and other important long-standing values that the county should continue to
protect.
For these reasons coupled with significant wildlife impacts that almost certainly will occur, as
expressed by DOW Officers and other Wildlife Experts, the County should eliminate any option
of using RS 2477 to secure a trail alignment.
Costs vs. Benefits of the Trail: The extent of the use of the trail is something that should be
further analyzed given its cost both from a financial and wildlife perspective. The existing 6-mile
trail accommodates the vast majority of walkers, runners, and bikers whose needs can be
satisfied within the 12-mile round trip currently provided. To go through the extensive costs and
impacts for a few bikers who will use a paved flat surface is questionable. The County just added
unpaved trails up Prince Creek because mountain bikers do not like riding on a paved surface.
We did a traffic count that shows that 70% of the existing trail users turn off at Prince Creek
Road. In addition, serious road bikers will continue to use the road instead of a bike trail as a
preferred route, especially since the trail would have to be closed for a significant portion of the
year. Even when the coal trucks were going up and down Highway 133, bikers used the road,
and still do. While Highway 82 has four lanes and high speeds and dictates more bike use for the
Rio Grande trail, Highway 133 is more user friendly for bikers.
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County Stewardship: We are also concerned with the way the County has exempted itself from
its own land use code for trail construction and Open Space and Trails design guidelines for trails
and trailhead facilities. The County’s Land Use Code provides well thought out standards to
protect our environment from development. Pitkin County development projects should be the
model for compliance with the environmental and wildlife standards of the Land Use Code rather
than the only development projects in the county which are exempt from these standards. The
recent Open Space and Trails construction on Prince Creek, however, utilized insensitive trail
construction practices in riparian areas. Unless Open Space and Trails adheres to the County
Code for development, as well as its own design guidelines and Stewardship Policies, the
construction of the Crystal Trail could result in substantial riparian area and water quality
degradation, increased erosion and sedimentation, tree loss, and noxious weed infestations. We
have included photos of the riparian and stream damage resulting from construction of the Prince
Creek Trail for your review.
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Conclusion: A paved trail up the Crystal will be the largest development in the Crystal since the
construction of Highway 133 and the original railroad construction and it will be irreversible
once it’s been built. Just because the Colorado Governor included the Crystal trail in his “16
Highest Trail Priorities” list, it does not justify rushing this process. The state designation may
provide limited funds for the trail, but the amount of money that will be available is insignificant
in comparison to the overall cost of the trail both from a financial and wildlife perspective.
The County should take a step back, include interested parties and groups in an open and
transparent process to analyze all trail options including the widening of the shoulder of
Highway 133.
We share a deep appreciation of the Crystal Valley and its history of ranches and wildlife. The
initial concept of OST to save wild areas and habitat, along with agricultural property was a good
concept. That mission does not seem to be being applied in the case of the Crystal Trail
alignment. The OST money spent “on a string of pearls” and other land up the Crystal whose
purpose is to accommodate a paved trail in the old railroad grade should not be a driving force
that influences the trail location. The irreplaceable feeling of the current Crystal Valley and its
wildlife should be what determines the trail alignment. We sincerely hope that you will consider
our points as you study the Crystal Trail alignment and hopefully will find that a trail located in
the old railroad grade is not in the best interest of the land, the people, or the animals that call the
Crystal River Valley home.

Thank You For Your Consideration,
Ian Carney, Two Shoes Ranch Manager
Gideon Kaufman, Legal Counsel
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EXHIBIT "A"
Impacts of the Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail on health of the
Crystal River
Mark Beardsley1, EcoMetrics

November 8, 2017

Purpose and Approach
I analyzed impacts of a proposed new trail and options for bridges on the Crystal River. Plan sheets for
the Redstone segment of the proposed Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail describe two alterative trail
alignments and 14 bridge options from 7 Oaks Subdivision to McClure Pass. The sheets provide a
qualitative evaluation of environmental impacts for alternative trail alignments based on wildlife,
vegetation and wetland, and cultural resources, but the do not adequately consider impacts that the
trail and bridges would have on the river. This study provides an evaluation of river impacts so that river
health can be taken into account in planning the future of the trail.
For background, I evaluated past reports on the condition of the Crystal River including the Crystal River
Management Plan by Lotic Hydrological, 2016, and the Crystal River section of Malone and Emerick’s
2007 Catalog of Stream and Riparian Habitat Quality for the Roaring Fork River and Tributaries (See
Sheet 1). I mapped the alternative trail Alignment And bridge options described in the plan sheets with
Google Earth to evaluate impacts using recent and past aerial imagery and also spent time on site
making field observations. The evaluation considers potential long-term impacts to critical components
of river health (Table 1) as well as temporary impacts from construction for each of the 19 trail sections
and 14 bridge options described in the plan sheets.
Table 1: Components of river health used to analyze potential impacts derived from the Colorado Stream Health
Assessment Framework.

Flow Regime
Sediment Regime
Water Quality
Landscape
Floodplain Function
Riparian Condition
Organic Materials
Morphology
Stability
Physical Structure

Amount and timing of water supply
Amount, timing, and type of sediment supply
Physicochemical properties of water
Buffer capacity and aquatic and terrestrial habitat connectivity
Frequency, extent, and duration of floodplain saturation or inundation
Riparian habitat condition, including vegetation structure and diversity
Supply of wood and detritus
Reach morphology including stream evolutionary state, planform, dimension, and profile
Ability of the reach to maintain form via resistance, dynamic equilibrium, and resilience
Physical habitat including water depth, velocity, structural components, and substrate

1

Mark Beardsley, a stream and riparian scientist and principal of EcoMetrics, is an industry leader in developing
stream and river health assessment methods including the Functional Assessment of Colorado Streams
(FACStream), the Poudre River Health Assessment Framework (RHAF) and the Colorado Stream Health Assessment
Framework. He led the assessment of river health for the Crystal River Management Plan in 2016 and recently
completed river health evaluations on the Poudre River (2017 Poudre River State of the Poudre report, Fort
Collins) and the Upper Yampa River on (Yampa River Health Assessment and Management Plan, Steamboat
Springs). These rivers have recreational trails alongside that are similar to the one proposed along the Crystal.
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Crystal River Background
Confinement and natural river type
For most of its length through the Redstone segment of the Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail (from 7
Oaks to McClure Pass) the Crystal River runs through a narrow valley that is geologically confined. This
geological setting supports a naturally entrenched plane-bed river form with rapids, cascades, and steppools. River morphology, stability, and physical structure are conferred by highly resistant bed and
bank material. The confined river is a threshold channel that rarely moves or erodes except during
extreme events. Some reaches, such as the appropriately named Narrows section (Figure 1), are so
narrowly confined that there is no natural floodplain, and riparian vegetation is limited to thin strips
along the banks. Very confined reaches have flood-prone area width less than about 1.5 times the
bankfull width of the river. Moderately confined reaches, however, have natural floodplain "benches"
that support bands of riparian habitat on valley bottoms between the canyon walls that are between 1.5
and 2.2 times the river's bankfull width. The Andrews (Figure 2) and Nettle Creek sections (Figure 3) are
examples of typical confined river reaches on this segment of the Crystal. Reaches where flood-prone
area approaches 3 times bankfull river width are still considered confined, but they have marginally
wider floodplains and riparian areas, and the river tends to be braided. Portions of the Castle, Janeway
North, Avalanche (Figure 4), and Red Wind Point sections (Figure 5) meet this transitional classification.
The McClure Pass section and portions of Filoha (Figure 6) and Janeway South (Figure 7) are classified as
partially confined. The valley floor is wider on these reaches, and flood-prone area is between about 3
and 7 times the river's bankfull width. These reaches are lower-gradient sections of the canyon that
have filled with alluvial sediment over geologic history to create relatively flat, wider floodplains that
support a very different river type that is naturally unentrenched, sinuous, branching and braided.
These alluvial rivers regularly migrate across broader floodplains and vegetated riparian wetland areas,
adjusting to changes in sediment and water flows in dynamic equilibrium. As a result, they are much
more sensitive to disturbance than confined reaches.
Existing roads, railroad, bridges, and development
Every one of the confined reaches on this segment of the Crystal River has been encroached upon, to
some degree, by Highway 133. The highway is constructed on top of armored (rip-rap or concrete) fill
placed within the already-narrow valley bottom (Figure 5). Given that the river types in these sections
are naturally resistant threshold channels adapted to confined valleys, the effects of encroachment and
armoring on river geomorphology and riparian condition are not as great as they would be on
unconfined rivers which need wide floodplains and riparian zones to maintain form, function, stability,
and ecological function. On the partially confined reaches of the McClure Pass, Filoha, and Janeway
South sections, Highway 133 encroachment is less since the road is cut into upland rather than as fill in
the valley bottom (Figure 6). In addition to its geomorphic impacts, the highway is a migration and
dispersal barrier that inhibits terrestrial habitat connectivity and limits buffer capacity on both confined
and partially confined reaches. In addition to being migration barriers, paved roads and paths are
impermeable surfaces that do not allow infiltration, so runoff during storms or snowmelt happens much
faster. Water running off of pavement can be much warmer than normal and concentrated with
chemical contaminants, increasing the risk of water quality impairment. While there are some small
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paved surface areas on the east side of the river, most of the pavement impacts are on the west side
along the highway.
An abandoned railroad line runs along the east side of the Crystal River downstream of Redstone. Like
the highway, portions of the old railroad line were constructed on armored fill within the valley bottom.
All the river sections from the Narrows through Crystal River Country Estates are impacted from the old
railroad (Figures 1-3). Impacts are greatest on the Red Wind Point and Janeway sections where railroad
fill effectively isolates significant portions of the floodplain and riparian areas from the river (Figures 5
and 7). An important difference between the abandoned railroad line and Highway 133 is that railroad
fills are not paved, not permanent, and could potentially be removed and remediated to reduce impacts
in the future. The paved highway and any new paved bike path, on the other hand, are here to stay.
Thirteen full-span bridges cross the Crystal River on this segment. These bridges confine the river by
consolidating flows through spans that are typically narrower than the natural width of the valley and
floodplain. The degree of impact is generally proportional to the width of floodplain and riparian area
cut off by fill for approaches on either side of the span (Figures 8 and 9). Because of this, bridges tend to
be less impactful when the cross naturally confined reaches compared to locations that are not naturally
confined. All of the existing bridges are cross the river in relatively confined areas except for the ones
on the Castle and Filoha sections (Figure 10).
Development is the other important stressor on this segment of the Crystal. The river was channelized
and riparian areas east of the channel were cleared for agricultural use on both the Filoha (Figures 6, 10,
and 11) and Janeway sections (Figures 7 and 12), causing impairment to habitat connectivity, floodplain
function, riparian condition, river morphology, stability, and structure. Residential development affects
most of the river sections, but the effects are minimally impactful except where high-density
development occurs along the river on the Hawk Creek (Figure 9), Castle, Wild Rose (Figure 13), Crystal
River Country Estates (Figure 14), Nettle Creek, and 7 Oaks sections, and where it occurs within the
riparian zone on the Filoha, Avalanche (Figure 15), Janeway North, and Perham sections. In addition to
floodplain encroachment and riparian degradation, riverside development impairs terrestrial habitat
connectivity and buffer capacity.
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Table 2 Impact evaluation summary for the 14 proposed bridge options. Any new
bridge will have significant impact on the Crystal River. The least severe options (1, 4,
5, 10) use existing bridges. More severe options (7, 12) propose new bridges on
confined reaches, and most severe options (2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14) would construct
bridges on reaches with active floodplain and functioning riparian areas.

Bridge 14

Bridge 13

Bridge 12

Bridge 11

Bridge 10

Bridge 9

Bridge 8

Bridge 7

Bridge 6

Bridge 5

Bridge 4

Bridge 3

Bridge 2

Bridge 1

Bridge
Impacts

Impact of Proposed Bridges

Key to Impacts
Less severe
More severe
Most severe

Bridges present the greatest risk of impacts to river health by the proposed trail. Bridge impacts are
summarized in Table 2, and a detailed impact analysis is provided in Sheet 2. Of the 14 proposed bridge
options, only 4 are deemed to have minor impact because they use bridges that are already present.
The other 10 options would require new bridge construction which means a high degree of temporary
impact during construction and moderate to high levels of long-term impact on river health.
Of these 10, options 7 and 12 are less impactful since they cross the river in narrow locations that are
geologically confined. Because they have little to no natural floodplain or riparian area, and because the
small floodplain/riparian areas that are present are already impaired, there would be less impact from
new full-span bridges at these locations. There is already an existing bridge near option 7, and neither
option 7 nor 12 would require any additional trail construction to connect them to trails on alignments A
and B.
The remaining 8 bridge options would have high to very high levels of impact to the river because they
cross at areas where the river has active floodplain and wider riparian area. The degree of impact is
more or less proportional to the width of floodplain and riparian area that would be filled to construct
the bridge and approach trails. In general, the wider the river and floodplain, the greater the risk of
impairment by a new bridge. Because of this, bridge options 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, and 14 rank the highest
in terms of severity of impacts because they cross the river on reaches that have naturally wide
floodplains (Figures 16 - 19). Building bridges in these locations would likely involve channelizing and
armoring segments of the river and filling portions of active and functional floodplain with native
riparian vegetation.
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McClure Pass

Placita

Bear Creek

Hays Falls

Hawk Creek

Castle

Wild Rose

Filoha

Narrows

Avalanche

Janeway South

Janeway North

Perham

Andrews

CR Country Estates

Red Wind Point

Nettle Creek

Crystal River Parcel

7 Oaks

Trail
Section

Impact of Proposed Trail

A
B
Table 3 Impact evaluation summary for proposed trail alignments A and B on the trail
Key to Impacts
19 sections. Any new trail along the Crystal will have some impact. Impacts are less
Less severe
severe on Alignment A where the trail would be run along Highway 133 and on
sections of Alignment B where it would run on existing roads through developed
More severe
areas. More severe river health impacts would be incurred on sections of Alignment
Most severe
B where a new paved path is proposed through riparian areas. The most severe
impacts are for Alignment B on Red Wind Point and Janeway where a new paved path
would be constructed on fill that that would cut off large areas of floodplain and riparian habitat from the river.

The proposed trail along the Crystal River would pose new impacts to river health on all sections, but the
degree of impact varies according to the type of new trail proposed and its location relative to the river,
floodplain, riparian zone, buffer, and other infrastructure. Trail impacts associated with proposed
alignments A and B are summarized for each of the 19 sections in Table 3, and a detailed impact analysis
is provided in Sheet 3.
Trail Alignment A
The proposed trail Alignment A calls for a 10-foot-wide paved path up to Redstone (7 Oaks through Wild
Rose sections) adjacent to Highway 133. The trail would be constructed within the highway right-ofway, increasing the width of existing paved surface along the west side of the river from about 30 feet
(existing highway) to about 40 feet (existing highway plus a new 10-foot path). The river is already
significantly impacted by Highway 133 and/or by residential development on this side. Increasing the
width of paved surface along this side of the river would add additional stress, but far less than would be
added if a paved surface were constructed along a reach that wasn't already paved. Constructing a
trail on the existing highway foundation will impact riparian vegetation where trees and shrubs would
have to be cleared along the right-of-way to make room for a trail, but additional armoring or floodplain
encroachment should not be necessary. The highway is already a significant migration barrier that
impairs terrestrial habitat connectivity on one side of the river, and adding a trail along the highway
would not significantly increase its impact to habitat connectivity. Temporary impacts during trail
construction would also be minimal given the easy construction access along the highway and use of the
existing road foundation.
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Trail Alignment B
Alignment B provides an alternative to Alignment A on all sections except for Hays Falls and Placita.
Potential river impacts for Alignment B are least on sections where the trail follows existing roads in
developed areas on the Hawk Creek, Castle, Crystal River Country Estates, Crystal River Parcel, and 7
Oaks sections. The McClure Pass, Bear Creek, Wild Rose, Filoha, and Avalanche sections of Alignment B
would also have comparatively low levels of impact where the trail is routed away from the river on
upland hillsides.
More impact can be expected for Alignment B on the Narrows, Perham, Andrews, and Nettle Creek
sections. On these sections, a minimum 20-foot-wide course of disturbance will be necessary to
construct the 10-foot-wide paved path that is proposed on the abandoned railroad line where it runs
through existing riparian areas. The footprint of the path, itself, is a swath where no riparian vegetation
will ever grow, and a band of riparian vegetation on either side would be at least temporarily impacted
for years due to construction disturbance. Native riparian vegetation takes years or decades to recover
at this elevation, even when it is properly planted and managed, and there is risk for establishment of
noxious weeds and invasive species. In addition to the riparian impairment, this alignment would
introduce a significant new terrestrial habitat connectivity barrier on the east side of the river. All of the
other impacts associated with pavement and armored fill would also be increased. Sections of the rail
line that have been eroded away by the river would have to be reconstructed to fulfill Alignment B, and
this would require new floodplain fills, encroachment, and channel armoring along unimpaired sections
of the river. Repurposing the rail line as a trail would also eliminate future opportunities for restoration
on these reaches.
Alignment B also follows the abandoned rail line on the Janeway and Red Wind Point sections, but
constructing a trail on these sections would involve significantly greater impact to floodplain function
and riparian condition (Figures 20-. On these sections, the old rail line runs through the middle of
floodplain benches and riparian zones, rather than along the edge, effectively cutting off large areas
from the river. The cutoff riparian areas are marginally functional and could be restored to improve
both the river and wetland. Terrestrial habitat connectivity is currently excellent on the right side of the
river through these sections, but this condition would be significantly decline if the trail was routed
along Alignment B since it would introduce a new migration barrier where none currently exists.
Recommended alignment
Because bridges present such a high level of impact and risk to river health, avoiding the need for new
bridges should be a primary goal in planning a this trail. From the point of view of river health,
Alignment A is the environmentally preferable alternative for most of the segment. The only exceptions
are through the 7 Oaks and Bear Creek sections, where Alignment B is slightly preferred. Using
Alignment B on the 7 Oaks section would require construction of at least one very-high-impact bridge,
however, and impacts from that would far outweigh any gains made by using Alignment B instead of A
through 7 Oaks. Switching from Alignment A to B for the Bear Creek section could would not require
bridges or any other additional impact, and is therefore recommended. Above Bear Creek, there is no
significant difference in impact between Alignment A and B.
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This segment of the Crystal is generally a very healthy river, and special care is needed to protect it.
Building a new trail up the valley will introduce long-term impacts to river health, and these impacts will
be difficult or impossible to reverse in the future. It is important to weigh these sacrifices to river health,
alongside other environmental impacts such as wildlife, vegetation and wetland, and cultural resources,
against the social benefits of a trail. River impacts are especially important in this case, and considering
these impacts when planning a project as big as the Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail is critical in order
to minimize the amount of permanent damage to a healthy river that, itself, provides great social
benefits. River impairment would be minimized by constructing the trail up to Redstone as a shoulder
along Highway 133 on the west side of the river (Alignment A), rather than as a new paved path on the
east side (Alignment B). Upstream of Redstone, the best alignment for the proposed single track trail is
along the shoulder of Highway 133 up to Bear Creek (Alignment A) and then on the hillside west of the
highway along Alignment B through the Bear Creek section. New bridges, and the severe impacts to river
health associated with them, are unnecessary and should be avoided.
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Figure 1 A typical reach through a very confined valley on the Narrows section. Encroachment and armored
banks from Highway 133 (left) and the abandoned railroad (right) extend the length of this reach. Bridge option
2 is in the foreground.
In this and all the figures that follow, dark blue lines show Trail Alignment A, light blue lines show Alignment B,
and white lines show spur trails associated with bridge options. All of the figures are from Google Earth,
imagery dated 6/23/2017.
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Figure 2 Typical confined reach on the Andrews section. The photo shows encroachment on the left where
Highway 133 is constructed on armored fill on the valley bottom in the riparian zone and the abandoned
railroad line on the right. Trail Alignment A follows the highway and B follows the railroad line. Bridge option 7
is in the foreground, and bridge option 6 is farther downstream.
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Figure 3 Another typical confined reach on the Nettle Creek section. Highway 133 is again on the left, and here
the old railroad line on the right has been repurposed as a road. Bridge option 4 in the foreground is an existing
bridge between the Crystal River Country Estates section (upstream) and the Nettle Creek section.
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Figure 4 A typical transitional reach on the Avalanche section. This reach is geologically confined (width of the
flood-prone area is less than 3 times bankfull river width) but because the valley bottom is wider than other
confined reaches, it has wider floodplain benches, more riparian area, and a braided planform. Trail Alignment
A follows the highway on the upland hillside. Alignment B detours away from the Crystal up the Avalanche
Creek drainage.
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Figure 5 The Red Wind Point section is another example of the transitional confined valley and river type.
Alignment B follows the abandoned railroad grade which runs up the right riparian area, effectively isolating a
portion of the floodplain and riparian area from the river. If the railroad line is not repurposed, it could
potentially be remediated for river and riparian restoration.
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Figure 6 An example of the partially confined valley type on the Filoha section. Most of the east (right) riparian
area has been cleared for land use, though patches of native vegetation and wetland remain intact. The highway
and east-side railroad line along this reach are on upland hillsides, above the valley bottom. Neither of the trail
alignments on this section have much impact on the river, but the proposed bridge option 13 and its 0.3-mile
spur trail would be highly impactful.
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Figure 7 A typical partially confined reach on the Janeway South section. On this reach, native vegetation on
the floodplain and riparian area on the east (right) side of the river has been cleared and historical fluvial
feature are evident. The abandoned railroad line (highlighted by the light blue line marking trail Alignment B)
effectively isolates the area to the east from the river. This large riparian area could potentially be restored if
the railroad line is not repurposed. Bridge options 9 (foreground) and 8 (farther back) would entail a high levels
of impact.
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Figure 8 Existing bridge on a confined reach between the Red Wind Point and Nettle Creek sections. Alignment
B uses follows the abandoned rail line, portions of which have been repurposed as roads, through the Nettle
Creek segment.
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Figure 9 Existing bridge on an intermediate confined/partially confined reach between the Hays Falls and Hawk
Creek sections. High-density residential development and development on historical riparian area are also
significant stressors on the Hawk Creek section.
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Figure 10 The existing bridge on the partially confined Filoha section is an important geomorphic and ecological
river health stressor.
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Figure 11 Looking upstream at the Filoha section where the river in the foreground is channelized and riparian
vegetation on the east side (left in photo) has been cleared for agricultural use. Alignment B follows the old rail
line on the upland hillslope above valley bottom.
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Figure 12 On the Janeway South section, riparian vegetation was cleared from the east side riparian area (left in
photo) which is also disconnected from the river by the abandoned railroad line that runs though the center of
the valley bottom. Routing the trail along this line in Alignment B would probably eliminate river and riparian
restoration potential on this impaired reach.
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Figure 13 High density residential development on the Wild Rose section. Alignment A and B are both on
upland hillslopes above the valley bottom through this section.
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Figure 14 High density residential development on the Crystal River Country Estates section. Alignment B
follows existing roads through the developed areas on this section.
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Figure 15 High density residential development (left) and development on the floodplain (right) on the
Avalanche section. Alignment B detours away from the Crystal River altogether on this reach, but it could have
impacts to Avalanche Creek.
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Figure 16 Proposed bridge option 2 location.
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Figure 17 Another view of the proposed bridge option 2 location.
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Figure 18 Proposed bridge option 11 location.
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Figure 19: Proposed bridge option 14 location.
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Figure 20 For Alignment B on the Janeway North section, a 10-foot-wide paved path would be constructed on the abandoned rail line that runs through the
middle of the wide riparian area east of the river.
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Figure 21 Another view showing where a paved path would be constructed for alignment B on the Janeway North section.

Figure 22 The rail line east of the river on the Red Wind Point section is now used as an un-surfaced access road
that isolates the floodplain and riparian area (right) from the river (left). For Alignment B, a paved path would
be constructed.
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Figure 23 Another section of the rail line upon which a paved path would be constructed for Alignment B on the
Red Wind Point section. The rail line fill cuts off the floodplain and riparian area from the river. Constructing a
paved path would introduce significant impacts and probably eliminate any future opportunity to restore
connectivity.
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Figure 24 Riparian area isolated from the river on the Red Wind Point section. The elevated rail-bed is seen on the left.

Sheet 1: Past Reports
Past reports on Crystal River health and habitat quality inform the analysis of existing condition on sections of the Crystal River that will be
impacted by the trail. The left table shows river health grades from the Crystal River Management Plan (Lotic Hydrological, 2016) for reaches
affected by each trail section and bridge option. Habitat quality assessment scores (left riparian, aquatic, and right riparian) from the Roaring
Fork Habitat Quality Catalog (Malone and Emerick, 2007) are shown in the right table.
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0.07
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Bridge 14

Physical Structure
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Floodplain function
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Water quality

Sediment regime

Flow regime

Bridge
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River health impacts of the 14 proposed bridge
options were also evaluated with the same
framework used to evaluate trail alignments. The
evaluation considers temporary impacts from
construction as well as long-term impacts on flow
regime, sediment regime, water quality, habitat
connectivity and buffer capacity, floodplain
function, riparian condition, river morphology,
stability, and physical structure.
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Sheet 2: Bridge Impact Analysis
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EXHIBIT B
High Country Engineering
Roger Neal

Tom Newland

Site Improvement Services
Rick Stevens

CARBONDALE TO CRESTED BUTTE TRAIL
INDEPENDENT REVIEW OF THE ENGINEERING FEASIBILITY REPORT
1. INTRODUCTION/PURPOSE OF REVIEW
The Pitkin County Open Space and Trails Department has issued the Carbondale to
Crested Butte Trail Engineering Feasibility Report (hereinafter referred to as the
“Report”) regarding possible alignments for the proposed Crystal River Trail. Within
that Report is a section on the design of the alignments and an “Opinion of Probable
Costs. The purpose of this Independent Review (hereinafter the “Review”) is to
analyze the assumptions of the Report regarding the alignments, the type and location
of trail sections shown along the alignments, unit costs, and the total costs associated
with the trail sections and alignments.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS MADE IN THE REVIEW OF THE REPORT
Prior to discussing the methods and outcome of this Review, it is important to state a
few observations and assumptions that need to be made given the technical
information provided:
•

•

•

The Report is structured so that it is very hard if not impossible to compare
anything but Alignment A (highway alignment) vs. Alignment B (railroad
alignment). The number of potential alternative scenarios using the 13 different
bridge crossings is enormous and determining costs for each one of them would
take a lengthy analysis. Realistically, at this point in the process, it is unknown
which if any of the alignments could gain the consensus of the community and the
County. The way the Report presents the data regarding the alternatives does a
disservice to those reviewing it by supporting the perception that the gap in the
costs of the alignments is enormous, and that Alignment A appears to be
unaffordable from a monetary perspective. This Review shows that this
perception is not reality, and the cost of constructing Alignment A is more
obtainable than what is portrayed in the Report.
Because of the inability to consider hybrid alignments due the way the Report is
structured, no bridge alignments are analyzed in this Review. Bridge crossings do
deserve the following comments:
 Existing bridges are spaced far apart along the river. This spacing will affect
the constructability of the trail along Alignment B (see COST ANALYSIS below);
 As discussed by Mark Breadsley of EcoMetrics in his report on river health,
many of the proposed bridge crossings will have negative impacts on the river
and as such should be avoided.
The Report should not be stating absolute costs as this is premature at this point
in the process, and costs should be shown in ranges until a preferred alignment or
alignments have been determined.

1
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3. APPROACH TO REVIEW
Review of the Report was done through the following means:
• The alignments were assessed in the field to see exactly where each of the
trail sections were used and if those sections are realistic based on field
conditions. The goal was to look for areas where the higher costing trail
sections could be switched to trail sections with lower costs. This was done
through relatively small corrections along the existing alignment.
• Each alignment was also reviewed for potential alternative alignments that
would help reduce costs and/or enhance the user experience. These
alternative alignments are found exclusively long Alignment B and depart from
the steeper hillsides along the highway to follow lower benches of land closer
to the river.
• Unit costs in the review for the various trail-sections have been developed
independently of the County’s costs using recent project bids and estimates
from local contractors.
After the field inspection and costing analysis was completed, a spreadsheet and
mapping (ATTACHMENT 1) was developed to show the changes made in the alignments
and the difference between costs shown in the County Report and the costs derived
though this Review.
4. ALIGNMENT ANALYSIS
Alignment A: After reviewing this alignment in the field, there were 75 different areas
where the trail section shown could be replaced with a lower cost alternative, or the
trail alignment could be relocated to reduce costs and provide a user experience that
was buffered from the highway by vegetation, distance, and/or grade. These areas
are shown on the maps contained within ATTACHMENT 1.
Alignment B: Because this alignment generally follows access roads and an old railroad
grade, only one area was found where the trail section should be changed. Although
the change requires an upgrade of the trail section for about 500 feet, upgrades to the
overall cost estimate are minor, resulting in an increase of about 1%.
5. COST ANALYSIS
The Report shows the costs for each alignment as a collection of unit costs and
“miscellaneous” costs for each section of the alignments.
Unit Costs: A unit cost for the construction of the trail sections used (cost/linear
foot), This Review’s unit costs ($/linear foot) vary from those in the Report. They
include constructability costs, but do not include the other miscellaneous costs,
which have been developed for the entire Alignment and added to the unit costs to
make up the total cost estimate.
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Trail
Section

County Report
($/linear foot)

0
1
2
3a
3b
4a

$110
$90
$130
$340
$430
$630

Trail
Section

County Report
($/linear foot)

0
1
2
3a
3b
4a

$110
$90
$130
$340
$430
$630

ALIGNMENT A (HIGHWAY)
Independent
Trail
Review
Section
($/Linear foot)
$110
4b
$85
5a
$102.75
5b
$340
6a*
$340
6b
$307
7a
7b
ALIGNMENT B (RAILROAD)
Independent
Trail
Review
Section
($/Linear foot)
$110
4b
$141
5a
$151.75
5b
$363
6a
$386
6b
$621
7a
7b

County Report
($/linear foot)
$690
$390
$480
$2100
$2400 - $2700
$2400
$3500
County Report
($/linear foot)
$690
$390
$480
$2100
$2400 - $2700
$2400
$3500

Independent
Review
($/Linear foot)
$307
$250
$307
$1500
$3200
Independent
Review
($/Linear foot)
$680
$327
$403
$1500
$3200
-

Differences between the unit costs shown in the Report verses the Review:
•
•

•
•
•

•

Trail Section 0, which includes paving the road the trail follows, was found to
be about 40% higher than what is in the Report;
Trail Sections 1 and 2 have similar costs when constructed on Alignment A, but
those costs escalate by about 50% when constructed on Alignment B. This is
due to the inherent constructability issues present on Alignment B.
Orchestrating material deliveries and coordinating equipment will be more
challenging due to the distance between existing river crossings and the
confined space of the railroad corridor will lead to lower productivity during
construction.
Trail sections 3 is similar in cost to the Report.
The Review shows Trail Sections 4 and 5 to be about half the cost shown in the
Report;
Trail Section 6 in the Report has four different cross sections ranging in cost
between $2100 (6a) and $2700 (6d) per linear foot. During the field inspection,
it appeared that only the lowest cost cross section (Trail Section 6a) was
applicable to any situation along Alignment A. The review estimates Trail
Section 6a at $1,500/linear foot based on a recent retaining wall project done
along Highway 82. The contractor for this recent project was consulted and
considering the conditions in the Crystal River valley, provided this unit cost.
Trail Section 7 (bridges) was upgraded over the Report trail section to provide
access by maintenance and emergency services.

Miscellaneous Costs: Differences between the miscellaneous costs in the Report and
those of the Review have great variation due to the approach taken. Shown below are
the Review’s estimates for these items for each alignment:
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MISCELLENEOUS COSTS

Alignment A

Alignment B

Mobilization (Prime & subs)

$

500,000.00 $

500,000.00

Overhead/Administration

$

750,000.00 $

750,000.00

5% Margin (profit)

$ 1,371,889.57 $

659,706.62

Traffic Control

$ 1,800,000.00 $

600,000.00

Project Management
Engineering/Design (7% of unit costs)
Micellaneaous Items & Contingency (15% of Unit Costs)
MISC. COSTS TOTAL:

$

180,000.00 $

180,000.00

$ 1,920,645.40 $
$ 4,115,668.70 $
$ 10,638,203.67 $

923,589.27
1,979,119.87
5,592,415.77

The Report uses percentages of the total cost of each trail section (i.e. Seven Oaks,
Filoha, etc.) for the miscellaneous items. This approach is potentially flawed for the
following reasons:
•
•
•
•

Percentage or contingency-based pricing is very general and can easily lead to
inflated estimates.
The percentage shown for engineering and project management include soft
costs and contingencies and should be based on the unit costs only.
The miscellaneous costs should be developed for the entire length of the
alignment, not section-by-section.
Smaller additions to the unit costs, like driveway intersections and stripping
should be included in the “Miscellaneous Items & Contingencies” category and
may be counted twice as a result.

The miscellaneous costs determined in the Review are calculated using real estimates
for a project that will construct the entire alignment. The estimates assume a 3-year
project duration. Project Management has been shown as a lump sum, and the
engineering and miscellaneous contingencies have been based off unit costs
exclusively.
6. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
When comparing the two alignments using the Report’s unit costs for the trail
sections, the results of the field inspection reduced the cost of Alignment A by about
25%. The reduction in unit costs derived in the Review further reduced the cost of
Alignment A by 21%, for a total reduction of 46% or roughly half. When the
miscellaneous costs are added, the total cost of Alignment A is reduced by about 60%,
while the total cost for Alignment B stays about the same:
Total Cost Based on
County Study

Cost Based on
Field Conditions
and Independent
Cost Estimate

Difference

Alignment A (West Side)
Unit Cost Total

$

50,330,969.20

$

27,435,624.77 $ (22,895,344.43)

Misc. Cost Total

$

50,255,541.00

$

10,637,618.69 $ (39,617,922.31)

$

100,586,510.20

$

38,073,243.46 $ (62,513,266.74)

Unit Cost Total

$

10,915,807.30

$

13,194,132.48 $

2,278,325.18

Misc. Cost Total

$

7,777,155.00

$

5,592,415.77 $

(2,184,739.23)

$

18,692,962.30

$

18,786,548.24 $

93,585.94

TOTAL
Alignment B (East Side)

TOTAL
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As mentioned previously, at this point of the trail study, the costs determined can’t be
taken as actual costs and are in fact only probable estimates. It is almost certain that
neither the costs shown in the County Report or the ones derived in this Independent
Review will turn out to be the actual cost for the project. At this stage of the
assessment, costs should not be considered a fatal flaw for one alignment or the
other. Considerably more study and design must be undertaken before the actual
costs become more apparent and useful.
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Wilderness Workshop retained Western Ecosystems, Inc. to conduct an independent review of the more
significant wildlife issues associated with potential effects of the Crystal River multi-use recreation trail in
Pitkin County using the most current data and the best available science. Goals of the analysis were to (1)
educate the public about the more significant wildlife-related issues and impacts arising from any new trail
construction and (2) provide facts to Pitkin County and the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) for the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process.
Wildlife concerns have been one of the most important resource issues associated with the proposed trail
since its conception in the early 1990’s. Findings of the more substantive and pertinent wildlife analyses
and professional correspondence associated with the conceptual Crystal River trail were reviewed and
summarized in the report. The wildlife record documenting the critical, high value, and diverse wildlife
habitats in the valley was consistent and extensive. In particular, former analyses of wildlife and habitat
use in the Crystal River valley highlighted the importance of the largely intact, isolated, unfragmented, and
high value wildlife habitats on the east side of the Crystal River north of the town of Redstone.
Potential trail segments were based largely on those identified in the most recent and detailed trail
feasibility study to date (Newland Project Resources 2004). That study identified potential trail segments
located within the existing Highway 133 corridor, three trail segments following an historic railroad grade
east of the Crystal River, existing Redstone Boulevard, the Hayes Creek Canyon bypass west of the
highway, and the existing old McClure Pass Road switchbacks. That study indicated that with the
exception of Hayes Creek Canyon, where a potential 1.5 mile bypass was identified, a bike trail could be
located alongside, or offset from, Highway 133 through the entire length of Pitkin County’s Crystal River
Trail analysis area.
The evaluation of current wildlife use of the Crystal River valley was based largely on the large wildlife and
ecological databases, particularly Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) mapping. Federally-listed and
proposed animal species, USFS Region 2 sensitive animal species, eight CPW-mapped wildlife species,
habitat conditions, other wildlife groups, and other noteworthy resource issues were considered. Detailed
CPW maps and descriptions of seasonal habitat use for the more sensitive wildlife species present are
provided. Bighorn sheep and elk are the wildlife species of particular concern. Potential trail effects on
wildlife and habitats are summarized, including the general effects of recreational use on wildlife and case
studies documenting wildlife responses to different user groups pertinent to the particular species and
potential trail issues in the Crystal River analysis area. The scientific literature review showed how all types
of recreational activities can have negative effects on wildlife.
Potential trail siting considerations were based on (1) anticipated trail use effects on wildlife and their
habitats, as documented in the scientific literature, (2) results of prior wildlife analyses in the Crystal River
valley, and (3) the experience and recommendations of professional wildlife biologists and managers,
particularly those from the state wildlife management agency.
Based on the analysis, the Crystal River trail would have the least negative effects on wildlife habitats and
ecological communities if it was located within existing disturbance corridors (i.e., along Highway 133 and
Redstone Boulevard) and along the Hayes Creek bypass (identified only because Newland Project
Resources [2004] indicated that a viable trail was not possible through Hayes Creek canyon). A trail
following this route would cross through some important wildlife habitats and result in direct and indirect
habitat losses. However, with the exception of the Hayes Creek bypass, all of the affected habitat would
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be within the highway’s and Redstone Boulevard’s existing zones of influence, where habitat effectiveness
has been reduced for most species, including those species of greatest concern (sheep and elk). The above
trail alignment would be far better for the wildlife community than introducing new trail use into currently
buffered, isolated, highly effective, and large unfragmented blocks of critical and important wildlife habitat.
This recommendation is consistent with ecological recommendations: (1) in the scientific literature, (2)
from CPW, (3) in the 2007 Crystal River Caucus Wildlife and Habitat Report, and (4) in the 2008 Filoha
Meadows Management Plan. Additional construction timing, seasonal trail use, and other measures and
considerations that would avoid, minimize, and mitigate negative wildlife effects resulting from
development and use of all potential Crystal River trail segments are presented.
A considerable amount of adjacent habitat can be affected by recreational trail use. Depending on the trail
segments selected, the Crystal River trail could either have relatively minor effects (with a highway,
Redstone Boulevard, and Hayes Creek bypass alignment, affecting to some extent approximately 111 ac.)
on wildlife and ecological communities, or have the largest, single, negative effect to wildlife habitats in the
valley since Highway 133 was upgraded in the late 1960’s (with highway segments, three trail sections east
of the river, the Hayes Creek bypass, and the old McClure Pass switchbacks, affecting to some extent
approximately 875 ac.).

2.0 INTRODUCTION
A public recreation trail in the Crystal River Valley has been under consideration since 1991 when the
Colorado Scenic and Historic Byway Commission established the West Elk Loop Scenic and Historic
Byway (hereinafter the “byway”). One of the most significant resource concerns consistently associated
with a public recreation trail in the Crystal River Valley was, and remains, wildlife. Several trail feasibility
studies have been conducted (Pitkin County Open Space and Trails 1994, Edaw 1 2000, Newland Project
Resources 2004). An unusually large number of analyses focusing on wildlife issues have also been
conducted. Pitkin County has acquired nine open space parcels to protect wildlife habitat and facilitate a
recreation trail on the east side of the Crystal River. The Colorado Division of Wildlife (CDOW, name
changed to Colorado Parks and Wildlife [CPW] in June, 2012), the state wildlife agency, has commented
since 2002 on open space parcel acquisition and potential trail development effects on wildlife. In 2016,
the 2003 Crystal River Valley Master Plan, a community-based Master Plan developed jointly by Pitkin
County and the residents and Caucus of the Crystal River Valley, was updated to reflect current concerns
and goals, including wildlife.
In late 2016, Great Outdoors Colorado (GOCO) awarded a grant to Pitkin County for planning the
Carbondale to Crested Butte Trail. The trail will extend roughly 83 miles between Carbondale and Crested
Butte. The trail project was named to Governor John Hickenlooper’s Colorado the Beautiful Initiative
earlier in 2016, placing it on a list of 16 priority trail projects across the state. Planning for the Carbondale
to Crested Butte Trail will be a year‐long effort, involving the public, Pitkin and Gunnison Counties, the
Town of Crested Butte, the Colorado Department of Transportation, CPW, and both the White River
(WRNF) and Grand Mesa/Uncompahgre/Gunnison National Forests. Within Pitkin County, the
planning will focus on route options between the existing terminus of the Crystal Valley Trail, south of
Carbondale, and the top of McClure Pass. The GOCO‐planning grant will be combined with an
allocation from Pitkin County Open Space and Trails (PCOST) to fund planning work, and environmental

1

Edaw, Inc. is a private landscape counseling and planning firm located in Fort Collins, CO.
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and engineering studies for the envisioned trail. Pitkin County Open Space and Trails began the Crystal
River trail planning phase early in 2017.
In early 2017, with trail planning in Pitkin County moving forward, Wilderness Workshop retained
Western Ecosystems, Inc. to conduct an independent review of the more significant wildlife issues
associated with potential Crystal River Trail effects in Pitkin County using the most current data and the
best available science. Goals of the analysis were to (1) educate the public about the more significant
wildlife-related issues, (2) provide detailed information to help inform PCOST and the Pitkin County
Board of County Commissioners, and (3) serve as a foundation for Wilderness Workshop’s engagement in
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process.
Both the author and Wilderness Workshop recognize that while land use and development decisions,
including recreation, often result in impacts to wildlife, this does not necessarily mean that no use or
development should occur. This analysis is not intended to justify opposition to a trail up the Crystal
Valley or definitively determine a set of alignments. Rather, the goal is to ensure a thorough third party
analysis of impacts to wildlife. Pitkin County and the USFS are also committed to wildlife analyses for the
proposed trail and this report is intended to complement and add to those analysis as well as providing the
accountability that only an independent evaluation can. Additionally, aspects of the trail project including
engineering, costs, safety, user experience, management, legal issues, private property rights, and many
other considerations will be part of both Pitkin County’s and the Forest Service’s outreach and analyses
including those conducted under the NEPA process. However, these important considerations are
beyond the scope of this analysis. This report considers only what is in the best interest of wildlife.

3.0 ANALYSIS AREA AND POTENTIAL TRAIL ALIGNMENTS
3.1 ANALYSIS AREA
Figure 2-1 shows the proposed 83-mile Carbondale to Crested Butte trail system. Trail segment A, south
of Carbondale, was completed in 2010. This report addresses the 20 miles of trail segments B and C in
Pitkin County, north of McClure Pass. The analysis area focuses on wildlife use of the valley bottom
where the trail would be located. It also extends outward to consider adjacent habitats of some species
potentially affected by increased use of areas, which currently see little to no human use due to a lack of
public access. The Crystal Trail has the potential to increase access to these areas both from people
venturing off any new trail or as the result of new “social trails” (those trails created by recreational
enthusiasts without any environmental review or authorization). The Roaring Fork Valley has a history of
social trail development and limited capacity and enforcement from federal land management agencies has
led to the continued use of these trails. Aerial photographic mapping of the Crystal River Trail corridor
that was developed by PCOST for their January, 2017 public open house meetings is appended in Figures
10.1-1 to 10.1-10, in Section 10.1, below. Those maps show greater detail of corridor sections than the
larger scale wildlife mapping.

3.2 POTENTIAL CRYSTAL RIVER TRAIL ALIGNMENTS
Currently, there are no proposed trail alignments. Potential trail segments will be identified and evaluated
as part of PCOST’s public outreach and the NEPA process. As a result, this analysis uses the most recent
and detailed trail feasibility study to date as a basis for examining impacts to wildlife. Newland Project
Resources (2004) identified several potential trail segments:
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Figure 2-1. The proposed Carbondale to Crested Butte trail system. Trail segment A, south of
Carbondale, was completed in 2010. This report addresses trail segments B and C in Pitkin County, north
of McClure Pass. The map’s dark green shading delineates the Maroon Bells-Snowmass Wilderness. Map
developed by Pitkin County GIS, Aug. 30, 2016.
•

First, an alignment offset from and along Highway 133, a two lane highway with posted speeds of
between 55 mph and 30 mph, from south of Carbondale to the top of McClure Pass.

•

Second, an alignment along discontinuous sections of an abandoned, historic railroad grade located
east of the Crystal River. Portions of the railroad grade bisect private property where the grade is
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used for subdivision access and driveways. However, the County has purchased parcels north of
Redstone for use as open space that could physically accommodate three trail segments on the east
side of the river (the Crystal River Open Space [CROS] trail segment, the Red Wind Point [RWP]
segment, and Janeway and Filoha Meadows [J&F] segment) if accessed via new bridged river
crossings.
•

Third, an alignment through and north of Redstone along Redstone Boulevard, comingling with
motorized traffic on the road.

•

Fourth, south of Redstone, a trail alignment could occur along Highway 133 and diverge for two
trail segments west of Highway 133, (1) following the abandoned Bear Creek railroad grade,
bypassing Hayes Creek Canyon where a trail along the highway corridor was deemed unsafe
(Newland Project Resources 2004), and (2) following the switchbacks of the historic McClure Pass
Road.

Details and maps of each of these alignments are described in Newland Project Resources (2004, pp. 2937). The trail feasibility study assumed trail segments north of Redstone would be paved and 8-10 feet
wide to accommodate multiple user groups and trail segments south of Redstone would primarily be soft
track and 3-5 feet wide. No final trail width or surface material decisions have been made by PCOST or
any other entity. Because Newland Project Resources (2004) is the most recent and detailed trail feasibility
study to date and because other potential routes have not yet emerged from the NEPA analysis, the above
trail alignments will be considered, although this analysis is largely habitat-based.

4.0 METHODS
This analysis of potential trail effects is based largely on a synthesis of the large wildlife and ecological
databases available for the Crystal River valley and the documented effects of recreational trail use on
wildlife in the scientific literature. Considerable past effort and thought has been involved documenting
seasonal wildlife use in the Crystal River valley. The results of key documents are summarized in Section
4.0, below. Of particular value were the (1) CPW seasonal wildlife mapping, (2) Crystal River Caucus
Wildlife and Habitat Report (Crystal River Caucus 2007), (3) Pitkin County (2005, 2008) Management
Plans for Crystal River parcels acquired as open space, and (4) CDOW/ CPW correspondence with Pitkin
County on both the wildlife benefits associated with the open space parcel acquisitions and the subsequent
wildlife concerns associated with the parcels’ potential use as part of a regional trail system.
Current (updated Nov. 21, 2016 and Feb. 14, 2017) seasonal wildlife range maps were downloaded from
CPW (http://cpw.state.co.us/learn/Pages/KMZ-Maps.aspx) for those species mapped with distributions
overlapping the analysis area. Important limiting habitat types2 were delineated on large-scale maps by
Rocky Mountain Wild. Other more widespread habitats that would be less affected by potential trail
effects and, therefore, less of a concern3 are mentioned in the text, but not shown on figures, to focus
graphics on the important ranges. The mapping downloaded from the CPW website was unaltered for
this analysis. The larger map scale 4 used in this analysis was intended to provide an overview of important
2

For example, big game winter range, winter concentration area, severe winter range, Pitkin County critical habitats, production
areas, mineral licks, other concentration areas, migration corridors, migration patterns, nesting areas, etc.
3

For example, overall range, summer range, resident population area, limited use area, summer concentration area, etc.

4

For this analysis, the 20-mile Crystal River trail corridor was broken into three sections, compared to the 10 sections used for
the January, 2017 Pitkin County open house displays. The purpose of this analysis was not to identify issues in great detail, that
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wildlife habitats. The intent of this analysis was not to develop detailed mapping or identify other sitespecific issues 5 in great detail; that will be done as part of the NEPA wildlife analysis.
March, 2017 field surveys were conducted along the length of the potential trail corridor to assess potential
trail alignments, associated vegetation types and wildlife habitats, and to put the wildlife mapping in
context. Sections of the railroad grade east of the river were hiked or driven where accessible and open.
Interviews were conducted with persons knowledgeable about Crystal River wildlife use. Of particular
relevance were those with the former (Kevin Wright) and current (John Groves) CPW District Wildlife
Managers (DWM) for the Crystal River valley, who clarified CPW seasonal wildlife range maps, provided
details about wildlife numbers and use patterns, and provide other insights regarding local wildlife use.
Both DWMs indicated that they provided the author the same information that they provided to the
County and public.

5.0 FINDINGS OF PRIOR CRYSTAL RIVER TRAIL CORRIDOR ANALYSES
This section summarizes the findings of the more substantive and pertinent wildlife analyses and
correspondence associated with the Crystal River Trail concept. Wildlife concerns have been one of the
most important resource issues associated with the proposed trail. This extensive record (from the
CDOW/CPW, PCOST, and the public), documents the critical, high value, and diverse wildlife habitats
present and, in general, discourages placing trail segments east of the Crystal River.

5.1 1994 CRYSTAL RIVER VALLEY BICYCLE TRAIL STUDY
The PCOST Board began researching the open space and trails needs in the Crystal River valley in June,
1992. Important flora and fauna maps were developed and many public meetings were held in 1992 and
1993 to obtain the opinions of landowners, valley residents, and bicyclists on various trail, biking, and
open space issues. The Crystal River Valley Bicycle Trail Study (Haefeli 1994) documented the results of
what was the first, major, trail planning effort by Pitkin County. Constraints and potential improvements
associated with locating a trail along Highway 133, trail segments east of the river, and off highway trail
segments west of Highway 133 were conceptually identified. Other areas of further study were also
identified.
With respect to wildlife, wildlife mapping was relatively crude (back then), but the same ancestor polygons
of bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis canadensis), elk (Cervus elaphus), mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), black bear
(Ursus americanus), etc. were shown in the same locations as they are today. In their comments on the
Crystal River Valley Bicycle Trail Study, the CDOW (as cited in Haefeli 1994, pp. 38-39) identified the
following concerns associated with a trail east of Highway 133 that are pertinent to the current analysis
area:
•
•

“Large game winter by river and are more stressed by pedestrians and cyclists than motorists.
(Winter Concern)
While grading for trail fill, debris may fall into the river.

will be done as part of the NEPA wildlife analysis, but to provide an overview of important wildlife habitats and related issues.
5

For example, active raptor nests, Lewis’ woodpecker nests, or bat roosts that might be avoided and buffered by trail siting.
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•
•
•

There will be impacts to riparian and aquatic vegetation. Marsh areas are very sensitive to
impacts and may require extensive mitigation.
Vegetation removal may cause erosion and degrade water quality.
If the trail were to include equestrian use, there could be an increase in animal waste entering
into the river. Animals may also impact the health or amount of riparian vegetation in these
sensitive areas.”

5.2 1996-1999 ROARING FORK WATERSHED BIOLOGICAL INVENTORY,
CNHP
In 1996, Pitkin County, in partnership with Aspen Wilderness Workshop (now Wilderness Workshop) and
the Roaring Fork Valley Audubon Society, contracted the Colorado Natural Heritage Program (CNHP) to
assess the natural heritage values of lands in the Roaring Fork valley. That three-year effort was funded by
two GOCO grants awarded to Pitkin County, as well as financial support from Roaring Fork watershed
county, city and town governments. The primary goal of the project was to identify the locations of rare
or imperiled plants, animals, and significant plant communities. The CNHP (Spackman et al. 1999)
identified 55 potential conservation areas (PCAs) in the Roaring Fork watershed that required protection
to ensure the watershed’s natural heritage was not lost. The three PCAs in the Crystal River valley and
their elements that could be affected by potential trail segments are summarized below (Fig. 5-1). Four
other PCAs (Middle Thompson Creek, Avalanche Lake, East Creek, and Big Kline Creek) were also
identified in the Crystal River valley for their rare or imperiled plants, significant plant communities, and
animal elements. However, those four PCAs are removed or isolated from the Crystal River valley bottom
such that whatever potential trail segments and anticipated trail use that may be approved through the
NEPA process are unlikely to affect them, including social trail development..
5.2.1

Crystal River at Potato Bill Creek

This PCA is a narrow, 21-acre area between Highway 133 and the Crystal River. Because of its small area
and linearity it is not discernable in Figure 5-1. Land ownership is unknown. It was designated to protect
the rare canyon bog orchid (Plantathera sparsiflora var. ensifolia) from road maintenance activities. This PCA
could be affected by a highway trail alignment.
5.2.2

Avalanche Creek

This PCA includes a ± five-mile reach of Avalanche Creek and a ± 3.5-mile reach of Bulldog Creek that
extend down to the Crystal River. A potential section of the J&F trail segment east of the river following
the railroad grade, including the spur up and over the saddle to avoid the geologic hazard north of
Avalanche Creek, would bisect the western tip of this PCA. Animal elements of significance documented
in the PCA include Colorado River cutthroat trout (Oncorhyncus calrki pleuriticus, a WRNF Region 2 [R2]
sensitive species), nesting black swifts (Cypseloides niger, a WRNF R2 sensitive species), critical bighorn
sheep and elk winter ranges, and western small-footed myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum; a bat).
5.2.3

McClure Pass

This PCA includes 2,174 acres at the top of McClure Pass, mostly on the south side, outside of the
Carbondale to McClure Pass analysis area. From a wildlife perspective, this PCA is of value because its
large, mature aspen stands support nesting purple martins (Progne subis, a WRNF R2 sensitive species).
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Figure 5-1. CNHP (Spackman et al. 1999) potential conservation areas in the Crystal River valley that could be affected by potential trail segments.
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5.3 2004 WEST ELK LOOP SCENIC & HISTORIC BYWAY CRESTED BUTTE TO
CARBONDALE TRAIL FEASIBILITY STUDY
The West Elk Loop Scenic & Historic Byway Crested Butte to Carbondale Trail Feasibility Study
(Newland Project Resources 2004) was conducted to explore and determine the feasible options for the
design and construction of a non-motorized recreation and transportation trail to accompany the byway.
“Feasibility” was defined to mean an alignment that is physically capable of being implemented and
capable of being successfully utilized. As further defined, a feasible alignment appears to have no fatal
flaws that would prohibit its use based on the preliminary environmental information obtained in the field,
through existing or known assessments or studies, and through discussions with authorities or experts
knowledgeable of the area.
The feasibility study indicated that the Crystal River Trail would be managed as a “three-season” facility.
General wildlife-related design criteria included
•

Minimizing user impacts to wildlife

•

Protecting habitat values and the river corridor

•

Minimizing environmental impacts during construction

•

Identifying sensitive natural areas and recommending mitigation measures

•

Trail alignments avoiding or mitigating sensitive habitats

•

Considering seasonal closures and providing seasonal detour routes if possible

None of the various alignments described in the feasibility study were preferred or favored over another.
With the exception of Hayes Creek Canyon, where a 1.5-mile bypass was identified, the feasibility study
determined that a bike trail could be safely located alongside, or offset from, the Highway 133 corridor
through the entire length of Pitkin County’s Crystal River Trail analysis area (Newland Project Resources
2004, T. Newland, Newland Project Resources, pers. comm., Mar.23, 2017).
The first issue of concern listed for the Crystal River section of the trail corridor was “the potential
impacts of the trail to critical wildlife habitat, especially mountain sheep and elk” (Newland Project
Resources 2004, p. 5). Because Newland Project Resources (2004) represents the most recent and
thorough trail planning analysis to date and because other potential routes have not yet emerged from the
NEPA analysis, trail corridors identified in that analysis are considered in this analysis and shown on the
appended wildlife maps in Section 10.3.

5.4 2007 CRYSTAL RIVER CAUCUS WILDLIFE AND HABITAT REPORT
The Crystal River Caucus is an advisory board to the Pitkin County commissioners, giving Crystal River
residents an opportunity to voice their opinions on a variety of local issues. In 2007, the Caucus
commissioned an inventory and assessment of wildlife habitat in the Crystal River valley for their
consideration in determining appropriate management, development, and recreational trail plans for the
valley (Crystal River Caucus 2007). The report was prepared by professionals and unpaid professionals
with backgrounds in wildlife, biological, and environmental sciences. The primary purpose of the study
was to identify and evaluate areas that qualified as “critical habitat” (under definitions used in Pitkin
County Land Use Code) in the Crystal River valley. The report stated that the analysis focused on the
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relatively unfragmented, intact County Open Space and NFS lands buffered from human activities by the
Crystal River since approximately 1942 (65 years), now supporting bighorn sheep, elk, and a wide variety
of other wildlife.
The Crystal River biological analysis divided the 18-mile analysis area into six, three-mile study or heritage
areas (Placita, Redstone, Filoha Meadows, Avalanche Creek, Red Wind Point, and Thompson Creek).
Element occurrences within each of the heritage areas were grouped in the following four categories and
quantified following CNHP and CDOW rankings:
•

Plant habitat and vegetation

•

Rare and imperiled (threatened) species and communities

•

Wildlife activity use areas

•

Stream and riparian( streamside) habitat health

The wildlife component of the analysis was based, in part, on Natural Diversity Information System
(NDIS) mapping 6 obtained from the CDOW. The CDOW assigned relative importance values of 1 to 5
for each seasonal activity (e.g., winter range=4, summer range=2, production area=5, winter concentration
area (WCA) and severe winter range (SWR)=5, etc., called Impact Factors). By totaling the impact factors
in a heritage area, an objective measure of importance and potential impact was determined for that area
that contributed to the overall ranking (i.e., for all 4 categories) for the heritage area. Quantifying wildlife
activity was used as a general indicator of high wildlife value areas. Colorado Division of Wildlife mapping
was not altered despite animal sightings indicating that some seasonal ranges are more extensive than the
mapping showed.7
Sixteen species of wildlife were mapped by CDOW in the Crystal River Valley and their seasonal ranges
were ranked. Maps were only provided in the report for bighorn sheep. Polygons of the more important
sheep habitats (winter range, winter concentration area, severe winter range, and production areas) shown
in the 2007 report were the same or similar to those downloaded from CPW (last updated Nov. 21, 2016) 8
for this Wilderness Workshop analysis, with the possible exception that there were no sheep severe winter
ranges mapped in 2007 as there are now.9
Tables 5-1 and 5-2 show the Crystal River Caucus (2007) results of the relative habitat value rankings and
potential impact for bighorn sheep and elk, respectively, in the six heritage areas composing the Crystal
River analysis area.

6

The last ancestor of current CPW GIS .kmz file mapping.

7

A CDOW disclaimer associated with the NDIS mapping indicated that polygons represent the area where 90% of the animals
occur during a specified period and it is recognized that a small subset of animals occur outside defined polygons.

8

CPW mapping is now updated every five years. Because there were few, if any, habitat or land use changes between 2007 and
2016, mapping would be expected to change little.

9

Sheep severe winter range (SWR) is identified in figure legends in the 2007 wildlife report, but no SWR polygons appear in
any figure. However, sheep SWR occurrence is mentioned in the text for the Red Wind Point heritage area. In addition, 2008
was a winter that met CDOW SWR criteria (see definition in Section 10.2.1) and mapping after that date may have been further
refined to reflect that.
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Table 5-1. Bighorn sheep habitat importance/ impact potential rankings in the six heritage areas
defined by Crystal River Caucus (2007) in the Crystal River analysis area.
Sheep Activity Area
Overall Range

Thompson
Creek
0

Red Wind
Point
2

Avalanche
Creek
2

Filoha
Meadows
2

Redstone

Placita

2

2

Winter Concentration Area

0

5

5

5

0

0

Production (lambing)

0

5

5

5

5

5

Winter Range

0

4

4

4

4

4

Summer Range

0

2

2

2

2

2

Grand Total

0

20

20

20

15

15

Source: Crystal River Caucus (2007).

Table 5-2. Elk habitat importance/ impact potential rankings in the six heritage areas defined by
Crystal River Caucus (2007) in the Crystal River analysis area.
Elk Activity Area
Severe Winter Range

Thompson
Creek
2

Red Wind
Point
2

Avalanche
Creek
4

Filoha
Meadows
4

Redstone

Placita

4

4

Winter Concentration Area

2

2

5

5

5

5

Winter Range

3

3

3

3

3

3

Production (calving)

0

0

5

5

5

5

Summer Range

0

0

2

2

2

2

Highway Crossing

0

0

0

0

0

2

Overall Range

1

1

1

1

1

1

Grand Total

10

10

22

22

22

24

Source: Crystal River Caucus (2007).

The Crystal River Caucus (2007) defined the following relative impact potential categories for totals in
each heritage area:
•

Low: 9-14

•

Moderate: 15-19

•

High: 20-25

Five of the six sheep analysis areas were of high (Red Wind Point, Avalanche Creek, and Filoha Meadows)
and moderate (Redstone and Placita) importance/ vulnerability, while four of the six elk areas were of high
(Avalanche Creek, Filoha Meadows, Redstone, and Placita) importance/ vulnerability.
Table 5-3 shows the Crystal River Caucus (2007) summation of the overall biological value of the six
heritage areas composing the Crystal River analysis area. These results consider four components: plant
habitat, imperilment, wildlife activity, and stream/riparian values. See Crystal River Caucus (2007) for
methods.
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Table 5-3. Relative biological importance rankings of overall plant habitat, imperilment, wildlife
activity, and stream/riparian values in the six heritage areas defined by Crystal River Caucus (2007) in
the Crystal River analysis area.
Biological Component
Plant Habitat

Thompson
Creek
3

Red Wind
Point
5

Avalanche
Creek
5

Filoha
Meadows
5

Redstone

Placita

5

5

Imperilment

4

4

5

5

4

4

Wildlife Activity

5

8

9

10

9

8

Stream/Riparian

1

2

2

3

2

4

Composite Total

13

19

21

23

20

21

Critical Habitat Final Rank

6

5

2

1

3

2

Source: Crystal River Caucus (2007, Table 7-2).

The highest values were associated with Filoha Meadows, Avalanche Creek, and Placita with total values of
23, 21, and 21 (out of 25), respectively. The Crystal River Caucus (2007) analysis found Filoha Meadows
and Avalanche Creek particularly vulnerable to incompatible development and activity because of the
seasonal elk and bighorn sheep activities and their composite impact scores.
As a result of their analysis, the Crystal River Caucus (2007) provided a summary of recommendations,
some of which are particularly pertinent to this analysis:
•

“That accessing designated critical Open Space and Forest Service lands with high impact bicycle
thoroughfare trails is not appropriate.

•

That appropriate public access of critical habitat, Open Space, and U.S. Forest lands include
minimal impact recreation and educational activities compatible with wildlife use patterns.

•

That seasonal closures are not sustainable in protecting the winter range of elk and bighorn sheep
and cannot be used to mitigate the impact of a bike-pedestrian trail.

•

That the best long term use of the dedicated property tax is to include the proposed trail on a safe
and expanded shoulder of Highway 133 and avoiding [critical] wildlife [habitats].”

The Crystal River Caucus endorsed the Crystal River Trail, as long as it would be located within the
Highway 133 corridor.
The Crystal River Caucus (2007) also made the following recommendation to PCOST:
“The Task Force recommends that no provision be made for including a trail alignment through Pitkin
County Open Space within the Crystal River Valley. There should be no plans for a bicycle/
pedestrian trail in the management plans for the Red Wind Point, Filoha Meadows Heritage Areas or
other county open spaces. It is recommended that only minimal impact activities, compatible with
existing wildlife patterns, be included. This will provide access into Open Space for the taxpayer and
allow the recreation and educational return they deserve, while protecting wildlife and habitat.”
The Crystal River Caucus (2007) report contains a great deal of additional site-specific trail and road
alignments, closures, and other recommendations to minimize future human use impacts on plant and
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animals resources of high value and sensitivity. These details should be considered as part of the NEPA
process.

5.5 PITKIN COUNTY MANAGEMENT PLANS FOR CRYSTAL RIVER PARCELS
Pitkin County Open Space and Trails properties are governed by Title 12 of the Pitkin County Code,
which establishes general rules that apply to all of the open spaces and trails within the system (Fig. 5-2).
In general, it is the set of regulations that prohibits motorized vehicles on open spaces and trails with some
limited exceptions, prohibits fires, camping and hunting, requires dogs on leashes and picking up and
properly disposing of dog waste.
In addition to Title 12, the use of some open space properties is governed by an adopted management
plan that is specific to a particular property. The plans outline resource protection and allowed uses. Two
PCOST parcels that might be impacted by a trail up the Crystal Valley have site-specific management plans
and are relevant to this analysis: Red Wind Point and Filoha Meadows. Both are summarized below.
5.5.1

Red Wind Point Management Plan

The 65-acre Red Wind Point (RWP) Open Space protects critical bighorn sheep winter range and provides
a unique recreation experience on the former Crystal River railroad grade along the Crystal River (Fig. 5-3).
The CDOW identified this property ca. 1992 as extremely important to preserve due to the critical winter
range of the upland dry meadow and upper slopes for bighorn sheep. From December through April,
bighorn sheep forage on the upper sections of the property. Many other wildlife species use RWP for
forage and breeding sites.
The 2005 RWP Management Plan indicates that this parcel meets the goals of the PCOST program by
protecting wildlife habitat and scenic open space and by providing recreational access to the Crystal River
and the 1.25-mile trail along the former Crystal River Railroad grade. Two of the five RWP Management
Plan’s resource management goals (p. 1) are relevant to this analysis:
•

“Protect and enhance the bighorn sheep habitat”

•

“Provide a multi-use trail along the former Crystal River Railroad grade”

The RWP Management Plan also indicates that:
•

“One of the main reasons for the purchase of RWP is to protect wildlife habitat” (p. 6).

•

“To protect bighorn sheep habitat, the upper slopes and dry meadow will be closed year-round to
public use and a seasonal closure of the entire property will be implemented from December 1 April 30… This closure is necessary because the wildlife characteristics of the upper portions of
the property necessitate limiting public access to the trail along the former Crystal River Railroad
grade and allowing sheep access to the river during the winter” (p. 7).

5.5.2

Filoha Meadows Management Plan

Pitkin County Open Space and Trails conducted five years of intensive study of the local natural resource
values to acquire the level of knowledge needed to prepare the 2008 Filoha Meadows Management Plan.
Detailed vegetation and wildlife reports are appended to the plan. Protection and enhancement goals for
the property (Fig. 5-4) were outlined in the Plan with careful allowance made for visitors to experience one
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Figure 5-2. Pitkin County Open Space parcels in the Crystal River valley analysis area.
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Figure 5-3. Bighorn sheep and elk seasonal ranges overlapping the Red Wind Point Open Space parcel.
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Figure 5-4. Bighorn sheep and elk seasonal ranges overlapping the Filoha Meadows Open Space parcel.
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of the most beautiful and biologically diverse places in Colorado.
From the 2008 Filoha Meadows Management Plan’s Introduction:
•

Filoha Meadows Nature Preserve is comprised of three distinct acquisitions; 1.5-acre “Penny
Hot Springs” (1991), 140-acre Hot Springs Ranch (2001), and 50-acre Filoha Meadows (2003),
which protects over one mile of the Crystal River Valley from development.

•

The property contains unique ecological communities due to the hot springs and geothermal
activity underlying the property. The geothermal activity results in snow free meadows,
providing critical winter range for bighorn sheep and elk. Elk calve near the Crystal River,
beavers create wetlands, and predators like coyotes and foxes use the meadows for their
hunting grounds. Filoha Meadows exemplifies the PCOST’s mission of protecting areas with
outstanding scenic, natural, and wildlife habitat values. The management of Filoha will protect
and enhance the meadows and riparian habitat that are so important to wildlife. It will also
provide soft surface nature trails and the opportunity for environmental education highlighting
the extensive wetland and riparian habitat that exists on Filoha.

The three Filoha Meadows Management Plan’s resource management goals include:
•

To study, protect, and enhance the ecological communities with particular emphasis on those
that are unique and rare.

•

Enhance the outstanding wildlife habitat values.

•

Provide low impact environmental education.

The Plan’s Recreation Potential section indicated that prior to the adoption of the Plan, the property
was closed to the public except for environmental education programs and the Penny Hot Springs,
located on the west side of the Crystal River along Highway 133. This closure of the main property
east of the river allowed PCOST to study the property without any additional human impacts.
According to the Plan, this closure has been successful with very few violations witnessed by OST staff,
CDOW, and local citizens. All reported violations have been prosecuted.
Based on results of the vegetation and wildlife studies, and considering CDOW/CPW
recommendations (see Section 5.7) two travel management corridors have been established to limit
human disturbance on the property and provide limited public access. The entire property on the east
side of the Crystal River, including both travel management corridors, has a seasonal closure to protect
critical bighorn sheep and elk habitat from October 1 – June 30. The Plan indicates that this closure
will be strictly enforced through PCOST rangers and CDOW personnel, that there is zero tolerance for
violations of the closure, and all violations will be prosecuted. The Plan indicates that PCOST will
work to create a full-time seasonal ranger position, subject to budget approval, to regularly patrol
PCOST property in the Crystal Valley.
Travel Corridor A follows the historic Crystal River railroad alignment paralleling the river through the
meadows. There is a night closure of this trail from ½ hour before sunset to ½ hour after sunrise,
presumably because wildlife were thought to mostly use this property at night. To minimize potential
recreation management problems; neither equestrians nor bicycles are allowed on this trail.
Travel Corridor B is an old road from the south that leaves the rail bed and traverses downhill to a
viewing blind. To protect the fragile wetlands, public access to Travel Corridor B will be limited to
environmental education programs guided by staff or trained volunteers.
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Dogs and all types of domestic pets/livestock are prohibited on the entire property to protect wildlife
on the east side of the Crystal River and to protect the health and visitor enjoyment on the west side of
the Crystal River. The Plan indicates that this restriction is strictly enforced with a zero tolerance
policy.

5.6 CDOW/ CPW RECOMMENDATIONS RE: THE CRYSTAL RIVER TRAIL
This section summarizes public correspondence from the state wildlife management agency regarding
important seasonal wildlife use areas, parcels, and CDOW/CPW concerns and recommendations a
recreation trail in the Crystal River valley.
5.6.1

Feb. 25, 2002 Letter to GOCO re: Filoha Meadows Acquisition

Mr. Pat Tucker, CDOW Area Wildlife Manager, sent a February 25, 2002 letter to the State Board of
GOCO in support of an open space grant application submitted by Pitkin County to acquire Filoha
Meadows. Mr. Tucker noted the important elk and bighorn sheep winter range, riparian/ wetland
habitat, and variety of small mammals, songbirds, waterfowl, raptors, wintering bald eagles, black bear
and mountain lions using the parcel. Mr. Tucker further noted this was an excellent opportunity to
preserve significant wildlife habitat in the face of great development pressures in the Roaring Fork and
Crystal River valleys.
5.6.2

Dec. 19, 2003 Letter to PCOST re: Filoha Meadows Trail Use

In response to a December 3, 2003 clarification request from Mr. Dale Will, Director, PCOST,
regarding the CDOW’s position on public access to Filoha Meadows, Mr. Tucker responded in a Dec.
19, 2003 letter. Mr. Tucker emphasized that his February 25, 2002 letter of support of the GOCO
proposal “was based entirely on protecting this critical area for wildlife.” In addition to clarifying the
CDOW’s support of the parcel’s acquisition, Mr. Tucker described the seasonal importance of this area
to sheep and elk, the susceptibility of sheep to human-caused disturbances, the decline in lamb survival,
and the need to avoid additional detrimental impacts to this sheep herd.
In his Dec. 19, 2013 letter, Mr. Tucker indicated that the CDOW believed a viable multi-use trail
alternative exists that would have much less of an impact on wildlife. He described an alignment along
Highway 133 on the west side of the Crystal River that would allow hikers and bikers to enjoy the
scenic qualities and wildlife diversity of this area year-round with a minimal disturbance to wildlife using
the area. His letter stated that trail could also be open year-round instead of the limited 4.5-month
period (July 1 to Nov. 14) that the railroad trail would be subject to a seasonal closure to reduce
impacts on bighorn sheep and elk.
He also indicated that the CDOW believes that a nature trail behind the Filoha Meadows cabins could
provide the public with an educational experience and access to the beaver ponds blind. “This
“minimal” impact trail could provide a valuable experience to wildlife viewers and educators while
being limited in duration and season of use” (p. 2, para. 4). Such a trail would provide for the needs of
trail users and their expectations as stated in the GOCO grant proposal while protecting wildlife, also a
component of the GOCO proposal. This recommendation was later adopted as the type of use
allowed on the parcel per the Filoha Meadows Management Plan, above.
Mr. Tucker went on to state that “it remains our professional judgement that a developed trail on the
railroad right-of-way would be detrimental to wildlife and, for all the reasons above we strongly urge
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that it not be built there.” Mr. Tucker went on to offer recommendations for reducing potential, trailrelated wildlife impacts, but indicated that trail closures are ineffective, unenforced, and even low levels
of noncompliance can displace animals from critical habitats.
5.6.3

March 31, 2008 Letter to PCOST re: Filoha Meadows Draft Management Plan

Mr. Perry Will, CDOW Area Wildlife Manager, sent a March 31, 2008 letter to Mr. Gary Tennenbaum,
PCOST, commenting on the Filoha Meadows Draft Management Plan. The CDOW expressed great
concern about allowing unlimited travel along this corridor even with a proposed seasonal closure and
trail regulations, which, in the CDOW’s experience, are ignored by a sufficient portion of the public to
where the wildlife values are eventually lost. The CDOW noted the increased wildlife use of the parcel
due to lack of disturbance and high quality habitats present. The CDOW reiterated their 2003
recommendation that public access to Filoha Meadows be restricted and consistent with the
management desire to provide low impact educational opportunities by allowing only guided
educational and interpretive program, as have been occurring. The CDOW expressed concern about
adaptive management and changing personnel, political agendas, social desires, and recreation pressures
changing, leading to altered management policies that are inconsistent with preserving the important
wildlife and ecological values for which Filoha Meadows was originally acquired. It was recommended
that wildlife values on the property be protected as intended by the property’s purchase.
5.6.4

Dec. 26, 2006, Groves, Seasonal Closure Memo to Crystal River Wildlife Task Force

Mr. John Groves, current Crystal River CPW DWM, wrote a memo to the Crystal River Wildlife Task
Force regarding the limited effectiveness and enforcement seasonal closures and that it is often local
residents that are violating the closures.

5.7 PERTINENT PCOST CORRESPONDENCE
5.7.1

Dec. 8, 1992 Pitkin County Memo re: Filoha Meadows Open Space Trail and Wildlife

In a December 8, 1992 memorandum to the Pitkin County Planning and Zoning Board, Ms. Mary
Lackner, Pitkin County Planner, wrote that the issue of purchasing part of the old railroad grade at
Penny Hot Springs needs to be discussed further because “the board stated at its last meeting that it
would recommend that no trail be placed through the property because of potential wildlife and visual
impacts.”
5.7.2

Dec. 14, 2003 PCOST Memo re: Filoha Meadows Open Space Trail and Wildlife

In a December 14, 2003 memorandum to Mr. Dale Will (PCOST Director), Pitkin County’s Wildlife
Biologist clarified wildlife concerns associated with a conceptual trail crossing Filoha Meadows. He
identified the unique sheep habitat present, the recent decline of the herd due to hundreds of acres of
winter range losses to subdivision development, recreation, and free-ranging dogs, and the sensitivity of
sheep to human recreation. He also noted the unique and critical elk habitats present and provided
examples of the negative effects that recreationists can have on elk. He concluded that “it is incumbent
upon the County to actively pursue a bicycle trail alignment that will completely avoid the east side of
the Crystal River at Filoha Meadows Open Space.” If it was impossible to construct a trail on the west
side of the river, wildlife impacts from a trail east of the river could be reduced via a November 1
through July 1 seasonal closure. However, it was noted that such “seasonal closures are very difficult to
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enforce” and both he, CDOW (Kevin Wright), and USFS (Phil Nyland) personnel observed numerous
seasonal closure violations on other Crystal River open space parcels. Lastly, he noted that primitive
education trails on Filoha Meadows that would be used between July 1 and November 1 would be
unlikely to have any significant negative impacts on wildlife or wildlife habitat.

5.8 OTHER PERTINENT PUBLIC CORRESPONDENCE
5.8.1

Dec. 19, 2006, Seidel, Seasonal Closure Memo to Crystal River Wildlife Task Force

Mr. John Siedel, former CDOW Area Director, wrote a memo to the Crystal River Wildlife Task Force
on the sustainability of seasonal closures and their limited effectiveness and enforcement.
5.8.2

Dec. 20, 2006, Wright, Seasonal Closure Memo to Crystal River Wildlife Task Force

Mr. Kevin Wright, former Crystal River CDOW District Wildlife Manager (DWM), wrote a memo to
the Crystal River Wildlife Task Force on the public’s non-compliance with seasonal closures, their
limited effectiveness and enforcement, and how just a few violations can change and negatively affect
big game winter range use.
5.8.3

Nov. 15, 2015, Wright, Ltr. to Pitkin County BOCC and PCOST

Mr. Kevin Wright, former, 31-year, Crystal River and Aspen District, CDOW DWM, wrote a letter of
concern to the Pitkin County Board of County Commissioners (BOCC) and PCOST regarding the way
the Roaring Fork Valley was progressing with respect to recreational pressures and its impact on
wildlife resources. He indicated that Pitkin County has one of the strongest land use codes for
protecting wildlife in Colorado and has been very good at implementing the Code for private
development. However, the land use emphasis on public lands in the last 5-10 years “has become
recreation at all costs with very little regard to the impacts it is having on our wildlife resources and
their habitat. The dramatic increase in recreation and endless trail building is having significant negative
impacts to wildlife. Impacts are often considered but are often dismissed as non-significant or believed
they can be “mitigated”.” He noted the collective effects of habitat lost to development, habitat
maturation, an inability to improve forage conditions, and the dramatic increase in recreational pressure
are having negative effects on mule deer and elk population demographics to where the deer population
is at the lowest level it has been in 40 years. He summarized the types of impacts to wildlife that result
from trail construction and use and how these effects are well established in the scientific literature. He
commented on the double standard that exists in the Pitkin County Code between trails proposed on
private vs. public lands. He provided more examples of how mitigation, including seasonal closures, do
not work. Lastly, he lamented that “We are always compromising wildlife values for peoples’ benefit
and then we compromise the compromise,” before requesting a balance between recreation and wildlife
considerations.
5.8.4

Mar. 23, 2017, Wright, Ltr. to PCOST and Pitkin County BOCC

Mr. Kevin Wright, former, 31-year, Crystal River and Aspen District, CDOW/CPW DWM, wrote
another letter to PCOST and the Pitkin County BOCC to provide input since the proposed Crystal
River Trail was starting the analysis phase. He noted that the least environmentally damaging trail
alignment is along the Highway 133 ROW on the west side of the river. He stated that if the trail is
placed there, there would be minimal impact to the environment and wildlife, it would allow
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unrestricted use of the trail year-round, and meet the Governor’s goal. In his opinion, placement of the
trail along the old railroad grade on the east side of the river will have significant negative impacts
to wildlife and the environment (emphasis in original). He described areas of particular importance
to elk, deer, and sheep, how their populations are severely stressed in the Roaring Fork and Crystal
River valleys, and how a trail east of the river would negatively affect them. He provided additional 10
results of scientific studies that assessed recreational effects on wildlife and refuted the notion that “the
science is still out.” He repeated his concern about ineffective seasonal closures.

6.0 WILDLIFE USE OF THE CRYSTAL RIVER VALLEY
This section characterizes wildlife use of the Crystal River valley based largely on the large wildlife and
ecological databases. Seasonal CPW mapping was conducted consistently over the entire analysis area
for a limited number of species, as were the broader ecological and wildlife surveys conducted by the
Crystal River Caucus (2007). Elsewhere, extremely thorough and detailed vegetation and wildlife
analyses are available (e.g., for Filoha Meadows), but only for a limited number of areas. For most
species that are not mapped, they are assumed to be present if suitable habitat is present, following
USFS policy. Species are addressed in the categories in which they are addressed in USFS NEPA
documents.

6.1 THREATENED, ENDANGERED, AND PROPOSED WILDLIFE SPECIES
Federally listed and proposed animal species that were initially considered in this analysis included those
identified by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s (USFWS) on-line Information, Planning, and
Conservation (IPaC) decision support system for the Crystal River Trail analysis area on March 29,
2017. The analysis area was defined as a 118 square mile area between the distal end of the existing
Crystal River Trail to McClure Pass and adjacent portions of the Crystal River watershed. This area
would contain most of the potential direct and indirect effects associated with the proposed Crystal
River Trail. Uncompahgre fritillary butterfly (Boloria acronema), humpback chub (G. cypha), bonytail chub
(Gila elegans), Colorado pikeminnow (Ptychocheilus lucius), razorback sucker (Xyrauchen texanus), greenback
cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarkii stomias), Mexican spotted owl (Strix occidentalis lucida), yellow-billed
cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus), North American wolverine (Gulo gulo luscus), and Canada lynx (Lynx
canadensis) were identified. With the exception of lynx, none of these 10 species identified are known or
suspected of being present in the analysis area, nor would they be affected by management decisions
associated with the proposed trail. There is no designated critical habitat for Federally-listed species
that would be affected by the proposed trail.
6.1.1

Canada Lynx

The Canada lynx has been classified by the State of Colorado as a State endangered species since 1976.
The lynx was listed in the contiguous United States as threatened, effective April 23, 2000 (65 FR
16052). Lynx are native to Colorado, however the population was considered non-viable in the 1990’s.
The CDOW began releasing lynx back into southern Colorado in 1999. During 1999-2006, a total of
218 wild-caught lynx from Canada and Alaska were released. On September 17, 2010, the CDOW
announced that the lynx reintroduction project had successfully accomplished its goal of establishing a
10

From Mr. Wright’s Nov. 15, 2015 ltr.
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breeding population in the Southern Rockies (CDOW 2010). Ongoing monitoring of the lynx
population suggests that lynx are present within the Southern Rockies, including evidence of continued
reproduction (Ivan 2015). A few of the radio-collared lynx relocations obtained from all 166 lynx
released in Colorado from 1999 through 2004 as part of the Colorado lynx reintroduction program
occurred in the Crystal River watershed (Shenk 2005). Colorado Division of Wildlife monitoring of
radio-collared lynx from February 1999 to August 2010 (Theobald and Shenk 2011) estimated that the
Crystal River watershed is located outside of lynx low-use areas. Because the monitoring of radiocollared lynx has ended, it is unknown if Theobald and Shenk’s (2011) use data reflect current lynx use.
Theobald and Shenk (2011) explicitly stated that their “study was not intended… to predict potential or
future habitat use.”
Potential lynx habitat in the Crystal River watershed occurs at the highest elevations of the montane
and subalpine zones, not the habitats along the valley bottom up to McClure Pass where all direct and
most indirect effects of the proposed trail would occur. The only possible trail effects to lynx habitat
would be minor habitat loss and displacement of lynx from illegally built social trails through lynx
habitat as a result of authorized trail segments east of the Crystal River providing access into large
blocks of currently inaccessible NFS lands.

6.2 USFS REGION 2 SENSITIVE SPECIES
Region Two (R2) of the USFS has designated “sensitive species,” representing species declining in
number or occurrence or whose habitat is declining, either of which could lead to Federal listing if
action is not taken to reverse the trend, and species whose habitat or population is stable, but limited.
From the updated R2 animal list (Oct. 23, 2015), a subset of sensitive species, including three insects,
five fish, two amphibians, 17 birds, and nine mammals (Table 6-1), was determined to be present or
potentially present on the WRNF after consideration of all sensitive species on the R2 list. This subset
of species is considered below in phylogenetically ordered taxa (insects, fish, amphibians, birds, and
mammals) and discussed individually where appropriate. The proposed trail would have no impact on
any other R2 sensitive species not on the WRNF list.
Table 6-1. USFS Region 2 sensitive animal species that occur on the WRNF and the rationale for
potential project effects related to the proposed Crystal River Trail.
Common name, Scientific name

Rationale for Potential Project Effects (Habitat Affinity)

INSECTS

Western bumblebee, Bombus occidentalis
Great Basin silverspot, Speyeria nokomis nokomis
Monarch butterfly, Danaus plexippus plexippus

Potential habitat (Montane and subalpine meadows)
Potential habitat (Wetlands supporting violet populations)
No host plant (milkweed) habitat

Roundtail chub, Gila robusta robusta

Bluehead sucker, Catostomus discobolus

No suitable habitat (CO River up Roaring Fork)
No suitable habitat (small to medium streams below 7000’; 4
populations documented on the Rifle and Blanco Districts)
Occupied habitat downstream (CO River up Roaring Fork)

Flannelmouth sucker, Catostomus latipinnis

Occupied habitat downstream (CO River up Roaring Fork)

Colorado River cutthroat trout, Oncorhynchus
clarkii pleuriticus

Present in Avalanche Ck & Lake (Isolated, headwater streams and
lakes)

FISH a

Mountain sucker, Catostomus platyrhynchus
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Table 6-1. USFS Region 2 sensitive animal species that occur on the WRNF and the rationale for
potential project effects related to the proposed Crystal River Trail.
Common name, Scientific name

Rationale for Potential Project Effects (Habitat Affinity)

AMPHIBIANS

Boreal western toad, Anaxyrus boreas boreas

Presentb. Potential dispersal and hibernacula habitat (Subalpine
marshes and wet meadows; ponds, margins of streams; adjacent
uplands 8,500-11,000’)

Northern leopard frog, Lithobates pipiens

Outside Range (Permanent wetlands)

BIRDS

Northern goshawk, Accipiter gentilis
Northern harrier, Circus cyaneus
Ferruginous hawk, Buteo regalis
American peregrine falcon, Falco peregrinus
anatum
Bald eagle, Haliaeetos leucocephalus
White-tailed ptarmigan, Lagopus leucurus
Greater sage grouse, Centrocercus urophasianus
Columbian sharp-tailed grouse, Tympanuchus
phasianellus columbianus
Flammulated owl, Otus flammeolus
Boreal owl, Aegolius funereus
Black swift, Cypseloides niger
Lewis’ woodpecker, Melanerpes lewis
Olive-sided flycatcher, Contopus cooperi
Loggerhead shrike, Lanius ludovicianus
Purple martin, Progne subis
Brewer’s sparrow, Spizella breweri
Sage sparrow, Amphispiza belli

Presentc (Closed montane forests > 7,500’)
No habitat (Grasslands, agricultural lands, marshes, & alpine)
No habitat (Plains, grasslands)

Pygmy shrew, Microsorex hoyi montanus
Fringed myotis, Myotis thysanodes
Hoary bat, Lasiurus cinereus
Spotted bat, Euderma maculatum
Townsend’s big-eared bat, Corynorhinus
townsendii townsendii
American marten, Martes americana
River otter, Lontra canadensis
Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep, Ovis canadensis
canadensis

Pot. habitat (Variety of subalpine habitats)
No habitat (Forests/woodlands to 7,500 ft.; unknown on WRNF
No habitat (Mixed conifer and lodgepole pine forest)
No habitat (Cliffs, arid terrain)

Active nest present (Cliffs, habitats concentrating/ exposing prey)
Present (Open water bodies, big game winter range)
No habitat (Alpine habitat and upper elevation willow stands)
No habitat (Sagebrush)
No habitat (Sagebrush and mountain shrub)
Pot. habitat (Old-growth ponderosa pine and aspen)
Presentd (Mature spruce-fir & mixed conifer)
Presente (Waterfalls, cliffs)
Present in valley bottom cottonwoods (Ponderosa pine/cottonwoods)
Pot. habitat (Open, upper elev. conifer forests)
No habitat (Plains, low valleys, shrublands)
Presentf (Old-growth aspen)
No habitat (Sagebrush and other structurally similar shrublands)
No habitat (Low elevation big sagebrush and sage/greasewood)

MAMMALS

Pot. habitat (Structures, tree cavities, mines <9,500 ft.)
Pot. habitat (Conifer forests)
No habitat (Year-round open water and streamflows of ≥ 10 cfs)
Present (High visibility habitat near escape terrain)

Note: Species in bold are potentially present. Wildlife are listed phylogenetically.
Other R2 species are not listed because they have not been found on the WRNF, they have no affinities to project area habitats, the
project area is outside of the species’ range or elevational distribution. Potential pre-field survey occurrence on the project area,
potential for project effects, and habitat affinity is summarized for each species.
a With the exception of Colorado River cutthroat trout, fish occurrence in the analysis area is poorly documented in available data
sources.
b Documented in the Middle Thompson Creek PCA (Spackman et al. 1999), although the entire Crystal River valley is outside of overall
boreal toad range mapped by CPW.
c Active nest documented in the Middle Thompson Creek PCA (Spackman et al. 1999).
d Documented in the Middle Thompson Creek PCA (Spackman et al. 1999).
e Documented in the Avalanche Creek PCA (Spackman et al. 1999).
f Documented in the Crystal River Valley by Crystal River Caucus (2007). Documented in the McClure Pass PCA, but possibly on the
west side of the pass, outside the current analysis area (Spackman et al. 1999).
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Table 6-1. USFS Region 2 sensitive animal species that occur on the WRNF and the rationale for
potential project effects related to the proposed Crystal River Trail.
Common name, Scientific name

Rationale for Potential Project Effects (Habitat Affinity)

Source: Forest Service Manual, Rocky Mountain Region, Denver, CO, Chapter 2670 – Threatened, Endangered and Sensitive Plants and
Animals, Supplement No: 2600-2015-1, Effective Date: Oct. 23, 2015 (J. Austin, USFS, pers. comm., Nov. 17, 2016).

Some of the R2 species contained in Table 6-1 require specific seasonal surveys to detect. Where those
surveys have not been conducted, a species was considered to present if suitable habitat is present,
following USFS policy. In summary regarding R2 animals, 17 species are known or are potentially
present within the Crystal River Trail analysis area. As a worst case scenario, the proposed trail “may
impact individuals, but is not likely to result in a loss of viability in the planning area, nor cause a trend
toward federal listing” 11 for the following species: western bumblebee (Bombus occidentalis), Great Basin
silverspot (Speyeria nokomis nokomis), Colorado River cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki pleuriticus), boreal
western toad (Anaxyrus boreas boreas), northern goshawk (Accipiter gentilis), American peregrine falcon
(Falco peregrinus anatum), bald eagle (Haliaeetos leucocephalus ), flammulated owl (Otus flammeolus), boreal owl
(Aegolius funereus), black swift (Cypseloides niger), Lewis’ woodpecker (Melanerpes lewis), olive-sided
flycatcher (Contopus cooperi), purple martin (Progne subis), pygmy shrew (Microsorex hoyi montanus),
Townsend’s big-eared bat (Corynorhinus townsendii townsendii), American marten (Martes americana), and
Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis canadensis). With respect to the determination for
bighorn sheep, while some trail alignments could have negative direct and indirect effects that could
further reduce the size of the local population, the population would likely persist or could be
reintroduced if sufficiently effective habitat remains in the event recreational trails are developed in
areas with critical sheep habitat. Furthermore, the project’s potential impact on sheep is considered
across the entire planning area, the WRNF, where other sheep populations occur and would be
unaffected by the project. Excluding those species above, the proposed trail would have “no impact” 12
on any other R2 species.

6.3 COLORADO PARKS AND WILDLIFE-MAPPED SPECIES
Eight 13 wildlife species mapped by CPW have seasonal ranges overlapping proposed Crystal River Trail
corridor sections B and C (Section 10.3). Wildlife activity area definitions and seasonal use dates
(Section 10.2) were obtained from the CPW website and are applicable generally statewide. Some
seasonal use dates are defined more accurately for the local Data Analysis Units (i.e., the local
management areas) by the local DWM (J. Groves, pers. comm., Mar. 27, 2017) and the Terrestrial
Biologist, per CPW direction. Other use periods are provided based on anecdotal observations by
identified knowledgeable parties.
Species are listed in declining order of their susceptibility to significant potential trail effects along the
bottom of the Crystal River Valley. Bighorn sheep and elk are the species of particular concern. The
11

This is the required wording for impacts to U.S. Forest Service sensitive species where effects are expected to be
insignificant (unmeasurable) or discountable (extremely unlikely; Forest Service Manual R-2 Supplement 2672.42) at the
Forest level.
12

This is the required wording for impacts to U.S. Forest Service sensitive species where no effect is expected at the Forest
level (Forest Service Manual R-2 Supplement 2672.42).
13

Other wildlife species (e.g., mountain goat and lynx) mapped by CPW have seasonal ranges overlapping portions of the
Crystal River watershed, but they are not focal species of concern on this project.
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order of the remaining species is somewhat arbitrary. Other habitats of these CPW-mapped species
may also be affected outside of the Crystal River Valley bottom. Habitats and potential trail segments
not in conflict with potential trail use are not mentioned.
In the descriptions of the wildlife seasonal activity areas, metrics (e.g., whether important habitats
would be bisected by potential trails or whether trails would approach within one-quarter mile of
certain habitats) are provided that have implications regarding whether certain trail segments would be
subject to seasonal construction and closure restrictions to protect certain wildlife activity areas if the
county Land Use Code (7-20-70: Wildlife Habitat Areas) was applied.
6.3.1
6.3.1.1

Bighorn Sheep
Seasonal Sheep Activity Areas

Important bighorn sheep seasonal ranges throughout the proposed Crystal River trail corridor are
shown in Figures 10.2-1 to 10.2-3. Other less important (to this analysis) seasonal ranges, including
overall range, summer range, and summer concentration area, are more widespread in the analysis area,
but are not shown on maps to more clearly illustrate important habitats.
Sheep winter range, used from December 1 to April 30, is continuous east of the Crystal River from
Potato Bill Creek to East Creek, with another polygon to the south in Hawk and Big Kline Creeks.
Sheep winter range is bisected by 0.62-miles of Highway 133 in The Narrows, north of Filoha
Meadows and borders sheep winter range in Hayes Creek Canyon. Portions of two of the three
potential trail segments (Red Wind Point [RWP] and Janeway and Filoha Meadows [J&F]) east of the
river would bisect 3.0 miles of currently isolated 14 sheep winter range. The potential Crystal River
Open Space (CROS) trail segment would approach (within one-quarter mile), but not bisect, sheep
winter range. The potential Hayes Creek Canyon bypass and old McClure Pass Road switchback trail
segments are outside of sheep winter range.
Sheep winter concentration areas are used from December 1 to April 30. These winter range
subsets, support twice the animal density of overall winter range and also a critical wildlife habitat in
Pitkin County, occur in eight polygons, all east of the river, in the analysis area. Locations include
Potato Bill Creek, Red Wind Point, at the mouth of Avalanche Creek (north side), the south-facing
slopes of Elephant Mountain north of Filoha Meadows, snow-shedding terrain east of Filoha Meadows,
an area above Wild Rose Subdivision, and polygons on the south-facing slopes above East and Hawk
Creeks. The Highway 133 corridor does not bisect any of this critical sheep habitat. Portions of the
potential RWP trail segment east of the river would bisect 0.1 miles of currently isolated sheep winter
concentration areas. Large acreages of critical, sheep, winter concentration areas occur within onequarter mile of the RWP and J&F trail segments. The CROS trail segment east of the river would
occur beyond one-quarter mile of the Potato Bill Creek sheep winter concentration area. A new north
bridge that would likely be associated with the RWP trail segment would occur within one-quarter mile
of the RWP, sheep, winter concentration area.

14

Wildlife habitats bisected by the three potential trail segments (CROS, RWP, and J&F]) east of the river are largely
isolated from human disturbance during winter by the physical barrier imposed by the Crystal River, the width of the buffer
of intervening habitat between human use areas along the Highway 133 corridor and habitats east of the river, and the
largely effective seasonal closures. That isolation minimizes human disturbance and increases habitat effectiveness, the
ability of animals to utilize habitats present without impairment from anthropogenic influences.
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Sheep severe winter ranges are used from December 1 to April 30. These areas are composed of
south-facing slopes used when the annual snowpack is at its maximum and/or temperatures are at a
minimum in the two worst winters out of 10. They are critical wildlife habitats in Pitkin County and
occur in six polygons, all east of the river, in the analysis area. Locations include Potato Bill Creek, Red
Wind Point, Avalanche Creek, Elephant Mountain, and polygons above East and Hawk Creeks. None
of the potential trail segments would bisect this critical sheep habitat. Portions of the potential RWP
and J&F trail segments east of the river would occur within one-quarter mile of three, sheep, severe
winter range polygons. The CROS trail segment east of the river would occur beyond one-quarter mile
of the Potato Bill Creek sheep severe winter range. A new north bridge that would likely be associated
with the RWP trail segment would occur within one-quarter mile of the RWP, sheep, severe winter
range polygon.
Sheep production (lambing) areas, used from May 1 to June 30, occur in six polygons, all east of the
river, in the analysis area. Locations include Potato Bill Creek, Nettle Creek, the west-northwest toe
slope of Mt. Sopris, the north side of Avalanche Creek, a large polygon extending from west of Filoha
Meadows to East Creek, and a polygon in Hawk Creek. No potential trail segment would bisect any
sheep lambing area. The three potential trail segments east of the river would extend within onequarter mile of portions of the Nettle Creek, Red Wind Point, Avalanche Creek, and Filoha Meadows
lambing areas.
A sheep migration corridor occurs in The Narrows on the west side of Elephant Mountain. Much of
the sheep movements through this corridor follow the historic railroad grade and a closely parallel
grade. Overall sheep use of this local corridor occurs from November 15 to May 1, with ram use
heightened during the rut from November 15 to December 31 (J. Groves, CPW, pers. comm., Mar. 27,
2017). Local CDOW/CPW DWMs have documented bighorn sheep traveling along the railroad
corridor between Penny Hot Springs and Lower Avalanche Creek from as early as August to as late as
June (Tucker 2003). The CDOW/CPW considers this area crucial for bighorns due to the adequate
escape cover provided by the rockslide and cliffs to the east, the mineral rich grounds provided by the
natural hot springs, and the effective buffer of the Crystal River from vehicle and other human caused
disturbances. General movement patterns of sheep are also shown in Figures 10.2-1 to 10.2-3. Isolated
by the river and buffered by distance and intervening terrain, sheep are largely habituated to traffic
along the Highway 133 corridor such that it does not affect sheep use of this corridor. The potential
J&F trail segment east of the river would develop and occupy one of the two parallel railroad grades
that are the centerlines of this sheep migration corridor.
A sheep mineral lick is associated with Penny Hot Springs and extends approximately 1,500 feet
upstream. This area provides minerals important to bighorn sheep for meeting basic nutritional needs.
Lick use typically starts in mid-June, peaks the first week of July, then tapers off asymptotically,
depending upon how much socialization is involved in lick use. Local use of the licks has been
observed as late as mid-August (J. Groves, CPW, pers. comm., Mar. 27, 2017). Radio-collar data have
shown extended movements over several days from high summer range, down to the mineral licks, and
back to the high summer range. There is likely some displacement of sheep by humans in the
immediate vicinity of Penny Hot Springs. There is some level of sheep habituation to this human
activity because humans, predictably, don’t cross the river. Most of the mineral licks upstream of
Penny Hot Springs are not affected by human presence and are available to the sheep 24/7. None of
the potential trail segments would directly bisect any sheep mineral lick, however sheep would have to
cross the potential J&F trail segment to access any of the Penny Hot Springs’ licks.
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6.3.1.2

Disease in the Local Sheep Herd

This sheep herd is infected with pasteurellosis, a bacteria acquired from domestic sheep on bighorn
winter range in the Marble area. It has caused pneumonia that has adversely this herd’s lamb
recruitment and survival and, to a lesser extent, reduced adult survival. Adults are carriers and pass it
on to cohorts and offspring. Lamb mortality (at ± 95% by 6-8 weeks after birth) over the last 20 years
has led to an approximate 80% decline in this herd (using estimate midpoints; from a peak of approx.
225-250 sheep in the mid- to late 1990’s to approx. 45-50 sheep at present; J. Groves, CPW, DWM,
pers. comm., Mar. 15, 2017). In 2002, the CDOW documented one lamb out of 28 sheep in the
Avalanche Creek drainage and one lamb out of 26 sheep near Penny Hot Springs (Tucker 2003). The
belief at that time was that while lamb production was adequate for positive population growth, there
has been high lamb mortality in the first year (Colorado Wildlife Science 2008). Lamb mortality has
remained high and the population decline has continued (J. Groves, CPW, pers. comm., Mar. 15, 2017).
Lungworm is also affecting the herd. The CDOW/ CPW have been and are treating the animals, but
this disease continues to negatively affect herd growth and persistence. See Colorado Wildlife Science
(2008, p.8) for a summary of lungworm/ bighorn life history. Both diseases increase the sheep’s
susceptibility to external stressors by weakening them and reducing their ability to forage and avoid
predators. Sheep displacement from trail corridors and disturbance by trail users would exacerbate the
disease effects and further impact this herd.
6.3.2

Elk

Important elk seasonal ranges throughout the proposed Crystal River trail corridor are shown in
Figures 10.2-4 to 10.2-6. Other less important (to this analysis) seasonal ranges, including overall range,
summer range, resident population area, and summer concentration area, are more widespread in the
analysis area, but are not shown on maps to maximize the clarity of important habitats.
Elk winter range (Dec. 1 to Apr. 1) is continuous along the entire Crystal River valley bottom and toe
slopes from above Marble to Carbondale. With the exception of a 1.3-mile section of highway below
the McClure Pass summit, Highway 133 bisects 12.9 miles of elk winter range along the length of
Crystal River trail Segments B and C. The entire lengths of the three potential trail segments (CROS,
RWP, and J&F) east of the river would bisect 6.8 miles of currently isolated and highly effective elk
winter range. The entire (1.4 mi.), potential Hayes Creek/ Bear Creek trail segment and the bottom (1.5
mi.) of the old McClure Pass Road switchback trail segment would bisect elk winter range. Winter
range north of the old McClure Pass Road switchbacks extends further uphill (west) than what is
currently designated on CPW mapping. It is also more effective habitat than that located further south
along Highway 133, including the ascent to the pass, because of better snow shedding characteristics
and a more valuable (as forage vs. mixed conifer and aspen) mountain shrub-dominated vegetation
type.
Elk winter concentration areas, a critical wildlife habitat in Pitkin County, occur along both sides of
the Crystal River valley bottom; four polygons are relevant to this analysis. Locations include the west
and southwest toe slopes of Mt. Sopris from Potato Bill Creek to and up Avalanche Creek, Filoha
Meadows, the area east of Redstone to Hawk Creek, and a large polygon approaching the highway near
Placita that extends up valley to near Island Lake. The Highway 133 corridor bisects 0.4 miles of winter
concentration area in the vicinity of Hawk Creek and Filoha Meadows, respectively. The potential J&F
trail segment east of the river would bisect 2.0 miles of critical, highly effective, elk winter concentration
area in the Janeway, Avalanche Creek, and Filoha Meadows areas. The potential CROS and RWP trail
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segments would occur beyond one-quarter mile of any elk winter concentration area. A new north
bridge that would be associated with the J&F trail segment would likely occur within one-quarter mile
of the Janeway, elk, winter concentration area.
Elk severe winter range, a critical wildlife habitat in Pitkin County, occurs along both sides of the
Crystal River valley bottom; three polygons are relevant to this analysis. Locations include Avalanche
Creek, the area east of Redstone to Hawk Creek, and a large polygon approaching the highway near
Placita that extends up valley to near Island Lake. The Highway 133 corridor would bisect 0.1 miles of
this critical elk habitat in the vicinity of Hawk Creek. The potential J&F trail segment east of the river
would bisect 0.6 miles of critical, highly effective, elk, severe winter range in the mouth of Avalanche
Creek.
Elk production (calving) areas, used May 15 to June 21, as currently protected in the Pitkin County
Code, occur above the valley bottom mostly towards the southern end of the analysis area. Based on
the Vail elk study (Phillips [1998] and Phillips and Alldredge [2000]), May 1 to July 1 would be a more
biologically conservative closure period, allowing cows to select optimal calving sites, accommodating
early and late calves, and including initial elk rearing when calves develop physically to where they can
travel with their cow. Of note is that no calving polygon is shown for Filoha Meadows. The County’s
wildlife biologist addressed this issue (Colorado Wildlife Science 2008) as follows:
Dr. Bernarr Johnson, who has lived across the river from FMNP for over 20 years, has reported
observing very young spotted calves on the property in mid-June (Johnson 2003). In 2003 and
2004, OST staff confirmed that a few elk cows probably dropped their calves in the riparian forest
on the southern half of the property. Three very young spotted calves were observed on 10 June
2003 and two were observed on 8 June 2004. Although the CDOW species distribution maps do
not indicate this area as elk calving habitat (or “production area”), these observations combined
with Dr. Johnson’s many sightings over the years probably warrant this designation.
The Highway 133 corridor does not bisect any CPW-designated elk calving area nor would any of the
potential trail segments east of the river. The Highway 133 corridor and portions of Redstone
Boulevard come within one-quarter mile of elk calving polygons, but the calving areas are
topographically, visually, and otherwise buffered from potential trail use along the existing roadway.
No other potential trail segments would occur within one-quarter mile of elk calving areas.
However, one calving polygon warrants further consideration. There is an elk calving polygon on the
west side of the Crystal River that starts 0.37 miles above the potential Hayes Creek/ Bear Creek trail
segment. Above the potential trail segment was an historic homestead on a bench with a road that
switchbacked up the mountain into the elk calving area. The road has apparently been
decommissioned by the USFS, but there is a low level of existing hiker use associated with it. The
potential Hayes Creek/ Bear Creek trail segment could facilitate unintended access to that road,
facilitate social trail development, and negatively affect elk calving values in and beyond that polygon.
Hiking and other recreational activities in or near elk calving areas can have a significant impact on
reproductive success. Phillips (1998) and Phillips and Alldredge (2000) studied reproductive success of
elk following disturbance by humans during calving seasons in central Colorado. They reported that
human disturbance during the calving season resulted in a significant drop in reproductive success
below that of an undisturbed control group, but it recovered to control levels in subsequent years when
human disturbance was experimentally removed (Shively et al. 2005).
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There is a dimensionless 15 elk migration corridor across Highway 133 approximately 0.33 miles north
of where the old McClure Pass switchback meets the highway and approximately 0.26 miles south of
where the south end of the Hayes Creek/ Bear Creek trail segment meets the highway. Local use of
this corridor has been defined as October 15 to November 30 and April 15 to May 30, all dates
inclusive. Two elk highway crossings 16 occur in the analysis area, the first overlapping the above elk
migration corridor and the second across from Filoha Meadows and the southern end of the J&F trail
segment.
6.3.3

Mule Deer

Important mule deer seasonal ranges throughout the proposed Crystal River trail corridor are shown in
Figures 10.2-7 to 10.2-9. Other less important (to this analysis) seasonal ranges, including overall range
and summer range, are more widespread in the analysis area, but are not shown on maps to maximize
the clarity of important habitats.
Mule deer winter range extends up the Crystal River valley as far as Perham Creek on the west and
Nettle Creek on the east. Most of the trail corridor analysis area is above deer winter range. Deer
winter use occurs from December 1 to April 30, dates inclusive, after animals have migrated down
valley from upper elevation summer ranges. Highway 133 bisects deer winter range from the south end
of the existing bike trail, south to past Nettle Creek. The entire CROS potential trail segment and the
northern 0.4 miles of the potential RWP trail segment east of the river would bisect currently isolated
deer winter range.
No other important seasonal deer range in the analysis area would be affected by the highway or other
tentatively identified off-highway trail segments.
6.3.4

Bald Eagle

Two, overlapping polygons of seasonal bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) habitat, winter range (Nov.
15 – Apr. 1) and winter foraging habitat (Nov. 15 – Mar. 15), occur in the analysis area (Figs. 10.2-10
to 10.2-12). The winter habitat is widely distributed across the valley bottom and side slopes, south up
to Perham Creek, then closely associated with the river further south. However, winter eagle foraging
south of Perham Creek also extends to the periphery of big game winter range polygons where eagles
forage occasionally away from the river on winter-killed ungulates. Highway 133 bisects bald eagle
winter range through almost the entire analysis area up to south of where the old McClure Pass
switchbacks meet the highway. With the exception of where the J&F trail segment would cross over
the ridge saddle near the mouth of Avalanche Creek, the entire lengths of the three potential trail
segments (CROS, RWP; and J&F) east of the river would bisect currently isolated bald eagle winter
range. The entire, potential Hayes Creek/ Bear Creek trail segment and the bottom of the old McClure
Pass Road switchback trail segment would bisect winter bald eagle habitats.

15

Mapped migration corridors typically have a width and length along the associated highway segment. This corridor is
represented simply by an arrow within the elk highway crossing. It is a reasonable assumption that the migration corridor’s
dimension is consistent with that of the highway crossing.
16

Defined in Section 10.2.2.
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6.3.5

Peregrine Falcon

An active peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum) nesting area and three potential nesting areas
are located in the analysis area (Figs. 10.2-13 to 10.2-15). The active eyrie 17 is located in the vicinity of
Hayes and Hawk Creeks. According to Jerry Craig, the former CDOW Raptor Biologist (ret.; pers.
comm., ca. 2007), eggs are laid as early as April 15, young hatch mid- to late May, and fledge in mid- to
late June. So, the most important nesting period would be April 15-June 30. This does not include
courtship or post-fledging use of the area.
The following peregrine life history information is not present in the Crystal River wildlife documents
and is needed for this analysis. Viable peregrine nesting sites possess two components: (1) adequate
nesting habitat, and (2) extensive hunting habitat with an adequate prey base to support the adults and
their offspring (Craig 1978). Nesting sites are located on precipitous cliffs ranging in height from 40 to
2,100 feet, averaging 200 to 400 feet tall. Several ledges, potholes, or small caves must be present in the
cliff face to function as a suitable nest site. A breeding pair will frequently alternate their nesting
activities to different ledges on a cliff face between years, and they will often relocate to adjacent cliff
faces. As a result, protective measures must address an entire cliff complex (and potential nesting
areas) rather than an individual cliff.
Nesting peregrines will not tolerate excessive human encroachment or prolonged disturbance in the
vicinity of the nesting cliff. Any activity or development above the nesting cliff will likely cause
abandonment. Breeding peregrines become extremely agitated and may abandon the nest site if
disturbance occurs during courtship, prior to the initiation of egg laying. One explanation regarding
why some sites are occupied in spite of excessive human activity in the vicinity of the nesting cliff is
that the falcons occupied the site early in the nesting season prior to spring increases in human activity
and had eggs or young when the disturbance occurred. Once birds have eggs or young, they have a
strong fidelity to their invested resources. Such bird were, therefore, attached to the site and would not
abandon it at that time.
In Colorado, peregrines usually return to nesting cliffs in late February or early March and initiate
courtship activities, which continue to mid- or late April when eggs are laid. The young hatch from
mid- to late May and fledge (i.e., leave the eyrie) in mid- to late June. The young and adults remain in
the vicinity of the nesting cliff up to several months after fledging.
Extensive hunting habitat is a second key component of a viable peregrine nest site. Peregrines will
frequently travel at least 10 miles from their eyrie to procure prey and they have been documented
hunting up to 30 miles away from nest sites (G. Craig, CDOW, pers. comm.). It is, therefore,
important to maintain the integrity of important hunting areas within at least 10 miles of the nesting
cliff. All habitats within the 10-mile radius need not be considered essential habitat, since only those
areas that attract or support peregrine prey need be protected. The primary prey captured by nesting
Colorado peregrines are small to moderately-sized birds, such as blackbirds, doves, robins, flickers, jays,
nutcrackers, meadowlarks, and pigeons, but prey as large as waterfowl are also taken. Any habitat that
supports or concentrates birds should be considered essential to locally nesting peregrines.
Key hunting areas fall into two categories: (1) those habitats that concentrate or support important prey
species, and (2) those habitats that expose prey and make them vulnerable to peregrine attack.
Peregrines capture their prey through precipitous dives from considerable height above their quarry.
Peregrines must, therefore, frequent habitats permitting this type of pursuit. Peregrines do not hunt
17

The shape of the CPW nesting polygon suggests that at least three active nest sites have occurred on the nest cliff.
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below the forest canopy, but capture birds flying above forests or across open expanses. Larger prey
are raked (with talons) or knocked out of the air and peregrines need open areas on the ground to
recover them. Nesting cliffs, are generally situated at considerable heights above the surrounding
terrain, so peregrines have a broad panorama from favorite hunting perches near the cliff top.
Peregrine falcons are an R2 sensitive species on the WRNF. The following, applicable, Forest Plan,
Forest-wide, Wildlife Standards 8 and 9 specify the following:
8. Discourage land use practices and development that adversely alter the character of peregrine
falcon hunting habitat or prey base within ten miles of the nest site and the immediate habitats
within one mile of the nesting cliff.
9. Human activities will be restricted within one-half mile of the occupied peregrine falcon areas
between March 15 and July 31 for nest sites, or July 1 to September 15 for hack sites.
One and 1.8 miles of Highway 133 occur within 0.5 and 1.0 miles of the active peregrine nest site,
respectively. 18 Approximately 0.4 miles of the potential Hayes Creek/ Bear Creek trail segment occurs
within one mile of the active eyrie. The habitat bisected by that trail does not support a concentrated
prey base, but does provide settings where prey expose themselves to peregrine attack. Standard 8 in
the WRNF Forest Plan would discourage development of that trail.
With the exception of the northern one-half (approx.) of the potential CROS trail segment and the
adjacent highway trail alignment, the entire lengths of the highway and all off-highway trail alignments
would occur within 10 miles of the active eyrie and, therefore, represent potential foraging habitat. All
three potential peregrine nesting areas would also have foraging ranges that overlap most of the river
valley’s riparian corridor, wetlands, and meadows that support the greatest potential prey densities and
expose birds to predation. Mapping of potential peregrine nesting areas in the Crystal River valley has
undoubtedly changed over the years. In the wildlife report for Filoha Meadows, Colorado Wildlife
Science (2008) indicated:
There is an historic peregrine falcon nesting area on cliffs within a ½ mile of Filoha Meadows
Nature Preserve... There have been active peregrine eyries (nest sites) on nearby cliffs in at least 4
of the last 7 seasons.
The current edge of the potential peregrine nesting area adjacent to Filoha Meadows is approximately
0.5 miles away from the closest approach of that trail segment. Filoha Meadows meets all of criteria to
be considered high quality peregrine hunting habitat (Colorado Wildlife Science 2008).
As for the other wildlife species considered in this analysis, potential trail impacts to peregrines are not
so much the habitat lost to trail development as the considerably greater area of adjacent habitat
disturbed by trail users where some peregrine prey (i.e., birds) are displaced and could occur in reduced
abundance.
6.3.6

Black Bear

Important black bear seasonal ranges throughout the proposed Crystal River trail corridor are shown in
Figures 10.2-16 to 10.2-18. Other less important (to this analysis) seasonal ranges, including overall
18

For the purposes of this analysis, the distances are measured from a generalized central point in CPW’s polygon, which
was generated from three alternate nest sites on the nest cliff.
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range and summer concentration area, are more widespread in the analysis area, but are not shown on
maps to maximize the clarity of important habitats.
Fall concentration areas include montane shrublands and other habitats providing higher forage
quality and abundance during the fall (Aug. 15 until Sept. 30) hyperphagic period when bears maximize
pre-winter weight gain in preparation for winter. Virtually the entire Highway 133 corridor bisects
black bear fall concentration area, from north of Nettle Creek nearly to the summit of McClure Pass.
The entire potential RWP, J&F, and Hayes Creek/ Bear Creek trail segments would bisect currently
isolated black bear fall concentration areas.
Black bear human conflict areas are associated with some local subdivisions, usually where
inappropriate garbage management has led to two or more confirmed black bear complaints per season
resulting in CPW investigation, damage to persons or property (cabins, tents, vehicles, etc.), and/or the
removal of the problem bear(s). The Highway 133 corridor would not bisect any black bear human
conflict area. A short section of the potential CROS trail segment bisecting a corner of the subdivision
at the mouth of Potato Bill Creek and that portion of the potential trail following the road through
Redstone and outlying subdivisions would bisect black bear human conflict areas. This habitat is not
one of particular concern regarding potential trail siting.
6.3.7

Moose

Important moose (Alces alces) seasonal ranges throughout the proposed Crystal River trail corridor are
shown in Figures 10.2-19 to 10.2-21. Other less important (to this analysis) seasonal ranges, including
overall range and summer range, are more widespread in the analysis area, but are not shown on maps
to maximize the clarity of important habitats.
Moose winter range use extends from November 15 to April 1. In the analysis area, it occurs above
the west side of the valley to just south of Redstone, after which it occurs along the valley bottom and
side slopes is bisected by most of the Highway 133 corridor, the potential Hayes Creek/ Bear Creek
trail segment, and the old McClure Pass switchbacks.
The edge of a large moose concentration area, where densities are 200% higher than the surrounding
area, overlaps the top of Highway 133 at McClure Pass and the top of the old McClure Pass
switchbacks.
6.3.8

Wild Turkey

Important wild turkey (Meleagris gallopavo) seasonal ranges throughout the proposed Crystal River trail
corridor are shown in Figures 10.2-22 to 10.2-24. Other less important (to this analysis) seasonal
ranges, including overall range, are more widespread in the analysis area, but are not shown on maps to
maximize the clarity of important habitats.
Turkey winter range is where 90% of the individuals are located from November 1 to April 1 during
the average five winters out of 10. Two areas of turkey winter range are mapped in the analysis area, on
the southwest toe slopes of Mt. Sopris and at the mouth of Coal Creek west of Redstone. The
Highway 133 corridor would not bisect any turkey winter range. A portion of the potential J&F trail
segment would bisect turkey winter range in the mouth of Avalanche Creek.
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6.3.9

Quantification of Impacts to Colorado Parks and Wildlife-Mapped Species

Table 6-2 quantifies the distances of potential trail segments bisecting important wildlife habitats in the
Crystal River analysis area. Table 6-2 indicates that there would be potential wildlife conflicts with all
potential trail segments. The trail segment with the least negative effects on wildlife would be Redstone
Boulevard, because there would be no habitat loss and virtually no reduced effectiveness of adjacent
habitat because of existing road condition and use. 19 The trail segment with the greatest negative
effects on wildlife would be J&F, whose 5.5 miles would bisect a total of 32.1 miles of important, highly
effective wildlife habitats. The longest potential segment, the Highway 133 corridor, has the greatest
intersect mileage, including that of some critical habitats, but those apparent conflicts are misleading.
Since its inception in the 1970’s, wildlife seasonal range mapping has been conducted at a relatively
coarse 1:50,000 scale. Highways per se have little to no value to the specific species considered herein
and are generally avoided by those wildlife. If it were meaningful and practical to exclude highway
ROWs from mapping they would have been. Therefore, with the possible exception of highway
crossing for some species, the intercepts of Highway 133 with various wildlife ranges is a specious
artifact of mapping practicalities.
Nevertheless, there would be direct habitat losses associated with trail segments along Highway 133.
Some of those habitats are highly effective for some species (e.g., Lewis’ woodpecker nesting).
However, all of the affected habitat would be within the highway’s existing zone of influence that most
wildlife, including those species of greatest concern (elk and sheep), currently avoid. Therefore, the
negative effects of the highway alignment trail segments are largely discountable for most wildlife
species, including all CPW-mapped species, with the exception of the elk highway crossings where
road-mortality has occurred. Furthermore, even though the highway ROW may locally support some
habitats with high functional values to some species, there would be less year-round impacts to the
wildlife community if a trail was located within the highway’s disturbance corridor rather than
introducing new trail use into currently buffered, isolated, and highly effective habitats. This is
particularly true for the J&F, RWP, and CROS trail segments (in that order) east of the Crystal River.
Those three trail segments would total 6.8 miles and would bisect 39.2 miles of important wildlife
habitats, including 9.8 miles of elk and bighorn sheep winter range and 2.7 miles of critical elk and
bighorn sheep winter concentration area and severe winter range. This is explained in greater detail in
Section 8.1, below.
Table 6-2. Distances (mi.) of potential trail segments bisecting important wildlife habitats in the
Crystal River analysis area. Critical habitats are indicated with a symbol (*).
Wildlife Species
Activity Area b
TRAIL SEGMENT MILES

Potential Trail Segment a
Hwy. 133
12.9

CROS
0.3

RWP

J&F

HC/BC

1.0

5.5

1.4

0.5

2.5

0.0

Old MP
2.8

Bighorn Sheep
Winter Range

WCA*
SWR*

1.0

0.1*

Production
19

For that reason, the Redstone trail segment is not included in Table 6-2.
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Table 6-2. Distances (mi.) of potential trail segments bisecting important wildlife habitats in the
Crystal River analysis area. Critical habitats are indicated with a symbol (*).
Potential Trail Segment a

Wildlife Species
Activity Area b

Hwy. 133

CROS

RWP

Migration Corridor

J&F

HC/BC

Old MP

0.5

Mineral Lick

0.0

Sum Sheep

1

0.6

3

0

0

1.0

5.5

1.4

1.5

Elk
Winter Range

12.9

WCA*
SWR*

0.4*

2.0*

0.1*

0.6*

0.3

Production
Migration Corridor

0.0

Highway Crossing

1.7

Sum Elk

15.1

0.3

1

1.7

0.3

0.3

12.9

0.3

1.0

0.1
8.1

1.4

1.6

4.6

1.4

0.6

Mule Deer
Winter Range
Bald Eagle
Winter Range & WFH
Peregrine Falcon

c

Active nesting area 0.5 mi.

1.0

Active nesting area 1.0 mi.

1.8

Active nesting area 10 mi.

12.1

Active nesting area CPW

1.5

Potential nesting area

0.4

0.4
1.0

5.5

1.4

2.8

0.2

Black Bear
Fall Concentration Area

11.8

Human Conflict Area

2.4

1.0

5.4

1.4

2.2

1.4

2.6

Moose
Winter Range

2.2

Concentration Area

1.1

Wild Turkey
Winter Range

0.9

TOTAL ALL SPECIES

77.2

1.2

5.9

32.1

9.0

11.5

TOTAL SHEEP AND ELK

16.1

0.3

1.6

11.1

1.4

1.6

18

4

8

10

9

8

COUNT d

Potential trail segments: Highway 133, Crystal River Open Space (CROS), Red Wind Point (RWP); Janeway and Filoha Meadows
(J&F), Hayes Creek / Bear Creek (HC/BC), and old McClure Pass Road (Old MP) switchbacks. The Redstone trail segment is not
included because trail use would be located entirely along the existing road and would have negligible wildlife effects. Note: the
potential alternative trail segment following the railroad grade around the ridge south of Janeway was not included in the table’s
a
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Table 6-2. Distances (mi.) of potential trail segments bisecting important wildlife habitats in the
Crystal River analysis area. Critical habitats are indicated with a symbol (*).
Potential Trail Segment a

Wildlife Species
Activity Area b

Hwy. 133

CROS

RWP

J&F

HC/BC

Old MP

quantification to avoid double counting intercepts.
b Wildlife activity area abbreviations: Severe winter range (SWR), winter concentration area (WCA), and winter foraging habitat (WFH,
for bald eagles).
c Following WRNF, Forest Plan, Forest-wide, Wildlife Standard 8, the most meaningful peregrine consideration for this analysis is if
potential trail development and use would alter the character of peregrine falcon hunting habitat or prey base within ten miles of the
nest site and the immediate habitats within one mile of the nesting cliff.
d Count = Number of wildlife activity areas (not the number of polygons) bisected by the trail segment.
Data Sources: CDOT, CPW, Pitkin County.
Quantification by A. Gallensky, Rocky Mountain Wild.

6.4 HABITAT CONDITIONS AND OTHER WILDLIFE GROUPS
Detailed, multi-year wildlife investigations (e.g., Colorado Wildlife Science 2008) and more extensive
wildlife and ecological characterizations (e.g., Crystal River Caucus 2007) of the Crystal River valley
indicated that the area supports relatively high habitat diversity and virtually all native wildlife species
are still present on the valley. This occurs because the habitat is mostly intact, occurs in large blocks,
and is connected to extensive surrounding public lands, much of which on both sides of the valley are
difficult to access. The diverse plant communities supporting diverse wildlife populations are due in
part to the valley’s broad (6,518 ft.) topographic gradient (from 6,447 ft. at the north end of the CROS
parcel to the summit of Mt. Sopris [12,965 ft.]) containing four (foothills to alpine) life zones, and steep
perpendicular side canyons. Habitats historically disturbed by mining, logging, and other disturbances
have largely recovered and provide productive wildlife values, if not native vegetation types. Residential
developments have converted habitats and their associated activities have displaced wildlife from
surrounding habitats. These residences, either clustered in subdivisions or dispersed, are generally
confined to the valley bottom with large blocks of high quality intervening habitats (on Open Space
tracts and NFS lands). Highway 133 activity is a chronic predictable disturbance with reduced habitat
effectiveness flanking its length. However, with the exception of road-kills, wildlife have habituated to
it to the extent they are going to.
Unfortunately, other than CPW’s wildlife mapping of a relatively low number of wildlife species of
greater concern, there is no meaningful systematic mapping of other species, wildlife groups, high
wildlife diversity areas, or high value habitats to display. The closest available information was the
Crystal River Caucus’s (2007) individual and composite rankings of plant habitat, species’ imperilment,
wildlife activity, and stream/riparian for their six, three-mile-long subsets of the Crystal River valley,
shown in Table 5-3, above.
Many of the open space parcels along the Crystal River were acquired by Pitkin County specifically for
their high wildlife diversity and unique ecological communities, as well as for the critical habitats of a
few wildlife species. Thus, the locations and distribution of Open Space parcels are indicators of higher
wildlife values.
Graphic consideration of other important species (e.g., lynx, R2 wildlife and plants), wildlife groups
(e.g., breeding birds, cavity nesters, and raptor nests), and habitats (e.g., wetlands, riparian, hot springs,
and mines) may be considered in the more detailed and site-specific NEPA analyses. Consideration of
most of these are addressed in Section 7.0, Potential Trail Effects on Wildlife and Habitats, below.
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Lastly, those individual species mapped by CPW have affinities to a wide variety, and the majority, of
habitats present in the valley. If the extensive habitats required to avoid and preserve sheep, elk,
peregrine falcon, riparian, and other unique habitat values, can be considered and protected during trail
planning, then the habitat values of virtually all other species present in the valley are also likely to be
protected.

6.5 OTHER NOTEWORTHY RESOURCE ISSUES
6.5.1

Isolation of Habitats East of the Crystal River

In the analysis area, Highway 133 occurs entirely on the west side of the Crystal River. Habitats on the
Open Space parcels east of the river, and those more extensive habitats on NFS lands to the east, are
currently difficult for the public to access due to the river, intervening private property, and limited
public access portals (e.g., Avalanche Creek Road). The river provides an effective barrier to public
access and buffers human disturbances west of the river from the high value habitats to the east.
Although some residents east of the river may violate seasonal wildlife closures by hiking sections of
the abandoned railroad grade, most residents comply with the closures and most sections of the
railroad grade and adjacent habitats are highly effective for wildlife. The critical nature of seasonal
sheep and elk habitats east of the river is not only due to the habitats present, but also because of the
lack of human disturbance that allows the habitats to be used effectively.
6.5.2

Contiguous Isolated Drainages

A lack of easy public access to public and private lands east of the Crystal River has effectively
protected large tracts of habitat from human disturbance that would otherwise have occurred.
Remarkably, three contiguous drainages, Thomas Creek (mostly privately owned and just north of the
analysis area), Potato Bill Creek (part pvt./ part NFS), and Nettle Creek (NFS) are trail-free (there are
no trails going up those drainages). These are the only substantial drainages in the Crystal River valley
without trails and their association protects a large habitat block on the northwest and north sides of
Mt. Sopris.
6.5.3

Wildlife Access to the Crystal River

The potential CROS, RWP, and J&F trail segments occur on public lands that provide approximately
six miles of unfettered year-round wildlife access to the Crystal River. The Red Wind Point and Filoha
Meadow areas are two of the few places where critical sheep and elk habitats extend down to the
Crystal River.
6.5.4

Crystal River Riparian Corridor

The Crystal River supports a botanically diverse, structurally varied, and locally broad riparian corridor.
This habitat and its associated wetlands generally support the highest wildlife diversity and abundance
of any local habitat. All of the new bridges that would be needed to access potential trail segments east
of the river would affect flanking riparian habitat to some extent. Broader widths of riparian habitat
that would have to be cleared to accommodate potential bridges occur at the north end of the CROS
trail segment and the north end of the J&F trail segment. Sections of all three potential trails east of the
river have railroad grades bisecting riparian habitat. It is unknown to what extent additional riparian
clearing would be required to develop a functional trail corridor, but that would be a concern.
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Similarly, the railroad grade closely approaches the very top of the riverbank in many places where
additional clearing to obtain adequate trail width could result in further riparian losses and present
water quality and aquatic habitat challenges. These same issues would also be valid concerns associated
with a trail along Highway 133.
6.5.5

Other Localized Habitat Features

There are other more localized rare plant and unique wildlife habitats along the Crystal River. Many of
these occur on Open Space parcels, located and identified because of more rigorous study (e.g.,
Colorado Wildlife Science 2008). Some of these, such as the hot springs and mineral licks at Filoha
Meadows, have been previously addressed. Others, including, but not limited to rare plants, fireflies,
abandoned mines supporting a maternity roost of pale Townsend’s big-eared bat (a USFS R2 sensitive
species), beaver ponds, a great blue heron nesting area, etc., occur on some of the open space parcels
and elsewhere in the valley. Filoha Meadows is particularly rich in these resources. However, few of
these resources would be affected directly by trail siting and use, although all could be affected by
trampling and other disturbances associated with off-trail use and new access to the otherwise largely
inaccessible areas supporting these species.

7.0 POTENTIAL TRAIL EFFECTS ON WILDLIFE AND HABITATS
Wildlife issues have been a major concern associated with a public recreation trail in the Crystal River
valley in all prior analyses that considered local natural resources. Many of the basic issues are the same
as those identified in the early 1990’s. Other wildlife issues have emerged as recreational use and its
effects on wildlife have increased in and beyond Pitkin County, as bicycle technology has improved, as
more scientific studies have examined this issue, and as user’s behaviors have evolved. This section,
developed for the interested public and Decision Makers as they consider the best alignment for the
Crystal Valley trail, provides the scientific basis for assessing wildlife impacts associated with various
Crystal River trail segments. It starts with a summary of general effects that recreationists can have on
wildlife, then provides summaries of detailed case studies relevant to the wildlife community in the
Crystal River valley.

7.1 GENERAL EFFECTS OF RECREATIONAL USE ON WILDLIFE
In their comprehensive synthesis, Wildlife and Recreationists, Knight and Gutzwiller (1995) stated:
“Outdoor recreation has historically been viewed as an environmentally benign activity. Yet with
growing numbers of recreationists visiting public lands, and with a greater understanding of the role
of public land in safeguarding biodiversity, it is becoming apparent that the effects of recreation on
both the environment and wildlife are chronic and pervasive.”
Outdoor recreational activity has increased enormously and will continue to increase, while the amount
of land free of human disturbance and available for effective wildlife use has decreased and will
continue to do so. Outdoor enthusiasts rarely view themselves as having a degrading effect on the
environment (e.g., Flather and Cordell 1995, Hamman et al. 1999). Long ago, Boyle and Samson (1983)
reported that in 81% of 166 studies reviewed, nonconsumptive outdoor recreation had negative effects
on wildlife. Most recently, Larson et al. (2016) analyzed 274 scientific articles on the effects of nonconsumptive recreation on animals worldwide. Of 93% of the articles documenting at least one effect
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of recreation on animals, 59% were classified as negative effects. Most articles focused on mammals
(42%) or birds (37%). Counter to public perception, non-motorized recreational activities had greater
negative effects than motorized activities. Examples of other literature reviews and synthesis studies
relevant to wildlife and recreationists include Joslin and Youmans (1999), Olliff et al. (1999), Lathrop
(2003), and Marzano and Dandy (2012).
The conflict between wildlife and recreationists is not rocket science. The issue has been examined
worldwide. Most research is from the United States, but considerable research, and even synthesis
studies, is available from Europe, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. 20 In the U.S., recreational
effects on wildlife have been examined in National Parks being “loved to death” (e.g., Lee et al. 1984,
Olliff et al., 1999), at National Wildlife Refuges (e.g., Drabelle 1985, Pomerantz et al. 1988), in travel
management plans associated with the most heavily recreated National Forest in the U.S. (USFS
2011a,b), and in cities with some of the largest open space systems in the U.S. (e.g., Miller et al. 1998,
2001). Management plans have been implemented at all these levels attempting to allow wildlife and
recreationists to coexist. Wildlife managers know what works, what doesn’t, and why. When trail siting
and management don’t work, the trail and associated wildlife impacts generally remain. It is rare for
trails, once built, to be decommissioned, even when negative effects are known and documented.
All types of recreation can negatively affect wildlife. Wildlife see humans hiking, with or without their
dogs, and those on snowshoes, skies, or bikes as predators (Bowles 1996) and flee a certain distance to
where the humans are no longer perceived as an immediate threat. That displacement distance and the
zone of influence21 surrounding trails, varies by wildlife species. It may be a matter of dozens of yards
(e.g., for birds) or hundreds of yards and over a ridge (e.g., for elk). It is the animal’s displacement
from otherwise effective habitat (affecting hundreds of acres or more), the associated energetic
expenditures (Ward and Cupal 1979, MacArthur et al. 1982, Gabrielsen and Smith 1995), and the loss
of foraging and resting time (Hobbs 1989, Knight and Cole 1995a) that represent the greatest negative
effects of trails, not the direct loss of a few acres of habitat from a trail several feet wide, albeit miles
long (Taylor and Knight 2003).
Wildlife responses to human disturbances are influenced by (1) the type of disturbance, (2) the
predictability of the disturbance, (3) the frequency and magnitude of the disturbance, (4) the time of
year the disturbance occurs, (5) the relative location of the disturbance (above vs. below on a slope),
and (6) the type of animal disturbed (including size, specialized versus generalized niche, group size, and
sex and age; Knight and Cole 1995b).
First, a recreationist’s speed and behavior can influence wildlife responses (e.g., Richens and Lavigne
1978, Burger 1981, Klein 1993). Rapid movement directly towards wildlife frightens them, while
movements away or at oblique angles to the animal are less disturbing. Slow moving disturbances
generally elicit milder responses from wildlife. Snowmobiles moving at high speeds alarmed whitetailed deer more than those moving at slower speeds, but when people stopped to observe the deer,
they invariably caused the deer to flush (Richens and Lavigne 1978).
Second, disturbance predictability influences an animal’s response. When animals perceive a
disturbance as frequent enough to be “expected” and non-threatening, they show little overt response.
20

This analysis almost entirely limits studies cited to those conducted in North America, if not only the U.S., and to those
specific species and wildlife groups that could be affected by the Crystal River trail proposal, unless otherwise warranted.
21

The ‘‘area of influence’’ is generally considered to be indicative of the relative impacts of recreational activities. Area or
zone of influence is defined as the area that parallels a trail or line of human movement within which wildlife will flush from,
or be otherwise affected by, a particular activity with a certain probability (Miller et al. 2001).
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In Alberta, bighorn sheep encountering passing vehicles at 25-30 vehicles per hour showed minimal
(<1%) avoidance and minor (<9%) increased heart rates (MacArthur et al. 1982). The same
habituation of sheep to high-speed traffic can be seen along I-70 northeast of Georgetown, where 2015
traffic volumes were 36,000 average annual daily vehicles. 22 Feeding bald eagles were more vigilant and
fed less in areas of active persecution compared to sites where birds were unharmed (Knight and
Knight 1986).
On-trail recreation may appear more predictable to wildlife because it occurs frequently and along a
particular line of movement, and animals in non-hunted populations may habituate somewhat to this
type of activity (Knight and Cole 1995a, Whittaker and Knight 1999, Taylor and Knight 2003). If
recreationists believe they can approach wildlife more closely than animals will actually allow, then
recreationists will disturb wildlife in a majority of encounters. Animals flushing from recreational
activity may come at the cost of energy needed for normal survival, growth, and reproduction (Geist
1978), and may cause animals to avoid otherwise suitable habitat (Hamr 1988, Gander and Ingold 1997,
Miller et al. 2001). By understanding and altering recreationists’ perceptions with regard to their
impacts on wildlife, public lands managers can influence visitor behavior and reduce the potential
negative effects of recreation on wildlife.
Third, when animals perceive a disturbance as frequent and threatening, they exhibit a more acute
response. The most acute responses are to unpredictable, erratic, and threatening disturbances. There
are thresholds of disturbance frequencies above which wildlife reduce their use or abandon habitats.
For example, in Missouri, when human activity levels exceeded 0.45 hunters per hectare (1 ha. = 2.47
ac.), white-tailed deer movements increased (Root et al. 1988). Four species of waterbirds in Wales
virtually abandoned areas when recreation exceeded 8-10 boats on a lake at any one time (Tuite et al.
1983).
Fourth, recreational use can be most detrimental to wildlife during the breeding season (for birds, with
the greatest sensitivity during nest building and incubation) and winter (for ungulates, on negative
energy budgets), however disturbance at other times of the years can also have appreciable negative
effects (Hobbs 1989, Skagen et al. 1991). Breeding season disturbance may affect an individual’s
productivity, while winter disturbances can affect energy balances and an individual’s survival.
Mammals show less and weaker responses to humans during the winter months than at other times of
the year. Ungulates respond less to recreationists when snow is deep, forage inaccessible, temperatures
are lowest, body reserves are depleted, and energy conservation is decisive for survival. Under such
conditions, ungulates are starving and can’t afford the additional energy expenditures to flee (Parker et
al. 1984). However, it has been shown repeatedly, and for virtually every ungulate species in North
America, including (1) bighorn sheep (MacArthur et al. 1979, 1982, Stemp 1983, Geist 1971, Geist et al.
1985, MacArthur and Geist 1986, Hayes et al. 1994), (2) elk (Ward and Cupal 1979, Lieb 1981, Chabot
1991, Cassirer et al. 1992, Phillips 1998, Phillips and Alldredge 2000), and (3) mule deer (Freddy 1977,
1984, 1986, Freddy et al. 1986), that even minor, seemingly harmless human disturbances causes
elevated heart rates that can result in relatively high energy expenditures (Stemp 1983, Chabot 1991,
Canfield et al. 1999). This can lead to habitat avoidance, lowered body weight, increased starvation
probabilities, increased susceptibility to predators, and smaller pre-winter body mass of offspring
leaving them less fit for overwinter survival.
Fifth, wildlife often show more pronounced responses to disturbances above and closer to them as
greater threats to their safety and ability to escape. Hikers approaching bighorn sheep from above
22

http://dtdapps.coloradodot.info/otis/TrafficData#ui/1/1/0/station/103036/criteria/070A/0/449.589/true/true/
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elicited stronger reactions than hikers approaching from below (Hicks and Eldar 1979). While nesting
peregrine falcons were disturbed by recreationists at the base of their nesting cliffs, any approach from
the cliff top elicited a more immediate and intense alarm (Herbert and Herbert 1965).
Sixth, larger wildlife generally flush at greater distances than smaller species. Animals feeding in groups
detect and respond to approaching threats at greater distances and are less vulnerable to attack than
individuals.
Negative trail use effects can occur year-round and affect all wildlife present to some extent. Even
temporary displacement of breeding birds from a trail corridor can disrupt breeding activity, increase
vigilance, reduce foraging time, the amount of prey brought to the nest, the number of chicks fledged,
and cause nest abandonment (e.g., Luckenbach 1979, Knight and Gutzwiller 1995, Miller et al. 1998,
Hamann et al. 1999). At certain levels of trail use, some width of otherwise suitable habitat along trail
corridors may either be avoided or abandoned entirely during the nesting season. Miller et al. (1998)
investigated the influence of recreational trails on breeding bird communities in forest and mixedgrassland habitats in Boulder County, Colorado. Bird species composition was altered adjacent to trails
in both habitats. Generalist species were more abundant near trails, whereas specialist species were less
common. Within the grasslands, birds were less likely to nest near trails. Within both habitats, nest
predation was greater near trails. The average zone of influence of trail use extended about 241 feet
away from trails, but extended to more than 320 feet for some sensitive species. Trail corridors and
their use can also fragment songbird habitat by disrupting continuous effective habitat and reducing the
patch size of interior habitat (e.g., Rich et al. 1994, Hutto 1995, Hamann et al. 1999, Malone and
Emerick 2003).
For sheep, elk, and mule deer, the effects of recreationists are a year-round issue. Disturbance on
summer range was once thought to be less of a concern because it is the most widespread seasonal
habitat. However, the quality and availability of spring, summer, and fall ungulate forage is now known
for its importance (1) to males growing antlers, horns, and fat reserves for the fall rut, (2) to females to
meet the energy demands of lactation while simultaneously recovering from prior winter and pregnancy
weight losses, and (3) to both sexes for building fat reserves to maximize upcoming winter survival
probabilities (e.g., Verme 1967, Mautz 1978). Recreationist impacts on all other ranges, including
spring and fall transitional ranges (i.e., migration), production (lambing, calving, and fawning) areas, and
the various winter ranges can also be appreciable. Winter range is the most spatially restricted seasonal
habitat and its availability generally dictates the size of a local herd. Big game are starving when on
winter range (Mautz 1978). The forage they eat on winter range is insufficient to meet their metabolic
needs, but it slows the rate of starvation. Reduced forage availability in recreational corridors and the
increased energy expenditures fleeing recreationists have contributed to smaller herd sizes and reduced
productivity of local big game herds (Will et al. 2011, Mao et al. 2013). In 2011, the CDOW reduced
the mule deer population objective for the local Data Analysis Area containing the Crystal River valley,
in part because of negative recreation effects (Will et al. 2011).
While most investigations of recreationist-wildlife interactions have focused on ungulates and birds
(because of recreational, social, economic interest, and ease of study), human recreational activities have
been documented to impact other wildlife groups, including herpetofauna (e.g., Hecnar and M’Closkey,
1998; Lacy and Martins, 2003; Rodrıquez-Prieto and Fernandez-Juricic, 2005), rodents (e.g., Mainini et
al., 1993; Malone and Emerick 2003, Magle et al., 2005), and mesocarnivores (e.g., Malone and Emerick
2003, George and Crooks 2006).
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With increased trail development and recreational use in recent decades, some of the associated
negative effects on wildlife have been caused by social trail 23 development. In Eagle County, within
several miles of trailheads, there is often no effective habitat; no ridge for animals to cross over to
escape recreational activity (e.g., Havlick 2002). These trails meet a growing community need, yet
despite their impacts on wildlife, there is little to no effective enforcement to reduce social trail use or
decommission such trails. Once wildlife are displaced from high use areas, recreational enthusiasts
assert that wildlife are no longer present and seek to have the trails adopted as part of the local/
regional trail system. Such trail use is not limited to Eagle County. It is occurring in and between many
of Colorado’s communities surrounded by large tracts of public lands. The Crown is a local example in
Pitkin County where habitat succession and year-round human recreation have diminished mule deer
winter range habitat quality (Will et al. 2011).
Lastly, this analysis did not seek to examine whether hikers or bikers had different impacts on wildlife.
That question is irrelevant for this project, since a multi-use trail is proposed. Various studies showed
interesting results, but all studies showed that both uses can have negative effects on the wildlife species
warranting protection in the Crystal River valley. A crucial consideration that has been ignored in
virtually all of the case studies summarized below, is the different distances that different recreationist
groups travel. For example, even if hiker vs. biker impacts per animal encounter are equal, because
bikers typically travel several times as far as hikers, bikers have the opportunity to disturb more wildlife
per unit of time (Taylor and Knight 2003) and, therefore, can have several times as much impact on
wildlife as hikers if total incidents and area of habitat affected are considered.

7.2 PERTINENT WILDLIFE - RECREATIONIST CASE STUDIES
For this analysis, recreational trail use focuses on hikers and bikers, the two anticipated principal user
groups of the Crystal River trail. Below are several case studies documenting wildlife responses to
different user groups that are pertinent to the particular species and potential trail issues in the Crystal
River analysis area.
7.2.1

Freddy et al. (1986) - Mule Deer; Persons on foot vs. Snowmobiles

In North Park, Colorado, Freddy et al. (1986) compared the overt behavioral responses of adult female
mule deer (in a hunted population) to humans on foot (usually on snowshoes) and snowmobiles.
Snowmobiles will be prohibited on the Crystal River trail, but the study is relevant regarding deer
reactions to persons afoot, their flight distances, and trail corridor effects. Mule deer were disturbed
more by persons afoot than by snowmobiles. This finding supported previous research that persons
afoot elicited more intense reactions by ungulates than they do to vehicles (Ward et al. 1976, Richens
and Lavigne 1978, Schultz and Baily 1978, Eckstein et al. 1979, MacArthur et al. 1982). Responses by
deer to persons were longer in duration, involved running more frequently, and were greater in
estimated energy expenditures. Intensity of responses by deer was dependent on distances between
animals and disturbances. Snowmobiles elicited initial attention by deer at greater distances than
humans on foot, but deer ran away from persons on foot starting at greater distances than from
snowmobiles. Freddy et al. (1986) concluded that minimizing all levels of deer responses (e.g., mild
alert, moderate alert [lying animals stood or foraging ceased], and flight) would require persons afoot
and snowmobiles to remain 365 and 514 yards from deer, respectively. Further, preventing flight by
deer would require persons on foot and snowmobiles to remain 209 and 145 yards from deer,
23

Defined in Section 3.1.
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respectively. These flight distances from persons afoot and snowmobiles were similar to values
documented for mule deer and elk elsewhere (Ward et al. 1976, Schultz and Baily 1978, MacArthur et
al. 1982). Freddy et al. (1986) further noted that (1) their threshold distances could be used to establish
corridors of human activity within sagebrush winter ranges occupied by deer that may reduce the
effects of human intrusion and (2) that if human activities were restricted to trails (i.e., specific
disturbance corridors), deer might perceive the activity as more predictable and acceptable (MacArthur
et al. 1982).
7.2.2

Taylor and Knight (2003) - Mule Deer; Hikers and Mountain Bikers

Taylor and Knight (2003) examined the responses of three big game species, including mule deer, to
hikers and mountain bikers at a Utah State Park by comparing animal alert distance, flight distance, and
distance moved. The study did not include experimental controls needed to assess cause-effect
relationships or consider quantitatively the different distances that hikers and bikers travel (they only
measured animal responses per incident). At 100 m from a trail, mule deer exhibited an approximate
70% probability of flushing from on-trail recreationists. Mule deer exhibited a 96% probability of
flushing within 100 m of recreationists off trails and their probability of flushing did not drop to 70%
until the perpendicular distance from recreationists reached 390 m. Study results indicated that there
was little difference in wildlife response to hikers vs. mountain bikers on a per encounter basis. Taylor
and Knight (2003) speculated that characteristics of each activity may have affected the wildlife
responses. While both activities involved humans traveling by non-motorized means, hikers retained
their human form while mountain bikers appeared unlike humans because they were on a bike.
Typically, pedestrians induce a more intense wildlife response than do motorized vehicles, because
animals are thought to react most to the human form (Richens and Lavigne 1978, Eckstein et al. 1979,
MacArthur et al. 1982, Freddy et al. 1986). However, mountain bikers travel at a higher speed and are
less apt to be talking than hikers, which may cause mountain biking to be less predictable for wildlife.
They speculated that the lack of difference in wildlife responses to hiking vs. biking (per incident) may
be attributable to a balance between the disturbing attributes of each activity. Based on observed
flushing responses, Taylor and Knight (2003) found the area around existing trails that may be
impacted by recreationists on those trails was a 200-m ‘‘area of influence.’’ Taylor and Knight (2003)
also surveyed 640 backcountry trail users to investigate their perceptions of the effects of recreation on
wildlife. Approximately 50% of recreationists felt that recreation was not having a negative effect on
wildlife. Most recreationists felt that it was acceptable to approach wildlife at a much closer distance
(mean acceptable distance to approach = 65 yds.) than wildlife would typically allow a human to
approach (mean flight distance of all species = 165 yds.). Recreationists also tended to blame other
user groups for stress to wildlife rather than holding themselves responsible. Taylor and Knight (2003)
concluded that if management objectives include minimizing disturbance to wildlife habitat, new trails
should follow existing edges and avoid water and forage resources, wildlife travel corridors, and escape
terrain. That conclusion has remarkable applicability to the Crystal River trail siting.
7.2.3

Miller et al. (1998, 2001) - Mule Deer and Birds; Pedestrians and Dogs

On City of Boulder Open Space, Miller et al. (1998, 2001) measured the summer responses of mule
deer and three bird species to on- and off-trail pedestrians alone, a pedestrian with a dog on-leash, and
a dog alone. Mule deer exhibited the greatest response when a pedestrian was accompanied by a dog
on leash and greater responses to off-trail interactions where activities were less frequent and
predictable. That finding regarding greater wildlife responses to unpredictable disturbances was
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consistent with other studies (e.g., Schultz and Baily 1978, MacArthur et al. 1982, Hamr 1988). Boulder
Open Space regulations have no leash laws (dogs under sight or voice control only) and dogs are
known to harass and attack deer. Miller et al. (2001) speculated that because dogs are common on
open space trails and rarely leashed, deer have become sensitized to the presence of dogs, explaining
the greater reaction of when a pedestrian was accompanied by a dog. Birds (vesper sparrow [Pooecetes
gramineus], western meadowlark [Sturnella neglecta], and American robin [Turdus migratorius]) also exhibited
greater responses when disturbances occurred off-trail vs. on-trail. Vesper sparrows and western
meadowlarks showed the least responses to dogs alone and the greatest responses when a pedestrian
was present. The authors speculated that because dogs resemble coyotes (Canis latrans) and because
coyotes rarely prey on birds, bird may not perceive dogs as a significant threat. However, dogs may
pose a greater threat to birds than humans, so birds may hold their position to the last moment
attempting to remain undetected. Bird responses to pedestrians alone and a pedestrian with a dog onleash were similar, indicating that the presence of a dog with a pedestrian did not have an additive
effect. Off-trail recreation is infrequent and spatially unpredictable, thus birds unaccustomed to such
activities exhibit greater responses.
7.2.4

Naylor et al. (2009) - Elk; ATV Riding, Mountain Biking, Hiking, & Horseback Riding

Naylor et al. (2009) measured responses of elk to four types of recreational disturbance: all-terrain
vehicle (ATV) riding, mountain biking, hiking, and horseback riding, to determine if different types of
recreation elicited different responses. Elk travel time (i.e., associated with flight) increased in response
to all four disturbances, which reduced time spent feeding or resting. Travel time was highest during
ATV exposure, followed by exposure to mountain biking, hiking, and horseback riding. Feeding time
decreased during ATV exposure and resting decreased when elk were subjected to mountain biking and
hiking disturbances. Resting time was similar during both mountain biking and hiking replicates. There
was no difference in duration of feeding between mountain biking and hiking treatments. Elk showed
no evidence of habituation to mountain biking. Reduction in foraging time as a result of disturbances
was not compensated for after the disturbance ended, because elk did not increase feeding intensity or
duration beyond that of controls. Their results demonstrated that elk activities can be substantially
affected by off-road recreation. Specifically, off-road recreation produces a change in elk behavior and
different types of human activity cause different behavioral responses in elk.
7.2.5

Papouchis et al. (2001) - Desert Bighorn Sheep; Vehicles, Mountain Bikes, & Humans
on Foot

Papouchis et al. (2001) compared behavioral responses of desert bighorn sheep to recreational activity
(vehicles, mountain bikers, and humans on foot) between a low visitor use area and a high visitor use
area in Canyonlands National Park, Utah. They found that sheep exhibited a greater probability of
flushing, longer distances moved, and longer response durations when disturbed by hikers compared to
mountain bikers or vehicles. Responses of bighorn sheep were greater when human activity
approached at the same elevation, when sheep were moving or standing, when interactions with ewes
occurred in spring and summer and when with rams interactions occurred in autumn, and when sheep
were farther from escape terrain. Their results contrasted with the results Taylor and Knight (2003).
The difference in findings between the two studies may be attributable an experimental design artifact.
Papouchis et al. (2001) compared the responses of sheep approached directly and off-trail by hikers
(research assistants who were told to meander towards the sheep) with those of sheep approached
tangentially on a road or trail by mountain bikers and vehicles. Generally, wildlife exhibit a stronger
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response to humans that approach them directly and to humans located off designated trails
(MacArthur et al. 1982, Moen et al. 1982, Knight and Cole 1995a, Miller et al. 2001). Therefore, the
differences in sheep response to hiking and mountain biking seen in Papouchis et al.’s study actually
compared hikers that approach bighorn sheep directly and off-trail and on-trail bikers that ride by
sheep.
7.2.6

Malone and Emerick (2003) - Impacts of Trails and Recreationists on Wildlife

In Pitkin County, Malone and Emerick (2003) evaluated the effects of multi-use recreational trails on
breeding birds, small mammals, mesocarnivores (e.g., weasels, raccoons, and red fox up to black bears),
and vegetation structure in four habitat types. Comparing survey results between treatment and control
areas, vegetation structure between on- and off-trail point-pairs was generally >90% similar. However,
similarity between on- and off-trail animal communities was always much less than 90% and varied with
ecosystem and animal community studied. Breeding bird, small mammal, and mesocarnivore
community composition (i.e., species abundance and distribution) differed between on- and off-trail
plots in each habitat. Along trails, the bird community was dominated by human tolerant species and
those species that benefitted from the trail habitat. Birds intolerant of disturbance were not detected
within 30m of trails. The zone of trail influence varied with species, but was frequently observed at
about 30m. Thus, trails seemed to affect bird community composition for at least a 60m wide corridor.
That was a narrower zone of influence than the average zone of influence found around pedestrian
trails in Boulder (Miller et al. 1998, see Section 7.2.3, above), although that may be due to definitions
used and habitat differences. Along trails, the small mammal community was dominated by disturbance
indicator species and specialist mammals were more frequently captured away from trails. Trails with
increased human use experienced greater changes in abundance, diversity, and composition of the small
mammal community. Along trails, the composition and distribution of mesocarnivores differed. Edgeadapted, open-country, mesocarnivores (e.g., red fox) were more common, while interior species (e.g.,
American marten) were never detected along trails.
Malone and Emerick (2003) concluded that even narrow and lightly used recreational trails can
fragment forests, create smaller, isolated forest patches, increase habitat edge effects, and alter wildlife
community composition. Wildlife species respond to trails and their associated disturbances in
different ways. To some species, trails present a challenge and warrant avoidance. Trails present an
advantage to other species, who seek them out. Some species are successful in trail corridors while
others may be displaced. Trail-induced edge effects don’t stop at the trail edge. Trail-effects permeate
the interior of adjacent habitats. Edge-adapted mesocarnivores invade forests on trails and humans
displace these species away from the trail, further into the forest. Recreational disturbances and
predation pressures radiate from trails into surrounding wildlife communities, enlarging the zone of
disturbance that surrounds the trail corridor and affecting wildlife both along and away from trails.
While the effects of recreational trail use on wildlife measured by Malone and Emerick (2003) were
apparent, their results could also explain why some recreationists misunderstand their effects on
wildlife…wildlife always seem to remain. In this study, in some habitats, the on- and off-trail bird
communities were only 42% similar, but birds were still present to the casual observer. Common,
disturbance-tolerant birds had replaced the less common intolerant birds near trails, but there were still
birds to be seen.
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7.2.7

Wisdom et al. (2005) - Mule Deer and Elk; ATV, Horseback, Mountain Bike, and
Hiking

In a well-designed study, Wisdom et al. (2005) measured 24 effects of off-road recreation (ATV,
horseback, mountain bike, and hiking activities) on mule deer and elk. Movement rates (i.e., associated
with flight) were substantially higher for elk during the morning vs. afternoon disturbances for all four
activities. This was attributed to elk moving away from the disturbance routes and avoiding them for
the remainder of the day, which reduced the need for more travel and conserved energy, a finding also
made by Naylor et al. (2009). Movement rates of elk during afternoon disturbances, however, stayed
well above the rates observed during the periods of no human activity (control period). For morning
disturbances, movement rates of elk were highest during ATV riding, second-highest during mountain
bike riding, and lowest during hiking and horseback riding. Peak movement rates of elk during
morning disturbances were highest for ATV riding (21 yds./min.), followed by mountain bike riding
(17 yds./min.), and horseback riding and hiking (both about 15 yds./min.). In contrast, peak
movement rates of elk during the control periods did not exceed 9 yards/minute. In contrast to elk,
mule deer showed less change in movement rates during the four off-road activities compared to the
control periods.
They estimated probability of elk flight from a human disturbance was highly dependent on distance.
Higher probabilities of flight response occurred during ATV and mountain bike activity, in contrast to
lower probabilities observed during hiking and horseback riding. Probability of a flight response
declined most rapidly during hiking, with little effect when hikers were beyond 550 yards from an elk.
By contrast, higher probabilities of elk flight continued beyond 820 yards from horseback riders, and
1,640 yards from mountain bike and ATV riders. Daytime movement rates of deer were higher, as
compared to control periods, during mountain bike riding, horseback riding, and hiking, especially in
the morning. Estimated probabilities of flight response for mule deer were nearly identical among all
four activities and not significantly different for control periods, suggesting that deer were not
exhibiting the same tendency for flight as shown by elk in relation to off-road activities.
Wisdom et al. (2005) concluded that off-road recreational activities appear to have a substantial effect
on elk behavior. Animal energy budgets may be adversely affected by the additional energy required to
flee from an off-road activity and from displacement from foraging habitat. In contrast to elk, mule
deer showed little measurable response to the off-road disturbances. They speculated that deer may be
responding to the treatments with fine-scale changes in habitat use, rather than substantial increases in
movement rates and flight responses. For example, it is possible that deer may respond to an off-road
activity by seeking dense cover, rather than running from the activity. Nevertheless, if mule deer are
spending more time in dense cover, in reaction to any of the off-road activities, this could result in
reduced foraging opportunities, and a subsequent reduction in opportunities to put on fat reserves
during summer that are needed for winter survival.
7.2.8

Cassirer et al. (1992) - Elk, Cross-country Skiers

In northern Yellowstone Park, Cassirer et al. (1992) measured the immediate movements of adult
female elk when disturbed by cross-country skiers to assess energy costs associated with movements
and to identify factors influencing elk behavior. For this Crystal River analysis, results from one of the
24
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movements), allowing control measurements to be made "blind," with no humans present.
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three study areas (Mammoth Hot Springs) were excluded because those elk were habituated to humans
(Crystal River elk are not habituated to humans). The median distance at which elk started to move in
response to approaching skiers was 437 yards. The median distance that elk moved in response to
skiers was 0.35 miles. After being disturbed, elk moved uphill, to steeper slopes, away from the road,
and closer to trees. Distance moved was correlated with the distance to the nearest ridge and wind
speed. Elk were displaced from the drainage for at least the duration of human presence and on
average returned within two days. Elk responses did not seem to be affected by the total number of
skiers, frequency of skier groups, or number of skiers in the first group. Energy expended moving
away from skiers represented approximately 5.5% of an estimated average daily energy expenditure for
elk in winter. This does not consider energy not gained as a result of lost foraging opportunities.
Energy cost of movements increases exponentially with increasing snow depths (Parker et al. 1984) and
would be most critical during winter, with reduced forage availability and when elk are in poor
condition (Hobbs 1989). Cassirer et al. (1992) concluded that restricting cross-country skiers (or other
recreational users) to locations >711 yards (or on the opposite side of a ridge) from elk wintering areas
would probably minimize displacement of most non-habituated elk on shrub steppe winter range.
Skiers (or other recreational users) would likely have to remain at distances of 0.35 miles to completely
avoid disturbing elk. Locating recreational trails in areas with abundant topographic relief and
providing wildlife security areas in drainages adjacent to where skiing occurs might minimize added
energy costs and lost foraging opportunities.
7.2.9

George and Crooks (2006) - Bobcats, Coyotes, and Mule Deer; Snowfree Recreational
Activities

George and Crooks (2006) investigated the relationship between human recreation and the spatial and
temporal activity patterns of large mammals and mesocarnivores in an urban nature reserve. Results
suggested that bobcats (Lynx rufus), and to a lesser degree coyotes (Canis latrans), exhibited both spatial
and temporal displacement in response to human recreation. Bobcats were not only detected less
frequently along trails with higher human activity, but also appeared to shift their daily activity patterns
to become more nocturnal in high human use areas. Negative associations between bobcat and human
activity were particularly evident for bikers, hikers, and domestic dogs. They did not find a clear and
consistent pattern of avoidance of human recreation by mule deer, but the probability of detecting deer
during the day was lower with increasing levels of human recreation.
7.2.10 Road Effects on Big Game Habitat Effectiveness - Summary
There have been thousands of studies examining the effects of highways and roads on wildlife and their
habitats. Following Trombulak and Frissell (2000), the impacts of roads on wildlife may be grouped
into seven categories: (1) mortality from road construction, (2) mortality from vehicle collisions, (3)
modification of animal behavior, (4) disruption of the physical environment, (5) alteration of the
chemical environment, (6) spread of exotic species, and (7) resulting changes in human use. As a
synthesis of road effect issues most pertinent to the Crystal River trail project (categories 3 and 4,
above), are the effects of roads on adjacent habitat effectiveness.
A number of studies have examined elk 25 response to roads. Vehicular use of roads adversely affects
elk use of adjacent habitats (Burbridge and Neff 1976, Hershey and Leege 1976, Leege 1976, Marcum
1976, Perry and Overly 1976, Ward 1975, Ward et al. 1976, Hinschberger et al. 1978, Lyon 1979, Rost
25

Hunted populations, non-habituated to humans.
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and Bailey 1979, Johnson and Lockman 1981, Rowland et al. 2000). The same studies can be
extrapolated generally to bighorn sheep and deer and more generally to the broader wildlife community.
The zone of disturbance adjacent to roads that is avoided by elk has been reported as 220 yards to 1.8
miles, depending on the type and use of roads and the adjacent habitat. This zone is not completely
abandoned by elk, but use of this area (i.e., the habitat effectiveness) may be reduced depending on a
number of factors. Greater traffic volume on unpaved roads through more open habitats generally
produces a wider zone of avoidance (Perry and Overly 1976, Hershey and Leege 1976, Rost and Baily
1979).
Habitat management guidelines for northern Idaho predict 10-70% reductions in elk use within 0.25
miles of open roads (Interagency Study Team 1977). One-quarter mile (1,320 yds.) is the distance most
commonly used to assess the influence of proposed secondary roads, open to the public, on elk habitat
effectiveness. Consistent with the other case studies above, it is not the roads themselves that elk
avoid, but the disturbances associated with human activity along the roads. Elk show little or no
avoidance of roads completely closed to vehicular traffic (Marcum 1976).
With respect to applying the above road effects studies to the Crystal River valley, those studies were
conducted on "wild" elk herds. The hunted elk and deer in undeveloped areas of the Crystal River
valley are not habituated to human activities to any extent; the bighorn sheep show some habituation in
some areas and contexts. Based on the above, there is an existing zone of Highway 133 traffic
disturbance that reduces adjacent wildlife habitat effectiveness (probably broadest for elk, followed by
deer, and bighorn sheep) for 220 yards to one-quarter mile or more. Following Freddy et al. (1986) and
Taylor and Knight (2003), as examples, the additional recreational use along a trail located within the
existing highway disturbance corridor would likely have discountable additional contributions to habitat
effectiveness that is currently impaired adjacent to the highway. Conversely, the recreational use zone
of influence would be much greater for a new trail bisecting generally unused higher quality habitat,
than for one closely paralleling and located within the existing Highway 133 disturbance corridor.
7.2.11 Case Studies Summary
The above case studies are examples of how wildlife respond to different recreational activities. The
intent was not to provide evidence that one trail user group or another may be more problematic to
wildlife, but to (1) educate the reader about how wildlife respond to different perceived threats and (2)
provide examples of how all types of recreational activities can have negative effects on wildlife. Many
other similar studies are available and some have been summarized in other Crystal River trail
documents (e.g., Colorado Wildlife Science 2008, Wright 2015, 2017). Some of the older studies
examining the wildlife-recreationist issue were used intentionally in this analysis to indicate how long
(40+ years) the issue has been analyzed. Studies examining certain issues (e.g., the displacement of elk
from roads) are no longer conducted because the issue has been “settled.” Additional studies are
warranted, but they are not necessary to make decisions for proposed multi-use trails. While further
studies would refine our knowledge of how wildlife respond to recreation, there already exists a large
body of scientific evidence documenting the significant and varied impacts recreation and human use of
the landscape can have on wildlife. Our existing knowledge is sufficient to understand the impacts
potential trail alignments would have on wildlife in the Crystal River valley.
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7.3 POTENTIAL TRAIL EFFECTS CONCLUSION
Section 6.0 described the wildlife groups and species present in the Crystal River valley. Section 7.0
described how recreational use can affect wildlife negatively. To reiterate from Section 7.1, it is the
animal’s displacement from otherwise effective habitat, the associated energetic expenditures, and the
loss of foraging and resting time that represent the greatest negative effect of trails, not the direct loss
of a few acres of habitat from a trail several feet wide, albeit miles long. In the few case studies
detailed, mule deer avoided people on foot that were 103 yards (Taylor and Knight 2003) to 365 yards
away (Freddy et al. 1986). Elk avoided hikers (Wisdom et al. 2005), skiers (Cassirer et al. 1992), and
bikers (Wisdom et al. 2005) that were 550, 711, and 1,640 yards away, respectively.
Conservatively (for impact assessment) applying Taylor and Knight’s (2003, Section 7.2.2) findings for
deer (i.e., that habitat within 100m of trails would be “potentially unsuitable” 26 for wildlife due to
disturbances from recreation) to the conceptual 20-mile-long Crystal River trail and applying their
terminology, 1,591 acres 27 (or 2.49 mi.2) of habitat surrounding the trail could be negatively affected.
This area would likely be larger for elk and similar, or smaller, for sheep. This 300-foot zone of
influence on each side of the trail is not biologically conservative. For example, the Pitkin County Land
Use Code (Section 7-20-70, [d], 2) requires 1,000-foot to one-quarter mile setbacks to protect some
wildlife habitat areas. With this consideration in mind, the Crystal River trail could have moderate, but
relatively minor effects (with a Highway 133, Redstone Boulevard, and Hayes Creek bypass alignment)
on wildlife habitats and ecological communities, largely resulting from the Hayes Creek bypass. The
remainder of the trail located within the highway disturbance corridor would have minimal effects
because of existing chronic traffic effects. Following similar assumptions and discounting the
additional indirect trail effects adjacent to the Highway 133 (see Section 7.2.10) and Redstone
Boulevard (see Section 6.3.9) trail segments, habitats affected by that alignment would be limited largely
to approximately 111 acres 28 (or 0.17 mi.2) associated with the 1.4-mile-long29 Hayes Creek bypass.
Alternatively, a trail corridor could have the largest, single, negative effect to wildlife habitats in the
valley since Highway 133 was upgraded in the late 1960’s (with highway segments, three trail sections
east of the river [totaling 6.8 mi.], the Hayes Creek bypass [1.4 mi.], and the old McClure Pass
switchbacks [2.8 mi.]) because of effects to 11.0 miles of trail located in currently buffered, isolated,
interior, highly effective, and unfragmented habitats. Following the same assumptions, the collective
off-highway trail alignments would affect 875 acres (or 1.37 mi.2),30 7.9 times the area of the Highway
133/ Redstone Boulevard/ Hayes Creek bypass alignments.

26

In the author’s opinion, this is an overstatement by Taylor and Knight (2003). More accurately, this zone of influence
would experience reduced habitat effectiveness and habitat would remain suitable, though impaired to a certain extent.

27

200m * 3.281 ft./m = 656.2 ft. (656.2 ft. * 18 mi. * 5,280 ft./mi.)/ 43,560 ft2/ac. = 1,591 ac. = 2.49 mi.2. This assumes,
simplistically, that all habitat within 100m of trails is currently functional, is occupied by animals, would be exposed to
recreational disturbances along trails, does not have overlapping zones of influence, etc. While this quantification may be
inexact, it provides relative quantifications of the habitat area that could be affected by trail use.
28

200m * 3.281 ft./m = 656.2 ft. (656.2 ft. * 1.4 mi. * 5,280 ft./mi.)/ 43,560 ft2/ac. = 111 ac./640 ac./mi2 = 0.17 mi.2.

29

As measured in this analysis.

30

200m * 3.281 ft./m = 656.2 ft. (656.2 ft. * 6.8+1.4+2.8 mi.) * 5,280 ft./mi.)/ 43,560 ft2/ac. = 875 ac. = 1.37 mi.2.
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8.0 TRAIL RECOMMENDATIONS
This section considers potential sections of the Crystal River multi-use recreation trail identified in the
West Elk Loop Scenic & Historic Byway Crested Butte to Carbondale Trail Feasibility Study (Newland
Project Resources 2004) and summarizes their effects on wildlife and ecological resources. A trail
alignment is identified that would have the least negative effects. As described above, the Newland trail
alignments were used because they are the most recent specific trail alignments. Any specific route
chosen by Pitkin County or the Forest Service may follow a slightly different alignment, however due to
the topography and broad areas covered by wildlife habitat those differences are unlikely to affect the
conclusions of this report. Mitigation measures to avoid, minimize, and mitigate negative effects are
identified for the preferred alignment and for other potential trail sections that might be selected. To
the extent this report is ambiguous or does not address certain matters, decision makers are encouraged
to follow the recommendations of the local staff of the state wildlife management agency, Colorado
Parks and Wildlife. They are the wildlife professionals who have spent the most time on the ground in
the Crystal Valley.

8.1 POTENTIAL TRAIL SEGMENT WILDLIFE CONSIDERATIONS
8.1.1

Redstone Boulevard

The Redstone Boulevard bypass would have no meaningful, negative, direct or indirect effects on
wildlife and the adjacent ecological community because it is an existing paved road, largely through
existing development, that is currently functional as a share-the-road trail. Of all trail segments, it
would have the least negative effects.
8.1.2

Highway 133 Corridor

In the most recent trail feasibility study to date, Newland Project Resources (2004) indicated that with
the exception of Hayes Creek Canyon, where a potential 1.5 mile bypass was identified, a bike trail
could be located alongside, or offset from, Highway 133 through the entire length of Pitkin County’s
Crystal River Trail analysis area (T. Newland, Newland Project Resources, pers. comm., Mar.23, 2017).
A trail associated with the Highway 133 corridor would cross through some important wildlife habitats
and result in direct and indirect habitat losses. However, all of the affected habitat would be within the
highway’s existing zone of influence where habitat effectiveness has already been reduced for most
species and adjacent habitat generally avoided by most wildlife, including those species of greatest
concern (sheep and elk). Locating trail activity disturbances within an existing disturbance corridor
would minimize the additional disturbances to wildlife (e.g., Freddy et al. 1986, Taylor and Knight
2003). The new recreational activity that would occur along the trail adjacent to the highway ROW
would appear as predictable benign disturbances that generally elicit less intense wildlife responses (e.g.,
Schultz and Baily 1978, MacArthur et al. 1982, Hamr 1988).
The Highway 133 trail alignment would provide the following advantages and benefits to wildlife:
1. It would locate the direct (trail construction) and indirect (trail use) trail effects almost entirely
within 31 an existing, chronic, human activity corridor.
31

With the possible exceptions of the two short bypasses near the top of McClure Pass to avoid erosive highway road cuts
(see Section 8.1.4).
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2. It would avoid all critical wildlife habitats that were not already impaired by existing highway
traffic effects.
3. With the exception of the Hayes Creek bypass, the highway alignment would completely avoid
introducing relatively high levels of human disturbance into currently buffered, isolated, highly
effective, and large unfragmented blocks of critical wildlife habitat east of the river.
4. The highway trail alignment would bisect some important wildlife habitats and occur close to
(within ¼ mile of) some critical habitats. Some direct disturbances associated with trail
development along the highway could have negative effects on some wildlife species (e.g.,
potential removal of decadent cottonwoods used by nesting Lewis’ woodpeckers). However,
the highway trail alignment would almost entirely avoid the more concerning indirect effects
associated with animal displacement from active trails (i.e., it would not expand the highway’s
existing zone of influence). There should be minimal, additional, recreational use displacement
of big game from habitats flanking the highway if the trail is located within the highway’s
existing zone of disturbance. Therefore, the highway trail alignment would avoid the need for
seasonal closures to protect critical and important wildlife habitats because local wildlife have
already adapted to existing traffic effects (either through habitat abandonment or behavior
modification) and the additional recreational use within the highway corridor should only have
insignificant incremental disturbances.
5. The Highway 133 trail alignment would largely maintain the status quo for wildlife in the
Crystal River valley and avoid considerable, significant, year-round impacts to critical sheep and
elk habitats and impacts to imperiled and important habitats outside existing disturbance
corridors supporting a high diversity of other plants, plant communities, and animal species.
6. The Highway 133 trail alignment would avoid the need to build new bridges across the Crystal
River, which would fragment and bisect some locally broad areas of riparian habitat (e.g., up to
121 feet wide at the likely site of a bridge to access the north end of the CROS property).
7. The Highway 133 trail alignment would continue the impediment to public access to large
blocks of trail-free and largely unused (by humans) NFS lands on the east side of the river
containing critical and important wildlife habitats that could be impacted by the increased
access and use provided by any trail alignments on the east side of the river.
8.1.3

Hayes Creek Canyon Bypass

The abandoned Bear Creek railroad grade, bypassing Hayes Creek Canyon, was identified as a potential
off-highway trail segment because a trail could not be safely located along the highway through the
canyon (Newland Project Resources 2004). There are important wildlife habitats (though none
designated as critical by CPW) that would be bisected by the bypass trail in an area of approximately
111 ac. (0.17 mi.2, see footnote 29) and other adjacent habitat that could be negatively affected by
unintended consequences of the bypass trail (see the peregrine falcon and elk subsections in Section
6.3, above). Approximately 30% of that trail segment would be within one mile of an active peregrine
falcon eyrie, occupied between March 15 and July 31. If it is determined, after further analysis, that a
trail cannot be constructed thorough Hayes Creek Canyon adjacent to Highway 133, then the only
alternatives are to either let trail users continue to follow the highway, as they do now, or construct the
bypass, with immutable long-term commitments (see Section 8.2) to avoid, minimize, and mitigate
negative impacts to vegetation and wildlife. Should the bypass alternative in the EIS be selected by the
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Responsible Official, a Forest Plan amendment would be required to address the inconsistency with
WRNF Management Plan Forest-wide, Wildlife, Standard 8 and possibly 9. 32
8.1.4

Old McClure Pass Road Switchbacks

The old McClure Pass Road switchbacks are currently used to some extent year-round. Their use is
limited by parking availability, winter snowpack on the trail, and the site’s relative remoteness from
recreationist starting points. There are important wildlife habitats (though none designated as critical
by CPW) that are bisected by the switchbacks that could be negatively affected by increased trail use,
including breeding birds and the elk, bald eagle, black bear, and moose habitats, described in Section
6.3, above.
Because a recreation trail could likely be located along the highway or as a share-the-road option (better
for wildlife) from the southern intersection with the Hayes Creek Canyon bypass all of the way up to
the McClure Pass summit, with the exception of two short trail sections near the summit where the trail
would swing to the north around steep erosive highway cuts (Newland Project Resources 2004),
impacts to wildlife would be minimized if the trail was associated with the highway. Such a trail would
occur largely within habitats whose effectiveness is already compromised by highway effects.
Improving and increasing use of the old McClure Pass Road switchbacks through largely effective
habitat would negatively affect a moderate number of important wildlife species in an area of
approximately 223 ac. (0.35 mi.2).33 This recommendation, which would avoid an expanded (i.e., from
existing conditions) zone of influence in habitats adjacent to the trail (i.e., as of result of trail upgrading
and increased recreational use) would be most valid if the existing switchback trail was decommissioned
effectively. If that would not be the case, then the above recommendation may still make sense if
future use of the switchbacks was limited to on-foot activities (i.e., bikes excluded, to maintain near
current trail use levels) and increased use was not encouraged by increasing parking availability for
hikers (or if existing parking opportunities were eliminated). If such use restrictions were not
implemented and enforced, then it would likely be better for wildlife if no new trail segment was built
along the highway (although the two short trail sections near the summit would still be needed), and
trail use increased along the existing switchback alignment, because such use would occur mostly
outside the winter period when most, but not all, of the important wildlife use occurs.
8.1.5

Trail Segments East of the Crystal River

In general, the three potential trail segments east of the Crystal River that would follow the existing
railroad grade would have the greatest negative effects on wildlife and other ecological resources
compared to other potential trail segments. The railroad grade would require some improvements,
some local bypasses, and other improvements that could have similar, negative direct effects to some
wildlife species as described for the Highway 133 trail development. However, the significant potential
32

Forest-wide, Wildlife, Standards 8 and 9 of the White River National Forest Management Plan specify the following
related to peregrines:
8. Discourage land use practices and development that adversely alter the character of peregrine falcon hunting
habitat or prey base within ten miles of the nest site and the immediate habitats within one mile of the nesting cliff.
9. Human activities will be restricted within one-half mile of the occupied peregrine falcon areas between March
15 and July 31 for nest sites, or July 1 to September 15 for hack sites.

33

200m * 3.281 ft./m = 656.2 ft. (656.2 ft. * 2.8 mi. * 5,280 ft./mi.)/ 43,560 ft2/ac. = 223 ac./640 ac./mi2 = 0.3 mi.2. See
assumptions in footnote 28.
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wildlife impacts resulting from these trail segments would be (1) the new and/or farther displacement
of wildlife from the new and/or increased use of the trail corridors through otherwise undisturbed
and/or effective habitat (affecting hundreds of acres), (2) the associated energetic expenditures of
displaced animals (Ward and Cupal 1979, MacArthur et al. 1982, Gabrielsen and Smith 1995), and (3)
the loss of animal foraging and resting time (Hobbs 1989, Knight and Cole 1995a) in adjacent habitat
along the trails. The effectiveness of approximately 541 acres (0.85 mi.) of habitat34 would be affected
adjacent to these three trail segments. These effects represent the greatest negative consequences of
trail development, not the direct loss of a few acres of habitat from upgrading an existing trail, albeit
miles long (Taylor and Knight 2003).
Habitats that would be bisected by potential trail segments east of the river, and those more extensive
habitats on NFS lands farther to the east, are currently difficult for the public to access due to the river,
intervening private property, and limited public access portals (e.g., Avalanche Creek Road). The river
provides an effective barrier to public access and buffers and isolates human disturbances west of the
river from the high value habitats to the east. Those habitats are used by a wide variety of wildlife yearround. Some of those habitats are considered seasonally critical to bighorn sheep and elk. The value of
those habitats is not only due to the large and unfragmented habitats present, but also because their
isolation and the lack of human disturbance that allows the habitats to be used effectively.
Seasonal closures of at least the RWP and J&F segments would be warranted to minimize human
disturbance in bisected critical elk and sheep habitats. 35 The J&F closure should extend from October
1 to June 30 36 (8 months) to protect sheep and elk habitat use periods,37 consistent with the current
seasonal closure. The RWP closure should extend from December 1 to April 30 (5 months) to protect
critical sheep habitat,38 consistent with the current seasonal closure. The potential CROS segment
would not bisect nor closely approach (within 1/4 mile) 39 any critical habitat and would have the least
negative effects on wildlife of the three trail sections east of the river. However, while the seasonal
closures would minimize human disturbance in critical habitats, seasonal closures are not 100%
effective and it has been the consistent opinion of CPW DWMs and other wildlife professionals that
closures are difficult to enforce and are not sufficiently effective to protect critical wildlife habitat use
(see Sections 5.6, 5.7.2, and 8.2.2). It takes a relatively few closure violations and few people to alter
wildlife behavior and habitat use. Furthermore, when the trails are open, the associated recreational
disturbances will negatively affect habitat use of the broader wildlife community in affected habitats on
each side of the trail.
34

200m * 3.281 ft./m = 656.2 ft. (656.2 ft. * 6.8 mi. * 5,280 ft./mi.)/ 43,560 ft2/ac. = 541 ac./640 ac./mi2 = 0.85 mi.2. See
assumptions in footnote 28.
35

In addition to the (1) elk winter concentration area and severe winter range (J&F) and (2) sheep winter concentration area
(RWP) and migration corridor (J&F) bisected by these trail segments, they would also bisect non-critical, but important,
sheep and elk winter range. While trail closures through such spatially limited habitats are warranted biologically,
development in Pitkin County has not been required to avoid winter range, nor have trails through such habitats been closed
to protect habitat values.
36

This closure also apparently extends from May 30 to June 30 to protect current, undelineated elk calving use of Filoha
Meadows.
37

Sheep winter range and migration corridor; elk winter range, winter concentration area, and severe winter range.

38

And to allow sheep access to the river during the winter, per the RWP Management Plan.

39

While it is recognized that there is no one distance that would sufficiently buffer human effects from all wildlife use in all
possible contexts, ¼ mile is used based on its use in the Pitkin County Land Use Code (7-20-70: Wildlife Habitat Areas) to
protect important and critical wildlife habitats.
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Trails east of the river would require the construction of new bridges across the Crystal River, which
would fragment and bisect some locally broad areas of riparian habitat (e.g., up to 121 ft. wide at the
likely site of a bridge to access the north end of the CROS property).
Trails east of the river would increase public access to large blocks of trail-free and largely unused (by
humans) NFS lands on the east side of the river containing critical and important wildlife habitats that
could be impacted by the increased access and recreational use.
8.1.6

Trail Siting Summary

Based on (1) the scientific literature, (2) prior Crystal River valley ecological analyses, (3)
recommendations of wildlife professionals, (4) this updated wildlife-focused analysis, and (5) potential
trail segments identified in the most recent trail feasibility study to date (Newland Project Resources
2004), the trail alignment that would have the least negative effects on wildlife and the ecological
community would be an alignment located in existing, chronic, human activity corridors. As such, the
trail should be located alongside, or offset from, Highway 133 through the length of Pitkin County’s
Crystal River Trail analysis area, to the extent possible. The Redstone Boulevard bypass would have no
meaningful, negative, direct or indirect effects on wildlife because it is an existing road, largely through
existing development, that is currently functional as a trail. If it is determined, after further analysis,
that a trail cannot be constructed adjacent to Highway 133 through Hayes Creek Canyon, then the only
alternatives are to either let trail users continue to follow the highway, as they do now, or construct and
use the Hayes Creek bypass, with immutable long-term commitments (see Section 8.2) to avoid,
minimize, and mitigate negative impacts to vegetation and wildlife). There are important wildlife
habitats (though none designated as critical by CPW) that would be bisected by the Hayes Creek bypass
trail and other adjacent habitats that could be negatively affected by the unintended consequences of
the bypass trail.
The highway ROW locally supports habitats with high functional value to some wildlife species.
However, there would be far fewer and less severe impacts to the wildlife community if the trail was
located along and within the influence of a high speed highway rather than introducing eventually high
levels of new trail use into generally unused (by humans), currently buffered and isolated, highly
effective, and large unfragmented blocks of critical and important wildlife habitats east of the river. A
highway trail alignment would preclude the need for new bridges crossing the river. New bridges
would open public access to large blocks of trail-free and largely unused (by humans) NFS lands on the
east side of the river containing additional critical and important wildlife habitats. Those habitats could
be impacted by the increased access and use facilitated by trail alignments on the east side of the river.
A highway trail alignment would also preclude the need for seasonal closures that are difficult to
enforce and not 100% effective at protecting critical and important wildlife habitats.

8.2 RECOMMENDED MITIGATION MEASURES
This section provides measures and considerations that would avoid, minimize, and mitigate negative
wildlife effects resulting from development and use of the Crystal River multi-use recreation trail. The
measures address mostly “big picture” issues. More detailed measures, such as avoiding and buffering
site-specific features (e.g., decadent cottonwoods supporting active Lewis’ woodpecker nests, etc.), will
presumably be developed following site-specific surveys associated with the EIS process. Throughout
this section, recognize that (1) mitigation is a less desirable alternative to trail siting that does not avoid
certain impacts and (2) that not all mitigation is 100% effective.
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8.2.1

Trail Alignment within Existing Disturbance Corridors

For the reasons explained above in Section 8.1, it is a well-founded principal (e.g., Freddy et al. 1986
and Taylor and Knight 2003) that locating a trail (and, most importantly, its associated human activity)
within an existing disturbance corridor greatly reduces potential wildlife impacts and minimizes the
need for mitigation measures. Applicable mitigation measures and considerations associated with a
highway trail alignment include:
1. Because a trail associated with the highway would be located within an existing zone of
disturbance and generally affect habitat whose effectiveness has already been diminished by
traffic effects and because the road is open year-round, the trail could be open year-round
with only insignificant incremental disturbances associated with trail construction and
recreational trail use.
2. Engineer and site the trail to protect riparian and wetland habitats flanking the Crystal
River, riverbank soils, and water quality. Some impacts to those resources would likely still
occur, but they should be minor relative to those associated with any new bridges that
would be required to access trail alignments on the east side of the Crystal River and
railroad grade upgrading where existing trail sections bisect riparian habitat and are closely
associated with thee Crystal River. Depending on bridge locations, some could be located
in particularly broad riparian corridors.
3. Public access to the west shoreline of the river should be allowed and designed only where
the above resources could be protected adequately.
4. Even if the trail is located along the Highway 133 corridor, west of the river, the current
seasonal closures and management policies associated with open space parcels east of the
river should be continued to protect the functional values of those critical and important
wildlife habitats and ecological communities.
5. Dogs accompanying their owners along the Highway 133 and Redstone Boulevard trail
corridors should be leashed.
8.2.2

Seasonal Closures

Seasonal closures are a common management tool used to restrict disturbances to particularly
important plants and animals during seasonally sensitive periods of growth and habitat use. For
example, rare orchid habitat may be protected during growth, flowering, capsule maturation, and seed
dispersal, after which the habitat can be grazed by cattle with little effect to the orchid population.
Also, critical big game winter range may be closed to human use during winter, allowing that habitat use
to occur without disturbances that would otherwise impair habitat effectiveness.
Because most trail alignments outside of the highway ROW would bisect important and critical wildlife
habitats seasonal construction and use closures should be utilized if these trail segments are built.
Because, almost without exception, wildlife managers find seasonal closures ineffective, this section is
warranted. The author (Thompson) is not a resource manager. However, he has worked with
CDOW/ CPW District Wildlife Managers throughout Colorado for 40 years, and he knows their
consistent professional opinion that, in general, seasonal closures are not sufficiently effective to
protect wildlife habitats. During the March, 2017 field surveys for this assessment, two of the three
open space closures that were approached had relatively fresh human tracks entering them.
On paper, seasonal closures appear practical and should work, but to adequately maintain the
effectiveness of wildlife habitat they require near 100% compliance. In general, closures are largely
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respected, at first, but over time, trail use and non-compliance increases. It takes a relatively small
percentage of closure violations and few people to alter wildlife behavior and habitat use. As
documented in Section 7.1, even minor, seemingly harmless human disturbances cause elevated heart
rates that can result in relatively high energy expenditures (Stemp 1983, Chabot 1991, Canfield et al.
1999), which can lead to habitat avoidance, lowered body weight, increased starvation probabilities,
increased susceptibility to predators, and smaller pre-winter body mass of offspring leaving them less fit
for overwinter survival. Presently, managers cannot consider the multiple relevant independent
variables and predict human disturbance frequency and intensity that would have X effect on wildlife
habitat use. Nevertheless, in critical habitats, such violations can have appreciable negative effects.
Closures are only as effective as the enforcement that accompanies them. This analysis makes no
assumptions concerning how effective Pitkin County or the USFS might be at enforcing any seasonal
closures associated with the Crystal Valley Trail. However, in similar critical habitats with seasonal
closures around the state, even with enforcement, people still go into closures, go around signs, climb
over gates, cut locks, etc. (see Sections 5.6.3 and 5.8). More locally relevant, a December 14, 2003
PCOST memo written by the Pitkin County wildlife biologist about wildlife concerns associated with a
conceptual recreation trail crossing Filoha Meadows noted that “seasonal closures are very difficult to
enforce.” Additionally, the County biologist noted that he, the CDOW DWM (Kevin Wright), and the
local USFS wildlife biologist (Phil Nyland) all observed numerous seasonal closure violations on other
Crystal River open space parcels (see Section 5.7.2). Over the years, letters from six different CDOW/
CPW wildlife managers (see Sections 5.6 and 5.8) commented on the public’s non-compliance with
seasonal closures, their limited effectiveness and enforcement, how just a few violations can change and
negatively affect big game winter range use, and they cited several examples. Based on the opinions of
CDOW personnel the Crystal River Caucus (2007) concluded that trail segments bisecting critical
wildlife habitats east of the river could not be justified because of the ineffectiveness of seasonal
closures.
Former and current state personnel (Sections 5.6 and 5.8) also identified pragmatic difficulties involved
with enforcing seasonal closures. It can be cost prohibitive to have an effective level of closure
enforcement. Having enough enforcement to patrol an extensive open space system frequently enough
is a considerable commitment. The most effective enforcement requires patrolling closures from dawn
until dusk, every day of the week. It is difficult to catch violators on remote trail segments. Game
cameras have caught people violating closures, but identifying them was difficult. Enforcement of
more remote social trails that may develop elsewhere is even more difficult. They also found it difficult
to aggressively enforce and prosecute violations. Courts are often reluctant to prosecute $50.00/
incident closure violations under increased workloads, time constraints of the courts, and higher
priority cases when there are no human victims?
Given the distributions of critical and important wildlife habitats in the Crystal River valley and the
consistent consensus of wildlife professionals that seasonal closures are often ineffective at protecting
those wildlife values, locating multi-use trail segments east of the Crystal River increases the risk that
Crystal Trail use will negatively impact wildlife populations. This risk is heightened given the declining
status of the local bighorn sheep, mule deer, and elk populations40.
40

Over the last 20 years, the local bighorn sheep population has declined by approximately 80% (see Section 6.3.1.2). The
local deer population has declined by approximately 46% from the historical objective (Will et al. 2011) in the 1980’s and
1990’s and is now close to its lowest level in 40 years (see Section 5.8.4). The elk population is stressed (see Section 5.8.4)
and below its herd objective with declining calf:cow ratios that will continue that declining population trend (Mao et al.
2013).
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8.2.3

Off-highway Trail Segments

The mitigation measures below apply to all off-highway trail segments. Specific recommendations are
provided for each trail segment further below.
8.2.3.1

General Recommendations
1. Locate trail segments on the alignments of existing trails (e.g., railroad grade, Hayes Creek
bypass trail, and old McClure Pass road switchbacks) to minimize further direct habitat loss
and reduced effectiveness of adjacent habitats. Although most of these trail segments are
largely unused by humans because of restricted access, wildlife use of the bisected habitats
will have already been altered somewhat by current seasonal levels of human use.
2. Limit trail construction (i.e., implement seasonal trail construction closures) bisecting critical
and important wildlife habitats outside of the use periods identified by CPW (see Sections
6.3 and 10.2).
3. Implement and enforce seasonal trail use closures through critical and important wildlife
habitats during periods of wildlife use, as identified by CPW. As described in Section 8.2.2,
above, it is the consensus of wildlife professionals that seasonal closures will not be
sufficiently effective to protect the wildlife values and there likely will be appreciable
negative impacts resulting from trail use violations. Regardless of their efficacy, seasonal
closures would be better than no closures. Specific closure periods are provided under
individual trail sections. Seasonal closures should include:
(a) A commitment in perpetuity by Pitkin County to fund and implement a level of
seasonal closure enforcement that CPW considers sufficient to protect the target
wildlife resources.
(b) A commitment in perpetuity by Pitkin County to regularly survey all Crystal River
trail segments to identify and promptly close social trails that develop on public and
private lands as a result of new public access to those lands east of the Crystal River.
(c) A commitment in perpetuity by Pitkin County to work with CPW to develop and
implement adaptive management to resolve seasonal closure violations. Include in
the adaptive management plan the ability to completely close the trail if seasonal
closures are ineffective and not being complied with.
(d) Install locked gates with restrictive fencing and signage on all access points to trail
segments with seasonal closures to restrict and educate the public (e.g., what the
closure period is, why the area is closed, penalties for violations, etc.). It is
recommended that closure gates be installed on the west side or at the mid-span of
any new bridges crossing the river and that gates and peripheral fencing be designed
to effectively thwart access. Access across the two potential new bridges to the
potential CROS trail segment could be effectively restricted with gated fencing,41

41

Recognizing that the author is not an engineer.
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although there may be some conflict with the highway’s scenic status. Physically
blocking committed user access to the RWP and J&F trail segments during the
seasonal closures would be ineffective because of existing bridge and road access.
(e) Identify additional seasonal construction and use closures that might be needed to
protect site-specific, plant, aquatic, animal, and habitat issues identified during EIS
baseline surveys.
4. Prohibit all dogs on off-highway trail segments. Dogs on leashes generally present few
conflicts with wildlife, but the compliance rate of dogs on leashes is generally very low.
5. Develop and maintain educational materials at trail access points. Some key issues to
include are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The biological needs for seasonal trail closures along the Crystal River trail.
That the trail bisects important wildlife habitats.
Users are required to stay on trails.
Users should be discouraged from approaching wildlife (do not approach big game
closer than 100 yards) that causes them to become alert (and stop foraging) or flee
(increasing energetic expenditures).
(e) Recreationists should be aware of wildlife responses, such as alert distances, flight
distances, the distances they may flee, increased stress levels, lost foraging
opportunities, lost energy reserves, reduced survivorship, the possibility for reduced
carrying capacity of public lands, and the fact that each additional user may have a
small yet cumulative impact on the environment.
(f) Maintain the educational material on the county’s website and provide newspaper
materials in advance of seasonal closure periods.
6. Consider increasing the penalty for seasonal closure violators to something that would
change human behavior and encourage compliance.
8.2.3.2

Crystal River Open Space Segment
1. Construction Closures
(a) A December 1st through March 31st construction closure of the entire CROS trail
segment would be warranted because the entire trail segment would be located close
to (within ¼ mile of) sheep winter range and the entire alignment would bisect elk
and mule deer winter range.
2. Seasonal Trail Closures
(a) The CROS trail segment would bisect elk and deer winter range. Development in
Pitkin County has not been required to avoid such habitats, nor have trails through
such habitats been closed to protect habitat values. However, trail closures through
such spatially limited habitats are warranted biologically, particularly if the level of
winter trail use could approach that of a high impact recreational use. Such a
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seasonal trail closure to protect winter range should extend from December 1st
through March 31st.
(b) Access across the two new bridges to the potential CROS trail segment could be
effectively restricted with gated fencing, although there may be some conflict with
the highway’s scenic status.
8.2.3.3

Red Wind Point Segment
1. Construction Closures
(a) A December 1st through March 31st construction closure of the entire RWP trail
segment would be warranted because the entire alignment would bisect elk winter
range and the entire trail segment would be located within ¼ mile of sheep winter
range.
(b) A May 15th through June 30th construction closure of the entire RWP trail segment
would be warranted because the entire trail segment would be located within ¼ mile
of a sheep production area.
2. Seasonal Trail Closures
(a) Portions of the RWP trail segment would bisect a bighorn sheep winter
concentration area (a critical habitat), and come within ¼ mile of severe winter
range (a critical habitat) and sheep lambing polygons. Seasonal trail closures
warranted to protect these habitats should extend from December 1st through
March 31st to protect winter range and May 15th through June 30th to protect sheep
lambing habitat.

8.2.3.4

Janeway and Filoha Meadows Segment
1. Construction Closures
(a) A December 1st through March 31st construction closure of the entire J&F trail
segment north of Redstone Boulevard would be warranted because that segment
would (1) bisect or be located within ¼ mile of sheep winter range, (2) the entire
alignment would bisect elk winter range, (3) portions of the alignment through
Janeway Flats, Avalanche Creek, and Filoha Meadows would bisect and come within
¼ mile of elk winter concentration area (a critical habitat), and (4) portions of the
alignment through Avalanche Creek would bisect and come within ¼ mile of elk
severe winter range (a critical habitat).
(b) October 15th through November 30th and April 15th through May 30th construction
closures of the J&F trail segment in the vicinity of The Narrows would be
warranted to protect the bighorn sheep migration corridor.
(c) A May 15th through June 30th construction closure of the J&F trail segments in the
vicinity of Avalanche Creek and Filoha Meadows would be warranted to protect
those two sheep production areas.
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(d) In summary, construction closures to avoid critical and sensitive sheep habitats
would allow construction of the J&F trail segment to occur from July 1 to October
14.
1. Seasonal Trail Closures
(a) Portions of the J&F trail segment would come within ¼ mile of bighorn sheep
winter concentration area (a critical habitat), severe winter range (a critical habitat),
and sheep lambing polygons. Seasonal trail closures warranted to protect these
habitats should extend from December 1st through March 31st to protect winter
range and May 15th through June 30th to protect sheep lambing habitat.
(b) Portions of the J&F trail segment would bisect and come within ¼ mile of elk
winter concentration area (a critical habitat) and severe winter range (a critical
habitat). Seasonal trail closures warranted to protect these habitats should extend
from December 1st through March 31st.
2. Other Mitigation
(a) North of Avalanche Creek Road and south of Janeway flats, there is a ridge that
drops steeply down to the Crystal River. The railroad grade cut through the toe of
this ridge. The ridge sloughs boulders, cobble, and soil onto the old grade. It is
unknown if this site warrants geologic hazard status or if the bypass identified in
Newland (2004) over the saddle into Avalanche Creek was to avoid private lands.
However, the potential trail segment identified in Newland (2004) avoids the old
railroad grade. A trail segment following the old railroad grade around the point,
reinforced with a retaining wall or other engineering, would keep the trail out of
bighorn sheep winter range, along the existing Avalanche Creek Road, away from
the bypass’s close (approx. 171 ft.) approach to bighorn winter concentration area
and SWR polygons, and avoid creating a new disturbance corridor.
8.2.3.5

Hayes Creek Canyon Bypass
1. Construction and Seasonal Trail Closures
(a) The potential Hayes Creek Canyon bypass bisects elk winter range that would be
better protected with December 1st through March 31st construction and seasonal
use closures. This trail segment on NFS land would also be governed by the WRNF
Forest Plan, Forest-wide, Wildlife Standards 8 and 9 related to peregrine falcons (see
Section 6.3.5). If this trail segment is rationalized and approved (requiring a Forest
Plan Amendment explaining the Selected Alternative’s inconsistency with Standard
8, it would be consistent with Standard 9 if human activities were restricted within
one-half mile of the occupied peregrine falcon eyrie between March 15 and July 31.
The early part of the nesting period is most sensitive.

8.2.3.6

Old McClure Pass Road Switchbacks
1. Construction Closures
(a) A December 1st through March 31st construction closure of the lower one-half of
the old McClure Pass Road switchbacks would be warranted because it bisects elk
winter range.
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2. Seasonal Trail Closures
(a) The old McClure Pass Road switchbacks bisect elk winter range that would be best
protected with a December 1st through March 31st seasonal use closure.
3. Other Mitigation
(a) Hiker, snowshoer, and Nordic use of the old McClure Pass Road switchbacks is
largely governed by parking availability. If desired, those uses could be reduced for
the benefit of wildlife (e.g., wintering elk, breeding birds, and other mapped wildlife)
by the removal of the small defacto parking area near the base. Conversely,
expanded parking would increase on-foot use and increase the seasonal
displacement of wildlife.
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10.0 APPENDICES
10.1 PCOST AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC MAPPING OF THE CRYSTAL RIVER
TRAIL CORRIDOR
Aerial photographic mapping of the Crystal River Trail corridor that was developed by PCOST for their
January, 2017 public open house meetings is provided in Figures 11-1 to 11-10, below. These maps show
greater detail of corridor sections than the larger scale wildlife mapping. Map index as follows.
Figure 10.1-1. Crystal Valley Map A-1, 7 Oaks, Crystal River Parcel 1, and Nettle Creek.
Figure 10.1-2. Crystal Valley Map A-2, Red Wind Point, Crystal River Country Estates.
Figure 10.1-3. Crystal Valley Map A-3, Andrews, Meredith, Janeway.
Figure 10.1-4. Crystal Valley Map A-4, Janeway, Avalanche.
Figure 10.1-5. Crystal Valley Map A-5, Filoha, Wild Rose.
Figure 10.1-6. Crystal Valley Map A-6, Wild Rose, Redstone.
Figure 10.1-7. Crystal Valley Map A-7, Redstone, Castle.
Figure 10.1-8. Crystal Valley Map A-8, Castle, Hayes Falls, Bear Creek.
Figure 10.1-9. Crystal Valley Map A-9, Bear Creek, McClure Pass.
Figure 10.1-10. Crystal Valley Map A-10, McClure Pass.
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Figure 10.1-1. Crystal Valley Map A-1, 7 Oaks, Crystal River Parcel 1, and Nettle Creek.
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Figure 10.1-2. Crystal Valley Map A-2, Red Wind Point, Crystal River Country Estates.
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Figure 10.1-3. Crystal Valley Map A-3, Andrews, Meredith, Janeway.
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Figure 10.1-4. Crystal Valley Map A-4, Janeway, Avalanche.
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Figure 10.1-5. Crystal Valley Map A-5, Filoha, Wild Rose.
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Figure 10.1-6. Crystal Valley Map A-6, Wild Rose, Redstone.
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Figure 10.1-7. Crystal Valley Map A-7, Redstone, Castle.
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Figure 10.1-8. Crystal Valley Map A-8, Castle, Hayes Falls, Bear Creek.
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Figure 10.1-9. Crystal Valley Map A-9, Bear Creek, McClure Pass.
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Figure 10.1-10. Crystal Valley Map A-10, McClure Pass.
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10.2 COLORADO PARKS AND WILDLIFE SEASONAL WILDLIFE ACTIVITY
AREA DEFINITIONS
The following wildlife species have seasonal ranges overlapping proposed Crystal River Trail corridor
sections B and C. Seasonal activity area definitions and use dates, below, are those obtained from the
CPW website and are applicable generally statewide. Some dates were defined more accurately for the
local Data Analysis Units (i.e., the local management areas) by the local DWM (J. Groves, pers. comm.,
Mar. 27, 2017) and the Terrestrial Biologist, per CPW direction. Other use periods are provided based on
anecdotal observations by identified knowledgeable parties.
Species are listed in declining order of significant potential trail effects along the bottom of the Crystal
River Valley. Bighorn sheep and elk are the species of particular concern. The order of the remaining
species is somewhat arbitrary. Other habitats of these CPW-mapped species may also be affected outside
of the Crystal River valley bottom.
10.2.1 Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep
Migration Corridor: A specific mappable site through which large numbers of animals migrate and loss of
which would change migration routes. Overall sheep use of the local corridor through The Narrows
occurs from November 15 to May 1, with ram use extending from November 15 to December 31, all
dates inclusive.
Migration Patterns: A subjective indication of the general direction taken by migratory ungulate herds.
Mineral Lick – Specific natural sites known to be utilized by bighorn sheep for obtaining minerals to meet
basic nutritional needs. The use period is not specified by CPW data. Lick use typically starts mid-June,
peaks the first week of July, then tapers off asymptotically, depending upon how much socialization is
involved (e.g., Thompson 1981). Local use of the licks has been observed as late as mid-August. Radiocollar data have shown extended movements over a several days from high summer range, down to the
mineral licks, and back to the high summer range.
Production area: That part of the overall range of bighorn sheep occupied by pregnant females during a
specific period of spring. This period is May 1 to June 30 for Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep.
Severe Winter Range: That part of the overall range where 90% of the individuals are located when the
annual snowpack is at its maximum and/or temperatures are at a minimum in the two worst winters out of
ten.
Summer Concentration Area: Those areas where bighorn sheep concentrate from mid-June through midAugust. High quality forage, security, and lack of disturbance may be characteristic of these areas to meet
the high energy demands of lactation, calf rearing, antler growth, and general preparation for the rigors of
fall and winter.
Summer Range: That part of the overall range where 90% of the individuals are located between spring
green-up and the first heavy snowfall. Summer range is not necessarily exclusive of winter range; in some
areas winter range and summer range may overlap.
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Water Source: Water sources known to be utilized by bighorn sheep in dry, water scarce areas. Up to a
1.6 km radius should be described around a point source, and up to a 1.6 km band be drawn along a river
or stream.
Winter Concentration Area: That part of the winter range where densities are at least 200% greater than
the surrounding winter range density during the same period used to define winter range in the average
five winters out of ten.
Winter Range: That part of the overall range where 90 percent of the individuals are located during the
average five winters out of ten from the first heavy snowfall to spring green-up, December 1 to April 30,
dates inclusive, for this DAU.
10.2.2 Elk
Highway Crossing: Those areas where elk movements traditionally cross roads, presenting potential
conflicts between elk and motorists.
Limited Use Area: An area within the overall range which is occasionally inhabited by elk and/or contains
a small scattered population of elk.
Migration Corridor: A specific mappable site through which large numbers of animals migrate, the loss of
which would change migration routes. Local use of this corridor has been defined as October 15 to
November 30 and April 15 to May 30, all dates inclusive.
Migration Patterns: A subjective indication of the general direction taken by migratory ungulate herds.
Overall Range: The area which encompasses all known seasonal activity areas within the observed range
of an elk population.
Production Area: That part of the overall range of elk occupied by the females from May 15 to June 15
for calving, (May 15 to June 21 as currently applied in the Pitkin County Code). Based on the Vail elk
study (Phillips [1998] and Phillips and Alldredge [2000]), May 1 to July 1 would be a more biologically
conservative closure period, allowing cows to select optimal calving sites, accommodating early and late
calves, and including initial elk rearing when calves develop physically to where they can travel with their
cow. Only known areas are mapped and this does not include all production areas for the DAU.
Resident Population: An area used year-round by a population of elk. Individuals could be found in any
part of the area at any time of the year; the area cannot be subdivided into seasonal ranges. It is most
likely included within the overall range of the larger population.
Severe Winter Range: That part of the range of a species where 90 percent of the individuals are located
when the annual snowpack is at its maximum and/or temperatures are at a minimum in the two worst
winters out of ten. The winter of 1983-84 is a good example of a severe winter.
Summer Concentration Area: Those areas where elk concentrate from mid-June through mid-August.
High quality forage, security, and lack of disturbance are characteristics of these areas to meet the high
energy demands of lactation, calf rearing, antler growth, and general preparation for the rigors of fall and
winter.
Summer Range: That part of the range of a species where 90% of the individuals are located between
spring green-up and the first heavy snowfall, or during a site-specific period of summer as defined for each
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DAU. Summer range is not necessarily exclusive of winter range; in some areas winter range and summer
range may overlap.
Winter Concentration Area: That part of the winter range of a species where densities are at least 200%
greater than the surrounding winter range density during the same period used to define winter range in
the average five winters out of ten.
Winter Range: That part of the overall range of elk where 90% of the individuals are located during the
average five winters out of ten from the first heavy snowfall to spring green-up, December 1 to April 1,
dates inclusive, for this DAU.
10.2.3 Mule Deer
Concentration Area: That part of the overall range where higher quality habitat supports significantly
higher densities than surrounding areas. These areas are typically occupied year round and are not
necessarily associated with a specific season. Includes rough break country, riparian areas, small drainages,
and large areas of irrigated cropland.
Highway Crossing: Those areas where mule deer movements traditionally cross roads, presenting
potential conflicts between mule deer and motorists.
Limited Use Area: An area within the overall range of mule deer that is only occasionally inhabited and/or
contains only a small population of scattered mule deer.
Migration Corridors: A specific mappable site through which large numbers of animals migrate and loss
of which would change migration routes.
Migration Patterns: A subjective indication of the general direction taken by migratory ungulate herds.
Overall Range: The area that encompasses all known seasonal activity areas within the observed range of a
mule deer population.
Resident Population: An area that provides year-round range for a population of mule deer. The resident
mule deer use all of the area all year; it cannot be subdivided into seasonal ranges although it may be
included within the overall range of the larger population.
Severe Winter Range: That part of the overall range where 90% of the individuals are located when the
annual snowpack is at its maximum and/or temperatures are at a minimum in the two worst winters out of
ten.
Summer Range: That part of the overall range where 90% of the individuals are located between spring
green-up and the first heavy snowfall. Summer range is not necessarily exclusive of winter range; in some
areas winter range and summer range may overlap.
Winter Concentration Area: That part of the winter range where densities are at least 200% greater than
the surrounding winter range density during the same period used to define winter range in the average
five winters out of ten.
Winter Range: That part of the overall range where 90% of the individuals are located during the average
five winters out of ten from the first heavy snowfall to spring green-up, or during a site specific period of
winter, December 1 to April 30, dates inclusive, for this DAU.
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10.2.4 Bald Eagle
Winter Range: Winter range is defined as those areas where bald eagles have been observed between
November 15 and April 1.
Winter Foraging Area: Winter foraging areas are defined as areas frequented by wintering bald eagles
between November 15 and March 15.
10.2.5 Peregrine Falcon
Nesting Area: Nesting area is defined as an area that includes good nesting sites and contains one or more
active or inactive nest locations. The boundaries are drawn based on professional judgment to include
most known nesting habitat in the vicinity. Usually these areas are mapped as polygons around cliffs and
include a 0.5 mile buffer surrounding the cliffs. The specific nesting use period was not provided by CPW.
According to Jerry Craig, the former CDOW Raptor Biologist (ret.), eggs are laid as early as April 15,
young hatch mid- to late May, and fledge in mid- to late June (Craig 1978). So, the most important nesting
period would be April 15-June 30. This does not include courtship or post-fledging use of the area.
Potential Nesting Area: Potential nesting is defined as an area which appears to include the necessary
components for peregrine falcon nesting, but in which no known active or inactive nest sites are present.
10.2.6 Black Bear
Fall Concentration Area: Fall concentration areas are defined as those parts of the overall range that are
occupied from August 15 until September 30 for the purpose of ingesting large quantities of mast and
berries to establish fat reserves for the winter hibernation period.
Human Conflict Area: Human/bear conflict areas are defined as that portion of the overall range where
two or more confirmed black bear complaints per season were received which resulted in CPW
investigation, damage to persons or property (cabins, tents, vehicles, etc.), and/or the removal of the
problem bear(s). This does not include damage caused by bears to livestock.
10.2.7 Moose
Concentration Area: That part of the range of a species where densities are 200% higher than the
surrounding area during a specific season. This definition is vague. Ungulate concentration areas are
usually specified as summer or winter.
Winter Range: That part of the overall range where 90% of the individuals are located during the winter
months, November 15 to April 1.
10.2.8 Wild Turkey
Winter Range: Defined as that part of the overall range where 90% of the individuals are located from
November 1 to April 1 during the average five winters out of ten.
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10.3 COLORADO PARKS AND WILDLIFE-MAPPED SPECIES
Eight 42 wildlife species mapped by CPW have seasonal ranges overlapping proposed Crystal River Trail
corridor sections B and C. Activity area definitions and seasonal use dates are described above in Section
Appendix 10.2. The bighorn sheep (Figs. 10.3-1 to 10.3.3), elk (Figs. 10.3-4 to 10.3.6), and peregrine
falcon (Fig. 10.3-15) figures show buffer zones and setbacks that have been used in Pitkin County to avoid
critical and other important wildlife habitats. Map index as follows.
Figure 10.3-1. Bighorn Sheep, Crystal Valley Trail Section 1, Potato Bill Creek to Avalanche Creek
Figure 10.3-2. Bighorn Sheep, Crystal Valley Trail Section 2, Avalanche Creek to Redstone
Figure 10.3-3. Bighorn Sheep, Crystal Valley Trail Section 3, Redstone to McClure Pass
Figure 10.3-4. Elk, Crystal Valley Trail Section 1, Potato Bill Creek to Avalanche Creek
Figure 10.3-5. Elk, Crystal Valley Trail Section 2, Avalanche Creek to Redstone
Figure 10.3-6. Elk, Crystal Valley Trail Section 3, Redstone to McClure Pass
Figure 10.3-7. Mule Deer, Crystal Valley Trail Section 1, Potato Bill Creek to Avalanche Creek
Figure 10.3-8. Mule Deer, Crystal Valley Trail Section 2, Avalanche Creek to Redstone
Figure 10.3-9. Mule Deer, Crystal Valley Trail Section 3, Redstone to McClure Pass
Figure 10.3-10. Bald Eagle, Crystal Valley Trail Section 1, Potato Bill Creek to Avalanche Creek
Figure 10.3-11. Bald Eagle, Crystal Valley Trail Section 2, Avalanche Creek to Redstone
Figure 10.3-12. Bald Eagle, Crystal Valley Trail Section 3, Redstone to McClure Pass
Figure 10.3-13. Peregrine Falcon, Crystal Valley Trail Section 1, Potato Bill Creek to Avalanche Creek
Figure 10.3-14. Peregrine Falcon, Crystal Valley Trail Section 2, Avalanche Creek to Redstone
Figure 10.3-15. Peregrine Falcon, Crystal Valley Trail Section 3, Redstone to McClure Pass
Figure 10.3-16. Black Bear, Crystal Valley Trail Section 1, Potato Bill Creek to Avalanche Creek
Figure 10.3-17. Black Bear, Crystal Valley Trail Section 2, Avalanche Creek to Redstone
Figure 10.3-18. Black Bear, Crystal Valley Trail Section 3, Redstone to McClure Pass
Figure 10.3-19. Moose, Crystal Valley Trail Section 1, Potato Bill Creek to Avalanche Creek
Figure 10.3-20. Moose, Crystal Valley Trail Section 2, Avalanche Creek to Redstone
Figure 10.3-21. Moose, Crystal Valley Trail Section 3, Redstone to McClure Pass
Figure 10.3-22. Wild Turkey, Crystal Valley Trail Section 1, Potato Bill Creek to Avalanche Creek
Figure 10.3-23. Wild Turkey, Crystal Valley Trail Section 2, Avalanche Creek to Redstone
Figure 10.3-24. Wild Turkey, Crystal Valley Trail Section 3, Redstone to McClure Pass
42

Other wildlife species (e.g., mountain goat and lynx) mapped by CPW have seasonal ranges overlapping portions of the
Crystal River watershed, but they are not focal species of concern on this project.
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Figure 10.3-1. Bighorn Sheep, Crystal Valley Trail Section 1, Potato Bill Creek to Avalanche Creek
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Figure 10.3-2. Bighorn Sheep, Crystal Valley Trail Section 2, Avalanche Creek to Redstone
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Figure 10.3-3. Bighorn Sheep, Crystal Valley Trail Section 3, Redstone to McClure Pass
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Figure 10.3-4. Elk, Crystal Valley Trail Section 1, Potato Bill Creek to Avalanche Creek
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Figure 10.3-5. Elk, Crystal Valley Trail Section 2, Avalanche Creek to Redstone
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Figure 10.3-6. Elk, Crystal Valley Trail Section 3, Redstone to McClure Pass
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Figure 10.3-7. Mule Deer, Crystal Valley Trail Section 1, Potato Bill Creek to Avalanche Creek
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Figure 10.3-8. Mule Deer, Crystal Valley Trail Section 2, Avalanche Creek to Redstone
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Figure 10.3-9. Mule Deer, Crystal Valley Trail Section 3, Redstone to McClure Pass
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Figure 10.3-10. Bald Eagle, Crystal Valley Trail Section 1, Potato Bill Creek to Avalanche Creek
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Figure 10.3-11. Bald Eagle, Crystal Valley Trail Section 2, Avalanche Creek to Redstone
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Figure 10.3-12. Bald Eagle, Crystal Valley Trail Section 3, Redstone to McClure Pass
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Figure 10.3-13. Peregrine Falcon, Crystal Valley Trail Section 1, Potato Bill Ck. to Avalanche Creek
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Figure 10.3-14. Peregrine Falcon, Crystal Valley Trail Section 2, Avalanche Creek to Redstone
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Figure 10.3-15. Peregrine Falcon, Crystal Valley Trail Section 3, Redstone to McClure Pass
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Figure 10.3-16. Black Bear, Crystal Valley Trail Section 1, Potato Bill Creek to Avalanche Creek
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Figure 10.3-17. Black Bear, Crystal Valley Trail Section 2, Avalanche Creek to Redstone
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Figure 10.3-18. Black Bear, Crystal Valley Trail Section 3, Redstone to McClure Pass
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Figure 10.3-19. Moose, Crystal Valley Trail Section 1, Potato Bill Creek to Avalanche Creek
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Figure 10.3-20. Moose, Crystal Valley Trail Section 2, Avalanche Creek to Redstone
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Figure 10.3-21. Moose, Crystal Valley Trail Section 3, Redstone to McClure Pass
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Figure 10.3-22. Wild Turkey, Crystal Valley Trail Section 1, Potato Bill Creek to Avalanche Creek
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Figure 10.3-23. Wild Turkey, Crystal Valley Trail Section 2, Avalanche Creek to Redstone
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Figure 10.3-24. Wild Turkey, Crystal Valley Trail Section 3, Redstone to McClure Pass.
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